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Paradox 386 allows users to
take advantage of 16 Megabytes
of Memory on a386 machine.
This allows Paradox users to
work with databases that could
in the past only be handled
by minicomputers and
mainframes.

Your investment today in
Paradox applications is protected as new hardware and
operating systems are used in
your company. Paradox 2.0
applications will run unchanged on Paradox 386,
Paradox OS/2, Paradox Unix
and Paradox SQL! All versions
of Paradox will be completely
application and menu compatible. Paradox SQL will allow
access to remote databases via
SQL. Users will just type in a
query as they normally would,
and Paradox will translate that
Query to SQL.

Paradox is just as valuable
to multi and network users as
it is to single users. It runs
smoothly, intelligently and so
transparently that multiusers
can access the same data at the
same time—without either
being aware of each other or
getting in each other's way. It
works exactly the same way
whether you're flying solo or
as part of the crew.

Anyone who hasn't
seen the network version
of Paradox should take a
look. Ansa has dramatically advanced the state
of the art in multiuser
network databases
Phil Lemmons,
BYTE

Paradox was adelight
to use, both as astandalone product and from
alocal area network
server.
Don Crabb,

Paradox 2.0 will
do for the LAN what the
spreadsheet did for the PC
David Schulman,
Bendix Aerospace
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How to make your network network
To run Paradox 20 or the Paradox Network Pack on anetwork you need
• Novell with Novell Advanced Nelware version 20A or nigher
• 3Com 3Plus we 3Com 3+ operating system version 10, 11of higher
• IBM Token Ring a PC Network with IBM PC Local Atea Network Prograin version 112 or nigher
• Taus Tapestry version 14or higher
• AT&T Station Network well AT&T PC 6300 Network Program version
• Other network configurations trot we 100% compatible with DOS 31
and one of the listed networks
System Requirements lor Single User:
• DOS 20 or higher
• IBM' PS/2 and PC, Compaq" PC !amities and other
100% compatibles
• 512K RAM
• Two disk drives. 31
/2
inch and 5/v-inch supported
• Compatible monochrome, color. or EGA monitor with adapter

System Requirements for the Network Workstation:
• DOS 31or signer
• 640K RAM
• Any combination ot hard, floppy. or no disk drives
• Compatible monochrome, color, or EGA monitor with adapter
Optional Equipment:
• EMS and EEMS Boards. AST RAMpage Board," Intel Above Board"
or other expanded memory adapters
• Printers Compatible dot matrix, letter quality, or laser printer
'Reprinted with permission by Software Digest from its July 1987 report
covering 12 relational database programs.

(Test was designed and executed by NSTL . A 1.000-record and a
I0,000-record file were joined Ashort text held from the 1,000-record
file and anumeric held from the 10,000-record hie were selected (using
the 1,000-record file indexes), The short text field was grouped and
sorted in ascending order, the numeric held was subtotaled for each
group, and the results output to anull printer Test limes from the last
keystroke on the command sequence until return of program control
were recorded and averaged.
Paradox ,sareçyslefed Pacleme of Msa Soltwafe Ansa 3 aBorland Internahonal
company Olher brand and product names are nadernancs or reg,stered trademarks ot
re, reSheChve holders Copyrel C1988 Borland Inlernalone Iris
BI 1205
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Why Paradc
aradox eis once again
the top-rated program,
with the latest version
scoring even higher than last
year's top score." ( Software
Digest's July 1987 Ratings
Report—an independent comparative ratings report for
selecting IBM PC Business
software).
All tests for the Ratings
Report were done by the prestigious National Software Testing Laboratory, Philadelphia,
PA, and the message is crystal
clear: there is no better relational database manager than
Paradox.
NSTL tested 12 different
programs and amongst other
results, discovered that
Paradox is 3times faster than
dBASE; 6times faster than
R:BASE on atwo-file join
with subtotals testt.

can take out of the box and
begin using right away.
Because Paradox employs
state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technology, it does
almost everything for you—
except take itself out of
the box.
If you've ever used 1-2-3°
or dBASE .,you already know
how to use Paradox. It has
Lotus-like menus, and
Paradox documentation
includes "AQuick Guide to
Paradox for Lotus users," and
"A Quick Guide to Paradox
for dBASE users."
o

PARADOX
clBa e III PLUS
Open Access . II•

Paradox does the
impossible: combines
easeof- use with power
and sophistication
Even if you're abeginner,
Paradox is the only relational
database manager that you

DatEa

RBASE System V•

2

9

10

USABILITY

Paradox still offers
superior import/export
facilities using Lotus
1-2-3, dBASE, ASCII
and other file types. It
transfers between formats
with stunning speed
Ruse! DeMaria, PC Week yy
Paradox responds
instantly to "QuerybyExample"
The method you use to ask
questions is called Query-byExample. Instead of spending
time figuring out how to do
the query, you simply give
Paradox an example of the
results you're looking for.
Paradox picks up the example
and automatically seeks the
fastest way of getting the
answer. Paradox, unlike other
databases, makes it just as
easy to query multiple tables
simultaneously as it is to
query one.

Source: Software Digest'

Ideal programs have high levels of both
power and usability. Programs plotted in
the upper righthand portion of the diagram
above come closest to achieving that ideal.
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Paradox: the new
corporate standard
Paradox automatically
updates your data and
lets you control access
to information
In " Co-Edit" mode, changes
made by anyone are automatically updated to everyone. You
can pre-set a " Screen-Refresh"
interval to occur anywhere
from 1-second to 1-hour intervals. ( If you don't make apreset choice, Paradox automatically updates every 3seconds
so that your screen always
shows you updated data).
While Paradox 2.0 lets
everyone share and update
information simultaneously,
you can configure it to keep
secrets secret.
You can restrict others' rights
in avariety of ways with safeguards protecting confidential
files and/or giving someone
"Read Only" rights which is
to allow "View," but prevent
"Change." The Paradox technique—automatic file and
record locking—ensures data
accuracy and integrity in any
multiuser environment.
For abrochure or
the dealer nearest you
call (800) 543-7543

With Version 2.0,
Paradox becomes asophisticated multiuser product
that boasts an impressive
selection of data-protection
features and passwordsecurity levels
Ruse! DeMaria,
PC Week
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Get serious support for
serious Paradox application programming
When you subscribe to the
Paradox Developer's Resource
Program ( PDRP), you get all the
resources and support you need
for sophisticated Paradox application development: unlimited
access to our toll-free PAL
programmers support line; the
Paradox Developer's Toolkit; a
subscription to Turbo Technix,
Borland's bi-monthly technical
magazine; and a20% discount
on the Paradox User's Journal
published by the Cobb Group.
Call our Customer Service
Department at ( 408) 438-8400
for your free PDRP information
kit with all the details.

PARAD OX
by Arisa

A Borland Company
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Introducing HiWIRE
Wintek's smARTWORK is
used by thousands of engineers to design printed- circuit
boards. Now Wintek introduces HiWIRE, an electronicschematic program that is
easy to learn and use.
With a click of the mouse
button, you can extract symbols from our library of over
700 common components and
connect them with wires and
buses. You can also easily
modify the library's symbols or
create your own by combining
labels, lines, and arcs.
HiWIRE Advantages
E Easy-to- learn mouse/menudriven operation
E Complete documentation
and tutorial
E Extensive TTL, CMOS, microprocessor, and discretecomponent libraries
E Rubberbanding

III Moving, copying, mirroring,
and rotating of symbols
E Text- string searching
El Multiple display windows
III High- quality schematics
from printers and plotters
Hierarchical- design support; netlist and bill- ofmaterials utilities
E Schematic/layout cross
checking
E 800 number for free technical support
System Requirements
E IBM Personal Computer,
PC XT, or PC AT with 320K
RAM, parallel printer port,
2disk drives. and DOS V2.0
or later
IBM Color/Graphics
Adapter or EGA with RGB
color monitor
E Microsoft Mouse
E IBM Graphics Printer or
Epson FX/MX/RX-series
dot-matrix printer, and/or:

II Houston Instrument DMP-40,
41, 42, 51, 52 or HewlettPackard 7470, 7475. 7550,
7580, 7585, 7586 piotter
High Performance at Low Cost
At $ 895, HiWIRE delivers
quality schematics quickly
and easily. You don't need
to guess whether or not HiWIRE
is right for you. Our moneyback guarantee lets you try
it for 30 days at absolute/
no risk. Call ( 800) 742-6809
toll free today and put HiWIRE
to work tomorrow.
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Telephone: ( 800) 742-6809
or in Indiana ( 317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD
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EDITORIAL

Not Just for the MacFaithful
"Gridlock surrounds S.F. computer
show" screamed the headline in the San
Francisco Chronicle. " More than 20,000
people turned up for the first day of the
three-day computer show, compared with
30,000 for all three days of the show last
year. Hundreds... were unable to get
into apacked keynote address.... There
was almost complete gridlock from Market to Howard streets .. . and traffic
backed up onto the Bay Bridge.. . . Some
drivers complained that it took a half
hour to go one block."
I'm writing this on the flight back
from this winter's MacWorld Expo and
can attest that it's all true—and perhaps
even a little understated. It was agreat
show, in some ways reminiscent of the
early days of microcomputing, with an
electric atmosphere, aspirit of innovation
and excitement, and aprofusion of new
hardware and software.
It may be remembered as the show of
the expandable Macintosh—ashow when
there finally were enough innovative
products for the full Macintosh line (not
just for the Mac II) to satisfy all but the
most fanatical criticisms about limited
RAM, small and monochromatic
screens, inadequate expansion, and unfulfilled visual potential.
My briefcase barely fits under the seat
in front of me: It's crammed full of literature and sample software for everything
from accelerators and expansion products
for the Plus and SE; to 68030-based accelerators, professional-quality animation, and digitized video products for the
Mac H; and back to software that lets you
accurately and flexibly drive color
printers from monochrome Macs. The
list goes on and on.
It was agreat show. And not just for
the MacFaithful.
Cross-Pollination
It's axiomatic that many of the concepts
and technologies that had their first widespread commercial appearance on the
Mac already have influenced and improved the IBM world. But, until recently, little has gone the other way. It's
left the Mac world essentially isolated
from the mainstream—a fertile but foreign land to the overwhelming majority
of microcomputer users.
Some Mac users like it that way. They
6
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regard the " purity" of the Mac as an almost religious issue. At several of the
show's panel discussions, members of
the audience actually castigated some
manufacturers for " selling out" because
they adapted Mac products for PCs, or
vice versa.
Some PC users like it that way, too.
These are the folks who made up their
minds about Apple's " little beige
toaster" when it first appeared and don't
realize that the current crop of Macs and
third-party hardware and software embody the most desirable traits of the IBM
side (e.g., expandability and adaptability).
It's silly—dangerous, even—to put on
blinders and track only one class of machine, or worse, only one brand of machine: Good ideas know no boundaries,
except artificial ones, such as closed
minds and closed architectures.
And that's why BYTE (which is sometimes incorrectly perceived as an MSDOS publication) attends Mac shows.
Because no matter whether you're aMac
user or a PC user, you need to know
what's going on in the other camp: Sooner or later, you must deal with and choose
among the best ideas that emerge there.
This cross-pollinization benefits every
computer user, and it's a fact of life of
microcomputing today: The best features
of hardware and software— wherever they
originate—will eventually show up everywhere. Keeping you informed of these
developments, keeping your options
open—that's what BYTE is all about.
Some Specifics
At MacWorld, we covered all the best
product and technology news virtually
live for the Microbytes Daily area of BIX.
We then produced a Show Report ( see
below) immediately after the show
closed. I've already mentioned some of
the most interesting products—many of
which we'll soon be reviewing.
But if you've missed our earlier coverage of MacWorld, here's a sampling of
some of the show's other interesting
items. As you read them, you'll see many
examples of cross-pollinization.
• Apple rolls out three new laser
printers: from a $6599 model on the high
end to a $2799 PostScriptless model on
the low end, with a $4599 PostScripted
model in the middle.

•Sculley talks of twenty-first century
"knowledge navigator."
• Mainstay announces " Agenda- like"
program for Mac.
•New Apple product lets MS-DOS PCs
be AppleTalk nodes.
•Apple and DEC share technology.
• Activision program lets HyperCard
users generate reports.
•WINGZ " integrated spreadsheet" puts
graphs, text on one page.
•Truevision, maker of the Targa and
Vista graphics cards for the IBM PC, announced asimilar card for the Mac II.
•SuperMac's 24-bit color card for the
Mac II.
•MacNeal-Schwendler introduces engineering software for Macs.
•Lotus introduces Modern Jazz.
• Mac CAD package has modular
design.
•Kodak's first Mac projection pad.
•Program lets you map " information."
• Summagraphics announces digitizer
for the Mac.
•Deutsch Research introduces asimulation program for analog and digital
circuits.
•SuperMac/Levco brought out programming environments for its TransLink accelerator card.
•Apple Programmers Group offers new
versions of MPW Pascal and MPW C.
•Digital film recorder does slides from
Mac graphics.
•Two faxes for the Mac.
•Apple resists display PostScript.
•Cricket presents " Cricket Presents."
•Cricket shows beta paint program.
•Radius accelerator runs at 25 MHz.
•WordPerfect for the Mac: The " look
and feel" of the Mac with all the keyboard functions of the IBM version.
And much more.
We'll also be producing aShow Report
after this month's West Coast Computer
Faire. We'll be glad to send you acopy
for just the price of the paper, printing,
and postage. Just drop us anote (send it to
WCCF Show Report, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458); please enclose acheck or money
order for $3and be sure to include your
name and mailing address.
—Fred Langa
Editor In Chief
(BIX name: flanga)

The loneliest feeling on
earth is the feeling that
comes right after losing the
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And best of all, they
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Now it's time to make your
own comparison. Call us for a
free demo or more information
at (
800) 828-ALPS. In California,
(800) 257-7872.
And you'll find there really
isn't any comparison to make.
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MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments
in technology and the microcomputer industry.

Nanobytes

SQL Promises Portability, but It's Not Easy
Becoming aStandard
Incompatible database formats have
long been aproblem for computer users.
It's not uncommon to find several different database programs being used
within asingle organization, all generating incompatible data. If we're to believe industry watchers and prognosticators, however, this problem will be
solved by making Structured Query
Language (SQL) the standard.
Although SQL is just alanguage for
querying and communicating with databases, it requires astandard SQL " engine," or data format, to be used effectively. " The real promise of SQL is the
portability of files and indexes," pioneering computer designer George
Morrow told Microbytes. " If you follow
the rules of SQL, everyone can use the
data." The problem, however, is that
very little data is currently in SQL format. " Unfortunately," said Ansa Software's cofounder Rob Shostak, " most
of the world's data resides in flat files
accessed by COBOL programs."
SQL may indeed be the next standard. But how long will this standardization take? And how will it affect database developers? With Oracle's recent
announcement of an SQL add- in program for Lotus 1-2-3, SQL products for
the PC are becoming areality. Microrim also has announced SQL support, but the new version of R:base implements only some SQL commands and
has no provisions for transferring files
between R:base and SQL. According to
Morrow, R:base users " will be greatly
disappointed" when they discover that
their files are still incompatible.
Shostak told Microbytes that Ansa is
working on aversion of Paradox that
will accept data from SQL databases
by providing a " seamless" translation of

Paradox queries into SQL. " What
users really want to do is access SQL
data with commands they already
know," Shostak said. But do MIS managers want microcomputer users to be
able to modify or update mainframe
databases? In asurvey of Fortune 500
companies, " many executives said they
don't want micro users to be able to
update the mainframe," said Shostak.
Ansa is debating whether to provide a
mechanism for exporting data from Paradox back into SQL databases.
Another problem is performance.
According to Morrow, the main bottleneck in current PC database products
is I/O. " SQL will be even slower, because the bottleneck is the CPU. SQL
is highly interpretive. SQL gives you a
nice language, but the price you pay is
that it's CPU-bound," said Morrow.
Morrow's company, Intelligent Access, has been developing SQL interfaces that are built into the hardware of
disk controllers.
Of course, Ashton-Tate is also
working on SQL products and has hired
several experts in the field. Industry
speculation has A-T acquiring acompany with SQL expertise. But according to Oracle's marketing director, Gene
Shklar, the first player to drop out of
the SQL game will be A-T. " They simply don't have the technology to compete with us," he claimed. Shklar said
that products like dBASE III, R:base,
and Paradox are not based on the SQL
model and therefore can offer only partial support of SQL.
In any case, no standardization takes
place overnight. In the meantime, we'll
have to thrash away at incompatible
data files and put up with converting to
ASCII format.

New Approach Will Make Scanners Smaller
Scanners will begin to change over the
next 2years as manufacturers adopt alternative technologies. The approach
that looks to be the scanner technology
of the future is called " contact image
sensor." It should enable manufacturers

to design scanners that are much more
compact, much less expensive, and have
much less image falloff than anything
on the market today. One thing that
makes today's charge-coupled device

We'll resist unfair comparisons
to glasnost, but IBM opened its
doors abit following published
reports regarding PS/2 Model 50s
showing up DOA. The company
invited writers from several computer publications to its offices
in White Plains, NY, to correct
what it says are " misstatements"
in the press. One person was
quoted in aprominent news
weekly as saying that 40 percent
of the Model 50s he had ordered
arrived defective; but IBM officials said that the quoted person
never ordered even one Model 50.
We've heard about some minor
problems with the machines but
have yet to find the rumored
graveyard.... Speech Systems
Inc. (Tarzana, CA) is investigating the use of aphonetics-based
speech-recognition system to
help improve the language abilities
of people with hearing disabilities. The study is funded by the
U.S. Department of Education.
SSI's Phonetic Engine converts
speech to phonetic codes; the
approach is based on phonemes
(basic elements of speech) rather
than on whole words.... Quintus
Computer Systems (
Mountain
View, CA) is testing aversion of
its Prolog compiler for 80386based computers. Quintus Prolog
adheres to Edinburgh syntax and
provides acomplete split-screen
development environment with
full-screen editor, incremental
compiler, debugger, on-line
help, and interfaces to C, FORTRAN, and Pascal. The split
screen puts source code in the
upper window, while Prolog executes in the lower window... .
Teknowledge (
Palo Alto, CA) is
bringing its Copernicus expert system environment to the MSDOS world. The " knowledge engineering tool" runs under
Microsoft Windows on 286- or
386-based computers and uses a
continued
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DOS extender to allow execution
in protected mode. A company
official told us that this version is
aimed at programmers who want
to do the development work on an
IBM PC and port it to amainframe or use the micro as an " intelligent terminal." . . . The new
24-bit Mac H display card from
Jasmine Technologies (
San
Francisco, CA) uses " extensions"
to the Mac QuickDraw routines
to make it possible for existing
programs to be compatible with
the device. The software for the
Rembrandt II and III cards employs the PICT2 format used by
QuickDraw, enabling you to
paste an image to the Clipboard
and then copy it into any application. The card is designed around
custom gate arrays but makes use
of the Texas Instruments 34010
graphics processor.... Having
shipped its Pegasys ICAD program for the Macintosh, IGC
Technology (
Walnut Creek, CA)
plans two more Mac CAD
packages. Pegasys Expert, slated
for this quarter, will add " true
3-D, macros, more menus," and
more, said an IGC official.
Pegasys II will run on the Mac II
in full color and take advantage
of that box's 68881 numeric coprocessor.... Hewlett-Packard
(Palo Alto, CA) plans to release its
workstations based on Motorola's 68030 in mid- 1988. The new
members of the HP 9000 Series
300 line will be object-code-compatible with HP-UX. An 030 upgrade board will be available for
the older, 68020-based models
330 and 350, HP said.. . . This
WORM does not crawl. Micro
Design (
Winter Park, FL) said it
has speeded up its LaserBank
800 WORM drive by replacing its
8-bit host adapter with a16-bit
device. Claimed DOS throughput
is now 90K bytes per second.
The $9995 unit can hold 800
megabytes of data.. . . Now
there are mondo characters.
Worthington Data Solutions
(Santa Cruz, CA) has released a
package that lets an HP LaserJet
Plus-compatible printer print
characters 2inches tall, or what
type-shop types would call 153
points. License cost for BIGfont
is $ 159.. . . Researchers at the
California Institute of Technolcontinued
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(CCD) based scanners so bulky and expensive is the reduction optical system
that requires an optical path—that is, the
distance between the scanned document and the CCD sensing array—of
nearly 400 millimeters. Most scanners
aren't that thick because aseries of mirrors and lenses is used to reduce the
optics. Adding to the bulk and cost is a
reflection source, usually afluorescent
lamp.
Contact image sensors, however,
have amaximum optical path of not
more than 50 mm and replace abulky
lamp with astrip LED array. In atypical
contact image scanner, the paper original travels beneath two sets of LED
arrays positioned roughly at 45-degree
angles above the paper. The light that
shines down on the paper is reflected
up at 90 degrees through arod lens array
before reaching the photosensor array.
Contact image technology is gener-

ally viable right now, but scanner
makers say it currently costs about 3
times more than the more commonly
used CCD approach. Contact image
has its limitations as well. The dynamic
range, for instance, is restricted to 6
bits (64 levels) of gray, while it's possible to push CCD to 8bits, and even to
10 bits in some cases.
How long before contact image sensor technology makes its presence felt?
A representative of one scanner company predicted that within 12 months,
contact image sensors will be just as
cost-effective as CCD, and within 18 to
24 months, it will be more cost-effective. Most major scanner manufacturers,
including Datacopy and Dest, admit
that they are tracking the technology and
say they will have contact image-based
products, perhaps in the form of 81
/
2inch hand-held page scanners, ready
when the market wants them.

You, Too, Can Build aVGA Board
Want to enter the fast-growing graphics-board business? Two companies want
to help you by offering a " manufacturer's kit" that they say will provide
everything you need to build aVGAcompatible graphics board for the IBM
PC.
Award Software ( Los Gatos, CA) is
supplying the BIOS and the design for
the card, while Cirrus Logic (Milpitas,
CA) brings the VGA-compatible chips.
Cirrus, which provides VGA chips to
companies such as Video Seven, claims
that its two-part chip set is the only
VGA-compatible set currently available.
Like many announced VGA cards,
the Award/Cirrus board design features
VGA, EGA, CGA, and Hercules compatibility, plus support for both the new
analog monitors and the older digital
TTL monitors. The board also features
autoswitching between the graphics
modes. Other enhancements include an
800- by 600-pixel by 16-color mode,
support for amouse in hardware, and

performance that Cirrus claims is 4
times that of the IBM EGA.
According to Award, people who
purchase the $5000 manufacturer's kit
will be able to begin selling the board
in 30 days. The kit includes an evaluation board, schematics, film for making the boards, manufacturing instructions, the text for an owner's manual,
and two color photographs for marketing
literature. According to Award, even
FCC certification has been taken care
of; the board design has passed the certification requirements, and getting a
new version of it certified is amere
"paper formality," the firm said.
Award and Cirrus said that several
manufacturers, including some monitor
makers, should have versions of the
board ready to ship by now for retail
prices of $400 to $500. One manufacturer is even toying with the idea of bundling the board with anew desktoppublishing package; the board would
provide high-resolution text.

Air Force Takes Tip from PC Industry
In aradical departure, Air Force planners have decided to base the next generation of USAF fighters and bombers
around open-architecture hardware, an
approach that they admit has proven
successful in the personal computer industry. According to Lt. General Bill
Thurman, commander of the Air Force's
Aeronautical Systems Division
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH),
future aircraft will incorporate inter-

changeable printed circuit cards, like
those in an IBM PC, instead of dedicated " black boxes" that have been used
for the past few decades.
"Instead of contracting for acompany to build an entire specialized radar
set," Thurman said, " we'll contract
for common cards." The approach,
which the Air Force refers to as " modular avionics," is not new, although the
continued
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ogy ( Pasadena, CA) used aMacintosh II to control an experiment
that measured chemical reaction
times occurring in femtoseconds. ( Light travels from here
to the moon in about one second;
in afemtosecond, light wouldn't
even make it across the width of
ahuman hair.) The Mac manipulated adata-acquisition system
and alaser actuator controller,
under aprogram written in
LightSpeed C by research fellow
Mark Rosker..
Hecht-Nielsen Neurocomputer Corp. (
San
Diego, CA) has developed software for helping aneural network
system learn patterns. AR/NET,
in conjunction with the company's
Anza add- in board for the IBM
PC and compatibles, uses amassively parallel structure to recognize alearned pattern immediately. " Regardless of the number of
patterns the network has learned,
it can respond to any pattern it
has learned," said company president Robert Hecht- Nielsen. The
software can be set to signal the
user when it encounters apattern
it doesn't understand.. .. Mac
users can share PostScript fonts
residing on anetwork with aprinting utility from Olduvai (
South
Miami, FL). " The display fonts
are the only ones that need to be
present on the user's machine.
The utility can find and download the PostScript font to the
PostScript printer," said Olduvai
president Juan Chotsourian. FontShare costs $295 per network
and is compatible with networks
such as TOPS, AppleShare,
MacServe, and HyperNet.... It's
aCompaq 286 controlling the
four robot-controlled cameras
NBC now aims at Tom Brokaw
on the Nightly News.... And
now it's time for Digital Exercise! International Component
Manufacturing gets our Who'da-Thought-It? award this month
for its Exer-flex " exercise
putty." The silicone-based putty
"strengthens fingers and reduces
operator fatigue among computer
users," the company says. It can
even improve your digital dexterity and reduce tension, ICM
claims. Now we're awaiting little
spandex leotards for our fingers
to wear while exercising.
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Air Force's decision to support the
concept is.
"We want to develop architectures
that will integrate avionics to cut weight
and costs," Thurman explained. " By
using highly specialized cards that have
very high speed integrated circuits,
which are just starting to become available, we will reduce a50-pound aircraft data processor to a3-pound computer on acard."
Among the planes that will incorporate open architectures are the Advanced
Tactical Fighters, which are the follow-

ons to the current generation F- 15S and
F- 16S, and the Advanced Technology
Bomber (the " Stealth" bomber). Thurman, who is often referred to as " the
architect of the Air Force of the twentyfirst century," told Microbytes Daily
that some current planes, including possibly the F-16, will be retrofitted with
modular avionic systems " wherever appropriate," adding that " we just won't
rip out the avionics of an F-16 for the
sake of doing it." He sees modular avionics as agreat opportunity for all card
manufacturers.

Valdocs Lives, New Owner Says
Veteran microcomputer users may recall TPM, the Valdocs text management
and operating system that runs on the
old Z80-based Epson QX-10 and QX16. Rising Star Industries, the developer of Valdocs, went bankrupt about 2
years ago, leaving Valdocs at version 3
Plus. However, asmall company called
Interface Solutions (Yuba City, CA)
has acquired the assets of Rising Star
and plans to eventually release new
products based on Valdocs.
Don Soegaard, president of Interface
Solutions, told Microbytes Daily that the
company's first project is porting Valdocs 3Plus to asingle-board Z280 computer, which will plug into the QX-10
or QX-16. The Z280 is a16-bit version
of the 8-bit Z80 and has performance
characteristics comparable to an 80286,
according to Soegaard. The Z280
board will have up to 3megabytes of onboard RAM, aSCSI port, serial and
parallel ports, and an internal bus to
allow additional card-to-card interfaces
for afloating-point processor or more

RAM. The Z280 version of Valdocs
will initially be very similar to version 3
Plus, but it will support electronic mail
in the background, using the Epson's
on-board Z80 for that purpose.
The next step will be to rewrite Valdocs in C and port it to MS-DOS and
OS/2, said Soegaard. Valdocs is written in Z80 assembly language and in
Forth. Soegaard said the rewritten version will include arelational database,
an expanded indexing system, and a
new editor, which will be " astand-alone
desktop-publishing system."
Soegaard emphasized that Valdocs
will be astarting point for agreatly expanded software system. " Unfortunately, the concept of Valdocs was totally lost, because it was too slow on
the Z80 and was released with alot of
bugs." Soegaard said he believes that
there is still aplace for the Valdocs interface, and he estimates that there are
some 50,000 QX-10 users. Interface
Solutions welcomes inquiries from
OEMs and software developers.

Ethernet Inventor Speculates on Future
LANscape
By the year 2000, the local-area network (LAN) scene will consist of four
standards, Ethernet inventor Bob Metcalfe told an audience recently. Metcalfe, who is avice president at 3Com,
said the surviving quartet will consist of
AppleTalk, IBM's Token Ring, Ethernet, and FDDI (Fiber Data Distributed
Interconnects).
"You might have believed that I
would say that Ethernet should be the
only LAN, and Iadmit that that argument does have acertain charm," he
said, " but that won't be the case."
Metcalfe predicted that Ethernet will remain the predominant LAN standard,
since 500,000 Ethernet connections are
currently in use today, and, he said,

3Com is shipping about 30,000 connections per month.
AppleTalk's advantages, said Metcalfe, are that it is the easiest LAN to install and it is built into the Macintosh.
Its biggest drawback, he added, is its
slow speed, especially when the LAN
consists of more than four Macs; nevertheless, it will be around for the next
12 years.
Metcalfe characterized Token Ring
technology as old (about 5years behind
Ethernet, he said) and slow (with datatransfer specifications of 4megabits per
second, as compared to Ethernet's 10
megabits per second). IBM has been
hurt by the comparison, Metcalfe said,
continued

Some of the world's biggest
problems are being solved with
atouch of &mantalk.
The French Ministry Abroad and involved
of Foreign Affairs is .
responsible for keeping m foreign affairs.
track of every French citizen living abroad and every foreigner living in France. Each day,
they process thousands of requests for documents or information, each one of which takes
at least fifteen minutes. Arthur Andersen, the worlds' largest accounting firm, has developed
anatural language processing application with Smalltalk/ Vthat enables clerks without
computer training to extract the necessary data much faster Thanks to Smalltalk and
system developers Bart Schutte and Pascal Wattiaux, what once took fifteen minutes now
takes 30 seconds. Vive la Smalltalk!

On the ground
floor of high-tech
environmental control.

Climate, energy
fire and security are all critical aspects of envinenmental
control in large office buildings. The challenge forJohnson Controls,
aleader in this industry, is to provide acontrol system that is both
technologically advanced and simple to operate. Using Smalltalk/g
Research Scientists Gene Korienek and Tom Wrensch have created aworkspace envinmment that allows rapid prototyping and modeling of future
systems. At Johnson Controls this system is used to explore relationships between
cognitive models of building operators and corresponding iconic representations
of building components. Each system can then be tested by simply clicking
amouse and viewing the results in sophisticated color graphics on aPC.

The world is made of objects. So
short amount of time. Perfect for proon the next generation OS/2 operating
naturally, the world is turning to Objectgrammers who are looking for afast,
system as well as DOS.
Oriented Programming ( OOPS). And
efficient prototyping environment. And
Get Smalltalk for asmall price.
the fastest, easiest OOPS language and
anyone who wants to quickly and easily
Smalltalk/V sells for just $99.95.
environment is Smalltalk/ V.
learn OOPS.
Smalltalk/V286 is $199.95. The followWith OOPS you program by defining
Introducing Smalltalk/ V286.
ing optional applications packs are
objects, their interavailable for $49.95 each: CommuniOur newest
relationships and
cations; EGA/VGA Color; Goodies
version of Smalltheir behavior.
#1, Goodies #2, Carleton Tools and
talk offers faster
Objects can repreGoodies #3, Carleton Projects.
and more powersent both realAnd everything comes with a60-day,
ful OOPS capaworld entities
money-back guarantee.
bilities. We've
—people,
So visit your nearest dealer. Or call
gone from 16 to
places, things
32-bit architecture. toll-free, 800-922-8255 and order direct
—as well as
From 640K to 16
with MasterCard or Visa. Or write to
useful abstracDigitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd., Los
MB capacity for
tions such as
Angeles, CA 90045.
25 times the
stacks, sets
And let us help you put Smalltalk
memory And
and rectangles.
into action.
designed it to run
Smalltalk/V
provides everything you need
With SmaUtalk, even non-programmers can create
to solve problems
Teaching students to exciting applications. Economics Professor Arnold
big and small, inKatz of the Unicorsity of Pittsburgh developed
cluding acomthink economically.
Economics PC Discovery World, an intelligent
prehensive tutorial
tutoring system for beginning microeconomics students. Using amouse to access windows
and manipulate data, astudent can call up aset of markets and commodities for an
to get you started.
imaginary community By changing the scenario, the student can not only study avariety

Who needs
of market behaviors, but also test the validity of his or her own reasoning. A process
that provides alot offood for thought.
Smalltalk?
Because Smalltalk models the way
people really think, it is perfect for
scientists, engineers and professionals
who have to solve tough problems in a

Smalltalk/V

Circle 79 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 80)

digitalic inc.

Smalltalk/V requires DOS and 512K RAM on IBM PC/AT/PS or compatibles and aCGA.MCGA, EGA, VGA, lbshiba 13100, Hercules, or AT&T 6300 graphic controller. A Microsoft or compatible mouse is recommended.
Smalltalk/ V286 requires a286 or 386, DOS or OS/2 and 1MB of memory and one of the graphic controllers listed above. Not copy protected
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as evidenced by " the great lengths which
IBM has tried to prove that 4is greater
than 10." He alluded to IBM published
documents stating that Ethernet operates at only 20 percent of specification,
which comes to about 2megabits per
second. " It is convenient that 4is bigger
than 2," he said while denying the
IBM claims. In reality, Ethernet operates at more than 90 percent of specification, or more than 9megabits per second, he said.
At more than $ 10,000 per workstation, fiber-based FDDI networks currently are cost-prohibitive for most systems, Metcalfe said. But by the year

2000, lower costs, improved technology, and greater user needs will make
FDDI much more common. One reason FDDI will become attractive is that
the average LAN in the year 2000 will
be carrying at least 10 megabits per second, as compared to today's average of
about 1megabit per second. " Ten-megabit Ethernet is empty today but will fill
up by 2000," Metcalfe said. " By that
time, FDDI will be there."
Among the LANs that should not be
in the repertoire, Metcalfe said, are
AT&T's StarLAN and the proposed
IEEE 16-megabit-per-second Token
Ring standard, both for reasons relat-

ing to lack of performance. StarLAN,
which currently operates at 1megabit
per second, " will not be amajor
player," while the IEEE's 16-megabitper-second proposal " does not offer a
big enough [performance] advantage,"
Metcalfe said.
Metcalfe obviously has his preferences about which LANs should be
around at the turn of the century, but
he is realistic enough to know that there
will be more than just four LAN environments. " The risk is that there will be
too many members of the repertoire by
2000," he said, " not that there won't be
enough."

Transputer Board Boosts Sun to 640 MIPS
A new Transputer-based board from
Topologix (Denver, CO) converts Sun
workstations to parallel processing
supercomputers. The Topology 1000
board features four 32-bit INMOS
T800 Transputers, each with its own
memory array, which gives each board
apeak performance of 80 reduced-instruction-set computer (RISC) MIPS
(million instructions per second).
A maximum of 64 megabytes of

high-speed dynamic RAM can be used
per board. You can connect up to eight
boards to astandard Sun workstation
(via asimple wiring harness), yielding
apeak performance of 640 RISC MIPS,
the equivalent processing power of 40
or 50 68020s, Topologix claims.
"The Topology 1000 is basically an
accelerator board for the Sun," Topologix president Jack Harper told Microbytes Daily. " But it gives you alot more

horsepower than an average accelerator
board." To illustrate the board's capabilities, Topologix ran the standard programming problem that determines the
most efficient ( in terms of time and
money) travel plans for asales rep visiting 12 cities. According to Harper, a
standard Sun-3takes 15 hours to solve
the problem, while the same workstation with one Topology board takes 20
continued
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Let's get right to the point! Now you can use your WordPerfect without atemplate. With our Soft
ware Integrated Keyboard, all WordPerfect commands are printed in color- coded multi- legends,
directly on the keys in hold, easy- to- read acronyms.

$20 trade-in on
your old keyboard
Return prepaid in
PI/ packaging and
allow 2-4 wks for
ret urn check by
mail

How about advantages? Ideal for 'dedicated environment' computing. Employee/student / novice
training time is greatly reduced. Eliminates having to reference back and forth between the
function keys and the template. Reduces ' hunt and peck' operations and frees up
IBM PCIXT/ Al are trademarks of International Business
your keyboard for placement of another 'often used' software template.
WordPerfect is atrademark of WordPerfect Corporation

What about desktop publishing? Add up our advantages and the answer is
obvious. Make WordPerfect the efficient and cost effective tool it was intended
to he with aPDi Software Integrated Keyboard.
Contact PD: for additional keyboard and printed keycap applications.
For all IBM PC/XT/AT & Compatibles

p jar
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See us At Booth 851 at the WESTCOAST
COMPUTER MIRE. April 7-10, 1988
at the Moscone Center. San Francisco.

PRECISION DECORATORS, INC.
14140 N.W. Science Park Drive, Portland, OR 97229
503/646-5024, FAX 503/646-7850
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Machines

Name
Address
City

_

State

Zip

Phone
No PO box addresses please, shipping via UPS
Check Enclosed
Card
Order options:
(check one)

VISA

MC

Expiration

Discover

Date:

101 key (enhanced),
84 key (standard AT)

HI TEK
Keyboard

Photocopy of order form is acceptable!
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This 1595 frame grabber
price won't surprise you, once
you know our history.

1803: Fred "Napoleon" Bonaparte
Sold the Louisiana territory for
less than 3cents an acre.

1626: Chief Fred
Sold Manhattan for $24
worth of beads.

price of $1595— well below the nearest competing board!
Give us acall today. We don't offer prices like this
very often, but when we do, they make history.

Nobody gets something for nothing. But throughout history, anyone dealing with our family has come
awfully close.
Take, for instance, our new DT2853 512x512x8-bit
frame grabber that performs real-time image processing on the IBM PC AT. It has advanced features like
built-in real-time math and logic operations; square
pixel display (for perfect display without geometric
distortions); and external trigger inputs (for machine
vision inspection applications). And it's supported by
awealth of software.
You get all that, and it's sold for the next-to-nothing
Image
Processing

Computer

Resolution

Gray

Levels

Board
DT2853
Frame
Grabber

R5170, RISC,
RS330. CCIR,
PA L

IBM PC AT

512x5I2

256

Yes

Call (617) 481-3700
To learn more, see us in
Gold Book 1987, or call to
receive our first-ever 1987
3-Book Set, including 1987
Catalog, Product Summary
Price List, and Applications
Handbook.

VCR
Crrnpa t
i
bl e

External
Trig
Inputs

Square
Pixels

Number
fVd
°
i e°
Inputs

Real-Time
Frame
Grab

Input and
Output
WT's

Yes

Yes

Yes

8*

0,-s

Yes

Cprnpatible

1987: Fred Molinari, President
Sells the DT2853 frame grabber
for $1595.

Memory Mapped
Frame Store
Memoy
2buffers
512x512x8 each$1,595
(512 Kbytes)

Rea l-T
ime
Processing

Yes

S
oft ware
Support

Price

PT IRIS
OT'Image Pro
PC SEMPER

With DI? 859 /
2 size multiplexer board ($395)
1

DATA TRANSLATION®

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive. Marlboro, MA 01752-1192, (617) 481-3700 lx 951646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham. Berkshire. RG11 201. U.K. (C734) 793838. Tlx 851849862
International Sales Offices: Australia ( 2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chue ( 2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark ( 2) 274511;
Finland (90) 372-144: France ( 1) 69280173, ( 1) 690771302; Greece 951-4944, (031152-7039, ( 1) 361-4300; Hong Kong ( 3) 7718585; India ( 22) 23-1040; Israel ( 3) 32-4298; ' taly (2) 81-821;
Japan ( 3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111; Korea 778-0721/5; Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands . 70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759; Norway (02) 55 90 50, Peru ( 14) 31-8060;
Portugal ( 1) 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa ( 12) 46-9221; Philippines 818-0103; Spain ( I) 455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland ( 1) 723-1410; Taiwan ( 2) 709-1394;
United Kingdom (0734) 793838, West Germany (89, 80-9020.
IBM PC AT is aregistered trademark of IBM Corp. Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation. Inc. linage- Pro is atrademark of Media Cybernetics. inc
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HARMONY COMPUTERS
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE. ( BET AVES T & U) BKLYN NY 11223
ORDER DEPT ONLY 800-441-1144 OR 718-627-1000 - INFORMATION 718-627-8888
IBM PS II MODEL 30 ( 20 Meg) $1699.00
EPSON LX 800 $189.00

NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
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minutes. When the workstation has

four Topology boards, the problem is
solved in 5minutes, he said.
The system has parallel Common
LISP software (which supports parallel
processing applications) and an extended C compiler ( for parallel numeric
applications). It also provides aUnix
interface that permits Lisp and C access

to Unix system calls.
A non-bus-oriented architecture, in
which all elements are linked, permits
construction of computer networks of
arbitrary size and topology. The resulting flexibility is one of the board's
strong points. On one hand, Harper
said, you can overlay agrid onto an
image, making each Transputer respon-

sible for processing in individual grid
areas. However, he said, the system can
also be turned into atree machine for
other applications.
Topologix will be targeting the
Topology 1000 at " general-purpose"
markets-simulation, image processing, and so on, Harper said. The board
is available for " about $500 per MIP."

Some Mac Developers Not Following Rules, Apple Says
Software developers who take shortcuts when writing programs for the Macintosh may be getting by with it for the
time being, but those shortcuts are
short-sighted, Apple software engineers told Microbytes Daily.
"If aprogrammer has adhered to Inside Macintosh rules," one Apple
spokesperson said, "the software can
very easily be ported to run under future
versions of the Mac operating system."

Apple has said to developers " that if
they follow the rules of Inside Mac,
they won't have any problems, and we
mean it," he said. " But not all of them
have listened to us, and they are going to
have to recode in the future."
How serious is the problem? According to another engineer, only about
15 percent of all Mac programs tested
followed the Inside Mac rules. With
about 50 percent of the programs, only

slight edits and recompiles will be required to operate properly in the future. The remaining 35 percent will need
significant work, however.
The Apple engineer pointed to
Microsoft's Excel as an example of one
program that hasn't adhered to the Mac
rules. " The version of Excel you buy
today won't run under the Mac operating system 2years from now," he
claimed.

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is always interested in hearing about new technological and
scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep track
of innovative uses of that technology. If you know of advances or projects that involve research relevant to microcomputing and
want to share that information, please contact us. Call the Microbytes staff at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes,
or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Upgrade Your Technology
We're Programmer's Connection, the leading
independent dealer of quality programmer's
development tools for IBM personal computers and compatibles. We can help you
upgrade your programming technology with
some of the best software tools available.
Comprehensive Buyer's Guide. The CONNECTION,
our new Buyers Guide, contains prices and up-to-date
descriptions of over 600 programmer's development
tools by over 200 manufacturers. Each description
covers major product features as well as special requirements, version numbers, diskette sizes, and
guarantees.

USA

800-336-1166

Canada
Ohio & Alaska ( Collect)
International
TELEX

800-225-1166
216-494-3781
216-494-3781
9102406879

RJsiness Hours: 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM EST Monday through Fnday
Pnces, Terms and Conditions are subject to change
Copynght 1988 Programmer's Connection Incorporated

Sale Prices effective through 03/31/88

How to Get Your FREE Copy: 1) Use the reader service card provided by this Journal; 2) Mail us acard
or letter with your name and address; or 3) Call one
of our convenient toll free telephone numbers.

386 products

List

Ours

495
195
595
595
195
595
995

389
129
529
529
155
539
869

175
129
175
129
129
129
275

135
99
135
99
99
99
199

167
495
725
995
195
150
85
100
100
100
100
100
100

105
359
525
725
125
99
57
64
64
64
64
64
64

100
70
100
too
395
100
100
100
100
70
100
100

64
47
59
64
259
64
64
64
64
41
64
64

100
500
75
995
995

69
265
54
829
829

695
695
169
395
395

379
389
99
249
249

New
New

biaise products
ASYNCH MANAGER Spealy Cor Pascal
CTOOLS PLUS 5.0
PASCAL TOOLS,TOOLS 2
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS:4.0
Turbo CTOOLS
Turbo POWER TOOLS PWS/4.0
VIEW MA NAGER Specify Cor Pascal

borland products
EUREKA Equation Solver
Paradox1.1 by Arria/Borfand
Paradox 2.0 by AnsaMorland
Paradox Network Pack by Ansa/Borland
Ouattro: The Professional Spreadsheet
Reflex: The Analyst
Sidekick
Superkey
Turbo Basic Compiler
Turbo Basic Database Toolbox
Turbo Basic Editor Toolbox
Turbo Basic Telecom Toolbox
Turbo CCompiler iCarlfor supportpiroducts)
Turbo Lightning
Turbo Lightning Word Wizard
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Developer's Toolkit
Turbo Pascal Editor Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Gameworks Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Graphix Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Tutor
Turbo Prolog Compiler
Turbo Prolog Toolbox

New

Sale

clanguage
Eco C88 Modeling Compiler by Ecosoll
Lattice CCompiler yes. 3.2 from Lattice
Mark Williams Let's Cget FREE cad
Uniware 68000 CCross Compiler bySOS
Uniware Z-80 CCross Compiler by SOS

Sale

database management

Clipper by Nantucket
dBASE III Plus by Ashton Tate
d8XL by Wort/Tech SystemS
Fox Base Plus by Fox Software
Gender feel

q0 COD OR PO FEE. CODs and Purchase Orders are
accepted at no extra cost. No personal checks are accepted on COD orders. POs with net 30-day terms
(with initial minimum order of $ 100) are available to
qualified US accounts only.
10 SALES TAX. Orders outside of Ohio are not
charged sales tax. Ohio customers please add 5% Ohio
tax or provide proof of tax-exemption.
10- DAY GUARANTEE. Most of our products come
with a30-day documentation evaluation period or a30day return guarantee. Please note that some manufacturers restrict us from offering guarantees on their
products. Call for more information.
S
OUND ADVICE. Our knowledgeable technical stall
can answer technical questions, assist in comparing
products and send you detailed product information
tailored to your needs.
NTERNATIONAL ORDERS. Shipping charges for International and Canadian orders are based on the shipping carrier's standard rate. Since rates vary between
carriers, please call or write for the exact cost. International orders (except Canada), please include an additional $10 for export preparation. All payments must
be made with US funds drawn on aUS bank. Please
include your telephone number when ordering by mail.
Due to government regulations, we cannot ship to all
countries.
MAIL ORDERS. Please include your telephone num-

If you haven't yet received your copy of the
Programmer's Connection Buyer's Guide, act
now. Upgrading your programming technology could be one of the wisest and most
profitable decisions you'll ever make.

386 ASM/386 LINK Cross Asnr by Plur Lap
386 DEBUG Cross Debugger by Phar Lap
NDP C-386 by MicroWay
NDP ForTran-386 by Micro Way
PC-MOS,'386 Single-User by Me Software Link
PC-MOS, 386 5-Users by The Software Link
PC- MOS, 386 25-Users by Pe Software Link

FREE SHIPPING. Orders within the USA ( including
Alaska 8 Hawaii) are shipped FREE via UPS. Call for
express shipping rates.
AO CREDIT CARD CHARGE. VISA, MasterCard and
Discover Card are accepted at no extra cost. Your card
is charged when your order is shipped. Mail orders
please include expiration date and authorized signature.

Networker Plus by Woreffech Systems
QuickSilver fty Won/Tech Systems
R:Base 5000 by Mtrorim
R.Base System Vby Micronm
Tom Rettig's Libraryby Tom Rettig 8Assoc
Ul Programmer by Wallsolf

259
599
495
700
100
295

209
349
359
439
79
239

100
50
50
50
50
50

84
45
45
45
45
45

digitalk products
Smalltalk'V beigrtalk
EGA VGA Color Option
Goodies Diskette #1
Goodies Diskette #2
Goodies Diskette #3
Smalltalk'Comm

New
New

logitech products
LOGIMOUSE All Vanelies
LOGITECH Modula 2Development System
Modula 2Compiler Pack
Modula 2Toolkit

CALL CALL
249
199
99
75
169
139

microport products
DOSMerge286 Specify 2-Users « Ur/limed
DOSMerge3862-users
DOSMerge386 Unlimited Users
System V'386 Complete Package
System VAT Complete Package
Other Microport Products

149
395
495
799
549
CALL

129
345
429
669
465
CALL

List $89 Ours $79
Flash-Up is amemory- resident macro, menu and note maker
compatible with most languages. Easy-to-use features include
a pull-down interface and on-line help. And until 03/31/88,
you'll also get aMicrosoft compatible mouse FREE

microsoft products
CCompiler 5w,CodeVtew
Coin Compiler with COBOL Tools
Excel
FORTRAN Optimizing Compiler
Learning DOS
MACH 20
Macro Assembler
Mouse All Vanehes
Pascal Compiler
OuickBASIC 4
OuickC
Windows
Windows 366
Windows Development Ifit
Word
Works

450
700
495
450
50
New
495
150
CALL
300
99
99
99
195
500
450

Circle 208 on Reader Service Card

Programmer's Connection
Order Processing Department
7249 Whipple Ave NW
North Canton, OH 44720

peter norton products
Advanced Norton Utilities
Norton Commander
Norton Guides Spi-ty I
Afigkije
Norton Utilities

150
75
100
100

89
55
65
59

New
795
New CALL
1295
1495
CALL

595
CALL
979
1145
CALL

sco products
SCO FoxBASE+
XENIX System Vfor PS/2 by SCO
XENIX System V286 Dy SCO
XENIX System V386 by SCO
Other SCO Products

wiley professional products
50 MORE: FORTRAN
Scientific Subroutine Library tor BA.
Scientific Subroutine Lib Spent},C .
STATLIB.GL
STATLIB.TSF

' 25
125
225
295

295

95
99
179
239
239

other products

Flash-Up with FREE Mouse
from Software Bottling of NY

Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
ro
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft

ber on all mail orders. Be sure to specify computer,
operating system, diskette size, and any applicable
compiler or hardware interface(s). Send mail orders
to:

285
439
319
285
38
329
99
CALL
189
66
66
66
129
299
285
129

ACTOR by Whitewater Gioup
Alsys Ada Products All Vanehes
Arity Prolog Products All Vaneties
Brief by Solution Systems
Carbon Copy Plus by Meridian Technology
Dan Bricklin's Demo II by Software Garden
Desqview from Quarterdeck
Disk Optimizer by Sortlogic Systems
Disk Technician by Prime Solutions
Disk Technician+ by Prime Solubons
MiniProbebyAtron
Mace Utilities Paul Mace Software
MathCADnyMatriSoff
Peabody by Copra Intl. Specify Language
Personal ROO( by Mansfield Software Group
risC fromIMSI
TLIB by Burton Systems Software
Turbo Professional 4.0 by TurboPower
TurboHALO from IMS1
TurboPower Utilities by TurboPower
Vcache by Golden Bow Systems
Ventura Desktop Publisher by XEROX
Weature Deluxe by Golden Bow Systems
Vopt by Golden Bow Systems
XenoCopy-PC by XENOSOFT

495
419
CALL CALL
CALL CALL
195 CALL
195
135
195
179
130
115
60
55
100
89
130
119
395
369
99
85
New
349
319
New
100
89
125
99
Sale
80
59
Sale
100
79
99
79
Sare
95
69
95
78
50
47
New
895
459
120
111
50
47
80
69

CALL for Additional Products

Everex

the # 1
,

Ne:Ne
'ete

N

N

ASIC
Technology
Everex, one of the leaders in graphics
technology, offers acomplete line
of advanced graphics adapters for
IBM PC'/X -MAT® and compatibles.
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASIC) designed by Everex, have led
to the quality, features, price and
performance of these products.
Choose the graphics adapter to suit
your needs and start enjoying the
Everex difference today!

•

"Si
_

•
N •

EVGA"
•True VGA on PC/XT/AT and
compatibles
•256 simultaneous colors from over
256,000
• All 17 VGA modes implemented in
hardwale
• Runs VGA, EGA, CGA, MDA and
Hercules® software
• Supports PS/2, multifrequency, EGA,
CGA, and monochrome monitors
• 512 x480 with 256 colors for
true color video applications
• Special 1280 x600, and 800 x600
modes
• 132 column text modes

Micro
Enhancer'
• High resolution EGA
• Compatible with IBM® EGA
• Supports automatic mode switching
• Extended EGA modes 752 x410
and 640 x480
• 132 x44 and 132 x25 text modes
• Supports multifrequency, EGA, CGA
and monochrome monitors
•Can run Hercules software on an
EGA monitor
• Includes feature adapter and RCA
jacks
•Very attractively priced

EVEREX, EVER for EXcellence, Evergraphics Plus, EVGA, EvergraphIcs Deluxe, Ultra Graphics, Micro Enhancer, RamFont, IBM, PC,
PC/XT. PC/AT, PS/2, Hercules and Microsoft are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 1987 Everex
Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Choice in Graphics.
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Evesraphics Ps

E'vergraphiŒ Deltvœ

Ultra
Graphics'

Evergraphics
Deluxe'

•Very high resolution monochrome
graphics adapter
• 1664 x 1200 resolution
• Ideal for desktop publishing
• Microsoft® Windows driver included
• Perfect for CAD applications
• AutoCad driver included
• Non- interlaced display
• Supports PGS 15" and Moniterm
19" high resolution monitors
• Co-exists with standard video
adapters
• ROM BIOS to allow single display
operation

• Supports standard monochrome
monitors
• High resolution 1024 x 704 and
1024 x 352 graphics modes
•AutoCad® drivers included
• Compatible with Hercules
Ram Font modes
• Displays foreign language, scientific,
math characters instantly
• Powerful, easy-to-use font editor
• Over 3,000 characters in RAM
simultaneously
• Runs standard monochrome
software without modification
• 132 x44 and 132 x25 text modes

For more information or for the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:

1-800-821-0806
in Calif 1-800-821-0807

Evergraphics
Plus'
• Low-cost monochrome graphics
adapter
• Compatible with Hercules graphics
• Fast scrolling
• 132 x44 and 132 x 25 text modes
• Configurable parallel port
• MDA text compatible
• Works with standard monochrome
monitors

ea/be'

in USA

Circle 93 on Reader Service Cant (DEALERS: 94)

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538
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FEA Concerns
Nicholas M. Baran's article, " ANSYSPC/Linear and MSC/pal 2" (November
1987), failed to focus appropriately on
the critical issues in the evaluation of a
professional-level IBM PC finite-element
analysis (FEA) system. The report was
highly subjective and unjustifiably biased
toward MSC/pal 2.
Let me begin by stating that Iam not
without my own biases. I work for a
mechanical engineering consulting firm
that provides training and technical support to users of the ANSYS program. Although Mr. Baran did note several of
MSC/pal 2's deficiencies—limited problem size capacity, lack of an adequate
element library, and so on—he tended to
dismiss these critical factors as unimportant. On the other hand, he took every opportunity to minimize ANSYS-PC/Linear's superior features (e.g., interactive
modeling capability, advanced analysis
options, and upward compatibility with
the mainframe version).
Mr. Baran stated that ANSYS-PC/Linear is a more expensive program than
MSC/pal 2. This is true. However, in PC
FEA, you do indeed get what you pay for.
The degree of sophistication and complexity of professional-level FEA code is
at least an order of magnitude above common PC-based applications. The absence
of an element as basic as athree-dimensional solid in MSC/pal 2is aserious liability. We live in aworld composed of
three-dimensional solid objects; to model
them effectively often requires acontinuum element of this type.
Mr. Baran claimed that time-to-solution on similar analysis problems was
equivalent for both programs. He did not
elaborate on the type of problem he
solved; he stated only that the model
contained 2000 degrees of freedom.
ANSYS-PC/Linear uses awave-front
solution method, influenced by element
rather than node order. If you don't know
the value of the maximum wave front in
the model, the number of degrees of freedom is largely irrelevant. Numerous
benchmark studies have shown that
ANSYS-PC/Linear has the fastest timeto-solution of any MS-DOS finite-element program.
Mr. Baran raised the issue of ease of
use and learning. It seems he based his
entire evaluation upon the single user's
22
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manual in his possession. Each ANSYSPC/Linear lease or purchase includes
training credits for an introductory seminar on using the program. Apparently
Mr. Baran did not avail himself of this
opportunity. He stated that ANSYSPC/Linear is difficult to learn. Ihave to
ask, relative to what—a spreadsheet? a
word processor? We are talking about
learning to effectively use apowerful engineering analysis tool; to use it properly
requires an investment in time and effort.
One of the most serious deficiencies in
Mr. Baran's review is his dismissal of
ANSYS-PC/Linear's interactive modelgeneration capability (which MSC/pal 2
lacks). He states, " The interactive mode
is most suitable for issuing afew on-line
commands to obtain aplot or asmall listing. For creating amoderate-size model,
Ifound it much easier to prepare the input
file using atext editor and then to run
PREP7 in batch mode using my input
file." To prefer working in batch mode
when an excellent interactive capability
exists (with on-line help, immediate plotting, and error correction) is insane. I
wonder if Mr. Baran prefers shaving in
the dark— that's what it feels like to
create an FEA model in batch mode.
Now that I've gotten all that off my
chest, let me say that Mr. Baran's criticism regarding difficulty in obtaining a
hard copy in ANSYS-PC/Linear was entirely valid. However, Version 4.3 of
ANSYS-PC/Linear is now available, and
its new vector display mode option completely corrects this problem.
Victor R. Urbach
Westbury, NY
I stated in the article that ANSYSPC/Linear is the more capable and flexible product. On the other hand, Ithink
it's abit presumptuous to claim that the
"degree of sophistication and complexity
of a professional-level FEA code is at
least an order of magnitude above common PC-based applications. " It all depends on what you plan to do with the
program. And though we do live in a
three-dimensional world, a great many
problems can be solved in two dimensions with beam or plate elements.
In the years Iworked as an engineer
performing stress analyses of mechanical
and structural components, Iwould say
80 percent of the problems involved beam

and plate elements rather than solid elements. Many of these types of problems
can be solved accurately using MSC/pal
2as well as ANSYS-PC/Linear.
Since MSC/pal 2does not use awavefront equation solver, the value of the
maximum wave front does not help us
compare performance. I intentionally
avoided attempting aformal benchmark
because of the different solution methods. My own experience in running identical problems on both programs was that
their performance is roughly equivalent.
And let 'sface it, whether it takes 40 minutes on one or 48 minutes on the other,
both programs are pretty slow on an IBM
PC.
Let 'snot confuse aprogram's ease of
use with the process of learning and applying the concepts of finite-element
analysis. While a great deal of training
and education are involved in applying
FEA competently, there is no reason why
the user interface of a program like
ANSYS-PC/Linear should be so complex.
There is no reason that abeginning user
should have to spend hours leafing
through the manual trying to figure out
how to generate amesh pattern.
I'm sorry, but all the finite-element
programs I've seen, including MSC/pal
2, could benefit from improved user interfaces. There is no reason why engineers should have to continue to put up
with terse command languages and forbidding documentation.
Finally, Istand by my evaluation of
ANSYS-PC/Linear 'sinteractive modeler.
No, Idon't like shaving in the dark, but I
also don't like shaving with adull blade.
Istill maintain that the interactive modeler is extremely difficult to use. Perhaps
with atraining course, my attitude would
change, but Iwas evaluating the program
continued

LETTERS POLICY: When submitting aletter for publication, double-space it on one
side of the paper and include your name and
address. Express your comments and ideas as
clearly and concisely as possible. We can
print listings and tables along with aletter if
they are short and legible.
Because we receive hundreds of letters
each month, we cannot publish all of them.
We cannot return letters to authors. Generally, it takes four months from the time we receive aletter until we publish it.

Announcing - the database
development system that
you designed.

TM

Ígi

*16freta
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PROGRAMMERSWe asked what you
wanted in adatabase
development system and
we built it!

db_VISTA ur is the database development system for
programmers who want powerful, Lie performance
puts capabilities.... and in any environments.Based on
the network database modei and the B-tree indexing
method, db_VISTA III gives you the most powerful and
efficient system for data organization and access. From
simple file management to complex database structures
with millions of records. db_VISTA III runs on most
computers and operating systems like MS-DOS, UNIX,
VAX/VMS and OS/2. It's written in C and the complete
source code is available iso your application performance and portability are guaranteed! With db_VISTA
III you can build applications for single-user microcomputers to multi-user LANs, up to minis and even mainframes.

‘.)

RA1MA'S COMMITMENT TO YOU: No Royalties, Source
Code Availability, 60 days FREE Technical Support and
our 30-day Money- Back Guarantee. Extended services
available include: Application Development, Product
Development, Professional Consulting, Training Classes
and Extended Application Development Support.
HOW TO ORDER: Purchase only those components
you need. Start out with Single-user for MS-DOS then
add components, upgrade ... or purchase Multi-user
with Source for the entire db_VISTA IH System.
It's easy... call toll- free today!
RELATIONAL DBMS
INDEX

TABLE I

l'ABLE 2

It

I)

I

NETWORK MODE!. DBMS.. db_,_%1STA"
RECORD I
RECORD 2
SET
--- POINTER

db_VISTA out- performs
relational DBMS's with direct
access to data and less data
redundancy. Your applications

run faster and more efficiently

The db_VISTA

fl

111M

Database Development System

db_VISTA': The High Performance DBMS

The major features include:

• A runtime library of over 100 functions.

• Multi-user support for LANs and multi-user •
computers.
• Multiple database access.
•
• File and record locking.
• Automatic database recovery.
• Transaction processing and logging •
• Timestamping.
• Database consistency check utility.
• Fast access methods based on the network
database model and B- tree indexing. Uses
both direct " set" relations and B- tree in- •
dexing independently for design flexibility

Operating systems:

MS-DOS. INIX V.
XENIX. VMS, OS/2.
Lattice, Microsoft, IBM,
Aztec, Computer Innovations, Turbo C.
XENIX, and UNIX.
LAN systems: LifeNet, NetWare, PC Network, 3Com, SCO XENIX- NET, other NET
BIOS compatible MS-DOS networks.

CCompilers:

db_QUERY:' The SQL-based Query.
Provides relational view of db_VISTA
applications.

and performance.
• Structured Query Language
• An easyto- use interactive database access • C linkable.
utility.
• Predefine query procedures or run ad hin
• File transfer utilities for importing/exportqueries "on the fly".
ing ASCII text and dBASE 11/111 files.
• A Database Definition language patterned
after C.
• Virtual memory disk caching for fast
database access.

g db__REVISE^: The Database
Restructure Program.

• Redesign your database easily.
• Converts all existing data to revised design

All components feature royalty- free run-time distribution, source code
availability and our commitment to customer service. That's why corporations
like ARCO, AT&T, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Northwestern Mutual Life. UNISYS
and others use our products.

db VISTA III' Database
Development System

db Vim Ill db QUERY "

$595 -

db_ IUVISE "

$595 - 3960

db_Visre

File Manager

$595 - 3960
3960

Starts at $ 195

We'll answer your questions, help
determine your needs and get you started.

CALL TODAY!
1-800-db-RAIMA

VISA

(that's 1-800-327-2462)

eCORPORATION

RAIMA

3055 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004 ( 206)828-4636
Telex: 6503018237MCIUW FAX: ( 206)828-3131

Attention all FX80, FX100, JX, RX, & MX owners:

LETTERS

You already own half of
agreat printer

Now for $79.95 you can own
the rest. You see, today's new dot
matrix printers offer alot more.
Like an NLQ mode that makes
their letters print almost as sharp as
adaisy wheel. And mode switching at the touch of abutton in over
160 styles. But now, aDots-Perfect

from the point of view of users who might
be trying to learn the program on their
own. —Nicholas M. Baran

upgrade kit will make your printer
work like the new models in minutes— at afraction of their cost.
And FX, JX and MX models will
print the IBM character set, too.
So, call now and use your Visa,
MasterCard, or AmerEx. Don't
replace your printer, upgrade it!

1-800-368-7737

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

g

Sample of
letter with
Dots-Perfect

(Dots-Perfect)

Sample of
lettei without
Dots-Perfect

*Dresselhaus
8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(714) 945-5600
IBM las mewled *

An upgrade kit for EPSON FX, JX, AX, & MX printers

M.

Immexa
or Epson

Amer,. Inc

Epson Is are.Isseredlractematl. of Epson ;Mete. Inc

Now there's asmart way to
connect more than one printer
Forget those dumb A/B boxes and
those expensive switching devices.
Now you can connect up to six
parallel printers to your computer
and let your programs do the switching intelligently for only $ 119.
SmartPorts automatically sends

•

your output to the correct printer.
You just add asimple code to
your program or printer setup string.
Or, select aprinter from apop-up
window utility that's included.
SmartPorts recognizes the code
and makes the switch.
So, call now and use your Visa,
MasterCard or AmerEx.
It's smart!

/

1)

1-800-368-7737

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

itmartibrts>

›Dresselhaus 8560 Vineyard Avenue, Suite 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
A software- controlled printer switch for IBM PCs and compatibles
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Sign Language vs. Finger Talk
Ohio State University's program,
SpeechSign ( Microbytes, December
1987, page 14), does not " help teach sign
language." It teaches the manual alphabet, commonly known as " finger talk."
Finger talk is excruciatingly slow. Sign
language positions the whole body, in the
context of the surrounding environment,
in symbols that transmit information.
Fluent signers routinely transmit information at 100 times aural speed.
There are three widely used sign languages. The oldest is American Indian
Sign (AIS), used by the Boy Scouts. Next
came American Sign Language (ASL),
used by the hearing-impaired and for
cross-cultural communications. Last
came Gorilla Sign Language (GSL), ASL
restructured for the Great Apes.
True sign language uses syntax and
grammar radically different from aural
language. NATO and the UN unofficially
recognize ASL as auniversal language.
The Boy Scouts use AIS to conduct business and personal conversations during
International Jamborees. GSL is the only
language routinely used for two-way
transmission of sophisticated abstract
concepts between animals and humans.
None of this is possible with languagebound finger talk. To reach the Dick-andJane kindergarten level of sign, the hardware would have to have at least 500
megabytes of RAM, with aclock speed of
at least 50 megacycles and a graphics
screen the size of a barn door. Then
comes the program, which will, while
under development, spin off sign language translators centuries beyond what
we have today.
Eugene Austin
Tilden, NB
"Information," Please
Icongratulate BYTE for printing " Information Theory" by Ramachandran Bharath (December 1987). An open discussion in the computer field about defining
the term " information" is long overdue,
and maybe this article will lead the way.
For too long, the term has been picked up
and used without regard to its precise
meaning.
Mr. Bharath provided us with acomprehensive introduction to information
theory, and he made the technical nature
of the theory crystal clear. The reader
could easily see that the theory is based
on mathematical proofs and, as such,
could not be used to deal with the issues
relating to the value of the contents of the
continued

(COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
1-800-5284054
!LOWEST PRICES
FREE elaniee
FAST DELIVERY
CALL TOLL:IZIEE

Air Express Shipping
See Details Below

HARDWARE I

,RINTERS

Alps All Models
Brother All Models
Citizen MSP-40
MSP-45
MSP-50
MSP-55
Premier 35
Tribute 224
1200
Citizen 1800
Citizen 15E
Dyconics 150
EPSON
All Printer Models
Hewlett-Pack ard LazerJet II
NEC P2200
850
880+
3550
8810.8850
P6
P7
P9
OKIDATA
All Printer Models
Panasonic 10s.-.s1 Model
1080 Model 2
1092 I
1524
1592
1595
3131
3151
Laser

Call
Call
$285
$415
$355
$450
5450
$605
$145
$160
5315
$299
Call
51779
5335
S1539
S1950
5729
$1059
S425
S610
51035
Call
S180
S165
S305
S549
$405
S455
S255
S390
Call

STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models
Call
Toshiba 321 SL
341SL
351 Model 11
Laser Printer

5499
$665
$899
Call

PROJECT MANAL1-_- MENT
Harvard Total Project Manager Il
5289
Microsoft Project
Call
Super Project Plus
$269
Tsmelsne 2.0. .
S259
GRAPHICS
Logi Mouse
Call
Logi Buss Mouse w/pasnt
585
$48
Newsmaster . . . .
Mscrosoft Buss Mouse 10
Call
Microsoft Chart 30
Call
Call
Microsoft Serial Mouse 10
Newsroom
$30
PC Mouse w/Pasnt
S89
PC Buss Plus Mouse w/Paint
$99
PFS• First Publisher
$49
IMSI Mouse w/Dr Halo II
$88
PC Mouse w/Pasnt
$89
PrIntmaster Plus
528
Master Presentation Pack
$315
Turbo Graphsx Tool Box .
$38
COMMUNICATIONS
CompuServe Starter Kit
519
Crosstalk XVI
S88
Carbon Copy Plus
S103
Mirror II
$33
Remote
588
5136

aSKETTES
582.50
$65
$69
$150
$105

Maxell MD2 (Oty 100) .
M2S . . .
Sony DS/DD (Oty 100)
525 HD ( 100S)
35 DS ( 100a)

$389

MONITORS
Amdek All Monitors
AlliSILIbiShi Diamond Scan
Other Models
NEC Multisync II
Multisync Plus
Multssync XL
Princeton Graphics All Models
Sony Multsscan w/cable
Multiscan 1303
Thompson Uluascan
Zenith 1490 FTM
Other Models
MODEMS
HAYES
All Modems
Prometheus 2400B w/Soft
Other Models
US Robotics Courier 2400
Password 1200 .
DISK DRIVES
lomeoa Bernoulli le meg
Bernoulli 20 meg .
Bernoulli 40 meg . . . .
Bernoulli Beta Internal (
5%
1)
Bernoulli Beta External (51/)
Miniscribe Drives
Teac AT 12Meg Drive
)(T 14 HT Drive
Magnum Tape Backup
Everes Tape Backup

Call
$499
Call
$549
$875
S2005
Call
$665
Call
$539
$625
Call

Cali I
5120
Call
$299
5149
$865
$1260
$1605
$909
$1645
Call
$100
$85
Call
Call

SEAGATE
20 meg w/Western I/O. $ 290
Other Models
Call

-

Turbo PC/XT w/640K d1Drive . $415
Turbo PC/XT w/640K 82 Drives $485
Turbo PC/XT w/640K.
1Drwe 820 MG
$729
PC/ATIO MHz w/1024K.1.2 FloppyDrive $989
PC/AT 10 MHz w/1024K.
12Floppy. 40MG
$ 1519
PC/11712 MHz/10246,1.2 Floppy Dr,, $ 1049
PC/AT 12 MHz/1024K,
1Drsve. 40 MG
51549
MonGraphscs Card with
Parallel Printer Port .
555
Color Card w/Parallel Punter Port $ 55
Amber Monitor (TTL) ..... .
$89
Amber Monitor w/Swivel Tilt $ 95
Color Monitor ( RGB)
S255
EGA+ Card .
$ 145
I/O Card (Serial/Parallel)
S38
1/0 Card (Serial/Clock Calendar)
539
Enhanced Keyboard $69
AT Multi 1/0 Card .
S69
XT Multi I/0 Card .
555
KEYBOARD!.:.
KB5151 .
KB5153
KB101

SOFTWARE
INTEGRATIVE SOFTY'
Enable 20
Framework II
Smart Software System 3I Best
Symphony
Ability Plus

S359
$309
Price
$439
Call

TRAINING
MS Flight Simulator .
PC Logo
Typing Instructor
Typing Tutor IV .
MS Learning DOS

Call
$ 75
. $ 27
S27
Call

LANGUAGES
CCompiler (Microsoft)
Fortran Compiler ( Microsoft)
Macro Assembler (Microsoft!
Pascal Compiler ( Microsoft)
Quick Basic 4.0
Turbo Jumbo Pack 30
Turbo Pascal 40
Turbo C 15
Turbo Basic
Lebo Prolog

com p
urER

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
$159
$58
$58
$53
553

S145
$ 235
S99

VIDEO TERMINALS
Oume 101 Plus Green
101 Plus Amber
Wyse

S315
S315
Call

COMPUTERS
AST Model 80.
AST Model 120
AST Model 140
AT&T .
NEC Mulbspeed
NEC Multispeed EL
Sharp
Toshiba T1000

$ 1509
S2130
$ 2475
C
S1 37
a"
5
S1609
Call

T:311
100 Supedwist
T00
Zenith

S1370
S2799
Call

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles

TIES
MS VVindows 2.0.
Call
Copy PC .. . .
S18
1DIR Plus .
S46
Fastback Plus
S87
Norton Utilities 4.0
S46
Printworks For Laser . .
S67
Sidekick ( Unprotected) .. $ 44
Sideways 3.2 . .
S37
Superkey
S53
Xtree . .
S35
SOZ. .
S45
Brooklyn Bridge
S69
WORD PROCESSORS
Word Perfect Executive . .
Leading Edge W/PwrSpell dMail
Turbo Lightening . .
Microsoft Word 4.0
Multimate Advantage II
Wordstarw/Tutor .
Wordstar Pro Pack 4.0
PIS Prnlesslonal Write

S1 03
Call
S52
S185
S249
S162
S205
S99

I

Word Perfect (Ver.4.2)$189
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 $ 189
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WAREHOUSE

I

Et--.enres Turbo PC/XT
25es Memory, ane 360K Brand Name
Floppy Drive • 135 Watt Power Supply. Slide •
Case AT Style Keyboard • 4-10 MHz Clock
Speed. (Keyboard Selectable). 8ExPa!lsson Slots

BOARDS
AST SIX- Pack Plus
5109
Hot Shot 286
Other Models
5C33a 0l l
ATI EGA
$ 175
VGA
$ 265
Hercules Color Card$ 145
Grapruc Card Graphsc Card +S175
Above Board PC 1010
S205
Intel Above Board PS/PC ( 1110) $239
Above Board AT (4020) .
5305
Above Board PS/AT (4120) $329
386 w/Cable
$719
Inboard w/Cable . . $ 1005
NEC Multssync Graphic Board $275
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286
5265
Turbo EGA
$449
Paradise Five Pak
$99
$135
Autoswitch 350
5150
Autoswitch 480
$239
VGA
G Professional
$355
Plus Development
Plus Hard Card 20 & 40 Megabyte
Call
Mountain Hard Cards
Quadram Quad EGA* .
Call
S2
Video-7Vega Deluxe 8VGA .
Call

65)

To Place an Order: 1-800-528-1054
To Follow-up on an Order: 602-944-1037
8804 N. 23rd Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona 85021

•No Charge tor VISA and MasterCard • You Pay the Ground Shipping -- We Pay the Air • Ground Shipping 8, Handling $6.00 • Free Air applies ONLY to orders
up to 10 lbs &Over $50. • All products carry amanufacturer's warranty All Guarantees, rebates, trial period privileges& promotional programs are handled by
the manufacturer only • NO APO. FPO. or international orders. please • Call before submitting PO Numbers • Personal and Company Checks Will Delay Shipping 3weeks • Prices. Terms 8Availability Subject to Change Without Notice • Add 5% for COD Orders • We Do Not Guarantee Machine Compatibility
•We do not charge credit cards until order is shipped

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan 30
Twin

S295
Call
S32
582

Supercalc 4
AFL:.

$ 269
AER.

Dollars & Sense w/Forcast
Tobias Managing Your Money 40
DATA BASE MANAGEL
Clipper ...
Orase Ill Plus
Ouickcode Plus
OinekRePort
Reflex
0B- XL

R:Base 5000
System V

$92
$115

$368
$374
S138
$138
$78
$79
5111

$ 415

Many other titles available.
CVVF 188

Order Line Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00-1:00
Order Processing:
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Mon- Fri

VISA

I

il

../NfR,AN
IXPRES,
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OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE
For IBM PC sand Compatibles

50

PER
DISK

00

Small Quantities

PER
DISK

For Ten or More

SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!

I
.

E BUSINESS 1—EZ-FORMS business form
Ei
Ili

generation, completion and printing program.

CAD 3—The PC- Flow 1.0 computer aided flow-

chart generation program. Color graphics required.

COMM 4a,b,c,d,e— (5 disks) Join the world of
sysops with RBBS Bulletin Board System 14.1D.

DATABASE 1a,b— (2 disks) File Express 3.8

I

driven general purpose database manager.

▪E EDUCATION 1— Interactive DOS tutorial for new
•

PC users. Makes leaning DOS painless.

g

FINANCE 18,1)— (2 disks) PC Accountant 2.0
personal bookkeeping and finance management.

IEl GAMES 1- 3-DPacman, Kong, Spacewar. Janit.

Joe, futuristic Flightmare and more. Color required.

.

GAMES 2--Qubert, Pango, Centipede, dungnons and dragons style Zoarre, etc. Color req.

▪

GAMES 3—Blackjack with customizable rules,
Armchair Quarterback (you call plays), and more.

▪L:
•L:

•E GAMES 4— Star Trek, the Castle adventure

I
II

game, and the original Colossal Caves Adventure.

E GAMES 5—The Hack adventure game from the

universities. Like Rogue, only much richer.
▪ [:11 GAMES 6— Pinball, Othello, Dragons, Sopwith
▪
(
fly aSopwith Camel) and more. Color required.
▪
INFO 1a,b— (2 disks) Cooking recipes database
•

with keyword/ingredient retrieval. Add your own.

I11 muse 2a,b—(2 disks) PianoMan 3.0 polyphonic
music recording and playback program.

E ORGANIZER 1— DeskTeam, aSidekick clone,
and the Judy personal calendar program.

IE PRINTER 1— Resident print control and font

utility, intelligent spooler, banner maker, and more.

a

•E SIMULATION 1— Maze making program, MIT's
starfields, etc. Color graphics req.
1— Acollection of invaluable general
DOS utilities. An absolute must for all.
UTILITIES 2— More invaluable DOS utilities in-

▪

Life simulation.

I

purpose

•E UTILITIES
E

cluding screen burnout, rani disk, and more.
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messages being measured. Perhaps Mr.
Bharath's warning and clarification of
this fact at the end of the article was not
strong enough. Iwould like to reinforce
the warning.
Information can be explained simply
as data that is prepared into aform that
makes it easier for someone else to use.
Information theory provides us with
mathematical tools to evaluate the reliability of information, not with amethodology to evaluate its relative value.
We tend to be too technical in our collective quest for systems solutions. We
would be better off clarifying what information is and how it is processed, in the
broadest sense of the word, so that we can
provide more reliable, more effective,
more acceptable systems solutions.
Information is adynamic and personal,
yet powerful, thing. It changes everything with which it comes into contact.
That is part of the nature of information.
Information scientists and librarians have
obviously given attention to this topic, as
have economists, political scientists, and
behavioral scientists. Now is agreat time
to learn from these discussions. We need
more dialogue to discover just what information is.
Kevin Stumpf
The Infotorium
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada

▪ E UTILITIES 3— Acomprehensive set of debugging
▪

and diagnostic utilities for monitoring your computer.

NEW RELEASES, UPDATES

•E BUSINESS 2—Expressgraph business graphics

Chart your data and find trends. Color graphics req

W

, CAD 1a,b— (2 disks) Fingerpaint 1.2 advanced
"painting and Altamira object oriented design. Color

•CAD 2a,b— (2 disks) DanCad3d, an advanced

111
▪

20/3D drafting program w/animation. 640K, color.

•
.

COMM 29,b—(2 disks) Procomm 2.42, an excellent modem program with terminal emulation.

E EDUCATION 3—PC-Fastype 1.20 typing tutor.
ideal for beginners and advanced students alike.
▪ r] FINANCES 3a,b— (2 disks) Express Calc 3.12.
•

I

apowerful and user friendly spreadsheet program.

▪E GAMES 8— Striker helicopter attack and Risk, the
▪

game of world domination. Color required.

▪E GAMES 12— Backgammon
•
111
'

( play the computer)

and Wheel of Fortune based on the gameshow.

E GRAPHICS 1— Record and play back screen irnages! Excellent for demo. etc. Color required.

I CI

GRAPHICS 2a,b,c— (3 disks) An excellent 3-D
surface modelling and shading program. Color.

111 [1] INFO 2a,b— (2 disks) Zip-Phone, national
▪
areacode/prefix to zip-code cross reference.
II

2
7

LANGUAGE 3a,b— (2 disks) The A86 3.09

macro assembler and debugger for 8088/86/286s.

•SHELL 4a,b— (2 disks) Automenu and HDM II
404 hard disk prog. for custom full- screen menus.
▪ E UTILITIES 5—Hard disk utilities for verifying, for.
matting, parking and optimizing your disk drives.
▪
UTILITIES 6—Advanced utilities including
▪ L2

I
▪

MarWRelease (remove resident progs w/o reboot!)

•

Masterkey ( undeletes files from hard disks).

▪E UTILITIES 7— More advanced utilities including

IEl•W ORD 18,13— (2 disks) PC Write 2.71, apowerful
word processing system w/spell checker, laser supt.
I Most software listed is shareware or user- supported.
35 ' format add $ 1- disk. 125 • a • edirector , add $2.

MicroCom Systems
• 3673 Enochs Street
I Santa Clara, CA
I 95051

Cost of items
Shipping
$3.00
CA res tax
Total end.

(
408) 737-9000 al> I
Mon Fn 7m
a9prn. Sal Sun Elam 5pm
ffl IIIIII IIM ffl M M Mil — M.. Ma

i =bx4
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Karmarkar Kudos
Ever since I saw " Karmarlcar's Algorithm" by Andrew M. Rockett and John
C. Stevenson (September 1987), Ihave
found more and more reasons to thank
you for including material at this level of
mathematics.
The article is proving to be amost useful adjunct to lecture material in acourse
on linear programming that Iam taking—
even the errors in the BASIC listing made
me think things through.
Since Ihave found the spreadsheet a
good self-instructional tool, Ihave constructed a Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet that
steps through the iterations of the example given. This worksheet provides auseful look at what is actually happening at
each stage.
Iwould be glad to provide BYTE readers with alisting of the formulas and adescription. If readers would send along a
disk, Iwould copy the worksheet onto it
and mail it back to them.
H. J. Hunter
P.O. Box 13398
Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 1X5
Semantic Accuracy
In " Modeling the Brain" ( December
1987), Matthew Zeidenberg asserts that
the system makes " accurate role assignments" in such sentences as "The man

hit the boy with the mallet." It's best not
to say " accurate" in setting adefault semantic value for an ambiguous sentence
without context validation. The article
deals with semantics at sentence level
only, so matters of context are not considered. Given that approach, ambiguous
sentences are best left with semantics not
fully resolved. The pleasure many people
derive out of ambiguous sentences, similar to that of enjoying optical illusions,
argues that an isolated sentence does have
aflip-flop semantic value.
For asystem to analyze syntactic ambiguity, other input should be considered
before making asemantic decision. Each
relevant piece of data adds weight to an
interpretation, and some particular (even
externally set) weight of certainty sets the
meaning, at least until contradictory information is received. Since ambiguity
can be resolved before or after its occurrence, the system needs to look back as
well as forward. Consider "The 4-yearold was showing his buddies his new mallet when acar veered around the corner.
They ran for safety, but the man hit the
boy with the mallet." Or " The man hit
the boy with the mallet, then the redheaded kid, but missed the baby, before
he regained control of his car and rounded
the corner." Not to mention " The man
hit the boy with the mallet with his car."
The fact that people do not stop at the
end of each sentence for an interminable
period of interpretation makes clear that
once we think we know what we're talking about, we suspend analysis (right or
wrong). A computational model should
likewise go to the heights and depths, at
need only.
Cathy Miller
Salt Lake City, UT
A Vote for Tweaking
With regard to Fred Langa's December
1987 editorial on benchmarks, it was a
shame that benchmark optimization (referred to as "tweaking") came off so badly. On the contrary, Iassert that unless
each benchmark is optimized, the results
will have little meaning in the IBM PC
marketplace.
When compilers are benchmarked
without " tweaking," we are verifying
their ability to handle aparticular source
code. Source code compatibility is essential in an environment that requires the
continued use of many different machines
and compilers. In the big-business management information-systems environment, programs can be distributed as
source code, or perhaps apublisher will
produce different versions of aprogram
for the various target machines. In any
case, source code compatibility is an abcontinued

THE WORLD'S
BEST-SELLING
DRIVE
Field-proven
30,000 hour
IITHF

THE ST225

Proven reliability. That's the reason Seagate's 20 MB half-height hard
disc drive is so popular, with over 3million sold in less than three years.
Who proved it? Millions of computer users around the world. They've
benefited from our continued design and manufacturing improvements.
And they've proved that the ST225 has an MTBF of 30,000 hours.
Which means years of uninterrupted performance. And adisc drive
you can rely on.
Reliability has helped make Seagate the world's leading independent
manufacturer of 51
/"and 31
4
/"hard disc drives.
2
If you're looking for aproven 20 megabyte drive, ask for the ST225.
Call Seagate at 800-468-DISC. Put the best seller to work for you.

eSeagate

The first name in disc drives.
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solute requirement in a big-computer
environment.
The basis for the IBM PC software
markets is not source code but compatibility at the machine level. PC programs
are distributed as object code, and only
object code compatibility is required.
Users do not care whether the program
source code is "compatible" with some
standard, but they do care whether the
object code program is compatible with
their hardware and how fast it runs. If
"incompatible" source code features
would improve performance (and pro-

duce the same results), this is atopic of
real interest to programmers serving the
PC marketplace. Performance optimizations for particular languages and cornpilen are useful news.
The thing that is constant about aPC
marketplace is a " standard interface" between hardware and software; that interface is where applications object code
meets the operating system, BIOS, or
other hardware interface code. When rating new hardware or software, the only
thing that matters is performance while
using the standard interface. Applications

If you think you can buy a
better Ccompiler, don't.
We'll buy it for you.
Buy Let's C with csd
for just $ 75. If you're
not satisfied, get
Turbo Cor QuickC. Free.*
Why are we making this incredible offer? Because were absolutely certain Let's C and csd C Source Debugger are the best C programming tools
you can own.
Rest assured that, like its competition. Let's C features incredibly fast
in-memory compilation and produces extremely tight. high quality code.
The differences lie in how much faster you can perform other programming
chores.
Our debugger. for example. can cut development time in half. But that's
not all:
"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment.., a definite aid to
learning C and an indispensable toolfor program development."
—William G. Wong. BYTE
And comparatively speaking: "
No debugger is included in the 'limbo C
package... a serious shortcoming."
—Michael Abrash. Programmer's Journal
Unlike our competition. Let's C includes its own full-featured assembler.
features documentation with complete examples and technical support with
complete answers—thefIrst time you call.
LETS C AND csd FEATURES

LErs C:
•Now compiles twice as last
•Integrated edit-compile cycle editor
automatically points to errors
•Includes both small and large memory
model
•Integrated environment or command
line interface
•8087 sensing and support

•Full UNIX compalltputy and complete
libraries
•Marry powerful utilities including make.
assembler. archiver
•MicroEMACS full screen editor with
source code included
•Supported by dozens of third party
libraries

csd:
•Debug in Csource code not assembler
•Provides separate source, evaluation,
program and history windows
•Ability to set trace points and monitor
variables
•Can interactively evaluate any Cexpression
•Can execute any Cfunction in your program
•Trace back function

So if you're thinking about buying any other C compiler, think again. But
you only have until Feb. 29 to order and take advantage of this special offer.
So think fast. And call 1-800-MWC-1700 soon. ( 1-312-472-6659 in Illinois.)
'Offer available on telephone orders only from Feb. I. 1988 to Feb. 29.1988. lb exchange Let's C and csd for
TUrbo Cor Quicke. re:um registration card within 15 days of purchase date. notify Mark Williams Company
that you are returning products and receive a return authorization number. Products must be returned
within 30 days from shipping date.

rou Mar
Will

k
iams
Company

1430 West Wnghtwood. Chicago, Illinois 60614, 312-472-6659
tt .
)1988 Mark Williams Company
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can be rated directly. Compilers can be
rated as applications that produce applications, and by the performance of the resulting applications. Hardware can be
rated by the performance of known applications that use the standard interface.
Of course, " performance" is always
relative to something; it is useful to investigate software performance on some
"standard hardware." Perhaps the standard hardware in the 8086 environment
would be both aclassical IBM PC and a
PC AT; in this way, programs that take
advantage of the 286 could be identified.
Different but similar hardware standards
would apply to the various 68000 environments. To investigate hardware improvements, there would be a suite of
"standard software," and the comparative performance (between the " standard
hardware" and the " improved" version)
would indicate the effectiveness of the
new hardware.
In summary, the failure to " tweak" a
benchmark for aparticular compiler emphasizes source code compatibility over
object code performance, an emphasis
that is misplaced in the PC marketplace.
Optimizing each benchmark for each
compiler (to produce the fastest and tightest code to perform the desired function)
should be anormal course of business—
unless, of course, you're addressing a
big-computer environment.
Terry Ritter
Austin, 7X
Fantastic
Ihave one basic comment regarding the
planned revision of your benchmark programs (December 1987 editorial): Fantastic! There is adefinite need for the revision, as the erratic results obtained by
the current benchmarks demonstrate.
Ihave a few thoughts regarding the
revisions:
•Retain the Sieve, Sort, Savage, Whetstone, and Dhrystone tests for historical
reasons, if no other; they're not all bad.
The Float test should be discarded, since
it doesn't represent any real-world processing and is susceptible to being reduced to the trivial by better compilers.
The Fibonacci test should be discarded
for lack of interest; the algorithm used in
the current form is terrible, and the Sieve
and Sort tests do abetter job of testing integer operations.
•Provide for both higher-level and assembly language forms of the tests. In the
higher-level language form, the programs
test how well compilers make use of processors' features, and they can serve to
compare acompiler's quality for aparticular processor. In the assembly language
form, abetter comparison of processors'
continued

Circle 152 on Reader Service Card

The big ideabehind the PC system
you cant outgrow
We call it Modular Systems Architecture: a
building block approach that protects your PC
investment against obsolescence. It makes upgrading Wyse PCs asnap— literally. Because
we've put all computing functions, even the CPU
and its microprocessor, on plug-in boards. So as
your needs grow, you can easily upgrade our 8
MHz AT compatible to a12.5 MHz high performance 286, or even a16
MHz 386. When more
powerful microprocessors
are available, you'll even
be able to upgrade our
top-of-the-line 16MHz
WYSEpc 386.
The WYSEpc 386:
exceptional memory
speed plus processing
speed make it one of the
most poweful
iiii
MM
RA
PCs made.

Introducing SystemWyse Wyse PCs are
themselves building blocks in acomprehensive
system for creating solutions. They link effortlessly
with our terminals, monitors, and expansion boards
in integrated solutions of
exceptional quality and
value, using industry
standard software. And
It's this easy to upgrade the
CPU and boost the power of
SystemWyse is backed by
aSystemWyse PC
the company that sells
more terminals than anyone but IBM.
The big idea, above all, is to adapt more
readily to change than any other PC system.
Because survival belongs not merely to the
fittest, but to those who remain fittest, longest.
Call for more -1
information.

1-800-GET-WYSE

WYS E
WYSE" is aregistered trademark of Wyse Technology. SystemWyse, WYSEpc 386, and
Modular Systems Architecture are trademarks of Wyse Technology. IBM is atrademark of
International Business Machines. Screen: Boeing Graph.
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effects on performance can be made,
since the variation introduced by compilers is eliminated, thus allowing more
meaningful comparisons across processor families.
•Verify that the benchmarks' algorithms
have been correctly transformed. The
Savage program is relatively easy to verify, since the result should be very close
to the number of times the loop is executed. The number of primes found is a
reasonable verification of the Sieve program. A visual inspection of the Sort program's results could suffice, but Iwould

prefer something more automated, perhaps sorting randomly rearranged
successive integers and then testing for
successive integers. The Whetstone program produces some intermediate numerical results that can be verified.
•Extend the Sieve and Sort tests such
that 32-bit arithmetic and more than 65Kbyte data referencing are required. In the
case of the Sort test, make the record size
greater than 64 bytes so as to make the
test more realistic, and remove opportunities for playing silly games with the
68000 family of processors.

CAN YOU
REACH YOUR
FULL
POIDITIAL
WITH ONLY
HMS
THE VIEW

FIXES

Photo Swap
Snow Software informed us of a photo
error in the What's New section of the
January issue. The photo that appears on
page 94 is the Snow Report Writer
Screen, rather than Silverado, as it is
labeled. The Silverado screen appears on
page 96.
Copy Protection and Drawbase
In the What's New section of the January
issue, on page 78, some new programs
from Skok Systems Inc. are described as
not copy-protected.
Drawbase HLR is not copy-protected.
However, Drawbase 2000, Drawbase
3000, and Drawbase 4000 are copyprotected.

Let CPT give you the total view— today.
Upgrade your PC, XT, or AT- compatible
computer with CPT's full-page displays, at aprice
far lower than you might expect. For more
information on how CPT can expand your
display-horizons, ca111-800-447-4700.

MI»

MIMI, «I»
••••••••MM

%Ma —
More Than Office Automation...Office Productivity
PC. XT and AT are trademarks of International &Anse. Machines. Inc.
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•Devise one or more benchmark programs to test character string manipulations. A large percentage of most computers' time is spent processing textual
information, yet there is no well-known
benchmark for this type of processing.
Devising such atest will be difficult due
to such things as character string representation and limits, providing standard
text to process, higher-level languages'
treatment of (or lack of) character string
data types, and so on. Possibly, the character can be combined with some sort of
file-accessing benchmark. In any event,
there should be more than 65K bytes or
characters to process.
•When publishing the benchmark results, the length of time to generate the
program, the amount of code generated
(both with and without run-time library
code), and the size of the translators
(compiler, assembler, and linker) are
useful data. This data, of course, applies
only to the tools needed to produce the
executable benchmark programs, but the
numbers are of some value in their own
right and are sometimes helpful in interpreting the benchmark results.
Everett M. Greene
Ridgecrest, CA

BT-0301-A
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Data-Acquisition System Not Micro
Channel-Compatible
In the What's New section of the January
issue, on page 86, we incorrectly stated
that The Automation Group's MDL-16
data-acquisition system is aMicro Channel-compatible product. It is not. The
MDL-16 is a stand-alone RS-232C and
RS-244 data-acquisition board. It operates as an independent serial peripheral
and does not require any slot space in
your computer. •

Imagine the speed and powe,. Of a
H1.1)00 minicomputer in adesktop PC costing under S7.000. Now imagine all that power
going to waste because the operating system
you chose was never meant to take advantage of acomputer this powerful. It will
take more than just a " window environment - or an outdated operating system
to unlock the 80386.
It will take PC-MOS/386. The First 80386 Operating
System. Specifically designed for the
80386 computer. PC-NIOS/386 -"opens
doors. Doors to more memory and
multi-tasking. Doors to thousands
of DOS programs as well as upcoming 80386-specific software. It's the
4,fatruay to the latest technology.., and
your networking future.
Memory Management
Without Boards. PC MUS exploits
the memory management capabilities
built into the 80386. So. up to four
GIGABYTES of memory are acce-,-sible to multiple users and to future
80386-specific applications requiring
megabytes of memory
.Multi-Tasking, MultiUser Support for One, Five or
25 Users. PC-MOS/386 ."allows
up to 25 inexpensive terminals to be
driven by asingle 80386 machine.
So the features of the 80386 can be
utilized at every terminal. And it
comes in three versions so you can
upgrade your system as your company grows...without having to
learn new commands or install
new hardware.

UP TO
25 USERS.
MADE FOR
THE 80386.
RUNS DOS
PROGRAMS.
MULTI-TASKING

Software Support for Thousands
of DOS Programs. Although PC-NIOS/386:"
totally replaces DOS. it doesn't make you
replace your favorite DOS programs. So you
can run programs like Lotus 1-2-3. WordStar,
• dBASE III, and WordPerfect on the 80386.
Best of all, it uses familiar commands like
DIR and COPY-so you'll feel comfortable
with our system.
The Gateway to Endless
Features. Distinctive characteristics
like file/system security remote access.
tile/record locking, and built - in color
graphics support for EACII user set
PC-MOS/3'86 ' apart from all previous
operating systems.
Open the Doors to Your
Future TODAY! Call The Software
Link "1
1
0DAY for mon. information and
the authorized d(•aler nearest you.
PC- \ l(
(
In nt
in single, five &
25- user verioil- -. tailing at S195.

PC-MOS/386

MODULAR 011 .RATING SYSTEM

C

a

THE SOFTWARE LINK
•

.:•..
• • 1'0.0,117 .
,l11.1NE
1..1\ PO (, 171

CALL: 800/151- LINK
In Georgia: 1(11'118- LINK
S;ti‘ ;();
P,•
,
:ellers/V.11)
1118
()I NI

Is ale rIrittuiriewlm iirtl

TNE SOFTWARE LINK /CA RADA'

Ye.
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TRADEMARK ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: MultiLink" is aregistered trademark of The Software Link. PC-MOS/3867 MultiLineAdvanced, and LANLine are trademarks of The Software Link.
Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar, dBASE Ill, & WordPerfect are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. MicroPro, Ashtonike, & WordPerfect Corp„ respectively. Prices and technical specifications subject to change.

Now Taking Applications.

Take alook at the specs on VISTA"', agood look.
Notice the processing, programming, and video
capabilities? Now think real hard about what you could
do with the power of VISTA and amicrocomputer. Incorporate it with your system to create adigital pre-press
proofing station for publishing. Design agraphics workstation which outputs both colorful hi- resolution slides
and broadcast-quality animated images. Construct a
CAD system which merges computer generated images
with real- life backdrops for architecture, packaging or
other industries. And, after you've brainstormed your
way to new horizons of videographics possibilities, get
your own VISTA and start working.

Introducing TRUEVISTA' Videographics.

VISTA is apowerful single-slot
hies adapter which captures
eo signals in real time.

ADDRESSABLE RESOLUTIONS:

Let's Get Specific.
We knew you couldn't resist seeing the
facts, and frankly, our engineers
wouldn't have it any other way. Here is
an overview of VISTA'S key features.
FEATURES:
•4Mbytes of Video RAM on- board
•Texas Instruments' TMS 34010 GSP
•Flexible, programmable resolutions
•NTSC and PAL compatible
•Four 8-bit channels for real-time
capture
•Fully integrated genlock
•Processor memory expandable in
2Mbyte increments to 12Mbytes
•Four 2K x8-bit CMOS static RAM
LUTs
•Display can be color- mapped, RGB,
or aversatile combination of both
•Interlaced and non- interlaced display
•Binary and fractional programmable
zoom capability, creates horizontal
and vertical magnify or minify
•Smooth horizontal and vertical programmable panning, includes wraparound and split screen
•Suggested Retail Price: $5995.

32 bits/pixel

16 bits/pixel

8 bits/pixel

1024x1024
512x2048
256x4096

2048x1024
1024x2048
512x4096

4096x1024
2048x2048
1024x4096

CAPTURE RESOLUTIONS:*
NTSC

PAL

(RS- 170A)
756x486
604x486
504x486
432x486

(CCIR-624)
738x576
590x576
492x576
422x576

Resolutions are programmable; these are nominal ones
for interlaced NTSC and PAL compatible.

DISPLAY RESOLUTIONS:*
NTSC

PAL

Interlaced

(RS- 170A) (CCIR-624)
1512x486
1476x576
1024x768
1008x486
984x576 ( 60 Hz)
756x486
738x576
604x486
590x576
768x768
504x486
492x576 ( 80 Hz)

NonInterlaced
768x576
( 50 Hz)
756x486
( 60 Hz)

•Resolutions are programmable; these are nominal ones.

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS:
Host Type:

Data Bus:
Bus Clock:
Power
Consumption:

IBM PC AT and 100% Compatibles, Compaq 386,
Apollo DN 3000- single- slot board
16- bit or 8- bit ( self-configuring)
6MHz to 12MHz
15 Watts

It's So Flexible,
We've Added Support.
With its Texas Instruments TMS 34010
graphics processor, large quantity of
video memory, and proprietary video
cross- point, VISTA can be programmed
for an array of powerful market-specific
videographic applications. To help you
maximize VISTA'S potential, Truevision
offers arange of C-language programming tools for developers. And when
your system is market- ready, we'll support your marketing efforts with our
TRUE VISION SOFTWARE CATALOG,
TRUE VISION NEWS, and THE PULSE.

We're For Higher
Resolution...Power...Flexibility...
Quality. Join the many key manufacturers and developers already working
with the state of the videographics art,
VISTA. Call us at 800/858-TRUE for
more information on the VISTA
Developer's Program. We're ready to
take your application today.
TRUEVISION INC.
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256
800/858-TRUE

Announcing

NuVISTK

for the Macintosh - II
It's available soon,
so call for more information.

1RUEVISION;NC

Circle 268 on Reader Service Card

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. International Inquiries: contact Techexport at 617/890-6507 ( USA), or London at 44-1-991-0121.
In Italy, contact SIRIO Informatica at 39-2-301-0051. Suggested retail price is US domestic price.
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Create Powerful
Programs with
Blaise TOOLS
•

Whether you're an expert or anovice, you can
benefit from using special tools to enhance your
programs, make them reliable, and give them a
professional look. With windows, menus, pop-up
memory resident programs, and communications
support, Blaise Computing offers you awide
range of programming tools to let you take full
advantage of the Microsoft and Borland programming environments. All language support
packages include fully commented source code,
complete comprehensive manuals and sample
programs.

C TOOLS PLUS/5.0

$129.00

Full spectrum of general service utility functions
including: windows; menus; memory resident
applications; interrupt service routines; intervention code; and direct video access for fast screen
handling. Specifically designed for Microsoft C
5.0 and QuickC.

Turbo C TOOLS

$129.00

Windows and menus; ISRs; intervention code;
screen handling including EGA 43-line text mode
support; direct screen access; and memory resident applications. Carefully crafted specifically
to complement Turbo C.

Turbo POWER SCREEN
COMING SOON! General screen management;
paint screens; block mode data entry or field- byfield control with instant screen access. For
Turbo Pascal.

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS $129.00
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0.
Screen, window, and menu management including EGA support; DOS memory control; ISRs;
scheduled intervention code; and much more.

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS

$129.00

ASYNCH MANAGER

$175.00

NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0.
Interrupt driven support for the COM ports. I/O
buffers up to 64K; XON/XOFF; up to 9600 baud;
modem and XMODEM control.
Full featured interrupt driven support for the
COM ports. I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/XOFF;
up to 9600 baud; modem control and XMODEM.
For Microsoft C, Turbo C or MS Pascal.

KeyPlayer

$49.95

"Super-batch" program. Create batch files which
can invoke programs and provide input to them;
run any program unattended; create demonstration programs; analyze keyboard usage.

PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2 $175.00
Expanded string and screen handling; graphics
routines; memory management; general program
control; DOS file support and more. For MSPascal.

EXEC

$95.00

NEW VERSION! Program chaining executive.
Chain one program from another in different
languages; specify common data areas; less than
2K of overhead.

RUNOFF

$49.95

Text formatter for all programmers. Written in
Turbo Pascal: flexible printer control; user-defined
variables; index generation; and ageneral macro
facility.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800-333-8087!

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street, Suite 316 Berkeley, CA 94710 (415) 540-5441
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics.

More on SpeedStor
Dear Jerry,
I'm totally baffled as to why anyone
would use SpeedStor to split a42-megabyte hard disk into two 21-megabyte partitions, making the big disk look like two
small disks. If you're going to do that,
why not just have two 21-megabyte hard
disks to start with? Storage Dimensions'
advertising would seem to imply that the
raison d'être of SpeedStor is to bypass the
asinine 32-megabyte disk volume limitation of MS-DOS. When I finally get
around to buying a 130-megabyte drive,
I'll want to have it set up as one 130megabyte volume, not four 32-megabyte
partitions that look to MS-DOS like four
separate physical drives.
SpeedStor gives you achoice of three
kinds of partitions: bootable, DOS-compatible, and DOS-extended. The first two
are bound by the 32-megabyte limitation;
the third is not. That means if you set up
the entire drive as an extended DOS partition, you have to boot off another drive,
probably afloppy disk drive. There is,
however, abetter way. Partition the disk
into a1-megabyte bootable partition (C:)
and the remainder as a DOS-extended
partition with 1K-byte sectors and 2Kbyte clusters (D:). Put your boot-up files
in the first partition, and make the last
line of the AUTOEXEC . BAT read D:. The
system should boot up exactly as before,
except that you'll wind up with a D:>
prompt instead of C:>, and the volume
size (if the drive is like mine) will be
around 41.5 megabytes.
When you choose the sector and cluster size, SpeedStor will warn you that
CHKDSK.COM will not operate. That's
true, but when you got Golden Bow's
Vopt, you also got CHKDSK.EXE (
on the
distribution disk), which works just fine
on the bigger volume and nonstandard
cluster, as does Vopt itself.
Incidentally, what do you think of the
new enhanced keyboard? Ilove it—with
one exception. Having two Control and
Alt keys is /great—if only IBM (and, of
course, everyone else) hadn't put the
Control keys directly below the Shift
keys. Because of that, I'm continually
pressing the wrong one while typing. The
solution would be simple: Reduce the
keys to standard size and put them alongside each other next to the space bar, getting them out from under Shift. Do you

agree? If so, you probably have the clout
to suggest that to someone (say, Key
Tronic) with some chance of getting it
implemented.
Ron J. Goodman
Warrensville, OH
Well, Icould say Ilike having two logical disk drives, but in fact Iwas just too
lazy to figure out the proper installation
the first time, and after that it was abit
late with stuff stored on both disks. Iexpect I'd have done it differently another
time.
DataDesk keyboards come with a
switch and replacement key caps; you
can put the Control key to the left of the A
key, where it belongs, and relegate the
CapsLock down to below the Shift. Ilove
DataDesk keyboards. I'm typing this on
one. —Jerry
Mouseless Microsoft Word
Dear Jerry,
Regarding the Delete Word command
in Microsoft Word (Computing at Chaos
Manor, October 1987): You can create a
macro to delete a single word in Word,
using SuperKey. Try this:
<LFT><F8><Del>
(using SuperKey terminology). The left
arrow command is to account for the case
when the cursor is on the last character of
aword that is followed by apunctuation
mark, when pressing F8 would send the
cursor to the punctuation mark.
Iwonder if PC-Write would get rave
reviews if users had to pay the same for it
as they pay for the " big" programs ($450
list, $229 street price). I've tried PCWrite, and I find its interminable dot
commands and myriad special keystrokes
for every little function illogical and confusing. Give me Microsoft Word's popup mnemonic menus (automated by afew
SuperKey macros) any time.
Robert Hawkins
Greenville, MS
continued

Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
He can be reached do BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Thanks To The T3200,
The Desktop PC Can NowTake
Its Place In History

When the eagerly awaited PC first hit the desks of
the public, everyone figured it was there to stay. It
was, after all, powerful and functional. And considering it weighed about 40 lbs., it would take
alot to unseat it.
Introducing alot.The newToshibaT3200.
In asleek 18.7 lb. package, the T3200
acts like no other portable, or overweight
desktop PC AT® for that matter.
With its two internal expansion slots,
you can connect to aLAN, amainframe,
or add peripherals.
It also has a12 MHz 80286 microprocessor, a40MB hard disk, and a
720KB 31/
2"
diskette drive.

And when it comes to memory, the T3200 rivals
your clunky desktop. With its 1MB RAM that expands to 4MB. We even gave it abuilt-in, gas plasma
EGA display and monitor port. Which,
by the way, are optional on your
old desktop.
All of which means you should
call 1-800-457-7777 for your nearest
Toshiba computer and printer dealer.
And ask to see the first portable
PC powerful enough to push the
desktop right into the history books.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
litshiba America, Inc., Information Systems Division

The13200 is backed by the Exceptional Care program.
No cost enrollment required. See your dealer for details.
PC AT is aregistered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporatk n.

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

Yeah, Iknow you can do almost anything with macros in Microsoft Word 4.0.
WordStar 4.0 is pretty good, too. Iunderstand they're adding macros to Word Perfect as well. Every time one of the editing
programs improves, the others do. Makes
for an embarrassment of riches, but I'd
rather have that problem than not enough
choices. —Jerry

Speed in relation to the Zenith Z-181?
Can you think of any other portables that
might be in this class?
Bren Jacobson
Northville, NY

Imay have made the difficulties of
transferring software to the Z-181 sound
greater than they were; anyway, given
Traveling Software's wonderful Laplink
Floatable Computer?
(which comes with cables), that's all
Dear Jerry,
history.
Ihave aproblem. Iam lusting for a
Iam told that Zenith makes a 12-V
computer, and Ilive on aboat. Living on power adapter. Ifind my Z-183 (which
aboat means that Ihave only 12-volt elechas ahard disk drive) nearly perfect extricity, very little space, no proper lightcept for its weight. Whether it will stand
ing, and so on.
up to acorrosive salt water atmosphere is
Iwould like to get an MS-DOS comanother story.
puter. It must run on 12 V DC, be very
The Toshiba and NEC portables are
sturdy, and not drain too much electricalso very nice. 1prefer the Zenith, largely
ity, and Imust be able to buy (rather than
on the basis of the keyboard and backlit
transfer) software for it.
screen. Again, I'd be awfully concerned
You have written several times about
about corrosion.
the Zenith Z-181, but the problems you
Iused to have the smallest legal midget
mention with regard to null modem
ocean racer (a 20-foot Weber-designed
cables and so forth seem too great for me.
sloop) on the Pacific coast. That was beIhave the boat in the Caribbean now, and fore computers. 1miss her. —Jerry
Ihave enough problems getting things
like lightbulbs.
In Defense of DP Departments
Could you please comment on the ToDear Jerry,
shiba T1100 Plus and the NEC MultiYou've come down rather critically re-

garding data processing departments having much control over the purchase/
setup/use of personal computers. My experience in relatively small corporations
having from 10 to 30 or so PCs at any one
time leads me to the following conclusions:
Early in 1988 there are still many,
many more totally new and completely
naive PC users than there are even very
moderately experienced users. Of every
10 users I've dealt with, only 2 had
learned after 6months how to use autility
program like PC Tools other than by rote
while referring to written notes. For
them, if it isn't on amenu, it isn't possible to do without help. Only 1in 10 had
moved on their own to alevel of competence more than minimally acceptable
within the one or two applications (word
processing or Lotus 1-2-3) necessary to
do their jobs. Fully 8of every 10, if asked
to do something that required learning a
significant new area of an application that
they had worked with for some time, demanded training and hand-holding before
they would even begin to approach the
problem.
For the large majority of users, there is
no willingness to take amanual home or
continued on page 269

Introducing the OpenEnder Intelligent
Multi-Channel Communications Board for PS/2.
E

j

i

And your choice of I/O Mates.
J

—1 I
-

L.1

Now, with DigiBoard OpenEnder" Intelligent
Communications Boards, you can channel the power of IBM
Personal System/2 to up to 32 users. 400% faster than the
boards you're probably using now.
But what really sets DigiBoard
OpenEnders apart is that you only have to pay

for the expensive intelligent part once. Because your I/O
functions are handled by affordable I/O Mate" modules
that simply plug in.
So, for the first time in the history of
intelligent communications boards, your I/O
gyou
options are wide open. And they always will be.

Call l-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, ( 612) 922-8055.
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dBASE Users!
Independent Reviewers Say:

Nobody Beats The Fox
sallobodies Even Close
FoxBASE +/ 386
FoxBASE+
Quicksilver
Clipper
dBASE III PLUS

Data Based Advisor
FoxBASE+ Fastest By Far
BYTE* benchmarks show that
FoxBASE+ takes only 14 minutes to
do what dBASE III PLUS needs an
hour to do. The others are even
slower. Clipper needs an hour and 17
minutes. Quicksilver needs an hour
and 40 minutes.
Nobody beat FoxBASE+ in even one
of the 27 BYTE benchmarks.
FoxBASE+ zipped through the
exhaustive Data Based Advisor**
benchmarks in just 15.5 minutes. New
FoxBASE+ / 386 ran them in only 7
minutes! By contrast Clipper took 53

BYTE Magazine
minutes, Quicksilver took 59 minutes,
and dBASE III PLUS took an hour and
18 minutes.

Why Waste Your Time?
BYTE's data shows FoxBASE+ is up
to 7times faster. D13A's benchmarks
show FoxBASE + is over 5times faster.
You can run with Fox...or you can
crawl with them.

So call us for the details. After all...

FoxBASE+ Delivers Now...The
Others Only Promise
We re totally committed to insuring
that FoxBASE+ will always be fastest
...now and in the future. You can't buy
afaster product.

FoxBASE, FoxBASE+, and FoxBASE+ / 386 are trademarks of Fox Software.
dBASE III PLUS is atrademark of Ashton-Tate. Clipper is atrademark of Nantucket.
Quicksilver is atrademark of WordTech Systems.
*Using the benchmark timings published in BYTE, September 1987.
**Using the suite of benchmarks published in Data Based Advisor, March 1987.
Circle 98 on Reader Service Card

But that's not all...
FoxBASE+ offers other great features
like: true compatibility...familiar
interactive commands like BROWSE
and EDIT... " dot-prompt" programming...major language extensions...
ideal development environment...and
amoney-back guarantee.

Nothing Runs Like aFox.

FoxBASE
Fox Software
118 W. South Boundary, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
(419) 874-0162 Telex: 6503040827 FOX
FAX: (419) 874-8678
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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ASK BYTE
Steve Ciarcia answers your questions on microcomputing.

dBASE Deletions
Dear Steve,
At the office, Iwork on an IBM PC
using various software packages, including dBASE II Plus. Idiscovered that,
while using one database and executing
an APPEND from another database, all the
characters like the Hebrew letter " Mm"
(on a Hebrew keyboard) are totally
deleted. This ruins the whole display of
the data that I've just added to the database with APPEND. (Every occurrence of
the letter Mm is deleted, and the rest of
the letters are carried back one space for
each deletion.)
The IBM guide (
IBM Personal Computer—National Supplement—Israel) regards the Wm character as decimal 13
(hexadecimal OD). SideKick regards the
character as decimal 141 (hexadecimal
8D).
Iam not aprofessional programmer;
I'm working as asecretary while studying for my second degree in education,
and most of my knowledge is selflearned. Therefore, Idon't have the tools
to solve this problem on my own. What
could be the reason for the malfunction of
dBASE that Idescribed above, and what
can Ido to correct it and avoid the problem in the future?
Dalia Hasson
Haifa, Israel
Inever cease to be amazed at the awful
consequences of even simple changes to
programs. In your case, dBASE is eating
the disappearing Mém in the mistaken
belief that it 'sacarriage return instead of
aprintable character.
In the ASCII character set, acarriage
return is represented by a decimal 13
(hexadecimal OD), and that 'swhat most
programs expect to see. Some programs
ignore the high-order bit when looking
for control codes, so both hexadecimal
OD and 8D are often treated as carriage
returns because they differ only in that
bit position.
You can write asmall dBASE program
to see what ASCII code dBASE uses for
MFm:
CLEAR
SET TALK OFF
STORE 0TO keyval
DO WHILE keyval =
5,5 SAY " Press akey to display
38
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would like to make a switch. Actually
doing so, however, is amajor problem.
When Apple introduced it 10 years ago,
ENDDO
the Apple disk drive was an elegantly engineered solution to the need for amini? " The ASCII value is"
?keyval
mum-hardware disk system for Apple's
entry into the rapidly growing personal
If Mém turns out to be OD, then there 's computer market.
no simple fix. What you'll need to do is
The Apple disk system uses a group
write programs that convert Mém into
coding (GCR) data format that uses software to perform tasks that are commonly
some other (unused) character before
storing it in the database, then convert it
done in hardware with industry-standard
back before displaying it. This is barely systems. The Apple disk drive/controller
hardware remained essentially unacceptable if you're using programs to
control all the database operations, but
changed in the transition from DOS 3.2
it's unworkable if you're doing it by
to 3.3; acoding change in the PROMs enabled the system to discriminate two conhand.
Perhaps avariant of that idea might be
secutive zero bits when reading the disk.
useful. You could write aprogram to scan
This permitted an increase from 13 to 16
data sectors per track because of greater
a database file and replace all occurdata density permitted by the larger numrences of Mém with another character.
You could write another program to conber of usable code groups. DOS 3.3 thus
uses a single-sided, 35-track, 16-sector
vert them back after you've done the
APPEND. This might work, but the scanGCR format. The only change required
ning that the program will have to do for the transition from 3.2 to 3.3 was a
new disk controller PROM and the new
might fail if dBASE filters out the hexadecimal OD and 8D characters. You'll master disk software; the drive itself was
have to try it to see.
unchanged.
I'd also expect that you'd have probWhen IBM established the de facto industry standard as adouble-sided, doulems with Hebrew characters that map to
ble-density 40-track 360K-byte disk
other ASCII control codes, such as hexadrive, modified frequency modulation
decimal OA (linefeed), OC (formfeed),
and 07 (bell). Iwish Ihad aclean solu(MFM) encoding, using an NEC d)D765
series controller chip, Apple 's elegant
tion for you, but Isuspect that there just
isn't one. It's ashame that dBASE isn't
solution became something of a millmore international, but it's also ashame
stone. Because of control signal and
that there isn 'ta solid standard that
other differences, the Apple drives cancontinued
would allow programmers to handle
multiple character sets. —Steve
the ASCII value"
keyval = InKey( )

A 360K-byte Apple Drive
Dear Steve,
Ihave an Apple II Plus, and Iwas wondering why Icouldn't rewire the disk
drive card so that it could control a360Kbyte floppy disk drive ( say, a Remex
480—cost around $35). If Icould patch
the card to do this, Icould write software
to control the drive appropriately. Iknow
the Apple disk drive was done this way
when Apple converted from DOS 3.2 to
DOS 3.3.
Leo Kratz
Fairgrove, MI
With the current availability of industry-standard disk drives at bargain
prices, many Apple computer owners

IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia, acomputer consultant and electronics engineer, answers questions on any area of microcomputing. The
most representative questions will be answered and published. Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
P.O. Box 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Due to the high volume of inquiries, we
cannot guarantee apersonal reply. All letters
and photographs become the property of
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager
Hary Weiner and researchers Eric Albert,
Tom Cantrell, Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson,
Jeannette Dojan, Jon Elson, Frank Kuechmann, Tim McDonough, Edward Nisley,
Dick Sawyer, Robert Stek, and Mark
Voorhees.

WE'VE JUST MADE THE BEST EVEN Ipept/
Peachtree Complete II: The Business Accounting System
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users) continues with the
newest member of the
Peachtree family, Peachtree
Complete II. Much more than just
an update, Complete II builds upon
the comprehensive features that have
made Peachtree the leader in small business accounting software for nearly ten
years. We've added many exciting new features and designed state-of-the-art methods
for using the packages. The result—all eight
modules are even more powerful and easy
to use, yet still priced at just $ 199—a 96%
price reduction from the original $ 4,800.
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Easiest Installation Ever. Enter your
company's information once and it is
reflected throughout the system. Complete
II includes aseparate Installation Guide,
basic Accounting Primer, eight-volume
Reference Library and extensive Mitorials on
each package — all at no extra charge!
Ul#Ideal for Service Businesses. Enter
information free form on service invoices or
store pre-defined paragraphs of up to 160
characters. Enjoy full editing capabilities at
time of invoice entry.
Eight Integrated Software Modules
• Inventory
• General Ledger
• Fixed Assets
• Accounts Receivable
• Invoicing
•Job Cost
• Payroll
•Accounts Payable
Complete II includes eight software modules that may be integrated or installed
individually and may be distributed among
separate computers. Install the most critical
modules initially; add others later.
COMPARE FEATURE FOR FEATURE
Systerd.WIde Features

rAmmo cusnmem M
mamicus-mmmt m

eWindows and Pop- Up Menus,

Complete II is designed for user convenience. Use the cursor throughout the system
to make easy " point- and-shoot" selections.
If you can't remember acustomer or
account number while using aprogram,
simply open awindow and scroll through
your customer list or chart of accounts.
Select the information you're looking for
directly from the table!
flieShort-Cut Keys. We speed you from
one function to another without the timeconsuming task of manually passing through
multiple menus.
É Smart HELP. If you get stuck, the same
function key will always bring HELP to your
rescue with pop-up windows of information
that relate to your individual trouble spot at
both program and field levels.
CeQuick-and-Easy Error Handling.
Complete II traps errors and gives aplainEnglish description of the problem along
with suggested solutions.
CeltInge Printing. Print all information
on areport or select aspecific range of
information for print out. A great feature
for restarting long reports or partial printing
of certain sections.

NEW Over 450 reports
NEW Unlimited number of companies and consolidations
NEW AllrOlTlaric menu-driven conversion of your existing
Peachtree Business Accounting data files
NEW Increased numeric capacities to 1999,999,999.99
in key areas
General Ledger
• Chart of Accounts includes "6 suggested and
26,000 user defined accounts
NEW Ito 15 user-defined fiscal periods
• Repeating lournal entries
NEW Financial statement comparisons may include
current period and year-to-date with budget and/or
prior period comparison
NEW Reversing tournal entries
Accounts Recelvable/Invoicing
• Open item or balance forward customers
NEW Up to 14,400 customers
• Supports partial payments
NEW Us...defined terms codes and aging periods
NEW AlltOMMIC transactions with monthly. bi-monthly.
quarterly semrannual. and annual frequency options
Accounts Payable
• Up to 14,400 vendors
NEW Panial payments of invoices
• Cash requirements forecasting by duc date
NEW User-defined billing cycle on automatic invoices
• Checks printed with unlimited invoice listing on stub
NEW Ability to void and reprint checks
Inventory
• Supports average, last purchase and standard
costing mettnxls
• Up to 19.500 Inventory items ( MCC%)
NEW Automatic price change on multiple Items by
percent Or amount
Fixed Assets
• Handles 13.000 assets and 13 methods of
depreciation
NEW Updated to handle current tax laws
Job Cost
• Tracks costs and profitability on aIob.by-job bads
• Compares estimated costs with actual costs for
specific tasks
Payroll
• Butli-in current year federal. state, c:ty and
county tax tables for all 50 states with automatic
calculation capabilities
• Automatic payroll processing supporting hourly,
salaried, commission or draw- against-commission
pay types
NEW New tax laws incorporated Into program
• Processes up to 3.900 employees
NEW Supports Cafeteria Plan
• User modifiable tax tables with updates published
regularly by Peachtree Software
NEW Printed and magnetic media W-25 generated
automatically

1-800-247-3224

Money-Back Guarantee

When you purchase Peachtree Complete H
directly from Peachtree Software, you're
protected with a30-Day Money Back
Guarantee. If you're not satisfied, simply
return the product in saleable condition
within 30 days and your purchase price will
be promptly refunded. (A $ 20 restocking fee
will be charged if disk bag is opened.)
And, of course, Complete Il is backed by
Peachtree Software's famous technical support, labeled by InfoWorld as " the finest in
the industry". Technical assistance is available for El per minute with a20-minute
minimum via atoll-free telephone number.
You only pay for what you need, without
unnecessary support contracts.
Buy Forms Direct from Peachtree
Enjoy the convenience and economy of
buying your forms directly from Peachtree
Software with guaranteed compatibility. Call
1-800-553-6485 to order forms. In Ohio,
call 1-513-973-0110

Announcing PDQ II
Transfer your valuable Peachtree accounting information to Lotus 1-2-3e, dBASETM
and other programs for further analysis,
plus create custom reports, invoices and
statements with Peachtree Data Query II.
Updated to take full advantage of the increased capabilities of Peachtree Complete
II, PDQ II is priced at just $ 199. Call today
to order!
Hardware Specifications
Requires PC/MS-DOS version 2.0 or higher with 384K of
usable memory with a minimum 10 MB hard disk. For use
with the IWO PC, PC XT, PC AT, Personal System/2 TM
and compatibles. 353" media optionally available IBM is a
registered trademark and Personal System/2 is a trademark
of International Business Machines. Not copy protected

To Order by Mall, Send $ 199
lus $ 12.50 Shipping and Handling to:

Call Now to Order
or for a Dealer Near You

In Georgia, call 1-404-564-5800

/

(In Georgia, add applicable sales tax )

L

Peachtree Software
A Member of the Intelligent Systenu Family
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ALL PRODUCTS, LOWEST PRICES,
EXPERT ADVICE
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
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'Hitachi CDR-3500 CD-ROM DRIVE $829
with Digital Audio Input/Output $979
Half height - internal mount - same features as Hitachi
CDR-1503S.

e

'WORM DRIVES-400 MB
$2799
—800 MB
$3799
Full height standalone • for IBM PC/X7/AT and full compatibles.
'Call for pricing on all Hitachi. Phillips. Denon. Sony and
Panasonic drives.

e

SOFTWARE FOR HITACHI AND COMPATIBLE
CD-ROM DRIVES'

"CD-PLAY
$95
Permits user to play CD audio disks. RAM
resident "Pop-up" accessory - compatible with all major software - recognizes
CD and displays track title information •
outputs to headphones or stereo amplifier.

CD ROM

WORM

CD ROM

'CD-PLAY + SAMPLER $195
Same features as CD-PLAY plus CD sampling functions for electronic musicians.

1,c

'CD-TEST
$195
Tests accuracy of data storage on CD audio disks - for
audiophiles. CD-Professionals (available soon).
"CD-UTILITIES
$195
Quick Basic routines permit software developers to access CDROM/Audio drive capabilities.
•Dnve mUSI Mee lode PAW CaPab.les

M CDP sells all software including the International Dictionary
of Medicine and Biology - Med Line - Library References and
Indexes - Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology - Corporate
Databases

'Cali for Prices/Catalogues. Special prices for first time
customers, computer dealers, corporate/government accounts. libraries, educational institutions. International shipments aspecialty
TO ORDER CALL 800-M EGABYTe ( 634-2298)

4>

INQUIRES CALL 212-996-6999
Policy Shipping and handling extra. Personal and company
checks require 3weeks to clear For faster delivery use your
credit card (add 3% for MC and Visa, add 5% for AMEX) or send
acashiers check or bank money order New York residents add
8.25% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject
to change arid all items are subject to availability Defective software will be replaced with the same item only Hardware will
be replaced or repaired within the terms and limits of the
manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility.
All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a
restocking fee.
•

•••

CDP
Compact Disc Products, Inc.
217 East 85th Street ( Suite 216)
New York, NY 10028
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"Hitachi CDR-1503S CD-ROM DRIVE $729
with Digital Audio Input/Output $929
Full height - standalone - front auto load - HiFi CD audio capabilities (with CD-PLAY described below) - daisy chain capabilities for IBM PC/XT/AT and full compatibles.

WHOM

Hitachi CDR-1503S CD-ROM drive $895
and your choice:
—Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia (-480 after 1/88) or
—Microsoft Bookshelf with MS-DOS Extension or
—McGraw-Hill Science and Technical Reference Set or
—PC-SIG 817 PC Software Programs

not be used with other controllers, and
non-Apple-type drives cannot be used
with an Apple controller.
The Apple drive hardware and software is discussed in considerable detail
in the following books: Understanding
the Apple II by James Sather, Understanding the Apple IIE by James Sather,
Beneath Apple DOS by Don Worth and
Peter Lechner, and Beneath Apple ProDOS by Don Worth and Peter Lechner.
All four books are available from Quality
Software, Computer Book Division,
21601 Marilla St., Chatsworth, CA
91311.
At one time, there were several sources
for kits to convert industry-standard
drives made by Shugart and MP1 to work
with the Apple controller. You might be
able to use one of them to adapt drives
such as the Remex 480 you mentioned. I
know of only one source now: W. M. Enterprises, 266 Hillsmere Dr., Annapolis,
MD 21403. —Steve
An Apple Coxswain
Dear Steve,
Ihave a rowing exercise machine
hooked up to my Apple II using the game
I/O connector SW2. It keeps track of the
number of strokes Ido, and, using the 1h 0
second interrupt on my mouse card, Ican
display the time, strokes per minute, required strokes per minute, and other calculations that Iwant.
Iwould also like to monitor my heartbeat and increase or decrease my required strokes per minute based on my
pulse rate. I've seen several units that
monitor your pulse using infrared sensors
on either the finger (not good for rowing)
or the earlobe.
Ipicked up an infrared phototransistor
(TIL414) from Radio Shack and hooked
it up to one of the paddle connectors. It
works with alight source, giving different values as the distance from the light
varies, but it isn't going to work on the
earlobe or the finger the way it is. Can
you give me some help with this?
Dave Partyka
Lorain, OH
You've already got about half of what
you need to monitor your pulse. The
other half consists of an infrared LED,
which you can obtain from Radio Shack.
You should connect the LED between + 5
volts and ground using a series resistor
with a value in the 100- to 500-ohm
range.
If you place the LED on one side of
your earlobe and the phototransistor on
the other, you should be able to monitor
pulse frequency. You may need to experiment with various series resistance
values (varying LED brightness) to ob-

tain the best results. Fastening the rig to
your ear may be the biggest headache.
Perhaps you could use apost-type earring, with the LED and phototransistor
epoxied in position.
Amore sophisticated method might use
aphotodiode buffered with an op-amp instead of the phototransistor. This would
give you afaster response, but you may
not need it for your application. — Steve
Love Me, Love My Imagewriter
Dear Steve,
Isurrender! After anumber of years as
an Apple user, Ihave concluded that I
must switch to an MS-DOS machine.
However, Ihave developed afondness for
my 15- inch-carriage Imagewriter, and
therein lies my question. Will my Imagewriter work using the standard serial port
on IBM clones? Will Ihave problems
using my Imagewriter with products such
as Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE, and Microsoft
Word? I live in Heidelberg, West
Germany, and technical assistance ( in
English) is hard to come by. Ihope you
can help.
Alan P. Alborn
APO, NY
Your desire to keep your Imagewriter is
understandable—it's an excellent printer
that's worth holding on to. You can use it
with an IBM-type computer with minimal
effort. There is one potential problem
that you may encounter, however, which
leads us to the RS-232C follies. As many
people have discovered, "RS-232C standard" is an oxymoron, like "harmonious
discord. "
The Imagewriter is configured for
DTE operation. If the serial port on your
IBM PC is also configured for DTE, the
result will be aconflict between the two
devices. The simplest solution is to configure your serial port for DCE operation
(ifpossible). Some microcomputers come
with two serial ports—a printer port
wired for DTE and amodem port wired
for DCE. Usually, you can alter configuations with shorting blocks or switch
settings. Consult the documentation of
whatever PC you obtain to determine the
procedure for making the change. If you
cannot configure the port suitably, you
could use anull modem cable or adapter.
As with RS-232C, there is no such
thing as astandard null modem cable. To
simplify the confusion, let's assume
you're using a cable with aDB-25 connector at each end. In all common variations, pin 2at each end is tied to pin 3at
the other, and pin 7 connects straight
through. The rest of the connections vary
considerably. Some of the possibilities
are as follows:
continued
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You've created afile or document on your
PC. Now what?
Because most business information needs
to be communicated, most people print the
computer file and send the papers by mail,
courier or fax. Or maybe send afloppy disk.
If the recipient needs to manipulate or
revise the data, it must be rekeyed.
That's the time-honored— and the timeconsuming— way of doing business.
What's afaster, cheaper, better way?
Western Union EasyLink® service.

Western Union EasyLink lets you send
and receive data and documents between
computers. Without adetour onto paper or
the inconvenience of acourier. And you
can be sure what you send is exactly
what's received.
You can use EasyLink to move the information that moves your business in seconds. You can move orders and text files.
Receive reports and graphics. Even send
product specs and spreadsheets.
Fast revisions— without rekeying
EasyLink connects the computers you use,
regardless of type or location. Files on one
computer can be sent to other computers,
eliminating the need to rekey data.

mainframe. And communicate between
offices or businesses.
Best of all, the cost of sending amessage
is comparable to apostage stamp. And
unlike telephone, the distance makes no
difference.
Western Union— aleader
in electronic communication
With EasyLink, we're bringing proven
reliability to today's technology And you'll
get added value with EasyLink services
like InfoMastere,
the largest electronic
library with more than 800 databases.

More than just computer
communications

Let EasyLink take your PCs from creation
to communication. To learn how your
business can benefit, return the coupon.
Or call:
1-800-247-1373, ext. 7181

EasyLink even lets you send messages to
fax machines. Reach your company's

rYES, tell me more

IF YOU CREATE ITONAPC
SEND ITONAPC
WITH EASYLINK

—

Show me how EasyLmk can turn my company's
PCs into an efficient, economical new way to
communicate.
Name
•(viease print)

Title
Company
Bus. Address
City/State/Zip
Bus. Phone (
Mall to:

Western Union EasyUnk
P.O. Box 37472
Omaha, Nebraska 68137

Or cell:

1-800-247-1373, ext. 7181

OUR. Mu.
western union

©1988 Western Union Corporation
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LABELING
SOFTWARE

•Tie pins 5, 6, and 8 together at each
end, then connect them as agroup to pin
20 at the other end.
•Tie pins 4and 5together at each end;
tie pins 6and 8together at each end, then
connect to pin 20 at the other end.
•Tie pin 4at each end to pin 5 at the
other; tie pin 20 at each end to pin 6at the
other.

For DOT MATRIX and
Laser Printers
(Epson/IBM/Okidata/LaserJet)
•Labels for shelves, bins, inventory
•Text readable up to 50 ft.
•Bar Codes: I2of 5, UPC/ EAN
MIL-STD, AIAG, Code 39
•Any size label • Flexible format
•Color options • Reversals • Fast
•File input • Menu driven • $279
•Other bar code programs from $49.
•Not Copy Protected!

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!

Bar Code Readers
for PC, XT, AT, PS/2

no ,
nimarro

•Reads 2of 5, UPC/EAN, Code 39
'Attaches as 2nd Keyboard
•No software changes to add bar
codes to any program
•Rugged stainless steel wand
•Optional Magnetic Stripe Reader
only $ 100 additional
•External attach to all PS/2 models
•External OR Internal to PC, XT, AT
•Upgrade from PC to PS/2-only $30
PC, XT, AT model
PS/2 model
also RS- 232 model

$
3155
$399
$399

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!

WORTHINGTON
DATA SOLUTIONS
417-A Ingalls Street,
Santa Cruz, California 95060

408/458-9938
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You can ignore pins that Ihaven't mentioned above. You may need a breakout
box, and you'll certainly need alot ofpatience to get things working. You can simplify the situation somewhat by using a
straight-through connecting cable together with a prewired null modem
adapter (both available from sources
such as JDR Microdevices and Jameco
Electronics—see the back of BYTE for
their ads). It is usually easier to alter the
connections inside an adapter than to rewire the cable itself — Steve
Parts Is Parts
Dear Steve,
Ienjoy building interface cards for my
Apple II (Ipurchase bare boards for this).
Usually, Ihave no problems locating the
parts Ineed. However, Ihave now run
into abrick wall. Iam looking for aGeneral Electric DS3D PC-mount nickelcadmium battery and a TTLDM-100
time-delay IC. If you know where Ican
locate these components, please let me
know.
Joseph E. Pratt
St. Ann, MO
It's always encouraging to hear from
fellow "roll your own" types. In afield
increasingly dominated by appliance
users, putting together your own hardware can get pretty lonely. While Ican
make anumber of suggestions regarding
your quest for parts, it would be easier to
be specific if you had provided more information (such as the number of pins,
the width of the sought-after IC, and the
voltage/amperage of the needed battery).
Your best bet for obtaining the nickelcadmium battery (GE DS3D) you require
is probably an industrial supplier in a
major nearby city, such as St. Louis or
Kansas City. You can probably obtain the
battery (or its equivalent) through
sources you should be able to locate in
the phone book. Digi-Key Corp. (P.O.
Box 677, ThiefRiver Falls, MN 56701), a
frequent advertiser in BYTE and other
publications, carries aline of nickel-cadmium batteries in various sizes, although
most are designed to be used in holders
rather than soldered directly into a
printed circuit board. You might be able
to use one of these batteries with minor
board modifications to accommodate the

battery holder. It's important to match
the battery's voltage, amperage, and
charge/discharge rate if you make asubstitution. You may also have to make
slight circuit modifications to permit substitution of anonrechargeable type (such
as alithium cell). The major component
in such acircuit change is the addition of
a diode such as a 1N914, to prevent
charging (you may also need aresistor).
The IC designation you 've given—
TTLDM-100—doesn 'tmatch anything
I've been able to find in my references.
Perhaps it is a manufacturer's in-house
number. —Steve

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

Remember the S-100?
Dear Steve,
Several of my friends and projects are
on hold for lack of information. For the
most part, I've exhausted local sources,
so my roommate, Alex Pournelle, suggested Iwrite and ask you.
At the moment, my main home computer is aCP/M Jade " Big Z" CPU card
with a Z80 and one serial port, aJade
"Double D" 8-inch floppy disk controller and four 8-inch drives, a 64K-byte
CMOS memory board (with the address
range F000-FFFF hexadecimal locked
out for the monitor/boot ROM and disk
window), and aCCS 2830 six-port RS232C card. All these boards are supposedly IEEE-696 compatible, and Ihave
mangled the BIOS to support them. This
system runs in an old 12-slot Problem
Solver Systems cabinet with two internal
8-inch drives.
Over the years, Ihave reconfigured the
system many times, but Ialways run into
either power supply or slot-count limits. I
have anumber of S-100 peripheral boards
on the shelf, and Ihave recently been
given another complete CP/M system
consisting of an ICOM dual floppy disk
drive system, a Soroc terminal, and an
IMSAI 8080 S-100 frame holding even
more S-100 boards. I'd like to convert the
IMSAI itself to IEEE-696, so that Ican
move my existing system into the IMSAI
frame (which has a much larger power
supply and 22 slots). My problem is that I
have not been able to locate any information about updating old S-100 bus
equipment.
I'm sure there are thousands of Altairs,
IMSAIs, Vectors, and North Stars out
there gathering dust. They only need updating to the IEEE-696 standard and adding some modern Godbout, Teletek, Lomas, or Advanced Digital S-100 boards
continued
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WINDOWS FOR DATA®
davoaces: Create
Review
INVOICE
Invoice No.:
ONN784
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Date:

Search for customer record?
Enter customer information?
i Enter billing address?
; Enter marketing information?

No.

f.

PRODUCT
UDMS
aLA
UDTC
WOXE

10)Ell
WD3B2
WDSU2
UDVM3
UD 04

"

Print

( Y/N):
( Y/N):
(
Vt41):
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Exit
12/83/87
Time:
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stoner --William Jones
N
Innovative Software
N
351 Bulletin Avenue
N
Needham, MA
82194
(617) 394-5512

DESCRIPTION
Windows
Windows
W4ndows
Windows

Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Uindous

for
for
for
for
for

for
for
for
for

Data
Data
Data
Data

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

Microsoft
Lattice
Turbo C
XENIX

- XENIX
- 3B2 Unix
- Sun Unix
- MicroVax
7,Vax

1

QUANTITY

PRICE

AMOUNT

18
5
5
2

295.88
295.88
295.88
795.88

2958.88
1475.88
1475.88
1598.88

e

icee

8.

Subtotal:
Shipping:

11325.88
8.

TOTAL :
Payment :

11325.88
8.88

1

Cdrsor ieyss croll,
.
ENTER selects and ESC exits choice menu

f you program in C, take a few
moments to learn how Windows for
Data can help you build astate-of-theart user interface.
Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, contextsensitive help, and text displays — all within windows.
Vf Develop window- based OS/2 programs right now,
without the headaches of learning OS/2 screen management. Run the same source code in PCDOS and OS/2
protected mode.

eBuild abetter front end for any DBMS that has aClanguage interface (most popular ones do).

FROM END TO BEGINNING
Windows for Data begins
where other screen packages end,
with special features like nested
pop-up forms and menus, field entry from lists of choices, scrollable
regions for the entry of variable
numbers of line items, and an exclusive built-in debugging system.
NO WALLS
If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other
screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into
walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeatedly tell us how they've used our system in ways we never
imagined — but which we anticipated by designing Windows for Data for unprecedented adapatability. You will
be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data.

YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CHARGE
Control functions that you write and attach to fields
and/or keys can read, compare, validate, and change the
data values in all fields of the form. Upon entry or exit
from any field, control functions can call up subsidiary
forms and menus, change the active field, exit or abort
the form, perform almost any task you can imagine.

Abe, OUR WINDOWS

WILL OPEN DOORS
Our windows will open doors to
new markets for your software.
High-performance, source-codecompatible versions of Windows
for Data are now available for
PCDOS, OS/2, XENIX,
I. ' UNIX, and VMS. PCDOS
versions are fully compatible with Microsoft Windows.
No royalties.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You owe it to yourself and your programs to try
Windows for Data. If not satisfied, you can return it for
afull refund.
Prices: PCDOS $295, Source $295. OS/2 $495.
XENIX $795. UNIX, VMS, please call.

Call: (802) 848-7731
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT

Vermont
Creative
Software

ext. 51
FAX 802-848-3502

21 Elm Ave.

Richford,
VT 05476
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UNIX is a trademark/
of AT & T Bell Laboratories

SORD Wins
"Inds Down

M6BOUDI
Series

*Operable with

UNIX

of 32- bit Motorola 68020 CPU
*Easy expansion VME bus architecture
Also available on OEM basis
*Astonishing speed use

SC321::i
SOftware & hal2Dware
—

Quality through technological innovation —

SOFID COMPUTER CORPORATION
20-7. Masago 5-chome, Chiba-shi, Chiba 260, Japan
TEL ( 0472)79-2671

TLX 3722484 SORDCJ FAX ( 0472)77-6696

New York ( 212)759-0140

NEW
VERSION 4.0
S6

0 95
.7 •

For IBM "PC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines.
This is the one you've heard so much about — with fast
compile times, small object code modules, no royalties, and clear error messages. Version 4.0 is based
upon ANSI- 74 standards with new features including:
•Multi- key Indexed files with up to 24 keys. This advanced feature requires the software
package Btrieve ® which is optionally available.
•Windowing, pop-up's, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software
package Saywhat?! ,"which is optionally available.
•ACCEPT numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric checking, AUTO- SKIP, SECURITY, LENGTH- CHECK, EMPTY- CHECK.
•Fast memory mapped DISPLAY's ( 1, 5) ERASE, BEEP, ATTRIBUTE.
•Level 88's — READ INTO — WRITE/REWRITE FROM — and DELETE.
•An easy to use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A- margin, Bmargin tabbing with full screen cursor control.
Current customers can receive the new version by sending in their original diskette and
$30.00. This offer expires Dec. 31, 1987
Also available: Utah FORTRAN, Utah BASIC, Utah PASCAL, Utah PILOT, Btrieve and
Saywhat?!. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries.
SINCE 1977

ELLIS COMPUTINGim
To order call

5655 Riggins Court, Suite 10

(702) 827-3030

Reno, Nevada 89502

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is a registered trademark of Softcraft, Inc.
SAYWHAT?t is a trademark of The Research Group. Utah COBOL is a trademark of Ellis Computing. Inc
1987 Ellis
Computing Inc.
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to turn those computers back into contributing members of acomputing society. Upgrading old S-100 equipment to
IEEE-696 might make agood topic for an
article.
Iwill probably buy an SB180 (September 1985 Circuit Cellar) if Ican modify it
two ways: adding 512K bytes for an expanded RAM disk, and interfacing an
ST-506 drive to it (sacrificing the SCSI
port if need be). My application is aprocess control system that must be able to
survive avery dusty environment, will be
30 miles from the nearest road (i.e., infrequent service calls), and will be able to
receive remote uploads via modem.
Iplan to buy your Home Run Control
System (April 1985 Circuit Cellar) or
build my own. However, I'd like to add to
it areceiver for X-10 codes so Ican continue using my telephone responder and
ultrasonic console (on different house
codes to avoid undesired interaction).
Have you considered this option?
My house was built in the late 1930s,
and it's extremely difficult to run any
kind of wiring inside the walls or the
attic. (The current Heathkit catalog has
an X-10 module designed to connect to
dry contacts on ahousehold alarm system
to output an " all lamps on" command or
"all lamps on" plus " one appliance
module on" command. This transmitter,
modified for only the " appliance module
on" code, would be ideal, if! could set up
the Home Run Control System so it
would receive the signal and then respond
accordingly.)
This is an idea for afuture Circuit Cellar project: Many people (including myself) are still using daisy-wheel printers
on printer buffers. Often, when I'm
printing alarge piece of correspondence,
Iuse several different print wheels, depending on what symbol Iwant. Imight
use one wheel for text, another for italics,
and another for mathematical symbols. I
have not yet seen aprinter buffer on the
market that accepts a " pause code" (i.e.,
aseries of bytes that Icould send to the
buffer, commanding it to pause so Ican
change print wheels, then push a Continue button on the box so that printing
resumes).
Also, only one manufacturer that I
have seen offers abuffer that allows you
to select serial or parallel in and serial or
parallel out, so that you can still use the
buffer box even if you change your
printer, your computer, or both.
Mike Morris
Arcadia, CA
Let me get this straight: Alex Pournelle 'sroommate is asking me for information? This sounds like Dear Abby getcontinued
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The best decision for
millions of businesses,
educators and home users.
Quality.
Reliable performance is our design objective.
Our engineering team takes pride in the exceptional quality they can produce utilizing
our proprietary test equipment. The result: a
33,000-hour mean time between failure.

Compatibility.
Our MSDOS® based computers are the bestselling PC compatibles in America. Tandy
286- and 386-based business systems are
Microsoft® OS/2 ready as well.

Why Tandy Computers?
Because there is no better value.
Technology
Innovative design, custom circuitry and distinguishing features make our computers
more than just clones. Plus, every Tandy
desktop computer is designed and built in
our own USA manufacturing plants.

Connectivity.
Tandy PC compatibles can be linked into a
workgroup for communications with other
PCs and mainframe computers alike.

Longevity.
Technology has been our business for sixtysix years. In 1977, we became the first company to successfully manufacture and market
apersonal computer— nobody's been in the
business longer.
High performance, great prices and the best
service and support in the industry.

Tandy Computers:
Because there is no better value.

Radix, lhaek
MS-DOS/Reg. TM Microsoft Corp.

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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PowerStatt'on
A Complete VT220 / VT241 Work Station
Upgrade for the IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2
"Now true 800
pixel wide VT241
display and
VT22ONT241
support for
VMS Services
for MS-DOS."

tut
PowerStation 240
11240 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT240 Emulation Software.
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30

$435

ZSTEM pe - - VT240 Emulator Emulation Software only
$295
11240/241 Emulation software with all the features of ZSTEM VT220 plus
.'STEM 4014. sixel and ReGIS graphics
PowerStation - 220
$289
VT220 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT220 emulation Software
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30
ZSTEMpe --VT220 Emulator Emulation Software only
$150
All the features of ZSTEM VT100 plus 8-bit mode, downloadable fonts.
user defined keys, full national/mutti-national modes Extended macros/script language. True 132 columns on Hercules. VGAs. Super EGAs. and
standard EGAs using the EGAmate option. 128 columns on CGAs 43 line
support on EGAs. Enhanced keyboard support Ungermann Bass Net/One
and VMS services for MS-DOS support.

EGAmate
$39
Daughterboard option for 132 columns and 800 pixel
ReGIS on standard EGA adaptors.
PS220/2
$19
Keyboard adaptor cable for PS203 on PS/2 systems
ZSTEMpr-4014 Emulator $99
Use with ZSTEM VT100. 111220. or stand-alone
Interactive zoom and pan. Save/recall images from
disk. Keypad, mouse, digitizer, printer, plotter. and
TIFF support. 4100 color and line style color mapping
640 x403 and 640 x480 on some adaptor/monitors
ZSTEPAPc .“
-VT 100 Emulator
$99
High performance COLOR vrice True double
high/wide. smooth scrolling ISO and attribute
mapped color XMODEM and KERMIT. soltkey/MAC.
ROS. DOS access.

KEA Systems Ltd.
#412 - 2150 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 4L9
Support (604) 732-7411 TELEX 04-352848 VCR FAX (604) 732-0715
Order Desk (800) 663-8702 Toll Free
30 day money back guarantee AMEX/MCNISA
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ling another letter from the lads at Yale!
I've got to admit that all my S-100 and
CP/M knowledge is rather dated by
now—and not having done anything with
it for awhile, the grisly details are fading
fast. The current repository of such
knowledge may be the S-100 Journal,
which you can reach at P.O. Box 1914,
Orem, UT 84057. It's $14 for a year's
worth of quarterly issues, $27 for 2
years. A letter to the editor of S-100 Journal might well turn up someone who
knows the answers to your IEEE-696
questions.
For the original SB180 design, 256K
bytes is the upper limit on the RAM. The
boot EPROM shows up in the lower 256K
bytes of the total 512K bytes of address
space and is not fully decoded. You could
hack the board to "shadow" the EPROM
and add more RAM on the expansion
port, but it might be alittle messier than
you'd like, because we didn't really intend to expand the 5B180 'sRAM. The
newer SB180FX, which uses the same
HD64180 as the SBI 80, allows up to 4
megabytes of RAM.
As far as hitching an ST-506 hard disk
drive directly to the SB180 goes, Ithink
you're wasting your time. Admittedly, the
drive is cheap, but if you're figuring in
any nonzero value for your time, the total
cost is going to be alot higher, particularly because this sounds like aone-time
project.
If you're looking for reliability, you
want astock solution without little yellow
wires hanging off the boards. It's always
fun to mess around with (read "improve") someone else's circuitry, but is
that really what your client wants? Remember, he's paying for results, not
"clever" design.
Back to the SB180FX. It has a SCSI
port on-board, so it's easy to add an external hard disk drive with an outboard
SCSI controller, such as the XEBEC
14I0A. (You can usually find someone
advertising the XEBEC controller in the
back of BYTE. This device allows aSCSI
port to control an ST-506 hard disk
drive.)
Concerning your remarks about an X10 receiver, stay tuned for afew upcoming Circuit Cellar power-line projects.
These projects should provide you with
the X- I0 control you appear to be longing
for.
Another upcoming project is the Circuit Cellar SmartSpooler, which functions as arather bright print spooler with
all combinations ofparallel and serial inputs and outputs. I'm setting it up to
allow downloading custom software
through the standard printer port, so you
can tinker with this project to add a
"pause" code. —Steve •

GET
Us
._.ABOUT ANALYZING
You might be spreading your
YOUR DATA •spreadsheet alittle too thin. Or

maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious
about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS/PC+" — afull
software family that brings you eight high-powered ways
to complete any data analysis task.
Enter it. SPSS Data Entry Ir is afully integrated data
entry, cleaning and editing tool.
Analyze it. The SPSS/PC+ base package provides a
powerful array of statistical and reporting procedures.
Picture it. SPSS/PC+ Graph- in-the-Box" featuring New
England Software's Graph-in-the-Box - offers full color
"snapshot" graphics.
Examine it. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics' lets you
get more serious with your data.
Predict it. SPSS/PC+ Trends"— our latest option— is the
complete time series analysis/forecasting tool.
Table it. SPSS/PC+ Tables" produces presentationready tables instantly

Chart it. SPSS/PC+ Graphics" featuring Microsoft'
Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts.
Map it. SPSS/PC+ Mapping" featuring MAP-MASTER"
creates maps where vast amounts of data can be summarized and presented in one, simple picture.
SPSS/PC+ products are being put to productive use
by serious fact finders in business, government and education. For countless purposes such as market research.
Wage and salary studies. Survey analysis. And quality
control. Plus each product is superbly documented and
supported by SPSS Inc., aleader in statistical software
for nearly 20 years. While specially tailored customer
support is available through the VALUE PLUS" plan. And
SPSS now offers aSPSS/PC+ version for Novell LANs.
So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to
SPSS/PC+. For details, contact our Marketing
Department.

CALL 1/312/329-3315

SPSS Inc. • 444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3000 • Chicago, Illinois 60611
In Europe: SPSS Europe BM • PO. Box 115 • 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands • Telephone: + 31183036711 • TVVX: 21019
SPSS/PC+ runs on IBM PC/XVAT's with hard disk. Contact SPSS Inc for compatible microcomputers, SPSS/PC+ , SPSS Dala Entry II, SPSS/PC+ Graph-in-the-Box. SPSS/PC+ Advanced streàstes,
SPSS/PC+ Trends, SPSS/PC Tables SPSS/PC+ Graphics and SPSS/PC+ Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VAWE PWS is atrademark of SPSS Inc Chart and Microsoft are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporabon. MAP-MASTER is atrademaik of Ashtn-Tate. Graph-in-the-Box is atrademark of New England Software, Inc
e 1987, SPSS Inc.
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Introducing the two
on earth
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The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20"
The world now has two new
benchmarks from the leader
in high-performance personal
computing. The new 20-MHz
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 and
the 20-1b., 20-MHz COMPAQ
PORTABLE 386 deliver system
performance that can rival
minicomputers'. Plus they introduce advanced capabilities
without sacrificing compatibility with the software and hardware you already own.

It simply works better.

Both employ an industrystandard Intel' 80386 microprocessor and sophisticated 32-bit
architecture. Our newest portable is up to 25% faster and our
desktop is actually up to 50%
faster than 16-MHz 386 PC's.
But we did much more than
simply increase the clock speed.
For instance, the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20 uses acache
memory controller. It complements the speed of the micropro-

cessor, providing an increase in
system performance up to 25%
over other 20-MHz 386 PC's. It's
also the first PC to offer an optional WeitekTm Coprocessor Board,
which can give it the performance
of adedicated engineering workstation at afraction of the cost.
They both provide the most
storage and memory within their
classes. Up to 300 MB of storage
in our latest desktop and up to
100 MB in our new portable.

most powerful PC's
and off.
-.....nolt..-e-1-..°11.11.11""81111111111111111b\aini...-
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and the new 20-MHz COMPAQ PORTABLE 386
Both use disk caching to inject
more speed into disk-intensive
applications and both will run
MS' OS/2.
As for memory, get up to 16 MB
of high-speed 32-bit RAM with
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
and up to 10 MB with the COMPAQ
PORTABLE 386. Both computers
feature the COMPAQ' Expanded
Memory Manager, which supports
the Lotus'/Intel'/Microsoft' Expanded Memory Specification

to break the 640-Kbyte barrier
imposed by DOS.
With these new computers
plus the original COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386', we now offer
the broadest line of highperformance 386 solutions.
They all let you run software
being written to take advantage
of 386 technology including
Microsoft Windows/386 Presentation Manager. It provides
multitasking capabilities with

today's DOS applications to
make you considerably more
productive. But that's just the
beginning. For more information, call 1-800-231-0900,
Operator 43. In Canada, call
416-733-7876, Operator 43.

Intel, Lotus, Microsoft, and Weitek are
trademarks of their respective companies.
©1987 Compaq Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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"Intel 80286 Running AT 8 and
, Phoenbt Bios • 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
102 - Key Enhanced PC - Style Key Board
1Meg of Parity Checked RAM
Clock/Calender with Battery Backup
WYSEwindow system status display
190 W Power Supply • GW-Basic 3.21
1Serial and 1Parallel Port
MS-DOS 3.21 and Users Guide
20 Meg 65ms Hard Disk Drive

$1,795
295
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386 Runt l'ing AT 8 and
Phonix'Bios • 1.2 Meg Floppy
102-Key Enhanced PC - Style Keyttoard
IMeg of 0 wait state static rain
ClockiCalender with Battery Backup
WYSEwindow system status display
1Serial and 1 Parallel Port
GW - Basic 3.21
MS-DOS 3.21
41 Meg 28ms

HERCULES COMPATIBLE MONO SYSTEM
With WY-530 14inch Hi Res Amber Monitor

$3,750
$4,250

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
With WY-640 Hi Res EGA MONITOR

2nd Floppy Drive 5 1/4" 360K $99
2nd Floppy Drive 3 1/2" 720K $155
41Meg 28ms Hard Disk Drive $210
1200 Baud Internal Modem w/Software $99
2400 Baud Internal Modem w/Software $ 199
12.5 MHz Speed Option $450

THIRTY-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You can return any B & W SYSTEMS, INC. computer system within
thirty days of the date of shipment. Return the items like new with
complete documentation, warranty cards and packing material.
Return product cards and packing material. Return product must be
labeled with a Return Merchandise Authormtion IRMA) number and
shipped prepaid and insured.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

We warranty our products to be free of defects in material and
workmanship for aperiod of one year from the date of shipment. 'I'he
Warranty covers the cost of all materials and labor.

— WORLDWIDE SERVICE AND SUPPORT

• '/ EC ",fultisvnc EGA Monitor $99
• 71 Meg 28 ms Hard Disk Drive $450
• Math Co- Processor
• Extended Service Contract Available
• Other Options Available

TO ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-638-9628
For Information Call — (
301) 963-5800
Visa • Master Card
B

W

7877 Cessna Ave

SYSTEMS

INC. .

Gaithersburg, MD
20879

— QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
— No Extra Charge for Visa or Mastercard

& W SYSTEMS, INC.

Trademarks: WYSE — trademark of WYSE Technoloy • MS-DOS & OS/2 — trademark of Microsoft Corporation • Hercules — trademark of
Hercules Computer Technology • NEC — trademark of NEC Corporation • PC-MOS/386 — trade mark of Software Link. Specifications, configurations, and prices subject to change without notice. Copyright 1987 B & W SYSTEMS, INC.
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BOOK REVIEWS

THE MS-DOS
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ray Duncan, editor
IBM PERSONAL
SYSTEM/2 AND
PERSONAL COMPUTER
BIOS INTERFACE
TECHNICAL
REFERENCE
MEMORY RESIDENT
PROGRAMMING
ON THE IBM PC
Thomas Wadlow

THE MS-DOS
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Reviewed by Bill Bourn
Microsoft Press, Redmond,
WA: 1988, ISBN 1-55615049-0, 1570 pages, $134.95
hat do you call asingle
W volume
containing over

1500 pages, 15 appendixes,
and 5 sections, one of which
contains 20 distinct articles?
Suppose that material came
from 14 contributors and 64
technical advisers. Microsoft
Press calls this massive collection The MS-DOS Encyclopedia. With its multitude of
distinctively presented examples, written in both assembly
language and C code, the book is closer to being ahandbook,
although you'd need Schwarzenegger's wrists to manage it with
only one hand. Iguess " encyclopedia" has become an unwelcome synonym for " comprehensive treatise" since Jiminy
Cricket first defined the word.
In addition to the 20 articles written by such MS-DOS experts
as Ray Duncan, Charles Petzold, and Van Wolverton, the book
contains 240 pages detailing individual descriptions of MSDOS user commands, 200 pages of usage descriptions for programming utilities, and 250 pages devoted to the description of
DOS system calls via the INT instruction. Much of that material
is already available in the respective user guides for the various
software. Why repeat it all here?
There is, Isuppose, agood reason, depending on your need:
The descriptions in the book span all the versions and OEM suppliers of MS-DOS—pretty handy if, as aprogrammer, you don't
have all the versions of all the DOS manuals from Compaq to
Zenith at your disposal. Even though this material has been
covered elsewhere, including it all in one volume (along with
the possible error messages that you might get when using any
Illustration by Len Kulberda

command) turns that volume
into the one to fetch for nearly
all DOS-related questions.
The Articles
The most unique part of The
MS-DOS Encyclopedia is the
first section, whose 20 articles delve into those mysteries
that have tantalized the intellectual DOS user. Iwas disappointed that the internal control structures are so lightly
covered in the article on the
components of MS-DOS; it's
rather like describing acar as
a chassis, engine, wheels,
fenders, and passenger compartment. I want to know
about the pistons, crankshaft,
and oil pump inside the MSDOS engine. That level of detail is denied us here.
Other articles deal with the
structure of an application
program; managing files,
records, directories, and volumes; memory management;
and several other topics—
merely scanning the table of
contents gives evidence of the
breadth of coverage in this
section. Nothing Iread here
(or elsewhere in the book)
struck any discord with what I
already knew about MS-DOS.
Idepend on the high caliber of
the contributors for having
checked the factual accuracy of the contents.
A few articles deserve specific mention. In his article "Terminate-and-Stay-Resident Utilities," Richard Wilton does a
creditable job of classifying the kinds of trouble you could have
trying to write aTSR routine for MS-DOS. After the " rules of
the residency-road," he presents two TSR routines in complete
form, with accompanying explanatory text. The first routine is a
simple, passive TSR that merely says " Hello." The second TSR
is amore useful routine that attempts to cover all the conditions
under which aTSR might be invoked. This sample TSR is invoked from the keyboard, writes to disk, recognizes the status of
pending hardware interrupts, and generally addresses all the
other nitty-gritty details that appear to be required for asuccessful TSR.
Microsoft has yet to publish an official method or set of
guidelines for using this DOS function, which has been in place
since release 2.0. A myriad of useful routines have been published in that vacuum; all take advantage of the TSR capability
but have widely varying degrees of compatibility with each
continued
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dB Fast"
-vsClipper

Profuse examples and minute details
make The MS-DOS Encyclopedia's
coverage of debugging amust
for any programmer who knows that

New dBase III Plus' Compiler
SI Smaller EXE's U Faster compilation
• Faster execution • Lower price!
OPERATION

dB Fast

Clipper

Minimum . EXE file size

Ikb

140kb

Compiling/Linking

2Seconds

4Minutes

Execution time

6Seconds

17 Seconds

PRICE

>Feu'
_....e.e

$695

d-Smallest!

With Clipper" the smallest program
you can create is 140k. And it goes up
from there! dB Fast' creates programs as small as lk with typical program
sizes from 5to 10k. Just think, now its possible to fit all your programs on
one floppy disk. And if you send files via modem — look what happens to
your modem phone bill...it almost disappears!

d-Fastest!

dB Fast compiles and links in ablistering
3seconds. Clipper slugs along at 4minutes
dB Fast compiled programs also run faster. Aprogram that took over 1full
minute to run using dBase III Plus and an additional 17 seconds using
Clipper, ran in just 6seconds with dB Fast!

d- Cheapest!

See for yourself why dB Fast is
• d-Biggest Bang for
d- Buck! Nowhere can you get all these features for such
alow price:
• dBase III Plus compatible • LAN .compatible
• Unlimited runtime • Protected source
code • No need to modify your . PRG files
• Speed, efficiency, price

I
II

60 day Guarantee

Try dB Fast for 60 days. If you're not totally satisfied for any reason,
just send it back for afull refund (less $ 10 handling fee).

Call today! 1-800-356-6356
sales information call

Dealer inquiries welcome

Subtotal

Qty

dB Fast

VISA

1
206 -392 -0368

@

$69

Shipping: $ 4U.S., $ 25 outside

U.S.
(add S4 for each addnional package)

MemterCuret

WA residents add 8.1% sales tax
Total
(U.S. funds only)
Name:
Company:
Address:

Zip

St

City:
Phone 0:
Payment (circle one):

VISA

MC

AMX

Check

Card 0:
Expires:

I Name on Card:
L

dB Fa« Is atrademark of de Pam In,
Base III Plus and alreper are
trademarks of Ashton lite Corp
sod ... lode, Corp respederelv
d
e
t

,,,..,,,d

1420 Gilman Blvd.
Suite 2857
Issaquah, WA 98027 -539j
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even the purest of heart are visited
by gremlins.
other. The MS-DOS Encyclopedia takes abrave step into the
resulting melee to give us these examples of "decent" TSR behavior. However, the volume includes adisclaimer: " Microsoft
cannot guarantee that the information in this article will be valid
for future versions of MS-DOS."
TSR programs come up again in an article on the Microsoft
object linker program, as an example of using the linker to organize memory. This article and the preceding one on the structure of object files (also by Wilton) may well be unique among
books on MS-DOS, and this is undoubtedly due to the extreme
specialization of the topic. The articles go into great detail,
which is welcome here, particularly if you need to know how to
build some " food" for the linker program as apart of your large
project. The feast includes analysis of every bit of every byte in
any object module. Wilton must have been working with Microsoft's internal documentation to provide such a complete
description.
Steve Bostwick's article, " Debugging in the MS-DOS Environment," vigorously attacks the problems facing aprogrammer whose program doesn't work. Bostwick presents avariety
of techniques, ranging from simple eyeball examination to complex analysis using CodeView, which comes with Microsoft's
high-level language compilers. In one example, he uses aTSR
program to echo data from the serial port onto the screen. The
article briefly discusses hardware debuggers, their capabilities,
and the circumstances for their use, but it avoids discussion of
specific non-Microsoft hardware products. Profuse examples
and details down to the byte in error make this coverage of debugging amust for any programmer who knows that even the
purest of heart are visited by gremlins.
What Could Be Missing?
Amid the wealth of information included in The MS-DOS Encyclopedia, it's hard to tell what might have been left out. Aside
from amore detailed discussion of DOS's internal structure, I
missed comprehensive discussions of networking and file-sharing. The first article, which describes the haphazard infancy of
MS-DOS, includes areproduction of alarge scribbled diagram
showing the original network support logic for MS-DOS 3.0,
but the topic deserves an article of its own. (That first chapter,
by the way, is of interest to all DOS users, not just programmers, and it's worth borrowing the book just to read.)
The book could stand to have aglossary and abibliography,
which are quite useful adjuncts to serious study—whatever the
subject. It does have atwo-part index that is unique; commands
and system calls are listed separately from the other subjects.
Getting used to this arrangement might take you awhile.
The complete set of the examples from the book is available
on two 51
/4
inch floppy disks, or presumably one 31
/2
inch disk,
for the exorbitant fee of $50. This seems to condone the use of
the examples, but Microsoft should make its intentions clearer
about the use of sample code in areader's own products. In
continued

SPECIAL

Order Status,
Technical & Other
Info. (
602) 246-2222
FAX # ( 602) 246-7805

MICROS

FT WORD 4.0

$195

No Charge for
MasterCard or Visa

Call for programs
not listed

=
TOLL- FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

Purchase over $ 100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or
get all four disks when your purchase is over $500! 1) MIXED BAG— A great assortment of utilities and games all packed on one disk.
2) PC-WRITE— Try this famous feature packed word processor. It's a winner! 3) FONT-SET— Lets you set popular fonts like bold,
underline, etc. on most late model printers from Citizen, Epson, NEC, Okidata, Panasonic, Star, Toshiba, etc. You can even use your
printer like a typewriter! 4) ABC-LIST—Great mailing list program! Sort on any field, do qualified searches, print reports and mailing
labels, and more!

—SOFTWARE —
ACCOUNTING

Cyma
.
Dac Easy Acct.
Dac Easy Payroll
Dollars & Sense
In House Acct.
Managing Your
Money 3.0

Call
$ 54
39
94
112
117

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS

Carbon Copy Plus
Crosstalk XVI
Crosstalk MK4
Remote
Smartcom II

DATA BASE
MANAGERS

Clipper
Condor 3
DBase Ill Plus
DB-XL
Fox Base Plus
Genifer
Paradox 2.0
Premium
PFS: Pro File
Powerbase
Q&A
Quicksilver
Revelation
R Base System V
Reflex
Relate & Report
VP Info

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING
Pagemaker
PFS: First Publisher
Ventura Publisher

GRAPHICS

Chartmaster
Design Cad 2
Diagram Master
Easy Cad
Energraphics 2.01
Generic Cad
In-A-Vision
Microsoft Chart 3.0
Newsroom Pro
Printshop

108
89
110
89
79

375
325
Call
80
195
189
435
Call
169
189
295
464
Call
81
112
65

479
59
475
199
14
Call
109
294
49
270
Call
65
33

INTEGRATED

Ability
Ability Plus
Enable
Framework II
Smart System
Symphony

56
Call
Call
Call
429
Call

LANGUAGES

Lattice C Compiler
Microsoft C Compiler
Microsoft Fortran

242
Call
Call

Microsoft
Macro Assembler
Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft Quick Basic
Microsoft Quick C
Ryan McFarlan
Fortran
Ryan McFarlan
Cobol
Turbo Basic
Turbo C
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Prolog

Call
Call
$59
59
342
549
59
59
59
59

MULTI-USER
SOFTWARE
299
Fox Base
310
Word Perfect
Word Perfect
Modules
ea 75
Microsoft Word
Call

PROJECT MANAGER

Microsoft Project
Super Project Plus
Timeline 2.0
Total Havard Man. 2

SPREADSHEET

Lotus 1-2-3
Microsoft PC Excel
Spreadsheet Auditor
Supercalc 4
Surpass
VP Planner

UTILMES

Copy II PC
Copywrite
Cubit
De skview 2.0
Direct Access
Eureka
Fastback Plus
Formtools
Graph in the Box 2
Mace
Microsoft Windows
Norton Advanced
Norton Utilities
PC Tools Deluxe .
Prokey 4.0
DOS II
Rig htwriter
Sidekick
Sideways
Sqz
Su perkey
Turbo Lightning
)(Tree .

Word Perfect
Executive
.
Word Perfect Library
Wordstar Pro
Wordstar 2000+

Call
Call
270
Call
Call
Call
82
Call
329
65
19
39
30
72
49
95
92
56
55
55
59
75
48
37
70
49
75
55
39
Call
55
55
35

$106
59
233
194

—HARDWARE —
ACCESSORIES

Brooklyn Bridge
Copy II PC Bd.
Curtis Ruby
Mach Ill Joystick
Masterpiece
Masterpiece+
150 Watt
Power Supply

72
75
59
36
88
99
69

BOARDS

AST
Advantage Premium
Sixpac Premium
Sixpac
HERCULES
Color Card
In Color Card
Graphics Plus
INTEL
Above PC 64K
Above 286
Orchid Tiny Turbo
SUNTEK
10 XT
10 AT
TALLTREE
JRam 3ATP

422
Call
145
145
302
182
225
319
289
65
65
Call

COMPUTERS
AZ 386
80386-16 Micro
Processor, 1MB of
Ram, Teac 1.2 MB
disk drive, 220 watt
power supply, 6 layer
mother board, RT
keyboard
$2995

195

Call
139
37
195

AST 286
PREMIUM
COMPUTER
512K, expandable to
2MB on the system
board, RT enhanced
style keyboard, parallel, serial and clock,
1.2 MB floppy disk
drive, 7expansion
slots, two 32 bit
fastram slots, DOS 3.1
8. Basic 1year
warranty
Call

EGA BOARDS
ATI Ega Wonders
NEC OBI
Paradise Auto480
Quad EGA Plus
Vega Deluxe

EGA MONITORS

AMDEK 722
Casper
Mitsubishi Diamond
Scan
NEC
Multisync Plus
AZ 20 MB
AZ 30 MB
AZ 40 MB
Plus 20 MB
Plus 40 MB

HARD DRIVES

MODEMS

AZ 300/1200
Everex 300/1200
Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Hayes 2400
U.S. Robotics 2400

AZ TURBO XT
135 watt power
supply. One 360K
drive, 640K,
keyboard
$519

Genius
Log itech
Microsoft Bus
w/Paintbrush
Microsoft Serial
Optimouse w/Dr Halo
Optimouse w/OPE

MICE

2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051
•

We do not guarantee compatibility

455
410
486
Call
425
499
625
Call
Call

Seagate 20 MB
Seagate 30 MB
Seagate 30 MB AT

TOLL- FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS

195
Call
155
295
229

HARD CARDS

AZ TURBO AT
512K. 68. 10 MHZ,
keyboard, 200 watt
power supply, one
1.2 teac drive,
Phoenix Bios
$975

WORD PROCESSING

Microsoft Word 4.0
Multimate
Advantage II
Volkswriter 3
Webster Spellcheck
Word Perfect

MONITORS

AZ 10
150 watt power supply,
dual 360K drive, 10 MHZ
mother board, 640K,
keyboard
$670

Monday. Wednesday & Thursday
Tuesday & Friday
Saturday

269
299
Call
75
89
Call
Call
Call
335
59
Call
99
105
89
185

— STORE HOURS —
gam-11pm EST 8am -lOpm CST
gam-7pm En
gam-6pm CST
Ilam-7pm EST 10am-gpm CST

AMDEK
410 Amber
Magnavox RGB
PRINCETON
Max 12
HX 12E
SAMSUNG
TTL Amber w/tilt
Color w/tilt

$145
Call
138
460
75
249

PRINTERS

CITIZEN
MSP 10
MSP 15
MSP 20
120 D
Premiere 35
Tribute 224
EPSON—
Call on all models
NEC
P5XLP
P7 Parallel
8850
P6 Parallel
P960XL
P2200
OKIDATA—
Call on all models
PANASONIC
1080-I/M2
1090-I/M2
1092-1
1524
1592
1595
3131
3151
STAR MICRONICS
NB24-10
NB24-15
ND10
NX1000
TOSHIBA
321 SL
341 SL
351 Model II

RAM

64K 15ONS
256K 15ONS

249
315
285
142
471
639

815
595
1059
419
1005
335

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
456
610
275
179
510
Call
910

16.50
33

TERMS: Shipping en most software
is $5.00. AZ orders . 5.7°, sales
t
au. Personal check / company
check— allow fourteen 1141 days to
clear. We accept purchase orders
from authorized institutions lor
3.5", more than cash price. All returns are subject is our approval.
There will be a20 ,'.5 restock lee.
Minimum phone order $ 50. All
puces are subject to change Due
to copyright laws we cannot take
back any open software

lam-gpm MST
lam-5pm MST
garn-5pm MST

6am-gpm PST
6arn-4pm PST
gam-4pm PST—)
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Expansion Chassis/Tape Back-up
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Specification
Model

No. of

NO.

Slot

Space for
Height Drive
1

Power Supply
(Watts)

Dimension
DXWXH(cm)

50

30 x15 x6.5

$139

3

100

42x25x 16

S299

3

100

39 x30 x15

S239

12

2

100

40 x49x 14

$299

M-5

0

2

45

39x 18x15

$149

M-6

0

1

50

26.5x18x 13.5

$169

M-7

5

2

100

38.5 x30 x 13.5

$299

M-8

0

2

45

39.5x 18x 13.5

$149

M-9

0

2

60

38.5 x49x9

$249

M-10

8

4

135

43 x49 x14

$239

M-1'

0

M-2

3

M-3

5

M-4

%

CO

•Extra space for a stand alone controller
E)Cf and PCV Adapters (Interfacing Computer & Chassis With Slots). S149
Tape Back-up (With Controller & Cable)....$499

ORDER TOLL FREE: (800) 826-0267
In California Call (408) 434-0877
SOURCE ELECTRONICS CORP.
2380 Qume Drive, Suite A
San Jose, CA 95131
Telex: 279366
Fax: ( 408) 434-0539

TANDY

New! 80286 Based
Tandy 1000 TX

America's

cr
-.so.

#1Compatibles!

TANDY 1000 SX
with Seagate
20 Meg. M.D.

-.911pm-

$999.00

"-ore4ift

1MB Tandy* 4000
SAVE

$360

AND RS EQUIPMENT

•
,
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•••• TANDY LAPTOP: Save MO or More!
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Non-TANDY Boards And Software!
Save On All Radio Shack Products!
CALL FOR LATEST PRICES!
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WILL NOT br andeneld .

1-800-447-4225
PEAT WESTERI1
ELECTROMCS
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Do You Need It?
Why publish so extensive awork about MS-DOS now, on the
verge of OS/2 ascendancy? Perhaps Microsoft thought that MSDOS is now mature enough that The MS-DOS Encyclopedia
won't soon go out of date. The preface claims 10 million copies
of MS-DOS are working now. Does this book belong next to all
of those systems? Emphatically not! The book's general editor,
Ray Duncan, tags the book's audience as "the community of
working programmers," but Ihave to wonder how many programmers are currently engaged in new MS-DOS application
development with OS/2 just around the corner.
Is this book for you? Look at your shelf of software and manuals. Do you have aversion of an 8086 assembler there? If so,
you may be able to use this book. Doubly so if that assembler is
dusty. Ibet the examples and lucid explanations here will catalyze you to use both the book and your assembler to overcome
your previous frustrations with the quirks and mores of the
world's most popular operating system.
Bill Bourn is moderator of the ms.dos conference on BIX and
president of the Central Connecticut PC User's Group. You can
reach him at P.O. Box 964, Glastonbury, CT 06033, or on BIX
as "billbourn."

IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2
AND PERSONAL COMPUTER BIOS INTERFACE
TECHNICAL REFERENCE
Reviewed by Ben Myers

OFF LIST ON ALL TANDY

CALL (303)249 9,25

these days of copyright cupidity, I'd prefer to have adefinite
statement one way or the other.
The code examples are set off by both typeface and color to
good effect. As arule, the typography is clean and uncluttered
throughout the book. However, the tables are labeled inconsistently; many identical typographic structures face each other on
opposite pages, one with a table designation and the other
without.
Similarly, the information about MS-DOS control structures
is diagramed in two apparently arbitrary formats. One structure
might appear in atable that lists field length and usage, while
another is consigned to amore visual series of stacked rectangles, with descriptions inside.
The cross-references to other articles are sometimes awkward. Whereas references to an appendix title include the letter
designation, references to articles don't carry the corresponding
article number, so the page headings (which appear on odd
pages and which carry both the number and title) are less helpful than they could be.

OR MORE

SAVE
20-40%

FOR COLORADO
RESIDENTS AND
INFORMATION
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IBM Corp., Racine, WI: 1987, Publication 68X2260, Form
S68X-2260, 214 pages, $75

Fabout an IBM PC BIOS, I've found myself looking at sevor some time now, when I've had to refer to some detail

eral sources, none of them complete. Peter Norton's Programmer's Guide to the IBM PC has become somewhat dated by the
author's original vision to produce awork that emphasized the
IBM PC and PC XT, then predominant. Norton's book contains
sketchy information about the EGA specification and few specifics about the AT BIOS. Until the PS/2 computers came
along, Ray Duncan's Advanced MS-DOS was awell-organized
reference for some BIOS calls, but it curiously omitted most of
the information about disk BIOS services, and it included nothing about the system services (interrupt 15H) on the AT. Finally, descriptions of BIOS calling sequences are embedded
continued

Keep your mainframe in touch:
Send your remote PCs acard!
If atelephone line goes to wherever your remote
PCs are, Sync- Ur from UDS can now link them
directly to your mainframe!
Sync- Up fits acomplete synchronous modem
and aprotocol converter onto asingle card; no
other modules are required. Add appropriate UDSsupplied software, and you'll have afast, reliable
micro-to- mainframe link. If your system is already
supporting 201C, 212A, 208A/B and/or 9600B
modems, no modifications are required at the
mainframe end.
Circle 271 on Reader Service Card

Sync- Up boards may be specified with software to support 2780/3780 or 3270 BSC, and 3270,
3770 or 5251 SNA or avariety of other protocols.
For complete technical data and quantity prices,
contact Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Dr.,
Huntsville, AL 35805. Telephone 205/721-8000;
Telex 752602 UDS HTV.

Universal Data Systems
AA

MOTOROLA INC.
Intormatron Systems GrouP

Created by Dayner/Hall, Inc., Winter Park, Florida
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(16MHz Throughput) Mono System

CLUB 286 ( 10MHz Zero Wait State)
(12MHz Throughput) Mono System

• 12MHz, Zero Walt Stare 80286 / 0 16MHz Throughput /* Small

• 80286 10MHz Zero Wait State /* 8/10 Keyboard Switch

Footprint Chassis / 0 Secured Hardware Reset / 0 12" Monochrome
Monitor ( 800x350) ,• Hercules Compatible 132 Column Video Card

• 12" Monochrome Monitor ( 800x350) I. Hercules Compatible 132
Column Video Card / 0Wait State Insertable Slots
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Quaid Analyzer
the tool
that created
Copy Write
Now you can debug your own programs
with a professional quality debugger the one that unraveled every form of
copy- protection used on the PC.
With the Quaid Analyzer, you can:
D See occurrences of any interrupt, with its
meaning shown on the screen.
El View memory as text or instructions,
scrolling as easily as you do with an editor.
Run until a memory location or I/O port is
changed.
El Protect your hard disk from accidental
destruction.
Analyze software without the source, even
when it uses countermeasures to thwart
tracing.
El See all stages of the boot load.

We kept the Quaid Analyzer off the
market to avoid helping publishers with
copy- protection. Now that copyprotection is gone, we can sell it to
you.
The Quaid Analyzer is asoftware tool occupying 100K bytes. It
runs on any IBM PC and most MS-DOS systems without hardware modification.

Call ( 416) 961-8243
Quaid Analyzer $99 U.S.
All orders shipped at
our expense within a
day. All major credit
cards accepted.

or return coupon to:
45 Charles St. East
Third Floor, Dept. 605
Toronto, Ontario. M4Y 1S2

Payment method MC-Visa- Amex- Diners- Check
Card No.
Expiry Date
Name
Address
City/State
Phone No.
Signature

Quaid Software Limited
Ask about Disk Explorer the program that takes over
where Quaid Analyzer leaves off.

within the assembly listings contained in the older PC and AT
technical references published by IBM. All in all, this is avery
haphazard collection of reference materials, but it was the best
available until recently.
The IBM Personal System/2 and Personal Computer BIOS
Interface Technical Reference gives the software developer a
complete set of materials that describe how the various versions
of the IBM PC BIOS work. IBM has not published assembly
listings of the PS/2 BIOS; this reference documents the externally visible features of the BIOS as aprogrammer doing clean
BIOS-level programming would see and use them.
The book covers the original IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT, PCjr,
PC Convertible, and all announced models in the PS/2 product
line. At $75, the BIOS Interface Technical Reference seems
pricey at first, but no other single document today can match it
for completeness in treating its subject. It comes with ahard
three-ring slipcase binder, like most other IBM reference publications. The typeface is asmall but very readable Helvetica, so
alot of information is crammed into its 214 pages. There are few
typographical errors.
The meat of the book is the section that has detailed descriptions of all calls to BIOS services. If different models of the PC
do not respond identically, the book lists exact differences by
PC model and relevant BIOS date. For example, the printer
BIOS ( 17H) section has six notes describing the actions taken by
various models of PCs. The pages covering video BIOS ( 10H)
describe the three VGA modes, as well as the other video
modes. The system services interrupt 15H receives extensive
treatment, including the multitasking services that are used by
other parts of BIOS on the PC AT, PC XT Model 286, and
PS/2. If another interrupt uses system services to relinquish
control while waiting for completion of an external event, this
information is also noted. The BIOS services are arranged in
order by interrupt number, then by major function designation
passed in the AH register value within interrupt, so everything
is quite easy to find. For the money, it would have been nice if
IBM had thrown in half adozen blank thumb- index tabs, beyond
the two labeled " BIOS" and " Supplement." Then, Icould have
set up tabs to get quickly to the sections Iuse most often.
In the section on data areas and ROM tables, the BIOS data
area, extended BIOS data area, and disk drive parameter tables
are laid out, byte by byte and bit by bit. The last section of the
book, entitled " Additional Information," describes interrupt
sharing, adapter ROM, video function compatibility, multitasking provisions, system identification, application guidelines,
and scan code/character code combinations. Ifound the information on video function compatibility particularly useful, because it told me, step by step, how to test which video functions
are present. Using the procedure described, Ican determine
which video adapter— VGA, EGA, MCGA, CGA, or MDA—is
present. The text also describes video mode- switching procedures. There is avacant section for future supplements to be
issued. The book has astandard glossary and index at the end.
If you are an experienced software developer designing software that must interface with any version of BIOS, the IBM PS/2
and PC BIOS Interface Technical Reference is one of akind and
indispensable. It is not for the novice PC programmer, however,
because it is almost entirely bereft of examples. In the personal
computer industry, where it is fashionable to take potshots at
IBM, the company is often overlooked as asource for complete,
well-organized materials describing its products and, by logical
extension, compatible products.
Ben Myers has more than 25 years of varied experience in the
computer industry. He can be reached at 73 Westcott Rd., Harvard, MA 01451.
continued
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95% of the Top US. Companies
Solve Their Complex
Numeric Problems with APL
... Shouldn't You?
.4 PL is indispensable in developing mathematical models for
pricing financial securities such
as options, futures, and bonds.
(..omplex mathematical algorithms are programmed quickly
and concisely. And. empirical
research is facilitated by APLC
unmatched capabilities in
manipulating and analyzing
arrays of data.

o

Mark Schroder
Option Research Specialist
Prudential Bache

In businesses wher
complex numeric proi lems
are adaily challenge,
professionals from all
walks of life rely on the
APL* PL US® System.
The APL*PLUS
System
Thousands of professionals in a
wide range of fields— investment research, insurance, corporate finance, engineering,
and science— find the
APL* PLUS System the perfect software for complex problem solving. That's because its
natural mathematical orientation and conciseness of code
provide the ideal environment
for model building, array handling, system prototyping, and
matrix manipulation. And for
your connectivity needs, the
APL* PLUS System runs on a

wide range of machines and
operating environments.
Why not give yourself the
analytical edge, for only
$695e Call 800-592-0050 and
we'll show you how to put

s

the APL* PLUS System to
work in your specific
application.

STSC

STSC, Inc.
2115 East Jefferson Street
Rockville, Maryland 20852
800-592-0050
301-984-5123 in Maryland or
Canada
Telex 898085

APLUS *WARE® PRODUCT
The APL* PLUS System is available for the mainframe. II3M PC and compatibles.
Macintosh. and machines running UNIX and VAX/VMS. The APL* PLUS System may
be purchased through dealers and distributors worldwide.
APL*PLUS and PLUS* WARE are registered trademarks of STSC. Inc. UNIX.
Macintosh. and IBM are registered trademarks of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Apple
Computer. and International Business Machines Corporation. respectively.
Top companies according to the April 17. 1987 issue of Business Week.
'U.S. suggested retail for DOS version. International prices slightly higher.
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When you need to consider
three classes of service, numerous fare types, and multiple
connections, fare pricing analysis without .
4PL is aHerculean
task. APL's ability to manipulate tables of data with asingle
command enables us to explore
awider range of scenarios as
fast as we can think of them.

Each quarter we consolidate
and analyze historical data,
current data, and forecasts
from over 800 entities within
GE and then quickly compile it
into acomprehensive series of
reports. With .
1PL we get it
done in athird of the time it
would take us using other
methods.
Eric Baelen
Manager, Business Systems
Development
General Electric Company

Mike Fisher
Manager, Systems
Development
Pan American World Airways

_Convert .DXF files
- to Gerbeewith
SoftWestTM GPI.
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MEMORY RESIDENT PROGRAMMING
ON THE IBM PC
Reviewed by Ben Myers
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA: 1987, ISBN 0-201-18595-2,
413 pages, $24.95

T

he subtitle of Memory Resident Programming on the IBM
PC is " The Essential Guide to Developing Memory Resident Programs." The introductory chapters of the book cover
programming in general, assembly language programming for
the Intel 8088/8086 family, and writing an 8086 assembler program to display the interrupt vectors. Author Thomas Wadlow
then defines abasic TSR program skeleton and provides several
sample TSRs by way of explaining TSR writing. These include a
keystroke expander, a clock, an instruction pointer (CS:IP)
display, and TSR programs that display communications port
values, set communications port parameters, list adirectory,
and browse through afile. The last four programs serve only as
examples of TSR writing. Normal DOS programs would accomplish the same results with less effort.

Plot anything
you can draw
with SoftWest GPI,
the DXF-to-Gerber
conversion program.
It is bi- directional
(it also converts Gerber hack
into AutoCAM, and supports all
popular Gerber photoplotters, includin
the new laser plotters using Gerber prc
Price in U.S.A.: $ 500.00.
The Great SoftWestern Com pany ®
is also the creator of Auto-Board
System ®, SoftWestTM D2D, and
SoftWesr^ PPI.
1-800-231-6880
INFORMATION & ORDERS

1-817-383-4434

Interrupts and Omissions

The Great
SoftWestern 8
Company. Inc.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Original

Auto( AI) Is a retedered trademark ut Autodesk. Inc
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This internal 720K 3.5" disk drive is a " drop-in" replacement
for 5.25" drives! It's the ideal solution for exchanging data
between your PC/XT/AT and the new generation of laptops.
Disk format is compatible with IBM, Toshiba and Zenith
portables. The Model 853W drive kit contains everything you
need, including interface adapters, premium SONY drive, and
complete documentation. Uses your existing disk controller
(no additional slots required). Requires DOS 3.2 for maximum
performance. Ask about our Model 873W ( 1.44MB).
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
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Unfortunately, Wadlow's book omits information that is necessary to write many important kinds of TSR programs. For example, if you have to read or write files while other programs
are running, you need to know what to do to the current active
PSP (program segment prefix) via DOS functions 50h and 51h.
The interrupt multiplexer vector, interrupt 28h, is used to synchronize DOS operations among TSRs and other programs. Interrupt 22h (program termination), interrupt 23h (Control-C/
Control-Break handler), and interrupt 24h (critical error handler) are essential to any well-written application, and doubly so
for a TSR program. DOS treats functions 01h through OCh
differently from the other function calls. None of these are explained in the book.
Similarly, if you write aTSR program that pops up on the
screen, you need to be able to save and restore the screen area in
which the pop-up occurs. That information is missing, as is any
explanation of how aTSR program de- installs itself.
The concluding chapter, " The Roads Not Taken," is an often
misleading explanation of TSR design trade-offs. Fully onethird of the book contains appendixes intended as reference material, though these, too, have some omissions. The first appendix, " IBM ROM BIOS Services," explains the BIOS calls for
the IBM PC XT but excludes the ones for the IBM AT, EGA,
VGA, MCGA, and PS/2. (Granted, omission of the last three is
understandable, since they are fairly recent developments.) A
"Hardware Interrupts" appendix covers only interrupts through
01Fh, and it includes some interrupts that are not for hardware,
like the disk parameter table and high-order graphics table
pointers. " IBM DOS Services" describes only the DOS functions for DOS 2.x, neglecting the DOS 3.x functions entirely.
The final appendix, " Useful Books," gives a (very short) list of
references used by the author in writing the book. These appendixes also have quite afew typos.
Useful, But Not Essential
The assembly language examples in Memory Resident Programming on the IBM PC are clear, and the accompanying explanations of programs are lucid and well written. If you want to get
your feet wet writing simple TSRs, this book is an introduction
to the subject, but you can find more complete examples of robust
TSR programs elsewhere. The book does not meet its stated objective of being essential. You can write the bulletproof TSR programs that today's IBM PC marketplace demands without it. •

Dot, Daisy and Laser.
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The new family of Olympia printers with
aprestigious technological heritage.
and service is as solid as ever.
The Olympia do: matrix printers
produce clean, crisp printing at
speeds from 130 CPS to 240 CPS
for awide range of applications.
And our daisy wheels are unsurpassed in printing quality.
Our new Laserstar 6is compact, versatile, compatible and

Olympia is first in making lasting
impressions for agood reason.
For over 80 years we've been a
leading innovator in typing technology for the office. Now everything has changed. And nothing
has changed. Our technology
is as new as the dew. Our commitment to reliability, efficiency

offers the latest in desktop printing technology.
In short, whatever you need
we've got. So don't go shopping
without the big new name in
printers on your list.
Olympia. We'll make agood
impression on you.
Then for you.

OLYMPIA =
IThe Competition
Advanced Engineering from Germany

r-

Get acquainted with our family. And agift for you:
The fabulous Fisher Space Pen!
See all the Olympia models in our brochure " Printers
That Make Quality Impressions." Along with our brochure we'll tell you how to get aFisher Space Pen—
free! The pen that went to the moon— from the finest
Mr. Mrs. Ms. ( Please Print)

printers on earth. Ca111-800-999-6872 or send
this coupon to: (
USA) Olympia, P.O. Box 22, Dept. Adv.
Somerville, N.J. 08876 ( or Canada) Olympia, 58 Prince
Andrew Place, Don Mills, Ontario, canada M3C3A2.
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Twice the resolution of EGA
on your Multisync.
NEW
FROM THE
MANUFACTURER
OF THE
EGA WONDER

Any
Time

•800x560 ( 1)
•752x410 ( 1)
-• 640x480 VGA ( 1)
•640x350 EGA
•320x200 CGA
•720x350 MDA
<a • 720x350 Herc,
•132 Columns

1

•Windows
•GEM
•AutoCAD
•1-2-3
•Symphony

tvlultiSync
*EGA Color
fifl3GB Color
025 kHz Color
•TTL Monochrome
•Composite Mono
*PC Portable
*Compaq Portable ( 2)
•Polaroid Palette

i

.• PageMaker
•Ventura
•VTerm
•SmarTerm
.• WordPerfect
•WordStar & more

800'
Now available from all major computer stores
Call us 7bday at (416) 756-0711 for more information

All Technologies Inc.

•

3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
M1W 3S2

(1) MultiSync monitors only. (2) Requires Optional Compaq Expansion Module.
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Trademarks: AIL EGA WONDER — ATI Technologies Inc., IBM, VGA. EGA. CGA — International Business Machines Corp..
Ventura — Xerox Corp.. PageMaker — Aldus Corp.. SmarTerm — Persott Inc., VTerm — Coefficient Systems Corp,

Compaq — Compaq Computer Corp., MultiSync — NEC Home Electronics Corp.. Windows — Microsoft Inc.. GEM — Digital Research Inc.,
1-2-3. Symphony — Lotus Development Corp.. AutoCAD — Autodesk Inc.. WordPerfect

WordPerfect Inc. WordStar — MicroPro Inc., Polaroid — Polaroid Corp

Tel.: (416) 756-0711
Telex: 06-966640
Fax: (416) 756-0720

TECHNOLOGIES INC.

THE
•IMPROVED
VGA
Extending across barriers of
graphics incompatabilities, All
. introduces aVGA improved
performance card - VIP.
VIP delivers the IBM PS/2 VGA
standard to IBM PC/XT/AT and
Model/30 users, providing an
upgrade path to the
outstanding world of VGA
graphics.
Totally compatible with the ATI
EGA WONDER, users have the
unique ability to display EGA.
Color/Graphics and Hercules
software on monochrome, RGB
and EGA monitors.

• • •
• • • •

•

•Compatible to IBM Video
Graphics Array ( VGA). All 17
modes.
• Runs EGA/CGA/Hercules
132 column software on IBM
PS/2 Analog', Multisync.
EGA, RGB, TTL monochrome.
PC Portable. Compaq
Portable? monitors.
•Softsense automatic mode
switching.
•Automatic analog monitor
detection.
• High resolution 800 x 560
graphics for Multisync
monitors with drivers
supplied for Windows. Gem,
Ventura, Autocad.
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eliability. The attribute that has made Silicon Valley Computer the
world's leading manufacturer of ruggedized IBM' compatible equipment Reliability proven by the successful installation of thousands of
disk and tape systems monthly. Superior engineering and meticulous care in
manufacturing and testing have been the foundation of this reliability since 1982.
We offer afull selection of ruggedized hard-disk cards and high-quality
commercial-grade disk-drive kits ranging in capacity from 21 to 512 megabytes. Also available are tape subsystems, 8- and 16-bit SCSI/ESDI/MFM/RLL
disk controllers, Token Ring Ethernet controllers ( Novell compatible), 3.5inch floppies, 360 KB, 720 KB, 1200 KB, and 1440 KB floppies.
Tens of thousands of units are currently being used by the U.S. Navy,
NASA, Pentagon R&D, major banking institutions, and numerous small businesses. All products meet or exceed stringent performance criteria. SVC
established these standards to satisfy the needs of our growing list of sophisticated customers.
Compatibility.
Silicon Valley Computer drives have been interfaced with most IBM PC, XT
XT286, ATs and compatibles. Over 50 clones have been tested as 100%
compatible with our drives using IBM PC-DOS 3.1/3.2/ 3.3.
We are also the first company in the industry to supply hard disk addon units for the new IBM Personal System 2Model 30, Model 60, and Model
80 machines.
Service.
Quality customer service is as important to us as the quality of our product.
Ninety percent of all orders are shipped within 24 hours of receipt Each order
is accompanied by complete documentation, software, cables and mounting
hardware. All products are available with our industry-leading two-year swapout warranty. When you want the best product service and reliability, at very
competitive prices, call Silicon Valley Computer.
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140 Archer Street San Jose, California 95112 • 408 288-8837
TELEX 821299 SILICON VLY • FAX 408-947-1353
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The Gold Card (hard-disk-card)

Silicon Valley Computer has the widest selection available.
RÙGGEDUED
21R MB 80G shock • 65 ms w/auto head lifters • 30,000 hr MTBF ( MFM)
32R
80G shock • 65 ms w/auto head lifters • 30,000 hr MTBF ( RLL)
4OR
100G shock • 29 ms w/ auto head lifters • 30,000 hr MTBF (SCSI)
40AT
100G shock • 26 ms,'hd lifters • 100% AT compatible • 30,000 hr MTBF
sil.F.Nr RINNEVG
211 MB 65 ms • Oxide media
21F
65 ms • Plated media
32F
65 ms • Plated media
5OF
62 ms • Plated media

•
• 5,000,000 BPS • 10 W, 30,000 hr MTBF ( MFM)
• 30 dB • 5,000,000 BPS • 25,000 hr MTBF (
MFM)
• 30 dB • 7,500,000 BPS • 25,000 hr MTBF ( RLL)
• 30 dB • 7,500,000 BPS • 25,000 hr MTBF (
RLL)

Hard-Disk PC Kits half hei!ht
211 MB
32F
4OR
40
50F

65 ms
65 ms
29 ms
26 ms
62 ms

• Oxide media • 5,000,000 BPS • 10 W • 28,000 hr MTBF ( MFM)
• 30 dB • Plated media • 7,500,000 BPS • 20,000 hr MTBF ( RLL)
• Plated media • 8,000,000 BPS • 10 W • 30,000 hr MTBF (SCSI)
• World's fastest 40 MB drive • 30,000 hr MTBF ( MFM)
• 30 dB • Plated media • 7,500,000 BPS • 20,000 hr MTBF ( RLL)

Hard-Disk PC Kits full hei!ht
30 MB
72
120
150
234
317
800

40 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • 5,000.000 BPS ( MFM)
26 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • 5,000,000 BPS ( MFM)
28 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • Novell compatible ( MFM)
28 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • 10,000,000 BPS (SC.SI/ESDI)
28 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • 7,500,000 BPS (SCSI)
28 ms • 30,000 hr MTBF • 10,000,000 BPS (SCSI/ESDI)
100 ms • Removable WORM • Optical/laser (SCSI)

IBM Compatible Devices
60 MB
60 MB
40 MB
SCSI
MFM
RLL
ESDI

Tape systems • Internal mounting, half-height DC 600 Acartridge
Tape systems • External mounting power cabinet included
Tape systems • Floppy interface DC2000 cartridge
Token Ring compatible Ethernet boards • 10 MBPS
Hard-disk tape controller • 8/16-bit switchable w/floppy
Hard-disk corn:roller • 8/16-bit • 2W • 2K buffer
Hard-disk controller • 8/16-bit • 2W • 2K buffer
Hard-diskifloppy/MFM controller • 8/16-bit • 10 MBPS
IBM .1aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE!
Volume Jsers/resellers. call 408 288-8838.)
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
PRORE's menu
bar and pulldown menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.
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PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

-----

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

f
e

W

elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta shipments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things': they say.
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your
sanity is at stake.
THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. Is it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to astackbased local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocumented " features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at
the same time. Opening abicycle shop suddenly isn't such a
bad idea.
THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU
Announcing the 386 PROBE" Bugbuster,*from Atron. Nine
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory
reads and writes.
Now, with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a
qualified breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You •
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by
stopping abreakpoint only after aspecific chain of events has
occurred in aspecific order.

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing. Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
nnally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to
debug areally big program.

-

COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN?
Look at it this way. Nine of the top-ten software products in
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe
their edge is — agood night's sleep.
Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today.
And if you're in the middle
of anightmare right now,
give us apurchase order
number. We'll FEDEX
you asweet dream.
s
try

`‘ t.çcril
l

ear.

A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.
Saratoga Office Center • 12950 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070 • Call 408/253-5933 today.

*Versions for COMPAQ. PS/2- 80s and compatibles. Copyright e 1987 by Atm.. 386 PROBE is atrademark of Awn Call 44-2-855-888 in the UK and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany.
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WHAT'S NEW

SYSTEMS
lisher. Software drivers for
Microsoft Windows and Ventura Publisher are also included, as is afull set of
diagnostics.
Price: $ 1999.
Contact: NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc., 1255
Michael Dr., Wood Dale, IL
60191, (312) 860-9500.
Inquiry 755.

A Loaded
68020 System
esigned and built in EnMe gland, the Omega is a
full- featured 68020-based
workstation that includes a
68881 math coprocessor and
1megabyte of zero- wait-state
nonvolatile static RAM. Also
included is the 059/68K realtime, multitasking operating
system from Microware Systems.
With aprocessor running
at 12.5 MHz, other standard
features of the Omega include
afully buffered 16-bit data bus
with 24 address lines, a25.5megabyte hard disk drive, a
1.2-megabyte floppy disk
drive, four RS-232C serial
ports, aparallel printer port,
abidirectional high-speed 16bit parallel interface, and an
RS-485 network node.
Hardware options for the
Omega include higher clock
speeds of 16.67, 20, or 25
MHz. There's also a640- by
480-pixel by 16-color display
controller, a I- or 4-megabyte
memory-expansion board, an
intelligent network node controller, aprototyping board,
an EPROM programmer, a
100-megabyte hard disk
drive, and atape backup unit.
On the software side, there's
avariety of language compilers, an applications generator, across assembler and debuggers, and several business
applications.
Price: 12.5- MHz version,
$4750; 16.67-MHz version,
$4950; 20-MHz version,
$5495; 25-MHz version,
$6895.
Contact: Lloyd I/O Inc.,
Omega Sales Dept., 19535
Northeast Glisan St., P.O.
Box 30945, Portland, OR
97230, (800) 227-3719.
Inquiry 754.

Upgrade Your Zenith

A

The Omega is afeature-packed system from England.

NEC's DesktopPublishing System

Ifyou have an urge to get
into desktop publishing but
feel constrained by your current display and controller, you
can add NEC's MonoGraph
System to your IBM PC or
compatible and be ready to
roll. A complete full-page
display system, the Monograph System has asquarescreen monitor; acontroller
board for the monitor's 1024by 1024-pixel maximum resolution; acable to connect the
two; and driver, font, and
diagnostic software.
The system's squarescreen analog monitor has a

16inch CRT with 100-dot per-inch dot density, an aspect
ratio of 1to 1, and aflickerfree display. The monitor measures 14 by 14 by 17 inches
and includes atilt- and-swivel
base.
The video-controller board
requires afull-length 8-bit slot
and features an Intel 82786
graphics processor running at
10 MHz. It has aCGA emulator that displays CGA-compatible software in doublescan mode, with twice the
standard resolution and double the pixels per dot.
On the software side, the
MonoGraph System comes
with 15 fonts for both Aldus
PageMaker and Ventura Pub-

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full information, including its price, ship date, and an address and telephone number where readers can get further information. Send to
New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product mentioned.

new upgrade kit from
Zenith Data Systems
(ZDS) lets you upgrade any
Zenith Z-248 PC- or AT-compatible system to a16-MHz,
zerowait-state, 80386-based
computer with a32-bit bus.
The ZDS SuperSet upgrade kit contains three 32-bit
system boards (I/O, 1megabyte of RAM, and the 80386
CPU board). ZDS claims it
takes less than 30 minutes to
install and that it works with
any Z-248 system, including
those supplied to the U.S.
Department of Defense.
After you install the SuperSet upgrade, your system will
become aZ-386 with five
open bus slots, 1megabyte of
RAM (expandable to 16
megabytes), serial and parallel
ports, and sockets for both
80287 and 80387 coprocessors. The Z-386 will support
dual hard disk drives, dual
floppy disk drives, and atape
backup unit.
Price: $2699.
Contact: Zenith Data Systems, 1000 Milwaukee Ave.,
Glenview, IL 60025, ( 800)
842-9000, ext. 1.
Inquiry 756.
continued
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PERIPHERALS
Laser- Quality Printing
for Under $ 1000

U

sing drop-on-demand
thermal ink-jet printing
technology, Hewlett-Packard
claims its new HP DeskJet
printer gives laser-printerquality output at asignificantly
lower price. The DeskJet
prints high-resolution text in
multiple fonts and full-page
graphics, all at 300 by 300 dots
per inch. There's also adraft
mode that prints at aresolution
of 300 by 150 dpi. It prints
standard letter-quality text at
120 characters per second,
and draft quality at 240 cps.
The DeskJet has an automatic cut-sheet feeder that
holds up to 100 sheets and
has Courier, Courier Bold, and
Courier Compressed fonts
built in. There are two accessory-cartridge ports that let
you add additional fonts, expand the memory (up to 256K
bytes), and provide Epson FX80 printer emulation.
Because the DeskJet uses
HP's own PCL printer language, it's compatible with
most software packages that
support the HP LaserJet
printer. The unit comes with
both parallel ports and a16Kbyte printer buffer. It measures
17.3 by 8by 14.8 inches and
weighs 14.3 pounds.
Price: $995.
Contact: Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard, 1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA
94303, or call the HewlettPackard Company sales office listed in your telephone
directory's white pages.
Inquiry 757.

POSTSCRIPT-COMPATIBLE LASER PRINTER

A

ccording to QMS, its
QMS-PS 810 laser
printer is the first Canon
SX-engine-based laser
printer that supports Adobe's PostScript page-description language.
The printer's built-in controller includes 2megabytes
of RAM (expandable to 3
megabytes) and 1megabyte
of ROM, and is built around

An Ocular Mouse for
the New Macs
fyour new Mac's standard
1 mechanical mouse is wearing out or wearing you out,
MSC Technologies (formerly
Mouse Systems) is offering
an alternative. The A+ Mouse
ADB optical mouse is fully
compatible with the Macintosh
II and Macintosh SE, as well
as the Apple JIGS.
The mouse's LED reflects
off aspecial grid pad and is
read by an optical sensor. It
then converts the grid- line
count to movement on your
screen.
According to the company,
an optical mouse avoids the
problems of slippage, wear,
and dirt that can eventually
cause problems with mechanical mice. At the same time it
introduced the new mouse,
MSC also dropped the price of
its optical mouse for other
models of the Apple from $ 119
to $99. All models come with
alifetime warranty.
Price: $ 129.
Contact: MSC Technologies

a 68000 processor running
at 16 MHz. The controller
supports the 35 standard
Adobe PostScript typefaces
and also emulates the HP
LaserJet Plus, HP 7475A
plotter, and the Diablo 630.
The QMS-PS 810 outputs
final copy at 8 pages per
minute with 300- by 300-dpi
resolution. It has a duty
cycle of 5000 copies per

Inc., 2600 San Tomas Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051,
(408) 988-0211.
Inquiry 802.

A Duo of Drives
for the PS/2

T

he comparatively high
I price and lack of availability of 5%-inch drives for the
IBM PS/2 has encouraged
manufacturers other than Big
Blue to enter the fray. Here are
two.
The PRS2from Pacific
Rim Systems is a5 'A-inch
floppy disk drive that attaches directly to the drive B
connector on the IBM PS/2
Models 30, 50, 60, and 80. It
weighs amere 3V2 pounds
and consumes just 4watts of
power without having to use
any external AC connections.
The company claims you can
install the PRS2in about 5
minutes, and says the unit's
rated time before failure is
11,000 hours.
Price: $300.
Contact: Pacific Rim Systems Inc., 2570 Barrington
Court, Hayward, CA 94545,
(415) 782-1013.
Inquiry 759.

M

eanwhile, the XD- 360
is SMT's version of the
5,
A-inch external drive for
the entire IBM PS/2 family.
The company says the unit's
footprint is half the size of the

The Hewlett-Packard DeskJet prints laser quality for less.
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month and atoner cartridge
life of 4000 copies. There
are two output trays: one for
face-up copies; one for facedown. RS- 232C, RS- 422/
AppleTalk, and parallel interfaces are standard.
Price: $5495.
Contact: QMS Inc., One
Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL
36618, ( 205) 633-4300.
Inquiry 762.

IBM drive. To install the XD360, you insert the unit's cable
into your PS/2's drive B connector. You then route the
cable internally to the rear
panel and insert it into an available slot.
Price: $325.
Contact: Systems Manufacturing Technology Inc., 1145
Linda Vista Dr., San Marcos,
CA 92069, (619) 744-3590.
Inquiry 760.

Micro Channel Modem
fyou own an IBM PS/2
1 Model 50, 60, or 80, you
can now telecommunicate at
2400 bps with an internal
modem for the Micro Channel bus. The VenTel 24/2 internal modem comes with a
configuration file that automatically sets it up for PS/2 operation. You don't need to set any
option switches, and it supports communications ports 1
through 8.
VenTel says the 24/2 is
fully compatible with the AT
command set and includes
automatic fallback to 1200 or
300 bps, as well as extensive
self-test capabilities. It has a
jack for an external telephone, is covered by a5-year
warranty, and is available
with Crosstalk XVI software.
Price: $549.
Contact: VenTel Inc., 2121
Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA
95131-2177, (800) 538-5121;
in California, (408) 436-7400.
Inquiry 761.
continued

For problems involving engineering calculations or scientific analysis,
the answer is MathCAD.
Transporting an iceberg to Southern
California is aformidable task. Calculating the variables is just as demanding.
How many tugboats would be needed
to tow the ice mass? At what cost? How
much fresh water would be lost?
Innovative solutions require extraordinary tools. For problems involving
calculations or what-if analysis, the
answer is MathCAD.
MathCAD is the only PC-based software package specifically designed to
give technical professionals the freedom
to follow their own scientific intuition.

You decide how to solve the problem MathCAD does the " grunt work."
oEnds programming and debugging.
Recalculates as variables change.
El Generates quick plots.
Easy to learn and use, MathCAD
operates interactively in standard math
notation. And its built-in functions provide all the power you need to solve
real-world problems. MathCAD handles
matrix operations, solves simultaneous
equations, works with real and complex
numbers, does automatic unit conversion, displays Greek characters and
0

other math symbols, performs FFTs
and much more.
There's never been abetter way to
get fast, accurate solutions to analytical
problems. That's why 20,000 engineers
and researchers are using MathCAD
daily in applications as diverse as fluid
mechanics, signal processing and
molecular modeling.
To find out what MathCAD can do for
you, call us today for afree demo disk:
1-800-MathCAD (
in MA, 617-577-1017).
Or write to MathSoft, Inc., One Kendall
Square, Cambridge, MA 02139.

Math Soft

Requires IBM • PC or compatible

HOW
MANY GLASSES
OF WATER

—= x ÷ 8
Software Tools for Calculating Minds

IBM® International Business Machines Corporation

MathCAD® MathSoft. Inc. () Copyright MathSoft. Inc. 1988.

CAN THIS
ICEBERG SUPPLY
TO L.A2
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Run PC Bus Card with
the Micro Channel

A

NIJMERIKE YS

Numerikeys gives your portable computer anumeric keypad.
Numbers
for Your Portable

D

ortable or desktop computers without dedicated
numeric keypads can be a
real pain if you need to enter
large amounts of numeric
data into your programs. Numerikeys, an auxiliary numeric keypad from Genest
Technologies, solves the
problem by connecting between your computer's parallel printer port and printer
cable.
Numerikeys has all the
keys you need for most spreadsheet applications, including
separate numeric, cursor-control, symbol, and function
keys. The unit doesn't interfere
with your parallel port, and it
works full-time, even while
your computer is printing.
Price: $ 129.
Contact: Genest Technologies Inc., 1331 East Edinger
Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705,
(800) 826-9641; in California,
(714) 547-0880.
Inquiry 763.

Touch Your Keyboard

H

oneywell's new TCE434
Series Touch Panel Keyboard is aflat-panel unit
that's sealed so it's completely
protected in environments

70
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where dust, grime, moisture,
or liquid spills could create
problems.
The 84-key keyboard uses
membrane switches with metal
snap disks and an embossed
touch surface for tactile feedback. It's compatible with the
IBM PC, AT, and compatibles,
and automatically selects the
correct interface.
The TCE434 includes its
own dedicated 8-bit processor,
ROM, RAM, I/O lines,
timer/event counter, and electronic shift. To keep the
throughput moving, the electronics include a16-character
FIFO buffer.
Price: $275.
Contact: Honeywell Inc.,
Keyboard Division, 4171
North Mesa St., Building D,
El Paso, TX 79902, (915)
543-5503.
Inquiry 764.

product called the
TransFormer 2is aconverter board that lets you connect PC bus add-in cards into
IBM's Micro Channel bus in
PS/2 Models 50, 60, and 80.
The board plugs into your
PS/2, and you connect it via
cable to your PC expansion
bus.
The TransFormer 2package includes the TransFormer
board, acable, and the ADC
XI Card, aPC expansion interface board. You can also use
the unit with Advanced Digital
Communication's current bus
expansion box. The company
says you can also use it with
all ADC Personal Network
software, including Novell
NetWare, and that it will be
compatible with OS/2.
Price: $695.
Contact: Advanced Digital
Corp., 5432 Production Dr.,
Huntington Beach, CA
92649, (714) 891-4004.
Inquiry 765.

Shades of Gray
For Your Mac II
fyou're using your Macintosh II for desktop publishing or other applications that
require photo-realistic blackand-white images, the Viking
Analog gray-scale monochrome monitor from Moniterm may be your ticket.
The 19-inch monitor uses
square pixels that let it precisely match screen and laserprinted output at ascreen reso-

lution of 72 dpi. It comes
with acontroller that plugs into
the Mac II's NuBus slot. A
PC-compatible controller is
also available.
Price: $2695.
Contact: Moniterm Corp.,
5740 Green Circle Dr.,
Minnetonka, MN 55343,
(612) 935-4151.
Inquiry 766.

A Hard Drive
for the Amiga 500
upra Corp., which has
been making hard disk
systems for Amigas since
their introduction, now has a
version of its SupraDrive
hard disk system for the newest
Amiga—the 500.
The SupraDrives are available in capacities of 20, 30, 60,
and 250 megabytes, and are
ready to be plugged in and used
immediately. The drives plug
into the Amiga 500's expansion
connector and use Supra's
own proprietary interface for
high-speed data transfer. The
data channel is capable of burst
data transfers of over 250K
bytes per second.
Each SupraDrive has an
SCSI expansion port, and you
can add plug-in RAM modules with either 1- or 2-megabyte capacities. Both the hard
disk drives and any expansion
RAM are powered by SupraDrive's internal power supply.
Price: $995 to $3995.
Contact: Supra Corp., 1133
Commercial Way, Albany, OR
97321, (503) 967-9075.
Inquiry 767.
continued

ECONOMICAL PORTABLE MODEM
iny
transportable
modems have recently
become popular, but with an
often considerable price difference over conventional
modems. Now Delta Gold
Computer Corp. has, at this
writing, the lowest-cost fullfeatured portable modem.
The DM- 1200 is a300-/
1200-bps Hayes-compatible

modem that measures 23/
8
by 1by 3'4 inches—about
the size of apack of cigarettes—and weighs just eight
ounces. The modem has 28
characters of nonvolatile
configurable memory, remote ring, tone sensing,
busy- and dial-tone monitoring, and alow-battery light.
You can power the DM-

1200 off a9-volt battery, an
automobile lighter adapter,
or standard AC power.
Price: $99.
Contact: Delta Gold Computer Corp., 260 Forbes
Blvd., P.O. Box 809, Mansfield, MA 02048, ( 800)
255-3358; in Massachusetts, (617) 339-5575.
Inquiry 768.
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Introducing Turbo C1.5
the best optimizing compiler
gets even better!

The professional
optimizing compiler
for less than $ 100
Turbo C° is atechnically superior production-quality compiler.
(Borland's equation solver, Eureka", is written in
Turbo C.) And our Turbo
C 1.5 offers anew library
of the highest presentation-quality graphics in
the industry—the kind
you'll see in Quattro,"
our new professional
spreadsheet.
And spectacular graphics are just part of the
brand-new features.
Turbo C 1.5 enhancements also include:
•Aprofessional-quality
graphics library of over
70 functions

Actual photograph of Turbo Cgraphics displayed on IBM 8514 screen'

•Text/video functions,
including windows

• Sample graphics
applications

•43- and 50-line mode
support

• More than 100 new
functions

•VGA, CGA, EGA, Hercules,
and IBM 8514 support

For professional-quality C
at an affordable price, no one
else comes close to Turbo C.
Because no one can deliver
technical superiority like
Borland.

• File search utility ( GREP)

•A librarian that allows you
to build your own object
module libraries
• Context-sensitive help for
the language and the
library routines
ilielasen sysien reinireneetts

60-Day Money- back Guarantee**

For the dealer nearest
you or to order. call

BORLAND
INTERNATIONAI
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It's easy to upgrade to limbo C 1.5!
Just complete this coupon and mail it with payment before June 30, 1988. Or, call us at (800) 543-7543 and be ready to give our operators your name,
credit card number, and the serial number on your Turbo C master disk
Please specify diskette size D 5ve D 3W

Turbo C 1.5 Upgrade Price

$ 33.50

Method ot Payment

D VISA

CA and MA residents add sales lax

Credit card expiration dale

Shipping and handling
In US 85 00 (Outside US add $ 10)

Card tt

Total amount enclosed

II

El MC

D Cued k

ID Bank Draft

11111111

Name

Must Include your hobo Cserial It
Return this coupon and the Turbo CAIL source code registration form trom your Turbo
Cmanual along with your payment by March 31, 1988 and receive your Turbo C 15
upgrade or free' ( No phone orders please I

Ship Address

Turbo C 1.5 Runtime Library

Zip

Source Code
CA 3. MA residents add sales tax
Price includes snipping lo all US cities
(Outside US add 810)
Talai amount enclosed

$ 150.00

City

State
Phone (

Atoll coupon to: Turbo C 15 Upgrade Dept, Borland Inlerrabocal
4585 Scotts Valley Drive, Scans Valley, CA 95.166
This crier is limited lo one upgrade per raid product serial number Not good orith any (met offer tram
Borland Outside US marre payments by bank Oran payable m US dollars Jrawn anallS bank
CODs and purchase orders ell not be accepted by Borland

WHAT'S NEW

ADD- INS
ling the DT2871. The library is
callable from Microsoft Pascal, C, and FORTRAN.
Price: $2995; Aurora software, $995.
Contact: Data Translation
Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlborough, MA 01752, (617) 4813700.
Inquiry 769.

Supercharge
Your Printers

T

Capture color for real-time processing with the D72871.

Process Color Images
in Real Time
.1"

he DT2871 from Data
Translation is aPC ATcompatible plug-in board that
captures color images from
standard video sources for
image processing. In addition
to handling real-time color
capture and display, the
DT2871 performs real-time
conversions between RGB and
hue- saturation- intensity (
HSI)
images. According to the company, HSI representations are
preferable to RGB because they
allow high-speed image processing of color images.
Examples of hue-saturation
processing made possible by
the DT2871 are color identification, edge enhancement,
desaturation/saturation, colorimetric analysis, automatic
coloring of monochrome
images, object definition, tinting, retouch, and other special effects. Intensity-processing capabilities include noise
reduction, arithmetic and logic
operations, frequencydomain analysis, and compression/ decompression.
The 1712871 handles 30
frames per second at 512- by
512-pixel resolution with
over 16 million displayable
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colors. You can connect it directly to other Data Translation
boards, such as the DT2858
Auxiliary Frame Processor or
DT7020 Floating Point Array
Processor, to speed up computation- intensive operations.
The DT2871 has 1megabyte of frame store memory—
enough to store asingle color
image in three 256K-byte
buffers; the fourth 256K-byte
buffer supports overlaying of
text and graphics on color
images.
Data Translation also provides asoftware library package called Aurora for control-

he Printer Performance
I Card is an intelligent
printer interface that fits into
any IBM PC or compatible and
lets up to three computers
share up to seven printers. The
card also has its own 256Kbyte internal buffer (expandable to 512K bytes) that can
store and feed documents to
printers while freeing up the
computers.
Equipped with its own dedicated microprocessor, the
Printer Performance Card has
six standard parallel and two
RS-232C serial ports.
You can use the card in a
network server, and it's
shipped with memory-resident software that lets you pick
the printer you want to use
from apop-up menu.
Price: $399.
Contact: Dresselhaus Computer Products, 8560 Vineyard
Ave., Suite 405, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730, (800)
368-7737.
Inquiry 770.

LOW-COST HlRES

C

ADcontroller is a new
multifunction graphics
card from GTCO that's designed especially for CAD
applications on the IBM AT
and compatibles. It displays
color graphics in resolutions
of up to 1024 by 768 pixels.
Although it's at its best
when used with wide-bandwidth high-resolution monitors, you can configure
CADcontroller to work with
lower- cost ( lower- bandwidth) monitors at either

1024- by 768-pixel interlaced or 800- by 600-pixel
noninterlaced resolutions.
CADcontroller has astandard RS-232C serial port. A
1-megabyte RAM expansion
board is also available.
Price: $777; RAM expansion, $495.
Contact: GTCO Corp.,
7125 Riverwood Dr., Columbia, MD 21046, ( 301)
381-6688.
Inquiry 773.

Tape Interface
for the AT

Y

ou can use industrystandard 9-track computer
tape drives with your IBM
PC, AT, or compatible with
Catamount's interface cards.
The cards are available in two
different models: one for the
IBM PC or compatible, the
other for the IBM AT or
compatible.
For the PC, The ATC-8 is
an 8-bit FIFO interface on a
half-slot card. For the AT,
the ATC-16 is afull-length
card with 16-bit I/O and
128K-byte buffering.
Price: Alt-8, $ 1095; Air16, $ 1295.
Contact: Catamount Corp.,
2243 Agate Court, Simi Valley, CA 93065-1898, (805)
584-2233.
Inquiry 771.

Digital Sound
From Your PC

U

sing the VP620E add- in
board in your IBM PC or
compatible, you can convert
any audio signal in the 20- Hz
to 7-kHz range into adigital
signal for real-time recording
and playback using your computer's disk. The M - length
board uses ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code
Modulation) and takes its input via an RCA jack.
Using software, you can
select asampling rate of either
8or 16 kHz. You can then
manipulate or randomly access
the digitized audio. Since the
board operates in the background, it works at amaximum overhead rate of less than
20 percent. Since it has
selectable interrupts, you can
use multiple boards for applications such as stereo or simultaneous record/playback.
Price: $395.
Contact: Antex Electronics
Corp., 16100 South Figueroa
St., Gardena, CA 90248,
(800) 621-0849, ext. 350; in
California, (213) 532-3092.
Inquiry 772.
continued

The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse —
the only mouse expressly designed for
high-resolution screens.
With aresolution of 320 dots-perinch (as compared with 200 dpi or less for
ordinary mice), it covers the same area
on your highres screen, but needs less of
your desk to do it. More than 50% less.
Saving you valuable desk space, and
effort mouse maneuvers that used to
require asweep of the hand are now
reduced to aflick of the wrist.

The IIX;ITEt . 11
HiREZ mouse needs
50% less desk space
to cover the same
amount of screen
area as a200 dpi
mouse.

Introducm
the most
emous
ever to set fob
on adeskto

Which makes this new mouse a
hand's best friend. And amore reliable,
long-lasting companion—fully compatible
with all popular software, and equipped
with aLifetime Guarantee.
Equipped, too, with other advantages
exclusive to all Logitech mice: A unique
lightweight ergonomic design. Lowangled buttons for maximum comfort
and minimum fatigue. An exclusive technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving,
dirt-resistant roller ball. And natural
compatibility with all PCs, look-a- likes,
and virtually any software.
So if you've got your eyes on a
highres screen, get your hands on the
one mouse that's agile enough to keep
up with it.
The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800231-7717 (800-552-8885 in California),
or write Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive,
Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or
write: Logitech Switzerland, European
Headquarters, CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges,
Switzerland (++41-21-869-9656).

LIM

LOGITECH

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 148)

How to pick th

Though most mice out there look pretty
much alike, they're not all equal in performance.
It pays to be just alittle choosy to make sure you
end up with the right mouse for your needs.
Starting with software. If you want full compatibility with all of your software, all you have to
do is look for amouse with the Logitech name.
There are four in all, each one designed for different hardware needs.

THE HiREZ MOUSE
If you've got your eyes on ahigh-resolution
screen, the mouse to get your hand on is the new
LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse.
With aresolution of
320 dots-per-inch (as
compared with 200 dpi
or less for ordinary mice),
it covers the same area
The LOGITECH
HiREZ Mouse needs
on your high res screen
50% less desk space
but needs less of your
to cover the same
amount of screen
desk to do it. More than
area as a200 dpi
50% less. Saving you
mouse.
valuable desk space, and
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Good instincts run in this family (left to right): the )ww LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse ($ 179), the only mouse designed expressly Jiff high res screens; the LOGITECH
Series 2Mouse for the IBM PSI 2 ($99, plugs right into mouse port); and the
IDGITECH Mouse for standard screens ($ 119, in bus and serial versions).
All come with Logitech lown Plus Software, which assures ease of use with
virtwilly any software, mouse- based or not.

effort: mouse maneuvers that used to require
sweeps of the hand are now reduced to aflick of
the wrist.
Which makes this new mouse ahand's best
friend. And amore reliable, long-lasting companion. And, like all Logitech mice, it's fully
compatible with all popular software, and
equipped with aLifetime Guarantee.

THE SERIES 2
MOUSE
For those who've chosen
the Personal System/27 the
most logical choice is the
LOGITECH Series 2
Mouse. It's 100% compatible with PS/2, and plugs
right into the mouse port,
leaving the serial port free
to accommodate other
peripherals.

eright mouse.
ItpacAco

THE ALL-PURPOSE MOUSE:
SERIAL OR BUS
Most people find our standard mouse is still
the best choice for their systems. It's available in
both bus and serial versions, one of which is sure
to fit perfectly with your hardware. And with all
your favorite software—whether mouse-based
or not.
It's hardly an accident that only Logitech
offers you such acomplete selection—we're the
only mouse company to design and manufacture
our own products. We make more mice, in fact,
than anyone else. Including custom-designed
models for OEMs like AT&T, DEC, and
Hewlett-Packard.
The three mice pictured to the left come with all
this expertise built right in. Which explains
an interesting paradox: while
you may pay less for a
Logitech mouse, you'll
surely get more in
performance.

And in comfort. With aunique lightweight
ergonomic design. Low-angled buttons for maximum comfort and minimum fatigue. An exclusive
technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving, dirtresistant roller ball. And natural compatibility with
all PCs, look-a-likes, and virtually any software.
All of which leads to an inescapable conclusion: if you want to end up with the right mouse,
start with the right mouse company.
Logitech. We've got amouse for whatever the
task at hand.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800-231-7717
Circle 149 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 150)

•INIF

1

A Logitech mouse plus Logitech application software equals acomplete solution (all
prices include mouse, Plus Software, and application):
LOGICADD. . .$189.
Turns your PC into
afull-featured CADD
workstation. Everything you need for
dimensioned line
drawing and CADD.

PUBLISHER PACKAGE
. .$179. PUBLISHER
software lets beginners and
experts alike produce professional, high- impact
documents. Design templates
make page layout easy.

LOGIPAINT SET...
$149. Eleven type
fonts and a16-color
palette. Creates files that
move easily into both
LOGICADD and
PUBLISHER documents.

(800-552-8885 in California). Or fill out and mail
the coupon below to: Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser
Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or write:
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland
(++41-21-869-9656).

ELogitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555.
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland.
Yes! Please send me the name of the nearest Logitech dealer.
Name
Company' Tide
Address
Phone

LIMPAF

LOG ITECI-1_,

Personal System/2 is atrademark of International Bu mess Machines, Corporation
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WHAT'S NEW

HARDWARE

•

OTHER

Analyze Those
Waveforms

T

he MacSpeech Lab His
1 acomplete system for
speech, music, and waveform
analysis using Apple's Macintosh II. According to GW Instruments, typical applications
for the lab include the development and testing of audio
equipment, voice and sound
analysis by crime laboratories,
speech disorder analysis,
speech therapy, speech-recognition and speech-synthesis
technology development, audiological testing and studies,
and other assorted acoustic
studies.
The heart of MacSpeech
Lab II is the MacADIOS data
acquisition board, along with
the MacADIOS II antialiasing
filter daughterboard. Also included are amicrophone,
speaker, record and play amplifiers, and MacSpeech Lab H
software.
The system can digitize
complex waveforms up to 4/
2
1
minutes long at sample rates
of from 5to 80 kHz. You can
then view, play, analyze,
edit, or print them. MacSpeech
Lab II is available either solo
or complete with aMacintosh
II and Apple LaserWriter
Plus,or with the Macintosh II
without the printer.
Price: $6999; with Mac II
and printer, $ 16,350.
Contact: GW Instruments
Inc., P.O. Box 2145, Cambridge, MA 02141, (617)
625-4096.
Inquiry 774.

MacSpeech Lab II brings waveform analysis to the Mac II.

Companionship
for Your Computer

C

ybex Corp. stresses that
it's not anetwork or
multitasking device, but what
its product— named Companion—can do is add an extra
keyboard and monitor to your
system up to 250 feet away
from your system unit.
Companion uses aconnector box and special circuitry to
use asingle %-inch cable for
both keyboard and monitor. It
can be switched from
"shared," which allows both
local and remote keyboards
and screens to be active, to
"private," for when you
don't want the remote screen
visible.
According to its maker,
Companion works with all
IBM PCs and compatibles. If
you're using monochrome or
color monitors, you can get

Companion in cable lengths of
25, 50, 100, and 150 feet.
Price: $ 199 and up.
Contact: Cybex Corp.,
1860-B Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL 35816, (205)
830-1100.
Inquiry 775.

Serious Joy(stick)

T

he " ultimate control for
1 flight-simulation software" is what CH Products
calls its FlightStick joystick for
the Apple II and IBM PC and
compatible families. The
FlightStick has acontour pistol grip, with both trigger and
fire buttons. The IBM version also has athumbwheel
control for throttle control on
both Microsoft's Flight Simulator and Electronic Art's
Advanced Flight Trainer.
The FlightStick also has

FRIENDLIER THAN THE AVERAGE MOUSE

M

ouse-Trak looks like a
trackball, and it is.
But it's compatible with a
mouse. According to ¡tac
Systems, Mouse-Trak is
more accurate and requires
less effort to use than your
garden-variety mouse.
The essence of MouseTrak is a 2- inch polished
phenolic ball. Using a DIP
switch, you can set the onboard buttons for either mo-
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mentary contact or toggle
on/off. There's also aspeedcontrol button that gives you
a 4-to- 1 change in cursor
velocity.
Five versions of MouseTrak are available. The two
standard RS-232C versions
(two or three buttons) emulate both the Microsoft
Mouse and the Mouse Systems PC Mouse, respectively. The three quadrature

versions are replacements
for mice that operate with
systems ranging from Atari
to Apple, to more powerful
systems such as Sun, Apollo, VAX, and Tektronics.
Price: $ 119 to $ 179.
Contact: ¡tac Systems Inc.,
1303 Columbia, Suite 217,
Richardson, TX 75081,
(800) 533-4822; in Texas,
(214) 234-5366.
Inquiry 778.

dual-axis trim controls, and a
5-foot cable with thumbscrews. CH Products says the
internal potentiometers are
rated at 4million life cycles,
and that its return-to-center
accuracy is ± . 5percent.
The Apple model of the
FlightStick works with the Ile,
Ile, and IIGS. The IBM
model is compatible with the
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles, as well as the PS/2
series. On the IBM, you'll
need agame port, and CH
Products just happens to have
its new Gamecard III Plus
available. The board has a
three-position switch that adjusts the gameport interface
to three different values.
The company claims the
board also lets you use joysticks and computer games
with AT compatibles at up to
16 MHz.
Price: Apple version,
$74.95; IBM version, $79.95;
Gamecard HI Plus, $59.95.
Contact: CH Products, 1225
Stone Dr., San Marcos, CA
92069, (619) 744-8546.
Inquiry 776.

Coprocessor
Speedup

D

ue to the variation in
speed rating of 80287
arithmetic coprocessor chips,
most computer systems run
these chips at only 66 percent
of the speed of the 80286 processor. But acompany called
Semiconductor Physics has a
solution. Its Co-Clock is an
80287 speedup board that's sold
without the coprocessor chip.
Available in rated frequencies of 10 and 12 MHz, the CoClock operates at the precise
rated frequency of the 80287.
Installation is asimple matter
of inserting the 80287 into the
Co-Clock, and inserting the
Co-Clock into your system's
80287 socket.
Price: $60.
Contact: Semiconductor
Physics Inc., 639 Meadow
Grove Place, Escondido, CA
92027, (619) 741-3360.
Inquiry 777.
continued

ANNOUNCING ORACLE®
FOR 1-2-3. JUST I
TIME - $1
Spreadsheet growing too big and complex?
You need adatabase. No time to learn
a database? You need the ORACLE
database add-in for Lotus 1-2-3.
If you have Lotus 1-2-3 and $ 199, you
can now solve the six biggest
spreadsheet problems:
data management standard.

1

Has your spreadsheet grown so
complex you can't keep track of
the formulas any more?

•UPDATE YOUR DATABASE AS
YOU UPDATE SPREADSHEET
CELLS. In update mode, changes in
your spreadsheet become changes
in your database. And if you make a
mistake, you can...

2

Have you had to break down your
large spreadsheet into many
smaller ones?

•COMMIT OR UNDO CHANGES.
Finally, an " UNDO" command for
1-2-3! When your database changes
are complete, you can COMMIT
them, or ROLLBACK your database
and your spreadsheet.

3

Do you have to manually re-enter
data that's duplicated in several
spreadsheets?

4
5

Do you have to manually manipulate rows into meaningful groups?

Is recalculation Lime for seldom'
used reference variables eating
you alive?

6

Do you wish you could simultaneously share spreadsheet
data with other PCs, as well as with
minis and mainframes?
Now, ORACLE for 1-2-3 turns your
spreadsheet into the world-class
database you already know how to
use. And without learning anew
database language, you can use the
very same ORACLE that's the most
requested DBMS by minicomputer and
mainframe users. All for only $ 199.
ORACLE for 1-2-3 lets data relationships replace ever more complex
spreadsheet formulas. No more time
is wasted recalculating seldom-used
reference cells. I
Rshort. ORACLE
puts data back where it belongs. In
adatabase.
With simple extensions to existing
Lotus menus, ORACLE for 1-2-3 lets
you create new database tables right
from rows and columns in your
spreadsheet. When you query the
database from acell, you immediately
see current database information.
Update aspreadsheet cell, and the

database is simultaneously updated.
A range of cells in your 1-2-3 spreadsheet could really be awindow into
an online micro, mini or mainframe
database anywhere in the world. It's
network ready, from LAN to WAN
All as easy as... 1-2-3.

dramatically improved. But this is
just the beginning.

ORACLE FOR 1-2-3:
THE NEW STANDARD

•CREATE YOUR DATABASE FROM
SPREADSHEET COLUMNS AND ROWS.
Familiar menus and context-sensitive
help guide you through the process.

ORACLE is the number one database for mainframes, minicomputers
and workstations. Software Digest
recently rated ORACLE the most
powerful and versatile relational
DBMS for the PC. And ORACLE is
based on SQL, the data management
standard endorsed by IBM, ANSI,
ISO and the federal government. Now,
there is anew standard: ORACLE
for 1-2-3. It has the simplicity you've
always had, with the power you've
always wanted.

THE ADVANTAGES OF
DATABASE TECHNOLOGY
If your data is in adatabase. tit.41r
spreadsheet only has to deal with.
the data you're interested in. Which
means spreadsheet performance is

GRAcLe CALL 1-800-ORACLEI
COMPATIBILITY' PORTABILITY•CONNECTABILITY

EXT. 149 TODAY.

Multiple users can share the same
data. Different users can have different levels of security. Mainframe-class
data integrity and error recovery
mean never having to say -Ooopsr

•QUERY YOUR DATABASE AS
EASY AS 1-2-3. Have the query built
for you, or write SQL queries yourself. Learn why SQL is the industry

Dear Oracle,
Yen,

have

out

K11286/80386

•AROUND YOUR OFFICE OR
AROUND THE WORLD, ORACLE
for 1-2-3 is network ready for data
distribution on LANs and WANs. So
data on PCs, workstations, minis
and even on mainframes appears as
if its on your local hard disk.

HEARD ENOUGH?
WELL l'AY SALES FAX AND
SHIPPING IF YOU FILL OUT AND
MAIL THE ATTACHED COUPON,
OR CALL TODAY. YOU CAN ALSO
SEE A DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR
FAVORITE COMPUTER STORE.

ORACLE for I-2-3 • Oracle Corporation
20 Davis Drive • Belmont. CA 94002
unning e i
DOS 3.11, and X.ritus release 2.01. Ialso have

7P.fi4OKB 01 RAM. plus either PIMB of extended memory or Ill reassign I
MB 01 my expanded
labove-boardt memory as extended memory. Please send me the database Ialready know how
tut use The ORACLE Database Add in kir Lotus 1-2-3. Enclosed is my C. check. or
VISA '
55
AmEx credit card authorization or $ 199. Hurry.

Pont Name

Dale

Company

fide

Street IN Pr I
boxes, ',teasel
City

Slate

Zip

Phone
('redit Card Number

L SIgnature

Card LxpiratIon Date
uY ri

Oracle is aregistered trademark of Oracle Corporation. The following are also trademarks: Lotus and 1-2-3 of Lotus Development Corporation; IBM of international Business Machine.
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HP 'sNewWave integrates data from multiple applications.

Windows Management
Under QuickBASIC
uickWindows is awindow-management library
for Microsoft's QuickBASIC.
You can create windows,
pop-up and pull-down menus,
help windows, and data-entry
screens, and you can access
over 60 functions through
BASIC with the CALL
statement.
When you open awindow,
the program automatically
saves the screen contents
below. When you close the

window, it restores the
screen. You have control over
the style, size, and attributes
of each window. Each window
also has its own cursor, so
you can write text to awindow,
and the window scrolls when
it becomes full.
QuickWindows is written
in assembly language. It runs
on the IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with ahard disk
drive or two floppy disk
drives and MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher. You need
at least 320K bytes of available
memory, and 512K bytes is

PROGRAMMING
recommended. You also need
Microsoft's QuicicBASIC and
an EGA or CGA video board.
The program also supports
the Microsoft Mouse.
Price: $79; $99 with source
code.
Contact: Software Interphase
Inc., 5Bradley St., Suite 10,
Providence, RI 02908-2304,
(401) 274-5465.
Inquiry 779.

HP's Icon- Based
Application
Environment
he NewWave environment combines objectmanagement technology, artificial intelligence, and a
graphical user interface. It
lets you integrate data from
multiple applications including text, graphics, voice, and
scanned images. HewlettPackard reports that the data is
linked seamlessly. " Hot connects" between applications
make sure that when you
modify one object, all others
are updated as needed.
NewWave can run any MSDOS application, but you need
to write code to make it appear as aseamless object in the
NewWave environment. You

TURBO PASCAL 4.0 LIBRARY AND COMMUNICATIONS UTILITY

P

ower Tools Plus 4.0 is a
r— library of over 140
functions that enhance the
Turbo Pascal 4.0 programming environment. You can
install aTurbo Pascal procedure as an interrupt- service
routine or an intervention
code that can be automatically triggered at certain
times of the day or when you
press hot keys.
The utilities provide cursor control, screen attribute
settings, multiple- display
page support, scrolling,
screen input and output, and
fast video access. EGA and
VGA are supported in text
mode, including 43- and 50line modes.
With Power Tools Plus,
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you can construct multiple
windows with borders, attributes, and cursor control.
You can also stack and remove them, or display them
tiled or overlapped. You can
also execute DOS commands from within your
Turbo Pascal program.
Asynch Plus is another
Turbo Pascal 4.0 utility. It
lets you add asynchronous
communication capabilities
to your Pascal applications
programs. Asynch offers simultaneous buffered input
and output to both communications ports at up to 9600
bps, according to Blaise. It
supports the XON/XOFF
protocol and XMODEM file
transfers. The routines drive

most asynchronous devices
via RS-232C ports. The utility includes low-level control and queue-maintenance
functions written in assembly language, and high-level
routines written in Turbo
Pascal.
Both Power Tools Plus
and Asynch require Turbo
Pascal 4.0 and MS-DOS 2.0
or higher, running on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatibles, or the PS/2. The
source code is also included
with both products.
Price: $129 each.
Contact: Blaise Computing
Inc., 2560 Ninth St., Suite
316, Berkeley, CA 94710,
(415) 540-5441.
Inquiry 782.

can run the MS-DOS application from within NewWave,
represent the data from the application as an icon, or fully
integrate the application into
NewWave by hot connects.
A task manager (the
Agent) is like amacro processor but can record comments
applying to different MS-DOS
applications. The Agent uses
scripts written in the NewWave
Task Language, and you can
use it to automatically execute
repetitive tasks at aparticular
date and time.
NewWave runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles
with Microsoft Windows 2.0.
Price: $895.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard,
P.O. Box 10301, Palo Alto,
CA 94303-0890, (800) 3674772; in California, (
415)
857-1501.
Inquiry 780.

Application Modeling

M

odel-S lets you develop
aworking model of process-related applications. To
create amodel, you break the
application into frames, such
as menus, data-entry panels,
and reports, which may include both text and data. You
then link the frames into a
working model, test it during
development, and display the
flow diagram; then you can export it to adatabase.
You can develop models
with up to 200 frames, and for
longer models you connect
them to form super-models.
Frame size is 60 rows by 160
columns, and you can have up
to 200 titles and data fields.
You can link it to as many as 60
other frames.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
ahard disk drive, one or
more floppy disk drives,
PC- DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or
higher, and at least 256K bytes
of RAM. Color is supported.
Price: $ 149.
Contact: PC- Systems, 307
Banvynne Lane, Wynnewood,
PA 19151, (215) 649-8981.
Inquiry 781.
continued

Perfect matches to DEC user needs. Hip. Hip. And Hooray.
One- size- fits-all is an attribute best reserved for inexpensive socks. In the
realm of PC- based emulation and communications software for DEC mainframe
users, it's important to match specific user needs with specific product attributes.
We have.
SmatTerm® 240 features exact four-color emulation of aDEC® VT241 terminal.
Along with delivering full- screen ReGIS® and Tektronix® 4010/4014 graphics,
SmarTerm 240 offers precise VT220, VT102, VT100, and VT52 text emulation.
For non-graphics applications, SmarTerm® 220 duplicates virtually every
SmarTerm 240 text, communication, and ease-of- use feature. Three error- free file
transfer protocols, including Kermit and Xmodem, are provided. Downloading
minimizes on-line time requirements to boost overall system efficiency. And an
optional network package allows direct LAN access to shared modems, printers,
as well as host mainframes.
As SmarTerm 240 and 220 focus on graphics and text, new SmartMOVE® makes
PC-to-the- rest-of-the-World communications sharper than ever Speed connect,
auto redial, and background file transfer features make this VT100 emulator aloud
and clear choice for advanced communications requirements.
Graphics, text, and communications. If you're looking for aperfect fit, seek the
software sized and priced to match your needs. Persoft has it. Period.
See us at DEXPO West Booth 1024, visit your dealer phone us at
608-273-6000, or use inquiry code 50.
C 1487 Purt.olt In, All rIttht, rtsunts1 Purs It Srndrlurrn
SmarI,10Vi
lPons ,11 in. ) Ft
ReGIS are tratlemetIts
Dlotal tdwrtmerI U ,rtxtrallt,n Tuktronlx s reequred trademark of Tektronl, Inc
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Ansys-PC for the Mac

S

The program's modeling
wanson Analysis has
capability lets you do surfaces
ported Ansys-PC/Linear
of revolution, extrusion, and
4.3 to the Macintosh II. PC/
curved surfaces for complex
Linear is afinite-element analparts, as well as quick primiysis (FEA) program for stattives such as cones, spheres,
ic, modal, and dynamic recubes, cylinders, and arrows.
sponse, and random vibration
You can also generate quick
in one, two, and three
multiple views with hiddendimensions. The analyses are
line removal.
performed on models built with
To run Tracer PC, you
alibrary that contains shell,
need
an IBM PC with at least
solid, beam, pipe, gap, and
640K bytes of RAM, amath
other elements.
coprocessor, a40-megabyte
Other Ansys programs to
hard disk drive, amouse or
be ported to the Mac include
digitizing tablet, and aTarga
Ansys-PC/Thermal 4.3, a
24- or 32-bit graphics card or
stand-alone program for
aNumber Nine Revolution
steady-state and transient
A static analysis performed with Ansys-PC/Linear.
32-bit graphics board.
thermal analyses; AnsysPrice: $3000.
PC/Solid 4.3, an interactive
Price: $49.
Contact:
Ray Tracing Corp.,
preprocessor for building solid
strument that supports a
Contact: Bsoft Software, 444
2516 Via Tejon, Suite 316,
FEA models; and Ansysserial port. It supports standard
Colton Rd., Columbus, OH
Palos Verdes Estates, CA
PC/Opt 4.3, for design
ASCII file transfers, as well
43207, (614) 491-0832.
90274, (213) 373-0520.
optimization.
as Kermit and XMODEM
Inquiry 784.
Inquiry 786.
protocols.
Ansys programs require
2megabytes of RAM, a40Spectra Calc runs on the
megabyte hard disk drive,
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatScientific Data
Linear Design Tool
and a640- by 480-pixel 256 ibles with at least 512K bytes
Processing
color monitor.
of RAM. It also runs on the
alike Spice-based linPrice: $6400; $300 per
IBM PS/2s. The arithmetic
pectra Calc, aprog ram
ear-circuit-analysis promonth to rent.
module requires an 8087 or
for processing scientific
grams, LCAS uses asingle
Contact: Swanson Analysis
80287 coprocessor. You also
data, displays up to 20 data
program with analysis, graphSystems Inc., Johnson Rd.,
need an IBM CGA, Hercules
ing, printing, file-managefiles simultaneously and lets
P.O. Box 65, Houston, PA
monochrome, EGA, or IBM
you expand data in real time
ment functions, and an inte15342-0065, (412) 746-3304.
VGA adapter.
with full axis labeling, accordgrated circuit editor. LCAS is
Inquiry 783.
Price: $695; arithmetic moding to Galactic Industries. A
command-driven from a
ule, $395.
WYSIWYG mode lets you prospreadsheet- like menu, and
Contact: Galactic Industries
duce presentation-quality
the circuit editor is cell-based.
Viewing Computer.
Corp., 417 Amherst St.,
plots, the company reports.
Basic circuit components
Aided Waveforms
Nashua, NH 03063, (800)
The plots can contain numerinclude delay lines, transmis862-6004; in New Hampshire,
ous font types, colors, axis
sion lines, microstrip, and
(603) 881-7877.
ompView lets you view
labels, and other annotation
phase-locked loop compoInquiry
785.
computer-aided wavetools.
nents.. Graphics functions let
forms using fast-FourierThe program has an opyou plot, overlay, add, and
transform-based digital-signal
tional arithmetic module that
subtract the magnitude,
Ray Tracing
analysis. The program is
provides preprogrammed apphase, and group delay remenu-driven and has built-in
plications including smoothing,
sponses of circuits. You can
functions of sine, pulse, triracer PC offers you raycurve fitting, and Fourier dooutput graphs to disk files or to
angular, and modulated wavetracing
capabilities
with
main filtering.
Epson or IBM graphics-comforms for plotting graphics in
modeling and rendering feaThe program also includes
patible dot-matrix printers.
time and frequency domains.
tures. Imagery includes reflecan application language, which
LCAS runs on the IBM
CompView also has several
tions, refractions, spectral abis designed to process arrays
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles
ideal first- and second-order
sorption, an unlimited number
and is optimized for the 80x87
with at least 640K bytes of
filters for plotting impulse
of multiple colored light
coprocessor. With expanded
RAM and aCGA or EGA
and amplitude responses. You
sources, shadows, and variable
memory, the program can hanvideo adapter. It will also use
can edit data in ASCII format
levels of antialiasing. You can
dle
arrays
as
large
as
2.4
an
8087 or 80287, if available.
and save it to adisk.
have the following features
megabytes.
Price: $ 149.95.
Comp View is not copyavailable: arbitrary viewer loA communications proContact: Datum Systems,
protected. It runs on the IBM
cation, arbitrary center of
gram
within
Spectra
Calc
lets
P.O. Box 4720, Santa Clara,
PC, XT, AT, and compatview, variable lens length,
you transfer data between it
CA 95054-0720, (408)
ibles with PC-DOS or MSand variable output resolutions;
988-0858.
and any remote computer or inDOS 2.0 or higher with 256K
you can also simulate water
Inquiry 787.
equations.
bytes of RAM and aCGA.
continued
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SOME PEOPLE ASK LIFE & DEATH
QUESTIONS WITH OUR MICROPROCESSOR
Multiply your productivity
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
What you see above isn't the late-night vision of
an overworked design engineer.
Rather, it's blood— ready to be computer assayed
at the touch of abutton in ahospital operating room—
on anew blood gas analyzer that works twice as fast as
ever before. All to save time, money, error— and lives
This breakthrough for anesthesiologists was
created by NOVA Biomedical. And made possible by
AVOCET, acclaimed as the best source for professionalquality assemblers, simulator/debuggers and crosscompilers for microprocessor and microcont roller
software development.
Let Avocet turn your PC or VAX into a
fast, powerful, integrated development system
in 48 hours, even overnight.
Avocet can help you turn more good ideas into
more real products in less time.
Just call us now and we'll get you up and running
with what EDN calls "the most flexible, easy-to-use,
high-speed development tools"— everything you need
to turn your computer into asophisticated personal
development system.
All at amodest price. From asingle source.

with NEW Avocet C
Introducing Avocet C— professional-quality optimizing cross compilers for the Z80, 64180, 8096, 8051

Target Microprocessor
Families Supported
1802/1805
6502/65CO2
6801/6301
6804
6805/6305
6809
68HC II

Of course, Avocet Cis also compatible with our
AVMAC assembler. So you can drop into assembly
language when you need to work magic at the bits-and-

CP/M

DOS

PC Xenix

HD64180
NEC 7500
TMS-32010
TMS-32020
as
Z80

VAX Unix
from $ 349
from $379

AVMAC Macro Assemblers
AVSIM Simulator/Debuggers

Call now about new
Avocet CCross Compilers from $895

CALL TOLL-FREE

bytes level.
Test with the best:
AVSIM" Simulator/Debuggers.
NOVA- Biomedical design engineers rate AVSIM

coreo

Host Operating Systems

and more.
Avocet Cgives you quick compilation and compact, fast-running object code. And yes, it supports the
full Clanguage, including many ANSI extensions

68000/68010
68020
8048/8041
8051/8052
8085
8096
F8/3870

800-448-8500*
to order, inquire about other development tools or receive
our latest microprocessor development tool catalog

"Number One" for checking programs— quickly
and reliably.
AVSIM test target 1.1P, 7µC code right on your PC,
with no special hardware. It can't be crashed by program bugs. And the fult-screen display gives you
instant visual access to the entire CPU: flags, registers,
memory I/O ports and on-chip peripherals. Highlyrated by EDN, "
only AVSIM is sophisticated enough to
let you set unlimited breakpoints and traps:'

Try before you buy.
Order your AVMAC assembler and AVSIM
simulator/debugger today and we'll include aspecial
demo kit for both. Try the demo for 30 days If you're not
satisfied for any reason, return unopened products for
afull refund, less the $ 35 demo/documentation kit
which is yours to keep.
Avocet Systems With our development tools, the
diagnosis for your project is asmooth finish— on time

Backed by the reassurance of atechnical hotline. So
friendly, knowledgeable, immediate-response support

and on budget.

is always as close as your phone.
Start with the industry standard:
Avocet AVMAC" Assemblers.

Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union Street
PO. Box 490A0, Rockport, Maine 04856
*Outside U.S. and in ME, call (207) 236-9055

The latest AVMAC Version 2.0 offers you lightning-

TLX: 467210 AVOCET Cl

FAX: (207) 236-6713

fast assembly. Plus, enhanced compatibility with Intel,
Hitachi, Motorola & other chipmakers. Each AVMAC

Avocet delivers all the tools you need in 48 hours or less.
Ask about our NEW Cross-Compilers, our AVPROM" and
AVPAU" programmers, our 8051 in-circuit emulator, development boards, the AVPAS 51 .
"cross-compiler— and
AVKIT," the total Unix toolbox for DOS, including the
incomparable VI editor.

package comes complete with our AVLINIC linker,
AVLIV librarian, AVREF— cross-reference generator
and 200+ pg. User's Guide—all the tools you'll want
and need.

AVeCET

01987 Avocet Systems. Mc All rights reserved VAX ts atrademark el DEC
Unix ts a ademark of AT&T Xerox Is atrademark of Mwrosolt.
CP/M Is atrademark of % ILI' Researt h
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SYSTEMS, INC.'
THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY PERSONAL /11) DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.

Inside tiles
revolution
NB!, Inc. Model 908

QMS-Pr 800
QMS-PS° 800+
QMS-PS"800 II

Linotype Company Linotronic" 100
Linotype Company Linotronie"300

Digital Equipment Corp.
ScriptPrinter"

Qume Corporation ScripTEN"

Diconix Difte I
IPS

AST Turbo Laser"/PS

IBM 4216-020 Personal Pageprinter"

Texas Instruments OmniLaser" 2108

Varityper VT600

Wang LCS15"

Agfa-Cievaert P4OOPS`"

NEC Information Systems
Silent Writer"" LC-890

QMS-PS® 2400

Apollo Computer Inc.
Domain/Laser 26"

t
EMI MIM

The Laser Connection PS Jet/PS Jet+'

eprinters a
is going on.
Digital Equipment Corp. PrintServer 40"

POSTSCRIPT® from Adobe Systems started arevolution in business
communications. That's why you'll find PosTScRipT in virtually every
popular laser printer sold today.
POSTSCRIPT, the page description language, is the unanimous choice
for some very good reasons. POSTSCRIPT gives you the option of printing
from an IBM® PC, Macintosh", or mini/mainframe.
With so many printers to choose from, you won't be tied to asingle
vendor. And that gives you the flexibility to buy what's best for your

Texas Instruments OmniLaser" 2115

Dataproclucts Corp. LZR'2665

company's needs. Since POSTSCRIPT is device independent, you can design
adocument, then professionally print it later at ahigher resolution.
You can also choose from hundreds of software programs supporting
POSTSCRIPT. And POSTSCRIPT lets you combine text, line art, and even
digitized photographs on the same page.
PosrScRivr from Adobe Systems. The only two names you need to
know to join the communication revolution.
Ask for ademonstration on the POSTSCRIPT printer of your choice.
With so many to choose from, the hardest decision youlnD3
may face is which POSTSCRIPT printer to buy.
17'rEMS INCORPORATED

from Adobe.
The Magic Behind Desktop Publishing.
POSTSCRIPT

Apple Computer Inc. LaserWriter'
Apple Computer Inc. LaserWriter' Plus

All products

are registered trademarks and trademarks of their manufacturers
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Modeling, Animating
on the Amiga

Mechanical Drafting
with AutoCAD

culpt 3-D is asolids%.7 modeling and ray-tracing
program. Animate 3-D is an
animation program. You can
link the two together to produce animated designs and
productions.
Sculpt 3-D is astand-alone
program that can use all 4096
colors of the Amiga palette. It
offers mouse control, pulldown menus, and keyboard
macros. Three windows show
you standard architectural
views of athree-dimensional
space. A library of shapes includes spheres, cubes, and
prisms. Tools such as spin,
magnet, and extrude enable
you to modify the object's
shape.
You can change your point
of observation, and, just as if
you were using a35rnm camera, you can choose the lens
view from wide angle to telephoto. You can also change the
placement of light sources.
In quick check mode,
which lasts for less than 1second, you can create awireframe model image. Painting
mode is for generating asolid
model image quickly.
Snapshot mode renders a
fast ray-traced image without
the shadows, and photo mode
gives you adetailed 4096-color
ray-traced image with
shadows.
Sculpt 3-D supports overscan and all the Amiga graphics modes, as well as NTSC
and PAL video displays. Output is in the form of standard
IFF files.
Animate 3-D requires
Sculpt 3-D as its object editor.
It lets you manipulate and
control the motion of the objects you create with Sculpt
3-D. You can use segmented
and cubic spline paths for objects, observer, and light
sources. Animate also lets you
preview character animation
in real time.
You can also compress and
expand images in real time.

E
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A three-dimensional model created with Sculpt 3-D

Animate lets you interface
with single-frame controllers
and film recorders.
Price: Sculpt 3-D, $99.95;
Animate 3-D, $ 149.95.
Contact: Byte by Byte Corp.,
Arboretum Plaza II, 9442 Capital of Texas Highway N,
Suite 150, Austin, TX 78759,
(512) 343-4357.
Inquiry 788.

Modeling with
DataCAD

D

C Modeler works with
DataCAD 3.5, adding
three-dimensional design,
editing, and modeling capabilities to the CAD program. The
modeler includes an edit menu,
which lets you edit drawings
from any perspective. An entities menu gives you avariety
of three-dimensional shapes
such as cones, domes, cylinders, and slabs.
You can access DC Modeler from within the DataCAD
menu. All changes you make
are automatically made to the
drawing file.
To run DC Modeler you
need an IBM PC or compatible
with 640K bytes of RAM,
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 3.0 or
higher, and DataCAD 3.5.
Price: $495.
Contact: Microtecture
Corp., 617 West Main St.,
Charlottesville, VA 22903,
(804) 295-2600.
Inquiry 789.

Numerical Analysis,
Signal Processing, and
Graphics

3

86-MATLAB (matrix
laboratory) and 386/Weitek-MATLAB run in protected mode on 386 systems,
breaking the 640K-byte memory barrier. The programs,
which integrate numerical
analysis, matrix computation,
signal processing, and graphics, don't require dimensioning. A matrix interpreter accepts conunands in standard
mathematical notation.
The Weitek version of
MATLAB offers floating-point
support using the Weitek
1167 on the Compaq Deskpro
386/20.
386-MATLAB runs on
386-based personal computers
with an 80287 or 80387 math
coprocessor and MS-DOS or
PC- DOS 3.1 or higher; 1
megabyte of RAM; and an
EGA, CGA, or Hercules
Monochrome card. The Weitek
version requires the Weitek
1167 coprocessor option.
Price: 386-MATLAB,
$1495; Weitek version, $ 1995.
Contact: Math Works Inc.,
20 North Main St., Suite 250,
Sherbom, MA 01770, (617)
653-1415.
Inquiry 790.

ncodraft/Mechanical
works with AutoCAD to
automate avariety of mechanical drafting tasks. Encodraft/Mechanical has asetup
feature that helps you create
layers, establish standard
drawing sizes, and select layer
names and colors. The program can shift the drawing
origin to any location
automatically.
According to Encode,
rules-based construction techniques facilitate geometric
construction and ensure that
the drawings will meet CAD
industry standards. Encode reports that tangencies and
other intersections are accurate
to 16 significant digits.
A bill of materials extraction routine extracts data captured, and the information is
exported to external databases.
The program runs on the
IBM AT or PS/2s with AutoCAD 2.5 or higher.
Price: $500.
Contact: Encode Inc., 12
Cotton Rd., Nashua, NH
03063, (603) 882-4666.
Inquiry 791.

HyperCard Statistical
Calculator

C

LR StatCalc simulates a
V statistical calculator with
adisplay, 7standard functions, 12 statistical functions,
and 3memories. Functions
provided include mean, standard deviation, standard error
of the mean, correlation, regression, and probabilities.
You can enter data in scrollable
text fields, or you can read it
in from text files.
The program runs on the
Macintosh Plus and requires
HyperCard.
Price: $22.50; 1-year site
licenses for schools, $ 125.
Contact: Clear Lake Research, 5615 Morningside,
Suite 127, Houston, TX
77005, (713) 523-7842.
Inquiry 792.
continued

Will The Real
VGA
Please
Stand Up
It's easy to identify the leader in VGA resolution—just look
to the company that brought you the first 800 x600 EGA card.

800 x600 VGA with 256 Colors
1024 x768, too. Either way, Genoa's SuperVGA HiResTM is
the best way to see VGA. And your spreadsheets will look great,
with 132 columns and 60 rows for your viewing pleasure.

Crash-free Windows
Yes, we do Windows—no problem. And SuperVGA HiRes
is compatible with both the VGA PS/2 monitors and the
EGA Multisync monitors, in VGA and EGA modes.
So don't settle for inadequate imitations. Get the highest
VGA performance at the best price, in true Genoa tradition.
For the dealer nearest you, contact: Genoa Systems
Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319
Telephone: 408-432-9090

Genoa

SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Genoa Systems Limited ( U.K.) Tel: 01-720-5064
1987 Genoa Systems Corporation. SuperVGA Hi
Res is atrademark of Genoa Systems Corporation.
Windows is atrademark uf MicroSof t. Inc. Multisync is atrademark of NEC Honte Electronics.
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Memory- Resident
Spreadsheet

Inc., 8100 Granville Ave., 9th
Floor, Richmond, BC V6Y
1P3, Canada, (604) 270-3311.
Inquiry 796.

D

atax calls QuickPlan the
only memory-resident
spreadsheet program for MSDOS computers. The spreadsheet features aSideKick-like
pop-up menu, 17 movable windows, cut-and-paste capability, and math functions.
With the cut-and-paste feature, you can export an area of
the spreadsheet to other programs. The 28 built-in math
functions and operators let
you build worksheets. QuickPlan works with cell ranges,
letting you construct formulas
containing absolute, relative,
or mixed-cell references. You
can customize the format of
any cell in the spreadsheet, and
also change the number of
decimals and cell width.
QuickPlan's worksheet contains 588 cells in 14 columns
by 42 rows.
QuickPlan is not copy-protected and runs on the IBM PC
with at least 150K bytes of
available RAM. It comes with
TurboCalc, a24-function calculator, and FileMaster, aDOS
shell and macro processor.
Price: $79.
Contact: Datax, 470 12th
Ave. N, St. Petersburg, FL
33701, (813) 894-7472.
Inquiry 793.

Al and Hypertext
Application

S

QuickPlan, the memory-resident spreadsheet.

Two on Taxes

Tax is Price Waterhouse's
guide to 1987 and 1988 taxes.
More than 35 schedules and
worksheets are provided with
the program. One last unique
feature of TurboTax is its tax
window, which lets you check
your tax status at any point
while filling out the forms. A
version of TurboTax is available for professional tax
preparers.
TurboTax runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles with at
least 256K bytes of RAM.
Price: TurboTax, $75; ProSeries/1040, $295.
Contact: ChipSoft Inc., 5045
Shoreham Place, Suite 100,
San Diego, CA 92122, (619)
453-8722.
Inquiry 794.

C

Y

hipSoft's TurboTax and
J. K. Lasser's Your Income Tax both take the 1986
tax reform act into account.
They feature on-screen calculators and pin-feed 1040 forms
(and don't require preprinted
1040s).
TurboTax offers pop-up instructions from the IRS booklets. A forms finder helps you
locate the form you need by
subject. TurboTax's data examiner checks over your return
when you're done to see if
you've missed anything.
Also included with Turbo-
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our Income Tax from
J. K. Lasser has an interview system feature like the
program Ask Dan about Taxes.
It asks you questions and suggests the correct forms to use,
based on your answers. The
program can also compare your
tax liability under various
scenarios. And, like Turbo
Tax, Your Income Tax has
features for the professional tax
preparer so you can work on
forms for more than one client.
Your Income Tax also runs
on the IBM PC and compatibles with at least 256K bytes
of RAM.
Price: $69.95.
Contact: MicroServices,
200 Old Tappan Rd., Old

Tappan, NJ 07675, (800) 6240023; in New Jersey, ( 800)
624-0024.
Inquiry 795.

Tracking Sales
Accounts

M

aximizer is ageneralpurpose program for
salespeople. It lets you keep
track of information on your
clients, write letters, track
your own records, schedule appointments, and more.
Maximizer imposes no
limit on the number of clients
and no system limit on the
number of contacts within a
company.
You can define the number
of attributes associated with
each client, and the terms you
use to describe the attributes
are up to you. You can write
notes and letters with the program's built-in editor.
A day-at-a-glance facility
lets you record appointments
and other scheduled activities. A telephone directory is
created automatically from
your records.
To run Maximizer you
need an IBM PC with at least
512K bytes of RAM and MSDOS or PC-DOS 3.0 or higher. It also runs on PS/2s.
Price: $495.
Contact: Pinetree Software

tock Expert is Knowledge Garden's first application that combines hypertext with an expert system.
Based on guidelines set by the
National Association of Investment Clubs, the program offers assistance in investment
decision-making.
Hypertext explains industry jargon, and artificial intelligence is used in the expert
system that makes investment
recommendations. You can
instruct the expert system to
think in various ranges so you
can adjust its recommendations
to reflect your own experience, expertise, and
preferences.
The system includes a
stock checklist, selection
guide, comparison guide, and
company database. The checklist helps you analyze past
stock growth. The selection
guide includes information
from Standard and Poor's or
Value Line to help you predict
stock price fluctuations over
the next five years. The comparison guide compares and
analyzes the performance of
companies and makes predictions on gains. And, finally,
the database lets you store historical information on companies. The database lets you
search for sales growth, relative value, earnings-per-share
growth, retained earnings,
and payout.
Stock Expert is written in
the KnowledgePro knowledgeprocessing environment. It
runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT
and compatibles with 512K
bytes of RAM. It also runs on
PS/2s.
Price: $249.
Contact: Knowledge Garden
Inc., 473A Malden Bridge Rd.,
Nassau, NY 12123, (518)
766-3000.
Inquiry 797.
continued

AGEM of aDeal
Free Software from Genoa! For alimited time
only, every SuperEGA HiRes+TM card comes with
aFREE copy of GEM Graph' —the popular
business graphics package that normally retails
for $249!
What acombination—aquick, easy way to
turn your spreadsheets and database files into
stunning graphs, and SuperEGA HiRest the
only Multisync-compatible 16-color EGA card
with 800 x600 resolution!
What can you do with the graphics card
that brings you afull-page, readable display for
Desktop Publishing? Run your spreadsheets in
132 x60 columns. Run most VGA applications.
Run Venture Pagemaker,' AutoCAD," Windows"
and more—all in dazzling 800 x600 resolution!
Get in on Genoa's GEM of adeal! For the dealer
nearest you, contact: Genoa Systems Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319
Telephone: 408-432-9090

Genoa

SYSTEMS CORPORATION
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Free GEM Graph Software with every
purchase ofaSuper EGA HiRes+ card
from Genoa! But hurry—offer expires
March 31st!

•re,1987 Genoa Systems Corporatitm
Offer begins Otiober I. 1987 and applies to SuperEGA HiRes and SuperEGA HiRest
SuperEGA Hilt. and SuperEGA H Res+ are trademarks of Genoa Systems Corporal ion.
GEM Graph is a-trademark of Digital Research. Inc. Multisyne — NEC' Home Electronics;
Ventduorwas— Xelos Corpora
or
tio
ponr:a P
' agemaker—Aldus Corporation; AutoCAD—AutoDesk. Inc.:
Win— M icromft C
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Resident Expert offers information on a variety of
programming languages.

Programmer's
Reference Guides
esident Expert contains
amemory- resident shell
and reference modules that
you can pop up as windows to
get more information on commands, asummary of syntax,
examples, or across-indexed
list of related topics.
For example, if you forget
the syntax for acommand such
as BACKUP, you activate the
shell and press F for Resident
Expert's FIND command to
pull up awindow showing a
synopsis and overview.
There's also aRelated Topic
feature and aSnapshot capability, which lets you freeze a
window of information and
continue typing.
Reference guides are available for Borland's Turbo C
1.0, Turbo Pascal 3.0, and
Turbo Prolog 1.1; the Lattice C
Compiler 3.2; Logitech's
Modula2version 3.0, Mark
Williams' Let's C 4.0, and
Microsoft C. A PC Programmer's Guide is also available.
The program is aterminate-and-stay- resident utility
that runs on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, and compatibles. It
uses 49K bytes of RAM and
is compatible with other TSRs,
according to Santa Rita. Each
reference database uses 110 to
500K bytes of RAM.
Price: $ 19 for the shell,
which includes MS-DOS and
88
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PC- DOS guides; prices of
other guides range from $ 19.95
to $39.95.
Contact: Santa Rita Software, 1000 East 14th St., Suite
365, Plano, TX 75074, (214)
727-9217.
Inquiry 798.

Freehand Drawing
on the Mac

A

ldus Corp. acquired the
rights to FreeHand from
Altsys Corp. in August 1987
and plans to release the product
early this year.
FreeHand is adrawing program that lets you create or
trace graphics with basic
drawing tools or advanced lineand Bézier-curve tools. You
can manipulate objects and text
using special-effects features
such as graduated fills of text
and objects; the ability to
scale, rotate, reflect, and skew
objects and text; and the
ability to define beginning and
ending colors for graduated
fills. Drawing tools include
lines, rectangles, rounded
rectangles, and ellipses. PostScript line and curve tools are
also included.
Text-handling capabilities
include the ability to bend or
shape aline of text along a
baseline that you define. Automatic or manual kerning is

•
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available, as well as variable
letter and word spacing and
variable line spacing.
When you're in preview
mode, FreeHand lets you edit.
You have nine levels of magnification for viewing work on
the screen. There are undo
and redo options for the last
eight actions you've performed. Other editing features
include group/ungroup and
lock/unlock commands, automatic alignment of objects
and text, snap-to grids, rulers
with measurements in increments you define, an on- screen
information bar that shows
you changes in mathematical
increments, and the ability to
break up rectangles and ellipses into separate paths.
FreeHand allows you to
display up to 256 colors on
your Mac Il color monitor.
The program also has acolorseparation capability for the
four process colors, spot color
separations, or acombination
of the two. You can also specify color screen percentages
for printing color tints.
FreeHand can import and
export files saved in Encapsulated PostScript, and you can
also open and edit graphics
files created in Adobe Illustrator. The program also supports Clipboard images, which
you can bring in as traceable
background elements.
FreeHand runs on the Mac
Plus, SE, or II with two 800Kbyte floppy disk drives or a
hard disk drive, and any PostScript-compatible output
device.
Price: $495.
Contact: Aldus Corp., 411
First Ave. S, Suite 200,
Seattle, WA 98104, (206)
628-2375.
Inquiry 799.

Quips and Quotes

S

alinon's quipster, called
Off-The-Wall, generates
one-liners from alibrary of
over 70 patterns and adictionary. You can add your own
phrases to the library and control the placement of nouns,
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs.

Off-The- Wall runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
at least 256K bytes of RAM
and MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0
or higher.
Price: $29.
Contact: Salinon Corp.,
7430 Greenville Ave., Dallas,
TX 75231, (214) 692-9091.
Inquiry 800.

A Print Spooler with
Sideways Capabilities

D

uet is amemory- resident print spooler that
performs standard functions
such as queuing and background printing of jobs. It
also prints sideways and can
print 1-2-3 or Symphony
spreadsheet files.
Duet can intercept all output sent to the printer by other
programs and put it on its
print queue. You can reorder,
delete, and schedule print
jobs for acertain time of day,
or put them on indefinite
hold. Duet can automatically
write the print queue and the
spooled files out to disk, so if
the power goes down, you
won't lose your print jobs.
With sideways printing you
have the choice of 12 predefined font sizes, ranging
from 19 by 10 pixels to 9by 6
pixels. A font generator is included that lets you customize
the sideprint fonts or build
your own fonts. Duet comes in
four configurations: The largest version has both sideways
printing and spreadsheet decoding; another version has
sideprinting only; athird version has spreadsheet decoding
only; and the last version is
without sideprinting or spreadsheet decoding. All four have
normal spooling operations.
Duet runs on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, and compatibles with
at least 256K bytes of RAM.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: Consumers Software Inc., 736 Chestnut St.,
Santa Cruz, CA 95060, (408)
426-7311.
Inquiry 801.
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16 color UGA Support
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Brush Modes
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EGA PAINT 2005
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Additional Features
ENGLISH SPEARING ( NO
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ICONS)

360

FULL- SCREEN EDITING

Grid Command

Rotate Command

DYNAMIC ZOOM ( 4X or 8X magnification)

FullPage
Printing

EXTENSIUE AIRBRUSH CONTROLS
SMALL COMMAND ( reduces files SO to 90z)

Screen

3 /4 4 Point
Curve

Pan

AUTOMATIC PAM ( page mode)

Command
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AUTOMATIC COLOR SMOOTHER MODE
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Capture
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34 FONTS ( with over ZS control combinations)

PC QuikArt Support
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One Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words!
Step up to state-of-the-art in EGA graphics generation technology. Our 2005 version is not just
another paint program or another version of the " same old thing:' EGA PAINT 2005 is a
complete restructuring of our 2001 program ( itself the recipient of the PC TECH JOURNAL
award for excellence in program design). We believe the end-user comes first and instead of
merely patching on more features ( as all the others do) we went to awhole new ( much easier and
faster) way to create truly startling business presentations & EGA color illustrations. Take
another look at some of our features ( some of which are available only on programs costing
hundreds more) and decide for yourself.
All this and moneforjust
Also available from RIX:

$99.00

EGA SCREEN ENHANCER

ORDER NOW!

This easy to install device enables older EGA cards to utilize

in CA - (800) 233-5983 out CA ( 800) 345-9059
•

EGA PAINT 2005 in 640x480 & 752x410 resolution modes.
Our ESE comes complete with aspecial test pattern diskette
for only $49.95 (+ $5.00 for shipping and handling).

Circle 499 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 500)
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RIX Soft Works, Inc.

18552 MacArthur BI. Suite 375, Irvine, CA 92715
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WHAT'S NEW
REGIONAL SECTION

METRO NEW YORK • NEW ENGLAND
Mac Version of
Labtech Notebook
abtech Notebook enables
you to set up your Macintosh with multiple channels
that gather data samples from
and send control information
to attached instruments.
Labtech Notebook provides
real-time mathematical, statistical, and signal-processing
calculations; data replay; and
background data collection.
The program supports connections to analog, digital, thermocouple, RTD, strain and
pressure gauges, resistance,
and other device inputs.
The program runs on Macintoshes with adata-acquisition
interface board or adataacquisition system connected
to your Mac via the RS-422
port.
Price: $995.
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Labtech Notebook: data acquisition for the Mac.

Contact: Laboratory Technologies Corp., 400 Research
Dr., Wilmington, MA
01887, (617) 657-5400.
Inquiry 819.

BERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ

o

Graph- in- the- Box 2.0
he new version of this
popular memory-resident
graphics program supports

'
OUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE'

LEADING EDGE"

LEADING EDGE

SYSTEMS WITH MONITOR
Model " D"

20
MONTH

Dr—AT"' COMPATIBLE

WARRANTY

MODEL D2 0 10 MHz 286
SYSTEMS WITH MONITOR
SINGLE $ 1495
30 Meg $ 1995
HIGH SPEED 65 Meg $ 2495

DUAL $ 995
30 Meg $ 1395
LE. MODEMS
1200B $149
2400B $289

•

IBM ® COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

IBM 8 AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp Leading Edge, Model " Cc' and Triangle Logo are registered
trademarks and Model 02 and Infinite Memory System are trademarks of Leading Edge Products. Inc Bernoulli Technology is a registered
trademark of lomega Corp Cottage Computers and Cottage Logo are trademarks of Cottage Computers/Dupre Enterprises, Inc

Cottage Computers@

MONMON& SATTHURS10-5:30TIL 8

"OUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE"
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ALITHORCT-D SERVICE CENTER

(201) 4648 386

1%7 CC/DEI

FOR

NEW PROVIDENCE, NJ

NEW D2TM

AUTHORED RETAIL DEALER
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continued

LEADING EDGE®

COTTAGE COMPUTERS IS A

N

VGA and MCGA cards and
allows you to create HPGL
and PostScript files. It is also
compatible with Ventura Publisher and PageMaker.
With Graph-in-the-Box
2.0, you can create column,
stacked column, bar, clustered bar, line, step, filled
step, scatter, pie, and mixed
charts. Ten line types, 10 fill
patterns, and explodable pie
sections are options.
Version 2.0 features batchprinting capabilities that allow
you to specify the order and
number of copies of printouts.
You can also produce batch
displays that result in an onscreen slide show.
The program now supports
full-page printouts, has filemerge capabilities that allow
you to combine data from more
than one file onto one chart,

QUANTITY PRICES

BYTE • MARCH 1988

-

WE SPECIAUZE IN LEADING EDGE °
ASK FOR

1253 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
NEW PROVIDENCE , N.J.
07974

COMPUTERS

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS DEPT.
Circle 501 on Reader Service Card

2.2 Gigabytes of data, an ocean of information,
and you can fit it all on a single VAST Cassette.
The VAST Device from Emerald Systems responds to
your need for extremely large capacity network fi leserver backup. Large data volumes of
250 MBytes to 2.2 Gigabytes are now available on your desktop.
Imagine: 2.2 Gigabytes of storage is equivalent to the amount of data stored on over 6200
floppies or the text on 1 million sheets of paper.
Designed with the NetWare operating system in
mind, the VAST Device is used with our ASP"
backup and restore software which has been tested and
approved by Novell and supports Advanced NetWare 286
versions 2.0a and 2.1 The VAST Device maximizes the
functionality of distributed networking environments by
providing unattended operation coupled with a very fast data
transfer rate
In your LAN, DOS or XENIX •environment, the award-winning
VAST Device offers: The lowest cost per MByte of any storage
media — $. 02 per MByte! • Highly regarded ASP software, for
easy installation, unattended backup, password protection and
menus with your choice of a variety of backup and restore
techniques. • Non-Obsolescence:
An end to time-consuming,
expensive multiple cartridge
ar
eal
backup sessions. The VAST Device
•••......
accommodates your growing
.41111

1
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r
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network • Applications that span all
industries: backup, data aquisition,
data distribution, graphics storage,
archiving, CAD/CAM, desktop
publishing, and a viable alternative to
CD-ROM.
The complete line of Emerald
Systems tape storage subsystems offer
you the most choices,
from 1/8" cassette and 1/4"
cartridge subsystems to 1/2"
mag-tape subsystems for PC to
mainframe interchange, to the
new VAST Device. In total, your
alternatives span 60 MBytes to
2.2 GBytes!
Call today for a FREE fullcolor catalog: the complete
line of Emerald Systems
products, accessories
and services.

1-800-553-4030

In California, call ( 619) 270-1994.

re Emerald Systems

4757 Morena Blvd./San Diego, CA 92117/Telex: 323458 EMERSYS/FAX: ( 619) 483-2864
VAST, ASP are trademarks of Emerald Systems Corporation. NetWare is atrademark of Novell, Inc. XENIX is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Circle 489 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 490)
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WHAT'S NEW

METRO
and programming hooks that
allow you to integrate the
program with in-house
applications.
Graph-in-the-Box version
2.0 runs on the IBM PC, XT,
AT, and compatibles with
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or
higher and takes up 128K
bytes of RAM. It also runs on
IBM PS/2 computers. It is
available on either 5 '4- or
31
/2
inch floppy disks.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: New England Software Inc., Greenwich Office
Park 3, Greenwich, Cl'
06831, (800) 633-2252; in
Connecticut, (203) 625-0062.
Inquiry 820.

Integrated and
Inexpensive

E

ight- in-One is alow-cost
integrated program that
provides word-processing,
spreadsheet, database manage-

NEW

YORK

ment, communications, outlining, spelling-checker, and
desk-accessory modules.
The desk-accessory module enables you to keep track of
appointments, find the current time in any time zone, and
create ato-do list. An address
book is also included.
The WYSIWYG (what you
see is what you get) word-processing module features
headers and footers, automatic
table-of-contents generation,
and a100,000-word spelling
checker.
The spreadsheet enables
you to import and export Lotus
1-2- 3-compatible files. It includes 30 mathematical functions and supports worksheets
with up to 30,000 rows and
10,000 columns.
The database management
module can read and write
dBASE III-compatible files.
You can search on any field
and create reports. It supports up to 10,000 records with

•

NEW

ENGLAND

up to 4000 characters per
record.
With Eight-in-One you can
also create bar charts and point
and line graphs.
Eight-in-One runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.1 or
higher with 384K bytes of
RAM. A graphics card is required to utilize the graphics
module.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Spinnaker Software
Corp., One Kendall Square,
Cambridge, MA 02139,
(800) 826-0706; in Massachusetts, (617) 494-1200.
Inquiry 821.

How Many
Records Can You Fit
In a Nutshell?
M
utshell Plus is arelationVI al database management
program that supports an unlimited number of records per

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2400 bps UPGRADABLE MODEM
At the Lowest Possible Price

file. You can have up to
60,000 fields per record with
up to 15 million characters in
afield.
The program enables you
to create up to 20 links between
files; each file can have up to
20 field pairs. You can produce
macros, print to screen, and
read Nutshell files. Field types
include text, number, date,
numeric and date calculations,
and summary. Up to 50 sort
levels are provided.
Nutshell Plus runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher with 384K
bytes of RAM. It also runs on
IBM PS/2s and comes on both
5 %- and 31
/2
inch floppy
disks.
Price: $295.
Contact: Canterbury International Inc., Ashland Technology Centre, 200 Homer
Ave., Ashland, MA 01721,
(617) 881-7404.
Inquiry 822.

ett
With Purchase of
Software
for $ 149

DATA 24 PC - HALF CARD
INTERNAL for PC/XT/AT and
Compatibles — Also PS 2/30
• 2400/1200/300 bps
• Fully Hayes® Compatible Dialing
• UNIX/XENIX Compatible
• Optional MNP®

Class 4

• Upgradable to 4800 bps
• External Switch Configuration
INTERBUSINESS

CORPORATION
160-A Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
Fax (312) 459-8418
(312) 459-8866 1-800-433-8145
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Hayes' , saregistered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Co
MNF
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is a registered trademark of Microcom. Inc
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INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICATED
TO IBM .PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ONLY

•
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If We Don't Have It, It's Probably Not Worth Having.
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.
SATURDAYS: 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store.
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PC LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-0343

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED.
STREET. 2ND FL, NEW YORK, NY 10018

All prices listed in this ad are effective Mar. 1-31,
1955. All Brands are Registered Trademarks.
IBM is aRegistered Trademark of IBM Corp.

FOR ORDERS ONLY

IN NEW YORK

CALL 1-212-730-8036

FOR ORDERS á INQUIRIES

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS-MARCH 1ST through 31ST.
MERIDIAN SOFWARE.

CARBON COPY PLUS

119.00

MICRO PRO.

WORDSTAR 2000 REL3

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ANSA PARADOX V 2.0
ASHTON-TATE
dBASE III PLUS 1.1
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE II
BORLAND INT.
EUREKA
PROLOG 1.1
SIDEKICK PLUS
TURBO BASIC
TURBO C
TURBO PASCAL 4.0
QUATTRO
SPRINT
CHIPSOFT TURBO TAX PERSONAL
CLEAR SOFT. CLEAR (CHART dBASE CODE)
CONSENTRIC DATA
R & R REPORT WRITERFOR DBASE III+
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS
CROSSTALK MK4
CROSSTALK XVI 3.6
REMOTE 1.3
FOX SOFTWARE
FOX BASE PLUS V 2.0
FOX BASE + MULTIÚSER
GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
JAVELIN SOFT. JAVELIN
UFETREE SOFT. VOLKSWRITER 3
LOTUS DEV. CORP
LOTUS1-2-3(SOLD IN OUR STORE)
MANUSCRIPT(SOLD IN OUR STORE)
SYMPHONY (SOLD IN OUR STORE)
MECA MANAGING YOUR MONEY 4.0
MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR 2000 + REL.3
WORDSTAR 2000 + REL.3 LEGAL VERSION
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL REL4
MICROSOFT
CHART V 3.0
C COMPILER
FORTRAN COMPILER
MACRO ASSEMBLER
EXCEL
PROJECT
QUICK BASIC
QUICK C
WINDOWS
WINDOWS 386
WORD VERSION 4.0
WORKS
MIGENT
ABILITY
ENRICH
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE
NANTUCKET CLIPPER
OWL INT. GUIDE
QUARTERDECK DES() VIEW
QUARTERDECK MEMORY MANAGER
SBT ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE (SOLD IN STORE)
SSC SOFTWARE BRIDGE
STSC
APL•PLUS V 7.0
POCKET APL
STATGRAPH1CS
SOPHCO
PROTEC ( HARD DISK PROTECTION)
SOFTWARE GROUP ENABLE V 2.0
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGERII
P.F.S. GRAPH/PLAN
ea.
FIRST CHOICE
PROFESSIONAL FILE PLAN
ea.
PROFESSIONAL WRITE
WALLSOFT
THE Ul PROGRAMMER
THE DOCUMENTOR
WORDPERFECT CORP
WORDPERFECT V 4.2
WORDTECH SYSTEMS
DBXL
QUICK SILVER DIAMOND
XYQUEST XY WRITE III +

459.00
CALL
CALL
99.00
69.00
149.00
69.00
69.00
79.00
139.00
139.00
49.00
CALL
129.00
129.00
95.00
95.00
229.00
379.00
CALL
75.00
129.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
139.00
189.00
CALL
249.00
295.00
309.00
309.00
119.00
339.00
349.00
69.00
69.00
69.00
145.00
239.00
139.00

189.00

Z SOFT.

PUBLISHERS PAINTBRUSH

GRAPHIC 8, DESK TOP PUBUSHING
ALDUS PAGE MAKER
AUTODESK AUTOSKETCH ENHANCED ...
ASHTON TATE
CHART/DIAGRAM/SIGN MASTER
LOTUS DEY. FREE LANCE 1- OLD IN STORE)
MICROGRAFX WINDOWS D1US W
SOFTWARE PUBUSHING
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER
Z SOFT. PC PAINTBRUSH +
Z SOFT. PUBLISHER PAINTBRUSH
UTILITIES
CORE INT. CORE FAST
EXECUSYSTEMS XTREE
FIFTH GENERATION FAST BACK+
FUNK SOFT. SIDEWAYS 3.2
MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS
NORTON UTILITIES V 4.0
NORTON UTILITIES ADVANCED 4.0
REVOLUTION CRUISE CONTROL
SIM/SCH TYPING TUTOR IV
SOFT CRAFT FANCY FONT
SOFT CRAFT LASER FONT
SOFTLOGIC DISK OPTIMIZER
TRAVELING SOFT. LAP- LINK
WHITE CRANE BROOKLYN BRIDGE

CALL
69.00
CALL
CALL
229.00
295.00
CALL
109.00
159.00
119.00
49.00
129.00
59.00
39.00
59.00
99.00
29.00
39.00
149.00
149.00
39.00
89.00
89.00

GRAPHIC TABLETS,KEYBOARDS,MICE
DATA DESK TURBO KEYBOARD
139.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE
79.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+ PC PAINTBRUSH + 169.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+ PC PAINTBRUSH
99.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+ PAINT+ CAD
149.00
LOGITECH C7 PUBLISHERS MOUSE
119.00
MICROSOFT SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE ..
105.00
PRINTERS
BROTHER TWINRITER 5
BROTHER M- 1709 240 CPS PAR/SER ....
BROTHER HR-20 20CPS DAISY
BROTHER HR40 DAISY
EPSON FX-136/FX-286E
HEVVLET-PACKARD LASERJET II
OKIDATA 192 PLUS
OKIDATA 193 PLUS
OKIDATA 292
OKIDATA 293
OUTPUT TECH OT-850XL 850 CPS
TOSHIBA P35I MODEL SX
TOSHIBA P321SL

55.00
109.00
99.00
HP LASER ACCESORIES
399.00
BITSTREAM FONTWARE ( SOFT FONTS) .
99.00
HEWLETT-PACKARD
89.00
FONT CARTRIDGES
49.00
AC,D,E,G,H,) EA
CALL
B,F,J,KL,M,N,P,C),T,U,V,W,X,Y) EA
129.00(AZ) EA
SOFT FONTS EA
599.00
MEMORY FOR LASERJET II ONLY
80.00
1MB/2MB/4MB MEMORY BOARDS
649.00
MONITORS
185.00
AMDEK 1280 MONITOR
399.00
AMDEK 410A MONITOR
PGS MAX-12 ( MONO MONITOR)
369.00
N E C JCI401 MULTISYNC EGA
89.00
SONY CPD-I302/CPD-1303 munscAN EGA
119.00
WISE 7001280X800 HI RES. MONITOR ...
159.00
139.00
EXPANSION BOARDS
64K (SONS RAM CHIPS
229.00
256K ' SONS RAM CHIPS
229.00
AST SIXPAK PREMIUM 256 C/S/P
DCA IRMA BOARD II
209.00
HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS PLUS
INTEL ABOVE BOARD PS/286 512K
89.00
TALL TREE JRAM-3 OK (TO 2MB)
369.00
VIDEO 7 VEGA DELUX
399.00

CALL
CALL
359.00
589.00
CALL
CALL
399.00
559.00
519.00
699.00
CALL
1095.00
549.00
CALL
129.00
219.00
295.00
169.00
CALL
739.00
189.00
189.00
CALL
CALL
789.00
CALL
CALL
209.00
799.00
199.00
439.00
179.00
269.00

AUTODESK.
159.00 AUTOSKETCH ENHANCED

69.00

DISKDRIVES
IOMEGA 20MB BETA II INT. DRIVE
959.00
IOMEGA TRI/PAX CARTRIDGES 10MB
179.00
MINISCRIBE 70MB HARD DISK FOR AT..
859.00
MINISCRIBE 40MB HARD DISK FOR AT..
629.00
PLUS DEY. 20MB HARD CARD 49MS
609.00
PLUS DEV. 40MB HARD CARD 49MS
989.00
SEAGATE ST-225 20MB WITH W/D
309.00
SEAGATE ST-251-1 40MB FOR AT
595.00
SYSGEN OIC FILE 60 EXT.BACKUP
1159.00
SYSGEN SMARTIMAGE 60 EXT.BACKUP. 695.00
TOSHIBA 3 1/2 1/2 HT. 720KB
149.00
TOSHIBA ND-0401/2 HT. 360KB
149.00
TOSHIBA ND-04DE-G 360KB FOR AT
159.00
TOSHIBA ND-08DE-G1.2MB FOR AT
199.00
MODEMS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 2400
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200
HAYES 1200B+ SMARTCOM II
HAYES 2400B+ SMARTCOM II
MIGENT 1200 POCKET MODEM

499.00
299.00
299.00
499.00
139.00

DISKETTES
DYSAN HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
DYSAN DS/DD DISKETTES
3 M HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
3 M 31/2 DS/DSI35 TP1
3 M 31/2' HIGH DENSITY FOR PS/2
XIDEX DS/DD DISKETTES

55.00
29.00
39.00
35.00
39.00
12.00

ACCESORIES
CURTIS SYSTEM STAND
21.00
CURTIS MONO CABLE
35.00
CURTIS KEYBOARD CABLE
30.00
CURTIS DISPLAY PEDESTAL
30.00
CURTIS RUBY SURGE PROTECTOR
65.00
DYSAN ANTI-GLARE SCREEN
35.00
KALMAR TEAKWOOD 100 DISK FILER ...
45.00
KENSINGTON MASTER PIECE
99.00
MICROCOMPUTER KEYBOARD DRAWER
75.00
PC COOUNG TURBO COOL FOR PC/XT
65.00
SMA PC DOCUMATE TEMPLETS
12.00
TRI MAO 135 WATTS POWER PC/XT
99.00
TRI MAO 150 WATTS POWER PC/XT
119.00
TRIPP UTE BC10001000W UPS
1079.00
NETWORKING
SERVER TECHNOLOGY
EASYLAN STARTER KIT FOR 2 PC'S
EASYLAN EXPANSION KIT FOR1 PC'S....
SCANNERS 8. FACSIMILE
BROTHER PERSONAL FAX- 100
DEST PC SCAN PLUS

179.00
99.00
895.00
CALL

COMPUTERS
TOSHIBA
T1000 5I2KB ONE 31/2' D/D 4.77MHz ...
CALL
T1100+ 640KB TWO 31/2' D/D
CALL
11200 IMBKB 20MB HD. ONE 31/2' D/D.
CALL
T3100/20 640KB ONE 3 I/2', 20MB HD ...
CALL
WYSE
PC 286 I.2MB D/D 640KB 6/8 MHZ CPU,
10I- KEY KEYBOARD MS DOS 3.1
CALL
PC 386 (16MHz) ZERO WAIT- STATES IMB
RAM,L2MB D/D.KEYBOARD,MS DOS 3.2
(8MHz) MODE,SERIAL/PARALLEL PORT...
CALL
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS,
80386-I6MHz REPLACES IBM/XT MOTHER
BOARD. IMB RAM, FIVE 8- BIT (2 SHORT),
2-16 BIT, 1-32 BIT SLOTS & SOCKET FOR 80387.
WORKS WITH MOST PRESENT HARDWARE
INCLUDING HARD/FLOPPY DISKS DRIVES &
KEYBOARD. OS/2,1-2-3 (V2.01), dBASE,
AUTOCAD,VENTURA, WINDOWS & OTHER
MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
1395.00
THIS AD WAS PREPARED USING
XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBUSHER
AND PRINTED WITH
HEWLETT-PACKARD LASER JET SERIES II

TERMS AND CONDITIONS. -------- ----------- ------------- --- ----- -----We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer or repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Cali For Return Authorization
Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit ere subject to 20% restocking charge, plus
shipping charge. No Returns For Credit On Any Software.Customer must deal directly with the manufacturer if the customer finds any false claims made by the manufacturer. All
goods are shipped VIA UPS. ONLY. Shipping charges are 2% of the total purchase price or $3.00, whichever Is greater. Please call for shipping charges on Printers & Accesorias. C.O.D. are
shipped for Cash or Cashier's Check Only. Max $ 1500.00. Please allow 7to 10 working days for personal or corporate checks to clew. To expedite shipping send money order or cashiers
check, or charge to your VISA OR MASTERCARD. WE DO NOT Add aService Charge For Credit Card Usage. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOME Cal_BESMISIBLEEDE
TYPOGRAPHICAI FRRCIFIS
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CC We have just finished

Arabic
Aramaic
Armenian
Bulgarian
Bengali
Custom

our first Multi-Lingual
Scholar' produced job
— aservice manual in
Russian for SAAB Marine
Electronics. The result
was quite good and the
customer is satisfied.
It seem we cut his
costs some 30%.,,
— kknisk »rid:service, Sweden

Devanagari
English
Ethiopian
European
Farsi
Greek
Gurmukhi
Gujarati
Hebrew
Hungarian
Latin
Phoenician
Phonetics

CC Although its most

CC Arepresentative of
the Vatican. The govenment of India. An intelligence officer who documents the debriefing of
spies. The Wall Street
Journal's Moscow reporter. Abiblical scholar
in Iowa. What members
of this eclectic group all
have in common is the
need to speak several
languages. That inescapable fact brought them all
to Gamma Productions...

impressive feature is its
ability to handle several
languages at once (for
example combining leftto-right and right-to-left
text in asingle sentence),
the package does everything you would expect
amedium-power word
processor to do and offers
quite afew extras. Phone
support is good. Highly
recommended.,
— Government Computer ,Veles

— l'C Wald

SOFTWARE THAT SPEAKS
YOUR LANGUAGE
Multi-Lingual Scholar' asingle software program for wordprocessing
and high quality printing with multiple languages in the same
document. Supports on-screen foreign characters, with accents and
vowel points, with no computer hardware modifications. Arabic, Fassi
and Hebrew edit right to left, and the
Arabic characters change shape
automatically as you type, depending
0 Standard package includes
,
5qlphabets:
s
Arabicifassi,
Cv
rillic
•
Woe (tor Env,lisb fmropean and
on position. And apowerful font
ScandinavVan language),
Hebrew nd Greek. Supports 9-pin and 2.4 Pin
editor lets you design your own
dot matrix printers. S350 + S5 sib
0 Also available with Hindi (Devanagari)
characters as well as customize the
S150
replacing Hebrew
keyboard layouts.
0 Laser Printer support option.
adonal.
a

Polish
Russian
Sanskrit
Scandinavian

CI Opti on al languages available.. Mmenian.
Amharic, S'anskrit, Indian dialects, Syriac and
most ancient Biblical languages.
0 Demo progm
— same as standard
ra file
package except
size and printing have been
limited. Comes with tutorial. S15 (applies

Syriac

toward purchase) + S3 sib.
VISAlliCIANh.X acceplea.

Tamil
Ugaritic
Ukrainian

In Nee Net City, contact:
"VC,11C,ICAVd1Elt OFfla Pktilh•CIS
119 i:. 41nd Street
tiev,,, 'iork. ,,,si 10011
le
Requires-. 1111d PC,IXT I
AT e comietinle, bitnY, grapltics and
hlercules, C,GA, or F.GA1, 1disk drive ,
1 parallel port.
Works \with most dot matrix (9- and 24-pin) meets
hewlett Packanl laseryt+
ISeries
11 Or
compatible
laseC
printers.

Urdu
88NE-6
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Sctiotcar
aproduct of Gamma Productions, Inc.
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609,
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 394-8622
Tlx: 510 600 8273 Gamma Pro SNM

Circle 492 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 493)

_
With Map

,All These Ways To Map Your Data . . . For $750*

Pin Map. MapInfo can find
addresses and plot your entire
database on maps with detailed
street information.

Database. For any point, call to the
screen all the data behind the point.
You specify the fields. Or use
dBASE Ill files.

Label Points. Pick any field in your
database to label points.

Boundaries. Town, county, zip
available. Or draw your own — e.g.,
sales territories — and display the
data within the boundaries.

Thematic. Shade boundaries —
ours or yours — based on fields you
select from your database, or the
number of points found inside the
boundaries.

Magnify. As close as 52 ft. across
the screen. For dense databases
or to see details.

Ultra Dense. For multiple occurrences at asingle point, display a
count of all the records behind the
point.

Zoom Out. As far as 5,000 miles'
See your data across your city or
the entre U.S.

The U.S. Assign data to state
boundaries. States may be automatically shaded based on data
within.

Counties By State. The boundaries
are already available. Simply load
your existing data.

Highways. Overlay on local, state,
or national maps all state, national
or interstate highways.

By Town. Display your data by town
or boundary Ideal for charting
territories and analyzing sales data.

No matter what your
application, if you need to
display information on a
map, MapInfo can do it. In
more ways than you've
imagined possible
on aPC.

Runs on IBM PC or 100%
compatibles, with 640K memory,
ahard disk, and graphics capability.

*MapInfo costs $ 750 for the software
system. Maps for hundreds of metropolitan
areas across the U.S.. complete with street
names and addresses are also available
starting from $250. Maps of individual states
with county lines, highways, or every town
also available, starting from $95.
IBM is atrademark of International Business Machines
Corp ABASE III m atrademark of Ashton-Tate

Circle 496 on Reader Service Card

„

Highlighted Streets. Gives anice,
clean appearance to your maps for
formal display.

Map

Customized Graphics. Add your own
titles, legends, and text.

Draw Your Own. From floor plans
to organization charts, use Mapinfo
for visual database applications.

Corp.

200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180
To order, call 1-800-FASTMAP. (that's 1-800-327-8627)
In New York State, call 1-518-274-8673 (Telex 371-5584)
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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286
386

*IN PORTABILITY.

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• 3.5" 720KB DRIVE

80286-12 CPU Multi- Spec

• 5.25" 1.2MB DRIVE

Runs at 6/8/10/12 MHz

• 20MB HARD DISK

1024K Main Memory

• 1200/300 INTERNAL MODEM

80287 Math Co- Processor

• PARALLEL/SERIAL/GAME PORT

7 Full Expansion Slots

• REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

OS/2 Compatible

• 9" EGA OR DUAL SYNC MONITOR
• MODIFIED 84 KEY AT- STYLE
KEYBOARD
• RESET AND TURBO SWITCH
• KEYLOCK/DRIVE LED/POWER LED

•WE PROVIDE COMPLETE SYSTEMS — NOT BARE BONES •
SYSTEMS ARE READY TO GO — JUST PLUG IT IN.

2195°°/eBe:o.
OR

2995H/EGA Screen

Choose From aFull Line of Systems...
TRIDATA TURBO 8088 SYSTEMS

TRIDATA TURBO 286 SYSTEMS

•4.77/10 MHz 8088-1 CPU, keyboard or hardware
selectable, math coprocessor socket
•640K RAM on main board
•8Expansion slots
•AT style case with keylock, power on LED,
turbo switch and LED
•150W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•Enhanced AT style keyboard
•Multi I/O card includes 1parallel port, 1
serial port (2nd serial port optional), 1
game port, 1real time clock, calendar, battery backup, 2floppy drive controller
•2hard drive controller
•360KB DS/DD floppy drive
•20 MB hard drive
•Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel port
•High resolution monochrome monitor
•Full IBM PC/XT compatibility
•2.1 times faster than PC, XT
PRICE: $995.00

•6/10 MHz 80286-10 CPU, 0/1 wait state,
keyboard or hardware selectable, math
coprocessor socket, real time clock, calendar, battery backup
•1024K RAM on main board
•8Expansion slots, 6 16-bit, 28-bit slots
•AT style case with keylock, power on LED,
turbo LED, reset button
•200W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•Enhanced AT style keyboard
•Multi I/O card includes 1parallel port, 1
serial port (2nd serial port optional), 1
game port
•2hard & 2floppy drive controller
•1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format
both 1.2MB & 360 KB floppies
•40 MB Hi-speed hard drive
•Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel port
•14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor
•Full IBM AT compatibility
•7times faster than PC,XT
•OS/2 Compatible when OS becomes available
PRICE: $1790.00

FOR OUR 386 PRICE

TRIDATA 386 TURBO SYSTEMS
•6/10 MHz 80386 CPU ( 20 MHz optional)
keyboard or hardware selectable, 1Wait
State (0wait optional), 80287 & 80387
FREE $70.00 Nylon Carrying Case
math coprocessor socket, real time clock,
calendar, battery backup, 2serial, 1parallel
with Purchase
ports on main board, 16 interrupts, 7DMA
channels, support up to 16 MB with 32- bit
wide memory bus
•2MB RAM memory board
•8Expansion slots, 232-bit, 4 16- bit, 28- bit
slots
•AT style case with keylock, power on LED.
turbo LED, reset button
•200W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•Enhanced AT style keyboard
•2hard & 2floppy drive controller
•1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format
both 1.2MB & 360 KB floppies
•40 MB Hi-speed hard drive
•Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel port
•14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor
•Full IBM AT compatibility
•9times faster than PC, XT
•OS/2 Compatible when OS becomes available
PRICE: $2995.00

• YOUR ORDER SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HRS •
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY AND 24 HRS REPAIR SERVICE •
•MONEY BACK GUARANTEE* •
*FOR YOUR
Prices quoted are for cash.
We accept M/C and VISA
ORDER
'Notice must be filed with us within 21 days of
receipt
Prices, terms and conditions are subject to
CALL NOW
change w/o notice
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Not responsible for typographical errors
220 W. Central Si, Natick, MA 01760 • (617) 655-3434
(617) 655-3434

DIGICOM

PC/XT & AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. OS/2 is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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4 GOOD REASONS TO BUY AN

INCOMM upgradable MODEM!
Quantity 1

Quantity 1

$269

2400 BAUD SPEED
UPGRADABLE
Industries Only
Speed Upgradable

2400

$299

baud

modems with Immediate Delivery.

Turbo

Rainbow

2400

PC 2400 +

Quantity 1

Quantity 1

$
369

2400 BAUD WITH
ERROR
CORRECTION
The first
MNP°

$
399

Upgrade featuring
Level
4 Error
Correction.

Rainbow
PC 2400 EC

Quantity 1

Quantity 1

$469

4800 BAUD SPEED
UPGRADABLE WITH
ERROR CORRECTION

$
499

The second Upgrade featuring
MNP°
Level
5 Error
Correction.
Rainbow
PC 4800

Quantity 1

Rainbow
PC 9600

9600 BAUD WITH
ERROR CORRECTION

$
999

This Upgrade is Only available on
the Turbo Series at MNP Level
6 Error Correction.

$799
652 S. Wheeling Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
312-459-8881

9600

EINCONINI E

Call 800-346-2660
Circle 494 on Reader Service Card

Turbo

Private Label/OEM
Requirements Are
Invitec

for prices and your nearest stocking dealer
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YOU FOUND IT!
A Reliable Source for Your Computer Supplies. At Budget— Friendly Prices'

3M

Discover the
quality magnetic

eat.lrocle Sm
191118 Olymlar Germ,

Q9

media from 3M
3M Diskettes

51
4 "
/
Diskettes

SSDDRH
DSDDRH
DSHD 96TPI

.$ . 69 Ea.
.$ . 79 Ea.
.$ 1.54 Ea

31/
2"

SS MICRO
DS MICRO
DSHD MICRO
Min.:
Sold 10/Box

Diskettes

S 8. H $4.00. FIRST 100 OR FEWER DISKS
$3 00, EACH SUCCEEDING 100 OR FEWER

Highland - diskettes.
Manufactured to meet
your needs. Economical
Diskette backed by 3M's
reputation for quality
and reliability

Highland
d'skenes

MINIMUM ORDER $25 00. S&H Confiner,
tal USA Foreign Orders. APO/FPO. please
call MI residents add 4% tax C O.D add
$4 00. payment with case, certified Check
or money order

Disks
SSE:0 $ 47
DSDD $ 50
DSHD

$ 1.05 Ea.
$ 1.55 Ea.
$4.45 Ea.
50 Disks.

Prices subject to change

Hours 830 AM- 700 PM ET

$1.10

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

Precision Data Products'
P.0 Box 8367, Grand Rapids. MI 49518
Cust. Service & Info.: (616) 452-3457 • FAX: ( 616) 452-4914
Toll Free Order Lines: MI 1-800-632-2468
Toll Free Order Lines: Outside MI I-800-258-0028

C.O.D. [(,

olV
13 4 1

FIRST TOUCH'
Computer Protection Pads
To keep your computer sane
Your touch can drive your computer wild — unless you drain
away built-up static charge with the First Touch Static Control
Computer Pad. Equipment malfunctions, lost data, circuit failure,
and more can be caused by static charges so small you can't see
or feel it. Save your computer's sanity with atouch of First
Touch" Computer Protection Pads from 3M.

BROWN • S&H: $2.00

$39 95

Important TIPS* for BYTE Subscribers:
Receive Product Information 10 Days Earlier!

4

le' ME fl SMALL SYSMS JOIMFIAL•
IDENTIFICATION CARD

•

•

John Sample
785432189

All you need is a touch-tone telephone and your subscriber I.D. number.
See instructions facing the Reader Service Index in the back
of this issue for outrageous time-saving opportunities!
*BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing Service
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Complete- and, ..
and cin4 $16!

MONEY
C OUNTS°
VERSIO N 4 0

‘
neuding • • •
•AutoMate tansactons
•.\%-v-,zed‘o\ cceu\dic _computes eeest teeS,

1•10,14
e el

Cornete Money IsitCOO âe
Accoeing Sysiern • • •
• Ci\-cleredt)¡ \-Nore $,

tpu\ness
•Manages cosh
eeceg. seegs c+c‘ectt ces
checkbook
batance - reces ShOlA
vet\l, of the toughest ban

• We\

staterent
1-endtes up to 999 accounts
• &24000 tansactons p& \lee
Ones
o \Nee ot Rep I:" . • • V‘
• F\nanôct statements
types

PiepOteS

\ncfuding (\e\ \tee

Pes
ence/den schedutes

\00i PO\re\\S,

•..eumat ent‘es
•And rnCe

?Ws these %%pee
Additionce Feceutes . • •
• ib.Idge\*Ir\g

•Fos\ tnanet database We\
3-v,lay tooK-up
•Pop9 co\cu\atC
•
Gap
h'es
•
\1\loçe
eat \ele monoctYome
&-coe mon\tots
•Not copy-ptotecled

• \r\C\U\\I e9Ce

tipe
•Geneva\ \edge '),
accountant's

te bee:wee
VIS

sterCard 8e, COD orders call:

1-800-223-6925
(In Canada 319/395-7300)
•

S. •uwon't find software that's easier to use:
•Requires no accounting knowledge

MONEY
COUNTS°

•Completely menu-driven with on-line help
•93- page fully indexed tutorial manual (on disk)
A Proven Track Record. Hard to believe the $ 16 price? Don't
worry. MoneyCounte has been marketed for three yea's and
is continually receiving rave reviews. There's no catch. This is a
fully functional system that compares with products sell ng for
399 and more.
Same- Day Shipping. Order today and own MoneyCounts for
only $ 16! Add S3 sh pping and handling (outside North America
add 7). Iowa residents please add 4% sales tax. Send check
or money order payable to Parsons Technology. VISA and
MasterCard orders welcome.
Circle 498 on Reader Service Card

Dept. 13
373 Colima Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

$16 + S3 Shipping

MoneyCounts' requires IBM or compatible computer
with two disk drives (or o hard disk drive): 192k or more
memory, DOS 2.0 or later and printer
Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone:
Check
Card /
0

Money Order

VISA

MasterCard
Exp. Dote

____

F&W Communications
194

MAIN ST.

MARLBORO,

MA 01752

CAD- GRAPHICS & ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
LOW COST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR IMAGE PROCESSING NEEDS

19 Inch High Resolution Monitors!
See more detail and reduce eye strain.
Prices for 19" monitors start at under
$900 for resolution at 1024 x 1024!
Many are Multisync and VGA compatible.
GRAPHICS CARDS from advanced EGA to
a new frontier into 2048 x 2048 pixels
are here!
Call Us For Details!

Microtek scanners will input any
photo or drawing at 300 dots per inch
into your computer, as either a half- tone
or line art. Import these images to your
favorite desktop publishing software or
use it as a stand alone unit to output
to your laser or dot matrix printer.

The Summagraphic digitizer tablets
allow electronic tracing at . 001 inch
resolution for any drawing or photos.
Summa Plus 12"x 12" $ 399.00
Summa MM1812 18"x12" $ 675.00
Summa Mouse ( optical) $87.50

An essential tool priced from $1485.00

LOW COST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR GRAPHICS HARD COPY NEEDS

HP 7475A..$975.00
6- Pen A/B size Plotter.. WHILE THEY LAST!
HP 7470A 2- Pen " A- plotter $ 299.00

Let Us Quote a Package
Price For The Best Product
Combination For You
Prices Change
Often for the Better!!

CALL US FOR
THE BEST DEAL....

The Mural ' D' size flatbed plotter
will plot media sizes to 25" x 34".
Call for full details!! $ 2195.00

The Blaser II laser printer is
perfect for FULL PAGE graphics at
300 dots per inch. Button selectable
emulation offers almost universal
compatibility at 8 pages per minute.
Blacker fill than others!! $ 1650.00

Houston Instruments Plotters!!!

F&W offers the complete line of fine drafting plotters including
the multi- media size DMP-61 at prices too low to quote here.

Attention architects, artists, designers and publishers!
Our unique experience allows us to offer you the equipment
which will give you a competitive edge !!
Want to Read More? Call Our Dial— Up
Catalog/Bulletin Board ( 300-2400 baud) at
(617)481-7222 to Access Our Database !!

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!
•

CALL! ( 617)485-1144
OR VISIT OUR DISPLAY ROOM
WE ARE LOCATED OFF RT. 20 1 MILE EAST OF I-495 IN
DOWNTOWN MARLBORO, AT THE SIGN OF FARADAY AND WHEATSTONE
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SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products.

A New SideKick

E

xperienced SideKick users will feel like kids in acandy
store when they begin using SideKick Plus. The program
is so packed with features that Borland's biggest problem
may well be convincing current SideKick customers that the
program is in fact acompletely new program, not simply an
upgrade of an existing product. Comparing the nearly 400page SideKick Plus manual needed to document the program
with the original 86-page SideKick manual underscores this.
SideKick Plus (SK +) has amemory-resident Notepad
(text editor), aCalculator, and an ASCII table. Although
greatly expanded in capabilities, these modules, and many
other SK + features, should be familiar to current SideKick
users. However, SK + also includes adisk organizer (File
Manager), an outline processor (Outlook), acalendar (Time
Planner), and afull communications package (Phonebook).
The program is modular in that you can customize SK +.
To save on memory and enhance performance, Iset up my
version to include only the applications Ithought I'd use the
most—File Manager, Notepad, Phonebook, and Calculator.
Using astandard IBM PC with aPlus Hardcard 20, Ifocused
on those features that Ifrequently use—the text editor and
communications module.
There were two things that Iparticularly liked about the
SK + Notepad: the ability to have up to nine windows open at a
time, and the size of the files that you can have in each
window (up to 54K bytes). Iloaded nine chapters of aproject
I'm currently working on (the largest chapter was 49K
bytes), switched from one chapter to another (by pressing F6),

11:31111
11:111111.
1:3111.
111:/11.
19:316
11:111111a
11:3Ib
nap
12:31,
1:1111,
1:71.
2:11110
2:30p
3:11%
3:3111p
4:11111p

The Facts:
SideKick Plus
$199
$69.95 for upgrade
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Inquiry 859.

Plarthe rith
Oil Mil
Iamb

MI PM IIpp•
-1116:8111, »WY ea Imbrue Pte.

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatibles, or IBM PS/2;
DOS 2.0 or higher, 384K
bytes of RAM, and ahard
disk drive.

continued

SIDEKICK PLUS COMMAND SUMMARY
File Manager
Directory (for any disk or
path), Search (for files or
text strings within files),
Mark Entries (for further
processing), Copy, Delete, Move, Rename, Print,
(change) Attributes, View
(files), Prepare (format)
Disk, Create Directory,
Order (sort directories)
Notepad
File, Reformat, Search,
Block, Insert, Delete, Go
to, Marker, Options, Insert Mode, Auto Indent,
Graphics, Hard Tabs,
Margin Release, Right Margin, File

Outlook (outliner)
Line Spacing, Indent,
Hidden Text, Attached
Notes, Structured Output;
also, all the Notepad's
commands
Phonebook
Search (for entry), Attach
Note, Edit Entry (uses the
Notepad's commands),
Insert Entry, Delete Entry,
Communications (afull
telecommunications module), Glossary, Print, Options, New Phonebook

Time Planner
New Book, Search (for an
entry), Insert, Edit (uses
the Notepad's commands), Print, (set) Alarm,
Resolution (set appointment book's increments, in
minutes), Begin Day, End
Day, Default Times, Go to
Calculator
Edit Tape, Variables,
Functions, Memory, Block,
Options, Type (of calculator: Scientific, Business,
Progranmer, Formula)

Services
Edit Clipboard (uses the
Notepad's commands),
Window Control, Copy
from, Paste from Clipboard, Quick Paste, Setup, Memory Sizes, Unload
SideKick Plus
Vogon Poetry
Ajust-for-fun item. In the
beta version we tested, this
command (from the opening menu) called up a
game—aclone of Space
Invaders.

ASCII Table
Control Characters, Edit
Paste Buffer, Paste Options,
Go to
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edited them, and copied and pasted text without any problem.
At the same time, Iloaded the same 49K-byte file into
WordStar 3.3, and Ifound that Icould move around the file
faster with Notepad than with WordStar. (Executing aControlQ-C to get from the top to the end of the file took SK + about
2seconds; with WordStar, it took about 9seconds.)
The system Clipboard made it very easy to cut, copy, and
paste information between SK+ applications. A feature called
Quick Paste, which bypasses the Clipboard, let me paste text
directly to the current cursor position in the WordStar file. The
Notepad also uses WordStar-like dot commands and Controlkey sequences to support almost all standard word-processing
features.
The Phonebook is apowerful communications program
that supports background communication, auto-log-on,
scripts, and other advanced features. Its Learn feature was
nice; Ieasily created aBIX log-on script by turning Learn on,
going through the standard dial-up and log-on sequence, and
turning Learn off. Ithen edited the script to delete everything
but prompt and response statements before finally activating
it. It worked fine the first time. To test background
communication, Ilogged onto aremote bulletin board system
and, using XMODEM CRC protocol, downloaded a7K-byte
file. During the download, Iswitched back to DOS, loaded

WordStar, created and edited adocument, then switched back
to my background downloading. It worked great, and the
complete file was received with no errors. Although background communication capability uses about 20K extra bytes
of RAM, Iknow I'll use it alot.
One SK + feature that users may find troublesome is that
the program is complex and has aconfusing array of features
that you can reach from Control-key sequences, function
keys, and menus. You'll have to decide for yourself if the
complexity of the program is worth the effort; Ithink it is.
Another feature Ifound bothersome was the length of time
it takes SK+ to appear on the screen—about 4seconds to load
and another 4seconds to unload. The reason for the time
delay is the method used to swap resident applications and data
on and off the disk. There are ways to speed up the loading
process, including an installation option that eliminates disk
swapping, the use of aRAM disk or an Above Board, or the
creation of an abbreviated customized version of the program
(my option). Borland also indicated that speed optimization
will continue to be aprime objective.
Overall, Ithink I'll be one of many dedicated SideKick
users who give up the simplicity of the original program for
the power of SideKick Plus.
—Jonathan Erickson

Lotus's Outliner/Word Processor
EMI
im,n1 Ihr per

nr.rr
ontrril ; al I

M

. At
te1èE alaeire,
the peeeopty Ire ei
The key ,sDetNir
ovis044141;
rrefirmuls
Pregiey Status
Fl
Page Type:
Page:
Begin Section.
End Section:
Magnif ication:

BEI.I..DOC
Body
2
1
4
5

Press FIB for Menu
Fl for Help

The Facts:
Manuscript 2.0
$495
(Pre-2.0 copies purchased
on or after December 1, 1987
can be upgraded to 2.0
for free. Copies purchased
before that date can be
upgraded for $75.)
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
Inquiry 854.

Requirements:
Runs on MS-DOS computers
(version 2.0 or higher) with
at least 512K bytes of RAM,
ahard disk drive, and a5'A inch or 31
/2
inch ( 1.44megabyte) floppy disk drive;
works with CGA, EGA,
VGA, Hercules Monochrome, InColor, Toshiba
T3100, and Compaq Portable
III displays. Includes
software drivers for most
popular dot-matrix and laser
printers.

anuscript 2.0 is easier to use, more powerful, and
faster than version 1.0.
Word-processing additions include macros; named text
libraries for rapid insertion of boilerplate copy; multiline
headers and footers; inclusion of Microlytics' Word Finder
thesaurus, with definitions as well as synonyms; anew
spelling checker from SoftArt, and integration of spellchecking with the editor rather than as an external utility; the
ability to see page breaks while in the editor; sorting of
tables, using any column as the sort key; and automatic saving
of an edit document at predefined time intervals. You can
include Lotus 1-2-3 worksheets in adocument by file reference
and update them by command (the latest numbers from a
worksheet are read into the document).
Formatting and printing the six-page sample document,
which contained three graphs, two equations, and two tables,
took 59 seconds with version 1.0, while aprerelease version
of 2.0 took 47 seconds. The final version will be still faster,
according to Lotus. ( Lotus reports it plans to ship Manuscript 2.0 in the first quarter of this year.)
Previewing is also faster in version 2.0, thanks to an
intermediate storage format for graphics images and changes in
the product's overall memory management scheme. The edit
document now remains in memory while the editor, print
formatter, and previewer are swapped in and out.
Manuscript 2.0 also includes some major enhancements
and new features in the area of page layout and format:
winding columns of text (one to nine columns); financial
tabs, so numbers are properly aligned even when followed by
symbols such as percent and minus signs; named blocks; full
user control of parameters for hyphenation and microjustification; and logic for page and column breaks.
Ithink Manuscript 2.0 should have broad appeal as acomplete editing and layout system for large documents. It looks like
aworkable alternative to the traditional approach of using
typesetting and layout services to create printable documents.
—George A. Stewart
continued
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OCR SCANNING

9-TRACK TAPE

DISKETTE CONVERSION

Our " SCANNING CONNECTION"
system can be used to read
your paper documents into aPC.
Pictures and graphs can be
scanned and saved in various
file formats for use by many
word processing and desktop
publishing systems. Text images
can be converted to character
text for use with most word
processing and typesetting
systems. Images can be sent
over telephone lines to another
PC or a facsimile machine.

With our " TAPE CONNECTION"
system you can read and write
most 1/2" 9-Track magnetic
tapes using your PC. Tapes can
be 800, 1600, or 6250. Our file
transfer software can process
ANSI labeled tapes from most
computer systems including
DEC, HP, HONEYWELL, and IBM.
Large files from multivolume
tape reels can be transferred to
adisk at rates up to 5 MB/ min.
Software is provided to use the
system for backup of the hard
disk on your PC.

We specialize in conversion
systems and can transport your
documents or images to almost
any computer, word processing.
or typesetting system. With
our " DISKETTE CONNECTION"
system you can read and write
most 8", 51
/ ". or 31
4
/ "diskettes
2
using your PC. We support
systems from DEC, CPT. WANG.
NB!, LANIER, HONEYWELL. and
XEROX. We support most IBM
systems including 3741, S/36,
PC/36, 4300. and Displaywriter.

We have developed a special
controller card for high speed
compression of images and for
character recognition. Books.
magazines, newsprint, reports
and typed documents can be
read by our OCR software. The
software can be trained to
recognize almost any font style.
System prices including scanner
and software start at $ 1795.

With more than twenty years
experience in working with
tape drive systems, we can
solve most PC tape conversion
problems. We can supply more
than ten different tape drive
models. System prices including
tape drive, controller card, and
software start at $ 3495.
Circle 314

Circle 313
"JOIN" FLAGENG for vendor
support on BIX!

Nave

FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

Since 1981 we have developed
hundreds of software programs
and designed many specialized
diskette hardware products.
With thousands of installations
worldwide, we are probably the
world leader in manufacturing
diskette conversion systems.
System prices including diskette
drive, controller card, and
software start at $ 1195.
Circle 315
Circle 316 on Reader Service Card
for Dealers.

1120 Kalbab • Flagstaff, AZ 86001 • 602-779-3341
Compusol-Europe • 12 Rue Rosenwald • 75015 Pads • Tel 530.07.37 • Telex 20543IF • Telex U.S.A. 705609
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Memo I

TO:

All persons who missed last month's advertisement on the same subject. Also. to those who
read it, and ought to have done something
about it, but didn't.

Subject:

Search and Cut/Paste Facility
for dBASE Files

GUIS

Data: 1.

Scanner Model 321
---specially designed for FAX USE
Easy to write software for.
---also

suitable

DTP

for

(
high

cost-

i
ANGELAS EAST
EAST LOS NO W

II
41
I
CA 98822
213
118817

ANGELES

CA 98052 . 213 2% , '

eft' ness at under USS1K)
2

Fax Card ---to use w/Scanner 321 or

EAST LAMSIMG

MI 48823

alone (under US$0.8K)

EAST ORANGE

rt1 87819 . 281

3. Also,

TellerFax

202— Stand-alone

G3,

Sinkable with PC for max. flex ' y
+k TellerFax now has desktop

TX 76981

915

EAST CLEVELAND

OH 44112

216

EAST

IL 61244

309

OLINE

AUDERDALE LAKES
ALLA UAW)
IATIMGTON STATION

............. Dist. + OEM appl' all welcome

Memo

All those of Memo 1, plus all others.

Data

GUIS - New product
LaSet-FaX (9600 bps, 02/G3)

2. Linkable with PC for max. flex.'y (incl

DTP)

3. Plain paper laser printer.
4. Retailing at under US$4.5K.

Suggested Action: Contact Guis

below

CeBIT'88, Hannover. March 16-23, 1988.
P Sbooth 945 ( Hall 16)
\NCC. Chicago. March
booth

28-31, 1988.

6419

GUIS
A Little Giant in Telecommunications

Glorious Union Information Systems Inc.
14th Floor. 207 Tun-Ftwa North Rd.,
Taipei. Taiwan. R.O.C.
TEL 2-7153356

2-7168035

TLX: 22651 GUIS

FAX: 2-71 34572

Agent In the Netherlands:
Hy-Test Europe 13.V,
Edisonstraat 15 i
j
2723 RS Zoetermeer
Netherlands
TEL ) 31)79418841
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IL 62281 . 618

73.24E

Sb.od

FL 33313
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25426

1JA 99362

589

25618

NV 11746

516

28769
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The Facts:
Friendly Finder
$99

Subject:

517

:AN ANGELO

EAST ST. LOUIS

file cony. cap. ' y

To:

f›ii•Are.Fopu la t
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Proximity Technology Inc.
3511 Northeast 22nd Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
(305) 566-3511
Inquiry 856.

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatibles with DOS 2.0 or
higher (DOS 3.0 required
with the IBM PC AT); 75K
bytes of free memory; hard
disk drive ( recommended).

Ifyou've ever needed information from adatabase while
working in another application, you know that exiting the
application, opening the database, and then finding the
record can be frustrating.
Using the patented search algorithm Proximity-Scan,
Friendly Finder lets you search and retrieve information from
dBASE files while working in other applications. Friendly
Finder also works with fixed-length ASCII files, but it's
primarily for use with files in dBASE format (DBF). You can
use Friendly Finder with other database programs, such as
Paradox or R:base, by first converting the data to DBF
format, but then you have to reconvert your data every time
you update the database.
You can run Friendly Finder from the DOS prompt, but
you would probably want to operate it in memory-resident
mode (it takes up 75K bytes); this is really more useful
because you can then access databases from within other
applications.
To invoke Friendly Finder in memory-resident mode, you
press the default key combination Control-Right-Shift, or any
other combination that you specify. Friendly Finder appears
in asmall window at the top of your screen with alist of
available databases. You select the database you wish to
search and enter your query. Friendly Finder finds all records
that match the string in your query. Once you've found the
record (or records) you're looking for, you can paste the data
into your application, one field at atime.
Itested Friendly Finder on an XT with an Orchid TurboEGA card and an Intel Above Board. With the Above Board, I
was able to copy my database files to aRAM disk in
expanded memory. While Friendly Finder is pretty fast on a
hard disk, its performance is virtually instantaneous on a
RAM disk. A search for aunique record in a1000-record
continued

MO.TITE FIRST
DISKETTES DESIGN ED FOR

THE FORTUNE 500.

Today's new generation of personal computers provides unprecedented power and
capability. That's the good news.
Now the bad news. Your diskette media is
stretched to the limit every time it's taken for
aspin. And, as diskette densities increase,
so does the chance of failure.
That's why Kao ( pronounced cow) Corporation re- thought the diskette. And applied
its 100 years of expertise in surface science
technology to developing the first diskettes
designed for today's high performance
computers.
Kao diskettes employ patented, wearresistant resins and surface- treated magnetic particles for better head- to- surface
contact, the key to diskette durability and
performance. And unique surface lubricants
actually extend the life of your drive's read/
write heads. Our new Canadian microdisk
plant— the world's largest and most modern— ensures that Kao diskettes exceed
every industry standard worldwide.
More than 12 million high performance
Kao diskettes have been sold under many
well-known brand names in the U.S.A. Now
they're available from leading computer specialty and office products dealers under the
Kao name. In acomplete selection of sizes,
densities, and colors— all the way to 2MBytes
in 3.5: We even offer custom silkscreen
designs— an innovative way to enhance marketing programs, improve security, and simplify diskette identification.
For the name of your nearest Kao dealer,
call (800) 541-3475. ( In CA: 800 548-3475).
And get the first diskettes designed for the
Fortune 500. Or companies that wish to
join them.

KAO
Media from Me Surface Screntrt

fnuar ( ors Keo Corporation 1410 Nihonbash, Kayabecho 1.chome. Chuo-ku. Tokyo 103 Japan. 813-660-7690 Fax 813-660 7789 Telex KAOT YO J2481b
Kee corepatlon of America Infosysterns Deaseon, 2065 Landing,. Drive. Mountain View. CA 94043(415)965.4188 Fax ( 415) 965.0469
.
contect Kaceradrer Ltd. PO Sox 41 10 Didak Drive, Amore,.
K7S 9-12 (613) 623-7901 Fax ( 613)623-2886 Telex 0533548
In Europe conract Kao Corporeteon Own.. Infosysterns Dodos., Wanheerner Str 57 4000 Düsseldorl 30 FR Germany. 0211-4176-0 Fax 0211-413559 Telex 8587565 kaoed

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

CorPorüle InrypeS used are the trademarks of their respective
companies
hey are intended to Oust rote the Kao custom silkscreen process and do not imply use of or endorsement by these
companies of tao diskettes
C)1987 Kao Corporation
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IBM PC® COMPATIBLE
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
_
c
‘

42
4« uar,
k/PC4x
coe`

quantity one

9 è

6

From

s325 ,

• Low Power — Less than 3Watts
• Optional on-board Video LCD Driver
• Ideal for any PC compatible OEM
product which is not a personal computer
Includes:1. Powerful V40® CPU (Faster than aPC)
2. Math Co-Processor Socket 3. 5Volt Only Operation
(3 watts) 4. Speaker Port 5. Keyboard Port 6. Parallel
Printer Port 7. PC Bus 8. PC Compatible BIOS ROM
9.1 Serial Port
On board Options Include: 1.5 Mode Video
Controller Option (Monochrome, Hercules"' Graphics,
CGA, High Res CGA, LCD Driver) 2. Floppy Disk
Controller (3.5/5.25", 360K/720K/1.2 MB) 3. SCSI Bus
Interface (Hard Disk etc) 4. Up to 768K RAM 5. BatteryBacked-up Real-Time-Clock 6. 2Additional RS232C
Serial Ports
To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation
(416) 745-7214 FAX (416) 745-8792
174 Turbine Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2S2
U.S. Address: 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo, NY. 14206
Distributor*
Northern Europe: Mecom GMBH (Germany) (06071) 5495
Southern Europe: NCS Electronics (Italy) (0331)256-524
U.K.: Densitron (0959) 71011 or (0959) 71015
Australia: Asp Microcomputers (02)500-0628
Quark is a registered trademark of Megatel Computer Corp Hercules ISO registered
trademark of Hercules Corporation V40 IS a registered trademark of NEC Corp IBM PC
is o registered trademark ot IBM Cor aeration

megatel

COMPAQ
386
$2,245.00
386
COMPATIBLE
16 MHZ, "0" WAIT
2 MEG MEMORY
1.2 MEG DISKETTE
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
ADD-ON OPTIONS
MONITOR KIT
HARD DISKS
Monitor, Video Card,
Parallel Port
Monochrome
$150.00
RBG Color $355.00 40 MEG
$640.00
EGA/PGA Graphics.$705.00 70 MEG
$925.00

(312) 450-6220
e

Additional Configurations Available
BOX 1104
WESTMONT, IL 60559

inTrin&h. inm-

TERMS: Prepaid. Illinois Residents Add 634-% Sales Tax.
Freight UPS Ground Rate Collect.
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database took afew seconds on the hard disk but completed
almost instantly on the RAM disk.
To customize Friendly Finder using its special customization program, you add submenus that appear when you invoke
Friendly Finder. The customization program also lets you set
up fixed- length ASCII files for use with Friendly Finder. You
have to specify afield width and field name for each field in
the fixed- length record. The fixed-length file can then be
queried just like aDBF file.
Friendly Finder is an extremely useful utility for database
users. Ihope that Proximity Technology will eventually make
Friendly Finder available for other database formats.
—Nick Baran

Recordkeeping Software Shows
Potential of Macintosh HyperCard
The Facts:
Focal Point
$99.95
Activision Inc.
P.O. Box 7286
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 960-0410
Inquiry 857.

Requirements:
Macintosh Plus or equivalent,
HyperCard 1.0.1 or higher,
and asecond floppy disk
drive or ahard disk drive.

O

ne of the most alluring promises of Apple's HyperCard
is the possibility of quickly storing, retrieving, changing,
and cross-referencing " stacks" of whatever information you
use regularly. Focal Point is acollection of 18 interrelated
stacks that help you organize job-related phone, project, and
billing data.
The most valuable thing about Focal Point is that
information needed in multiple places shows up automatically
after you have entered it once. For example, when you dial a
number from the Directory and Dialer stack, Focal Point
creates anew record in the Outgoing Phone Log, filling in
the fields for the date, time, person called, and phone number.
The scheduling stacks include the Appointment Book, To
Do List, Monthly Calendar, and Deadlines. In the To Do List,
you can sort entries by priority; at the end of the day,
pressing one button copies all pending items to the next day.
The Deadlines stack shows all the project-related deadlines
you've set, sorted by date.
There are also project stacks that you can use to interrelate
clients, vendors, and projects. The phone-support stacks
include the Directory and Dialer stack, and the Incoming and
Outgoing Phone Log stacks. For billing purposes, you can
record the length of acall in both Phone Log stacks just by
clicking on acall- finished button. And finally, there are
expense accounting stacks.
Focal Point is an excellent product, but as stackware,
which sits " on top of" HyperCard rather than adirectly
executable file, it has advantages and disadvantages. For
example, if you don't like the way it works, you can modify it
(with some difficulty) by changing the underlying HyperTalk
scripts. On the other hand, it executes some actions slowly and
has odd conventions, like wanting you to hit Tab or Enter but
not Return when you finish adata item (this is an idiosyncrasy
of HyperCard).
You really need ahard disk drive, MultiFinder, and at
least 2megabytes of memory ( Focal Point is most useful when
it is already in memory and can be called up in several
continued
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Discover
Parallel
Processing!
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Monoputer
The Most Cost Effective
Transputer Development System

f

MicroWay's Monoputer is the best
selling Transputer-based PC coprocessor in the world. It was the first board
available to run the 20 fvIHz T414 or T800.
As a result, it received many rave reviews
in the UK (available on request) and, became
the standard Transputer software development tool. Parallel code can be executed on
a single Monoputer or on am array of Monoputers wired together by their external link lines, s
The Monoputer includes 2 megabytes of 100
C.
nsec DRAM, a 20 MHz T414 or T800 and Mr:
MicroWay stand alone Occam Compiler,
generates Transputer code that runs under MS D(/'. ( iplvo'al
toots include our licensed version of the TOS arid a
Fortran, C, and Prolog.

Quadputer"
Mainframe Power
For Your PC'
MicroWay's Quadputer is the
most versatile multiple Transputer coprocessor on the market today. It can be
purr;hased with 2, 3, or 4Transputers, each of which
ha'.. 1or 4megabytes of local memory. Two or more Quadr,ar tig., !;:elily cabled together to build larger parallel
prge.‘ y.or sy%terns, A single Ouadputer using four T800s pro
40 MIPS of CPU and 6 rnegaflopq of rep throughput at
r,o-.1 of acomparably pnrforrning mainframe!

Attend MicroWay's Seminar on Parallel Processing, April 6th in Plymouth, Massachusetts!
For more information please call (617) 746-7341. Alter July, 1988, call ( 508) 746-7341.
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NANCY
GRAHAM'S
RAMBENDERS
Nancy Graham, recognized nationally for
her high-precision watercolors of classic
cars, is creating aseries of original paintings which explore the interplay of the
power of the 50's... cars, and the power
of the 80S... computers. Superb quality

seconds). The full set of stacks takes up 1051K bytes of disk
storage, although you can make do with less. Although Focal
Point's price is too high and it has afew drawbacks, Ithink it's
aworthwhile product.
—Gregg Williams

A Weather Station for Your PC

color reproductions of the first two paintings in this series, Power User. for IBM PC
Polishing

The

Angie

enthusiasts and Polishing the Apple for
Macintosh enthusiasts, are available now.
These illusionary images are reproduced
for the has time on 100 lb 15" a19"
acid free book weight coated paper with
fade resistant inks to insure precise
reproduction of the original watercolors.
Each reproduction is signed by the artist.
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The once of these exact reproductions is
lust $30 each or both for $50. These introductory prices include shipment via
UPS Blue Label (2-day delivery) and an
unconditional 30-day guarantee.
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Order yours from RarnBenders, 11100
Leafwood Lane, Austin, Texas, 78750-3409,
(512) 258-0785.
acw'rambendereatrune.uu.ne

Mastercard/Visa accepted.

RarnBenders. 1988

The Facts:
PC WeatherPro
$575
Technology Marketing
Group Ltd.
4000 Kruse Way Place,
Building 2, Suite 120
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
(503) 635-3966
Inquiry 855.

>

KADAK's
bring
years of practical real-time
experience to this mature

We

engineers
2.6

MULTI- TASKING SYSTEM
for the IBM

(version 2.0)
PC, PC/XT and PC/AT

8

• No royalties
u Intertask message
is IBM PC DOS® support
passing
• C language support
is Dynamic operations:
• Preemptive scheduler - task create/delete
• Time slicing available - task priorities
• Source code of the
- memory allocation
C interface and device • Event Manager
drivers is included • Semaphore Manager
AMX86'" operates
Demo package
Manual only
AMX 86 system

on any 8086/88, 80186/88,

$25 US
$75 US
$2195 US

(shipping/handling extra,

Also available lo, 8080 Z80 68000

80286 system.

KADAK Products Ltd.
206-1847 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V6J1Y5
Mar Telephone: (604)734-2796
Telex: 04-55670

1F

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible; DOS 2.0
or higher.

A

full-fledged weather monitoring system, PC WeatherPro is based on ahalf-length plug-in card with aspiffy
80-pin custom IC developed specifically to process weather
data. Packed into the chip is an AID converter, aprocessor,
memory, areal-time clock, acustom solid-state barometric
pressure transducer, and the microcode that ties it all together.
Since keeping the board powered up at all times is critical, a
separate plug-in power supply keeps PC WeatherPro running
even when your computer is powered down.
But the board is only the beginning. It's what you hook up
to it that counts, and that includes both internal and external
temperature sensors, an electronic rain gauge, an anemometer, and awind vane. Obviously, installing and hooking up all
this stuff requires acertain amount of ambition, time, and
skill. You'll need to plan wire runs and crawl around on your
roof to mount the wind sensors and rain gauge. And you'll
need both boiling and freezing water to calibrate the temperature probes, as well as access to accurate barometric pressure
to calibrate the on-board sensor.
The software that keeps PC WeatherPro happily keeping
track of conditions runs in the background, as you'd expect.
You can call up the master Weather Bulletin screen at any
time by pressing ahot key. The real power in PC WeatherPro,
however, is its ability to log and plot all that weather data. At
regular intervals, all the weather parameters that the system
measures are written to adisk file. You can call them up at
any time, and, with the press of acouple of keys, either display
continued
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BREATHE NEW FIRE
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G
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Introducing The
OmniScan" mullifrequency
monitor...AND...the Advanced
EGA 900 OmniCard"
Together they breathe new
fire and fife into charts, graphs,
documents, spreadsneets, CAD/CAM
applications and desktop publishing.
OmniScan...the high resolution
monitor compatible with virtually all
computers, software and graphics
packages; VGATM to EGA...Personal
System / 2Tm to Macintosh 117
The Advanced EGA 900 OmniCard...
the most versatile graphics card available.
Supports virtually all moni:o's and software;
EGA,CGA,Hercu esT MDA. -32 columns, VGA modes

•a year
19t 8, s the yoar of the Dragon;
al pawn, and good lodune

11 and 12...and 800 x 563 high resolution graphics.
OmniScan and OmniCard are a powerful and profitable sales combination.
Each is engineered for outstanding quality ard value. Together, they're areal fire breather.
Call today for complete specifications.

Tatung Co. of America, Inc.

TATUNG
We monitor the world.

Western Region•2850 El Presidio Street, Long Beach, GA 90810 ( 213) 979-7055
Mid- West Region- 3320 Da.lwo -11I1 S:., Arlington, TX 746O11 ( 817) 640-3175
Eastern Region-1075.CrarbLry South River Road, Builcing A, Suite 8, Jamesburg, NJ 08831 ( 509) 395-6 7 70
OmniScan and 900 OmniCard aie sales -narks of Tatung co. of America, Inc. All trademarks aie property of their respe::tive manufacturers.
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wraparound
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
PoweronSelf-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.

PS/2s!

NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non- IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors

All Color Graphics & Monochrome

System Expansion & Extended Memory

Monitors

Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives

Parallel & Serial Ports

Standard & Non-standard Printers

Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA

System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt,
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only

$ 169

Alignment Diskette for PC. PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives)

$ 50

Wrap-around Plug for PC. PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) $ 30
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only
$ 169
Alignment Diskene for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives)

$ 50

Wrap-around Plug for AT ( serial)

$ 15

ROM POST for PC, PC/XT. and compatibles only
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only

$245

$245

Service Diagnostics: The KIT (includes all of the above—.save $502)

$495

Service Diagnostics for all other CPUs (386, V20, V30, Harris, etc.)

$ 195

Diagnostics Il is the solution to the service problems of users of all CP/M-80.
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers
ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only

$ 125

$245

Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch)

$ 50

To order, call 800-762-6629 ( in Illinois 217-359-2112), write to
SuperSoft, or FAX 217-398-5923.

(-00.44-1‘4

l
'
ej-44£4'

ft

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY PO Box 1628 Champaign :IL 61820 (217)359-2112 Telex 270365

SUPERSOFT is aregistered trademark of SuperSo11, Inc : CDC of Control Data Corp.; IBM PC. AT & l(T of
International Business Machines Corp . MS-DOS of MicroSoft Corp NEC of NEC Information Systems, Inc
PRIME of PRIME INC., Sony of Sony Corp
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or print out graphs of the data. You can also set alarms to go
off when certain conditions that you've preset—such as low or
high temperatures or wind—occur.
With its $575 price tag, PC WeatherPro is for dedicated
weather freaks or those with areal need to keep track of
current and past weather information. It is kind of apain to
set up, but it's one of the few PC accessories that give you the
guilty pleasure of having fun and doing something ostensibly
useful at the same time.
—Stan Miastkowski

Technical Graphing for Lotus 1-2-3
The Factr
Tech*Graph*Pad 2.1
$275
Binary Engineering Inc.
100 Fifth Ave.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-1812
Inquiry 858.

T

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, or AT with
440K bytes of free memory,
DOS 2.0 or higher, and
CGA or EGA.

ech*Graph*Pad is astand-alone technical graphing
program that can read directly from Lotus 1-2-3 or WKSformat files. The version that Itested (2.1) had several
serious bugs and an extremely clumsy interface for such an
expensive piece of software. The program does, however,
have many features that engineers and scientists need in a
graphing program. It supports log-log and log-linear plot
types, as well as polar coordinates. You can use up to eight
data sets of 500 points each, which you can generate in
ASCII format or WKS files. In addition, Tech*Graph*Pad
supports aset of curve-fitting algorithms, including polynomial, power, spline, logarithmic, Bézier, and SavitskyGolay. A host of other features for scaling, labeling, and
customizing your graphs are also included. You can also
convert data from Tech*Graph*Pad into multiple or merged
PIC files if you need to use the Lotus PrintGraph facility.
In the bugs department, Tech*Graph*Pad printed the xaxis coordinates incorrectly when Ichanged to an integer
format (it printed one coordinate twice and put aminus sign
in front of the 0coordinate). Also, the built-in line editor for
editing data files did not work properly, introducing
extraneous characters when Iattempted to move the cursor or
use the PageUp or PageDown keys.
While bugs can be corrected, Tech*Graph*Pad suffers
from more basic design problems in its user interface.
Tech*Graph*Pad uses aseries of pop-up menus, some of
which have selections in columns. Unfortunately, you can't
move the cursor horizontally from one column to the next.
You have to scroll vertically to the bottom of one column and
then start at the top of the next, even if you only want to enter
commands in asingle row. In addition to the menu problems,
Tech*Graph*Pad does not support the Extended ASCII
character set, so you can't label your plots with standard Greek
mathematical symbols such as Oor E, for example.
Tech*Graph*Pad's most important feature is its ability to
read WKS files. However, you can't view the data from the
WKS file when you are prompted to enter cell ranges for
each data set. This means that you have to write them down on
paper while in Lotus 1-2-3 before you load Tech*Graph*Pad.
There is aneed for aprogram with Tech*Graph*Pad's features. However, Ithink that the implementation of these features in Tech*Graph*Pad version 2.1 is seriously flawed. •
—Nick Baran

Now you can find aneedle in the
haystack in three seconds flat.
With MemoryMate:

I

magine tossing all
your notes and
files into a huge desk
,
drawer. Then magically
emigh•
discovering that every
!emit do m
time you want some•
y ', wee oto mie is on Ite
thing, it's right there
:
re vori.aie ?
phais wide"
on top.
We call it MemoryMate. A
new breed of data manager
that reduces your paper clutter
and takes the mess off your
desk.
Unlike structured data bases,
MemoryMate is free-form and
works intuitively. Once you
enter arecord (up to 60 lines
each) every single word, phrase, and date is automatically indexed. And cross-indexed.
Which means that MemoryMate can find that record later
by using any word, date, or phrase in it. And MemoryMate
does it fast. You can search 180K on aPC XT in three
seconds!
And since MemoryMate is memory-resident, it's always
there. You can access it while other programs are running.
You can even cut and paste between MemoryMate and other
programs. And vice versa.
Just enter your memos, notes, tables — anything — using
the built-in word processor. You can forget designating
"keywords!' Just like you can forget where you stashed that
important scrap of paper or yellow Post-it"
You can even forget all your to-do lists and deadlines.
Because MemoryMate reminds you. Tickler messages pop-up
on screen automatically on the days you select.
So how complex is all this to operate? MemoryMate has
only 15 simple commands and they're always on screen. So
you can access all that power easily — without having to
remember athing.

Is a
better memory worth

$69.95?

Much more, according to
Michael J. Miller, Infetrld:
"If you've got lots of unstructured information to keep track
of, MemoryMate is awonder...
And at $69.95, it's abargain."
PC Week agrees: "Once
you've unlocked MemoryMate's
power, you'll wonder how you
ever got by without it."
Syndicated columnist Bob
Schwabach is ecstatic: "Idon't
know quite how they did
it...but this thing is lightning
fast."

e aN

o

Find what you need using asingile word.
Or asentence.
Let's say you want to call an attorney you met playing tennis last May. But you can't remember his name. All you
remember is that you put anote about him in MemoryMate.
So you type in the word "tennis" and hit the search key. In
seconds, all records containing "tennis" begin to appear. But
let's say you also manage atennis league. You've got tons of
"tennis" entries. To narrow your search, you type "tennis
and May and attorney". Bingo! You've got his name and
phone number.
Circle 45 on Reader Service Card
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With all this praise and all these incredible features, you'd
expect MemoryMate to cost alot more than $69.95. But it
doesn't.
And, right now you can get ademo disk for less than six
bucks — which can be rebated when you buy MemoryMate.
So fill in the coupon below and send it in. And be sure to
do it now, before you forget.
After all, you don't have MemoryMate to remind you. Yet.
mmioim

YEJ. $5.95, tax and shipping included.
C
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Send me the MemoryMate demo disk for just

SOTUD. ein
Se"d îjre the MemoryMate
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res. adc1 .6% psales tax.
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Order Toll-Free. 24 Hours.

1-800-527-6263
Order by Mail: P.O. Box 12947, San Rafael, CA 94913-2947 33BY2
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Allow 4weeks for delivery. Demo
disk offer good while sq-plies last.
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ABOVE BOARD 2LEAVES TIE C011
Above® Board 2is the first memory board
for the PS/2 -that comes with the new expanded
memory specification—LIM 4.0.
Because only Above Board 2comes from
Intel.The company that developed LIM 4.0.
So now your users can access more
memory And run the very latest DOS application software well beyond 640K.Which will
give everyone powerful, new capabilities they
never thought possible.
Above Board 2also promises 100% compatibility with OS/2-application software.
Along with guaranteeing compatibility
with the PS/2's microchannel technology
Add to that Intel's technical support,
award-winning documentation and five-year
warranty and Above Board 2is clearly your
one and only choice.
Of course you could always wait for the
competition to catch up. But, .
where would that leave you? Inte l®
For more information.cal1800. 5383371 Trademark,/,
Ahose, Intel/Intel Corporation, PS/2,0S/2 / International
theme, NlachineN irporation C 19118 Intel Corporation

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Enhanced
EGA and VGA Boards
Curtis Franklin Jr.

The joy of a good video standard is that you want to use the
available graphics. EGA graphics have become the standard
for business applications, offering 640- by 350-pixel by 16color resolution and text that is
readable for extended periods of time.
During the last year, companies pushed
that standard higher by offering enhanced
EGA boards with 640 by 480 or higher
resolutions.
IBM has since given the world anew
graphics standard, the VGA, and early indications are that it is agood standard indeed. People who make graphics boards
recognize this, and so the rush is on to get
VGA-compatible graphics adapters to
market. In this mad rush, unfortunately,
the word " compatible" takes on several
shades of meaning. Ilooked at 22 boards
and found that, in many cases, compatibility is in the eye of the marketing chief.
In broad terms, the boards in this review fall into two categories: VGA-compatible boards and enhanced EGA boards
that happen to have modes that coincide
with one or more of the new VGA modes.
Table 1lists characteristics for the 14 enhanced EGA boards I looked at, and
photo 1 shows a sampling of these
boards. Table 2 lists the 8VGA boards,
and photos 2 and 3 show what these
boards look like. In both groups of
boards, Ifound that performance and features varied widely from board to board.

Should you buy aVGA or

lar mode or resolution, you
should read the specifications
of the board and its attendant
software carefully. Photos 4
and 5 show the difference between EGA and VGA resolution. ( For adetailed discussion
of the VGA standard, see " PS/2 Video
Programming" by Richard Wilton in
BYTE's Fall 1987 Inside the IBM PCs.)

will an enhanced EGA fill the same

Sorting Out Standards
The original EGA boards used a 16.257MHz timing crystal to drive the display at
the 640 by 350 resolution. This satisfied
users until multiple-scan-rate monitors,
like the NEC MultiSync, appeared.
These monitors allow amuch higher resolution, and people soon realized that
simply adding afaster crystal would give
Curtis Franklin Jr. is a technical editor
for BYTE. He can be contacted at BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458, or on BIX as "curtf."
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purpose for less money?
them an EGA display with 640 by 480
resolution ( now the standard for enhanced EGAs). Some manufacturers are
going beyond the new standard to 800 by
560 and higher resolutions.
VGA arrived on the scene with the
IBM PS/2 computers in April 1987. It
brought five new BIOS display modes
(two text and three graphics) and a new
requirement for monitors. EGA (and earlier) graphics use TTL monitors for their
display. The increased bandwidth of the
VGA signals would require aTTL cable
roughly the diameter of your thumb, so
IBM engineers decided to switch to analog display technology.
With an analog display, fewer wires
are required to carry the signal from the
display adapter to the monitor. Most multiple-scan- rate monitors allow switching
between analog and TTL input, so upgrading from EGA to VGA will not, for
many users, require buying anew monitor, as did the switch from CGA to EGA.
Most of the interest in VGA has centered on the graphics modes. The three
new ones are mode 11H, 640 by 480 by 2color; mode 12H, 640 by 480 by 16color; and mode 13H, 320 by 200 by 256color. Modes 12H and 13H display their
colors from a palette of more than
256,000 colors.
You may have noticed that the resolution of modes 11H and 12H matches the
resolution of many enhanced EGA
boards. This does not mean that all
boards with 640 by 480 resolution are
VGA-compatible. The BIOS entry locations are different for EGA and VGA,
even at the same resolution. Some manufacturers solve this problem by offering
software that switches the board between
EGA BIOS and VGA BIOS.
If you have specific needs for aparticu-

Wringing Them Out
Iused nine tests to check the features and
compare the performance of the boards.
The machine Iused was an 8- MHz IBM
PC AT with 2.5 megabytes of RAM, a
40- megabyte hard disk drive, and an
NEC MultiSync XL monitor. The tests I
used were the following:
1. TORUS.BAS: A QuickBASIC 4.0 program that draws atorus (doughnut) on the
screen at the highest available color/resolution, then cycles the colors.
2and 3. Two QuickBASIC programs that
checked for support of VGA mode 13H.
4. VGADiag: This program comes with
the Sigma VGA board and checks for support of all EGA modes, enhanced EGA
(640 by 480), and all VGA modes.
5. Windows Draw: Imeasured the time to
redraw the USA.PIC file that was supplied with Microsoft Windows Draw.
6. Windows Write: Imeasured the time
needed to scroll from the top to the bottom of afile that measured approximately
40K bytes. For both Windows tests, I
used Microsoft Windows version 1.03
(which was the latest version available at
the time of this writing) and the Windows
driver supplied with the individual board
unless otherwise stated.
7. DOS DIR: The time needed to display a
53-entry directory using the DIR command of DOS 3.2.
8. AutoCAD: Itimed aregeneration ( REGEN) of the STPAULS file supplied with
AutoCAD version 2.52 with ADE 3extensions. Iused the AutoCAD driver supplied with each board to perform this test.
continued

EGA
Boca Research MultiEGA
Genoa SuperEGA HiRes +
IGC EGAcard
Logitech EGA
Mitac SEGA
NSI Smart EGA Plus
Paradise Autoswitch EGA480
Quadram Quad ProSync!
SCOA Star PGA
SMT Pro- EGA
Tatung 900 OmniCard
Tecmar EGA Master 800
Thomson EGA Ultra Version
Tseng EVA480

VGA
ATI VIP VGA
Tatung Platinum Card
Compaq VGC Board
IBM PS/2 Display Adapter
SigmaVGA
STB VGA Extra
Video Seven VEGA VGA
Zenith Z449

Photo 1: The NS! Smart EGA Plus,
Thomson Enhanced Graphics Adapter
Ultra Version, Paradise Autoswitch
EGA480, and Quadram Quad ProSync!
are typical of the half-slot enhanced
EGA boards.
Photo 2: IBM's Personal System/2
Display Adapter, the standard by which
most other VGA boards are judged.
Photo 3: The first crop of VGA boards
include the AT! VIP VGA, Compaq
Video Graphics Controller Board,
Sigma VGA, STB VGA Extra, VEGA
VGA, Tatung Platinum Card, and
Zenith Z449.
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Table 1: Enhanced EGA boards.
Product

Boca
Research
MultiEGA

Genoa
SuperEGA
HiRes +

IGC
EGAcard

Logitech
EGA

Mitac
SEGA

NSI Logic
Smart EGA
Plus

Paradise
Autoswitch
EGA480

Maximum
resolution

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x
16 colors

VGA modes
supported

None

Modes 0, 1, 2,
arid 3

None

None

None

None

None

Drivers
supplied

Windows,
AutoCAD

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM, Lotus
1-2-3,
Framework II,
Ventura
Publisher,
Volkswriter 3

AutoCAD

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM

Windows,
AutoCAD,
Lotus 1-2-3

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM, Lotus
1-2-3, Ventura
Publisher,
Symphony,
WordStar,
Framework II,
WordPerfect

Windows,
AutoCAD, GEM,
Lotus
1-2-3, Ventura
Publisher,
Symphony,
WordStar,
Framework II,
WordPerfect

Size

51
/
2 x 4"

51
2 x 4"
/

51/
2 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

Special
features

Documentation 46- page

Owner's
Manual

Price

$299
Inquiry 924.

57- page

User's Manual

$ 489
Inquiry 925.

All drivers supplied used the ADI driver
hooks available in AutoCAD.
9. Lotus 1-2-3: Itimed the drawing of a
graph within the spreadsheet. The graph
was astacked bar chart of 48 data points
in 1-2-3 version 2. Iused the 1-2-3 graphics driver supplied with the board or the
Lotus EGA driver if no graphics driver
was supplied.
The applications (Windows, AutoCAD,
and Lotus 1-2-3) test the performance
and features of a graphics board/driver
combination. Iused the highest-resolution driver available in each case. The
performance of the board with alowerresolution driver might be much different. Figure 1shows the benchmark results for the enhanced EGA boards;
figure 2, the results for the VGA boards.
Boards Beyond EGA
All boards in this category support at
least 640 by 480 by 16-color graphics,
driving them on aTTL monitor. Some of
the boards provide BIOS hooks for VGA
software in certain modes, but most simply list themselves as enhanced EGA
boards. In addition to the drivers and
software listed with each product, the
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7 x 4"

61/
2 x 4"

TTL and 9- pin
analog output;
cable

Comes with
three- button
mouse and
mouse driver
software

25- page

47-page

User's Manual

$450
Inquiry 926.

Installation
Manual

$ 399
Inquiry 927.

Compatible
with drivers for
other EGA
boards
28- page Guide

to Operations

39- page

User's Guide;

4- page
addendum

$ 199
Inquiry 928.

boards generally include software to
display the version and date of the
motherboard ROM, aprogram to change
video modes in software, and aprogram
to allow games that auto-boot to run. The
boards are listed in alphabetical order.
The Boca Research MultiEGA ($299)
is a PC-bus half card. The MultiEGA
uses the Chips and Technologies EGA
chip set and the Boca Research BIOS,
and it contains one switchblock and three
jumpers for setting mode and monitor
type. It includes drivers for AutoCAD
and Windows and ascreensaver.
Its performance places the MultiEGA
solidly in the top tier of the enhanced
EGA boards, taking 22.77 seconds to regenerate the STPAULS file in AutoCAD,
the fifth fastest time, and 95.98 seconds
to scroll through the Windows Write text
file, the second fastest time. Boca does
not claim that the MultiEGA emulates
any VGA video modes.
The Genoa SuperEGA HiRes + ($489)
is ahalf-length board that uses aGenoa
EGA chip set and EGA BIOS to provide
enhanced EGA functions and compatibility with VGA text modes 0, 1, 2, and 3
through a TTL video port. The board
provides VGA BIOS entry points, but the

$499
Inquiry 929.

35- page manual;
31- page Software

Manual

$349
Inquiry 930.

tests Iran showed that the VGA emulation
is not perfect. For example, the TORUS
program gave an initial display of EGAtype colors, but it would not cycle the
colors. In addition, a large green band
ran down the right side of the screen.
Genoa includes drivers for AutoCAD,
GEM, Windows, Lotus 1-2-3, Framework H, Ventura Publisher, and Volkswriter 3. With each test program, the
SuperEGA HiRes + brought up the display on the far left side of the screen and
then shifted it to the center after about /
2
1
second. The jumping display was disconcerting but did not seem to have any effect
on the performance of the programs. This
board had the worst performance in Lotus 1-2-3, taking more than twice the time
of the next slowest board. In other programs, it scored in the middle.
The Intelligent Graphics Corp. EGAcard ($450), based on the Chips and
Technologies chip set and Phoenix BIOS,
has a number of features that make it
stand out from the rest of the boards in
this group. The EGAcard does not include VGA BIOS hooks or emulation, but
it does have (9-pin) analog output in addition to the standard EGA TTL. IGC even
included a9-pin to 9-pin cable with the

EGA AND VGA BOARDS

Quadram
Quad
ProSync!

SCOA
Star PGA

SMT
Pro- EGA

Tatung
900
OmniCard

Tecmar
EGA Master
800

Thomson
EGA Ultra
Version

Tseng Labs
EVA480

640 x 480 x
16 colors

640 x 480 x 16
colors

640 x 480 x 16
colors

800 x 560 x 16
colors

640 x 480 x 16
colors

640 x 480 x 16
colors

640 x 480 x 16
colors

Modes 11H and
12H

None

None

Modes 11H and
12H

Modes 11H and
12H

None

None

Windows,
AutoCAD, GEM
WordStar.
WordPerfect

Windows,
AutoCAD, GEM,
CADVance, Lotus
1-2-3, WordStar,
Symphony,
Ventura Publisher

Windows,
AutoCAD, GEM,
CADVance, Lotus
1-2-3, WordStar,
Symphony,
Ventura Publisher

Windows,
AutoCAD, Lotus
1-2-3, WordStar

Windows,
AutoCAD, GEM,
Lotus
1-2-3, Ventura
Publisher

AutoCAD

Windows.
AutoCAD

51/
2 x 4"

51
2
/
x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

13 1/
4 x 4"

Microsoft I
nPort
connector and
mouse driver

25- pin RS- 232C
port, Hercules
emulation

44- page User's
Guide

51- page User's
Guide; 35- page
Driver Notes

Driver upgrade
for VGA: $ 10

52- page
60- page User's
Operations
Manual
Manual; 30- page
driver appendixes

60- page
Instruction
Manual

45- page
Operations
Manual

$395

$249

$399

Inquiry 976.

Inquiry 977.

$399

Inquiry 931.

Inquiry 975.

board. While other boards in this review
concentrated on the VGA standard, IGC
designed this board to work " in series"
with its PGC ( Professional Graphics
Controller) compatible adapter. According to the manual, connecting the two
boards allows the EGAcard to provide
PGC colors at EGA resolution.
A driver for AutoCAD was included

70- page user's
guide, 38- page
cover removal
guide

$395

$ 595
Inquiry 978.

Tile

thew $pec 41

AMP. C1

\UMW
CALUMARAXL
CARDFILF.FXF
CASHOIC.PIC
CLIP8RD.FXF
CIACK.EXF
CONIROLEXt

couRA.FoN
COURB.FOM
CURITESIAPI
DIUER.PIC
DOTHISAXI
DRALOAXt

(AGU.PIC
FCA480.0RU
FGA4811.GRO

rcnnee.tco

HACTRIC.PIC
FOHITOST.PIC

Inquiry 979.

Inquiry 980.

on the Chips and Technologies chip set
with the board but, unlike the drivers for
and Logitech BIOS, and it uses one
the other boards Ilooked at, this one
didn't work. When Itried to install it, I switchblock and two jumpers to set video
mode and monitor type. The board
got an Unknown Hardware error. The
comes with drivers for Windows, GEM,
AutoCAD timing test was run using the
and AutoCAD and drives all three at 640
AutoCAD EGA driver.
by 480 resolution. Idid not test the mouse
The Logitech EGA ($399) comes with
a three-button Logitech mouse and a or its drivers. The Logitech EGA board
continued
mouse port. The Logitech EGA is based

ISO Edit Ora, Options

R —
PIF
123GRAMPIC
*BC.IXI
ARCH.PIC
BORDERS.PIC
[ULM

$480

HIIVAAOM
011UBAOM

insinit.uni

HooFAm.FoN
Masan
NOUPAD.001

PA INI ( Xi
PRACTICE
PRACTICE
PRISERA . 1
RtuERSIA
RONANJOI

her tine

Pattern

Text

her Sontinl

g--PIT
123GRAPO.PIC

C: wino°
MAXI
BORDERS.PIC
RACH.PIC
CALC.EXE

CALENDAR.ERE
CRROFILLERE

CASPREC.PIC
CLIPBROan

CLOCR.EXI
CONTROLA

4.

Photos 4and 5: Microsoft's Windows 1.03 running under EGA (left) and VGA (right) modes illustrates the increased resolution
that VGA offers.
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Table 2: VGA boards.
Product

Maximum

ATI
VIP VGA

Tatung
Platinum
Card

Compaq
Video
Graphics
Controller

Sigma VGA

Personal
System/2
Adapter

STB
VGA Extra

Video
Seven
VEGA VGA

Zenith
2449

640 x 480 x 640 x 480 x 640 x 480
X 16 colors
16 colors
16 colors

640 x 480
x 16 colors

640 x 480 x 640 x 480 x 640 x 480
16 colors
16 colors
X 16 colors

640 x 480
X 16 colors

VGA modes
supported

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All except
mode 13H

Drivers
supplied

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM, Lotus
1-2-3,
Ventura
Publisher

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM, Lotus
1-2-3,
Ventura
Publisher

None

None

Windows,
AutoCAD,
Lotus 1-2-3,
WordStar,
GEM

Windows,
AutoCAD,
Lotus 1-2-3,
Symphony

Windows,
AutoCAD,
Lotus 1-2-3

Windows,
AutoCAD,
GEM,
Symphony,
Lotus 1-2-3

Size

71
2
/
x 4"

71
2
/
x 4"

9 x 4"

13 1/
2 x 4"

13 1/
2 x 4"

13 1/
2 x 4"

resolution

Special
features

Also
supports
EGA, CGA,
Hercules,
and MDA

Documentation 49- page
Operations
Manual

49- page
Operations
Manual

29- page
Installation
and
Operations
Guide

Price

$449

$445

$599

Inquiry 981.

Inquiry 982.

Inquiry 983.

worked flawlessly and turned in abetterthan-average performance.
The Mitac SEGA ($ 199) is built around
the same Chips and Technologies chip set
and Phoenix BIOS as many of the other
boards, but it deserves special note as the
least-expensive board Ilooked at. The
SEGA performed as astandard enhanced
EGA, with one exception: In the VGADiag test, where all other boards gave a
full-size screen for both the 320 by 200 by
16-color and 640 by 200 by 16-color
tests, the SEGA gave split screens, with
identical half-size images appearing in
the top and bottom halves of the screen.
In all, the Mitac board looks like agood
bet if your needs are confined to the capabilities of an enhanced EGA.
The NSI Logic Smart EGA Plus ($499)
supports VGA modes 11H and 12H
through its TTL video port. The documentation also lists other boards that this
NSI chip-set- and BIOS-based board is
compatible with. According to the documentation, this board is compatible with,
and can use the drivers from, the Paradise
Autoswitch EGA480, Video Seven
VEGA Deluxe, Quadram Quad ProSync!, and PCG Photon Mega. In addition to this bounty of drivers, the Smart
EGA Plus comes with drivers for Windows, 1-2-3, Symphony, and AutoCAD.
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21- page
Installation
Instructions;
22- page
addendum
to DOS
Guide
$595

63- page
Installation
and User's
Guide

$ 499

Inquiry 984. Inquiry 985.

The major flaw of this board was the
noticeable and very annoying flicker in
the Windows and AutoCAD displays.
The Smart EGA Plus was the only board
to have aproblem with severe flickering.
The Paradise Autos witch EGA480
($349) is ahalf-length card that uses the
Paradise single-chip EGA and Paradise
BIOS to provide enhanced EGA capability. This board offers the same basic
functionality as the other boards in this
group, and it provides software drivers
for Windows, GEM, AutoCAD, Ventura
Publisher, 1-2-3, Symphony, Framework II, WordStar, and WordPerfect.
The most outstanding feature of the
Autoswitch EGA480 is its documentation, which is well written, professionally
presented, and clearer than any other
board's documentation on how the installation procedure for each driver works,
including the response shown on the
screen at each step. The quality of the
documentation make this board good for
users who do not have alot of experience
installing boards and drivers.
The Quadram Quad ProSync! ($395)
supports VGA modes 11H and 12H, as
well as enhanced EGA modes. When I
tested the board, which uses aChips and
Technologies chip set and the Phoenix
BIOS, Ifound that on TORUS Igot VGA

10 x 4"

51/
2 x 4"

Loads video
ROM into
RAM

Also
supports
EGA, CGA,
Hercules,
and MDA

57- pace
user's
manual

52- page
User's
Manual

$395
Inquiry 986.

$499

24- page
Installation
Guide; 20page Driver
Installation
Guide
$499

Inquiry 987. Inquiry 988.

colors, but no color cycling, indicating
limits to the completeness of the emulation. The Quad ProSync! comes with
drivers for 1-2-3, Windows, AutoCAD,
GEM, WordPerfect, and WordStar.
My only problem with the board came
in using AutoCAD. When STPAULS first
appeared, the colors were dramatically
different than those of other boards, with
red replacing blue, and green replacing
white. When I regenerated, the colors
corrected themselves, but throughout the
AutoCAD session, random characters
would occasionally appear at the top of
the menu section.
The SCOA Star PGA ($399) confused
my poor little brain. First, the box said
"Intelligent EGA." Next, while Iwould
assume that " PGA" related to the IBM
PGC board, this is simply another enhanced EGA board that uses the Chips
and Technologies chip set and the Phoenix BIOS. There was nothing unusual in
the operation of the board, but it was the
only product I looked at that had no
switches set at the factory. Most of the
boards came set up for EGA graphics on a
standard EGA monitor, but this board
simply came with all switches on.
The SMT Pro-EGA ($249) is a halflength card that uses the Paradise chip set
continued
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CGA
EGA

DUAL SCAN

VGA [ PS- 2]

GREEN/ AMBER/ WHITE

MULTI-SCAN/ANALOG

132 COLUMN

ALL WITH TVVID-YEAR WARRANTY

U.S. HEADQUARTERS: CDC INTERNATIONAL, INC.
260 PASEO TESORO/ WALNUT, CA 91789
TEL: (714) 595-6146 FAX (714) 595-6293

EASTERN REGIONAL OFFICE
CONTINENTAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
300 McGAW DRIVE
EDISON, NEW JERSEY 08837
TEL: (201) 225-7377 FAX: ( 201) 225.8355

SOUTHERN CAI1FORNIA
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR
ELCO COMPUTERS
215 S. RAYMOND ST.
ALHAMBRA, CA 91803
TEL: (818) 284-3281 FAX: (818) 284-4871

PS-2is atrademark of International Business Machine Corp.

FACTORY
CHUNTEX ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.
ROOM 401, NO. 50 SEC.1,
HSIN-SHENG S. RD.,
TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
TEL: (02) 3921171 FAX: (02) 3919780
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EGA AND VGA BOARDS
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Figure 1: In the tests for the enhanced EGA boards, Boca Research's MultiEGA and Tseng 'sEVA480 were the top performers.
and BIOS. The Pro-EGA has one switchblock and three jumpers on the board,,
and it comes with drivers for Windows,
GEM, AutoCAD, CADVance, Ventura
Publisher, Symphony, 1-2-3, and WordStar. This board is one of the few that
warranted aword about color; the driver
for AutoCAD produced aweak red, while
the Windows driver gave one of the richest reds of any board in the review.
The Tatung 900 OmniCard ($399) uses
the Chips and Technologies chip set and a
Tatung BIOS to provide both VGA BIOS
entry points and enhanced EGA resolution up to 800 by 560 by 16 colors.
Tatung provides drivers for Windows,
GEM, AutoCAD, 1-2-3, and Symphony.
Itested the board using the 800 by 560
mode and found the display to be quite
crisp and readable. Unfortunately, the
screen in Windows and 1-2-3 was drawn
too large (vertically) for the display, especially annoying in Windows, when important information (like the name of the
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working file) was drawn off the screen.
The Tecmar EGA Master 800 ($595) is
an enhanced EGA half-length card that
has software for enabling BIOS hooks for
VGA modes 11H and 12H. The Tecmar
board has aGenoa chip set and Tecmar
BIOS, and it comes with drivers for Windows 1.03, GEM, 1-2-3, AutoCAD, and
Ventura Publisher. Iwas surprised to find
that, in addition to the 70-page manual
for the board, Tecmar includes a38-page
Guide to Cover Removal and Replacement, showing how to take the cover off
scores of personal computers.
The Thomson Enhanced Graphics
Adapter Ultra Version ($395) is ahalflength card that comes with adriver for
AutoCAD and a mouse driver for the
Microsoft InPort Mouse adapter on the
card. Because of the presence of the InPort, the EGA Ultra Version has more
switches than most of the boards, with
three switchblocks and four jumpers. The
board is built around the Renaissance

BIOS and chip set.
The Tseng Labs EVA480 ($480) has a
number of unusual features that set it
apart from the other boards. Tseng offers
a piggyback board to allow complete
Hercules emulation and includes a25-pin
serial port with the EVA480. This is a
full-length board that uses aTseng proprietary chip set and BIOS.
There are drivers for 1-2-3 and AutoCAD with the board, and Ifound files
that appear to be Windows drivers. There
were, however, no instructions for installing the Windows drivers, so Iused
the enhanced EGA driver supplied with
Windows 1.03. The AutoCAD driver had
the interesting feature of changing the
menu characters to double size whenever
they were accessed. The sudden leap in
size was abit jarring.
And on to VGA
The eight boards reviewed that fall into
the true VGA category are the first ones

EGA AND VGA BOARDS

nel form-factor with aPC-bus connector.
The board includes no drivers. Its documentation is complete, but not exhaus•
Write
tive. In order to get VGA graphics, Iused
the drivers from the SigmaVGA board,
•
DOS DIR
which worked with every package but
AutoCAD
AutoCAD. Iran the AutoCAD test using
• Lotus 1-2-3
the EGA driver that was packaged with
AutoCAD.
The Sigma VGA from Sigma Designs
($499) is afull-length board that packs a
lot of graphics compatibility into asingle
slot. Not only does the SigmaVGA support all VGA modes, it emulates EGA,
CGA, Monochrome Display Adapter
(MDA), and Hercules as well. With one
of these and a multiple-scan-rate monitor, graphics- incompatible software
would be few and far between. Drivers
for AutoCAD, 1-2-3, Windows, GEM,
and WordStar are included with the
board. I've tried to think of some criticism of the board, but frankly, Ican't.
The S7B VGA Extra ($395) is the leastexpensive VGA board, but it's also the
board with the most problems. The fulllength Chips and Technologies chip-setco
based board includes drivers for 1-2-3,
Symphony, Windows, and AutoCAD. It
also has a 57-page photocopied user's
manual.
The problems arose in Windows and
1-2-3. The screen display in Windows
was drawn too large for the monitor, with
areas of the screen getting shoved off the
top and bottom. In 1-2-3, the problem
arose when Iexited the package. After
leaving 1-2-3, the screen stopped redrawing. In other words, a DOS CLS command would take the cursor to the top left
corner of the screen but would not blank
the old image. It took rebooting to get redrawing back.
the green icon bar at the bottom were
The VEGA VGA from Video Seven
both drawn out of the display area.
($499) came very close to getting anoThe Compaq Video Graphics Controlbuy recommendation. The first VEGA
ler Board ($599) emulates the IBM VGA
VGA board that Ilooked at had some seto the extent of including precisely as
rious problems. In AutoCAD, large vertimany drivers as the IBM: none. Once I cal white lines would flash across the
screen any time the mouse was in motion.
got past that, the Paradise chip-set-based
No amount of regenerating, redrawing,
board worked well, but with a lot of
or rebooting solved this problem.
noise; not the video noise that causes
"snow" on the screen, but real audio
Fortunately for Video Seven, Ihad received three of the boards, and Idecided
noise over the computer speaker. There
to look at another, to see if the problems
was adefinite hum throughout the operation of the board. The hum's pitch would
were endemic to the VEGA VGA or particular to one board. I'm glad Idid, bechange as different items were drawn on
the screen. It was kind of fun to close my
cause the problems seem to have been
eyes and guess what was happening on
with one board, and the VEGA VGA does
the screen by the sound it made, but I a couple of nice things. First, Video
think that the hum would get on my
Seven has put VGA graphics into ahalfnerves in abig way over time.
length card format, which makes it the
The IBM Personal System/2 Display
smallest board of the VGA group. Next,
Adapter ($595) is, of course, the standard
the company provides software that can
against which all other VGA boards are
automatically load the ROM code into
judged. In most ways, it's not ahard stanfaster RAM for better performance.
continued
dard to meet. It comes on aMicro Chan•
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available. Ifound that the levels of performance and features among this group varied far more than did the features and performance of the enhanced EGA boards.
As before, the boards are (with one exception) listed in alphabetical order.
The AT/ VIP VGA ($449) and Tatung
Platinum Card ($445) are listed together
because they are one board sold by two
different companies. ATI manufactures
the boards using a Chips and Technologies chip set and AT! BIOS. Both supply
drivers for GEM, Ventura Publisher 1.0,
1-2-3, AutoCAD, and Windows.
Both boards support all VGA modes,
and both had the same problems with
drivers. In AutoCAD and Windows, the
display was drawn much too large (vertically) for the monitor to display. In AutoCAD, both the coordinates at the top of
the screen and the current command at
the bottom of the screen were invisible.
In Windows, the blue bar with the working filename at the top of the screen and

Draw
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EGA AND VGA BOARDS

Company Information

Quadram
One Quad Way
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Tecmar
6225 Cochran Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44139
(216) 349-0600

SCOA Systems
2100 Golf Rd., Suite 100
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
(312) 640-8782

Thomson
5731 West Slauson Ave.
Suite 111
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 568-1002

American Mitac Corp.
410 East Plumería Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(418) 432-1160

IBM
900 King St.
1A515 Rye Brook, NY 10573
(914) 934-4793

AT! Technologies
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1W 3S2
(416) 756-0711

Intelligent Graphics Corp.
4800 Great America Pkwy.
Suite 200
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 986-8373

Boca Research Inc.
6401 Congress Ave.
Boca Raton, FL 22487
(305) 997-6227

Logitech
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(415) 795-8500

Compaq Computer Corp.
20555 FM149
Houston, TX 77070
(713) 370-0670

NS! Logic Inc.
Cedar Hill Business Park
257B Cedar Hill Rd.
Marlborough, MA 01752
(617) 460-0717

STB Systems Inc.
1651 North Glanville
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750

Paradise Systems
99 South Hill Dr.
Brisbane, CA 94005
(415) 468-7300

Tatung Co. of America Inc.
2850 El Presidio Dr.
Long Beach, CA 90810
(213) 979-7055

Genoa Systems
73 East Trimble Rd.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-9090

Sigma Designs
46501 Landing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 770-0100
SMT
1145 Linda Vista Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92069
(619) 744-3590

oi re& r-o, Jub
•80386-16mhz (20mhz Optional).
*1MB of 32-bit RAM (80ns);
•Expandable to 2MB on board.
'1 Serial/ 1 Parallel Ports.
Floppy Controller.
•1 1.2MB Floppy Drive.
'101 Professional Keyboard.
•Phoenix Blos.
•80387 and 80287 Sockets.
▪8 Slots.

Other Models Too!!

555 S Palm Canyon Dr #A110-342, Palm Springs, CA 92264
619-320-6500 In CA

These are only some of our selections!!
Ask and we'll send you aFREE CATALOG!
(Our
Aldus

386/2

°MING SOON: "Flex Cache" Models From ALP!!

ALR ' DART' 286s Avail....Mod 10 $1199, Mod R66
Values:
Novell Arcnet Starter Kit
Lotus 123
HP LaserJet Il w/Toner
HP 7475A Plotter
HP ScanJet wIPC Intrfc

$1 999
$2299
$299
$1695
sn 2

Prices shown are for prepayment. Prices are subject to change without notice.
Some items are in short supply. FOB Palm Springs, CA. We accept MC/V1SA 2%
extra; COD archers 2% extra. 20% Restocking Fee. Volume Inquiries Welcome.
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Other uuaiity brands

Amdek
AT&T
Ansa

20mhz versions now available!!!

.ncredible Software and Hardware
Xerox Ventura Publ.
$459
Aldus PageMaker
$ 415
PARADISE VGA BOARD
$ Call
ATI VGA BOARD
t28°
\V.IDEO & VGA BOARD

Zenith Data Systems
100 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4839

tIecuoiics, lue.
800-962-6778 Order Lin
8AM - 5PM Pacific Time

ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH

386/2 Model R66 $2749

Video Seven
46355 Landing Pkwy.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 656-7800

VV.M.

386/2 Model 10

386/2 Model 40 $2999

Tseng Laboratories
10 Pheasant Run
Newtown, PA 18940
(215) 968-0502

Ashton-Tate
AST
Compaq

Dest

lomega

Diconix
Epson
Hayes

Irwin
Lotus
Microsoft

Okidata
Paradise
Plus DevIpmt.
Ricoh
Hercules
NCR
Seagate
Hewlett-Packard
NEC Western Digital
IBM
Novell
Zenith

COMPAQ and ZENITH
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Portable
Portable
Portable
Compaq
Compaq

286-1
$1799 Z-181 Laptop
286-20
$2450
$ 154 ,
286-40
$2999 Z-183 10MB HD
386 Systems $ Call
$207:
III- 20
$ 3599 Z-183+ 20MB HD
III-40
$ 4175
$228
386 Systems $ Call 1200Bd Int.Modem
RAM Upgrades $ Call
$19
Accessories
* 1' 1 Carry Case
e

Circle 288 on Reader Service Card

Time is of the essence. The
essence of the HP DraftMaster Plotter.
The fastest A to Esize drafting plotter
made by Hewlett-Packard. A plotter
so fast, any designer can create big
ideas at blinding speeds.
How did we do it? With unsurpassed acceleration. And features
like anew pen- sorting algorithm.
Bi-directional plotting. And avery fast
resident micro- processor. We even
offer amodel with roll- feed for nonstop plotting.
But the HP DraftMaster doesn't
sacrifice output quality for its blinding
speed. Every plotter is thoroughly
tested to ensure the highest reliability
and precision. So you get smooth
arcs, straight lines and perfectlyformed characters, time after time.
Furthermore, it handles avariety of

pens on drafting film, vellum or paper
—all at optimal speeds.
Naturally, it works with just about
any computer. Like the HP Vectra PC
and IBM PC's. As well as popular
PC- CAD software like AutoCAD
and VersaCAD. And the DraftMaster
brings with it HP's worldwide reputation for quality Prices start at just
$9,900,'
Why wait? For abrochure and a
sample plot, call us at 1800 367-4772,
Ext. 901A.
The drawing shown below was produced on the
HP DraftMaster with AutoCAD software

rh1
.7-;1 IHEWLETT

PACKARD

AutoCAD saregistered trademark of AutoDesk Inc VersaCAD sa
'mustered ttatlentark ,, tT&W Systems • Suggested U s list price
C
Ircwkar p
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How to create monumental plots
in amatter of minutes.

Side Exterior
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Surface
1,650 m 2
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Figure 2: Compaq's VGC Board scored best on the benchmark tests for VGA boards, followed by Video Seven's VEGA VGA.
Video Seven includes drivers for AutoCAD, Windows, and 1-2-3 with the board.
The experience with the first board left
me a bit leery of the VEGA VGA, but
based on the performance and features of
the second board, this product's awinner.
The Zenith Z449 ($499) is afull-length
VGA board that supports all but one of
the VGA modes. Unfortunately, the
mode left out (mode 13H) is the 256color mode that helps make the VGA
standard so nice. The Z449, based on the
Chips and Technologies chip set, tries to
make up for the missing mode by providing lots of backward compatibility, offering EGA, CGA, MDA, and Hercules
support. It almost succeeds. In addition
to the hardware features, Zenith shows
nice attention to detail by being the only
manufacturer to provide its drivers for
AutoCAD, GEM, 1-2-3, Symphony, and
Windows on both 5'A- and 31
/2
inch
disks. If it weren't for the missing mode,
this would be the top board of the group.
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The Best of aBig Bunch
If an enhanced EGA board with no pretensions to VGA is all you need, the Mitac
SEGA board is the clear winner on the
basis of price. If you feel that high-quality, detailed documentation is important,
by all means check out the Paradise
board. Other than these two, the enhanced EGA boards offer alot of similarities across a wide range of prices and
secondary features. There were none that
Iwould warn against. And given the current lack of software that supports VGA,
these boards may be more than adequate
for most applications.
On the VGA side of things, one fact became quite clear: If you need VGA, buy
VGA, not an enhanced EGA board that
happens to have amode or two that coincides with VGA. For one thing, you
really need an analog display to take advantage of VGA, and with the exception
of the Intelligent Graphics EGAcard,
none of the enhanced EGA boards offer

analog. For another, the quality of the
"VGA emulation" provided by the enhanced EGA boards simply wasn't up to
the standards of the " real" VGA boards.
Finally, most of the VGA boards reviewed here claim BIOS-level versus register-level compatibility with VGA. Since
Ibegan this review, many companies, including Paradise, Sigma, and others
mentioned here, have announced boards
that claim to be hardware-compatible
with VGA and so able to more fully support future VGA software and offer faster
performance.
But if Iwere in the market today for a
VGA board, the SigmaVGA would be my
choice. It offers complete VGA implementation and anice variety of drivers in
awell-documented package. The VEGA
VGA from Video Seven is also a topnotch board, with good features and performance. If you need VGA and have
only ahalf-length slot open, the VEGA
VGA is the way to go. II

Ah, the big idea. Everyone
has one. But not everyone can
afford aplotter to plot one on.
Which got us thinking. What if
there was an HP quality plotter so
reasonably priced you could afford
to hook one up to every PC CAD
workstation in the office?
Presenting the HP DraftPro
Plotter. For only $4900 any architect,
engineer or designer can create
perfect plots time after time.
Consider what the DraftPro can do:
It can draw straight lines,
smooth arcs and perfectly-formed
characters. All on C and ID-size
drafting film, paper or vellum,
using eight different pen colors.
Furthermore, it works with

just about any PC, such as the
HP Vectra PC and IBM PC's. As
well as popular PC CAD programs
like VersaCAD and AutoCAD.
If the idea of having HP
reliability with alow price tag
makes sense to you, call us now.
For abrochure and sample plot,
call 1800 752-0900, Ext. 901A.
The HP DraftPro Plotter:
high-quality drafting for only
$4900.*
The drawing shown below was produced on the
HP DraftPro with VersaCAD software

hn
HEWLETT
ILIAI PACKARD
VersaCAD is aregistered trademark of T & W Systems AutoCAD
aregistered trademark of AutoDesk. Inc •Suggested U S list price
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How to pull off afantastic
HP plot for only $4900.

Insist on a
Sysgen 51
4 "
/
drive for
your PS/2.
Heres' why:
A SysgenTM Bridge-FileTM gives aPSI2TM full access
to your current data and software, with unparalleled
51
/"disk drive performance and reliability. You get:
4
A larger capacity drive. Two modes — a360Kb and a
powerful 1.2 Mb — assure you comprehensive transfer capabilities and convenience for total office needs. Others,
like IBMes, offer only 360Kb. Proven reliability. In
fact, Sysgen is the choice of over 100,000 satisfied BridgeFile and tape back-up
users. No slot loss.
The Sysgen 51
/"
4
drive adapter card
doesn't take any
additional slot space.
IBM's does. Builtin flexibility of an
external connector.
You can add another
Bridge-File drive or
Sysgen's high-performance tape back-up system,
Bridge-Tape M (As aBridge-File owner, you receive a
total savings of $ 135 on Bridge-Tape!) What's more

Sysgen's footprint is smaller. A full 50% smaller than
IBM's. For the best PS/2 access to 51
4 "disks, and the
/
best value at only $325, insist on Sysgen BridgeFile.
Sysgen offers the only complete family of data
transfer products: Including the 31
2 "Bridge-File
/
floppy disk drive, for transferring information from any
PS/2 to any PC. And the BridgeTape subsystem that's
PC and PS/2 compatible, giving you
total tape back-up
and data transfer
flexibility.
Call for Sysgen
literature or for
the location of the
Sysgen dealer
nearest you.

INFO HOTLINE 1-800-821-2151

SYSGEN
INCORPORATED

Sysgen Incorporated. 556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035, (408)263-4411. ID Copyright Sysgen, Inc., 1988
Iledemarks: PS/2 — IBM Corporation, Sysgen, Bridge-Tape, BridgeFile — Sysgen, Inc. Registered trademarks: IBM — IBM Corporation.

SYSTEM REVIEW

The Zenith Z-386
Ed McNierney

disk drive, the Z-449 video
The Z-386 backplane design
Faster than the PS/2
display board, and Zenith's exfeatures an unusual approach to
cellent ZVM-1380-C 13- inch
high-speed bus expansion. In
Model 80 and fully compatible
EGA color monitor ($799). The
this design, the backplane, or
review system also came with
system board, serves as apower
with the IBM PC AT
the optional 64K-byte cache
and bus connection system into
memory board to cache the enwhich you plug other circuit
tire address space. Adding this
boards. One advantage to this is
optional board boosts system
that if apart fails, it is likely to
performance, as the benchbe on a removable circuit
marks will show.
board. The Z-386's backplane
has two 8-bit slots, two ATThe Hard Facts
compatible 16-bit slots, and six
The Z-386 has a modular de32-bit slots.
sign based on Zenith's familiar
The Z-386, at the high end of
"backplane," with plug-in
Zenith's MS-DOS desktop
components including the
computers, combines the speed
CPU, system memory, disk
of a 32- bit 80386 processor
controllers, and standard I/O
with IBM PC AT compatibility.
services. Most 80386 microThe basic system comes in
computers feature at least one
two models, differentiated by the
32-bit expansion slot into which
amount of hard disk space: The
you can add fast peripherals
Model 40 ($6499) contains a
such as memory. However,
40-megabyte hard disk drive,
many slot designs are propriand the Model 80 ($7499) has
etary, and 32-bit hardware dean 80-megabyte hard disk drive.
signed for one system can't be
Both models include a 16-MHz
used with another. Much of the
80386 processor, which requires
time, you can use these 32-bit
one 32-bit slot and has asocket
slots only with special 32-bit
for either an 80287 or 80387
circuit boards; if you are running out of
one 32- bit slot. You can provide the
math coprocessor; a Z-505 memory
Z-386 with amaximum of 16 megabytes
slots, you may not be able to use astanboard containing 1megabyte of two-waitstate 100-nanosecond RAM (it requires
of RAM by filling the three remaining
dard IBM PC or AT peripheral device in
32-bit slots with Z-515s and substituting
an unused slot.
one 32-bit slot); a 1.2-megabyte floppy
another Z-515 for the Z-505 that comes
While the 32-bit bus layout for the
disk drive and one of the hard disk drives
(the disk controller requires one 16-bit
with the basic system.
Z-386 is also proprietary, it is designed
to be an extension of the AT's 98-pin conslot); an I/O board containing one serial
You can add Zenith's optional Z-525
nector. The 16- MHz, 32-bit, 160-pin
port and one parallel port (the board re64K-byte, zero-wait-state, 40-ns cachequires one 32-bit slot); a31.5-kHz video
memory board ($599), which requires a slots can accept Zenith peripheral boards
32-bit slot, and you can add another 1.2as well as AT-compatible boards. Those
display board, which occupies one 8-bit
AT boards containing descenders—that
megabyte or 360K- byte floppy disk
slot and includes EGA, CGA, and Herdrive, as well as another hard disk drive.
is, portions of the board that drop down
cules hardware and software support; and
The Z-386's 195-watt power supply and
beyond the edge connector to gain more
five additional expansion slots—one 8board space—won't fit, because the dedisk controller provide all the power and
bit, one 16-bit, and three 32-bit slots.
cabling necessary to support two floppy
scenders hit the connector on the Z-386.
The basic system also includes MS-DOS
continued
disk drives and two hard disk drives
3.2 and Microsoft Windows/386.
without upgrading or requiring additional
You can expand memory in either 1Ed McNierney is aprincipal engineer at
expansion slots.
megabyte increments with the Z-505
Lotus Development Corp. You can conThe system Ireviewed was a Z-386
memory card ($699) or 4-megabyte intact him at 54 Pleasant St., Grown, MA
Model 80 with a 1.2-megabyte 5'4-inch
crements with the Z-515 memory card
01450, or on BIX as "mced."
floppy disk drive, an 80-megabyte hard
($2199); each card of either kind requires
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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REVIEW: THE ZENITH Z-386

Zenith 2-386 Model 80
Z-386 Model 80

Company
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4800
Components
Processor: 16- MHz Intel 80386, socket
for optional 80287 or 80387 math
coprocessor
Memory: 1megabyte of two- wait- state
RAM, expandable to 16 megabytes; 64K
bytes of cache memory optional
Mass storage: One 1.2- megabyte 51
/4
inch floppy disk drive; one 80- megabyte
hard disk drive; expandable to one
more floppy disk drive and one more
hard disk drive
Display: MDA, CGA, Hercules, EGA,
Enhanced EGA, and VGA
Keyboard: Modified 101- key enhanced
keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: One serial port; one
parallel port; five free slots: one 8- bit slot,
one 16- bit slot, and three 32- bit slots
Other: Real-time clock/calendar with
battery, 195 watts; 110-(220- volt
switchable power supply; one year
carry- in warranty

Test
Dhrystone*
Fibonacci
Float
Savage
Sieve
Sort

no cache,
no FPU

cache,
no FPU

PS/2
Model 80
80387-16

Compaq
386
80387-16

IBM
PC AT
80287-8

3821
53.17
35.70
314.06
5.84
8.02

4136
49.43
33.45
280.89
5.38
6.92

3626
57.26
1.62
9.49
6.45
7.74

3748
53.11
1.43
8.95
5.98
5.58

1590
126.22
10.98
37.30
24.60
43.17

•For the Dhrystone test only, higher figures denote faster performance

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC ( IN SECONDS)
WRITE

READ

FM11101rAgatellei

'

.t,
48
9'3

BASIC PERFORMANCE ( IN SECONDS)
SIEVE

CALCULATIONS
20

40

100

0

5

20

85

Size
61
/
2 by 21 by 16 1
/
2 inches; 38 pounds

92
ifflemaramwe 6 8

Software
MS-DOS version 3.2; Microsoft
Windows/386; Video Drivers software
support

20

SPREADSHEET ( IN SECONDS)

Options
80287 math coprocessor: $ 525
80387 math coprocessor: $ 1199
Z-505 1- megabyte RAM expansion:
$699
Z-515 4- megabyte RAM expansion:
$2199
Z-525 64K- byte cache memory: $ 599
40- megabyte hard disk drive: $ 1699
80 megabyte hard disk drive: $ 1999

LOAD

Documentation
130- page High- Performance
Workstation Owner's Manual; 475- page
MS-DOS Version 3.2 User's Guide and
User's Reference; 20- page Video Drivers
Installation Guide; 46- page MS-DOS
Version 3.2 Quick Reference Guide

40K FILE COPY

RECALCULATE
5
lo

20

20

25

l
43
I

9

88

SYSTEM UTILITIES ( IN SECONDS)
0

5

10

20

25

ZENITH Z-386

a' 0
»G 7

am

IBM PS/2 MODEL 80
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386
en IBM PC AT (8MHZ)

Price
Model 40: $6499
Model 80: $ 7499
Inquiry 885.
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The table contains the results of C language benchmarks (see " A Closer Look" by Richard Grehan in the September 1987 BYTE). All times are in seconds, except for the Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second. The Disk Access benchmarks write and then
read a64K- byte sequential text file to ahard disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000 multiplication and division operations. The
Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a100- row by 25- column Multiplan ( 1.06) spreadsheet. The 40K File Copy benchmark copies a40K- byte file on the hard disk. All BASIC
benchmark programs were run with MS-DOS 3.20 and GWBASIC 3.20 on the Zenith Z386 Model 80; PC- DOS 3.3 and BASICA 3.3 on the PS/2 Model 80 and PC AT; and
Compaq DOS 3.1 and Compaq BASIC 3.11 on the Deskpro 386.

REVIEW: THE ZENITH Z-386

However, most AT boards will fit, and
the added flexibility is convenient.
The Z-386 features standard EGAcompatible graphics that can send video
output to avariety of different monitors.
In addition to supporting MDA, CGA,
Hercules, and EGA monitors, the Z-449
video adapter can drive a31.5-kHz analog monochrome or color monitor, such
as those supported by IBM's PS/2 computers. The Z-449 directly supports a
special EGA- like 480- line display on
VGA analog monitors, and Zenith provides adisk of video drivers to support
the 480-line mode in Lotus 1-2-3, Lotus
Symphony, AutoCAD, GEM, and Microsoft Windows. [Editor's note: For further
discussion of the Z-449, see "Enhanced
EGA and VGA Boards" by Curtis Franklin Jr. on page 102 of this issue.]
On the rear of the system unit are two
sockets for monitors: one for aVGA or
compatible monitor and one for the other
supported monitors. The sockets are easy
to differentiate, however: The VGA
monitor socket has 15 pins in three rows,
and the other has 9 pins in two rows. In
other words, the plug on your monitor
will fit only in the appropriate socket, so
there's no chance of mixing them up.
When Iconnected the monitor to the
system unit, it displayed only a solid
white screen. Even though the review
system came with an EGA monitor, Zenith configured the system at the factory
to support an analog VGA monitor. I
solved the display problem by setting off
video DIP switch 6 (accessible from the
outside of the unit)— but only after
searching the documentation for the solution and finally finding it in Chapter 4of
the owner's manual. Ithink Zenith
should include information addressing
common setup problems in the " Getting
Started" chapter at the front.
The on/off switch for the monitor is on
the front; it is apush button labeled " 1/0."
The monitor also has afeature Ihaven't
seen before: On the front is athree-position dial that lets you choose either the
standard color output (black and white
for text at the default settings) or monochrome output in amber or green.
Zenith's enhanced 101-key keyboard
closely emulates the 101-key layout used
on IBM's PS/2 and AT computers, and it
has asoft touch with an audible clicking
feedback system in the keyboard unit itself. Zenith has made one change to the
IBM layout: Instead of placing the backslash ( \) key to the left of the singlewidth Backspace key, as IBM does, Zenith has enlarged the Backspace key to
double-width and placed the backslash
key to the right of atruncated right Shift
key. It's asmall change, but Ifind it difficult to switch between layouts.

On the positive side, the Z-386's keyboard features a well-designed accelerated key-repeat feature. When you press a
key and hold it down, it begins to repeat
at astandard rate; but the longer you hold
it down, the faster it repeats, making long
cursor movements convenient and rapid.
You can use the keyboard with either
AT- or XT-compatible computers; there
is an AT/XT switch under the nameplate
on the upper left. The keyboard comes
set up for AT compatibility, and if you
wish to use XT compatibility, you need to
add appropriate firmware and change the
switch setting.
The Software Scene
In addition to MS-DOS 3.2 and Microsoft Windows/386, the Z-386 comes with
aROM-based Monitor program that provides access to: a Setup/Configuration
program that lets you configure your system from the keyboard; aTest program
that has extensive disk-read, keyboard,
base-memory, expansion-memory, and
power-up diagnostic tests; aseries of debugging tools, including Eaddress (
examine memory), Iport (input from
port), R[register] (
examine register),
T[count] (
trace program), and
LI [
range] (
unassemble program), where
brackets denote an optional parameter.
To activate the Monitor program, you
press Ctrl-Alt-Insert.
The Z-386 provides a flexible diskboot mechanism. The Setup/Configuration program lets you tell the system
where to look for its bootstrap record;
you can choose to boot automatically
from the floppy disk or the hard disk, or
from the floppy disk when it is mounted
and from the hard disk when it isn't. You
can also choose to have the system come
up displaying the Monitor program's
prompt, at which time you can boot from
whatever drive you wish with the boot
command B[
parameters] .
Although the Z-386 comes with Zenith's version of MS-DOS 3.2, the operating system is not preinstalled on the
hard disk. When Ifirst powered up the review system ( after setting the DIP
switch), the screen displayed the error
message Not a bootable partition.
The " Getting Started" section of the
owner's manual explained that at this
point you reset the computer with the
Ctrl-Alt-Insert combination to go to the
Monitor program. From there, you
mount the first MS-DOS disk and enter
B F(
which stands for " boot from floppy"). The boot sequence on the floppy
disk initiates the MS-DOS SETUP utility.
This reveals acouple of problems that
Zenith could easily have avoided. First,
SETUP is not the same as the Setup/Configuration program, but Zenith doesn't

tell you that there are two different programs involved. This is confusing; you
think you're going to enter the Setup/
Configuration program, but you aren't.
So, any attempt to jump ahead can easily
put you in the wrong place. For instance,
if at the monitor prompt you select the option for the Setup/Configuration program, you have actually bypassed the
SETUP utility, and your hard disk has not
been formatted. Thus, you can find yourself in quite amess. A different name for
one of the programs would have avoided
this confusion.
Second, Zenith has set the system to
automatically try to boot up on the hard
disk. This doesn't make much sense
when you consider that the hard disk
doesn't contain an operating system; in
fact, it isn't even formatted. It would
make more sense to set the initial system
default to boot from the floppy disk.
The SETUP utility formats your hard
disk and transfers your system to it, if you
wish, through a user-friendly conversational interaction. The hard disk comes
unformatted with one partition. If you
want more than one, you can use the MSDOS PART utility to set them up. SETUP
tells you when to exit and execute PART,
and the two utilities give you instructions
on all the procedures you need.
You can also use some other MS-DOS
utilities if you need to modify the hard
disk organization and protections. You
can use DSKSETUP and ASGNPART to
create more than one MS-DOS partition
and assign disk drive letters to those partitions. Then you can format the partitions with the MS-DOS FORMAT command to make them usable and bootable.
The DSKSETUP utility adds a convenient feature to the hard disk layout: format protection. With DSKSETUP, you can
protect each partition on the hard disk
from accidental reformatting; only another DSKSETUP command can release the
protection and allow the disk to be reformatted. ASGNPART lets you assign the
connections between MS-DOS disk drive
letters and the logical disk partitions
created by DSKSETUP. Partitions can all
receive flexible name assignments.
Zenith's version of MS-DOS includes
anumber of custom software utilities, including APPLY (
to execute acommand repeatedly while varying aspecific parameter); CONFIGUR (to tell the system the
correct protocol to use for aserial or parallel device and display the system configuration); FC (to compare two files and
send any differences it finds to the screen
or to another file); RTCLOCK (to read the
real-time clock and set the MS-DOS
clock to that date and time, and reset the
real-time clock); SEARCH (to scan adisk
continued
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH

MODEMS ON A SINGLE PC?
HOW ABOUT 64?

•Up to 16 modems on one single-slot plug-in card
•Up to 64-user capability simultaneous & interactive
•Runs on any PC compatible under MS-DOS V3.X
•User-modifiable C source code included
•Menu-oriented operation
•Complete accounting capability w/audit trail
•Extensive SYSOP displays
•Powerfail-protected data
• " Midnite-Cleanup" feature
•Full one year warranty on hardware

Mega BBS applications
on Microcomputers
•Teleconferencing
•Electronic Mail

•Insurance Claims Processing
•Multiple Listing Services

•File Upload/Download
•Order Entry
•Database Look-up

•Field Quotes

•On-line Expert Systems
•Catalog Scanning

•SIG Conferences
•Stock Prices

•Classified Advertising Svcs
•Educational Services

•Telephone Directories
•Travel Agency Services

•Banking/Financial Services
•Brokerage Services
•Customer Service

•Yellow Pages
•Surveys/Polling
•Multi-Player Games

•Sales Office Communications
•Reservations Services

BREAKTHROUGH!
Combine our single-slot card with our sophisticated
BREAKTHROUGH software and you have aBBS that
performs like amainframe on a286/386 machine ...
with only one cable coming out the back! Completely
self-contained, with no external hardware necessary,
the system is extremely reliable, flexible and fast.
Successfully in use at over one hundred installations,
BREAKTHROUGH allows up to 64 users to interact
with each other and with the system simultaneously.
Up to 16 modems are available on one single slot card.
Extensive and growing third party developer support
offers awide variety of applications for many fields.
The only way to experience our BREAKTHROUGH
is by trying it yourself. For $59.00 we'll rush you a
copy of The Major BBS (our multi-user Bulletin Board
System), the Csource, and a175 page book explaining
the system. This includes everything except the singleslot modem card and the low-level "device driver"
object library package. Single slot modem cards are
available separately in avariety of configurations and
with any number of modems (up to 16) that you may
require.

305/583-5990

eIGALACTICOMM
The Leader in BBS for the PC

4101 SW 47th Avenue, Suite 101 Fort Lauderdale. FL 33314
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REVIEW: THE ZENITH Z-386

and display all files that match the input
specification); ZCOM (to use amodem or
direct serial communications to transfer
files between two computers); and
ZSPOOL (
to create aprint buffer in either
conventional or expanded memory).
In addition, the Expanded Memory
Specification device driver, EMM . SYS ,
comes on the MS-DOS distribution disk.
You can set up as much of your memory
as you wish to be EMS memory, as long
as your first memory card reserves at
least 640K bytes as system memory.
The Z-386 is completely AT compatible, running all the tested software and
hardware without any problems, including Microsoft Windows version 1.03,
Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.01, SideKick version 1.56A, the Microsoft bus Mouse
version 6.10, the Everex Evercom 1200bit-per-second modem, and Lotus Manuscript version 1.0. As is common with
80386 systems, the Z-386, via the Setup/Configuration program, lets you select
one of three operating speeds: Slow,
which is a constant 8-MHz operation;
Fast, a constant 16-MHz operation; or
Smart, in which the CPU runs at 16 MHz
for processing and slows to 8 MHz for
disk I/O operations. The default mode,
Smart, lets you install (and deinstall)
copy-protected software, such as Lotus
1-2-3 version 2.01, on the hard disk
without difficulty.
[Editor's note: While we were working
with the Z-386, the system hung on two
separate and unrelated occasions. We
could enter nothing, and we got no response; we couldn't even reboot. We had
to turn the machine off and then on again
to free it. We also couldn't re-create the
situations. Thus, we have no idea whether this is arecurring problem or afluke.]
On the Bench
Zenith's literature claims a40-millisecond average access time for the 80-megabyte hard disk drive, but Core International's Coretest utility measured amuch
more respectable 27-ms average seek
time, with track-to-track seeks requiring
only 4.3 ms. The drive also performed
well on the disk-transfer-rate test, with a
transfer rate of 205.5K bytes per second.
The EGA display system ran all tested
graphics software, including Microsoft
Windows versions 1.03 and 2.0 and PC
Paintbrush Plus version 1.0, with no
problems. Video memory required 30
wait states for each access, but this is not
unusual for an EGA board running in a
16-MHz 80386 machine. As 32-bit machines become more common and users
become more demanding of graphical interfaces, EGA-compatible hardware will
need to be redesigned for higher speed,
so that it fits more appropriately with the

performance of the rest of the system.
BYTE's BASIC benchmarks show that
the Z-386 without its optional cache
memory is generally comparable to other
80386 machines; its performance is
slightly slower in some tests and slightly
faster in others.
The Z-386 becomes more impressive
in the C benchmarks, which are more indicative of computing power and ability
among the 80386 machines. Without its
optional cache, the Z-386 exceeds the
performance of the IBM PS/2 Model 80
by 5percent on the Dhrystone test, and it
beats that of the 16-MHz Compaq Deskpro 386 by 2 percent. With the cache
memory, these figures jump to 14 percent over the PS/2 and 10 percent over the
Compaq (and an 8percent increase over
the Z-386 without the cache).
On the Fibonacci test, the Z-386 shows
a slight edge over the Model 80 and a
speed equal to the Compaq's. Adding the
cache boosts performance by about 8percent. The review system didn't have a
floating-point coprocessor, so the Float
and Savage benchmarks indicate only that
if you do many floating-point or transcendental calculations, you will want one.
On the Sieve test, the Z-386 shows a10
percent improvement over the Model 80
and asmall (2percent) improvement over
the Compaq. The Sort benchmark is the
only one in which the Z-386 falls behind
the others. It lags behind the Model 80 by
4percent, and behind the Compaq Deskpro by awhopping 44 percent. The cache
memory boosts the Z-386's Sort time by
16 percent, however.
Coupled with Zenith's reputation for
service and reliability, the benchmarks
overall indicate that the Z-386 is an excellent machine to use as an 80386 computing platform. They also indicate that the
additional expense of the Z-525 64K-byte
cache memory board is well worth the
performance boost it provides.
An Outstanding Machine
The Zenith Z-386 is apowerful machine
and a sound value for your computing
dollar. Its compatibility with the PC AT
is flawless, and its performance is among
the best in its class. Its raw computing
horsepower is made even more useful by
Zenith's unusually helpful assortment of
ROM and MS-DOS utility software.
The manual could be better organized
and some of the setup choices more logical. However, these things bothered me
partly because the Z-386 is such an outstanding machine: It's frustrating to have
aterrific machine at your fingertips and
then have astruggle setting it up. Take
the instructions slowly and carefully, and
don't try to jump ahead, and Ithink you'll
avoid the troubles Ihad. •
Circle 262 on Reader Service Card
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For just $ 599,* the new 965 gives
you ASCII, ANSI and IBM* PC compatibility in one terminal.
The new 965's versatility is
unparalleled. It supports 23 terminal emulations, more than any
other model in its class. You even
get your choice of ASCII, ANSI or
IBM Enhanced PC keyboard styles.
There's a14" flat display in
green or page-white with crisp, clear
characters in ahigh-resolution 10x16
matrix. A 2-position keyboard with
atrue accounting keypad, 20 user-

programmable editing keys, and
128 programmable function keys.
The 965 can display up to 49
data lines, enough to show large
spreadsheets or two normal display
pages of text at the same time. No
other terminal this affordable can
do that.
The 965's state-of-the-art single
board design uses a16-bit CPU and
sophisticated gate array to give you
ahigh-performance, very reliable
terminal with afull one-year enduser limited warranty
ii
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The 965. Awhole new look
in terminals from TeleVideo. Call us
toll- free or write today for more
information.
TeleVideo Systems, Inc.,
1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94088-3568.

THE VISION YOU NEED TO SUCCEED

Call 1-800-835-3228
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Introducing UniLab 8620 analyzer- emulator with InSight.
• There's nothing like InSight?" Afeature
of the new 8620 that lets you actually watch
your program go through its paces. So you
can debug faster. And speed up microprocessor
development. For demanding applications like
the automotive controller shown.
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• An exciting industry first, Insight blends
analyzer/emulator techniques to give you
continuous, real time monitoring of key processor functions. See changing register contents,
I/O lines, ports, user-defined memory windows.With your own labels. And all at once.
Interactively.
Without stopping
your program.
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• InSight is made possible by the 8620's
advanced bus state analyzer, its 2730-bus- cycle
trace buffer, and anew high-speed parallel
interface that eliminates RS- 232 bottlenecks.
• The fast interface also speeds data
throughput. From your hard drive, you can
load a64K program into emulation memory
in five seconds.
• On top of that, you get anew, crystalcontrolled 1µsec clock for super precise
event timing.
Circle 191 on Reader Service Can!

• Computer integrated instruments from
Orion prove debugging needn't be costly or
tedious. For more than 150 processors. Like all
our analyzer- emulators, the 8620 debugs by
symptom.Via advanced truth table triggering.
Always included is enough breakpointing
and single stepping now faster than ever)
to assure optimum efficiency. We even provide
astimulus generator and built-in EPROM
programmer to help finish the job.
• Get serious about price/performance.
Save big on design, test, and support costs.
UniLab 8620 analyzer- emulator.
•

Look into it.

Toll free:800/245-8500.In CA: 415/361-8883.
=

=

== e=

INSTRUMENTS

Computer Integrated Instrumentation
702 Marshall Street, Redwood City, CA 94063
Telex: 530942
•in.Sight is atrademark of Orion Instruments, Inc.

SYSTEM REVIEW

NEC PowerMate 2
and HP Vectra ES/12
John Unger

memory card. This slot looks
The NEC APC IV PowerMate 2
Two mature AT-compatible
like an 8-bit slot, but the board
and the Hewlett-Packard Vectra
connector has been moved forES/12 represent two of the best
designs that offer higher speed
ward on the motherboard. The
of a generation of microcomslot can't be used for standard
puters that are based on IBM
and greater reliability
PC expansion boards. You can
PC AT compatibility and the
populate the expanded memory
80286 CPU. Both NEC and HP
board with up to 8megabytes.
apparently believe that comThe slot runs at 12 MHz, rather
puters based on the 80286 have
than 8MHz like the other slots
not reached the end of their deon the expansion bus; this factor
velopment. The companies ofgives the Vectra faster memory
fer the PowerMate 2 and the
I/O for those applications that
Vectra ES/12 as the best price/
use expanded memory.
performance solution for many
The PowerMate has six 16business and personal needs.
bit expansion slots and two 8-bit
The Vectra and the Powerslots on its motherboard. The
Mate both have dual- speed
PowerMate's disk controller
80286 processors: The Powercard occupies one of the 16-bit
Mate can be switched between
slots, and the EGA card fills
10 MHz and 8 MHz, and the
one of the 8-bit slots. The opVectra runs at 12 MHz or 8
tional NEC memory board that
MHz. The machines are more
I installed in my review mathan adequate for nearly all the
chine fits in one of the 16-bit
needs of the average microcomslots. This board comes with
puter user. Furthermore, they
18 256K-bit by 8-bit 120-ns
are compatible with the multiRAM chips soldered to it, for a
tude of software and hardware
total of 512K bytes of additional
developed for the IBM PC AT.
memory. Three more memory
The PowerMate I reviewed
had 1 megabyte of 120-nanokits consisting of 18 256K-bit
The NEC PowerMate (left) and HP Vectra (right).
RAM chips may be added for a
second and 150-ns RAM; the
total of 2megabytes of RAM for
Vectra had 640K bytes of 120each board. You can add atotal of five
ns and 100-ns RAM. They both carne
Technologies (C&T). The Vectra uses
fully populated boards to each
five of these surface-mounted packages
with EGAs and monitors and high-perPowerMate.
formance hard disk drives: The Power- on its motherboard, and the PowerMate
The PowerMate features azero-inserMate had a67-megabyte drive, and the
uses six. The optional EGAs that were
tion-force (ZIF) socket for its 80286 pinpart of my review systems each used two
Vectra had a 40- megabyte unit. The
grid-array CPU. This makes removing or
PowerMate also carne with an optional 1 of these C&T packages. VLSI packages
replacing the chip very easy.
reduce the total chip count in the commegabyte of extended RAM. In these enBoth systems let you switch speeds
puters and allow acleaner design. Like
hanced configurations, the PowerMate
either from the keyboard or with simple
many other AT clones, both use Phoenix
costs $5595, and the Vectra $5535.
software commands. Ihad no difficulty
Technologies' ROM BIOS— firmware
The basic version of each computer
switching speeds on either computer,
comes with one 1.2-megabyte 54-inch
well known for its compatibility with the
even in the middle of a program. The
IBM operating-system ROM.
floppy disk drive, afloppy disk/hard disk
continued
In addition to five 16-bit and two 8-bit
drive controller card, and 640K bytes of
RAM. In these versions, the PowerMate
expansion slots (the disk controller occu
costs $2595 and the Vectra is $2995.
pies one of the 16-bit slots, and the EGA
John Unger is ageophysicist for the U.S.
card fills one of the 8-bit slots), the Vecgovernment. He writes graphics software
Internal Circuitry
tra's motherboard holds a special exand uses computers to study the earth's
Both computers use very-large-scale intepanded memory slot, which can only be
crust. You can reach him at P.O. Box 95,
gration (VLSI) chips from Chips and
used for an optional Vectra ES expanded
Hamilton, VA 22068.
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PowerMate has aconvenient LED indicator on the front panel that lights when the
computer is running in the high-speed or
10-MHz mode. The Vectra gives one
beep when you shift to 8MHz, and two
beeps when you go to 12 MHz. Each
computer's motherboard has asocket for
an optional 80287 numeric coprocessor.
Storage
The PowerMate's larger size provides
room for five half-height storage devices.
The Vectra has amore conventional layout, with space for three half-height storage devices.
The hard disk drive that came with my
PowerMate was NEC's D5452, ahighperformance 67-megabyte model with a
data transfer rate of 247.4K bytes per
second, an average seek time of 25.3 milliseconds, and a track-to-track time of
6.3 ms, according to the Coretest program. Vectra's 40-megabyte Seagate ST251 hard disk drive is only slightly
slower: It has a data transfer rate of
244.7K bytes per second, an average seek
time of 26.7 ms, and atrack-to-track time
of 10.5 ms.
Because MS-DOS 3.2 does not support alogical disk drive larger than 32
megabytes, Ipartitioned the 67-megabyte
drive into two 32-megabyte drives and
one 3-megabyte drive. The utility setup
and formatting programs that came with
the Vectra and the PowerMate were easy
to follow, and getting the hard disks set
up properly was not difficult.
The Vectra comes with HPCACHE, a
disk-caching utility program for the computer's hard disk. This versatile program
lets you set aside either normal or EMS
memory as acache. Disk-cache routines
such as HPCACHE can improve the overall
performance of your system, particularly
if you use software that frequently accesses the hard disk—such as aprogram
that uses overlays or a compiler that
stores and retrieves intermediate temporary files as it compiles source code. In
use, the cache provided a10 percent to 40
percent improvement in the benchmark
results.
The Vectra and PowerMate disk controller cards come with cabling and connectors for a total of two floppy disk
drives and two hard disk drives. This setup gives you avariety of possible combinations of hard and floppy disk drives for
the systems. Both systems' software and
hardware support the addition of 31
/2
inch
floppy disk drives; the Vectra can handle
either 720K-byte or 1.4-megabyte drives,
while the PowerMate only has the option
of adding a 720K-byte drive. The Vectra's disk controller card also contains
the logic for the serial and parallel ports.
On the PowerMate, the two DB-9 serial
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NEC PowerMate 2,
Model APC-H503C

Hewlett-Packard Vectra ES/12,
Model 42

Company
NEC Information Systems Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(617) 264-8000

Company
Hewlett-Packard Corp.
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(415) 857-1501

Components
Processor: 10- MHz Intel 80286; socket
for optional 80287 math coprocessor
Memory: 1megabyte, expandable with
2- megabyte expansion boards to 10.6
megabytes
Mass storage: One 1.2-megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk drive; 67- megabyte hard
disk drive
Display: MultiSync monitor and EGA
card
Keyboard: 101 full-size keys with 12
function keys and separate editing keys
and numeric keypad
I/O interfaces: Two 8- bit and six 16- bit
expansion slots; two RS-232C ports (DB9); one parallel printer port (DB-25)

Components
Processor: 12- MHz Intel 80286; socket
for optional 80287 math coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of RAM on
motherboard standard; up to 8
megabytes on optional Vectra ES
expanded memory card
Mass storage: One 1.2-megabyte 51
/4
inch floppy disk drive; 40- megabyte hard
disk drive
Display: EGA card standard; 13-inch
enhanced color display
Keyboard: 101 full-size keys with 12
function keys and separate editing keys
and keypad
I/0 interfaces: Two 8- bit and five 16- bit
expansion slots; one expanded memory
slot; one RS-232C port (DB-9); one
parallel printer port ( DB-25)

Size
61/
3 by 21 1
/
3 by 17 inches; 41 pounds
Software
MS-DOS 3.2; GWBASIC 3.2
Options
Color graphics adapter board: $225
Advanced Graphics Board plus
PowerMate MultiSync monitor: $ 1350
Memory expansion board with 512K
bytes of RAM: $395
Documentation
69- page PowerMate 2Owners Guide;
407- page GWBASIC User's Guide; 468page MS-DOS User's Guide
Price
Model APC-H503C (unit reviewed):
$5595
Model APC-H5OOK (no hard disk drive
or monitor): $2595
Model APC-H5010 (40-megabyte hard
disk drive and EGA monitor): $4345
Inquiry 884.

Size
61/
2 by 16 3
4 by 15 1
/
/
2 inches; 34 pounds
Software
MS-DOS 3.2; HP utilities and system
diagnostics, including Personal
Applications Manager, DOS shell,
terminal-emulation program, disk-cache
program
Options
31
/2
inch 1.44-megabyte floppy disk
drive: $325
51/
4inch 360K- byte floppy disk drive:
$225
80287-8 math coprocessor: $450
Monochrome monitor: $325
Enhanced graphics monitor: $845
Expanded memory card with 2
megabytes of RAM: $ 1695
Documentation
120- page Vectra MS-DOS 3.2 Vol. 1,
Introduction; 585- page Vectra MS-DOS
3.2 Vol. 2, User's Reference; 245- page
Setting Up the Vectra ES; 110- page HP
Terminal Program User Manual; 146page Using Personal Application
Manager; 112- page Using the Multiple
Character Set Utilities
Price
Model 42 (unit reviewed): $5535
Model 10 (640K bytes of RAM and one
1.2- megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy disk
drive): $2995
Model 20 (same as Model 10, plus a
20- megabyte hard disk drive): $3195
Model 40 (same as Model 10, plus a
40- megabyte hard disk drive): $4195
Inquiry 883.
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ports and the DB-25 parallel port are part
of the motherboard's circuits.
DISK ACCESS IN BASIC ( IN SECONDS)
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The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a64K-byte sequential text file to ahard
disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000
multiplication and division operations. The 40K File Copy benchmark copies a40K-byte
file on the hard disk. The Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a100-row by 25-column
Multiplan (1.06) spreadsheet. The BASIC benchmarks were run with MS-DOS 3.2 and
GWBASIC 3.2 on the NEC PowerMate and HP Vectra; tests on the IBM PC and PC AT
were run with PC-DOS 3.3 and BASICA 3.3.

Externals
The most obvious difference between the
two computers is their size. The PowerMate is about 4 inches wider than the
Vectra and uses this extra space to provide two more half-height slots for storage devices.
Both computers have keyboards patterned after the IBM enhanced keyboard.
The feel of both keyboards is good, even
though they are rather different. Ifell in
love with the PowerMate's the first time I
used it. It has arather light touch, with a
mechanical click built into the keys, and
it is good for fast typing. The Vectra's
keyboard is abit stiffer, but it has asimilar feel, with adefinite break before the
key actually enters its character. Ijust
can't seem to type as fast on it as Ican on
the PowerMate's. The key click on the
Vectra comes from software rather than
from the keyboard, and you can easily
change its amplitude or remove it altogether by using the Control, Alt, and Plus
( +) keys.
The EGA boards and monitors on both
computers performed flawlessly, and the
colors and resolution of the displays were
good. You might expect this from the
PowerMate; the " Advanced Color
Display" sold with this system is the popular NEC MultiSync, which has received
well-deserved praise in many reviews.
Mitsubishi manufactures HP's enhanced
graphics display. It has afine screen and
great color, and it automatically selects
scan frequencies between 15.75 and
21.85 kHz. Igive the edge to the PowerMate 2's display; it is crisper, and the
character set used by NEC is easier on the
eyes. Because of its 35-kHz maximum
scan frequency, the MultiSync monitor
also has the advantage of upward compatibility with VGA cards' higher-resolution graphics modes.
Performance and Compatibility
There are no mysteries when comparing
these two computers. As the benchmark
results show, the Vectra's 12-MHz mode
gives it a3percent to 27 percent performance edge over the PowerMate running
at 10 MHz. The Vectra's performance
edge increases when it is run with the
disk-caching program in place.
Although it is not explicit from their
specifications, both of these machines
operate with one wait state and therefore
give up a slight speed advantage. Both
computers are probably in the top 10 percent of all AT clones in terms of calculating speed; the only 80286 machines that
outperform them are those few that run at
continued
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HOW DO YOU GET
AJOB WITHOUT
EXPERIENCE?
AND HOW DO YOU
GET EXPERIENCE
WITHOUT AJOB?
Most young people have one
answer to this problem. They avoid it
until they're out of college. But they
could be getting solid work experience while they're still in college. With
your company's help. And ours.
We're Co-op Education. Anationwide program that helps college
students get real jobs for real pay,
while they're getting an education.
But we can't do it without you.
Those real jobs have to come from
real companies. Like yours.
For more information on how
you can participate in this valuable
program, write Co-op Education,
Box 775E, Boston, MA 02115.
Not only will you be giving students
achance to earn money and pick up
the most valuable kind of knowledge,
you'll be giving yourselves achance
to pick up the most valuable kind
of employee.

Co-op Education
You earn afuture when you earn adegree.

il
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10 or 12 MHz with zero wait states. The
high-performance disk drives add to the
overall speed of the two systems.
Ihad no problems running my normal
stock of software, which includes WordPerfect 4.1, Reflex 1.1, Condor 3, Multiplan 1.06, a variety of C compilers
(Turbo C 1.0, Microsoft C 4.0, and
DeSmet C 2.5), and the C-terp 3.00 interpreter, on either computer at its highest speed setting. Most of the games I
ran—Jet, Starflight (which needs an EGA
patch), Pinball Construction Set, and
Flight Simulator— functioned reliably.
Warranty, Service, and Quality
HP has a well-deserved reputation for
making reliable and well-designed computers. Its dedication to quality carries
over into its Vectra series; my review system was awell-built, well-designed piece
of hardware. HP offers alimited one-year
warranty that covers carry- in service at
an authorized dealer or the manufacturer.
The first microcomputer Ireviewed for
BYTE was the NEC APC III, apredecessor to the PowerMate reviewed here. The
qualities that impressed me in the APC
III— its design, construction, and graphics—are even more apparent in the APC
IV PowerMate, and this time the system
is 100 percent compatible with the IBM
PC AT. NEC has aone-year warranty for
its machines that is similar to HP's. Service should be easy to find due to NEC's
extensive national network of dealers.
Up to Snuff, and Then Some
The 80286 AT-compatible market is now
at amature stage. This means that potential buyers of this class of microcomputer
must look at small, perhaps even subjective, features when comparing different
machines. The NEC and HP systems
have an advantage over most of the noname AT clones now flooding the marketplace because they are backed by companies with large, well-known sales and
service groups. The Vectra ES/12 and the
APC IV PowerMate 2 are both going to
be supported for years to come. The
amount and quality of documentation is
also quite good—an important point for
less-experienced users to keep in mind.
If you want a high-performance ATcompatible computer with excellent expansion capability, either of these machines will do the job for you. Obvious
differences are the Vectra's lead in computing performance and the PowerMate's
larger expansion chassis. My choice
would be the PowerMate, because of the
feel of its keyboard and the extra serial
port, and because it is available at highly
discounted prices from many dealers and
so is simply abetter value at retail street
prices. •

The $ 19.95 High-Performance C Compiler
Mix Software presents Power C ... Our new cost-

Compare the functions. With over 400 functions,

Technical Specifications

efficient alternative to high-priced C compilers.

the Power C library is vastly superior. Our library

Power C includes: Power C compiler with integrated
Make, Power C linker, Power C Libraries, Power C
book, and support for...

Now you can create high-performance programs

is asuperset of Microsoft C and Turbo C. Plus,

without spending all your hard-earned money. But

we've added an extensive set of graphics functions

price isn't I
he only reason to choose Power Cover

for drawing lines, boxes circles, pie charts,

the competition.

and more.

Compare the performance. Power C's integrated

Compare the portabilky. Power C supports the

Make saves you time and effort by automatically

latest features of the proposed ANSI Cstandard.

managing your large programming projects. And

Plus, Power C is compatible with both Microsoft

with Power C, your programs can be as large as

C and Turbo C. All of which makes it easier to

available memory. As for speed, the performance

rnove programs to and from Power C.

chart speaks for itself. Power Cexecutes most of
the benchmarks faster. And Power C creates

Compare the documentation. Our competition

y
.-y
y
y
y

ANSI standard
IEEE floating point
8087180287 coprocessor
auto-sensing of 8087/80287
automatic register variables
mixed model (near & far pointers)
CGA, EGA, & Hercules graphics

Options are...
y Library source code
y BCD business math

Order Power Cnow by calling our toll free number
or mail the coupon to Mix Software, 1132 Com-

smaller EXE files, out- performing the competition.

assumes that you're already aCwizard. We don't.
ple programs with even/ function. With our com-

1-800-523-9520

Performance Chart

plete documentation, programming in Ccouldn't

for technical support and for orders inside Texas

be easier.

call: 1-214-783-6001

Power Cis factors less expensive. And the source

Minimum System Requirements:
MSDOS or PCDOS 2.0 or later, 256K memory, 2floppy drives
or hard drive recommended, Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles, and IBM PS/2 model 26 30, 50, 60, or 80.

(execution times in seconds)

Power C MSC

Turbo C

1) fib'

23.8

47.0

26.4

2) sieve'

27.6

40.2

25.5

as

9.0

9.6

3) tdbl'

Power Cincludes astep-by-step tutorial and sam-

code to our function library is available at a
fraction of their price.

135

14.2

14.3

5) report —

11.0

863

60.7

C Compiler

6) drystone**

36.6

38.2

31.8

Compile/Link

73.9

187.6

81.4

EXE File Size

25120

29008

27184

Benchmarks from Dr. Dobbs Journal' & Computer
Language' . First four programs test 1) function calling, 2)
loops/integer math 3) floating point math, & 4) disk I/O. Programs 5 & 6simulate typical applications. Tests compiled
from command line using Make supplied with each compiler. Tests run on 8MHz AT with medium model of Power
C 1.0, MS ( Microsoft) C 4.0, & Turbo C 1.0.

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card

60 day money back guarantee

Price Chart

4) diskio*

Power C MS C

Turbo C

$450.00

$99.95

Library Source
Code Option 81000

N/A

$150.00

Total Cost
with Source

N/A

$249.95

$1995

$23.?5

merce Drive, Richardson, TX 75081.

Name
Street
City
State
Telephone

7ip

Paying by:
D Check
El MC / Visati

El Money Order
Exp

Computer Name

Disk Size
51
/ . E13 1
4
2 "
/

Product(s) (Not Copy Protected)
Power C ($19.95)
Library Source Code ($10) $
(includes an assembler)
BCD Business Math ($10) $
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax $
Md Shipping ($5 USA - $20 Foreign)
Total amount of your order
Power C is atrademark of Mix Software.
Microsoft Cis aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Turbo C is aregistered trademark of Borland International. B
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CLEO is your SNA or BSC Gateway
Remote Sites Communication
Whatever your industry, your remote
computers need to share information with
your mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other remotes. In either case, you
need atotal solution at the remote sites. You
need software, hardware interfaces and
modems that all work together smoothly.
You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow microcomputers to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to emulate
their workstations. Since 1981, CLEO lias
provided remote communications between
micros and mainframes for the automotive,
insurance, medical and banking industries.
Today over 66,000 CLEO users worldwide
are running on all major brands of microprocessors. The greatest number of these
users run CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
Software/Hardware Package

Call us today to discuss
your application.

Every CLEO package contains all the soft-

CLEO Software
1639 North Alpine Rd.
Rockford, IL 61107
Telex 703639

ware and hardware accessories needed at the
remote site. Your selected CLEO SNA or BSC
software is packaged with 1) an internal
modem card for dial-up applications, or 2)
an interface card and cable for use with your
existing modem. There's no waiting for nonCLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt, singlesource service.

Package prices

ale-%

range from $ 795.00 for
most stand-alone packages, up to $ 1,995.00
for the 32- user SNA gateway.

FAX 815/397-6535
Headquarters:
USA: 1-800/233-2536
Illinois: 1-800/422-2536
International: 815/397-8110
Sales and Distribution:
Benelux: 31 (71)215281
Canada, East: 800/361-3185
Canada, West: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 514/737-3631
Colombia, S.A.: 12172266
Denmark: 1628300
England: 0908667737
France: 146861136
Italy: (0331) 634 562
Mexico City: 596-5539
Sweden 8740 5070

CLEO

CLEO and 3"80Plus are registered trademarks of CLEO Software IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

SYSTEM REVIEW

The Tandy 1400 LT
David Satz

At $ 1599, the Tandy 1400 LT is
other tiny slide switch on the
This portable strikes
less expensive than most other
right side of the case that lets
portables and laptops. It enters
you
select the internal or exterasensible balance between basic
the field of IBM PC-compatinal disk drive as the default boot
ble laptop computers in the
device.
performance and economy
middle in terms of processor
power and portability, and near
Stand By
the bottom in terms of price.
Standby mode in the Tandy
The speed of its 8088-compat1400 LT is the timed, automatic
ible NEC V20 is softwareshutdown of the screen elecswitchable between 7.16 MHz
tronics, including the batteryand 4.77 MHz, placing its top
eating fluorescent backlightspeed between those of the
ing. It is triggered when the
4.77- MHz IBM PC and the 8computer has been waiting for
MHz IBM PC AT. At 13 /
2
1
keyboard input for a specified
pounds, it is lighter than some
length of time- 10 minutes as
portables (the Compaq Portable
configured by Tandy, but you
386, for example, weighs in at
can set this interval to any num20 pounds) and heavier than
ber of hours and minutes up to
others ( the Toshiba T1000
3:59 with the setup mode.
weighs only 61
/ pounds).
2
The computer most often
The Tandy 1400 LT has
waits for keyboard input at the
768K bytes of RAM, two 720KDOS prompt. However, keybyte 31
/ -inch floppy disk
2
board-driven applications prodrives, and abacklit supertwist
grams such as word processors
LCD screen. As configured by
can also be left suspended while
Tandy, the 128K bytes of memwaiting for the next command;
ory beyond the 640K-byte DOS
their execution then resumes
limit is set up as aRAM disk.
along with screen illumination
Unfortunately, however, its
as soon as you press any key to
contents are not maintained when you
The system ROM contains the Phoenix
continue operation.
shut the power off. The Tandy's userBIOS, and the system software includes
The value of this feature is in preservreplaceable and rechargeable internal
MS-DOS 3.2 and Tandy's version of
ing battery-charge life and sometimes
nickel-cadmium battery pack gives 4to 5 GWBASIC 3.2. The system also contains
(especially in cases of user oversight) imhours of service per 13- hour charge
a setup mode from which you can alter
portant program data. The normal batcycle. An AC adapter also comes with the
system parameters at any time. For examtery charge lasts only about 4hours in acmachine. An optional internal 300-/ 1200ple, the F7 option lets you change the systive mode, while the standby mode,
bit-per-second (bps) Hayes-compatible
tem clock speed from the default 7.16
which uses less than half as much curmodem card is available for $ 199.95.
MHz to 4.77 MHz, if you should need to
rent, can preserve the contents of memfor program compatibility.
ory and the status of arunning program
To the Rear
The rear panel is protected by both a for up to 11 hours on afully charged batThe rear access panel contains all exterplastic door flap and two sets of protrudtery, provided that you don't turn off the
nal power and data connectors, including
ing ridges that let you stand the computer
power switch in the meantime. A green
one serial port and one parallel port,
safely on end. You can connect an IBM
LED in front of the B drive lights up
RGB-intensity ( RGBI) and composite
PC-compatible external keyboard, as
when you are in standby mode.
video outputs, a keyboard input, and a well as an external RGBI monitor; atiny
continued
socket for an external floppy disk drive.
slide switch on the back panel allows you
Also, the rear panel has aslot for an interto specify either the LCD screen or an exDavid Satz (118 State St., Apt. C, Brooknal modem and an unlabeled access
ternal monitor as the default display. In
lyn Heights, NY 11201) is a classical
panel. The motherboard has asocket for
addition, you can also connect an external
musician and recording engineer. You
an optional 8087-2 numeric coprocessor.
54-inch floppy disk drive; there is ancan reach him on BIX as "dsatz."
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Tandy 1400 LT
Company
Tandy Corp./Radio Shack
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 390-3011

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (IN SECONDS)
WRITE
O
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40

READ
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Components
Processor: 4.77- /7.16- MHz NEC V20;
socket for Intel 8087-2 math coprocessor
Memory: 768K bytes of RAM; 16K
bytes of ROM (Phoenix BIOS)
Mass storage: Two 720K- byte 31/
2inch
floppy disk drives; optional 51
/4
inch
external floppy disk drive can be used
Display: Backlit supertwist LCD, 25
lines by 80 columns, 640- by 200- pixel
color graphics (partially simulated by
shading); 41
,(3-by 9%-inch screen; optional
external RGBI monitor can be used
Keyboard: 76 keys, including 12
function keys; special editing- key cluster;
embedded-numeric keypad in ASCII
keyboard; optional external keyboard can
be used
I/O interfaces: RS-232C serial port;
Centronics-compatible parallel port;
external floppy disk drive port; RGBI
video output ( IBM PC-compatible);
composite video output; external
keyboard port; telephone line and
instrument
Other: Built-in clock/calendar; internal
nickel-cadmium battery pack; A/C
adapter; carrying handle

/11.1..11 33
4 9.3

5
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BASIC PERFORMANCE ( IN SECONDS)
SIEVE
O

CALCULATIONS
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Software
MS-DOS 3.2; GWBASIC 3.2
Options
300-/ 1200- bps Hayes-compatible
CMOS internal modem: $ 199.95
Additional nickel-cadmium battery
pack: $ 79.95
Carrying case: $39.95
Intel 8087-2 math coprocessor: $250
MS-DOS/GWBASIC Reference Guides:
$29.95
Documentation
77- page A Practical Guide to the Tandy
1400 LT
Price
$1599
Inquiry 895.

Screen and Keyboard
The lid containing the 4,
h- by 9%-inch
LCD screen hinges from the center of the
main chassis and is adjustable to any
viewing angle from upright to nearly flat.
Be careful, however, not to let it fall shut
on your fingers or on disks that you
haven't fully inserted into the drives.
128
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SYSTEM UTILITIES (
IN SECONDS)
40K FORMAT/DISK COPY
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SPREADSHEET ( IN SECONDS)
RECALCULATE
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Size
14 1
/
2 by 12% by 31
2 inches;
/
13 1
/ pounds
2
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2
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mi TANDY 1400 LT ( 716 MHZ)

TANDY 1400 LT (477 MHZ)

IBM PC AT ( 8MHZ) am IBM PC ( 477 MHZ)

The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a64K- byte sequential text file to a
blank, formatted floppy disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes.
Calculations performs 10,000 multiplication and division operations. The 40K
Format/Disk Copy formats and copies a40K- byte file with the system utilities. This test
was not performed on the PC AT because the computer had only one floppy disk drive.
The 40K File Copy benchmark copies a40K- byte file from one floppy disk to the other.
The Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a 25- row by 25-column Multiplan ( 1.06)
spreadsheet. All benchmark programs on the Tandy 1400 LT were run with MS-DOS
3.20 and Tandy's version of GWBASIC 3.20; tests on the IBM PC and PC AT were run
with PC- DOS 3.2 and GWBASIC 2.02.

The 80-column by 25-line screen is
only half as tall as it is wide, and there is
no margin at all between the descenders
of one line of characters and the ascenders of the next. But the font is a wellchosen mixture of double- and single-dot
thicknesses, and it has sufficient contrast
to be easily legible under all normal am-

bient lighting conditions—or even in total
darkness. A contrast control on the right
side of the case sets the shading for the
royal-blue characters and the silver-gray
background, acombination Ifound extremely readable and easy on the eyes.
The plastic-film surface coating over
the screen tends to reflect some glare, but

REVIEW: THE TANDY 1400 LT

you can usually adjust the screen tilt to
avoid any problems. The fluorescent
backlighting also " sings" noticeably at
about 660 Hz when energized, but this
sound is disturbing only in quiet surroundings. The fluorescent panels have
an estimated life of 3years; Tandy computer- service personnel can replace
them.
The Tandy 1400 LT simulates the
CGA 640- by 200-pixel graphics mode.
By varying the refresh cycle of the LCD
pixels, you can obtain four degrees of
shading: the basic silver-gray background, royal blue for fully darkened
pixels, adull brownish foreground shade,
and alighter background shade.
The slow darkening characteristic of
supertwist LCD pixels is observable here
just as it is on the NEC MultiSpeed (see
my review "The NEC MultiSpeed" in
the September 1987 BYTE). But due to
the Tandy's slower processor, the smearing effect that you get when you scroll text
(e.g., disk directory listings) is less pronounced. You can also see aslight downward ripple effect, particularly when the
background setting is on the dark side.
This ripple is not aproduct of interference from other lighting; it is visible in
total darkness as well.
Keyboard preferences are even more
intensely subject to personal tastes and
acquired habits than screens are. The
Tandy 1400 LT's keyboard arrangement
features 12 function keys in three groups
across the top, the Escape key to the left
of the numbers row, and minor punctuation character keys to the left and right of
the space bar. The cursor-control cluster
is at the extreme bottom right, and you
must combine cursor keys with a lefthand Function key to produce commands
such as PageUp, PageDown, Home, and
End. This arrangement conserves space
on the keyboard, but not in the mind. It
results in four different shift-type keys:
Shift, Control, Alt, and Function. It also
makes you use three fingers, as well as
extra eye motions, to generate several of
the most common word processor commands, such as PageUp (Ctrl-Fn-PgUp)
or End (Ctrl-Fn-End). Even CapsLock,
the purpose of which is to free your
hands, ironically requires both hands to
set or reset (Ctrl-Fn-CapsLock).
The keyboard action provides some resistance and requires a firm touch—a
slight punching action. Getting used to
the touch required to depress the keys is
easier than getting accustomed to the keys
popping up when you release them. They
make ahollow popping sound both when
you depress them and when you let them
go. The keyboard is not conducive to
quiet typing or to an extremely light typing touch. On the other hand, you're not

likely to enter extraneous characters by
mistake; these keys require adefinite keystroke to produce acharacter.
You can use an alternative keyboard, if
you wish, by plugging it into the keyboard
socket provided on the rear panel.
Modem, Size, and Battery
Iinstalled the optional 300-/ 1200-bps
Hayes-compatible modem card with very
little difficulty. To use it, you must select
the F4 option in the setup mode and
switch from the default RS232C to MODEM.
The modem functioned flawlessly on
both local and coast-to-coast connections. It lets you use acoustic cups at both
300- and 1200-bps speeds, making it useful in hotels and pay phones where direct
access to modular phone sockets may not
be available. The modem's implementation of the AT command set includes all
the normal Sregister controls and the extended verbal/numeric result codes.
Overall, the computer is neither as
small as the Toshiba T1100 Plus (or any
of the Toshiba laptops, for that matter)
nor as large as the NEC MultiSpeed. The
Tandy 1400 LT is light enough to carry
across alarge airport terminal, but it is
heavy enough to cause eventual discomfort, rather like an early-model portable
electric typewriter. The weight is mostly
at the rear of the computer. This is understandable: The keyboard is in the front,
and the boards and disk drives are in the
rear. However, taking the Tandy 1400 LT
at its name, Itried it as alaptop, balanced
on my knees. Its rear weight and slightly
longer footprint ( 14 1
/ inches versus 12
2
inches for the Toshiba T1100 Plus and
13 1
/ inches for the NEC MultiSpeed)
2
gave it atendency to slip off my lap.
The nickel-cadmium battery pack
comes in its own externally accessible
compartment, so you can easily replace it
with an optional extra battery pack. This
will be good news for travelers and those
of us who never quite seem to get the
long-life performance that modern, properly cared-for nickel-cadmium batteries
are supposed to offer. The battery power
supply takes over automatically if it contains an adequate operating charge and
the AC power supply is removed or interrupted. However, you can't change the
battery safely while the computer is active or in standby mode. The manual instructs you to turn off the power and disconnect all peripherals and accessories
first.
Checking Out the Software
A single 31
2 /
inch floppy disk contains a
complete implementation of MS-DOS
3.2, including the hard disk drive-oriented utilities such as BACKUP, RESTORE,
JOIN, and SUBST (
although no hard disk

drive is available). GWBASIC 3.2 comes
on the disk as well.
Up-to-date versions of MOUSE . COM and
MOUSE . SYS are included to support a
Microsoft serial Mouse if you wish to add
one. The DOS disk also has the programmer-oriented utilities LINK, LIB, and
EXE2BIN, and a bunch of lesser-known
DOS utilities. These would have sent me
running to the DOS manual to see what
they're good for if the Tandy 1400 LT
had come with one. But it didn't; the
manual is an optional extra.
The Tandy 1400 LT showed no software- or hardware-compatibility problems with Flight Simulator 2.13, Turbo
Pascal 3.01a, SideKick 1.56a, MEX.PC
1.65a, Microsoft Word 3.1, or QuickBASIC 2.01. However, Idid have trouble
with version 4.0 of Microsoft Word. Earlier versions of Word worked perfectly
well; however, due to the increased default key-repetition rate in version 4.0,
you get a runaway-keyboard condition
that you can stop only by rebooting. To
prevent this problem, you must use the
DOS DEBUG utility to patch asingle location in the MW. INI file in the WORD directory. (Microsoft's customer service is
aware of this problem and can advise you
of the precise patch.) The Microsoft
serial Mouse (original style) worked perfectly well with the supplied version of
MOUSE . COM.
The softcover manual, A Practical
Guide to the Tandy 1400 LT, devotes 28
pages to DOS concepts and functions, but
the explanations are so concise that I
wonder whether many nontechnical readers could really profit from them. Another strange aside: The manual contains
two indexes—one at the end of the hardware section (48 pages into the manual),
and another àt the end of the DOS section, which is at the end of the book. So,
if you're looking for something to do with
the hardware, you won't find it in the index at the end of the book, where you'd
normally look.
Testing the Tandy
Itested the 720K-byte floppy disk drives
with the Coretest, which showed an average access time of about 225 milliseconds; this is typical of the drives on current-model laptops. The operating noise
level of the disk drives is higher than
average, although, like the noise of the
screen, it should be disturbing only in
quiet environments, such as libraries or
classrooms.
Ialso ran BYTE's BASIC benchmarks
with Tandy's version of GWI3ASIC 3.2
and MS-DOS 3.20. Disk Read and Write,
Sieve, Calculations, and Spreadsheet
Load and Recalculate all give the Tandy
continued
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REVIEW: THE TANDY 1400 LT

SPEED UP YOUR PC/XT NOW
NORTON SI= 9.4/10.3

You know that SPEED is the only thing your PC/XT
never has. Its brain takes too much time to think.
Have it transplanted now with the EPC motherboard
and your system would yield an astonishingly high
performance, exceeding even that of the PC- AT.

EPC is simply the FASTEST PC/XT Motherboard
in the World that is fully compatible to all PC/XT
hardware and software. It's 100% designed and made
in CANADA and absolutely not adownsize AT clone.
EPC comes with an step-by-step installation manual
plus a TWO- YEARS warranty and prices only
US$399.00 ( with 0Kb)

SPECIFICATIONS
*80286-10 CPU in 8088 mode
* Dual speed : 8Mhz/10Mhz

•8 XT

slots

XT keyboard input

*Socketed for 80287

XT Power supply input

*Socketed for BIOS/640Kb RAM
*Industrial Grade 4- layer PCB

*Dimensions: 8.5in.x 14in.
(fit most XT clone cases)

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Electronics Inc.

3800 Thimens Blvd.
St -Laurent, Quebec, CANADA H4R IV6
Tel: ( 514) 745-2656

LAHEY SETS NEW
FORTRAN STANDARDS
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77 - Full ANSI Standard $95
F77L - The benchmark for the competition.
"EDITOR'S CHOICE"
"...the

$477

PC Magazine

most robust compiler tested."

"...the ultimate fully-blown

Micro/Systems Journal

ANSI FORTRAN 77...

afantastic product."

PC Australia

F77L-EM/16 - Breaks the DOS 640K barrier with extended memory.
The most powerful PC FORTRAN available. $695

FORTRAN TOOLS: Profiler, Mathematical Functions Library, Overlay
Linker, Utility Libraries, Windows Library, Toolkit.

The difficult decision is not from whom you should buy your PC
FORTRAN, but which Lahey compiler you should purchase.
Call us today to discuss your
PC FORTRAN needs.
FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER:

1-8GO-548-4778
30- Day Money- Back Satisfaction Guarantee
Lahev Compute' Systems. Inc, Box 6091,
incline Village, NV 89450
Tel 702-831-2500
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1400 LT at 4.77 MHz the edge over the
4.77- MHz IBM PC. The formatting and
copying tests, however, are a different
story. On the 40K Format/Disk Copy,
the IBM PC is more than 40 percent
faster than the Tandy 1400 LT (9.6 seconds for the PC and 13.5 for the 1400
LT); and on the 40K File Copy, the IBM
leaves the Tandy in the dust, with more
than a98 percent advantage (5.8 seconds
for the IBM versus 11.5 for the Tandy).
When you compare the Tandy 1400 LT
at 7.16 MHz with the 4.77- MHz IBM
PC, the results change, as you would expect. The Tandy shows asignificant advantage on the Disk Write and Read, the
Sieve, and the Calculations tests. Then
the advantage dissolves. The 4.77- MHz
IBM PC outperforms the 7.16- MHz
Tandy 1400 LT on the 40K Format/Disk
Copy by more than 20 percent (9.6 seconds for the IBM and 11.6 for the
Tandy). And the IBM continues to blow
the Tandy away on the 40K File Copy by
88 percent ( 5.8 seconds versus the
Tandy's 10.9). On the Spreadsheet Load,
the 1400 LT at 7.16 MHz performs at almost exactly the same speed as the 4.77MHz IBM PC, although the megahertz
advantage does show up in the Recalculate figures (the Tandy outperforms the
IBM by 64 percent: 6.7 seconds versus
11 seconds). Needless to say, the 8-MHz
IBM PC AT steals the speed awards by a
healthy margin.
Little New Ground
Tandy, with its massive distribution network of Radio Shack stores, has the
power to make waves with any serious
computer product it introduces. The
Tandy 1400 LT is asolidly designed laptop that breaks little new ground, but— if
you accept its keyboard feel and layout
and slow disk drives— it avoids any serious design flaws. Its hardware capability
will be particularly noteworthy if areasonably priced expansion chassis and a
hard disk drive become available in the
future.
The Tandy 1400 LT's processor power
and backlit LCD screen make it a lowcost alternative to the successful Zenith
Z-181 ($2399). The Z-181 screen is taller
but is hinged from the back of the case,
making it harder to use on most airplane
or train seat backs. If you need compactness, processor power, and battery life,
you may prefer the somewhat higherpriced Toshiba T1100 Plus ($ 1999)—or
the NEC MultiSpeed ($2195), abacklit
LCD machine that is more powerful than
either the Tandy 1400 LT or the Toshiba
T1100 Plus. However, at $ 1599, the
Tandy 1400 LT achieves a sensible and
moderate balance between good basic
performance and economy. •

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE
PRESENTS
MICROPORT SYSTEM V/386
THE BEST INTEL 80386
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT.
PERIOD!
Microport & Programmer's Paradise offer you the best value on the tools you need.
Software developers, Microport knows your job
is difficult. That's why they've created the best 80386
development environment on the market, giving
you the tools you need to do your job successfully.
Microport System V/386 is the powerful UNIX® V
operating system that delivers almost unlimited
speed and power and provides true multi-tasking
and multi-user capabilities. It can be used in virtually all computer environments, from software
development to office automation to true desktop
publishing.

TEXT PREPARATION SYSTEM
This package consists of the complete System V, Release 2Documenters' Workbench ( DWB). Also includes both the new troff (device-independent troff) and the old troff (otroff). Drivers for the HP
LaserJet Printer and Apple's LaserWriter are optionally available.
List: $ 199
Ours: $169

COMPLETE SYSTEM V/386
Includes Runtime System, Software Development System and
Text Preparation System
List: $799
Ours: $669

DOS MERGE 386
System V/386— the best and most complete development environment. And here's why. It's the only
operating environment with:

• The real UNIX developed by AT&T, which
gives you complete compatibility up and down.
• The latest version of AT&T UNIX System V,
Release 3.
• The highly acclaimed Green Hills C-386
C compiler, well-known for its ability to
generate fast, compact code, gives you full
UNIX symbolic debugging and support for the
80387 and Weitek 1167 math co-processors.

Make your job easier and
get the Microport 80386
software development
advantage.

miaigg.1111.1111
ffle
MI

CRO

PORT

RUNTIME SYSTEM
One of the most comprehensive UNIX V operating systems
available on the market today, it includes the screen editor " vi" and
contains over 180 utility programs.
List: Runtime System ( 2-user): $199
Ours: $169
Runtime System ( unlimited users): $448
Ours: Call
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The Software Development System includes both the Green
Hills C-386 compiler and the AT&T 386 pcc C compiler. Also available are Green Hills Fortran 386 and Pascal 386. A family of compilers with call sequence compatibility. Each compiler conforms to
relevant standards, generates small, condensed code, and features
global optimization for fast execution.
List: $499
Ours: $429
UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T. System V/386 is atrademark of
Microport Systems.
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DOS Merge 386 is an environment that supports concurrent
use of System V/386 and DOS. With DOS Merge, you can develop
software by combining DOS and UNIX System V programs and
commands. You can run multiple DOS programs and UNIX System
V programs at the same time on dumb terminals. DOS Merge comes
in two versions: a2- user version and an unlimited- user version.
List: DOS Merge 386 ( 2User) $395
Ours: $345
DOS Merge 386 ( Unlimited) $495
Ours: $429
Microport System V is also available for the PC/AT
List
$549
199
249
199
249
149

System V/AT ( Complete)
Runtime System
Software Development System
Text Preparation System
Unlimited License Kit
DOS Merge 286

Ours
$ 465
169
209
169
209
129

Put Microport's System V/386 or System V/AT
Software Development Environment to work for
you. Call PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE!

1-800-445-7899

In NY: 914-332-4548,,
Programmer's

ADivision of Hudson Technologies, Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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LIST OURS

Programmer's Paradise Gives You Superb Selection,
Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices!
Welcome to Paradise. The microcomputer software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise ...
•Huge inventory, immediate shipment
• Special orders
• Knowledgeable sales staff
• 30-day money-back guarantee*

• Lowest price guaranteed
• Latest versions
Dealers
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We'll Match Any
Nationally Advertised Price.

LIST OURS
386 SOFTWARE
829
ADVANTAGE 386 C
895
ADVANTAGE 386 PASCAL
895
829
DESQVIEW
NEW 130
109
MICROPORT DOS/MERGE
395
349
MICROPORT SYSTEM
V/386(COMPLETE)
SPECIAL 799
669
MS WINDOWS/386
SPECIAL 195
125
PC-MOS 386
CALL CALL
PHARLAP 3861ASM/LINK
495
419
PHARLAP 386 DEBUG
195
155
SCO XENIX SYS V386 ( COMPLETE) 1495
1195
VM/386
245
179
386-TO-THE- MAX
NEW 75
65
APL
APL•PLUS PC
APL•PLUS PC TOOLS
POCKET APL

695
295
95

199
205
79

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVE PROLOG TUTOR
ARITY STANDARD PROLOG
LPA PROLOG PRO COMPILER
LPA PROLOG PRO INTERPRETER
MULISP-87 INTERPRETER
MUL1SP-87 INTERP COMPILER
PC SCHEME
SMALLTALKN
SPECIAL
STAR SAPPHIRE LISP
TURBO PROLOG
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX
VP EXPERT

65
95
895
395
300
400
95
99
495
100
100
100

55
79
759
339
199
269
85
79
445
69
69
89

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS
269
ADVANTAGE DISASM
SPECIAL 295
ASML1B
149
125
179
DR ASSEMBLER + TOOLS
200
99
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER
150
OPTASM
NEW. SPECIAL 195
165
115
PASM86
195
279
PLINK86PLUS
495
RELMS. UNI WARE. X-ASMS
CALL CALL
VISIBLE COMPUTER 80286
100
89
BASIC
DB/LIB
FINALLY!
FLASH- UP
INSIDE TRACK
MACH 2
MSQUICKBAS1C
QBASE
QU1CKPAK
QUICK-TOOLS
QUICK WINDOWS
SCREEN SCULPTOR
STAYRES
TRUE BASIC
TURBO BASIC
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
TELECOM TOOLBOX

139
99
89
65
75
SPECIAL 99
89
69
130
99
125
69
100
100
100
100
100

119
89
79
55
59
65
79
59
109
89
95
55
79
69
69
69
69

C COMPILERS
AZTEC C- COMMERCIAL
AZTEC C- DEVELOPERS
C86PLUS
HIGH C
LATTICE C
W/SOURCE
MICROSOFT C
QUICK C
TURBO C

499 CALL
299 CALL
497
375
595 CALL
500
269
900
499
450
285
SPECIAL 99
65
100
65

C + +
ADVANTAGE C + +
PFORCE + +

SPECIAL 495
SPECIAL 395

C INTERPRETERS
C-TERP
INSTANT C
INSTANT C/16M

132

469
199

298
229
495
379
895 CALL
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RUN/C
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL
C LIBRARIES
BASIC_C
BLACKSTAR FUNCTIONS
CASYNCH MANAGER
C- FOOD SMORGASBORD
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
C UTILITY LIBRARY
C-XPERT
ESSENTIALCOMMUN1CATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS
GREENLEAF CSAMPLER
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
MULTI- C
PFORCE
RESIDENT C W/SOURCE
THE HAMMER
T1MESLICER
W/SOURCE CODE
TURBO CTOOLS
WKS LIBRARY
COBOL
COBOLSPI1
E-ZPAGE
MICRO FOCUS
COBOL/2
COBOIJ2TOOLSET
PC-CICS
LEVEL 11 COBOL
PERSONAL COBOL
OTHERS
MICROSOFT COBOL
MICROSOFT SORT
OPT-TECH SORT
REALCICS
REALIA COBOL
W/REALMENU
BM/COBOL
BM/COBOL-OS
RM/SCREENS
SCREENIO
SCREENPLAY

120
250

79
155

175
125
175
150
129
185
395
185
250
95
185
185
149
295
198
195
295
1000
129
89

139
99
135
95
99
125
339
125
195
69
125
125
135
215
169
119
279
895
99
79

395
295

329
259

900
729
NEW 900
729
1500 CALL
349
279
149
119
CALL CALL
700
449
195
129
149
105
995
785
995
785
1145
899
950
759
1250
999
395
315
400
379
175
129

HARDWARE PRODUCTS
AMDEK 722 MONITOR
750
AMDEK 730 MONITOR
899
AST ADVANTAGE PREMIUM W/512K 495
AST RAMPAGE! 286 W 2M
849
AST RAMPAGE! 286 W/512K
545
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD PLUS
299
HERCULES IN COLOR CARD
499
IRMA 2
1195
ORCHID TURBO EGA
749
ORCHID TURBO PGA
1495
PARADISE SYSTEMS AUTOS WITCH
EGA 480 CARD
349
VGA PWS CARD
399
VGA PROFESSIONAL
599
VEGA DELUXE
379

499
569
319
545
349
195
329
779
495
1099
169
269
409
259

DATABASE COMPILERS
CLIPPER
FORCE III
FOXBASE PLUS
QUICKSILVER
R:TURBO

695
399
129
115
395
269
599
369
695 CALL

DBASE:TOOLS
APPLICATION PLUS
DBASE III PLUS
DBASE TOOLS FOR C
DNPL REPORTER
D ONE TWO THREE

499
695
90
90
99

279
429
65
79
89

e
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e
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LIST OURS
GENIFER
GENIFER SOLUTIONS
HI- SCREEN XL
QUICK ENTRY
R&R
REPORT PLUS
SEEK1T
SILVERCOMM LIBRARY
SQUISH
TOM RETTIG'S LIBRARY
Ul PROGRAMMER

395
95
149
99
150
150
100
150
79
100
295

279
79
119
89
129
129
89
139
69
79
239

175
125
175
345
175
145
995
1095
395
750
60

119
69
119
275
139
105
799
875
215
699
49

D1SK/DOS/KEYBOA RD UTILITIES
BACK- IT
130
BOOKMARK
100
COMMAND PLUS
NEW V. 2.0 80
DISK OPTIMIZER
60
FANS1 CONSOLE
75
FASTBACK
175
FAST FORWARD
70
FETCH
55
INTELLIGENT BACKUP
150
MACE UTILITIES
99
NORTON COMMANDER
75
NORTON UTILITIES
100
ADVANCED NORTON UTILITIES
150
PD1SK
145
Q- DOS 11
70
TASKV1EW
80
VFEATURE
80
VFEATURE DELUXE
120

119
79
69
55
69
129
59
45
135
89
55
59
99
105
59
55
75
110

EDITORS
BRIEF
W/DBR1EF
CVUE W/SOURCE CODE
F.D1X
EMACS
EPSILON
F1RSTIME (
C)
KEDIT
MKSVi
PC/EDT
PI EDITOR
PMATE
SPF/PC
VEDIT PWS
XTC

165
265
149
229
99
69
229
155
115
145
129
79

DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE- 86
BREAKOUT
C- SPRITE
PERISCOPE I
PERISCOPE II
PERISCOPE 11-X
PERISCOPE III 8MHZ
PERISCOPE III 10 MHZ
PFIX 86 PLUS
SOFTPROBE 11/TX
T- DEBUG PLUS

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

195 CALL
275 CALL
195
295
195
295
125
75
250
SPECIAL 195
195
195
185
99

FILE MANAGEMENT
BTR1EVE
XTRIEVE
REPORT OPTION
BTRIEVE/N
XTRIEVE/N
REPORT OPTION/N
CBTREE
C-TREE
C-TREE/R-TREE BUNDLE
DBC III
DBC I11/11 W/SOURCE CODE
DBC III PLUS
D1LVISTA OR DELQUERY SPECIAL
SINGLE USER/SOURCE SPECIAL
MULTIUSER
SPECIAL
MULTIUSER W/SOURCE SPECIAL
INFORMIX ESQL/C
INFORMIX IGL
INFORMIX SQL

245
185
245
185
145
99
595
455
595
455
345
269
159
139
395
315
295
239
519
650
169
250
359
500
595
750
195
159
399
495
399
495
990
789
595 CALL
995 CALL
795 CALL

PHACT MANAGER
XQL

249
795

219
599

FORTRAN COMPILERS
DIGITAL RESEARCH FORTRAN 77
LAHEY FORTRAN 577L
SPECIAL
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77
MICROSOFT FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN
WATFOR FORTRAN

350
319
695 CALL
95
89
450
285
595
479
375
335

FORTRAN UTILITIES/LIBRARIES
AUTOMATED PROGRAMMER
995
129
DIAGRAM'ER OR DOCUMENTER
150
EXTEND
FORTRAN ADDENDA
165
95
FORTRAN ADDENDUM
135
GRAFMATIC OR PLOTMATIC
295
MAGUS NUMERICAL ANALYST
MATHPAC
495
NO LIMIT
129
295
PANEL
149
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY
SSP/PC
350
TEKMAR GRAPHICS LIB.
195

949
115
129
139
85
119
249
445
109
199
135
269
165

GRAPHICS
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS (
C)
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
GRAPHIC
GSS GRAPHIC DEV. TOOLKIT
HALO
HALO ( 5MICROSOFT LANG.)
METAWINDOW
METAWINDOW PLUS
TURBO WINDO%V/C
TURBO HALO ( FOR TURBO Cl

250
250
350
495
300
595
195
275
95
99

229
189
279
375
209
389
159
229
79
79

LINT
PC- LINT
PRE-C

139
295

99
159

MODULA 2
LOGITECH MODULA2
COMPILER KIT
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
TOOLKIT
REPERTOIRE
STONYBROOK MODULA2
W/UTILITIES

99
249
169
89
195
345

79
199
139
75
169
299

OPERATING SYSTEMS
MICROPORT:
286 DOS MERGE
149
129
SYSTEM V/AT
SPECIAL 549
469
RUNTIME PACKAGE
199
169
SOFTWARE DEV. PACKAGE
249
209
TEXT PREPARATION PACKAGE 199
169
UNLIMITED LICENSE KIT
249
209
SCO:
XENIX SYSTEM V ( COMPLETE)
1295
995
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
595
489
OPERATING SYSTEM
595
489
TEXT PROCESSING PACKAGE
195
145
XENIX FOR PS/2 50,60.80
CALL CALL
WEND1N:
OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX
99
79
PC VMS
99
79
PCNX
99
79
WENDIN-DOS
SPECIAL 99
79
WEND1N-DOS APPLICATION KIT
99
79
PASCAL COMPILERS
MARSHAL PASCAL
MICROSOFT PASCAL
PASCAL-2
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL DEV. LIB.

189
155
300
189
350
319
595 CALI,
100
69
395
289

FEATURED PRODUCTS
OPTASM — High-speed assembler is source
compatible with AIASM 5.0 and four times faster.
Multi-pass design eliminates inserted NOP's and
forward reference problems and automatically
expands jumps out of range. Supports large symbol
table, local labels, and includes built-in MAKE for
serious programming.
List: $195
Special Price: $ 165
SEIDL VERSION MANAGER— SVM asource
code mangement system, with an easy to use fall
screen interface, space saving ability to compress
data on archive files and apowerful report generator
which can generate detailed audit trail reports with
all the information archived.
List $379
Special Price: CALI.
Lahey 577L- E111/16 Fortran Compiler— Now!
Breaks 640K barriers on PC/AT's and 386 based
micros. A tremendous aid to downloading huge
mainframe FORTRAN programs. Support for
NAMELIST and many other extensions make
porting much easier.
List: $695
Special Pelee: CALL
ADVANTAGE Di
bloc — Disassembles . ene
and . com files for comprehensive, well- documented
assembly language source code. Latest version is
now able to disassemble memory resident code and
the internal symbol has been rearranged so fisting
the symbol table or writing to afile will be faster.
List: $295
Special Pr ice:
1269

TURBO PASCAL ADD-ONS
ASCII TURBO GHOST WRITER
STARTER
NEW
COMPLETE
NEW
AZATAR DOS TOOLKIT
NEW
DOS/BIOS & MOUSE TOOLS
FLASH- UP
FLASH- UP TOOLBOX
INSIDE TRACK
MACH 2
METRABYTE DATA ACQ. TOOLS
SCIENCE AND ENGIN, TOOLS
SCREEN SCULPTOR
SYSTEM BUILDER
IMPEX
REPORT BUILDER

99
289
99
75
89
49
65
75
100
75
125
150
100
130
60
TURBO ADVANTAGE
50
TURBO ADVANTAGE COMPLEX
90
TURBO ADVANTAGE DISPLAY
70
TURBO.ASM
99
TURBO ASYNCH PWS
129
TURBO GEOMETRY LIBRARY NEW 100
TURBO HALO
99

89
259
85
69
79
45
55
59
89
69
95
129
69
115
49
45
79
65
69
99
89
85

LIST OURS
TURBO MAGIC
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
TURBO POWER UTILITIES
TURBO PROFESSIONAL 4.0
TURBO WINDOW/PASCAL
UNIVERSAL GRAPHICS LIBRARY

199
129
95
99
95
150

SCREEN DISPLAY/WINDOWS
C POWER WINDOWS
C- SC APE
CURSES W/SOURCE CODE
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE CODE
JYACC FORMAKER
JYACC JAM
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
PANEL
PANEL PLUS
PANEL/QC ( QUICK C/
PANEL/TC ( TURBO C
SCREENSTAR W/SOURCE
VIEW MANAGER
VITAMIN C
VC SCREEN
WINDOWS FOR C
WINDOWS FOR DATA
W/SOURCE
NEW
TRANSLATORS
BAS_C OR BAS.PAS
BASTOC
DB2C
DBX TRANSLATOR
RTC PLUS
TURBO TO C

179
99
79
79
79
119

130
113
279
263
250
169
225
155
395
239
495
119
750
679
99
65
500
319
295
199
495
395
129
95
129
95
198
169
275
199
225
155
99
79
195
149
295
239
590 CALL

CALL CALL
495
399
299 CALL
350
299
299
325
495
169

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES/
PRODUCTS
ACTOR
SPECIAL
CARBON COPY PLUS
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO TUTORIAL
FLOAT CHARTING II
HS/FORTH
JANUS/ADA C PACK
LATTICE RPG II COMPILER
MASTER FORTH
MKS AWK
MKSRCS
NEW
MKS TOOLKIT
NORTON GUIDES
PC FORTH
PERSONAL REXX
PLI -99

495
195
75
50
229
395
95
750
125
75
189
139
100
150
125
750

409
159
59
45
205
359
89
629
115
69
169
115
65
109
99
675

LIST OURS
PRO- C
SAPIENS V8
SET: SCIL
SOFTSCREEN HELP
SOURCE PRINT
THE WEINER SHELL
TREE DIAGRAMMER

399
300
349
195
95
199
77

379
269
319
149
75
179
69

CALL
695
349
495
795
CALL
895
1350
145
CALL
795
1250
750
795

CALL
625
315
445
649
CALL
809
1219
129
CALL
675
949
549
CALL

BLAISE
ASYNCH MANAGER IC / PASCAL)
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
EXEC
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS
TURBO CTOOLS
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
VIEW MANAGER ( C/PASCAL)

175
129
95
175
129
129
129
275

135
99
79
135
99
99
99
199

BORLAND
TURBO BASIC COMPILER
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
TELECOM TOOLBOX
TURBO C COMPILER
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL DEV. LIB.
TURBO TUTOR
NUMERICAL METHODS TOOLBOX
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
GAMEWORKS TOOLBOX
GRAPHIX TOOLBOX
TURBO PROLOG COMPILER
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX

100
100
100
100
100
100
395
7
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

69
69
69
69
65
69
289
45
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

95

69

XENIX/UNIX
SOFTWARE
MICROPORT + SCO PRODUCTS
ADVANTAGE C + +
DIRECTORY SHELL (286)
DIRECTORY SHELL (386)
FOXBASE PLUS
INFORMIX PRODUCTS
JYACC FORMAKER
JAYCCJAM
KORN SHELL
MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
PANEL PLUS
RM/COBOL
RM/FORTRAN
WINDOWS FOR DATA

GREENLEAF
GREENLEAF CSAMPLER

LIST OURS
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE CODE
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS

185
225
395
185

125
155
259
125

500
900
50
150
300
175
CURSES SCREEN MANAGER
125
CVUE W/SOURCE CODE
250
DBC III
250
DBC III/II W/SOURCE CODE
500
DBC III PLUS
750
W/SOURCE CODE
1500
LMK
195
LSE
125
'PPG II DEVELOPER SYSTEM
1400
RPG II COMPILER
750
RPG II SEU
250
RPG II SORT/MERGE
250
RPG II SCREEN DESIGN AID
350
SECRETDISK
120
SIDETALK
120
SSP/PC
350
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES
120

269
499
39
95
179
119
89
199
169
359
595
1185
139
99
1119
629
199
199
309
89
89
269
89

LIFEBOAT
ADVANTAGE 386 C OR PASCAL
895
ADVANTAGE C + +
SPECIAL 495
ADVANTAGE DISASM
SPECIAL 295
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS
250
ADVANTAGE LINK
395
ADVANTAGE MAKE
125
ADVANTAGE VCMS
379
PANEL PLUS
495
QUICKSCREEN
195
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL
250
TIMESLICER
295
W/SOURCE CODE
1000

829
469
269
229
379
99
329
395
175
155
279
895

MICROSOFT
MS BASIC COMPILER ( XENIX)
MS BASIC INTERPRETER ( XENIX)
MS C COMPILER
MS COBOL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
MS FORTRAN
FOR XENIX
MS LEARNING DOS
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER
MS MOUSE SERIAL OR BUS
W/MS WINDOWS
W/EASY CAD

449
229
285
449
649
285
449
39
99
99
139
119

LATTICE
LATTICE C
W/SOURCE CODE
C CROSS REFERENCE GENERATOR
C- FOOD SMORGASBORD
W/SOURCE CODE

695
350
450
700
995
450
695
50
150
150
200
175

LIST OURS
MS MUMATH
MS PASCAL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
MS QUICK BASIC
SPECIAL
MS QUICK C
SPECIAL
MS SORT
MS WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
MS WINDOWS/386
SPECIAL
PHOENIX
PASM86
PDISK
PFANTASY PAC
PFINISH
PFIX86PLUS
PFORCE
PFORCE + +
PLINK86PLUS
PMAKER
PMATE
PRE- C
PTEL

300
300
695
99
99
195
99
500
195

185
189
449
65
65
129
65
319
125

195
145
995
395
395
395
SPECIAL 395
495
125
195
295
49

115
109
599
215
215
215
199
279
79
115
159
39

POLYTRON
POLYBOOST
POLYDESK III
ADD-ONS

80
69
99
75
CALL CALL

MOUSE PRODUCTS
LOGITECH SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE
W/PLUS. SOFTWARE
W/PLUS. LOGICPAINT
W/PLUS, LOGICADD MOUSE
W/PLUS, PUBLISHER MOUSE
W/PLUS. PAINT, CADD
W/PLUS. CADD PUBL. MOUSE
W/PLUS. PAINT, PUBL. MOUSE
W/PLUS, PAINT, CADE). PUBL.
LOGITECH SERIES 2W/PLUS
MICROSOFT SER OR BUS MOUSE
W/EASY CAD
W/MS WINDOWS
PC MOUSE BUS W/PNT & POPUPS
PC MOUSE SER W/PNT & POPUPS
SUMMAMOUSE
POLYLIBRARIAN
POLYMAKE
POLYSHELL
POLYTRON C BEAUTIFIER
POLYTRON C LIBRARY 1
POLYXREF
PVCS CORPORATE
PVCS NETWORK
PVCS PERSONAL

119
149
189
179
209
239
199
253
99
150
175
200
179
159
119

99
119
149
145
169
199
159
205
79
99
119
139
129
115
99

04
99
149
129
149
125
49
45
99
75
219
185
395
329
CALL CALL
149
129

Special Savings from Paradise
MICROSOFT WINDOWSI386

PI EDITOR

Windows/386 gives you the look and feel of OS/2, by IBM and Microsoft—the standard
for tomorrow. Turns your personal computer into amulti-tasking, virtual machine,
where any number of DOS and Microsoft Windows applications can run at the same
time. Each DOS application runs in its own 640K— even memory resident programs.
Copying and passing of selected data between DOS and
Windows application is supported. Features greatly enhanced ifflicitasoft
support for DOS applications, they can run in awindow or use
the full screen.
List: $195
Special Price: $125

Turbocharge your productivity with PI, the only editor that automatically highlights
your compilation errors and displays error messages. Slash development time instantly with Pl's intuitive mnemonic commands, enhanced pop-up menus, contextual
help and on-line manual. Bring out your best with Pl's blazing/
speed, undo, macros, 'Find All,' regular expressions, Ianguage support, and full DOS access. The ultimate editing
environment with built-in speed.
List: $195
Special Price: $155

WENDIN-DOS

QuickC
QuickC gives you the features that you need to learn Cquickly. It's the best for fast and
easy compilation and prototyping, compiling programs at 10,000 lines per minute.
Features abuilt-in editor with selectable insert or overtype mode, automatic MAKE
file creation, context-sensitive help for easy learning and an integrated debugger that
lets you set breakpoints, animate through your program and
add watch variables. QuickC is completely source code and Ariaregjeft e
object compatible with Microsoft C 5.0.
List: $99
Special Price: $65

QuickBASICI4.0
QuickBASIC 4.0 eliminates the time-consuming compile step. Run your program, stop
to edit and debug, then continue running without recompiling. When you edit your
code, QuickBASIC automatically incorporates your changes - usually at 150,000 lines
per minute. Includes abuilt-in, full- screen editor with automatic syntax checking and
formatting, advanced threaded p-code intrepreter, support
for 8087/287 math co-processors, asubset of the Code View Arlargieft ®
debugger, plus other new features.
List: $99
Special Price: $65

Terms and Policies
•We honer MC. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS
No suntharge tin eredu card or l: 0 I, Prepayment bt
check New 'fort Stac resedents add applhaNe sales
tax Shipping and handling $395 per don sent
IK
ground Rush smote + sullen, prevailing rates
•Programmer sParadise mg match an, torrent nanan
ally advernsed pnhn lor the moduris hued in Mu ad
•Pores and Pollutes solgegl to change ughom nun.,
•Hours 9AM EST — 7PM EST
•SSS•11 Mang, any Nationally Advernsed Prue
•Wail Orders berlesele your phew, Amooder,
•Ask for death. Some manufaeturers all not alkm
returns once dmit seals are broken

Dealers and Corporate Buyers— Call for
special discounts and bendita!

Circle 210 on Reader Service Card

WEND1N-DOS is the new multi-tasking, multi-user MS-DOS replacement operating
system for IBM compatible PC's. WENDIN-DOS uses the MS-DOS file system, and
supports MS-DOS commands while providing new ones to enable multi-tasking, file
protection, and command language extension and enables you to access your files with
DOS, UNIX, or VAX/VMS style file names — whichever you prefer. Provides pass
words and run privileges for system securing. WENDIN-DOS supports several users
on the same computer. To add new users, the computer
operator just adds communications ports and describes them
efff
in his configuration system file. Minimum 512K memory.
List: $99
Special Price: $79

ADVANTAGE C + +
Add ADVANTAGE C + + to your C compiler and enhance your existing C tools with
new object-oriented capabilities. Now available with MS Windows Support this
super set of Cgives you the speed, support and reliability you
need to develop large and complex programs with greate: I ICCDfIllara
resilence, and fewer bugs. The latest version supports MSIv« 'waffle". •
C4.0/5.0, and QuickC.
List: $495
Special Price: S

1-800-4 5-7899

I
nNY:914-332-4548
Customer Service:
914-332-0869
International Orders:
914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602

A Division of Hudson Technologies. Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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HARDWARE REVIEWS

Screening Macintosh II
Color Monitors
Joel West and Neil Rhodes

The Macintosh II ( unlike its
predecessor, the Mac Plus) was
designed without a built-in
video display device. This
means that you can select
display hardware (monitors or
video cards) that are suitable for
the specific demands of your work—
color or gray scale, or larger monitors
with more pixels.
Apple's Mac II video board gives you a
640- by 480-pixel display with 16 colors
or gray scales for $499, and up to 256
colors or grays if you add extra video
memory to the board (for an additional
$149). For displays, Apple offers a
choice of a 12-inch gray-scale monitor
for $ 399 or a 13- inch color monitor
(which was in short supply last year)
for $999.
Since the Mac II's introduction, thirdparty vendors have brought out alternative monitors for it, including larger monitors displaying more pixels to meet the
needs of those doing extensive CAD/
CAM or graphics work. We evaluated
some of the first available Mac II displays: two large-screen monitors from
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.
(PCPC) and SuperMac Technology, and
a standard- size monitor from 4Site
Technologies.
The Mac II architecture supports
display formats of arbitrary resolution;
the video card's configuration ROM supplies the screen dimensions and pixel
depth to the operating system when the
computer starts up. Both SuperMac and
PCPC take advantage of this flexibility
by supplying video boards that provide
more pixels than the standard Apple
display.
The PCPC II [Trinitron] uses a19-inch
color Trinitron monitor and a video

A look at the PCPC

with a tilt/swivel base). The
PCPC is available only with the
tilt/swivel base. The two monitors appeared to function identically during normal use, although testing showed a few
subtle differences.
These monitors are very bulky and
heavy; in fact, under Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration
employee guidelines, they require two
people to move them. Due to their weight,
you can't place them directly on top of a
Mac II, as you can with smaller monitors.
Thus, you need either more desk space or
astand that's sturdy enough to support 84
pounds of monitor (the tilt/swivel base increases this load to 90 pounds). SuperMac offers atilt/swivel stand to support
its monitor; it costs $250.
According to the manufacturer, the
Trinitron can display 1280 by 1024
pixels, but the nominal resolution with
both of the supplied video boards is 1024
by 768 pixels. This provides approximately 250 percent of the screen pixels of
the standard 640- by 480-pixel Apple
Mac II monitor, and 450 percent of the
Macintosh Plus and SE's 512- by 342pixel displays. The pixel density is approximately that of the standard displays,
so the net effect is alot more screen area
to work with when positioning application windows. This is particularly useful
when working with MultiFinder, where
the windows of all running programs
must share the screen. A larger screen
area lets you place application windows
where you can bring them to the foreground at amouse click instead of needing to pull down the desk accessory
menu.
The 4Site Machroma C2D monitor is
based on the Magnavox Professional
8CM873 monitor. It has a14-inch screen
with a 13-inch viewing area. Combined
with Apple's video card, it offers a
display of 640 by 480 pixels. It is slightly
taller than the Apple monitor and is 5
pounds lighter.
The Machroma is the only one of the

the SuperMac Color Trinitron, and
the Machroma C2D monitors

Joel West is president and Neil Rhodes is
manager of software development for
Palomar Software Inc. (P.O. Box 2635,
Vista, CA 92083). They are coauthors of
the firm's Colorizer software package for
the Macintosh II.
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board that displays 1027 by 768 pixels.
This combination costs $5295. SuperMac Technology offers a 19-inch color
Trinitron monitor and the Spectrum
1000/8 video board, which provides a
1024- by 768-pixel display. This monitor
and video board combination costs
$5190. Both companies offer alternative
lower-cost 19- inch displays (discussed
later). 4Site Technologies' Machroma
C2D is a 14-inch color monitor that can
display 926 by 580 pixels and costs $895.
It does not use its own video board; you
can use Apple's Mac II video board or
another third-party video board. (For a
look at IBM-compatible multiscan-type
monitors that can be used on Mac Hs,
such as the Sony Multiscan and NEC
MultiSync, see " Multiscan Color Monitors" by George A. Stewart in the February BYTE).
We noted qualitative impressions of the
monitor/video card combinations during
normal use, including testing with various Macintosh software packages. We
used our own Colorizer software package, several MacApp demonstration programs from Apple's Advanced Technology Group, and Spinnaker, a Palette
Manager test program by Art Cabral of
Apple. In addition, quantitative results
were obtained at the laboratories of
Microvision, which used its SuperSpot
100 CRT analysis system on the three
monitors. For reference purposes, we
compared these systems with Apple's
AppleColor color monitor and the Mac II
video board.
The Monitors
The PCPC and SuperMac monitors are
based on the 19- inch Trinitron manufactured by Sony, the GDM 1950 monitor
(termed the GDM 1952 when equipped

Photo 1: The three monitors reviewed. Top: 4Site's Machroma C2D. Bottom left:
The SuperMac Color Trinitron. Bottom right: The PCPC 11 [Trinitroni. Inset: The
video boards for the large monitors. Top: The SuperMac Spectrum 1000/8.
Bottom: The PCPC CGC/1.
four monitors to include a3-inch speaker
and an audio input jack. It also has aText
switch that turns off the red and blue inputs, producing ablack-on-green display
with the Mac II.
The AppleColor High- Resolution
RGB Monitor, which we used for reference, uses a 13-inch Trinitron tube with
Apple electronics.
All the monitors except the AppleColor have a nonreflective coating,
which is an advantage in normal and
bright office lighting. Both of the large
screens are switch-selectable for 220/240
volts AC, although different fuses are required for the different voltages. The
AppleColor monitor automatically adjusts to higher voltages, while the Machroma was supplied in the 120-V version only.
PCPC and SuperMac each offer another 19-inch model, made by Mitsubishi
and Ikegami, respectively. The PCPC II
[Mitsubishi] costs $4995; the SuperMac

Standard Color Monitor costs $2995.
SuperMac also sells a 16-inch Trinitron
that displays the same number of pixels at
ahigher density and costs $2495, and a
19-inch gray- scale monitor that costs
$1695.
Video Cards
To use one of these monitors, you must
install aNuBus-compatible video card in
the Mac II chassis. Opening up the Macintosh and installing the card may seem
foreign to owners of earlier Macs, but it's
asimple task, accomplished in less than 5
minutes. No DIP switches are present on
any of the boards: Following the NuBus
standard, it's up to the board's configuration ROM to provide the computer with
the necessary information and driver
code.
The output device for all the video
cards is aRAMDAC by Brooktree Corp.
This IC passes adigital value retrieved
from video RAM to three built-in DIA

converters that drive the RGB analog signals supplied to the monitor.
Neither PCPC's nor SuperMac's
video cards supported exactly the 1024by 768-pixel display their manufaturers
claimed. The PCPC board provided
QuickDraw with 1024 by 767 pixels,
while the SuperMac board supplied 1016
by 768 pixels. Neither variation was significant in actual use.
The PCPC video board is the smallest,
at 10 inches long. The board is designed
around the 75-MHz Brooktree 458 and
the Texas Instruments TMS 34061 video
system controller. It has 768K bytes of
video RAM, allowing it to display 256
colors; however, it supports only the 256color mode and not the 2-, 4-, and 16color modes available on the other
boards. The lack of a2-color mode is a
serious limitation, since anumber of programs (e.g., MacPaint 1.5, SuperPaint
1.0, and TMON) expect a1-bit deep (2color) display; otherwise, they garble the
screen image. With other video boards,
the easiest fix for this problem is to set the
display to the 2-color mode. Since the
PCPC board doesn't have a 2-color
mode, you're stuck until anew generation of programs arrives that can properly
handle a 256-color display. PCPC is
aware of the situation and says it will have
avideo board that supports a2- and 256color mode by the time you read this.
The SuperMac is the longest of the
three boards at 13 inches. It uses the same
TMS 34061 and a 66-MHz Brooktree
453. It also uses 768K bytes of video
RAM to provide 256 colors. The tested
board included version D11 of the SuperMac ROMs—the third revision offered,
correcting problems with the 4- and 16color display modes. This version was
made available to all customers late last
year, according to the company.
The SuperMac board demonstrated a
minor (but annoying) display defect.
When we changed the standard QuickDraw color table, the top display line noticeably flashes to black before showing
continued
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Company
Information
Personal Computer Peripherals Corp.
6204 Benjamin Rd.
Tampa, FL 33634
(813) 884-3092
SuperMac Technology
295 North Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8444
4Site Technologies Inc.
Machroma Division
200 Seventh Ave.
Suite 120
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(800) 634-7483
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
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Monitor Tests and Results
A series of 10 tests was performed at the
offices of Microvision in Campbell, California. The tests were run using the
firm's SuperSpot 100 CRT analysis system. The standard SuperSpot test patterns are available only for MS-DOS machines, so we wrote acomparable program for the Mac II using Color QuickDraw calls and MacApp.
The tested hardware included the
AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor; video cards from PCPC and SuperMac and their monitors; and two Mac II
Video Cards, with the optional video expansion kits, to drive Apple's monitor
and the Machroma monitor.

The monitors were allowed to warm to
operating temperature (about 30 minutes), and the brightness level was adjusted for best definition. The entire
screen was flooded with green, since the
sensor was most sensitive to this color,
and the intensity was measured. The light
levels in foot-lamberts for each monitor
were as follows: PCPC, 19; SuperMac,
16.7; Machroma, 17; and AppleColor,
15. The tests measured the spot size; time
variance effects such as jitter, swim, and
drift; misconvergence; and voltage
regulation.
Spot size is the minimum size that can
be illuminated by the electron beam. The
tests provide separate readings for horizontal and vertical dimensions. Measurements were made in the center and the
corner of the screens. The square root of
the sum of the squares of the horizontal
and vertical measurements provides a
single number that corresponds to the
length of adiagonal line across a spot.
Spot size shows the fineness of the
display beyond the nominal dot-pitch
specification. The spot sizes are shown in
figure 1; they have been normalized for a
screen size of 13 inches.
The two 19-inch Trinitron monitors
did not perform identically. The spot size
for the PCPC monitor was measurably
smaller than that of the SuperMac monitor—in fact, it was the smallest for the
monitors tested. This result was repeated
when testing the PCPC monitor with the

Figure 1: Measured spot sizes
for the monitors in millimeters.

0.5
•
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1

the proper color. However, before this article went to press, SuperMac sent us a
new version ( 1.0B1) of the configuration
ROM that corrects this problem.
For comparison, the 12-inch Apple
Macintosh Video Card uses a 40-MHz
modified version of the Brooktree 453.
The board is built around a custom
frame-buffer chip instead of the Texas Instruments controller. It supports 2-, 4-,
and 16-color modes standard, while the
optional expansion kit (or its third-party
equivalent) is needed for a 256-color
mode. As shipped, the board comes with
eight video RAMs and sockets for eight
more. The additional RAM (sold by Apple
as the Mac 11 Video Card Expansion Kit) is
required for a256-color display.

2
3
Monitors

4

1= at center, A = at corner

Figure 2a: Jitter measurement.
Figure 2b: Swim measurement.
Figure 2e: Drift measurement.
All measurements in millimeters. y
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REVIEW: MACINTOSH II COLOR MONITORS

upper left corner (usually worst case).
The amount of error in the red-green,
blue-green, and red-blue convergence in
horizontal and vertical directions was
measured separately. Linear measurements were adjusted for screen size. (See
figures 3a and 3b.) There were no clear
winners here, but the SuperMac had the
best horizontal convergence, and the
Machroma had the best vertical
convergence.
You can gauge the quality of amonitor's voltage regulation by how much a
line's position is displaced when the
screen is black versus when the rest of the
screen is filled with white. Ideally, the
line shouldn't move. We compared a
horizontal line's position on the screen
when the rest of the screen was black, and
then when the screen was white; avertical line was similarly compared. Again,
the results were normalized for screen
size. Figure 4 shows the voltage regulation test results presented as horizontal
and vertical displacements. The AppleColor monitor showed exceptionally
good voltage regulation. The Machroma
monitor was the only one of the four to
show poor high-voltage regulation; the
test pattern moved noticeably as the number of displayed pixels changed.

(a) Horizontal misconvergence
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(b) Vertical misconvergence
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The Price of aLarge Screen
None of the three rival monitors was quite
as good subjectively as the AppleColor

e

0.1
millimeters

SuperMac card. Other measurements,
such as line variation, were better for the
SuperMac; this suggests sample- tosample variations in factory adjustments.
The Machroma monitor had the largest
spot size and the largest variation between
the center and the corner of the screen.
Time variance measures undesirable
fluctuations in the beam position. Jitter is
high- frequency movement (measurements were made over half-second intervals), swim is medium-frequency movement (measurements were made over 10second intervals), and drift is lowfrequency movement ( measurements
were made over 60-second intervals). Jitter can cause eyestrain; large amounts of
drift can make precision graphics or
CAD work difficult.
Microvision measured horizontal and
vertical variance separately. Maximum
variance and average variance for jitter,
swim, and drift were recorded. Measurements were made only in the center of the
screen. Again, linear measurements have
been adjusted for a 13-inch screen. Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c present the results for
average variance of the three measurements. The SuperMac and Apple monitors had the lowest time variance, and the
Machroma monitor had the highest.
Misconvergence measures errors in the
electron beam/phosphor dot alignment;
these errors cause color fringing. Misconvergence was measured at the center
of the screen (usually best case) and the

0

E
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a

•

—0.1 -

continued

•
a

Figure 3a: Horizontal misconvergence
at center, in millimeters.
Figure 3b: Vertical misconvergence
at center, in millimeters.

Key to Charts
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PCPC II
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3 Machroma
4 AppleColor
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A = red-to- green error

All measurements are normalized for
a 13- inch screen.

Figure 4: Line displacement
in millimeters. V
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High-Performance

IEEE-488

Monitor

Solutions

PCPC II
[Trinitron]

SuperMac
Color
Trinitron

4Site
Machroma
C2D

AppleColor
High-Resolution
RGB Monitor

Screen size

19 inch

19 inch

14 inch

13 inch

Resolution'

1024 by 768

1024 by 768

926 by 580

640 by 480

Display area'

360 by 270

360 by 270

250 by 180

235 by 176

Aspect ratio

1.33

1.33

1.39

1,33

Dot pitch

0.31 mm

0.31 mm

0.31 mm

0.25 mm

Scanning
frequencies'

49 kHz by
60 Hz

63 kHz by
60 Hz

35 kHz by
60 Hz

35 kHz by
66 7Hz

100 MHz

100 MHz

25 MHz

23 MHz

(In mm)

Bandwidth
Power
consumption

for your

Power input

IBM PS/2

Antiglare
Signal
connector type
Video

COMPARE THESE BENEFITS

Audio

• Runs on Personal System/2

Dimensions

models 50, 60, and 80 (Micro
Channel')

Weight

• Most extensive software library
— program in the language of

Tilt and swivel

your choice
• Highest performance availabl

Warranty
Price

— up to 1M bytes/sec data
transfer rate using NI
Turbo488" gate array
• ON SRQ interrupt respo
• Applications Monitor
— real-time error checking

300 W

132W

160W

100/120 V
220/240 V

120 V

85/270 V

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

3BNC
male
N/A

3BNC
male
N/A

DB-9
female
RCA Jack

DA15
female
N/A

19 by 21 by 19 18 by 21 by 19

13 by 14 by 15

12 by 14 by 15

90 pounds

84 pounds

29 pounds

34 pounds

Standard

$250

$35

$89

90 days

1year

90 days

1year
$5295 2

nd

Board

gualautcc

't
Resolution'
Scanning frequencies
Horizontal
Vertical

..

Connector

174

I E -4Ft$

li IOS Te:hn lo: B d.
204
Austin, Texas •78 27- •

CALL FOR FR E ÇA ALOG
800 1531-4742e 1 /2 0-9119
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Inquiry 889.

$895

$999

Inquiry 890.

Inquiry 891.

Notes:
1. Horizontal by vertical.
2. Includes price of video board ( video board and monitor sold as aset).
3. Price of monitor and video board ( monitor alone is $3695).

free telephone service

The Leader

$ 5190 3

Inquiry 888.

program tracing with po -u
windows- l 1 1 1
• Best price/performance
• FREE technical support with
--.7 ,u-uay 'floury MILK
• 2- year warranty

220 W
100/120 V
220/240 V

PCPC
CGC/1

SuperMac
Spectrum 1000/8

Apple
Macintosh II
Video Card

1016 by 768

1024 by 767

640 by 480

49 kHz
60 Hz

48.2 kHz
59.3 Hz

35 kHz
66 7Hz

DB-9
male

DA15
female

DA15
female

10 inches

13 inches

12 inches

Warranty

1year

1year

90 days

Price

$1595

$1495

$648 2

Inquiry 892.

inquiry 893.

inquiry 894.

Board length

Notes:
1. As measured; horizontal by vertical.
2. Price includes 256K- byte video RAM upgrade for 256 colors (without upgrade, price is
$499, and card displays only 16 colors).

REVIEW: PUSHING THE MAC SE

monitor. The tests indicate that although
the AppleColor's convergence and spot
size is not as good as that of the larger
monitors, the low time-variance measurements and the superior voltage regulation probably contribute to the favorable impression.
From the standpoint of display quality,
the two 19- inch monitors were very
good. The colors were as good as the
AppleColor's, although the displays did
not appear to be quite as sharp. The much
larger display area is adecided advantage
for many applications. Remember, however, that since there are more pixels to
update, the two 1024- by 768-pixel monitors are considerably slower than the 640by 480-pixel screens. Of course, whether
the bulk, weight, and price of these monitors is likely to rule them out must be up
to you.
The Machroma C2D was disappointing in comparison to the other three monitors. The display did not appear to be as

sharp as the others, and the contrast was
low. This observation was confirmed objectively by the test results. In addition,
the white had amarked greenish tint. The
saturation of pure colors was poor, particularly for red. We found little reason to
recommend the Machroma monitor. If
you're looking for amedium-size monitor other than the Apple, then you should
consider one of the better multiscan monitors reviewed in the February BYTE,
such as the Sony CPD 1302 or the Taxan
770 Plus.
Among video cards, the Apple board
again set the standard: It worked flawlessly, and it supported the 2-, 4-, 16-,
and 256-color modes without any problems. The PCPC video board showed no
real problems, but the lack of a2-color
mode made it incompatible with the
TMON debugger and SuperPaint. Also,
all software works considerably faster
when updating 87 percent fewer video
bits in a2-color mode ( 1bit instead of 8).

We run our Mac II monitors in the 2-color
mode for development work asignificant
portion of the time, and aboard like the
PCPC that does not support this would be
unacceptable for our own purchase. The
4-color mode is rarely of use, but the 16color mode frequently proves to be an
acceptable compromise between speed
and color fidelity.
The SuperMac video board performed
capably, but only after the problems with
the configuration ROM were corrected.
If you decide to buy the SuperMac board,
we recommend that you check to see that
it has the latest version of the configuration ROM. •
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
David Buckstad of Microvision performed the quantitative tests on the four
monitors at his company's facilities.
David Gelphman of Adobe Systems lent
his Mac II and Apple monitor for use during those tests. el

Pushing the Mac SE
Laurence H. Loeb
Macintosh SE accelerator boards plug
into the SE's single expansion slot to let
SE owners upgrade their computers to
near-Macintosh II power without buying
anew and more expensive machine. The
two accelerator boards examined here,
the Radius Accelerator ($995) and MacMemory's Turbo SE ($599), claim to
more than double the Mac SE's processing power.
The idea of a plug-in board that bypasses the Mac SE's processor is not a
new one. In aprevious review (November
1987 BYTE), Ilooked at two of the first
accelerator boards for the SE: the Prodigy SE from Levco and the HyperCharger
020 from General Computer Corp.
(GCC). These two boards boost the Mac
SE's computing power by supplying a16MHz 68020 processor and 1megabyte of
32-bit memory that replaces the computer's original 8-MHz 68000 processor
and 1megabyte of 16-bit memory.
The Radius Accelerator and Turbo SE,
however, use different approaches to enhance the Mac SE's performance. While
the Radius accelerator has an on-board
16-MHz 68020, it uses 32K bytes of
zero-wait-state 32-bit-wide cache memory. The MacMemory board uses a 16MHz 68000, clocked at twice the speed
of the SE's processor, but it still uses the

Mac SE's 16-bit memory for program
storage. Like the Prodigy SE and HyperCharger, both of these boards have a
socket for an optional 68881 floatingpoint unit (FPU).
The Radius Accelerator
The first board Iexamined was the Radius Accelerator. I looked forward to
evaluating this product because it offered
areasonably priced board with a68020
processor and the 68881 FPU socket (the
review unit contained the 68881).
The installation documentation that
came with the board was abysmal: It consisted of asingle sheet of paper with text
printed on each side. The documentation
cautions that only a Radius authorized
dealer should install the board. There's
good reason for this: Its design results in
an installation procedure that, with some
bad luck, could damage your Mac SE
motherboard.
The SE motherboard is hinged on one
side. To remove it, you shift the motherboard along its axis, then swivel it out of
its locked position (much like pulling up
on adoor before swinging it open). The
Radius daughterboard contains aconnector that coincides with ahole in an internal metal strut when the board is installed
on the Mac SE motherboard. The con-

The MacMemory Turbo SE board
(left), and the Radius Accelerator board
(right).
nector implements Radius's " MagicBus," an expansion bus for additional
hardware add-ins. Currently, it connects
only to Radius's Full Page Display.
The MagicBus connector prevents you
from reinstalling the motherboard in the
same way that you took it out (i.e., you
can't swing the door shut, then let it drop
down). Radius's installation notes say
that "you will not be able to slide the
Macintosh board back into the chassis
and will have to pop it back into place by
putting first one edge into the side rail
and then prying with aflat blade screwdriver to pop the other edge into the side
rail." In almost a year of product reviews, this is as close as Ihave come to
cracking the Mac SE's motherboard in
half. Until this installation procedure is
changed, Irecommend that your Radius
continued
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Radius Accelerator

Turbo SE

Type
Macintosh SE accelerator board

Type
Macintosh SE accelerator board

Company
Radius Inc.
404 East Plumeria Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-1010

Company
MacMemory
2480 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 862-2636
(408) 922-0140

Features
16-MHz 68020 processor; socket for
68881 math coprocessor; 32K bytes of
zero-wait-state cache memory;
connector for Radius Full Page Display
Size
81/
2 by 41/4 inches
Hardware Required
Macintosh SE
Software Required
System 3.2/Finder 53or higher

Features
16-MHz 68000 processor; socket for
68881 math coprocessor; uses memory
already in Mac SE; adds 128K bytes of
memory for use by video and sound
circuitry; connector for The Big Picture
video display from E-Machines; Turbo881
INIT file for 68881 support
Size
81
/
2 by 5inches
Hardware Required
Macintosh SE

Documentation
Two- page Installation Guide; 12- page
User's Manual

Software Required
System 3.2/Finder 5.3 or higher

Options
16- MHz 68881 math coprocessor.
$395

Documentation
57- page Turbo SE Installation and
Owner's Manual

Price
$995

Options
16- MHz 68881 math coprocessor
$399
4megabytes of 120-ns RAM $ 1798
(price varies)

Inquiry 886.

Price
$599
Inquiry 887.

dealer install the board, even if you are
technically competent. Once installed,
the accelerator board doesn't require any
further adjustments via the Control Panel
or adesk accessory.
A 12-page user's manual provides tips
on using the board. It shows you simple
things such as how to tell when the accelerator is active (it displays a start-up
screen) and how to turn the accelerator
off (hold down the mouse button after
you power up the computer—you can turn
it off from apreferences panel that appears). If you use MacWrite 4.5, you
don't have to add aspecial compatibility
file, as some accelerator boards require,
because the Radius board patches the offending TRAP vectors automatically.
This feature is of limited value if you're
using MacWrite 4.6, which works correctly with all Macintoshes.
A yellow insert in the package advises
you to back up your hard disk before installing the Accelerator because some
140
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formatting software " has exhibited incompatibility problems with the Accelerator, destroying data on start-up." Radius also provides alist of tested hard disk
drives. Backing up the hard disk drive is a
good idea before doing any major hardware change.
The Radius board requires that you
power down the Mac SE to switch between the 68020 mode and the 68000
compatibility mode. Some users may
find fault with the need to power down the
Mac to change modes, but Inever found
this procedure necessary because Iencountered no software incompatibilities.
The latest versions of all the software I
normally use worked with the Radius's
68020 mode. Several programs that use
the 68881 floating-point processor also
worked just fine, including beta versions
of Borland's Eureka for the Mac and
Super-3D by Silicon Beach Software.
Red Ryder 10.3 worked well with the
board, too, although version 9.4 of the

program had caused problems with the
Prodigy SE and HyperCharger boards.
This indicates that software vendors have
tried to make their code 68020- and
68881-compatible since the Mac II's
introduction.
Fast Cache Memory
The problems with installation should not
blind you to the immediate benefits of
using the Radius Accelerator: Programs
run noticeably faster, and the screen refreshes itself faster. One example is returning to Finder from an application.
With ahard disk, Finder can take afew
seconds to redraw all the icons on a
crowded desktop. Maybe it's my Type A
personality, but waiting for this redraw
annoys me. With the Radius board installed, this redraw time is decreased to
acceptable levels.
A significant factor in the Radius's
performance is its one unique feature:
cache memory. Unlike the Prodigy SE or
HyperCharger boards, the Accelerator
doesn't have amegabyte of 32-bit memory to store the executing program. It has
32K bytes of zero-wait-state 32-bit cache
memory, of which 22K bytes is used to
store the memory-mapped screen (one of
the reasons the board appears to work fast
is the quick screen-refresh time), 8K
bytes is for program data, and 2K bytes is
for " housekeeping" information. When a
cache miss occurs, the program code
(which is in 16-bit memory) is simultaneously executed and copied into the
cache, avoiding aseparate copy operation
that would slow the processor down.
As a result, the computer stores the
most recently used parts of the program
(whether executing code or Macintosh
ROM calls) in cache memory. This minimizes the Mac SE's number of slower 16bit memory accesses and allows the
68020 to do fetches from cache memory
at the maximum data transfer rate. Radius's 32K bytes of cache memory is
faster than the HyperCharger's and Prodigy's 1 megabyte of memory becadse
these boards' memories always run at one
wait state, while Radius's always runs at
zero wait states.
The Turbo SE
MacMemory takes acompletely different
approach in its Turbo SE board. It uses a
16-MHz 68000 processor clocked at 15.8
MHz (from the C1
6M signal present in
the SE) to speed things up. The company
says it took this approach (which none of
the other boards uses) to offer compatibility with all existing Mac software.
(However, as Istated earlier, Ididn't find
software incompatibility with the 68020
to be aproblem.)
continued

AutoSketch

AResource to Draw Upon
Tshould be extensions of your talents, freeing you to do
oget any job done, you need the right tools. Ideally, they

\
vhat you do best. And speed, precision, flexibility, and
consistency are always top priorities, no matter what the job.
If communicating with drawings is part of your job.
AutoSketch should be one of your resources.
AutoSketch from Autodesk, the developers of
AutoCAlle is the precision drawing tool for professional
use. It's fast, powerful, and simple to learn. The price is
right, too.
With AutoSketch and your personal computer, you'll enter the world of computer- aided
drawing with ease. You may never have designed with aPC before, and you may think it's
bound to be complicated and time-consuming. Surprise! With AutoSketch, you'll probably
be up and running in about an hour.
Despite its ease of use. AutoSketch is a
full function, object-oriented CAD program.
Pull-down menus and dialog boxes
help you each step of the way.
With aclick of the mouse, you can
draw, then copy, mirror, or move
objects, even create symbol libraries.
AutoSketch automatically updates
measurements whenever you stretch,
scale, or rotate dimensioned objects.
It even keeps track of everything you
do, so that you can delete and restore
parts of your drawing as easily as you
change your mind, using successive
undo or redo commands.
We know you'll be impressed with the professional results. So will your
clients and colleagues.
AutoSketch runs on the IBM PC/XT/AT and
100% compatible systems with aminimum of 5I2K
RAM and either color or monochrome display.
If your PC has an 8087 or 80287 math coprocessor,
the standard version operates about three times
faster. The speed-enhanced version, requiring
the coprocessor, is three times faster still.
Call 800-445-5415 for the name of the
AutoSketch Dealer nearest you or more
information on supported peripherals.
To order direct with MasterCard or Visa,
call 800-223-2521, or 415-331-0356.
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Table 1: As these benchmarks show, the Radius board outperforms the Turbo SE and boosts the Mac SE's performance
to close to that of the Mac II. All times are in seconds, except the Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second.

Prodigy
SE

HyperCharger 020

3125
51.81
17.98
52.08
10.58
18.56

3125
52.08
27.54
52.69
10.63
18.60

Open spreadsheet

N/A

N/A

Recalculate
spreadsheet
Scroll

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Price, with
68881 FPU (for
boards only)

$1499

$1699

Dhrystone*
Fibonacci
Float
Savage
Sieve
Sort

Standard
Mac II

Radius
Accelerator

MacMemory
Turbo SE

Standard
Mac SE

2941
59.78
32.57
457.2
9.87
18.35

1470
126.7
24.32
43.79
26.88
41.67

887
203.1
123.0
1927
46.22
74.10

8.59

11.24

14.36

199
111

1.99
100

2.67
149

2631
58.9
14.4
226.2
11.9
19.6

N/A

$1390

$2796 with
4meg. of
120-ns RAM

21.9
4.90
273

N/A

'For the Dhrystone test only, higher numbers denote faster performance.

Notes:
1. The Radius tested had 1megabyte of memory and 32K bytes of fast hardware cache memory. The Turbo SE had 4megabytes of
120-ns memory. The HyperCharger used the SE memory as a 1- megabyte RAM disk and had an additional 1megabyte of 32- bit
memory. The Prodigy had 1megabyte of SE memory and 1megabyte of 32- bit memory. The Mac SE and Mac II had 1megabyte of
memory each.
2. For details on the C language benchmarks, see " A Closer Look" by Richard Grehan in the September 1987 BYTE.
3. The Spreadsheet tests open and recalculate a25- by 100-cell Excel 1.04 spreadsheet. Scroll shows how long it takes to scroll through a
40K- byte MacWrite 4.6 text file from beginning to end.

The Turbo SE also installs differently
from the others. One of the ways that
MacMemory achieves its low price is to
use the 16-bit memory of the Mac SEwhich makes sense because its 68000
processor can't use 32-bit-wide memory.
But you must take the SIMMs (single inline memory modules) from the motherboard and put them into the accelerator
card. This is not beyond what atechnically competent user can do, especially
with the 21-page well-illustrated installation section in the Turbo SE manual
(which is the best such manual Ihave
seen so far).
MacMemory also recommends that
you take the two Mac ROMs and place
them in sockets on the Turbo SE daughterboard. They work faster that way, but
jumper blocks on the board let you leave
the ROMs on the motherboard if you
don't want to move them.
MacMemory supplies two 64K-byte
SIMMs that you plug into the now-vacant
SIMM3 and SIMM4 motherboard memory sockets. The Mac then uses this
memory for the video display, leaving the
remaining memory for other uses. According to the company, these changes
"increase screen drawing speed by al142
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most 50 percent above the speed gained
by doubling the Mac SE's clock speed."
Once you have installed the ROMs and
SIMMs, the board inserts into the SE expansion connector without problems.
The two plastic retainers that connect the
accelerator and motherboard are the best
way of providing mechanical support that
Ihave seen in all the boards Ihave
reviewed. They are much easier to install
and remove than the plastic post and
the metal-screw-with-nonremovablelock-washer system that Radius uses.
The last step of the installation process
is to set the on-board jumpers to the correct positions for the RAM/ROM configuration installed. The board can accept
up to 4 megabytes of 120-nanosecond
(ns) memory, although the Mac SE's
memory (which will go on the Turbo SE
board unless you buy new SIMMs) is 1
megabyte of 150-ns memory.
The Turbo SE's manual is clearly designed to assist the technically competent
user in installing the board. But, like
Radius, MacMemory insists that only
certified technicians should do the installation, to keep from voiding AppleCare
coverage and any Apple warranties.
The Turbo SE's options include E-

Machine's Big Picture video display
(which connects to asocket on the board)
and the 68881 floating-point coprocessor, which was installed on the board I
reviewed. MacMemory provides asoftware INIT file to patch the calls from the
Apple SANE (Standard Apple Numerics
Environment) to use the 68881. This
allows Excel, for instance, to recognize
that the 68881 is present even though a
68020 isn't. To install INIT, drop it into
the System Folder of your start-up disk
(whether ahard or floppy disk), then restart your Mac using this disk.
Ranking Performance
Once installed, how do these boards stack
up? To get an objective measurement, I
ran BYTE's set of C benchmarks with
both boards, using Lightspeed C 2.01. I
also checked the boards' performance on
a couple of applications-oriented tests
with Excel 1.04 and MacWrite 4.6. For
the Excel and MacWrite tests, the System
Folder had no unnecessary INIT and
cdev files, and there was no caching from
the Control Panel. To measure its maximum performance, Itested the Turbo SE
with 4 megabytes of 120-ns (one-waitcontinued

DesignCAD 3-D is a complete 3-Dimensional CAD system. It compares favorably with systems costing more than $30001 But, in the
great American tradition, we said "Aw . What the Hecld Let's see
the other guys beat this!" DesignCAD 3-D is $299. Complete.
Once again. American Small Business Computers has proved that
you don't always have to spend a lot of money to get quality software. DesignCAD 3-D provides features such as Shading, Hidden
Line Removal. Printer and Plotter support, and extensivefile trans
fer capability. allfor $299! No other 3-Dimensional CAD system can

DesignCAD 3-D does not require expensive graphics adapters and
monitors - even shading can be done on ordinary displays such

come close to providing the price/performance of DesignCAD 3-D.

as the Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA), Color Graphics Adapter,
or Hercules monochrome adapter.

There is a very important reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D other than
price PERFORMANCE. DesignCAD 3-D provides complete 3-Dimensional drawing capabilities. It's not a "warmed-over" 2-D program.
DesignCAD 3-D allows you to draw any entity in 3-D space. This

However, the best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is not the low
price. It's not the outstanding performance. It's not the extensive
hardware compatibility. The best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is

means, for example, that you can draw a curve in the shape of a
spring. You can draw a circle or arc at ANY angle on ANY plane.

for its amazing ease of use!

DesignCAD 3-D allows up to 4 simultaneous views - any angle or
perspective - on the screen. DesignCAD 3-D also provides complex

duce professional 3- Dimensional drawings in less time than you

DesignCAD 3-D provides powerful commands you can use to prothought possible! DesignCAD 3-D commands can be selected from

extrusions - linear, scalar, and circular. Extensive 3-D text capabili-

the menu or entered as fast, single keystroke commands. We have

ties and auto dimensioning are provided - at no extra charge, of

found DesignCAD 3-D to be easier to learn and easier to use than

course.

any 3-Dimensional CAD system for the IBM PC. at any price!

DesignCAD 3-D provides the capability to read drawingsfrom most

What else do you need to know about DesignCAD 3-D? Only this:

other CAD systems (DesignCAD/ProDesign II. AutirCAD's DXF. and
IGESfileformats). You can also send a view of a3-Ddrawing to other
CAD systems. These features are included at no extra charge, of

"Included at No Extra Charge." What is included at no extra charge?
EVERYTHING! $299 BUYS rr ALL!

course.
DesignCAD 3-D almost certainly is compatible with the computer
system you now own. DesignCAD 3-D supports more than 200 dot
matrix printers, at high resolution. DesignCAD 3-D supports more

How do you get one?
See your local dealer, or contact:
American Small Business Computers, Inc.
118 South Mill Street
Pryor, OK 74361

than 80 plotters, and most digitizers and graphics adapters available for "PC Compatible" systems. Shaded and wirefrcune models

(918) 825-4844

can be output to the printer or plotter YOU own_

Telex 9102400302
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state) memory. All four accelerator
boards had a68881 installed.
In all the tests except the Float and the
Savage, the Radius board outperformed
the Turbo SE, turning in times from 50
percent to almost 300 percent faster (see
table 1). The Turbo SE outranked the
Radius board in both the Float and the
Savage; the Turbo SE's performance on
the Savage benchmark was more than 10
times better than the Radius's.
True to the company claims, both accelerator boards significantly outperformed the Mac SE. In all but the Float
and Savage benchmarks, the Radius
board matched or topped the Mac II. The
Turbo SE beat the Mac II in the Savage
only, falling short on the other tests.
Neither the Radius Accelerator nor the
Turbo SE matched the Dhrystone performances of the Prodigy SE and the HyperCharger 020. However, the Radius Accelerator approached their performances
in several of the tests. The Turbo SE
came close to or beat their performances
in the Float and Savage benchmarks only.
The times for the Savage benchmark
deserve some interpretation and qualification. The Radius board does poorly
(457.2 seconds) because it uses the
SANE routines to calculate the transcen-

dental functions that the Savage benchmark emphasizes. The HyperCharger's
time of 52.69 seconds is achieved with
the use of GCC's numerics package,
which is less accurate than Apple's
SANE, but much faster. ( The SANE
package, based on an IEEE floatingpoint arithmetic standard, is much more
precise than most applications require—
the GCC numerics package has an error
of 6 x 10 -' compared to the SANE' sresult.) Note that when the HyperCharger
uses the SANE package, it achieves a
time of 458.91 seconds— virtually identical to the Radius's result.
A spokesperson at Radius said that the
company is now testing its own faster
math package, which may be available by
the time you read this. Like the HyperCharger, the Levco Prodigy uses a numerics package that's less accurate but
faster than SANE; it offers no option for
using SANE, however.
Most Bang for the Buck?
Although the Radius Accelerator has a
risky installation procedure, Iprefer this
board to the Turbo SE. Its increase in performance is worth the extra $400 (or less,
depending on street prices) over the base
price of the Turbo SE.

If you're really on atight budget, the
Turbo SE with 1 megabyte of 150-ns
memory offers an improvement over an
unenhanced Mac SE. However, if you
buy 4megabytes of 120-ns SIMMs from
MacMemory for maximum performance, the price of the Turbo SE jumps
to about $2796—about $ 1400 more than
the cost of the Radius board. Keep in
mind, though, that MacMemory's
SIMMs are pricey; you can buy less expensive ones from other vendors.
Overall, though, the performances of
the Levco Prodigy SE and the GCC
HyperCharger 020 make them still better
choices—even over aMac II— if you can
afford them. •
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Iwould like to thank Rich Siegel, customer support representative of Think
Technologies, whose help with 68881related matters contributed to the background of this review.
Laurence H. Loeb is an electrical-engineer-turned-dental-surgeon and is comoderator of the macintosh conference
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How a software engineer
got to captain the
lunar landing module.
The Computer Museum is everything
you'd expect, and alot of things you
wouldn't.
Of course, the museum contains a
collection of the most significant accomplishments in the history of information
processing. But it's not just agreat place
to see things, it's also agreat place to
do things.
There are over twenty interactive exhibits at The Computer Museum. You can
design acar, create your own fractal landscape, or even captain the lunar landing

module on the Apollo flight simulator.
So, the next time you're in Boston, stop
by The Computer Museum. You'll discover
it's more than alot of machines, it's also a
lot of fun.
For more information, or to become a
Museum Member, write The Computer
Museum, or call (617)423-6758.

The Computer Museum

300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210
144
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BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
• NEC V-20 CPU, 12 MHz Speed
• 640K Mother Board Memory
• 8 I/O Expansion Slots
• 360K Floppy Disk Drive
• Floppy Disk Drive Controller
• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
• 150 Watt Power Supply
• IBM Compatible BIOS
• 4 Half Height Front Storage Slots
• 100- Key AT- XT Switchable Keyboard
• 24 Hour Burn- In
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BASE SYSTEM PRICE:

No CAPC12 01

$579

Monitor Optional

BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
• 8 MHz 80286 16- Bit Microprocessor
• 512K Motherboard Memory Expandable to 1MB
• 12 I/O Expansion Slots ( 6 16- Bit 8i 2 8- Bit)
• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Hard Disk/Floppy Controller Card
• 238 Watt Power Supply
• Fully Compatible High Speed BIOS
• 84 Key 5151-Type Style Keyboard
• Microsoft MS-DOS with GW Basic
• 5 Half- Height Front Storage Slots (4 exposed)
• 24 Hour Burn- In
• DOS with GW Basic
BASE SYSTEM PRICE:

No CA5170 0

Monitor Optional

PC-TOO
10 MHz
0 WAIT SYSTEM

$999

PC-TOO
8 MHz
AT SYSTEM

FOR FAST, FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE
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• 720KB 31
2 " Disk Drive
/
• 640K RAM, 8MHz
• 20 MB Hard Drive
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard
No IBS32

$1699

1.2 MB Floppy, 101 Keyboard
FastRAM 1MB
80286. 10MHz, Zero Wait
AST 3 G Plus Board

No ATP140

• 80286, 10 MHz
• 128K ROM, 1 MB RAM
• 20 MB Hard Drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Disk Drive
No. IBS50

$2799

COMPAQ
DeskPro 386/20 Model 60

AST
Premium Model 140
•
•
•
•

IBM
PS/2 Model 80

IBM
PS/2 Model 50

IBM
PS/2 Model 30

$2499

• 80386 Processor, 20 MHz
• 1MB RAM, 1.2 Floppy
• 60 MB Hard Drive
• Parallel and Serial Ports
No. CQ145

$5899

• 80386, 16 MHz Micro Processor
• 1MB RAM, VGA Display
• 40 MB Fixed Disk Drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Disk Drive
No. IBS80

NEC
PowerMate II
• 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• 640K RAM, 10 MHz
• 40 MB Fixed Disk Drive
• MS-DOS 3.2 & GW-Basic
No. NIH501K

I

TOSHIBA
T-1000 Lap Top
• Fully IBM compatible
• 512K RAM
• 720K 31
2 " Disk Drive
/
• 640 x 200 Pixels
No TB1000

$799

$5299

I

$2399

I

NEC
Multispeed EL

COMPAQ
Portable 386 Model 40

• Dual 31/
2" 720K Floppies
• 640K RAM, 512K ROM
• Backlit LCD Screen
• 9.54 MHz CMOS V-30

• 80386 Processor
• 1 Megabyte RAM
• 40 MB Fixed Drive
• 1.3 MB Diskette Drive

No. NIMSB

$1599

No CQ114

$6199

SELECT FROM OVER 3000 PRODUCTS

CALL CMO 1-800-233-8950

I
I

ZEGR

BOCA
BocaRam AT

BOCA
EGA

• 640 x 350 Resolution
• 16 Color/64 Palette
• 256K of Video Memory

$149

No. BOEGA

• 16 Bit, Runs to 16 MHz
• 1 MB - 4 MB Memory
• Expanded, Extended, LIM
No BOAT10

$299

VIDEO SEVEN
VEGA Deluxe

VIDEO SEVEN
VEGA V•G•A

• 752 x 410 Display
• EGA, CGA, MGA, HGC
• 256K- DRAM Screen Buffer

• 800 x 600 Resolution
• 256 Simultaneous Colors
• Supports Both Analog & Digital

No. VSEGAD

$229

No VSVGA

$329

r„Ae
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TSENG LABS
EVA/480

EVEREX
Autoswitch Enhancer

• 640 x480 Resolution
• CGA, MDA and Hercules Compat
• Parallel Port Standard

• Autoswitch EGA
• 132 Column Operation
• Parallel Printer Port

No. TL480

$229

INTEL
Above Board/286

• 512K Expandable to 2 MB
• Conventional, Expanded & Extended
Memory
• AT&XT to 12.5MHz

No IN4020

$349

No EV657

• OK-3MB Memory
• EMS, Extended, BASE for AT
• Utility Software

$149

INTEL
In Board/386/PC
• Converts PC to 16MHz
• 80386 Microprocessor
• 1MB On Board Memory
No. INIB1200

EVEREX
RAM 3000 Deluxe

$799

No. EV159

$99 99

INTEL Math Co- Processors

$
129

No IN8087 PC

$299
$319
$539

No.1N80287-8AT
No. 1N80287-10AT
No. 1N80387

QUADRAM
XT386 Board
• PC Upgrade to 80386 Processor
• 1 MB of Onboard Memory
• Ouadmaster Software Includec
No 0U3861

$799

HERCULES
Graphics Card Plus
• 720 x 348 Bit Mapped Graphics
• RAM Font Software Included
• Parallel Port
No. HEGCP

$169

MICRO CHANNEL LINE
50/60 MULTIFUNCTION BOARD

ZUCKERBOARD PS/2
50/60 Multifunction Board
• 5121( to 2 MB Memory
• Parallel and Serial Ports
• EMS and Diagnostic Software
No HX15

$289

IDEA 5251
Terminal Emulation

DCA
IRMA Board 2.2

FIFTH GENERATION
The Logical Connection

• Local Twinax Communication
• IBM 34/36/38 Compatible
• Printer Support, Hot Key

• Native Mode Coaxial Link
• IBM 3270 Controller Compatible
• SNA/SDLC or BSC

• 4 Serial, 2 Parallel in, 2 Parallel out
• Daisy-chainable up to 315 devices

No.IE5251

$579

No IRMA2

$799

No. ICF102 256K

$
289

No.ICF103 512K

$ 369

WE SHIP 90% OF ALL ORDERS WITHIN 24 HOURS

EPSON

LX-800

EPSON

CALL CM0 1-800-233-8950

EX- 800

EPSON

EX- 1000

• 150 cps Draft/30 cps NLQ

• 9 Pin Dot Matrix

• 9 Pin Dot Matrix

• 9 Pin Dot Matrix, 80 Column

• 300 CPS Draft/50 CPS NLQ

• 300 CPS Draft/50 CPS NLQ

• Built-in Tractor Feed

• 80 Column, 8K Buffer

No. EPLX800

EPSON

$179

FX-286E

No. EPEX800

EPSON

$429

LQ-500

• 132 Column, 8K Buffer
No. EPEX1000

EPSON

LQ-850

• 24 Pin Dot Matrix

• 330 cps Draft/60 cps NLQ

• 132 Column, 8K Buffer

• 180 CPS Draft/60 CPS NLQ

• 24 Pin Print Head

• Friction/Tractor Feed

• 8K lmput Buffer

• 240 cps Draft/40 cps NLQ

No. EPFX286E

DICONIX

$479

INKJET 150P

$339

No. EPL0500

SHARP F0-210

Facsimile

• AC/DC Powered Portable

• Half-tone Transmission

• Centronics Parallel 8 Bit

• Automatic Contrast Adjustment

• 150 cps Draft/50 cps NLQ
No. KD150

OKIDATA

$319

ML- 193 Plus

• Automatic dialing for 87 #' s $
No. SHF0210

OKIDATA

• Parallel/Serial with 6K Buffer
No. EPLQ850

• 8 copies per minute

1499

ML- 293

• Wait time 20 seconds
• Copy size up to 356x216 mm
No. CC25

OKIDATA

• 450 cps Draft/180 cps NLQ

• 8K Print Buffer

• 240 cps Draft/100 cps NLQ

• 24 Wire Dot Matrix

• 9 Wire, 132 Column

• 136 column, 8K Buffer
No. OK293

$539

• Personality Module Concept
No. OK393

$899

ML- 393 Plus

• Dual 9 Pin Dot- Matrix

$469

$529

CANON PC- 25 Personal Copier

• 200 CPS Draft, 40 CPS NLQ

No. OK1931

$489

$989

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND LARGEST COMPUTER MARKETERS. CALL 1-800-233-8950

BROTHER M-1509 Dot Matrix

BROTHER HR- 40 Daisywheel

BROTHER HR- 60 Daisywheel

• 180 CPS Draft/45 CPS NLQ

• 40 CPS, 136 Columns

• 60 CPS, 136 Columns

• Auto Paper Loading

• 2 Color Printing

• Diablo 635 compatible

• Friction and Pin Feed
No. BRM1509

$389

• Fr.ction and Forms Tractor
No. BRHR40

I

I

$599

• Standard Parallel Interface

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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•

CITC.11

NEC 2200

NEC P760 Pinwriter

C.ITOH 315XP

• 24-Wire Dot Matrix

• 24-Wire Print Head

• 300 cps Draft/50 cps NLQ

• 170 cps Draft/55 cps NLQ

• 216 cps Draft/65 cps NLQ

• 15" Carriage Width

• 360x360 Dots per inch

• 136 Column Carriage

No. NIP2200

$379

$739

No. BRHR60

No. NIP760

$659

..

• IBM/Epson compatible
No. TE315XP

PANASONIC KX-P1091-11

STAR MICRONICS NX-1000

STAR MICRONICS NX-15

• 194 CPS Dot Matrix

• 144 cps Draft/35 cps NLO

• 120 CPS Draft, /50 CPS NLQ

• 9- Pin Print Head

• 4K Buffer, 80 column, Auto feed

• 5K Buffer, 132 Column

• IBM Pro Printer Emulation

• Friction and Tractor Feed

No. PA1091

$199

No. SGNX1000

$179

• Friction & Tractor Feed
No. SGNX15

$559

$319

IM!1

TOSHIBA P321SL

TOSHIBA P351-SX

CITIZEN Premier 35

• 24 Wire Print Head

• 24 Wire Print Head

• 35 cps Daisywheel

• 216/180/72 cps

• 360 cps Draft/120 cps NLQ

• Built-in clock/calendar display

• Character font cartridges

• 136 column, Parallel/Serial

No. TB321SL

$529

No. TB351SX

$999

• Error messages in English
No. CZMSP35

$479

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY COMPETITIVE PRICE.

CALL CM0 1-800-233-8950

MAGANAVOX

MAGNAVOX

MAGNAVOX

MAGNAVOX

Monochrome Monitor

RGB/Composite

Enhanced Display

Multimode Display

• 12" Amber or Green Display
• 1000 Lines
• Dark Glass CRT
No, NAP613 Green

• 13" Dark Bulb Screen
• 600 x240 Pixel Resolution
• Green Text Display Switch

No. NAP623 Amber

No. NAP8562

$89 99

AMDEK

AMDEK

Video 410 Series

Color 722

• 12" TTL Amber, Green, White
• Up to 960 lines
• Flat non-glare screen
No. AM410A, G, or W

$159

$269

• 13" In- Line etched screen
• Supports 64 Colors
• 720 x 350 Display
No. AMC722

$429

• Digital and Analog
• 926 x 580 display
• 15 KHz to 34KHz

• Up to 690 x350 Resolution
• 64 Colors in EGA Mode
• Text Display Function

$369

No. NAP053

No. NAP873

AMDEK

AMDEK

Monochrome/432

Monitor/732

• PS/2 MCGA & VGA Compatible
• 640 x 480 Pixel Resolution
• 31.48 KHz Scan Frequency

$179

No. AM432

$489

• Palette of 256,000 colors
• 12" Etched Glass, Non-Glare
• 640 x480 MCGA Compatible
No AMC732

$499

1
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ZENITH
ZCM-1490 VGA

PRINCETON
MAX- 12

PRINCETON

Ultrasync

ZENITH
ZMM-149 VGA

• 12" Amber TTL
• 720 x 350 Display
• 16 Shades

• 12" Analog/TTL . 28mm Dot Pitch
• 800 x 600 Resolution
• IBM PS/2 & Mac It Compatible

• IBM VGA Monochrome
• 14" High Resolution
• 31.49 KHz Scan Frequency

• 14" Analog/TTL, .
31 Dot Pitch
• 64 Available Colors
• 25 MHz, 640 x 480 Resolution

No. ZVA149 Amber
No. ZVW149 White

No. ZEC1490

No. PNM12

$139

No. PN12U

$549

THOMPSON
Model 4120

THOMPSON

Model 4375M

NEC 1402
Multisync II

• 14" RGB/Comp/Analog
• 560 x 240 Pixel Resolution
• . 51 Dot Pitch, 12 MHz

• 14" Super High Contrast
• 64 Available Colors
• 30 MHz, 800 x 560 Resolution

• Multisync RGB
• 800 x 560 Display
• 6 Text Switchable

No TPC4120

$239

No. TPC4375M

$499

No. NEC1402

$ 239

$749

NEC
Multisync Plus
• 15" Flattened CRT
• 960 x 720 Resolution
• 3-Way Text Switch

$

589

No. NEC1501

$999

OUR STAFF PROVIDES UNEQUALLED TECHNICAL SUPPORT CALL 1-800-233-8950

•

MOUNTAIN
Drivecard

$469
$519
$699

• 20 Meg, No. MB20
• 30 Meg, No. MB30
• 50 Meg, No. MB50

MOUNTAIN
Dual 20 Bernoulli
• Bernoulli Technology
• Dual 20 MB Cartrdges
• Requires PC2 Controller
No. MBB4174

$1799

POLAROID
Pallette Plus

PC-TOO
Datasave 4000
• 40 MB Formatted capacity
• 31/
2" Pocket Size Cartridges
• Uses existing floppy controller
No. MBPC1206

$479

• Computer Image Recorder
• 35mm and 3x4 Film Unit
• 8 Pallette Software included

$2399

No POO1P

__--

•
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SEAGATE
Hard Dirves

$249
$399
$439

• 20MB /
2 Ht No. ST- 225
1
• 30MB V2 Ht No. ST-238
• 40MB 1/
2 Ht No. ST- 251

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200
• 300/1200 Baud External
• Automatic Speed Selection
• Voice/Data Transmissions
No. HY1200

$279

ZUCKERBOARD
The Nude Modem
• 1200 Baud Half Card
• Fully Hayes Compatible
• PC Talk Ill Software
No. HX12

$7999

EVEREX
Excel-Stream 60-8
• 60 MB Cassette Back-up
• Backs up 5 MB per minute
• Built-in Formatter
No. EV60E

$729

HAYES
Smartmodem 2400
• 300/1200/2400 Baud External
• Non-Volatile Memory
• Stored Number Dial
No. HY2400

• 10 MB Formatted Capacity
• 8 Minute Back-up Time
• Half- height Internal
No IW110D

$219

• Compact 300/1200 BPS
• " AT" ( Hayes) Command Compatible
• No Batteries or AC Required

$99 99

$129

• 300/1200 Baud Half-Size
• Bell 103/212A Compatible
• Auto Answer/Auto Dial
No. EV920

• 21 MB Expansion Card
• 31
2 " Rigid Disks
/
• 5 MB/sec. Transfer Rate
No. CH2ODP

$319

• 300/1200/2400 Baud Internal
• Carrier detect override
• Audio phone line monitor
No. UR2400

$179

EVEREX
Evercom 945

EVEREX
Evercom 920

• 300/1200 BPS, AA/AD
• 100 0/0Hayes Compatible
• 5 Year Limited Warranty

CMS
Drive Plus 21

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 2400 PC

NOVATION
Parrott 1200

$429

ANCHOR
1200E

No. ANA1200E

IRWIN
10 MB Tape Drive

$89 99

• 300/1200/2400 Baud External
• " AT" ( Hayes) Command Compatible
• Status Indicator LED's
No. EV924E

$239

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

LOTUS 1-2-3

$299

No ICL001

41:000
(
„0.
e

d- Base Ill +

$399

No. ICAH03

CALL CMO 1-800-233-8950

Word Perfect
4.2
No. ICSSO 1

Symphony
$

209

$439

No ICL002

es.. lee--

31
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Copy II
Option Board $ 8499

Fast Back Plus
„

sk39

Microsoft Mouse
w/ Paintbrush $ 1.1 CI

ee
No ICMR02
No ICCP02
NO. ICF 104

•ie

MSI Optimouse
w/Dr. Halo $ 8999
No

CIM04

Kulfflate
!
I

7

01_

Micropro
Professional 4.0 $ 239

Multimate
Advantage II

w/GL, No ICMPO3

No ICMMO2

R:Base
System V
$ 299

No ICMH04

$449

Logitech Mouse
No. ICLGO3

$ 7999

MNORTON
UTILITIES
e: •
•
PFS: Professional
Write
No ICPF1 1

$129

Crosstalk XVI
No ICMF01

$8999

Xerox
Ventura
No ICXE01

$499

Norton Utilities
No ICNO01

$54 99

CM0 POLICIES
• Next Day Shipping on all in-stock items.
• No Surcharge on Visa or Mastercard orders.
• Credit Cards are NOT Charged until order is shipped.
• Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping/handling on all orders.
• All items subject to availability and price change.
SONY 31/
2 " & 51
/
4 " Diskettes
• 3,/2" DS/DD 10 Pk No. SCMFD2 $16.99
• 51
4 "DS/DD 10 Pk No. SCMD2
/
$ 7.99

• Returned items may be subject to a restocking fee.
• PA residents add 6% Sales Tax.

MAXELL Double & HI Density
$8.99
$18.99

• 51
4 DS/DD 10 Pk No. MXD2
/
• 51
4 Hi Dens. 10 Pk No. MXD2HD
/

SOFTWARE REVIEW
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Trilogy: A New Approach
to Logic Programming
Alex Lane

the variables. Constraints are
Trilogy version 1.15 ($99.95)
An alternative to
pieces of information that Trilfrom Complete Logic Systems
ogy places in the environment
(CLS) is anew logic programProlog, with windows and other
as it computes asolution.
ming language that combines
The programming language
the best features of logic, proceinteresting twists
associates different constraints
dural, and database programwith different data types. For
ming. Trilogy is an example of
example, the constraint conditions put on
cates work with both Trilogy database
the current trend in logic programming
ashort integer variable xare
files and ASCII DOS files.
languages, which centers on the introducThe package requires an IBM PC, XT,
tion of types (domains), constraints, I/O
xop n
AT or compatible with 512K bytes of
annotations, arrays, and reassignable
xop var + n
RAM running DOS 2.0 or higher. You
variables. (For adiscussion of this trend,
can run Trilogy from dual floppy disk
see the Prolog-related articles in the Auwhere op is arelational operator ( i.e., =
drives, but ahard disk drive is highly recgust 1987 BYTE.)
< , and >), nis ashort integer, and var is a
ommended. Iused a4.77- MHz IBM PC
As a logic programming language,
short integer variable. Whenever Trilogy
XT with 640K bytes of RAM, ahard disk
Trilogy most resembles Prolog. Both lanencounters an expression with short intedrive, and an 8087 coprocessor. The opguages are based in mathematical logic,
gers and arelational operator, it attempts
erating system Iused was PC-DOS 3.1.
support lists, and are capable of maniputo transform the expression into one of the
The Trilogy package consists of aspilating symbolic variables. Running proshort integer constraints by using algeral-bound user's manual and two 54grams in either language consists of askbraic rules. If Trilogy cannot get the exinch floppy disks that contain an installaing questions (called executing aquery).
pression into one of these forms, it will
tion program, the Trilogy compiler,
The programming language can use backbacktrack in an attempt to calculate a
tracking to find alternative ways to satisfy a source and object files for system modvalue for one of the variables, and if this
ules, anumber of sample programs, and
query. Trilogy improves upon the blind
fails, it will flag the error with amessage
asupplemental documentation file.
backtracking approach of Prolog, however,
such as too many backtracks.
by incorporating constraint logic.
Consider the query all x:: I & y::I &
Language Features
Program source code reads alot more
x>0 & y>0 & x= 3*y + 9. Translated, this
Trilogy is afairly compact language, havlike Pascal than Prolog; Trilogy supports
says: " Find all values of x and y when
ing only 22 reserved words and 12 rearrays, enumerated types, and subrange
both are short integers, both are greater
served names. The standard system moddeclarations, and provides if . . . then
than zero, and x = 3*y + 9." This query
ules math.1, files.1, strings.1, and
... else and case control structures.
will fail because the system cannot transwindows.1 add support for, respectively,
You can express and compile procedures
form the expression x = 3*y + 9into one
mathematical functions, file-access funcstraightforwardly into nonbacktracking
of the constraint forms for short integers;
tions, functions for manipulating strings,
modules. While Trilogy provides no exnor can Trilogy find a finite number of
dates and times, and windowing funcplicit control structures for iteration or
values for either xor y. If, however, we
tions. Unlike Pascal or C, Trilogy is caselooping, it conserves stack and heap
add the condition that y = 2, then the
sensitive. In areversal of the Prolog namspace by performing tail recursion optiquery has asolution.
ing convention, Trilogy variables and
mization (a technique for saving space
Constraints for long integers are more
symbols start with lowercase letters,
and time in recursive programs) on noncomplex than those for short integers:
while the names of procedures start with
backtracking modules (procedures and
uppercase letters.
subroutines).
tl*v1 + t2*v2 + . + tn*vn op m
Trilogy is a strongly typed language.
Finally, Trilogy provides aset of relaIts four fundamental types are long (32tional database operations for creating,
continued
bit) and short ( 16-bit) integers; real numupdating, and querying database files.
Database files may have variable record
bers; and strings denoted by L, I, R, and
Alex Lane is a knowledge engineer for
S, respectively. Typed variables buy you
sizes, and you can place these records
Technology Applications Inc. and moderfaster execution and source code that's
anywhere within afile or insert them in
ator of the prolog conference on BIX. He
order. You can store anything (e.g., a easier to read. However, the greatest bencan be reached at 6621 Southpoint Dr.
efit of using typed variables lies with Trillist, atree, or an array) as afield. You can
N, Suite 310, Jacksonville, FL 32216, or
ogy's ability to use decision procedures
insert, delete, and update records
on BIX as "a. lane. "
anywhere in afile. The database predi- that modify constraints associated with
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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Trilogy 1.15
Type
Programming language
Company
Complete Logic Systems Inc
741 Bluendge Ave.
North Vancouver, BC
Canada V7R 2J5
(604) 986-3234
Format
Two 51
/
4inch floppy disks
Language
Cand assembly
Hardware Required
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with
512K bytes of memory and ahard disk
drive (recommended)
Software required
DOS 2.0 or higher
Documentation
229-page user's manual
Price
$99.95
Inquiry 899.

where ti, t2, . . , tn and mare long integer values and vi, v2,
vn are long
integer variables. If, in the previous example, you declare xand yto be long integers, you don't have to put avalue on y
for the query to succeed because the expression x = 3*y + 9 fits the constraint
decision procedures for long integers.
You can use Trilogy's pairing operator
on the four basic types ( I, L, R, and S) to
construct other data structures. A pair
consists simply of any two terms separated by a comma, optionally set off with
parentheses for clarity. You can create a
list data structure by pairing the basic
types with the symbol Nil.
Trilogy also lets you declare your own
types, including enumerated types and
unions ( similar to Pascal case- variant
types). The user's manual uses the convention of appending tto all user-defined
types. Type declarations can be Pascallike subranges, like Digit_t = [0..9],
or tuples like
Date_t = ( year:I, month: [ 1..12],
day: [ 1,31] )
where you can select the individual fields
year, month, and day by, for example,
146
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declaring a variable anniversary to be
of type Date_t and using the terms anniversary.year, anniversary.month,
and anniversary. day.
Advocates of typeless programming
need not feel left out of Trilogy. Every
data type in what is called the Trilogy
universe belongs to auniversal data type
(denoted by U). Using the Udata type in
predicates (denoted as pred) lets you
write predicates that take terms of any
type as parameters. Having a universal
type also makes possible conversions
from one data type to another via coercion (which is an automatically occurring
mechanism) and casts (which the programmer specifies).
Predicate Classes
Trilogy provides three classes of predicates: true predicates, procedures, and
subroutines. Like predicates in Prolog, a
true predicate in Trilogy expresses a
quality, property, or relationship possessed by aterm or agroup of terms. In
Trilogy, only true predicates exhibit
backtracking ( i.e., nondeterministic) behavior. The system doesn't perform tail
recursion optimization for pred because
of the uncertainty involved in satisfying
constraints. Unlike Prolog, there are no
extralogical operations ( i.e., predicates
that lie outside the logic programming
model). Some examples of extralogical
predicates are predicates for user I/O, for
interaction with the operating system,
and for program manipulation such as the
cut, assert, and retract predicates.
While backtracking is a powerful resource in logic programming, it becomes
ahandicap when executing once-through
procedural code. To permit efficient procedural programming, Trilogy provides
the procedure (proc) predicate. Because
there can be no possibility of backtracking inside aprocedure, the manual specifies several rules for coding aprocedure.
For example, you can't use alogical or,
symbolic parameters, or symbolic local
variables in the procedure body, and the
procedure cannot call any true predicates
without using the all construct.
Like true predicates in Trilogy, proc
predicates can fail. Prolog veterans will
recognize this behavior as that of " deterministic predicates." You can view aprocedure, whose last parameter is an output
mode parameter, as afunction, and you
can (using functional notation) use it as a
term in an expression.
The third and most important class of
Trilogy predicate is the subroutine
(subr). Subroutines are special procedures that access data external to the Trilogy environment (e.g., system time and
user input). It is this access that distinguishes subr predicates from proc predi-

cates in Trilogy. Were it not for this distinction, Trilogy would fail to maintain its
logical integrity. Since the behavior of
subroutines is unpredictable, you cannot
call them from either proc or pred predicates, but only from other subr predicates or directly from aquery.
Variable Modes
Unlike traditional Pascal-like programming languages, where only avariable's
type is declared up front, variables in
Trilogy are declared in terms of both type
and mode. The mode tells the Trilogy
compiler what, if anything, is known
about avariable's value upon entry to a
predicate. Trilogy has four variable
modes: symbolic, input, output, and I/O.
Symbolic mode (denoted by :: in the
variable declaration) is used exclusively
in predicates, where little or nothing is
known about the value of a variable
passed as aparameter to anondeterministic predicate. You use input and output
modes in proc and subr predicates to denote whether to expect avalue upon entry
to or exit from such predicates.
For example, the expression x:<L declares xto be along integer whose value
the system will know upon entry to a
predicate. Analogously, the expression
x:>L says that you will know xupon successful exit from apredicate.
The major difference between symbolic-, input-, output-, and I/O-mode
variables is that you cannot reassign the
first three types. You can, on the other
hand, reassign I/O variables, which conserves memory use.
Trilogy's Windows
Trilogy provides a window-oriented interface that lets you edit, compile, and
run programs and build, query, and update databases. Available functions are
listed at the top of the screen: Options,
Query, Modules, Files, Library, and
DOS. Context-sensitive help is available
for both general information and errors
encountered when running programs.
From the Options menu you can
choose your screen colors and activate or
deactivate the error-bell tone. You can
also enable or disable the generation of
.MOD files when compiling queries and
determine whether these .
MOD files will
generate code that makes direct calls to
the 8087 or only emulate it. In addition,
you can choose fb back up or restore libraries, or call the editor to edit anonTrilogy file.
As with Prolog, a prior familiarity
with the code you're going to run is necessary. You run programs by entering a
query using the name of apredicate statement like ZebraAnsw( a, b ) into aoneline query window near the top of the
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screen and pressing the F2 key to compile
the query. If the compiler detects an
error, the machine beeps and places the
cursor at the spot where the compiler detected the error. Here, pressing F1accesses a context- sensitive help window
that attempts to explain the problem.
In general, Ifound Trilogy's help
screens to be an invaluable aid in learning
the language. Sometimes, however, the
displayed message made no apparent
sense. For example, when Iexecuted the
mistaken query
all Append ( ( 1,1,Ni1):< I, ( 2,3,
Nil) , a)
the system gave me an error message that
aright parenthesis was missing.
Trilogy comes complete with alibrarian that keeps track of what modules rely
upon which others. You can add, modify,
or delete modules from the library.
The editor included with Trilogy is
modeled after the IBM PE editor. To use
the editor, Ihad to learn an entirely new
set of editing commands. Iwould like to
see the next release offer the option of
using your own programming editor with
Trilogy.
By selecting the DOS function from
the top of the screen, you exit from the
Trilogy environment. This version of
Trilogy does not provide ameans of getting adirectory from inside Trilogy.
Documentation
Because Trilogy is anew language, the
quality of the documentation is very important. The 229-page manual is divided
into three sections: atutorial, a system
manual, and a programmer's manual.
The tutorial provides astep-by-step introduction to the Trilogy programming language. It assumes you have some experience with programming languages like
BASIC or Pascal, but you don't need to
have background in logic or database
programming.
The system manual describes the Trilogy system and environment, including
use of the windows, function keys, and
editor. The bulk of this part explains how
to edit, compile, and query.
The programmer's manual resembles
acollection of appendixes that cover the
formal language definition. Short supplemental chapters are devoted to topics such
as mode coercion, type conversion, and
constraints.
All the examples presented in the manual are included in two source code files.
Ilike this touch, since it saves much time
getting acquainted with the language. Of
the other sample programs included with
the package, including apattern matcher
for ASCII files and several examples in a

Table 1: Trilogy and Turbo Prolog are fairly evenly matched in their ability
to manipulate lists, perform recursion, and read and write files, except for
Trilogy's problem with running out of stack or heap. The Zebra Puzzle
shows how use of constraints gives Trilogy adecided advantage in solving
logic problems. The 8087 emulation in the Floating Point test is essentially
the same for both products; however, Turbo Prolog outperforms Trilogy in the
8087 emulation of the Transcendental tests. Trilogy provides 8087 support,
whereas Turbo Prolog does not. All times are in seconds.

Floating Point
Sieve
Disk Write (64K)
Disk Read (64K)
Transcendental
Sqrt
Logs
Exp
Atan
Sin
Factorial
List Reversal
Tower of Hanoi
5rings
7rings
10 rings
Zebra Puzzle

Trilogy 1.15

Turbo Prolog 1.1

32.19 (3.68) 1
0.11
16.98

30.83
289
29 73
15.85

-

2

142
87
166
388
156

(0.7) 1
( 1.0) 1
( 1.3) 1
( 1.5) 1
(2.0) 1
2.25
11.92

5.19
13.58
24.24
15.46
16.18
21.86
11.27

2.2
14.2

2.69
10.87
87.71
9.45

- 3

2.19

1Time
2
3

using the 8087 coprocessor chip.
Time for reading a32K- byte file was 9.2 seconds.
Insufficient stack/heap.

Note: Tests were conducted on an IBM PC XT with 640K bytes of memory. an 8087
coprocessor, and a20-megabyte hard disk drive.

demonstration program, the file that interested me most was the so-called " zebra puzzle." This classic logic problem
involves five men of different nationalities that own different pets, drink different drinks, smoke different brands of cigarettes, and live in different-colored
houses. The goal is to find out " who
owns the zebra." Iused this program as
one of the benchmark tests.
A supplemental READ.ME file on the
distribution disk gives aterse description
of the assembly and C language interfaces. The file LINKMOD.EXE is autility
that links . OBJ files generated by assemblers and C compilers into . MOD object
files that Trilogy can use. The LINKMOD
utility does not work as described. Instead of the command line LINKMOD MODNAME OBJFILE, I found Ihad to type
LINKMOD MODNAME and then wait for the
prompt to enter the object filename.
The supplemental file also covers
other topics, such as adiscussion of tail
recursion optimization, heap management, and some partially implemented
Trilogy features.
Benchmarks
Because Trilogy and Prolog appear to be
"competitors" in the logic programming

arena, Icompared Trilogy to Turbo Prolog version 1.1 ( see table 1). Of interest is
the ability to manipulate lists, perform recursion and garbage collection ( reclamation of memory that has been allocated to
now-abandoned structures), and solve
logic problems. Here, Turbo Prolog and
Trilogy run approximately even, except
for the solution of logic problems, where
Trilogy has adecided advantage that is attributable to injection types and relation
variables.
Although neither package performs
garbage collection, Turbo Prolog appears
to perform better because it considers
free memory to be one large heap. Trilogy, on the other hand, has adisadvantage in that modules must confine their
activities to a 64K-byte segment. This
problem affected performance in the Tower
of Hanoi and Disk Read benchmarks.
Trilogy ran the Sieve benchmark test,
which finds all primes between 1 and
100, about 20 times faster than Turbo
Prolog. The Floating Point test repeats a
series of four basic operations 5000
times, and for this test, Trilogy and
Turbo Prolog are about the same with
8087 emulation. The transcendental tests
calculate the function in question 1000
continued
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This Software Won't Run.

Without This.
A

ndthat's the way SeaLand wants it. And ahost
of other big and not- sobig software developers who
use our Software Sentinel. To
make sure their successful software is protected. So it stays successful.
We've become used to being seen with
top-notch software. A lot of the reason is
how our engineers designed the Software
Sentinel family. For the developer and the
user. To make it the most technologically
foolproof yet easiest to use software protection key you or Sea- Land can get.
For users of SEATRAC and the thousands
of other programs we're protecting, it's a
cinch to get up and running. They simply
plug the Software Sentinel into the PC's parallel printer port. That's it. How much easier
can it get? Users can even make unlimited
backup copies. And run them wherever and
whenever they need to— as long as they
have the Software Sentinel key.

%

4.

As long as we're talking
success, there's something
else you should know. Right
now, our engineers are putting the finishing
touches on anew microprocessor that we'll
use in awhole new generation of software
and data protection products. With the same
high-performance and high-reliability of our
past successes but with many new features.
Which no doubt is going to make life even
easier for you and Sea-Land.
The Software Sentinel. Making sure software developers stay successful with the
successful software they've developed.
For more information on the Software Sentinel family, contact Rainbow lbchnologies,
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, California
92714; or call ( 714) 261-0228.
Software Sentinel Features:
•Runs under DOS and Xenix
•Uses algorithm technique, never afixed response
•Minimal implementation
•Higher level language interfaces included
•Transparent operation

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • ( 714) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: ( 714) 261-0260
©1987 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. Software Sentinel is atrademark of Rainbow 'ftchnologies, Inc.
SEATRAC is atrademark of Sea- Land Corporation.
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times, while the factorial benchmark determines how fast 10 factorial ( 10!) can
be calculated 1000 times. Benchmarks
that exercise a logic programming language's capabilities for finding prime
numbers and calculating transcendental
functions are of limited interest. It is clear
from the results for Trilogy that you can
obtain dramatic improvements by installing an 8087.
As far as disk I/O is concerned, although Trilogy could write a 64K-byte
data file, Igot an insufficient stack
error message when trying to read this
file. Because the stack and heap share the
same 64K-byte segment, recursively
reading a64K-byte file blew the segment.
Imodified the test program to write and
read a 32K-byte file, and this worked
fine. (While writing the initial version of
the Disk Read test, Ineglected to put in a
check for end-of-file. Instead of giving a
run-time error and halting execution, the
machine froze and required acold boot.)
The stack/heap problem reared its ugly
head again when Iwas writing the program for reversing a50-element list. The
system blew the segment again after 11 iterations, regardless of how much free
memory was available prior to loading
the Trilogy compiler. However, Iwas
able to write apredicate that would assemble a50-element list and perform the
reversal 10 times. In turn, Iwrote the
query to run this predicate to backtrack
three times, so that 30 reversals were performed overall. Despite the additional
overhead of having to assemble a50-element list from a 10-element " buildingblock" three times (Trilogy balks if a50element list is presented in one chunk),
Trilogy is nearly as fast as Turbo Prolog.
The Tower of Hanoi is aclassic example of recursive programming. At the
five-ring level, both Trilogy and Turbo
Prolog are about neck and neck. However, at the seven-ring level, Trilogy begins to lag seriously. One explanation is
that Trilogy spends much time churning
out text to the screen. This is borne out by
removing the Print() statement from
the code—the performance increase is
dramatic. Iran across the stack/heap
problem trying to run the Tower of Hanoi
benchmark with 10 disks.
Recalling the Zebra Puzzle from the
previous discussion, it turns out there are
nearly 25 billion ways of combining nationality, pet, drink, smoke, and house.
A generic Prolog program will, if necessary, test all combinations of them to find
an answer. Inherent in Prolog's backtracking mechanism is the " uninstantiation" of previously bound variables
whenever it encounters a failure. In effect, Prolog " forgets" anything it learns
continued

The First Word
on OS/2
rSD .
E_ OS/2
- I

"During the next 10 years, millions of programmers
and users will utilize OS/2 ... The best way for them to
understand the overall philosophy of the system will be
to read this hook." Bill Gates
INSIDE OS/2.

Here— from

Microsoft's Chief

Architect of Systems Software — is acandid and exciting technical examination of OS/2. In unprecedented detail, Gordon Letwin explores the
philosophy, key development issues, programming
implications, and future of OS/2. And he provides
the first in-depth look at each of OS/2's design elements— how they work alone and their roles in the
system. INSIDE OS/2 is avaluable programmer-toprogrammer discussion of the graphical user interface, multitasking, protection, encapsulation, interprocess communication, and more. You can't get a
more inside view. $19

.95.

Microsoft Press
Quality Computer Books
Available wherever books and software are sold.

Or call in your credit card order. 800-638-3030 an MD824-7300).Refer to ad 8M38.
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DIMENSInie

The most powerful database for apersonal computer.

patnck chédal C&C

ff,

1%11 1.0«11

Pe I10% it

is amulti-user relational database for Macintosh

that provides more power

than any other database for apersonal computer.
Records
Files
Fields
Links
Subtiles
Sub fields
Layouts
Passwords
Variables

Up to 16 million
99 at a time
511 per file
Unlimited
511 per file
511 per sub file
Up to 32,000
32.000 levels
Up to 32,000

Fully compatible with AppleShare TM and other HFS fileservers
Multi-user
Import/Export Data SYLK, DIF, and text with serial port and file communication control
M u ltiFi n der TM
Fully supports background processing under MultiFinder"'
Multiple conditions, ad hoc queries, wildcard, programmable searches
Search/Sort
Instant report generation
Quick Reports
Business Graphics 8 kinds of graphs (pie, bar, column, etc. plus custom pictures)
Over 200 built -in commands and operators
Programming
Add external routines written in Pascal, C, and other languages
External Routines
Custom menus, check boxes, radio buttons, and dialog boxes
Customization

• To receive ademo version call (
800) 538-8157 x840 outside California, (
800) 672

3470 x840 inside California.

weiee

Circle 3on Reader Service Can:
ACIUS 20300 Stevens Creek Blvd. Suite 495 Cupertino, CA 95014

(408)

252-4444

4th DIMENSION is atrademark of AC/US, Inc and AC! Macintosh. AppleShare and MultiFinder are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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every time it backtracks. Progress toward
finding asolution occurs in one quantum
leap when all variables happen to satisfy
all the declared facts. On the other hand,
Trilogy uses relation variables and injection types in conjunction with its built-in
constraints to carry forward increments
of the final solution. Relation variables
express some relation that exists between
objects, and injection types never have
the same value for different sets of arguments. The result of this approach is that
the Trilogy program to solve the Zebra
Puzzle backtracks only 17 times before
obtaining asolution. [Editor's note: The
Trilogy source code (BMARKS. L) for the
benchmarks is available on BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To "find"
source code in the Listings areas on BIX
and BYTEnet, search by article title, author, or issue date.]
Worth Taking aLook
As an experienced Prolog programmer, I
have found one of the practical problems
of writing procedural code in that language is the awkward mind-set that must
be adopted to tame the language's tendency to backtrack. Trilogy addresses this by
offering programmers the flexibility to
write both logic and procedural code.
I am generally impressed with this
package, although minor things about it
bother me. For example, Iwish Icould
exit to DOS to view adirectory or file
without having to exit Trilogy completely. (According to the company, a
toolkit containing agraphics module and
aDOS module along with utilities will be
available for $50.) Iwould like more detail in the user's manual concerning the
nuts and bolts of the language.
In terms of hands-on use, the editor
was not the best I've used. Also, having
to learn anew set of editing commands
was inconvenient. (Of course, those people familiar with the IBM PE editor will
not have this problem.) When running a
query, it shouldn't be so easy to run out
of stack or heap—and it would be nice to
have asubroutine that could report on the
status of those resources, too.
Trilogy is a unique product. It's the
only product Ihave seen that combines
logic programming with procedural and
database concepts. The Pascal-like syntax makes it easier for people familiar
with Pascal and C to learn Trilogy than
Prolog. The stack/heap problem shows
that the product perhaps isn't mature, yet
new languages often have a few initial
kinks. Icannot see Trilogy taking the
microcomputer world by storm, but for
$99.95, it's worth taking alook at if you
are interested in logic programming. •

The Ultimate
MS-DOS
Resource

MS-DOS — the starting place for the development
of over 20,000 software applications.

THE MS-

DOS ENCYCLOPEDIA— the starting place for
data, advice, and insight that will make your MSDOS programs reliable, robust, and efficient. THE
MS-DOS ENCYCLOPEDIA is a programmer's
dream. 1600 pages packed with version-specific
data. Annotations of more than 100 system function
calls, 90 user commands, and a host of utilities.
Hundreds of hands-on examples and thousands of
lines of code. Plus articles on debugging, installable
device drivers, TSRs, Windows, memory management, the future of MS-DOS, and much more.
Researched and written by ateam of MS-DOS experts — many involved in the creation and development of MS-DOS. Covers MS-DOS through version
3.2, with aspecial section on version 3.3.

$
134 .95.

Microsoft Press
Quality Computer Books
Available wherever books and software are sold.
Or call in your credit card order. 800-638-3030 (
In MD 824-7300). Refer to ad BM38 .
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POWER

The FlexCache 386
series from
Advanced
Logic
Research
FlexCache 386 series:
The performance of
80386182385 technology with
the power of advanced
FlexCache architecture.

I" he philosophy of getting more for
your money has become an
unbroken tradition with ALR. A
tradition that has been recognized by
all the major trade journals with
excellent reviews.

ALR 3861220, PC magazine's
choice as "The Best of 1987"
Q.
Based on the ALR 386/220, PC
magazine's choice as "The Best of
1987", ALR extends its product line
and introduces the FlexCache 386
series. Now the fastest PCs available,
the FlexCache 386 series approach
minicomputer proportions and offer
two new ways to get the most for your
money:
FlexCache 16386 a16MHz, 0-wait-state,
80386/82385 based system.
FlexCache 20386 a20MHz, 0-wait-state,
80386/82385 based system.

I

"Spending
more money
doesn't
guarantee that
you'll end up
with the
system you
need. Make
some serious
comparisons
of features
and prices and
then get the
most for our
money."
Compatible
Novell, DOS 3.X,
SCO Xenix 386, OS/2

Software"-

Both systems have ALR's advanced
FlexCache architecture. The flexible
dual bus design provides awide open,
high-speed data channel for up to 60%
faster CPU/memory through-put
than the IBM PS/2 model 80-071 with
the much touted microchannel
architecture.
ALR
FlexCache
20386 - 150
$7490..

Compaq
DESKPRO
386/20
$7490..

ALR
FlexCache

Compaq

16386 - 60

DESKPRO

$4690..

386
$6490..

318
PMU

Power Meter Performance Index
FlexCache 386 series edge out Compaq's
DESKPRO 386/20 & DESKPRO 386 in
CPU/memory aggregate performance test.

The cache memory controller can
eliminate wait-states 95% of the time

FlexCache 386
Series Specifications

by keeping frequently used data close
at hand, eliminating the need for the
CPU to address main memory. This
powerful blend of enhancements
allows aFlexCache 16MHz CPU to
move data along as fast as many
20MHz CPUs and aFlexCache 20MHz
CPU to move data even faster than a
Compaq DESKPRO 386/20".

• ALR designed and proven multi-layer
system board
• Socketed for 80387 support
• 1MB 32 bit RAM. expandable to 2MB on
system board
• 0-watt-state cache memory controller
with its own 32KB of high-speed (35 ns)
static RAM
• Enhanced 101 keyboard
• Phoenix BIOS
• Dual drive support
• OS/2 compatible

The FlexCache 386 series comes
equipped with the most fixed disk
capacity for your money. The
FlexCache 16386 has a66 or 100
megabyte fixed disk.

FlexCache 16386 Model 60
$4690"

The FlexCache 20386 will give
you an extra 45,000 pages of
document disk storage for free.
The FlexCache 20386 comes with
either a100, 150, or 300 megabyte fixed
disk. The FlexCache 20386 will give
you an extra 45,000 pages of document
disk storage for free when you
compare it to the performance and
price of Compaq's DESKPRO 386/20
model 60.
ALR
FlexCache
20386 - 150
7490..
779
Compaq
DESKPRO
386/20
$7490 v
,

ALR
FlexCache
16386 - 60
4690..

Compaq
DESKPRO
386
$6490..
236
KB/sec

40

MB

Disk Capacities & Transfer Rates
FlexCache 386 fixed disks store more pages of
documents and achieve transfer rates of up
to twice that of the competition.

•
•
•
•

So, FlexCache 386 systems achieve
transfer rates twice that of Compaq's
DESKPRO 386 and 386/20 model 60.

FlexCache 16386 Model 100

Advanced Logic Research offers the

•
•
•
•

FlexCache 386 series as apowerful
solution for today's business growth
and performance needs. The
FlexCache series offers power and
expansion possibilities not easily
exhausted. The minicomputer-style
chassis of FlexCache 20386 offers space
for five internal peripheral devices,
allowing more data storage devices
than any other PC available. With the
money you save on aFlexCache
system you can afford additional data
storage options.
ALR
FlexCache
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$5690"
FlexCache 386 series specifications
80386 CPU with 16MHz system clock
80387 support with 16MHz clock
1COMbyte <30ms hard disk

FlexCache 20386 Model 100
...$6490"
•
•
•
•

FlexCac he 386 series specifications
80386 CPU with 20MHz system clock
80387 support with 20MHz clock
1COMbyte <30ms hard disk

FlexCache 20386 Model 150
...$7490"
• FlexCache 386 series specifications
• 80386 CPU with 20MHz system clock
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock
• 150Mbyte <23ms. track buffered. ESDI
hard disk

FlexCache 20386 Model 300

20386 - 150
$7490..

...$9990"

Compaq
DESKPRO
386/20
$7490.

3.5" support

• FlexCache 386 series specifications

Full height

• 80386 CPU with 20MHz system clock
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock
• 300Mbyte <20ms. track buffered. ESDI
hard disk

Full height
Half height
Half height

FlexCache hard disk controllers
transfer afull track of data in one disk
revolution ( 1:1 interleave) instead of
several disk revolutions as with (2:1
interleave) most current systems. Full
track data transfering plus ESDI
(Enhanced Small Device Interface)
look-ahead buffering, turns what
used to be adata traffic bottleneck into
asuper high-speed corridor.

FlexCache 386 series specifications
80386 CPU with 16MHz system clock
80387 support with 16MHz clock
66Mbyte <30ms hard disk

Internal Device Support
With the future in mind, the FlexCache
20386 is built to accomodate growth.

To make some serious feature and
cost comparisons give ALR acall at
(800) 366-2574 for the name of the
dealer nearest you.

T\\

Advanced Logic
Research,
R
Inc.

10 Chrysler, Irvine, CA 92718
714-581-6770
FAX: 714-581-9240
Telex: 5106014525,
Answer back Advanced Logic

From Asia or Europe call:
ALR/Wearfies Technology
(65) 2592521 (Singapore)
Telex: RS38113 WRNTEC
FlexCache is a trademark of Advanced
Logic Research, Inc. Compaq. DESKPRO
386 & 386/20 are trademarks of Compaq
Computer Corp
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With aLaserPro on your desk,
your software won't sit on the shelf.

Instead, your software will stay on the job. Working better than ever.
Because now it's linked to LaserPro"—the laser printer line with arange
of emulations unmatched in the industry.
The emulation advantage.
Put your software to work with LaserPro's wide selection of emulations. Our laser printers are compatible with all software programs that
support the HP Laserjet Plus', Diablo® 630, Epson® FX-80" Qume
Sprint® 11, and NEC Spinwriter® printers. Which means that the money
you've already invested in software is still well-spent. Even today's
newest software packages will leap into action with LaserPro. Printing
everything from business presentations to bar codes, graphics to
CAD/CAM drawings.

No hidden costs.
With LaserPro the compatibility is built right in. Our entire selection
of emulations is standard. No extra cartridges. No optional cards. No extra costs. Just push-button access and hassle-free operation.
And there's more.
Prices for our full line of printers are amazingly low. Each model
brings you versatile performance that over-powers the competition, but
not your budget. So hang on to your software—and hook up with LaserPri
The full-featured printer line that's truly "top shelf."
For more information, contact Office Automation Systems, Inc.
(OASYS), 8352 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92111.
(619) 676-990 '
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Excel Extraordinaire
Rich Malloy

In two words, Excel does.
Microsoft has moved its popular Macintosh spreadsheet over
to the IBM PC AT with all features, such as windows, pulldown menus, dialog boxes, and
multiple fonts, still present.
The new version also has features that
were not present on the Macintosh version. These include better keyboard,
font, and auditing support. Speed is the
only remaining question. Is the 80286 architecture overtaxed by the superb graphics, and is the program overly slow as a
result? Common sense and conventional
wisdom suggest that the program's performance will suffer for its graphical largesse. But adetailed look at benchmark
results yields some dramatic surprises.
The new Excel for IBM systems, officially called Excel 2.0 ($495), follows the
original Macintosh version by about 2
years. On either the Macintosh or the AT,
Excel is the paragon of bells and whistles.
It does so many things, in so many different ways, that it tempts you to spend
countless hours merely exploring.
You might quickly conclude that the
program is huge. It comes on five 1.2megabyte 5 'A -inch floppy disks or seven
720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disks (you
can order aset of 360K-byte floppy disks
by aspecial card). By the time you finish
loading the program, you gobble up 3.6
megabytes of hard disk space. When the
program is executed, it takes up the lion's
share of the 640K bytes of memory that it
nominally requires, yet even that is not
enough. The program must frequently
swap overlays into and out of memory
from the hard disk. The frequency of the
overlays increases as the size of your
spreadsheet increases.
Although the package is popularly
called Excel for the PC, Microsoft specifically states that the software requires
an IBM PC AT or compatible. Several
non-AT compatible machines, such as
the AT&T PC 6300, are supported, however. The program can use aCGA graphics card, but an EGA, VGA, or Hercules

Microsoft's Macintosh

keyboard support is very good
for amouse-based product. You
don't really need amouse, but
if you get one, you'll find it is
icing on avery rich cake.
Ironically, the one major
fault with the interface is not
with the keyboard but with the mouse
support. Iasked avery experienced Macintosh user to try Excel on the IBM to see
his reaction. He faulted the general
"feel" of the mouse, saying it was too
sensitive. (He was using the most recent
Microsoft Mouse.) Excel apparently bypasses the Control program that comes
with the mouse and offers only limited
control over the mouse sensitivity: normal, high, or very high. The program defaults to the high selection. But even at
the normal selection, the mouse seemed
too sensitive; it was easy to overshoot a
target area. Microsoft claims the problem
is the sensitivity of the mouse and that
you can adapt to the new mouse in about a
week. Maybe so, but Ihope they can fix
this problem soon.
Excel for the IBM also has better font
support than its Macintosh cousin. The
Macintosh version allows only one font in
adocument at a time, with three variations on it: plain, bold, and italic. The
IBM version allows four different fonts.
Dyed-in-the-wool Lotus 1-2-3 users
could adapt to Excel fairly quickly. One
possible problem might be the general
command style of Excel. In 1-2-3, you
use a verb-object command structure
(e.g., Copy Al. . B5 to C4). Excel uses an
object-verb structure (e.g., Al : B5 Copy
to C4). This takes some getting used to.

spreadsheet shines on the IBM AT,
but is it fast enough?
adapter is highly recommended. In the
same way, amouse is not required but is
well worth the additional investment.
(Excel supports any mouse compatible
with Windows version 2.0.) Since Excel
uses up such alarge amount of memory,
an expanded memory card (Expanded
Memory Specification version 4.0) is
also recommended.
As for software, Excel comes with its
own run-time version of Windows 2.0. If
you have a full copy of Windows 2.0,
however, you can have Excel interact
with other Windows applications.
The Mac Interface on an AT
The most dramatic distinction between
Excel and a horde of other spreadsheet
programs for the IBM PC is its user interface. Thanks to the run-time version of
Windows 2.0 that comes packaged with
the spreadsheet, Excel functions almost
exactly like its cousin on the Macintosh.
In some ways (e.g., keyboard and font
support), it is actually better than the
Macintosh version.
Excel's keyboard support lets you access every one of Excel's multitudinous
commands and functions without ever
touching amouse. In most cases, the keyboard is fairly efficient— in some cases
more efficient than the mouse.
Each menu or dialog box you choose
contains an underlined letter. You can
quickly choose an option by pressing that
letter, or by pressing the letter in concert
with the Alt key. The alternative is to
press the Tab or Down Arrow key to cycle
through the selections.
One problem with this technique occurs in cases where several choices begin
with the same letter. The designers did,
however, provide anumber of shortcuts
for keyboard users, and generally, the

Macros Do Menus
At Excel's introduction, Microsoft officials said that they were using Excel to
continued
Rich Malloy is a BYTE senior technical
editor. He can be contacted at BYTE/
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020, or on BIX as
"rmalloy."
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/c-[right}-[left} [down}
Excel 2.0
Type
Spreadsheet program with
graphics and database support
Company
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080
Format
Five 1.2-megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy disks
or seven 720K-byte 31
/
2inch floppy disks
Language
Hardware Required
IBM PC AT or compatible with 640K
bytes of RAM, graphics support, and a
hard disk drive. Hercules, EGA, or VGA
graphics card and mouse are
recommended.
Software Required
MS-DOS 2.1 or higher; Windows
2.0 is recommended.
Documentation
775-page Reference Manual; 395-page
Functions and Macros Manual; 38-page
Getting Started booklet; 82-page
Sampler
Price
$495
($250 for network user packs)
Inquiry 898.

build prototypes of new applications
software. What makes this possible is
Excel's extensive support for macros.
With the program's exhaustive list of
macro commands, you can set up awhole
new system of menus and dialog boxes
and even control other Windows applications.
Excel boasts many macro commands.
However, most of these commands are
merely other ways for you to execute Excel menu commands. But even if you only
look at true macro commands (i.e., commands that perform afunction that could
not be performed by any other means)
you would still find that Excel has an impressive number of commands.
One of the reasons that Excel has so
many macro commands is that it processes macros in a unique way. Most
other spreadsheets treat macros as strings
of keystrokes. For example, a 1-2-3
macro to copy acell to the right and move
to the next row might have seven
keystrokes:
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where - represents the Return key, and
(right] the right arrow key. Excel, however, converts the keystrokes into aseries
of commands. The copy operation would
require six keystrokes (Alt-E, Alt-C,
right, Enter, left, down) but would be
represented by six commands:
=COPY()
=SELECT("RC[1]")
=PASTE()
=CANCEL.COPY()
=SELECT("R[1]C[-1]")
=RETURN()
Were it not for the equal signs (which differentiate amacro command from acomment), the macro would look like some
odd variation of BASIC.
Excel's approach leads to large
macros, but the macros are easy to understand. And in cases where you may just
want to play back some keystrokes, there
is aSEND. KEYS command.
It would be very difficult to describe
the power of Excel's macros in this small
space. Like aprogramming language, it
would fill abook. Instead, let me provide
afew examples.
The ADD. BAR command lets you replace the main menu bar of the program
with your own. If you are so disposed,
you can probably replace the menu bar
with a1-2-3-style menu bar.
The ADD. MENU command lets you add
pull-down menus to the preexisting menu
bars or to your new menu bars. These
menus can have commands that are
grayed out or checked, just like Excel's
menus.
The DIALOG.BOX command lets you
construct adialog box containing scrolling lists, radio buttons (amenu of choices
that lets you have only one choice active
at one time), and other Macintosh
goodies.
The EXEC command can execute Excel
itself, or another Windows application.
Once open, Excel can communicate in
various ways with another application. If
the application supports DDE (the Dynamic Data Exchange message-passing
protocol), you can use an INITIATE command to open a DDE channel to it. If
DDE is not supported, you can use the
clipboard or the SEND. KEYS command to
send keystrokes to that application.
Two commands, CALL and REGISTER,
let you access all functions in Windows'
dynamic libraries. Microsoft has very little detailed information on this but hopes
to have more information available for developers soon.
Excel has FOR...NEXT and WHILE
...NEXT loops, too. You can set up auto-

start and auto-close macros that execute
each time you open or close aparticular
worksheet. You can also have macros execute at aparticular time of day, or when
you choose aparticular command.
As in most programming languages,
you can insert comments anywhere and
single-step through the execution of the
macros. And unlike most programming
languages, you can highlight areas of the
macro with various fonts and shading.
Your code may look as impressive as it
performs.
Mac-Style Data-Entry Forms
Excel has agood complement of database
features that are similar to those of 1-2-3.
Excel also has a good data-entry-form
feature. Data-entry forms greatly ease
the process of getting information into a
database. With Excel you can create not
just adatabase form, but aMacintoshstyle database form. That is, you can
use radio buttons and scrolling lists just
like Excel itself does. These forms are a
little difficult to set up, and they run a
little slower than Excel's normal dialog
boxes, but they are impressive
nonetheless.
Excel supports data tables in much the
same way as 1-2-3 does, which is to say it
does not make the job excessively easy.
However, once adata table is set up, Excel lets you set up recalculation for everything but the table, thereby greatly speeding up operation.
Finding Your Mistakes
In any worksheet larger than a single
screen, auditing becomes very important. Excel lets you give cells meaningful
names that you can use in formulas and
lets you attach notes to particular cells. It
also lets you highlight all cells that are dependents or precedents of a particular
cell.
One of the most interesting features of
Excel is its Info window. You can set up
this window to sit in the background and
report various pieces of information
about any cell you select. It will tell you
the formatting, the precedent or dependent cells, and any notes that attach to the
cell. With the Info window set up, you
can easily scroll around aworksheet and
check this information.
No Three-Dimensional Graphics
Excel can generate a good selection of
graphs. These include the obligatory bar,
area, line, and scatter graphs, as well as
the old favorite pie chart. One advantage
of Excel is its ability to do several variations on each of these common themes.
The program also features high-quality
text fonts and the ability to paste the
graphs into Windows Write, the word
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processor that comes with Windows version 2.0. Macintosh users may be happy
to know that macros can now access all
the graphics commands.
Unfortunately, Excel cannot do threedimensional graphs. These graphs are increasingly popular and are included in
some of the competing new spreadsheet
programs, such as Surpass and Quattro.
This review just barely scratches the
surface of Excel's features. Ishould also
mention that color is available, if you
have an EGA or VGA. The program is not
copy-protected, and it includes the ability
to print wide worksheets sideways.
Head-to-Head: Excel Versus 1-2-3
After reading about all these features,
you might conclude that Excel just has to
be slow. But is it? And if so, by how
much? To find out, Itested Excel on an
AT clone with a 6-MHz clock speed,
640K bytes of RAM, and a20-megabyte
hard disk drive. The system was also
equipped with aHercules- style graphics
card, a monochrome monitor, and the
new Microsoft Mouse. The only software
Iran with Excel was MS-DOS 3.1, the
mouse driver, and the mouse control
panel. For each test, the program and the
benchmark worksheets were " maximized" to their largest sizes.
For comparison, Itested 1-2-3 (version
2.01) on the same machine. I was
tempted to use 1-2-3 with Lotus Development's Speedup add-in program, since
this program can dramatically speed up
1-2-3. But in these benchmarks, where
each cell is dependent, the add-in actually has the effect of slowing the program
down by asmall amount. Thus, Idid not
use this feature.
The tests Iused were the same as those
used in the article " Spreadsheets" in
BYTE' s Applications Software Today
(Summer 1987). Three of the tests involved a simple 100- by 25-cell worksheet, where each cell was amultiple of
the previous cell. The fourth test was the
so-called Savage benchmark, which measures floating-point accuracy and performance by using logarithmic and trigonometric functions.
As you can see by the results in table 1,
Lotus's 1-2-3 is still number one in the
Simple Recalculate and Insert Row tests.
Excel was only 60 percent as fast as 1-2-3
in simple recalculations and was even
worse when inserting rows. However, the
other two tests yielded surprising results.
In the Scroll Right test, where the character-based 1-2-3 should have had ahandsdown advantage, Excel was 18 percent
faster. In addition, in the Savage test,
both programs had approximately the
same results and the same error (approximately 10 -8 ).

Excel still has some catching up to do
when it comes to simple recalculations.
But it is interesting to note that, as you
might expect, you can make Excel go
faster by decreasing the size of its viewing
windows. When Idecreased the size of
the benchmark window to 2 by 2 cells,
the Recalculate speed increased by 48
percent. Also, Iwas very amused and intrigued when Ifound that Excel's results
on the AT clone matched pretty closely
with those measured on the Macintosh
last year. For each test, the difference is
less than 10 percent.
Documentation Goes Electronic
The most exciting thing about Excel's
documentation is a program called the
Feature Guide. This is aWindows application that runs in conjunction with Excel
and communicates with it by DDE. The
Guide functions sometimes as a slide
show, showing graphics and displaying
various worksheets and charts. In certain
practice sessions, it lets you try out aparticular feature and advises you when you
make awrong keystroke. This is an impressive program and anecessary introduction to afeature-rich product such as
Excel. It also is agood example of what
can be done with the DDE channel of
Windows.
The rest of the documentation is two
fairly conventional three-ring binders;
one is ageneral reference, and the second
is on functions and macros. A small
booklet shows a short introduction and
has instructions on how to get started. A
fourth, thin book (with disk) is a " Sampler" of very interesting applications. Included, for example, is aworksheet for a

Table 1: In the head-to-head
benchmark comparisons of Excel
and Lotus 1-2-3, 1-2-3 still
maintains supremacy in the
Simple Recalculate and Insert
Row tests. But, surprisingly, Excel
is 18 percent faster in the Scroll
Right test. Both programs are in a
dead heat in the Savage test. All
times are in seconds.
Test

Excel

1-2-3

Simple Recalc
Insert Row
Scroll Right
Savage

4.48
4.06
47.38
33.02

2.68
1.75
55.81
33.55

new business plan and aset of macros for
solving simultaneous equations.
Imight suggest that the company add
more examples to the Functions and
Macros Manual. Several of the macro
commands are intricate, and examples of
each command would be helpful.
A Rare Product
The only things Imight fault in Excel are
the less- than- stunning recalculation
speeds and the mouse support. But in
view of the power and flexibility provided by the program, these criticisms
seem empty.
This rare product combines extreme
ease of use and exceptional power. It is
one of the first products to establish a
common interface across the AT and the
Mac. Iheartily recommend it—for both
novice and expert—on both machines. •

Microsoft Works
Nicholas M. Baran
An integrated program for the IBM PC
and compatibles, Microsoft Works 1.00
($195) offers word-processing, spreadsheet, database, and communications
modules. The package also includes a
chart facility for creating graphs from
spreadsheet data and aseparate memoryresident macro-command processor.
Though sufficient for most tasks,
Works's modules do not quite measure up
to full-featured, stand-alone applications
packages. The word processor module
includes all the text-handling functions
required for basic text processing, but it
does not have the sophisticated graphics

or document management capabilities of
Microsoft Word. The spreadsheet module is a basic Lotus-compatible spreadsheet without the Lotus macro language,
and the database module is a nonprogranunable, single-table file manager or
"flat file" system. The communications
module is fine for dialing bulletin boards
or conferencing systems and downloading and uploading files, but it does not
include a programming or command
language.
While Works is primarily intended for
novice users, it has adequate capabilities
continued
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with the tutorial, the program requires
1.8 megabytes.
You can configure Works to operate
Type
with the mouse or keyboard. With the
Integrated software package with word
mouse option installed, you can still use
processor, spreadsheet, database
all available keyboard commands and
manager, telecommunications
functions. However, the macro processor
program, and separate macro-command
cannot incorporate mouse actions into reprocessor
corded macros. Works also supports a
wide range of printers and, by default,
Company
Microsoft Corp.
supports Hayes-compatible modems for
16011 Northeast 36th Way
communications. You can, however,
PO. Box 97017
configure Works for use with other types
Redmond. WA 98073-9717
of modems.
(206) 882-8080
Works uses a pull-down menu interface that is consistent throughout the four
Language
modules. You access the menus by pressCand assembly
ing the Alt key and then selecting the
command or simply pressing Alt folHardware Required
IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2. or compatible
lowed by the first letter of the command.
with 384K bytes of RAM, two 360K- byte
A description of the command you select
floppy disk drives or one 720K-byte
appears at the bottom of the screen, and,
floppy disk drive (or ahard disk drive),
in most cases, adialog box appears for
and aCGA, EGA, VGA. or Hercules
making additional selections or entering
graphics adapter card; mouse, modem,
command parameters. With a mouse,
and printers are optional
you can point to and click on menu options and dialog boxes, and you can block
Format
off text or scroll through files.
Eight 51/
4inch floppy disks and four
31
2 /
inch floppy disks
Ioften pressed the Enter key at the
wrong time in dialog boxes and discovDocumentation
ered through trial and error that the Tab
578- page Microsoft Works Reference
key was required to move to the next comManual: separate appendixes covering
mand parameter.
printers, modems, using amouse. and
Works truly qualifies as an integrated
MS- Key macro processor; Quick
package. You can access any of the four
Reference card; keyboard guide
main application modules at any time. It
assigns default file extensions to different
Price
$195
file types so that it automatically knows
which application to load with an existing
Inquiry 897.
file. For example, if you save ascript file
for a communications session, Works
automatically assigns it a . WCM file extension. The next time you load the file,
Works will automatically invoke the communications module. Similarly, special
for experienced users and offers the adfile extensions are assigned to spreadvantage of complete integration between
sheet, word-processing, and database
these four basic software applications at a files. You can override the assigned file
reasonable price.
extensions if you wish. Works also lets
The package requires 384K bytes of
you temporarily exit to DOS.
RAM, MS-DOS 2.0 or higher, two
Works lets you open up to eight files at
360K-byte or one 720K-byte floppy disk
one time. Even though you can work only
drive, and aCGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercuon one file ( i.e., the active file) at atime,
les graphics adapter card. The program
you can switch from one file to the next
can use a Microsoft Mouse and Hayeswith asingle command. You can cut and
compatible modems.
paste data interchangeably between text
Itested Works version 1.00 on an IBM
documents, spreadsheets. graphs, and
PC XT with aMicrosoft Mouse and an
database files. The ease with which you
Orchid TurboEGA card. The program is
can move data from one application to aneasy to install and uses the standard setup
other is one of Works's most impressive
system found in all Microsoft applicafeatures.
tions for the IBM PC. Works comes on
For example, to copy data from a
eight 5 'A - inch floppy disks and four 31
2 /
spreadsheet into aword-processing file,
inch floppy disks. It includes a spelling
you define the block of data in the spreadchecker and an extensive on-line tutorial.
sheet, copy the data into abuffer, open
Without the tutorial, Works requires
the word-processing document, move the
about 1megabyte of hard disk storage;
cursor to the desired location for the
Microsoft Works 1.00
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spreadsheet data, and press the Enter
key. You can do the same between databases and text documents and also between spreadsheets and databases, provided the data formats are consistent.
Word Processor
The Works word processor is the closest
of the four modules to what Iwould expect of a stand-alone word-processing
program and is really the best part of
Works. Iused the BYTE standard tests to
get afeel for the performance of the word
processor and was impressed with the results. [ Editor's note: See " Word Processors " by Phillip Robinson in BYTE 'sApplications Software Today, Summer
/987.] The BYTE 4000-word benchmark
file loaded very quickly. A global search
and replace of aword that was found 400
times throughout the document took only
5seconds to complete. Resetting the margin and subsequent document reformatting occurred almost instantaneously.
Converting the file to ASCII format took
about 20 seconds, and saving it as a
Works document took about 8seconds.
Ialso worked with a20-page document
converted from WordPerfect. The Works
word processor handled all editing functions admirably within the large document. You can convert Works's text documents to straight ASCII format with
linefeeds at the end of each line (e.g.,
suitable for transfer via modem), or into a
text format with carriage returns at the
end of each line, which other word processors can read. You cannot load Works
documents directly into Microsoft Word;
you have to save the document as atext
file first.
The Works word processor includes
automatic pagination and reformatting. I
found the reformatting function abit distracting when Iwas inserting text into an
existing document. From the corner of
my eye, Icould see the lower text constantly repositioning itself; however, this
is acharacteristic Icould get used to.
The formatting commands for page
layout, headers and footers, italics and
underlining, and so on, are all easily accessible from the pull-down menu bar on
the top line of the screen. You can also
switch between windows and work on different open documents.
Works shows page numbers but does
not provide line numbers or cursor position and also has no facility for obtaining
a word count. The spelling checker includes 80,000 words and is similar to
other word processor spelling checkers,
such as the one used with WordPerfect.
Perhaps the best feature of the word
processor is the ease with which you can
merge text from the database module for
continued
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If you've got better things to do than debug pages and
pages of code, you need ASYST" It's the programming
environment developed specifically for scientific and
engineering applications.
ASYST simplifies data analysis and graphic display,
and integrates them with data acquisition. Using
ASYST, you can replace pages of low-level code with a
few specialized commands. And it's easy to tailor to
your changing applications. ASYST's simple
configuration menus and our technical support will
get you up and running quickly—and keep you there.
Call and discuss your application with one of our
technical specialists. Or request more information.
Just make the next line of code you enter
1-800-348-0033. It'll put you on-line with ASYST,
the scientific way to program.
Features:
•Analog-to-Digital, Digitalto-Analog, and Digital 110 Support
•GPIB/IEEE-488 Interface
•RS-232 Interface
•Sophisticated Analysis and Graphics
System requires IBM PC, XT, AT, or 100% compatible.

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

100 Corporate Woods
Rochester, NY 14623
716-272-0070
System Developers: Ask about our new ASYST Run-time License.
ASYST is atrademark of Asyst Software Technologies, Inc.
IBM, IBM PC, IBM PC/XT and IBM PC/AT are registered trademarks
of International Business Machines Corporation.
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The Works spreadsheet
does the job, but it
is the weakest module.
It takes almost 1minute
to load a 1000-row by
5- column spreadsheet.
form letters and printing mailing labels.
You simply select the Insert Field
command from the Edit menu and select
and locate the appropriate field names
from your database. When you print the
document, Works automatically inserts
the database data, one record at atime.
generating as many documents as there
are records in the database. You use the
Print Labels command to generate the
labels from the database.
The word processor is more than adequate for most straightforward writing
tasks. Iwould not hesitate to use it for
most of my writing requirements. The
mail-merge facility is actually quite abit
easier to use than comparable mail-merge
utilities in some of the high-end word
processors, such as Microsoft Word or
WordPerfect. The word processor is also
the easiest to learn of the four modules.
I'll discuss ease of use in greater detail at
the end of this article.
Database
The Works database is asimple flat-file
system and is adequate for maintaining
straightforward databases, such as mailing or contact lists or simple financial
and statistical tables. A single Works
database table can contain up to 4096
records and 256 fields. You can work
with adatabase in form or list mode. In
list mode, records are displayed in rows
on the screen. In form mode, one record
at atime is displayed on ascreen form,
which you design when you define the
database.
To define adatabase, you simply set up
aform on the screen, similar to the procedure in PFS:File or Symantec's Q&A.
However, Idid find Works's use of the
Enter key confusing. Pressing the Enter
key defines the form rather than asingle
field. Ikept losing defined fields by
pressing the Enter key at the wrong time.
Once Igot the hang of it, however, it was
simple to define fields and also to customize the form. Works provides functions for moving fields around the form
and performing modifications to the data
structure. The Works database supports
text and numeric formats, as well as date,
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time, and logical data types.
In spite of its simplicity, the Works
database includes a good query facility
and options for embedding formulas in
fields. Field formulas can reference other
field values in the database. The database
uses the same library of functions as the
spreadsheet module. The report generator includes options for specifying breakpoints and formatting and selecting specific data values. As mentioned in the
section on the word processor, it is very
simple to transfer database field values to
the word processor for form letters.
As with the word processor, Iran some
of BYTE's standard tests and found the
performance of the database to be better
than Iexpected for such a low-priced
product. While the Works database does
not include an indexing or key- field
scheme, sorting a 1000-record file took
only about 4seconds. Searching the same
file for a value in the last record took
about 5seconds.
My main complaint about the database
is that you can't change the field delimiters if you want to save the database in
ASCII format. This means that quotes
surround all field values when saved in
ASCII delimited format. There should be
afacility for changing the delimiter to a
blank or aspace. On the positive side, the
Works database provides arange of operations for formatting database fields and
forms.
The database is quite easy to learn,
though it takes abit more effort than the
word processor.

60 seconds, while a recalculation of a
100- by 25-cell spreadsheet took about 12
seconds. Cursor speed is also comparable to other spreadsheets, requiring about
24 seconds to traverse 100 columns.
The spreadsheet includes astandard library of arithmetic, financial, and logical
functions and produces files in Lotus
.WKS file format. While files are interchangeable with Lotus 1-2-3, the Works
spreadsheet does not support Lotus
macros or the Lotus database functions
(understandably, since Works has its own
database).
The spreadsheet's charting function
produces the basic graph types (e.g.,
line, pie, bar, and area). You first select
spreadsheet ranges and then assign them
to the axes of the chart. The chart facility
provides the normal formatting and labeling functions found in most business
graph utilities.
The spreadsheet seems fine for modest-size applications, but the false completion signal with the 1000- by 5-cell
spreadsheet makes me hesitate to recommend Works for large spreadsheet
applications.

Communications
Itested the communications module by
logging onto the BYTE Information Exchange (
BIX) and uploading and downloading files. The communications module includes ahandy script-file recorder
for saving sign-on or log-on sequences. It
recorded my log-on sequence to BIX, and
from then on, Ijust opened the Works
window and called up the BIX communiSpreadsheet
cations file; Works then dialed BIX and
The Works spreadsheet does the job, but
logged on.
it is the weakest of the four modules when
The Works communications program
it comes to performance. It takes almost 1 supports both text and XMODEM fileminute to load a 1000-row by 5-column
transfer protocols. File transfers and capspreadsheet, and then the screen hangs
tures worked without ahitch. Documents
temporarily ( i.e., keystrokes are not recfrom Works' word processor saved in
ognized) until Works gets its bearings
plain-text format transferred perfectly.
again. Another quirk is that the spreadWhile the communications package
sheet status line reports that recalculation
does not include acommand language, it
is completed about 30 seconds before it
is perfectly adequate for most users logreally is. It was disconcerting to try to
ging onto bulletin boards or conferencing
move on to another task and then realize
systems. However, it took trial and error
the spreadsheet was still recalculating.
to get the communications system to work
Actual performance of the BYTE stanproperly. At first, Icouldn't figure out
dard tests ( Editor's note: See "Spreadwhat should go in the " Modem Type"
sheets" by Rich Malloy in BYTE 'sApplifield of the dialog box. As it turns out, if
cations Software Today, Summer 1987]
you have a Hayes-compatible modem,
was comparable to other spreadsheet pronothing should be entered in that field. I
grams. A compounded calculation infound this out by trying various alternavolving the 1000- row by 5-column matrix
tive values for about half an hour. Selectand using a formula where each cell
ing different modem types is covered in
multiplies the value of the immediately
the appendixes to the Microsoft and MSprevious cell by 1.001 produced an insigKey macros reference, aseparate manual
nificant error of 2.1e. over the total calincluded in the package.
culation. This result is agood indicator of
As with the other functions of Works,
the accuracy of the spreadsheet compiler.
once Igot the hang of it, the communicaThe compounded calculation took about
continued
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The HP LaserJet
Series II Printer.
Nothing brings your
ideas to life like the HP
LaserJet Series 11Printer—
from office memos to forms
to newsletters. As the leading laser
printer, it works with all popular PCs
and PC software packages. And, with
awide range of fonts, you get more
options to create superior looking
documents.
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With additional
memory you can even
print sophisticated 300
DPI full-page graphics.
And with HP'S ScanJet
scanner, you can also
easily add photographs,
illustrations and text.
No wonder more people choose
the original over all other laser printers
combined.
So call 1800 752-0900, Ext. 900D
for your nearest HP dealer.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Pnnt samples were created using Microsoft Word. Microsoft Excel. and Aldus PageMalcer
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tions module was easy to use and did the
job.
Macro Processor
Iworked with the macro processor only
briefly. Called MS-Key, the macro processor is aseparate module invoked from
the DOS prompt. It can run from adisk
or as a memory-resident program. You
can adjust the amount of RAM used by
MS-Key, and you can deactivate it. Ihad
WordPerfect's Repeat Performance keyboard enhancer ( version 2.0) already
loaded when I first tried MS-Key and
hung up the system. So, you may have to
experiment abit if you want to run MSKey with other memory- resident programs.
MS-Key can record any sequence of
keystrokes used in Works. It includes a
special macro editor for modifying previously recorded key sequences. As mentioned earlier, it does not recognize operations that the mouse performs.
The MS-Key macro processor is definitely useful for executing repetitive
tasks. Itested it by recording asequence
of commands for loading a particular
document and performing some search
functions. With MS-Key loaded, an additional macro menu appears in the Works
menu bar for executing, editing, and recording macros. Since MS-Key is really a
separate program, instructions on its use
are provided in aseparate appendix to the
Works user manual.
Ease of Use
Microsoft's sales pitch is that Works is an
absolute snap for first-time users to learn
and that in no time at all, novice users
will be blazing through form letters, invoices, and mailing lists and downloading
stock quotes from Dow Jones. Iwould
dispute these ease-of-use claims.
The package does include agood online tutorial that lets you work through all
the capabilities of Works. You can even
start up the tutorial from within an application that you are working on. Works
also includes alarge on-line help facility
with atopic index, explaining the various
functions and commands in Works.
In contrast to the impressive on-line tutorial, the Microsoft Works Reference
Manual is mediocre. Ispent almost an
hour trying to figure out how to log onto
BIX or to find some information on the
"Modem Type" field. There is no mention whatsoever of field delimiters in the
database section. The index does not include atopic on data types. There is no
direct information on how to obtain adirectory of files that don't have Works file
extensions. Ifigured out that you use * .*
for that purpose. Idon't think a novice
user would necessarily figure that out.
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Many of the technical details not covered
in the reference manual are in the appendixes manual.
While this criticism may seem a bit
heavy-handed, it is important not to mislead new users into thinking that Works
represents a revolutionary breakthrough
in ease of use. This is simply not the case.
While it is easier to learn than WordPerfect, Word, or Paradox, Works requires considerable effort from the novice in understanding its concepts and
capabilities.
Working Opinion
In spite of the criticisms regarding its ease
of use, Works is overall an excellent package for the money. The mail-merge facility alone may be worth the money to

many users who don't want to struggle
with the control codes and other confusing mail-merge commands found in most
word processors. The Works word processor is competitive with many standalone word processors, as long as you
don't need document summaries or
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you
get) text formats on the screen. The communications and database modules do the
job, and, in spite of its quirks with large
spreadsheet files, the spreadsheet does
the job, too. Irecommend Microsoft
Works. •
Nicholas M. Baran is an associate technical editor for BYTE. He can be reached
at 425 Battery St., San Francisco, CA
94111, or on BIX as "nickbaran."

Reflex Plus for the
Macintosh
Charles Spezzano
When it comes to relational database
managers for the Macintosh, Reflex Plus
is the fastest and easiest to use that Ihave
seen. It lets you create relational databases from which you can link files to
allow cross-accessing of information. Although it does not let you create custom
menus and dialog boxes to shield the end
user from the underlying structure of the
program and create the illusion of acustom-designed program, it has few other
shortcomings. Reflex Plus version 1.0
runs on any Macintosh with at least 512K
bytes of RAM and 800K bytes of floppy
disk or hard disk storage.
Reflex has evolved in three stages. It
began as a program called Interlace,
which was agood program from the start.
Then Borland bought it, renamed it Reflex for the Macintosh, and removed the
copy protection while also improving the
highly visual interface. The company upgraded Reflex further and called it Reflex
Plus: The Database Manager. The
changes are far more than nominal.
The entry forms now allow default
fields, calculated fields, and display-only
fields. The calculated fields automatically perform a variety of calculations
during data entry. You can also create
multiple entry forms for each database.
One entry form might display data one
record at atime, while another displays

all records at once in a tabular format.
Report design has also been improved
with new functions such as GROUPBY,
which shows records grouped by common values in fields.
Reflex for the Macintosh could have
records with a maximum size of only
1000 characters. That is the default maximum record size in Reflex Plus, but if
you need more space for each record in a
file, you can select Configuration from
the Apple menu and then select a new
maximum size of 2000 or 4000 characters. The number of characters you can
enter in asingle text field is limited only
by the 1000-, 2000-, or 4000-character
record limit minus the number of characters in other fields in the record. The program's other structural aspects are unchanged: 254 fields per record, as many
records in a file as your disk can hold,
and up to 15 files open simultaneously.
The new Paste Choice function
serves adual role. It lets you quickly define formulas by pointing and clicking
with amouse; and it can be used to copy a
formula or field, with its attributes, from
a database into another entry or report
form. When defining aformula, you can
create an entire path name by selecting a
database file, expanding the file to see its
fields and links, clicking on alinked file
continued

If you can see the difference,
you must be looking at the price.

Hewlett-Packard Company
18110 S.E. 34th Street
Camas, WA
98607

Dear Reader:
This letter was printed on two of the finest printers available
today.
One half on a laser printe r, the other on the new HP
Hard to tell,
DeskJet Printer.
But which one pr inted which half?
isn't it?
Small and quiet enough for your ow n desk, our HP DeskJet Printer
Just like a laser.
You
gives you clean, crisp text and gr aphics.
Look for yourself.
get perfect printing from A to Z.

VvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEe

So which half is from the laser pr inter and which from the
DeskJet Printer for under $ 1,000? , Not sure?
That's the point.
To see the difference you've got t o look at the price.
So call
for the name of your local dealer and a free brochure on the new
HP DeskJet Printer at 1 800 752-09 00 Ext. 908A.
Sincerely,
ETT-PACKARD COMPANY

Gretagallace

HP DeskJet Printer

Laser Printer

The New HP DeskJet Printer Laser- Quality Output for Under $1000.
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Reflex Plus: The Database
Manager 1.0
Type
Relational database manager

Company
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-9987
(408)438-8400
Format
Three 31
2 /
inch floppy disks
Language
Assembly
Hardware Required
Any Macintosh with at least 512K bytes
of RAM and 800K bytes of floppy disk or
hard disk storage
Documentation
576- page Reflex Plus User's Guide
180- page Learning Reflex Plus
Price
7 9.

upgrade for Reflex owners: $95

Inquiry 896.

and expanding it to see its fields and
links, and clicking on afield in afile.
Other changes in the program take care
of annoying features in the previous version. In Reflex, for example, if you selected Show Header but did not put anything in the header, space was still
reserved for that header. To remove the
blank header, it was necessary to select
the header and choose Clear from the
edit menu. In Reflex Plus, by contrast, if
you don't create aheader, the command
displayed is New Header. If you don't
place anything in the header, it does not
officially exist, and the command remains New Header. Only after you actually place something in the header does
the command become Show Header. The
two-step process is identical for footers.
You pay alot for those improvements.
Reflex used to be the greatest bargain in
the Macintosh database market, retailing
for $99.95. The suggested retail price for
Reflex Plus is $279. Reflex owners can
upgrade for $95. In comparison with the
competition—most of which sell for just
under $500—Reflex Plus is still agood
buy, if not agreat bargain.
Easy and flexible
Reflex Plus is the easiest to use of the top
five fully relational Macintosh databases
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(including Omnis 3 Plus, dBASE Mac,
dexes. The key for each record is unique,
4th Dimension, and Double Helix II).
and Reflex Plus automatically sorts
Many users could probably muddle their
records by the key fields and displays the
way through setting up asimple name and
records in that sorted order. That can be a
address database without reading the new
problem if you want to go back and check
improved reference manual or the tutorial
the last record entered in adatabase, but
learning guide. That's because much of
it makes searches very fast. It is also a
the program is self-evident, and its oververy flexible system. You can change a
all design fits well into the Macintosh
nonkey field to akey field, even after enenvironment.
tering records into adatabase, simply by
Typing and use of a command lanmoving the field above or between other
guage is minimal. For example, when
key fields in the list. The change happens
you want to use one of the 55 built-in
instantly, but when you next save the
functions that give Reflex Plus many of database and quit Reflex Plus, the prothe capabilities of a spreadsheet, you
gram must then write the change to disk.
click on the field to write the formula that
Equally flexible is Reflex Plus's tolerwill incorporate the function. Then you
ance for changes in the structure of a
click in the formula panel in the place that
database that has records in it. You can
you want to paste the function name.
add a new field, delete or rename an
When you choose Paste Function Name,
existing one or change its type, reorder
adialog box appears, listing the available
the fields on an entry/display form, and
functions. You then click on the function
change links between files—all with
name you would like to paste into the forautomatic restructuring of data by Reflex
mula. The program not only pastes the
Plus.
name, but also ageneric template showing the correct syntax of the arguments of Relational Linking
the function. At this point, you have to reAnother feature that makes Reflex Plus
place the generic syntax with actual field
special is its method of creating links benames and values before the formula is
tween files. This is the essential test of a
functional, but that's about all Reflex
program that claims to be relational, and
Plus asks of you in this ordinarily compliReflex Plus passes it with flying colors.
cated process.
When you decide to link two files, you
Building adatabase is just as easy. You
simply add link fields to the images of the
name the database, and ascreen appears
database files that you want to connect,
displaying the database name and ablank
draw aline between the link fields, and
space under it for the first field name.
specify atype for each link.
You type the field name, press Return,
Reflex Plus lets you set two different
and then type the next field name. In a types of links: a single link, where a
simple name and address database, nothrecord in one file links to only one record
ing else would be required before data enin the other file; or acollection of links,
try. Reflex Plus automatically sets all
where arecord in one file links to multinew fields to contain text. But if you want
ple records in another file. For example,
to specify other types of fields, six others
if you connect acustomer file with an inare available: number, integer, date, logivoice file, the link from the customer file
cal, time, and sequence. Reflex automatwould be acollection of links to invoice
ically checks for data of the correct type
records, because one customer record
for each field, and you can further define
might be associated with more than one
more specialized data checks for each
invoice record. By contrast, any single infield.
voice record will be associated with only
A number field provides up to 15 decione customer record, so the link from the
mal places of precision and accepts expoinvoice file would be asingle link to one
nential notation in the range of E308 to
customer record. Once you link files,
—E324. An integer field can contain
changes made in one file are automatiwhole numbers from — 2,147,483,647
cally reflected in the others.
through 2,147,84,647. If you specify a
In addition, when you look at arecord
field as a sequence field, Reflex Plus
in one file, such as the customer file used
automatically assigns consecutive numin the previous example, and you want to
bers to the records you enter in adatafind information in another linked file,
base. A file can contain only one sesuch as an invoice file, simply select
quence field.
Show Linked Record from the utility
Every database file must include at
menu. This displays the record (or
least one key field or you cannot save the
records) in the other database file that
design. There can, however, be multiple
link to the current record in the current
key fields in arecord. Taken together, the
file.
key fields of arecord constitute the key of
Once data is in your files, Reflex Plus
that record. This is an important concept
provides powerful search and sort capain Reflex Plus, since there are no incontinued

Every presenter wants to make acompelling, persuasive case. And color,
you'll agree, makes all
the difference.
It's more eyecatching. More
readily understood. More
memorable. In short, color makes any
desktop presentation more effective.
And research proves it.
All you need is aHewlett-Packard
ColorPro Plotter like we used here, or
the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer.
lbgether with aPC—IBM compatible
or Apple Macintosh—you can use all
the popular graphics software like
Lotus Freelance Plus, Cricket Presents,
HP's Graphics Gallery (used below),
Microsoft Chart and Harvard Graphics.

At under $1,300, the HP ColorPro
Plotter may be just wheré you want to
start. It will turn your ideas into colorful,
easy-to-grasp visuals. Or, if you need to
combine near-letter quality text with
color graphics, you can rely on the
HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer for
under $1,400. Whichever you choose,
you'll create desktop presentations
with startling color and greater impact.
For acolorful sample overhead and
the name of your nearest dealer, call
1800 752-0900, Ext. 903A.
Freelance Plus" and Lotus' are US registered trademarks of Lotus
Development Corporation Microsoft
U S registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation
Hewlett Packard 19138

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Table 1: In the benchmark tests, Reflex Plus was much faster than Double
Helix II. (All times are in minutes:seconds.)
Reflex Plus 1.0

Double Helix II 1.0

05
05
<.01'

1:13
1:14

Search for last record

Search for nonexistent record
Index afield

2:08

•Time does not include updating the disk, which took 1minute upon exiting from the
program.

bilities. You can use the " FormulaBuild"
dialog box to easily retrieve records
based on qualifications of values in fields
combined with AND or OR. By pointing
and clicking, you can paste the operators
Equal, Not Equal, Less, Less or
Equal, Greater, Greater or Equal,
Starts With, and Includes into the
query formula. As with constructing calculation formulas, the FormulaBuild feature lets you set up complex searches
without having to memorize search formula syntax.
Unlike some relational databases, Reflex can also serve as atext-oriented database. The 4000-character maximum field
size is large enough for comments on a

client or the abstract of ajournal article.
The Start With and Include operators
can handle key word or phrase searches
adequately. Even with these capabilities,
text entry could be cumbersome, because
you move from one field to the next by
pressing the Return key. That could preclude creating separate paragraphs within
afield, but Reflex Plus gets around this
potential problem by letting you insert
line breaks in a text field by pressing
Shift-Return.
Formulating Reports
The Reflex Plus report generator is as
simple and sophisticated as the rest of the
program. There are two ways to create a

report. The quickest is to use the built-in
table-style report that shows one record
per row. Customized reports let you
place fields wherever you like on the report form. You can create free-form reports that combine data from several different databases.
Finally, you can also use custom report
forms to create spreadsheet-style reports
where you use calculated fields to automatically perform operations on the
values you enter. You might, for example, set up atax form in which you enter
values into some fields, and Reflex plus
automatically calculates the value of
other fields from those values you enter.
Formulas allow the inclusion of summary fields in reports for such statistics
as counts, sums, averages, minimums,
maximums, and standard deviations.
Nesting lets you create sophisticated reports that show hierarchies of records and
that can use data-file links and the contents of other reports. Unlike Reflex, Reflex Plus lets you sort on as many fields
as you want, in any way you want.
When Borland transformed Interlace
into Reflex, one of the improvements was
to build in support for nonstandard sizes
of paper. When you use the Apple Imagewriter—not the LaserWriter—you can

Color display monitors for personal computers.

XC1430C
EGA Compatible

XC1410C
EGA Compatible
XC1409C
CGA Compatible

XC1412C
PGC Compatible

© 1988 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Apple is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
AUM1371A screen image by Visual Information, Inc. XC1429C screen image, by Glen Schofield of EAS1.

XC1434C
AT&T Compatible
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change the width and height of the paper
on which Reflex Plus prints your documents. This capability lets you use a
broad variety of different sizes of paper,
envelopes, and labels. Reflex Plus improves further on Reflex's report-printing capability by letting you select several
fonts from those you have available,
whereas Reflex lets you select only the
first 16 fonts that appear in your fonts
menu.

With the first test, Isearched for the
last record in the database on anonkey
(Reflex Plus) or nonindexecl (Double Helix II) field. Then Iran asearch on that
same field for anonexistent record—one
that, if it did exist, would be at the end of
the file. Double Helix II took about 14
times as long as Reflex Plus to perform
both tests.
Finally, Iindexed that field (Double
Helix II), or turned it from anonkey into
akey field (Reflex Plus). Here, Reflex
Fast Performance
Plus had abuilt-in advantage. Helix inIran some benchmark tests comparing
dexed the records permanently on disk,
Reflex Plus version 1.0 to Double Helix
while Reflex Plus, which loaded all 900
H version 1.0, a well-known relational
records into memory, only had to manipdatabase manager for the Macintosh (see
ulate the order of records in RAM. Howtable 1). Iran the tests on aMacintosh
ever, it took only afew seconds to save
512E that had been upgraded to 1megathe reindexed Helix database. By conbyte of RAM with aDove 524S MacSnap
trast, when Itried to quit Reflex Plus, it
memory board and SCSI port upgrade.
asked if Iwanted to save the changes. The
Attached to the SCSI port was aSuper- only change was that Imade afield into a
Mac DataFrame 20 hard disk drive.
key field. It took 1minute to make that
The test file Iused consisted of change on disk. At first Reflex Plus
approximately 900 records with 10 fields
seemed slow, but it is still faster than Heof data. This file, originally created with
lix with adatabase this size.
Double Helix II, was tested first on Helix
What doesn't Reflex Plus do? Besides
and then exported from that program as
custom menus and dialog boxes, Reflex
an ASCII text file and imported into RePlus still doesn't have graphic fields,
flex Plus. The importing process was
macros, or aprogramming language. It is
straightforward and flawless.
not a multiuser program and, probably

11111111F
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Besides custom
menus, Reflex Plus still
doesn't have graphic
fields, macros, or a
programming language.
for that reason, does not offer password
security. However, if you can get by
without these features, Reflex Plus is a
fast, easy-to-use, highly visual, fully
relational Macintosh database program
that retails for about $200 less than its
competition. •
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Mitsubishi Electronics can support all your monitor
requirements with solutions you can see. Mitsubishi ® brand
name monitors continue to set the standards in quality,
reliability and value. For IBM ® PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Apple ®
Macintosh'" II or AT&T compatibility, Mitsubishi can
provide the right monitor at an affordable price.
Sharper, Brighter Images On A 13V"/14" Screen.
Each Mitsubishi brand name monitor combines
advanced, proven technology to produce an image that's
uniformly bright along with clear, vibrant colors—all
without annoying flicker.
Commitment To Customer Satisfaction.
Mitsubishi Electronics is the experienced and proven

vendor of high quality monitors for awide range of applications, including presentation graphics, CAD/CAM,
desktop publishing, or image processing.
For product information or authorized Mitsubishi
Electronics representatives, please call 1-800-556-1234 Ext. 54.
In California, call 1-800-441-2345 Ext. 54. Mitsubishi
Electronics America, Inc., Computer Peripherals Division,
991 Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502 (213) 515-3993.
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Transparent Conversions?
Hah!
Jerry Pournelle

things wrong; after all, you
It has been quite amonth, what
QuickBASIC 4.0 vs.
don't want them to make miswith getting Prince of Mercetakes just to see the error
naries finished, going off to
Turbo BASIC and "Jerry's Choice"
messages....)
New York to make speeches
Meanwhile, Roberta had
and confer with my editors
Awards for 1987
learned alot from finishing off
about Wrath of God, keeping up
the Atari ST version of her prowith the columns, and so forth.
chance to do the program, but people
gram. No matter how much planning you
Meanwhile, it's time for my annual purekept asking us about it. Clearly, somedo, when you actually get aprogram out
ly subjective awards for last year's most
there in testing, you'll find you've left out
thing had to be done.
useful products.
That was when we asked Bruce Tonkin
anumber of things, and some of them,
The New York trip was fun. Ed Yourof T.N.T. Software to help us. Bruce
particularly in the user interface, will be
don hosts an annual gathering for authors
important.
who write books for the Yourdon imprint
writes all his software in BASIC and has
done some amazing things with it. He's
Naturally, Roberta wanted to incorpoat Prentice-Hall, and he wanted someone
got awide variety of products, all at low
rate her new features into the PC version.
to talk about modern technology, writUnfortunately, interpretive BASIC isn't
ing, and the future. The neat part was that
cost. His My Word! text editor competes
in features and ease of use with some of
really ideal for as large and complex a
he had some other speakers, so Ilearned
program as this had become. Roberta is
the expensive ones, but it sells for less
alot about publishing.
pretty new to programming, and this was
I'd meant to have this column written
than $50. You can even buy the source
by now. Ieven set aside the whole weekcode (in BASIC). It's always worth hav- just too much.
There was also the problem of marketing Bruce's latest catalog. Anyway,
end to get it done. Alas, the fates interBruce took Roberta's notions and her
ing aprogram written in GWBASIC. Not
vened. For my sins, Idecided to translate
paper worksheets and turned them into a everyone has BASIC. If your program is
aGWBASIC program into both Microin interpreted BASIC, you have no choice
GWBASIC program that presented the
soft QuicicBASIC 4.0 and Borland Turbo
but to distribute the source code. This
BASIC before Istarted. That shouldn't
lesson elements quite well.
Just about then we got interested in the
have been hard, right? Imean, the promay be no tragedy, but publishers don't
Atari ST, and Alex Leavens—"alexl." on
see it that way. Also, GWBASIC can be
gram ran fine in interpreted BASIC; how
hard could it be to compile it?
BIX—did aC version that makes use of pretty slow. It was clearly time to do
Hah. Isoon learned, and if Inever see
the GEM interface on that machine. No
something about it.
one had time to work on the IBM PC veranother GOTO statement, it will be too
At this point, Imust have taken leave of
my senses. " I'll take care of it," Isaid.
soon.
sion until the Atari ST version was done;
"I'll just translate the program into a
but just this month the Atari version was
compiled BASIC. Shouldn't take long."
finished.
ASimple Job
Hah.
What happened was that acouple of years
The PC version hadn't been completely neglected. Our friend Joyce
ago we decided to turn Mrs. Pournelle's
Jumper plugged away at it. In particular,
Conversions
reading instruction system, which then
Isuppose Ishould have known better, but
existed as aseries of paper workbooks,
she added abunch of visuals clipped from
the various Fontasy libraries. The Fonafter all, the program was running fine on
into a program for the IBM PC and
tasy art folders have a wide variety of Atila the Honey, Roberta's AT&T PC
compatibles.
This was long enough ago that Iwas
interesting sketches and drawings, rang6300 Plus. It takes scads of files: as it's
set up at present, there are some 65 lesing from people working to bundles of
still very much aBASIC enthusiast. Ihad
sons, and each lesson has a lesson-text
firecrackers going off. The visuals are
the notion that it ought to be afairly simfile, abanner file that contains an illusple job, and that BASIC was the obvious
mostly intended for printing by desktop
publishers, but they look fine on a PC
tration used to begin the lesson, and arechoice of language. After all, once it was
written, Roberta could learn enough
screen.
ward file with more illustrations.
continued
BASIC to modify and maintain it, and I
Joyce set things up so the program can
use the illustrations as rewards when the
wouldn't be wired into the loop. We did
students get things right. She also added a Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psyan analysis of the program requirements,
chology and is a science fiction writer
and it didn't look complicated; indeed, it
number of tunes that the machine will
who also earns acomfortable living writplay. (Naturally, we set it up so nothing
all seemed pretty simple.
ing about computers present and future.
Alas, time went by, and Inever got a interesting happens if the pupils get
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Clearly, the files should be consolidated, but that's no great trick. Transferring all those files took time, but that
wasn't a problem either. Eventually,
everything, including the ASCII GWBASIC source code, was on one highdensity floppy disk, and Iwas ready to
get started.
The next step went well, too. Icopied
all those files onto Fast Kat, the Kaypro
386, brought up Turbo BASIC, imported
the GWBASIC source code, and told
Turbo BASIC to begin compiling. There
was one error, amissing REMARK symbol.
Turbo BASIC's integrated editor dropped
me out precisely where the error was. In
seconds that was fixed, and in less than a
minute, the program had compiled just
fine. Turbo BASIC compiles fast.
Running it was adifferent matter. The
program started fine, but then it left out
great hunks of the lessons. There weren't
any reward illustrations, nor any tunes
played. When the first lesson was done, it
told me I'd completed the entire reading
program. Clearly, there were afew more
problems than I'd anticipated. Still, this
couldn't take long. After all, Istarted
with aworking program.
Terminate the GOTO
The first thing was to get inside the program. It couldn't be too hard to understand, because the program itself is simple: it puts up text on the screen to be read
by the instructor (who can be any literate
person); then it puts up simple exercises
for the student who's trying to learn to
read; and, depending on the student's
answers, it gives more instructions and
more exercises. That shouldn't be too
hard to follow.. . .

Alas, I'd reckoned without the GOTO
statement.
Back when Ifirst began writing this
column, we had a considerable debate
about GOTO: should the statement exist in
modern computer languages? Itook the
view that it wasn't inherently bad and
sometimes was the cleanest way out of a
complex nest of conditionals and loops.
These were times not so long after
Edsger Dijkstra wrote his now famous
piece, "GOTO Seen Harmful," and the
craze for structured programming began.
Ibelieved in top-down structure, but I
wasn't ready to give up GOTO.
Iam now. Bruce Tonkin is probably as
good aBASIC programmer as there is today, and the code he wrote works flawlessly in interpreted BASIC. He provides
plenty of comments. Even so, Ifound it
nearly impossible to follow the program
flow without making extensive flowcharts and diagrams. Every time I
thought I'd found aprogram thread, I'd
come across something like the code in
listing 1.
Incidentally, line 10070 was the one
that caused the only compiler glitch: it
needed a ' after the last colon and before
TEACHER'S TEXT. Anyway, there were
dozens of statements terminating in GOTO.
It was clear they were part of the lesson
parsing system, and if Ilooked at the code
long enough, Icould sort of see what was
going on; but it wasn't easy.
It was also clear that this was the block
where the program was going wrong. For
some reason, Turbo BASIC was taking
those instructions and doing something
entirely different from what interpreted
GWI3ASIC was doing.
There were also statements like 54140

Listing 1: The section of the GWBASIC code where the conversion problem
was discovered.
18840

IF FLAG- 1 THEN GOSUB 54000:BOX=7:GOSUB 52800:GOTO

10860

IF FLAG=8

10070

IF FLAG- 5 THEN BOX-2:LSET SMALL$(LINE.COUNT):GOSUB

10088

54380:GOTO 11888:TEACHER'S TEXT
IF FLAG- 4 THEN X=1:WHILE X<LEN(S$(LINE.COUNT)):GOSUB

11000:'SCREEN COMMAND
OR FLAG=9 THEN GOSUB 54108:GOTO 11888

51000:WEND:GOTO

11000

Listing 2: An example of an IF...THEN...ELSE statement rewritten for
Turbo BASIC.
54140

IF ANSWERS - CHRS(0)+CHR$(80)
RETURN
ELSE
BOX -

7

GOSUB 52000
END

170
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THEN

IF ANSWER$ = CHR$ ( 0) + CHR$ ( 80)
THEN RETURN:ELSE BOX = 7:GOSUB
52000. The Turbo BASIC manual says
that's illegal. To be exact, it says: " The
following statement will not compile: IF
a < bTHEN c = d: ELSE e = f."
That's all well and good, but 54140
didn't upset the compiler at all. That was
abit frightening. If it wasn't even supposed to compile, there was a good
chance that the program wasn't doing
anything like what Iwanted it to do. Time
to see. Iturned on Trace.
The result was adisaster. Our program
draws things on the screen. Trace tries to
put numbers and messages on the screen
while the program is running. The result
was acolossal mess: our data and Trace's
statement numbers all mixed together. I
didn't learn athing.
All right, time to do some rewriting. In
particular, the code in listing 2not only
will compile, but it will accomplish what
the interpreter does with the original
statement. It's also alot easier to read. I
used the Turbo BASIC editor to find
every instance of ELSE and rewrote each
of those statements. There were alot of
them.
When I was done restructuring the
ELSE statements, the program worked
better, but it still did very odd things. By
then, Iwas about out of time. Then Iremembered something. I'd recently received a production copy of Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.0 to replace the beta-test
copies. If anything would compile a
Microsoft BASIC program, it ought to be
a Microsoft BASIC compiler. The only
reason Ihadn't used it in the first place
was that Turbo BASIC was already on my
hard disk. I'd have to install QuickBASIC
4.0 eventually; why not now?
QuickBASIC 4.0
Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0 (which 01
call QB4 from here on) comes with alot
of files and libraries and such, and the
program needs access to all of them. Putting all that stuff in one subdirectory
makes intolerable clutter; it's better to
break things up into anumber of subdirectories.
Turbo BASIC has aconfiguration option that makes it easy to tell the program
where to find the auxiliary files it needs.
Alas, QB4 doesn't have that feature. You
have to put the locations of your libraries
and such in the PATH, and changing the
PATH requires editing AUTOEXEC.BAT.
When Idid that, Idiscovered that my
PATH command was now longer than a
logical line, so Ihad to find things to
eliminate from it. There were more annoyances like that, but eventually Ihad
QB4 installed.
continued
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Listing 3: The final working version of the IF statement.
10870

IF FLAG=5

THEN

' THIS

IS TEACHER'S TEXT

extensive use of GOTO statements, even
when you're using them to structure the
code. Exisger Dijkstra was right. GOTO is
harmful.

BOX- 2

The Great Compiler War
Competition is a wonderful thing. For
SCREEN command
years, Microsoft didn't have a BASIC
compiler. The only real competition was
CBASIC, which " compiled" to akind of
p-code and interpreted that. Then Gordon Eubanks began developing a true
Trace. When Trace is on, QB4 swallows
compiler for CBASIC, and shortly therethe program screen and flickers to the
after Microsoft announced BASCOM.
edit screen, where it highlights the stateBASCOM went through a couple of
ment now being executed. If there's new
improvement cycles, none spectacular,
output to the program screen, it toggles
and emerged as Quickl3ASIC 2.0. QB2
back there.
wasn't as good as compiled CBASIC, but
The whole thing goes in slow motion,
it wasn't bad, and it did have the merit of
so that if you've got big loops, it can take
letting you develop programs in interforever, but the simple answer to that is to
preted BASIC before compiling them.
put TROFF (
Trace Off) and TRON (
Trace
Compiled CBASIC could have given
On) statements around places that you're
BASCOM/QB2 some real competition,
but it was about then that Digital Resure work properly. Alas, in my case,
there were so many GOTO statements scatsearch went into afunk and let all its lantered throughout the code that this was
guages languish, suffer, and darned near
nearly impossible, so Iwas forced to sit
die.
there and watch the program draw lines
Then Borland began development of
and boxes acharacter at atime. The effort
Turbo BASIC. The word was that it
was worthwhile, though; in an hour, I would have an integral editor (as all Borhad figured out what was wrong.
land language products do) and alot of
It was indeed those IF statements.
other features that QB2 didn't have.
There was no quick fix: I'd have to do
Microsoft's response was interesting:
some editing. A couple of hours later, it
The company put not one, but two teams
of first-class programmers on the job.
was done. All the IF statements had been
broken up to look like those in listing 3,
Team One was told to develop the best
which, if nothing else, are alot easier for
BASIC compiler they knew how to write.
humans to read. It seems to be easier for
Team Two had an unenviable assignthe compiler, too: once I'd done that, the
ment: come up with enough kludges to
program ran fine.
QB2 to let Microsoft hold some kind of
There were acouple of bugs Ididn't
defensive position when liirbo BASIC
much care for, but when Itold Roberta
came out. It seems clear to me that
about them, she said they were in the inMicrosoft was afraid Turbo BASIC
terpreted version, too. Ispent acouple of would do to BASIC what Turbo Pascal
hours cleaning them up. When I was
has done to Pascal: dominate the market
done, the program ran better than it ever
so thoroughly that the BASIC compiler
had; and now that it's all laid out in pretty
Team One was developing wouldn't have
print, it won't be so hard to change.
achance.
There are still blocks of GOTO spaghetti,
Team Two finished QB3 just about the
but Iwas able to convert some of those
same time that Borland was able to ship
blocks into subroutines and replace
Turbo BASIC; and while QB3 was, at
others with functions. After awhile, the
bottom, akludge, it wasn't all that bad a
code looked pretty clean.
kludge. It didn't have all the features of
Once I got the program running in
Turbo BASIC, but it did have an integral
QB4, Ifed the code back to Turbo
editor, and overall it was good enough to
BASIC. QB4 and Turbo BASIC use the
keep Microsoft in the ball game.
same syntax for subroutines, so those
As it happens, Team One finished
were not aproblem. Functions are hansooner than anyone had expected, so that
dled in about the same way, but the synQB4 followed close on the heels of QB3,
tax used to define them is different; it
close enough that it looked like it might
took afew minutes to make the converbe no more than an improved QB3; but
sions. After that, the program ran fine in
that wasn't the case. Microsoft QB4 is an
both Turbo BASIC and QB4.
entirely new and different product, writThe moral of the story is simple: it may
ten by adifferent team, and has very little
be efficient to pack lots of statements on
to do with QB3.
each line, and certainly that saves memIt does fix most of QB3's mistakes. As
ory; but it's not good practice. Neither is
continued

LSET SMALLS(LINE.COUNT)
GOSUB 54380
END

GOTO
IF

11080 '

11000

is

First thing, then, was to feed in the
original program that ran under OWBASIC. It wouldn't compile. QB4 kept
telling me Ihad aduplicate definition of a
variable named TEACHER. This made so
little sense Iwanted to sit down and cry.
The program doesn't have a variable
named TEACHER. There was aTEACHER$,
but...
Then Iremembered something. Turbo
BASIC wouldn't compile the program
because it expected aremark delimiter;
suppose QB4 saw things differently?
Looking up variables in the QB4 documents index, Idiscovered that the $ at the
end of the variable isn't part of its name;
in other words, QB4 won't permit you to
have both TEACHER and TEACHER$ as two
different variables, and it was interpreting that TEACHER in 10070 (listing 1) as
some kind of variable reference, probably afunction call. Putting the REM delimiter in the appropriate place cured that
problem, and the program compiled just
fine.
When Iran the program under QB4, I
got exactly the same errors I'd gotten
with Turbo BASIC. The same parts of the
lessons were omitted, no tunes were ever
played, and the same garble appeared in
the same place on the screen.
Since the two programs were reacting
in the same way, it seemed reasonable to
feed QB4 the new source code as I'd
modified it for Turbo BASIC. Not only
did that compile without aglitch, proving
that Turbo BASIC and QB4 use pretty
much the same syntax, but when Iran it I
got the same result: the cleaned-up code
ran better, but there were still plenty of
errors.
By then, two things had happened: I'd
used up awhole day, and Ihad the suspicion that both Turbo BASIC and QB4
were interpreting single-line IF statements one way, and Microsoft BASIC
was interpreting them in another. The
way to prove that was with Trace. Ihadn't
read anything about QB4 Trace, so I
didn't expect much, but it couldn't hurt
to try.
Now That's aTrace!
QB4's Trace doesn't work anything like
Turbo's, or for that matter, BASIC
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an example, whereas QB3 had an entirely
different version to compile programs for
systems with math chips, QB4 simply
uses the math chip if it's available and
otherwise does without.
More importantly, QB4 has many features QB3 didn't attempt. QB4 supports
recursion. It can handle modular compilation: you don't have to recompile everything every time. It has good data structures, including records.
Probably the most spectacular new
features are the debugging routines.
QB4's Trace is enormously powerful.

You can stop the program, make minor
changes, and resume it. If you try to
make too many changes, the program
warns you that you'll have to recompile
and start over, but it gives you achance to
abort the changes.
You can set multiple breakpoints to
temporarily stop the program. There's a
History routine that preserves information about where the program had been
before it was stopped. There's aWatch
Window, where you can observe the
changing values of specified variables.
All told, the QB4 debugging tools are the
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Thau Computer AG 411 740-41-05 • UK: Ambar Systems, Ltd. 0296 435511 • USA: Contact Ampro Computers Inc.
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1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road
Sunnyvale, California 94089
(408) 734-2800
TLX 4940302 FAX ( 408) 734-2939

most powerful I've ever seen for any
BASIC.
The other fundamental difference is
that QB4 " compiles" the code as you
write it. Of course, you have to write it
within the QB4 editor to get that feature,
but that's no great hardship: the editor is
well-designed and, unlike the Borland
editor, works with amouse (my Logite-ch
Mouse worked fine).
If you really want to use your own programming editor, QB4 will compile the
program as it reads it in—although if my
experience with the " duplicate definition" is any indication, it isn't all that
good at locating syntax errors. If you use
the QB4 environment to write your code,
you won't get any syntax errors: QB4
parses each line before " compiling" it.
This isn't true compilation: what QB4
is doing is translating your code into a
Forth-like threaded code, not assembly
language. The resulting threaded code
isn't as fast as true compiled code, but it
has the great merit of being easily traced.
When you're finished with the program,
you do an entirely different operation that
produces real assembly language code,
so that you end up with a stand-alone
program.
QB4 really is anew product, written
from scratch. There are inevitable bugs,
which Ihave no doubt that Microsoft will
correct; Iexpect QB4.1 by spring. So far,
Ihaven't encountered any serious bugs,
but I've heard of some.
It mildly bothers me that the " compiler" that produces memory code isn't
the same as the compiler that produces
the final product you'll eventually run,
and Iwonder if there are any hidden traps
there. After all, Ihave good reason to
know that just because a program will
compile, that's no proof that it will do
what you want it to. On the other hand, it
doesn't bother me enough to keep me
from using QB4.
Ihaven't done any tests on the final
output of QB4 versus Turbo BASIC. The
fact is that Ihave both compilers, and
once I've developed Roberta's program,
I'll try it with both; their syntaxes are sufficiently close to make that simple. Then
I'll test them and see which is fastest, has
the smallest code, and so forth. Whichever produces the best final code,
though, there's no contest about which is
the best programming environment.
Microsoft wins that hands down because
of the debugging tools. QB4 is aserious
language, quite good enough to develop
any program you like.
At the moment, then, Microsoft is
winning the BASIC battle in the Compiler War. I'd recommend that serious
BASIC programmers get both compilers.
continued

10 REASONS WHY YOUR ADA COMPILER
SHOULD BE A JANUS/ADA COMPILER
(Besides the Price!)
le 1 We're fast
Compilation and development speed mean a lot
when you're working on a large program; every
minute you have to wait is time and money wasted.
A Janus/Ada compiler has an average compilation speed of 400 lines per minute with a 6 MHZ
8086; over 500 lines per minute with an 80186;
1100+ lines per minute on an 8 MHZ 80286, and
nearly 1900 lines per minute on PC Limited's 386.

L

2.

We

6

Janus/Ada is designed to make your embedded
processing easy . . with features especially
created for that environment. Our code is rommable, allowing you to "burn in" the applications
you create. We make our source code available, in
our Systems Package ("S" Pak), so you don't have to
guess at the answer. If you would prefer to have us
design and implement your code, we'll be more
than happy to accommodate.

We work on any XXX86 machine.
Not everybody can afford the newest technology
and some of us can't afford the name brands .
but with Janus/Ada, that doesn't matter. It doesn't
need protectea mode, 8087's, or PC- DOS. As long
as you have an Intel 80X86 chip at the heart of your
computer and some way to run or emulate MS-DOS
2.1 or higher, you can use Janus/Ada.

MO

7.

E
aim

4.

Support that won't let you down.

MO

Superior support services, such as the Janus/Ada
bulletin board, the Janus/Ada BIX conference, a
quarterly newsletter, as well as customized support
services.
9

Our compiler was developed on a micro,
for a micro, in Ada.
We have "bootstrapped" our compiler, version by
version, so that we know it really works! Our compiler was developed on multiple XXX86 machines,
from different manufacturers, so that it would be a
true microcomputer compiler. Our products are
developed in Ada, demonstrating our commitment
to the language and the capabilities it can bring
to you.

No copy protection.
Our products come to you free of any form of copy
protection and with a warranty insuring media
replacement for defective media. We know you
don't need the hassle of locking devices and other
protective devices. We know you want to use Janus/
Ada on your hard disk and network, and we make
it easy to install, easy to maintain, and easy to use.

10. Self paced, low cost educational tutorials.
rLL

Application programs written in Ada
for as low as $12.00.

Superior error handling.
Nothing is more frustrating than an error in coding
. . except a bad error message which does
nothing except confuse you. Our error messages
tell you vital information, such as line location,
cause of error and a full walkback including subprogram names. If you do a lot of development, or
you just appreciate being fully informed, our error
messages are sure to please!

Our product has been in use for over six years.
We released our first compiler in 1981 and got our
first review in 1982. The products we sell have had
the scrutiny of customers and reviewers for over six
years, changing to meet the increased sophistication of the technology and the user. Our customers
come from every segment of the computing community; the government, Fortune 500, and academia. Users like yourself are able to benefit from the
wide range of uses we respond to every day, as
well as the built-in network of people working with
Ada just like you.

We offer embedded systems capability,
like rommable, reentrant code and licensing
of our source code.

We offer IBM graphic routines, window handlers,
scientific libraries and many other application programs written in Ada. These programs come with
complete source code and documentation and
are user tested.

The Janus/Ada Extended Tutorial offers a programmer's perspective on learning Ada. This tutorial was
written expressly for novices in the Ada language,
by a programmer, and includes a complete set of
disk based quizzes to compliment the 150 page
tutorial. You can determine how quickly you pace
yourself, and you won't believe you did it for $ 99.95

JANUS/ADA PASSED VALIDATION 12/11/87 . . . AND IS STILL ONLY $ 99

IMO

_1M

SOFTWARE, INC.

(op..../111 1987 1212

specialists in state of the art programming

Maig.

P.O. Box 1512 Madison, Wisconsin 53701
(608) 244-6436 TELEX 4998168

1-800-722-3248
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ChiWriter

CHAOS MANOR

How are you currently producing your scientific
documents? Are you using a golf ball' style typewriter? A regular word processor, hand lettering
the special symbols? Are you fighting against a
'what- you- see- is- definitely- not-what- you- get'
system with aspecial command language? Or are
you using one of our competitors' overpriced and
inflexible products? Find out how ChiWriter can
solve your scientific word processing problems.

e

2

dx

1
1/717

From an actual Ch Writer screen rlisola

Powerful Scientific Multifont Word
Processing at aReasonable Price.
ChiWriter is a complete word processor, designed especially for typing scientific and foreign
language text. Its features include: automatic
pagination, variable headers and footers, footnotes, two text windows and intuitive formula editing commands. Best of all, ChiWriter is completely
'what- you- see- is- what- you-get.' Even entering
complicated formulas is easy because the screen
display corresponds exactly to the printout.
ChiWriter runs on IBM PC's with CGA graphics.
one disk drive, 256K memory and Epson/IBM
Graphics compatible and other 9 pin printers.
Support disks with drivers and high resolution
fonts for other graphics boards and printers are
available.
'ChiWriter is anifty product with aprice I
defy you to beat
and performance Ide you to snub... Iknow of several
$500 programs that will do the job, but for the same money
you could buy ChiWriter and avacation.'
Phil Whinvell, PC Magazine

ChiWriter Program
$79 95
. Hi Res Screen Support
$24.95
Hercules. EGA, VGA, AT&T/Olivetti. Toshiba
:I 24 Pin Printer Support
$2495
o Laser Printer Support
$5995
HP Laser Jet. Postscript
o Chemistry Font Sel
$49.95
o International Keyboard Support
$19.95
o WordPerfect Converter
$49.95
D Brochure
D Shipping & handling
$5 U.S. & Canada. $ 10 Europe. $ 15 elsewhere
Name
Address
City
Country
Phone ( )
Payment by: o Check
Card #

Slate

o PO

Zip

o VISA
Eva

o MC
J_
83

Horstmann Software Design Corporation
140 E. San Carlos Street. Suite # 200
P.O. Box 5039, San Jose, CA 95150
(408) 298-0828

horstmann zegverr@
176
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That's an illusion: it really is flat, but
we're so used to convex screens that
bulge out at us that at first the ZCM-1490
can be tuned so
FTM monitor really does appear concave. The illusion vanishes after you
that the screen is
work with it awhile.
The ZCM-1490 has a 14-inch screen,
absolutely black.
but the images are so crisp that it appears
bigger. It is certainly good enough to sit
and work at all day. Larry Niven is about
Borland Turbo BASIC is neat, a solid
to buy anew computer system—I've recproduct well worth the price. Microsoft
ommended the new Zenith Z-386—and
QF34 is that and more. It's aspectacular imhe very much likes my Electrohome
provement not only on QB3, but also on
Color Display ECM 19 ( 19-inch multiBASIC in general. Highly recommended.
ple-sync monitor). Before Ilet him spend
the money, though, I'm going to have
It's Flat!
him look at the ZCM-1490. He may get
Idon't suppose anyone is happy with
the Electrohome monitor anyway, but
CGA. Everyone wants higher resolution
then, he can afford it.
and better graphics. Now we have several
The highest resolution from the Zenith
ways to get them.
Z-449 video board isn't as sharp as the
The opening move was made by NEC
best from the Orchid TurboPGA, but it's
when that company brought out the
close.
MultiSync, amonitor that works on anyIhad the traditional problems with the
thing from simple monochrome to the
Zenith manuals, trying to figure out the
Professional Graphics Controller (PGC).
switch settings; the board didn't come
I've had one of those attached to the
with the right defaults, and when Ifirst
Golem, the huge CompuPro system that
powered things up, it wouldn't automatipractically runs Chaos Manor, for several
cally switch from EGA to CGA, so that
years now, and it has given me yeoman
CGA was squished into two images on the
service. It's also the test monitor when
screen. Fifteen minutes spelunking the
we get new video boards.
Z-449 manual fixed that, and now everyAfter the MultiSync came others, and
thing works fine.
for awhile it looked as if multiple-sweepThere is one problem with the ZCMfrequency monitors were the wave of the
1490 monitor: it doesn't have adegaussfuture as more and more programs were
ing button. Both my Electrohome and
written for the EGA standard.
Intecolor high-resolution monitors have
Then Orchid, and later Zenith, came
that feature, and the ZCM-1490 needs it.
up with anew philosophy: instead of putIf you leave the monitor on long
ting the smarts in the monitor, put them
enough, especially in an electronically
in the video board. That way you can get
noisy environment (such as next to the Zthe best monitor you can afford, add a 248 with its cover off), ugly patches in inmultiple-choice video board, and run
appropriate colors appear on- screen.
programs that output monochrome,
They're easily removed by turning the
CGA, EGA, and PGC all on the same
monitor (but not the computer) off for 30
system without hassles.
seconds to aminute. This won't happen
Orchid chose to let its TurboPGA
more than once aday. Degaussing takes
board run with any multiple-sweep-freabout 10 seconds on my other monitors,
quency monitor.
so the time loss isn't significant; but Ido
Zenith, long one of the industry leadwish Zenith had put the degaussing feaers in monitor technology, had another
ture into the monitor.
approach. The company designed its
Other than that, Ilove it. So will you,
board to run with its flat tension mask
when you get used to having ascreen that
(FTM) monitor and made that monitor
looks concave.
run on 31.5-kHz analog signals, while
the board can digest anything from monoThe Year's Most Useful
chrome through VGA.
It's time for my annual awards. Do
The result is pretty spectacular. The
understand: these are purely subjective,
FTM monitor can be tuned so that the
and they're from Pournelle, not from
screen is absolutely black. Colors are just
BYTE. The ground rules are simple:
gorgeous; they really stand out against
something Iacquired this year (no matter
that black background.
when it first came out), used alot, and
Everyone who's come upstairs since I found to be the most useful thing in its
set up the FTM monitor with the Z-449
class.
video board has been impressed. The
First, the Year's Most Useful Comcolors are really striking. Oddly enough,
puter: the Kaypro 386 wins by a landthough, most think the screen is concave.
continued

Zenith's FTM monitor

How to get atop quality, U.S. made
IBM compatible without spending abundle...

When you choose aProteus, you get a
lot more than just high performance at alow
price. You get personal service that helps
you custom tailor asystem which is just right
for your specific applications from our large
stock of brand name hard disks, graphics
boards monitors and other add-ons.
Easy Setup
When you get your new Proteus system
you can have it up and running in no time.
No need to spend hours, or even days, to
get it to work. It comes with clearly written,
easy to follow manuals, and on some models
you even get built-in, ROM based, menu
driven set-up. liasmostic, and utility software.

it anywhere. If the unit has exceeded the
warranty period. you can still get factory
authorized service, on site, at reasonable
rates.
Problems at 3a.m.?
You may be able to solve them yourself
with our unique 24-hour on-line interactive
support system, which is always free of
charge.
There are many reasons for owning a
Proteus. The experts think so too.

In arecent AT compatible product comparison, Inhutorld (
4/87) stated "... for overall best machine in powen the Proteus 286e
is the clear winner It offered the best CPU
and hard disk random read/write performance of any machines tested, is remarkably
easy to set up, and boasts the best support
around. We recommend it."
EDITORS CHOICE
"...There are so many nice aspects to
Proteus and the company that makes it,
there isn't room to cover them all."
Business Computer Digest ow)

PROTEUS SYSTEMS

Money Back Guarantee
We re dererrnined that you will be fully
mtisified with your purchase. Use the system
for awhile, and if you don't like it, or any
part, simply return it for afull refund - any
time during the first thirty days.
15 Month Warranty
Everything you buy from us is backed
by afull fifteen month warranty.

MODELS

286E

2861/

286GTX

3,46A

INTEL ( I'D..

›urbotio

952441.111

00286.12

...o306

CLI 0 ' 5 SPEED

wi0MHx

8,10MHz

6iI2Mlie

610MHz . 48 20M11/

NoliToN S.!.

10.1

115

0.3

0.5..et. 31 11

RASE MEMORY

1024K

1024K

1024K

10245 t.. 44111

WAIT STATES

ONE

ZERO

ZERO

ZEHI,

KBD SELECT. SPEEDS

NO

YES

YES

YES

CLOCK. CAL./BATTERY ONBD.

YES

TES

YES

YES

COPROCESSOR SOCKET

80287

80287

802311/17

SERIAL PORTS

TWO

TWO

TWO

TM!,

PARALLEL PORT

ONE

ONE

ONE

ON I.

BO SLUTS

EIGHT

EIGHT

EIGHT

EIGHT

HARD DISKED (7 »TROLLER

YES

YES

YES

YES

FLOPPY D,SKs

1.2MB

1.2MB

IRSB

I.2MB

306K OR 33' FD .. 1-10ICE

YES

YES

YES

YES

KEYBOARD TYPE

84- KEY

84-KEY

101 0E1'

141- KEY

FREE CLSTOMER SITE SERVICE

'

YES

yr.s

YI. r..•

YES

SYSTEM PRICE

$1295

311405

$1250

22305

HARD DISKS: Seagate. Miniseribe. Priam starting s279

Service Wherever
and Whenever You Need It.
In the rare case that something goes
wrong with your Proteus system while it is
still under warranty., we provide free repair
at your location during the crucial first two
months. No need ever to pack it up and ship

MONITORS: Hie K. Mon.rfinme. C.1101, EGA Axon $ 109
ADD-ONS: EGA1[31A Mono ( ..rd. hum $ 0

MEMORY EXPANSION: Awn $65
MODEMS: 300/1200/2400 Awn $ 119

Qunntits dfscounI, insilâbl, l'y ',nil, Ignd torponde PM. essined. Pernann nusbod: Uharet rnnh.11..inffle,11 COD. 1
,,,11..0". OH8w• dAll eri., ... rond0i..s. ens me subject to elm gr. All Indertarks regntrred.

TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE 1-(800) 782-8387.
ELECTRONIC CATALOG DIAL 201-288-8577 ( 1200B/8/1.1.)
*

IN NJ

(201) 288-86•
Z-I

'Wei( 510-601-0960

All other calls (201) 2-(

377 Rt. 17, Airport 17 Center
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604

Dr

The Intelligert Conclusion

"Proteus 386A is an excellent value
by a country mile..." Info World 11/87
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Even More Power & Flexibility
BRIEF 2.0
BRIEF easily conforms to your editing preferences and style,
ensuring you are truly comfortable and productive.
Straight from the box, BRIEF is as much editor as most people
will ever need — thanks to features like the real Undo, flexible
windowing, and unlimited file size.
But BRIEF's hidden power is in its exclusive macro language.
Customize BRIEF to include the commands and features YOU
desire. It's fast and easy.
Users and industry press alike unanimously praise BRIEF.
"Recommended." — Jerry Pournelle, Byte 12/86.

Now BRIEF 2.0 adds:
• Setup Program for easy installation and configuration. ( Requires no macro knowledge).
Basic
• Increased speed for sophisticated operations like Undo and Regular Expression Search
Features
• All new documentation WITH tutorial on the Macro Language.
• ('ommand line editing ( move cursor, add & delete characters, specify parameters )
Windows
• Expanded Regular Expressions, with matching over line boundaries.
Multi- level Undo
• More block types, with marking by character, line or column.
Edit many files
• Reconfigurable indenting for C files ( supports most indenting styles).
at once.
• Enhanced large display support, including wider displays.
File size limited only
• Optional borderless windows.
by disk space.
Automatic language
sensitive indentation.

Try BRIEF ($ 195) for 30 days — if not satisfied get afull refund.
If you already own BRIEF, call for update info.

-EGA and Hercules Plus 43- line
support

CALL 800-821-2492

-Compile & find errors within BRIEF.

In MA 617-337-6963

And much, much more!

5>ol uti on
Systems
541 Main Street, Suite 410B
So. Weymouth, MA 02190

Requires an IBM PC. ATor compatible
with I92K.

Hire aPm for
Your Newiürbo 4.0

tee
T

urn on the power of Turbo PROFESSIONAL 4.0, alibrary of more
than 300 state-of-the-art routines optimized for Turbo Pascal 4.0.
You'll have professional quality programs finished faster and easier.
Turbo PROFESSIONAL 4.0 includes complete source code,
comprehensive documentation and demo programs that
are powerful and useful. The routines include:
• Pop-up resident routines
• BCD arithmetic

Peofession«

• Virtual windows and menus
• EMS and extended memory access
• Long strings, large arrays, macros,
and much more.

Turbo PROFESSIONAL is only $99.
Call toll free for credit card orders.

1-800-538-8157 extension 830
1-800-672-3470 extension 830 in CA
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back within 30 days.
111110

4.0 I, legtnrid.

Reg riered

owner. 01 .Turbo Professional hy Sunny

For other information call 408.438-8608.
9AM to 5PM PST. Shipping & tares

Hill Soho .tre ma> upgrade for $ 30.

prepaid for US and Canadian customers.

Include

others please add $6per item.

inui scrial

111,111111Cr.
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slide. It isn't that the Kaypro is all that
much better than other 386 machines; indeed, Kaypro has completely upgraded
its 386 line so that the Kaypro 386 you
can buy now is much better than the one I
have. The important thing, though, is the
386, which is to the 286 what the 286 is to
aCP/M 64K-byte 8080 system. I'm very
fond of my Zenith Z-248, which is as
good an AT system as Iknow of; but it
can't match a386 for utility. Fortunately
for Z-248 owners, Zenith recently announced a386 upgrade kit.
One reason 386s are so superior is
DESQview 2.01, which wins my award
for the Most Useful Software of the Year.
DESQview will greatly improve a 286
machine provided that you have an AST
RAMpage AT board; but the real improvement comes when you run DESQview with a386. DESQview and the Kaypro 386 haven't quite solved all my
problems—Istill want more memory-resident programs than the system will handle—but it beats everything else I've
tried, and I've tried alot of things. Learning DESQview is no trivial task, but it
has been alot more than worth it to me. It
doesn't hurt that the people at Quarterdeck pay alot of attention to bug reports
and fix things fast.
The Most Useful Portable is the Zenith
Z-183 with hard disk drive, and although
at 15 1
/ pounds it's too heavy by half, I
2
wouldn't be without it. The supertwist
backlit screen is readable in any light, the
machine is rugged as all get-out, and the
keyboard is wonderful; I've written a
couple of hundred thousand words on that
machine this year. Ishowed the machine
to my friend Norman Spinrad, and he decided to get one to serve as his only computer. The Z-183 has EGA video output
he's feeding into aZenith EGA monitor,
and he got aDataDesk Turbo- 101 ( 101key) keyboard: there's an input jack for
that on the Z-183.
Idon't know what the category is, but
DataDesk keyboards have been about as
useful as anything I've gotten this year. I
now have Turbo- 101 keyboards on just
about every machine in the house—including the Macintosh Plus. The Mac
version of the Turbo- 101 comes with
some nifty software to define function
keys and the like. I've had several people
do double takes when they see what looks
like an AT keyboard attached to my Mac,
and the notion of function keys on aMac
startles just about everyone.
The Most Useful Software for Portables is LapLink, which transfers programs from desktop to portables and
back. It's painless and extremely fast,
and if you have aPCompatible portable,
you simply can't afford to be without it.
continued
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IMAGINATION.

WITH
Great ideas should look great on paper.
And the translation is easy with PC1(® :
the best-selling full implementation of
Prof. D. Knuth's revolutionary TÈX
formatting,/typesetting program. It offers
PC users the capabilites & advantages—
and looks—of professional typesetting.
In aword, PelEX gives you
'control'. Control—of design format,
type & symbols, quality—for complex
mathematical & engineering material,
statistical tables or straight matter. You
get camera/publisher-ready manuscripts
to be proud of, quick & simple.
So whether you're writing the next
starshot manual, athesis on relativity
or the great American novel, for a
professional presentation that doesn't
lose your ideas in the translation,
depend on PcTEX.
From Personal lt,X, Inc.,
starting at $249; VISA/MC welcome.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

PERSONAL

Pele FORMATTING/TYPESETTING SYSTEM:
FINE TYPESET QUALITY from dot matrix or laser printers,
or phototypesetters

INC
To order or for iiilormation, call:

415/388-8853
or write: Personal TÊX, Inc.
12 Madrona Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941 USA
Distributed in 14 countries;
distributor inquiries welcome.
pcitx is aregistered TM of Personal TnX, Inc.
TO( is an American Mathematical Society TM.
Manufacturers' product names are their TMs.

A COMPLETE PRODUCT. Includes • our specially written PCTEX Manual that lets you use TEX immediately • custom
'macro package' formats for letters, manuals, technical documents, etc. • the LaTEX document preparation system (with
user's manual) macro package for article, book, report preparation • AMS-TEX, developed by the American Mathematical Society for professional mathematical typesetting.
OUTPUT DEVICE DRIVERS for • Epson FX, LO
• Toshiba • Cordata LP-300 Series • HP LaserJet Series
• Apple LaserWriter • APS-5 phototypesetter • Linotronic •
Compugraphic • Screen preview, with EGA or Hercules card.
REQUIRES: IBM PC/XT, AT or compatible, DOS 2.0 or higher
&5121( RAM; hard disk for printer drivers & fonts.
(Also available: Printer drivers; interfaces to Bitstream Fontware:
Metafont, to design-your-own-type, PC Paintbrush, PC Palette,
FancyFont & Fontrix. Complete packages. including laser printer,
printer driver, PCTEX, and screen previewer from $2850. Site
licenses and volume discounts available.)

This ad is typeset 8composed using PcTEX, Bitstreame fonts 8. laser printer Logotype & black backgrounds done photographically
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ENCLOSURES
POWER SUPPLIES

Items Discussed
Color Display ECM 1910
Electrohome Ltd.
809 Wellington St. N
Kitchener, Ontario
Canada N2G 4J6
(519) 744-7111
Inquiry 901.

Fontasy
$69.95
Prosoft
7248 Bellaire Ave.
P.O. Box 560
North Hollywood, CA 91603-0560
(800) 824-7888
(818) 765-4444
Inquiry 902.

for FLOPPY

WINCHESTER
TAPE DRIVES
from

$
100

for SINGLE

BOARD COMPUTERS
from $ 125

for IBM & S-100

SYSTEMS

from $ 200

•1 piece. prices lower in quantity.
(Disk drives not included)

Call or write for free catalog

=
.
- ..w .

.
n.

RESEARCH CORR
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291
209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 ( INTEGRAND UD)
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$2795

Megatrend
EGA version
Intecolor Corp.
225 Technology Park
Norcross, GA 30092
(404) 449-5961
Inquiry 903.

$ 1895

MultiSync
II
$899
Plus
$ 1395
XL
$3195
NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A ) Inc.
Computer Products Division
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(800) 323-1728
(312) 860-9500
Inquiry 904.

The Most Useful Writer's Tool is the
Amdek Laserdrive/Microsoft Bookshelf
CD-ROM package. Putting all those reference works on asingle CD-ROM was a
stroke of genius. Ipredict that within 5
years, professional writers will find
Microsoft Bookshelf—or a similar CDROM reference library—as indispensable
as we now find word processors.
Probably the most subjective award of
the lot is the Text Editor of the Year. Writers don't just use editor programs, they
have relationships with them. I've certainly had my ups and downs with mine;
but the winner this year is Q&A Write,
which, despite its faults, is the most
transparent editor for text creation I've
tried. XyWrite III Plus, WordPerfect 4.2,
and Microsoft Word 4.0 are close competitors, and each has features that put it
ahead of Q&A Write in some areas; but
on balance Ifound Q&A Write clearly
ahead in the critical particulars.

My Word!
T.N.T. Software Inc.
34069 Hainesville Rd.
Round Lake, IL 60073
(312) 223-0832
Inquiry 905.
QuickBASIC 4.0
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 906.
Turbo BASIC
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Inquiry 907.
TurboPGA
Orchid Technology
45365 Northport Loop W
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-8586
Inquiry 908.

$49

$99

$99.95

$ 1599

ZCM-1490
$999
Z-449
$499
Z-386
$6499
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4800
Inquiry 909.

Fair warning: Gordon Eubanks and
Brett Walters of Symantec have been extremely responsive to my suggestions, so
that in part Q&A Write has been modified to suit my fancies. They've added a
splendid word/line/paragraph count
command, they're changing some of the
print features, and they're doing some
other stuff Iwanted, including making it
work well with Microsoft Bookshelf. It
would be surprising if Ididn't consider
this my favorite text editor.
Any serious computer user needs not
only a text-creation editor, but a programming and general-purpose editor:
something to use to alter CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT and that sort of thing. The
General-Purpose Editor of the Year is
Logitech's Point. This comes with the
Plus Package, as well as with the Publisher Package, both of which include the
L,ogitech Mouse. I'm fond of the Logicontinued

They Won't Run Right
OniheWrong Fuel.
•

Low grade or dirty fuel reduces
performance cars to bucking,
knocking clunkers.
Computers are no different.
The fact is, both machines have
very specific fuel requirements.
But when running right, they perform like the wind.
Refined Electricity Increases
Computer Performance.

Think of an Emerson power
system as your computer's own
private fuel refinery. Crude electricity goes in one end; premium
comes out the other.
Like good car fuel, Emerson
premium electricity burns clean.
No spikes, surges, sags, glitches
or outages. Just refined power that
puts system performance and
throughput back where it was
promised.
Emerson power keeps your
computers and your people on
the job working— even when
power is completely cut off.

You Need A Powerhouse
Of A Company.
Emerson Electric is amajor
Fortune 500 corporation with
more computer power protection

aggio

EMERSON
1
um Computer Power

r•
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firmr.
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systems installed worldwide
than anybody.
Our systems are more reliable,
simpler, and easier to operate
and maintain because each year
we put more in R&D than much
of our competition has in assets.
It pays off for you in failure- free
operation that actual experience
shows can exceed one million
hours on the job. So your Emerson
system will keep providing power
on the next computers you buy.
And the next.
Our products cover the gamut.
Uninterruptible Power Supplies
(UPS) for large mainframes to
handsome, compact, inexpensive
ones for your minis and PC's.
We also have afull line of power
conditioning and distribution
systems. Even simple surge protectors. Whatever level of protection
you need, Emerson has it.
Increase the productivity of
your system. Simply call 1-800BACK-UPS for our free introductory brochure and the name
of your local representative.

fluctuations assault delicate
computer circuits right under your
nose. They leave no trace. Not
even the flicker of alight bulb to
warn you.
With each assault, acomputer
failure comes that much closer.
But your real costs are in idled
people and lost productivity.
Emerson's premium electric
power not only solves this, it
protects the work your employees
have already done. If this work
is important to you, it alone can
pay for your Emerson system in
asingle day.

How To Lower Shocking
Downtime Costs.
Computer components aren't
designed to last forever. But their
cause of death is far more likely
to be poisoning than old age.
Everyday short- burst electrical

'M U

•

3300 S. Standard St.
Santa Ana, CA 92702

••••
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*"Jerry's Choice"* Awards for 1987*
* Most Useful Computer:
Kaypro 386
Kaypro Corp.
533 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 481-4300
Inquiry 910.

* Most Useful Software:
DESQview 2.01
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9701
Inquiry 911.

* Most Useful Portable:
Zenith Z-183
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 699-4800
Inquiry 912.

* Most Useful Software
for Portables:
LapLink
Traveling Software
19310 North Creek Parkway
Bothell, WA 98011
(800) 343-8080
(206) 483-8088
Inquiry 913.

* Most Useful Something:
Turbo- 101
Enhanced Keyboard
DataDesk International
7650 Haskell Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(818) 780-1673
Inquiry 914.

$3995

$129.95

$3199

$139.95

$149.95

No More Eyestrain
The problem with naming the "thing of
the year" is that alot of good stuff doesn't
fall into neat categories, and sometimes
BYTE • MARCH 1988

Microsoft
Bookshelf CD-ROM
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 916.

* Text Editor of the Year:
Q&A Write
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Inquiry 917.

$995

Microsoft Word 4.0
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017-9717
Redmond, WA 98073
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 920.

$450

$295

$199

Runners-up:

tech 3-button mouse anyway; the neat
part is that when you buy the mouse, you
get some really useful software as well.
The Game of the Year is Wizard's
Crown from Strategic Simulations. It's
certainly the one I've spent the most time
with. A close runner-up is Strategic Conquest Plus for the Macintosh. They're
both pleasant ways to waste more time
than Ihave available.
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* Most Useful Writer's Tool:
Amdek Laserdrive
Amdek
1901 Zanker Rd.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 436-8570
Inquiry 915.

XyWrite III Plus
XyQuest Inc.
44 Manning Rd.
Billerica, MA 01821
(617) 671-0888
Inquiry 918.

$445

WordPerfect 4.2
WordPerfect Corp.
288 West Center St.
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000
Inquiry 919.

$495

* General-Purpose Editor
of the Year:
Point, which comes bundled with the
Logitech Mouse in the following
packages:
Plus Package
$119
Publisher Package
$179
Logitech Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(415) 795-8500
Inquiry 921.

* Game of the Year:
Wizard's Crown
Strategic Simulations
1046 North Rengsdorf Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-1353
Inquiry 922.

$39.95

Runner-up:

you can't pick just one. For example:
1987 was the year Ifinally solved my eye
problems. First, Igot an EGA board and
the Intecolor Megatrend 19-inch EGA
color monitor. That was more than good
enough; indeed, when Larry Niven buys
his new computer, he's going to get a386
system, an EGA card, and either the Intecolor Megatrend or the Electrohome
monitor.
Next, Iinstalled the Orchid TurboPGA
board and the Electrohome 19- inch
multiple-sync color monitor. The Electrohome is perhaps not quite as crisp in
EGA mode as the Megatrend, but it's

Strategic Conquest Plus
PBI Software Inc.
1163 Triton Dr.
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 349-8765
Inquiry 923.

$59.95

hard to tell the difference; and, of course,
this combination will perform with software that outputs monochrome, Hercules, CGA, EGA, and PGC, all more or
less automagically. The PGC graphics
are amazingly good.
Now we have the Zenith Z-449 board
and Zenith's 14-inch ZCM-1490 FTM
monitor. For years, I've been saying that
19 inches is just atad large and 13-inch
monitors are too small. My first monitor
was a 15-inch Hitachi monochrome for
my CP/M system; I'd have thought a 14inch monitor would be too small, but the
Zenith 14-inch isn't. Combined with my
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new computer glasses—focal length 28
inches—Ican see that screen fine.
I'll stick with the 19- inch because
when Niven and Iwork together, it's
handy if we can both see the screen from
adistance; but the 14-inch Zenith would
really be good enough. So how do Ipick a
"year's best" out of that group? I'm not
going to try. I'll just say that if you do
much writing with computers, any one of
these will help you alot. You can't be too
kind to your eyes.
Fair Warning
Every now and again Isee computers—
usually offshore-constructed clones—run
at amazing speeds, but when Ilook inside, the critical parts are ordinary chips.
"We select the good ones," one exhibitor
told me at COMDEX. " Try alot until we
find parts that work."
That sounds right, but it isn't, at least
not in the case of Intel chips. I've been
talking to aformer Intel designer, and he
tells me that Intel has very elaborate test
equipment.
When Intel makes abatch of expensive
parts—say, 386 or 387 chips—they're put
into the automated test setup and run at
the highest possible speed. Most of them
fail those tests; the few that pass are then

certified for that speed and sold at a
premium.
The rest of the parts are tested again at
lower speeds. Those that pass get certified; the others are tested at still lower
speeds and become the " ordinary" stock.
A few don't pass tests at even the minimum speed and are discarded.
The point is, every "ordinary" chip
Intel sells has failed a test at higher
speeds. That's guaranteed. The failure
the part experienced may not be critical.
Intel has excellent test equipment and can
find failures that may never show up in
ordinary use—but how could you know
what the failure was? It might be in alittle-used area, but even little-used features
can be critical. So while it's fun to crank
up the speed on your system, it's guaranteed that if you run Intel parts much above
their certified speed, you'll get failures.
Murphy's law will take care of the rest.

tro, Borland's new spreadsheet; abunch
of communications programs; stacks of
stuff for the Macintosh; Turbo Tax for
the IBM PC; and apartridge in apear
tree. There are also two large Federal
Express boxes from BYTE in New
Hampshire.
The most important package, though,
is anew Unix system for the AT&T PC
6300 Plus. Iwant to compare it to OS/2.
I've never been agreat Unix fan because
Unix is big and slow and takes up so
much room on a hard disk- 18 megabytes for the on-line manuals alone—but
OS/2 seems no smaller or faster, while
hard disk capacity per dollar has grown
so fast that 100-megabyte systems will
soon cost less than OS/2.
With luck, I'll know more about that
next time. •

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-adWinding Down
dressed, stamped envelope to Jerry PourAs usual, I'm out of space long before I nelle, do BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane,
have run out of material. Ispent the day
Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put
installing an AST RAMpage board in the
your address on the letter as well as on
Zenith Z-248 so Icould run DESQview.
the envelope. Due to the high volume of
It all works, but Isure learned alot. Then
letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersontoo, from here Ican see Paradox and
al reply. You can also contact him on BIX
Condor, two relational databases; Quatas "jerryp."

Travel
Companio
The WorldPort 2400TM and the WorldPort
1200T" modems are the perfect travel
companions for your portable computer.
They work virtually anywhere in the world,
including hotel rooms and phone booths,
allowing you to connect in afew million
more locations than other modems.
With features superior to internal units,
the WorldPort line of modems is the smart
choice for all your communication needs.
WorldPort modems operate from their own

internal battery, drawing no power from your
laptop. Cutting edge technology brings you
features such as Bell and CCITT standards,
direct connect and acoustic interface (300
and 1200 bps), tiny size and atiny price. The
WorldPort 1200TM can be easily upgraded to
2400 bps and both the WorldPort 2400 TM
and the upgrade come with Carbon Copy
PLUSTM communications software.
Find out more about the travel companions
that won't tie down your portable computer.

Call us today for more information about
the WorldPort line of modems, or the name
of your nearest dealer, at 800 -541 -0345
(In New York, 516-261-0423.)
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Touchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-0423
TELEX: 6502848020
FAX: ( 516) 754-3491

WorldPort 1200 and WorldPort 2400 are trademarks of Touchbase Systems, Inc., Carbon Copy PLUS is atrademark of Meridian Technology Inc.
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6:33 pm. The lines are down. And
she the closest thing I've got to atechnkian.
Meanwhile, I've got asales guy here waiting
to close ahalf-million-dollar deal, and he's
screaming why didn't my order go through.' I
have no clue. My technical staff is home watching
the game. And allíl keep thinking is whatever
happened to that word reliability? IfIcould have
anticipated the problem, at least Iwould have had
achance. As far as I'm concerned, somebody at
headquarters better start talking to AT&T about
getting anetwork management system. Or they
can find themselves anew whipping boy.
AT&T comes through. yy
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AT&T DATAPIIONE . II
Network Management System
There's no great mystery to improving your operating
efficiencies. You just have to start with fail-proof data communications equipment. As follows.
Ales DATAPHONE II System Controller manages a
fully integrated network of modems (analog, private line,
switched network), multiplexers (statistical, T-1), and digital
service units (switched, private line).
Networks of any size can be managed from asingle
point, so problems can be readily pinpointed and corrected.
Real-lime diagnostics and re-muting help anticipate
system failures and reduce downtime. Complete monitoring
includes customized reports, menus and graphic displays that
let you fine-tune your network.
lb learn more, contact your ATKI'Account Executive. Or
call 1800 247-1212 for the number of our office nearest you.
From equipment to networking, from computers
to communications, Al is the right choice.
01988 AT&T

AT&T

The right choice.
"MII1100,""

1

APPLICATIONS ONLY

line 192, an Apple Imagewriter II, and a the documentation was frozen before the
QMS-PS 800 laser printer. The Okidata
software was finished. Silly me to trust
is hooked to the Tandon, the Imagewriter
the manual! Sorry, Microsoft.
on laser printers as
II plugs into the Mac, and the QMS is on
the TOPS network so both computers can
On the Right Track
the greatest thing since
have access. The Okidata has performed
My December column, in which Imenwell for 21
/ years. The Imagewriter II is a tioned adigital control system for Mark2
sliced bread.
recent addition, but aglance at the guts
lin model trains, prompted abrief note
has convinced me it's the most solidly
from Richard F. Dermody, coordinator
built printer I've ever owned. The QMS
of the Computers in Model Railroading
down the mouse button on start-up, the
handles the bulk of the printing around
special interest group of the National
Radius gives me the option of shutting off here, and it's sold me on laser printers as
Model Railroad Association. He writes,
either the code cache, the data cache, or
the greatest thing since sliced bread.
"I thought you might be interested in
the whole thing.
The whole system is cabled together
knowing that there are more than afew
Since the Mac itself is becoming a using TOPS networking software, the
people with ' a passion for model railmemory hog with MultiFinder and
TOPS FlashCard in the Tandon, and
roading and computers' out there, as the
HyperCard, Ialso appreciate the fact that
PhoneNet connectors and wiring from
hundreds of members in this special-inthe card uses motherboard RAM. While
Farallon.
terest group would indicate. 1988 will
it might not be as blazingly fast as accelmark our seventh year of publishing abierators with on-board memory, Ididn't
Apology to Microsoft
monthly newsletter devoted to these two
have to buy 4megabytes of chips for both
In January, Iattacked Microsoft for the
subjects.... There are also alternatives
the 68000 and the 68020. I'll concede
inability of both Word 3.01 and Works
to the Mârklin system, which unfortuthat other accelerators might be a hair
1.1 on the Macintosh to eliminate blank
nately controls only Mârklin trains of
faster, particularly for number crunchlines during a mail merge. Iwas half mostly European prototype, rather than
ing, but Radius gives me text scrolling so
right. Word has problems, but Works
the North American prototypes more comfast Ican't make out the words as they fly
does kill ablank line if it contains nothing
monly modeled in the U.S. and Canada."
by. In graphics programs, objects that
but anull field. However, this feature is
If you send astamped, self-addressed
used to jump slowly across the screen tryundocumented in both the original Works
envelope, you can get further information
ing to keep up with the cursor now slide
1.0 manual and the pamphlet that accomabout the group. Its address is NMRA
easily.
panies the 1.1 update. According to Tim
CMR-SIG, 8431 Timber Glen, San AnFor printers, Ihave an Okidata MicroLundeen, one of the authors of Works,
tonio, TX 78250-4416. •

The OMS has sold me

March Specials

99"

AMIGA A500 SYSTEM
With Amigo color monitor

$839"

ATARI 5205T- FM COMPUTER
Built
3.5"disk drive, mondor optional
BORLAND QUATTRO
For IBM and compatibles
BORLAND TURBO BASIC
Editor, compiler. development
EPSON APEX80 DOT PRINTER
180 cpt. KO mode, FIT, parallel

999"

EPSON FX86E DOT PRINTER
200 cps. F/T, parallel, graphics

$359"

EPSON LQ850 DOT PRINTER
Letter quality. parallel/serial

$429"

MACE UTILITIES
For IBM and compatible systems

$59"

MAGNAVOX 12" TTL MONITOR
613-green. 623-amber screen

$99"

OKIDATA 180 DOT PRINTER
Parallel kCommodore intedaces

1239"

ORANGE MICRO GRAPPLER
C/MAC/GS Parallel. graphics interface ....
SEIKOSHA SK3000AI PRINTER
300 cps dot. IBM/Epson compatible . .

WICO ANALOG JOYSTICK
IBM XI/AT, Apple Ile/c/gs

seirs

ti

.A .‘
—

979"
$39"

%%-=,-- Epson " Apex"
PC Compatible Computer System

Blue Chip
"PC" Compatible Computer

•Brand new ready to run system • 512K RAM
•Dual 360K floppy drives * Color mondor
'Parallel and composite ports ' DOS 3.2
•GW.BASIC • First Choice software package

•512K expandable to 1MB RAM 'Dual 360K
floppy drives ' Monochrome monitor and
card ' Enhanced keyboard ' Parallel pod
'Expandable

$919"

List
$999

$619 95

Brother Printers
M1409 DOT MATRIX
180 cps/45 cps NLQ, F/tractor

$329"

M1509 DOT MATRIX
NM/Epson compatible. 180 cps
M1709 DOT MATRIX
240 cps 132-col. 24K buffer

$359"
$489"

TWIN WRITER DUAL HEAD
wide body w/TF300 tractor

To Order

List
$999

$
139"

MICROSOFT EXCEL
Requires IMII RAM and hard disk IBM

299"

ASHTON-TATE dense
Ulitmote dato base for IBM

389 95

III+

$999"

ELEKTRO PACK 6100
6-outlet. surge/spike filter
INLAND 8POSPL PROTECTOR
6-outlet, FMI/RFI/surge/spike

800.221.8180

'119"

BRODERBUND PRINT SHOP
For 18M. Mac and Apple II series . .

$3495

ELECT. ARTS CHESSMASTER 2000
For IBM. Mac and Apple II
SOFTWARE PUB. FIRST PUBLISHER
For IBM and compatibles
MICROSOFT QUICK C V1.0
Language development tor IBM .

$ 649,

PROGRESSIVE SUPERBASE
For IBM and compatibles

CERTRON DD130 DISK HOLDER
For 130 525' disks with lock
CERTRON DD50 DISK CASE
For 50 525" floppy disks

$219 "

MERIDAN CARBON COPY +
For IBM and compatibles

ELECT. ARTS MAVIS BEACON
leaches Typing for IBM. Atari ST

Required Accessories

Toll Free
lack $29"

Advanced
MICRORIM
communications,
CROSSTALK
IBM MARK IV

MICROPRO WORDSTAR 2000 +
Word processor. IBM, V3.0

919"
$5995

SEIKOSHA SPI200A1 PRINTER
120 cps dot. 25 cps NLQ

Software Specials

surs
surs

AMIGA 512K UPGRADE
Gives your A500 system IMO RAM

TIMEWORKS DOS-RX
Disk and file utilities for IBM

MUSIC
M%UM WORM,

4__=11

AMARAY PS2 PRINTER STAND
Universal design with paper troy

$995
$1995
$3995

In New York
Alaska & Canada
Call
: (
7181 417-3737

Dealer Inquiries Invited — Prices Effective Through March 31, 1988

BATTERIES INC. INSTANT PAGES
For IBM and compatibles

$3495

ACTIVISION TERM PAPER WRITER
Includes outliner for IBM

$3495

WORD PERFECT
Word processing Or IBM. Amiga and ST

999"

GENERIC CADD V3.0
Dimension drawing software. IBM

$5995

SPECTRUM HOLORYTE FALCON
For IBM and Macintosh

$3495

TIMEWORKS SWIFTAX 1987
New with 1967 revisions, IBM

$49 $5

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA or AMEX ( Include card number. Interbonk No,
expiration date and signature) TO: JAR MUSIC WORLD, 39-50 QUEENS-MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, DEPARTMENT 10.103111, MASPETTI,
NY 11379 DO NOT SEND CASH. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. $ 25 MINIMUM ORDER. Shipping, Handling & Insurance
Charge is 5% of Total Order with a $ 3.95 minimum. (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with o $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please double these charges.
SORRY, NO COD's. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

59-50 Queens- Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378
190
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Enrich your writing style
At last! Aprogram that enhances
your writing style

READABILITY (from Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.) analyzes your
writing style and shows you how to improve it. Some twenty
displays show you just how readable your writing is.
sMI•
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What's more, you can see

which sentences deviate from
the norm, and then decide whether
to rewrite them or not.
Included with the program are finished
analyses of anumber of samples of good
writing (by famous authors etc.). They
help you to learn quickly how good writing should
appear
on the
different
diagrams.

as A B C
A

rr

pi.: NJ
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Write your letter, report, article or whatever it is you're working on using your regular word processor. Then convert to an
ASCII file.

••••I

IFt"03e.
2
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Load READABILITY and ask it to analyze
your text. The results are ready in ajiffy.
Browse through the READABILITY displays to find out how readable your writing
really is. READABILITY provides you with
clear-cut advice on how to improve your
writing style. Compare your results with
those of your colleagues, or with afew
paragraphs written by your favorite author

'
am *arm ,coi

The sentence diagram presents the readability characteristics of your sentences,
and tells you what percentages of your
sentences are EASY, NORMAL and
DIFFICULT.
The word selection diagram presents your
ratio of everyday words to unusual words
and tells you how much word-variety
your writing incorporates.
The word selection comments pinpoint
poorly selected words that you'll want to
avoid in the future.

or newspaper columnist.

READABILITY IN A NUTSHELL
The main READAREADABILITY also presents an
BILITY diagram preoverall evaluation of your writing by
sents asimple graph. Irer ••-• grading it on a0-to 5scale based on
.1 • •
By comparing its
six highly relevant factors.
1
:•
dispersement and
Finally, READABILITY summarizes
focal point with nine
the analysis by presenting and
analytical templates,
overall review with proposals for
treetILIZ_ rr " arm
you can grade your
specific steps you can take to make
writing on ascale ranging from children's
your writing more readable.
books to bureaucratic gobbledygook.
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Textbook-style manual
An attractive, hard-cover textbook-style
manual is included with READABILITY.
This well-organized
and easy-to-use
PkrGetv
manual tells you
how to use
READABILITY ,
and explains
how it
functions.
PRICE
only $
59.95

0•0•••••IFT
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Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.
specializes in low-price programs that
include carefully written textbook-style
manuals which are in aclass apart when
it comes to user-friendliness. We believe
that amanual is every bit as important
as the program it supports. More than
50,000 copies of our programs have
been sold in Europe.
Our other programs include:
WORD PROCESSING, SPREADSHEET
and DATABASE, each of which costs
only $ 49.95.

YES! Send me the best!
copies of READABILITY AT $ 59.95 each.
- copies of WORD PROCESSING at $ 49.95 each.
_____ copies of SPREADSHEET at $ 49.95 each.
copies of DATABASE at S49.95 each.
copies of all four (special offer) at S179.80

Name:
Company:
Address:
City:
State:

Zip _

Country:

,11

El Check enclosed

r] MC

D VISA

Exp. Date
Signature
Date
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Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.
3Brookside Park, Old Greenwich, CT 06870
Phone ( 203) 698-0823
Fax number ( 203) 698-0914

SCANDINAVIAN ne
SYSTEMS II- 16 o

Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc.
54 Rodda Boulevard, Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M lE 2Z8
Phone (
416) 674-4710

As your introduction to

The Library of Computer
and Information Sciences
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mny
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(Publishers prices shown)
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

PROGRAM
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Cryptolue
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Development
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48441-2 $3895
(counts as 2choices)

$30.00

32490-2 $3733
85623-2 $34.95 70796-2 $36.95
61000-2 $3750
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component values, and run worst- case
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3k-hermitic-Editor
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Introduction
Floating- Point Processing

don't float, of
Numbers
course (although the

wrong number can certainly sink acalculation), but
our microcomputers perform arithmetic on numbers stored with afloatingpoint representation all the
time. Efficient computing
requires floating-point
processing. Fixed-point
arithmetic limits the range
of the numbers being manipulated. It also adds to
the complexity of the operation by demanding agreat
deal of scaling among
numbers with different
"implicit" radix points.
So, floating-point arithmetic has become amodern-computing necessity.
Given that necessity,
finding better ways to perform such math gains significance, particularly as
microcomputers take on
more demanding applications in real-time processing, CAD,
and scientific computing. In the era of graphics-intensive applications, high-quality hardware and software assistance for
floating point is paramount.
For example, the number of floating-point operations
(FLOPs) needed to display asingle graphics image can add
up as follows: Compute 12,000 image points, 120,000
FLOPs; rotate and scale the image to complete its nonviewable side, 28 4-by-4matrix transformations, 300,000 FLOPs;
clip the image (to display only the viewable surfaces), 72,000
FLOPs; convert coordinates to integers for pixel mapping,
130,000 FLOPs; shading and light source calculations,
360,000 FLOPs; interpolation of unplotted points, 300,000
FLOPs. The final tally- 1.5 million FLOPs to display asingle high-resolution image. The reason behind the primitive
graphics of early-generation microcomputers suddenly becomes clear.
The examination of floating-point processing we offer in
the following pages assesses where we stand today and speculates on where we might go tomorrow. By looking at the
dynamics of floating-point processing, and some of the hardware and software issues involved in doing it, we can begin to
understand how important this technology has become in
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personal computing.
We did not look at array
processors— specialized
engines for doing imageprocessing applications—
but this class of hardware
will undoubtedly become
more prevalent in the future and will warrant our
attention in afuture issue.
Our coverage starts with
"Avoiding Coprocessor
Bottlenecks," in which
Mauro Bonomi explains
the Weitek 1167 architecture and shows where that
floating-point unit (FPU)
gets its performance. He
explores the limitations
imposed on performance
by the bandwidth of the bus
connecting the CPU and
FPU. And in atext box to
this article, BYTE's Tom
Thompson assesses the
performance of two Intel
80386-class floating-point
accelerators—the Intel 80387 and the Weitek 1167. He put
both accelerators through their paces with aseries of common test programs to show how they perform.
Next, Pralcash Chandra, in " Programming the 80387 Coprocessor," explains the additional functions that the newest
Intel FPU provides. Not only is it afaster-clock-rate FPU,
the 80387 adds new transcendental functions. Chandra explains the important differences between the 80387 and the
earlier-generation Intel floating-point processors.
In his " Floating-Point Survival Kit," computer engineer
Pete Wilson reviews the floating-point fundamentals, gives
some insights into techniques for measuring floating-point
speed, and evaluates some of the newest computer designs
for speeding floating-point operations.
Finally, Carl Byington talks about doing IEEE 754-compatible math in software without major performance sacrifices. His article, " How to Get Better Floating-Point Results," also gives some tips on designing programs that give
good answers regardless of whether the floating-point operations are executed in hardware or via software emulation.
—G. Michael Vose, Senior Technical Editor
George A. Stewart, Technical Editor

Illustration by Robert Tinney

FLOATING-POINT PROCESSING

Avoiding Coprocessor
Bottlenecks
Overcoming bandwidth problems between the CPU
and the floating-point math coprocessor

Mauro Bonomi
NUMERICS PERFORMANCE IN the
millions of floating-point operations per
second ( MFLOPS) is vital to workstation
tasks such as high- quality graphics,
stress analysis, CAD, and electrical or
mechanical simulations. With the increasing sophistication of business software, MFWPS are fast becoming anecessity in many office applications as
well. Linear programming, used to solve
complex optimization problems in business and industrial planning, relies
largely on floating-point computation.
So does statistical analysis, employed in
market research, product quality analysis, capacity planning, and stock portfolio analysis. The high-resolution graphics
found in computer- aided drafting and
desktop publishing make copious use of
floating-point arithmetic ( see the text box
"Graphic's Prodigious Need for
FLOPS" on page 198).
While high-end microprocessors such
as the Intel 80386 provide generalpurpose horsepower in the 3- to 4-MIPS
range, their arithmetic performance lags
far behind, delivering only thousands of
floating-point operations per second— far
too slow for compute-intensive personal
workstation applications.
For higher numerics performance, system designers must turn to coprocessors
and numerics accelerators. By relieving
the CPU of floating-point math, these
arithmetic engines can increase system
performance markedly. A range of numerics accelerators are available, from
conventional coprocessor chips, like
Intel's 80387 and Motorola's 68882, to
very fast bit- slice array processors.

Conventional coprocessors are relatively inexpensive and run standard software but offer performance levels suitable only for low- intensity numerics
applications, such as spreadsheet recomputation and two-dimensional graphics.
Array processors, on the other hand, are
often expensive and difficult to program.
They execute special operations, such as
matrix multiplications and vector calculations, very rapidly. But because of their
complex architectures, often featuring
multiple memory banks, pipelined
stages, and multiple address generators,
they are not supported by standard compilers. Simple recompilation of existing
software is not possible.
A variation on the conventional coprocessor is the memory-mapped coprocessor. These coprocessors reach a
middle ground between conventional coprocessors and array processors; they
provide standard software support like
the conventional coprocessors but move
up the performance curve toward array
processors. Memory-mapped coprocessors vary from conventional coprocessors
in one vital respect: Memory mapping attempts to deal with the bus bandwidth
bottleneck.
Sun, Apollo, and Masscomp all make
proprietary memory-mapped floatingpoint accelerators for workstations; in the
personal computer world, the Weitek
1167 is the only example of amemorymapped coprocessor.

real numbers and so require floatingpoint processing. Such processing is,
however, agood deal more complex than
integer math. The computer must keep
track of amantissa and an exponent for
every operand and perform scaling after
each arithmetic operation to reduce the
result to anormalized format.
Owing to silicon space limitations,
microprocessors, such as the 80386 and
the 68020, feature integer-only ALUs.
Floating-point operations are accomplished through software subroutines.
Each such operation is carried out by the
integer hardware as a lengthy series of
ALU steps (adds, subtracts, and shifts).
This type of software implementation
places asignificant drag on performance
in numerics- intensive tasks. Numerics
coprocessors provide dramatic gains in
speed by implementing floating-point
functions in specialized hardware. Coprocessors work in close conjunction
with the microprocessor.
Assuming, for example, that two single-precision numbers, A and B, stored in
two 80386 registers must be added and
the result C stored back in the 80386, the
following actions must be carried out:
The microprocessor must instruct the coprocessor to execute an addition, pass the
two operands, and then store the result
after the completed operation. Clearly,
the resulting system performance depends on two main factors: the raw speed

Bottlenecks Limit Performance
The vast majority of arithmetic calculations performed by any computer employ

Mauro Bonomi is aproduct manager at
Weitek. He can be reached at 1060 East
Argues, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

continued
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Graphic's Prodigious Need for FLOPS
O

ne of the most math-hungry applications is three-dimensional
graphics, used extensively in CAD,
computer animation, and a variety of
scientific problems. Generating even the
simplest image of a three-dimensional
solid, for example, can consume prodigious numbers of floating-point operations. Beginning from asimple geometrical description of an object, the
computer must derive amodel of the object's entire surface and its relationship
to the viewing screen, reflected light,
and perspectival attributes.
Consider the goblet in photo A. The
first step in rendering arealistic image is
to create a mathematical model of the
object. The goblet is defined in terms of
quadratic functions representing simple
geometric shapes: a sphere, cylinder,
and two hyperbolic surfaces, each truncated by one or more planes. For example, the quadratic function for the sphere
is X + Y2 + Z2 = K2.
The equations are next solved for various values of X and Y. The result is aset
of coordinate points, representing points
on the surface of the goblet. In aprocess
known as tessellation, each point is
treated as the vertex of atriangle. The
surface as a whole is represented by a
large number of adjacent triangles,
much like afaceted gem, that approximate the smoothly curving surface of an
actual goblet (see figure A). The greater
the number of surface points computed,
the higher the quality of the final picture. For this image, 12,000 points were
computed with atotal of about 120,000
floating-point calculations.
The generalized surface image must
next be rotated, translated, and scaled.
That is, it must be assigned an exact ori-

of the floating-point hardware and the efficiency of the interface between the
microprocessor and the numerics coprocessor. Even if the floating-point unit
(FPU) latency—the time required to generate aresult from two input operands—
could be reduced to 0, an inefficient interface protocol could limit system
performance.
Low- Latency Data Paths
The 80386/80387 combination illustrates
conventional coprocessor function. The
80387, connected to the system data bus,
monitors the same program instruction
stream as the microprocessor does. The
microprocessor is responsible for gener198
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Photo A: The goblet.

Figure A: The tessellated goblet.

ating all addresses for both code and data.
Operands and op codes are transmitted to
the coprocessor from memory via the
data bus. Whenever the microprocessor
detects acoprocessor instruction, it waits
until the coprocessor becomes idle, lets
the coprocessor begin the instruction,
and then moves on to the next instruction.
If the 80387 is still busy by the time the
80386 encounters another coprocessor
instruction, the microprocessor waits
until the coprocessor is done. This process is invisible to the programmer; it appears as though there is only a single
processor.
Despite this tight coupling and ease of
programming, the performance of con-

entation, position, and size. The coordinates of each triangle vertex are multiplied by a4-by-4transformation matrix.
Twenty-eight floating-point operations are needed to transform each point;
transforming the entire picture takes
330,000 calculations.
Once the image has been transformed, it must be determined which
points fall within the viewing space
(i.e., which points lie inside the picture
frame). Clipping, as this process is
called, involves six calculations per
point for atotal of 72,000 calculations.
Perspective transformation comes next.
The internal, three-dimensional model
of the goblet is projected onto the twodimensional coordinates of the computer screen. Screen coordinates must
be converted into integer values representing pixel locations. Roughly
130,000 operations are required.
A shading model must then be used to
compute the colors and intensities associated with each point on the screen.
Such models take into account the properties of both the surface of the object
and the light source. Light source calculations entail more than 360,000 operations for the vertex points projected onto
the screen. Shading for pixels not corresponding to vertices of the tessellated
image is derived via interpolation. Assuming the goblet takes up 30 percent of
the screen, interpolation requires close
to 300,000 calculations.
At this point, the information is complete and is ready to be displayed. All
told, the image has required approximately 1.5 million floating-point operations. Many more operations are required every time the image is rotated,
translated, or resealed.

ventional numerics coprocessors suffers
both from some inherent processing limitations and from interface bottlenecks. To
begin with, simple operations such as
adds and multiplies may require multiple
passes through the hardware. This is due
to limited silicon space for ALUs. Similarly, the number of on-chip registers is
often relatively small. But abigger problem is that both data and instructions are
sent to conventional coprocessors via a
data bus of limited bandwidth.
Memory- mapped coprocessors accelerate floating-point operations in two
ways: They use dedicated 64-bit floatingpoint multiplier and ALU data paths, and
they provide an interface that lets the co-

COPROCESSOR BOTTLENECKS

processor acquire data and instructions
by using both the address and the data bus
simultaneously.
For example, consider the simplified
block diagram of the Weitek 1167 memory-mapped coprocessor and its interface
to the Intel 80386 (figure 1). The multiplier and ALU data paths execute such
operations as single-precision adds, subtracts, and multiplies in a single pass
through the silicon. The 1167 multiplier
and ALU flow-through time is under 200
nanoseconds for asingle-precision operation. In contrast, conventional coprocessors usually require over 1.5 microseconds (7to 8times slower) to carry out the
same operation.
The coprocessor is connected to the
80386 via the control, data, and address
buses. Instructions (
op codes) are sent to
the coprocessor using the system address
bus, while data (
operands) are sent over
the data bus. As the address bus specifies
the instruction to be performed, the data
bus can pass a 32-bit operand simultaneously. This parallelism reduces bus
bottlenecks that otherwise significantly
limit system performance.
View of the System Address Bus
The microprocessor treats a memorymapped coprocessor as adistinct region
of physical memory. Data-moves to and
from this memory region select the coprocessor and specify both the floatingpoint op code, the location of the two
operands, and the destination of the computational result. At the same time, the
data on the data bus can provide any operand not already present in the coprocessor's registers.
Figure 2shows the Weitek coprocessor
view of the 80386 address bus. The coprocessor is mapped into the physical
memory area ranging from C0000000h
to COOOFFFFh. A given address in this
area selects the coprocessor, indicates the
instruction for the coprocessor to perform, and specifies the operand locations
(Sourcel and Source2/Destination). The
most significant 16 bits of the physical
address identify a coprocessor instruction. If the upper bits of the address are
not equal to C000h, the address does not
specify aWeitek command and is ignored
by the coprocessor. The next 6bits of the
address specify the coprocessor instruction to be executed. The least significant
10 address bits specify the registers that
will provide sources and destination for
the instruction.
Source2 and Destination always coincide. When Source 1is set to 0, the
Source 1data is provided by the system
data bus. Source2 and Destination, on the
other hand, always specify one of the remaining 31 32-bit registers ( 1to 31) of

the coprocessor register file. This means
that one of the two operands always resides in the coprocessor register file.

STORE, respectively. Finally, the least
significant 10 bits will be filled with the
operand addresses.
As all the above operations involve one
Generating Instructions
operand coming from the bus, Source I
Coprocessor instructions for the Weitek
will always be set to 0. Source2 can in1167 are specified via simple 80386
stead specify any of the remaining 31 regmemory moves. Assuming that the two
isters ( 1to 31) in the Weitek 1167 register
single-precision operands in the 80386
file. With the move to ADDR2, the 80386
registers EAX and EBX need to be added
passes a32-bit operand (
B) to the coproand the result is to be stored back in regiscessor on the data bus and specifies the
ter EAX, the following three memory
floating-point instruction that needs to be
move instructions will execute the
executed (
ADD). This is an example of the
operation:
parallelism provided by the memorymapped interface.
1) mov ADDR1, cox
;load content of
To hide the details of the memoryEAX (A) into the
mapped interface from the programmer,
Weitek 1167 regmemory-mapped coprocessors feature
ister file.
macros, one for each coprocessor in2) mov ADDR2, ebx
;load content of struction. Using Weitek 1167 macro noEBX (B) into Wei- tation, for example, the addition setek register file
quence above becomes
and add it to A.
3) mov EAX, ADDR3
; store result C 1) wfld wsl, EAX
;load EAX (A) into
back into 80386
Weitek register 1.
register EAX.
2) wfadd wsl, EBX
;add Weitek register 1 (A) to EBX
Addresses ADDR1, ADDR2, and ADDR3 are
(B).
derived by filling the address fields,
3) wfst EAX, wsl
;store result from
shown in figure 2, with the proper values.
Weitek register 1to
The most significant 16 bits of all the adEAX.
dresses are set to C000h in order to select
the coprocessor. The next 6bits are filled
The instruction stream assumes that regwith the op code for LOAD, ADD, and
continued
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the 80386/Weitek 1167 interface.
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Figure 2: The Weitek 1167 view of the 80386 address bus.
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ister 1has been used to accumulate the
result inside the coprocessor.

Photo 1: The beach ball.

Large Register Sets
Memory- mapped coprocessors commonly offer large internal register sets
that can be used to store constants and to
accumulate partial results. The accumulation of partial results in internal registers lets the coprocessor minimize the
number of loads and stores between the
microprocessor and the FPU.
When performing athree-dimensional
graphics transformation, for example, requiring the multiplication of alarge number of vectors of four elements each by a
4-by-4 transformation matrix, the programmer can store all 16 matrix coefficients in the coprocessor register file and
then use them to transform all the vectors.
C programmers can define all variables processed by the coprocessor as
temporary variables. The compiler will

Listing 1: The C code to generate the beach ball. (Code written by Bruce
Holloway of Weitek.)
#include < math.h>
#include < stdio.h>
#include < time.h>
clock t start, stop;
float pl;
int colors[]=(3,6,10,13,6,3,10,13,6,3,13,1
0),d[]=(640,350,l),i,k,
palette[]=(000,818,081,011,020,002,022
,077,848,004,044,060,006,066,007,0771,
x,y,x min,x max,y min,y max;
unsigned short random;
main()
continued

then allocate such variables to coprocessor internal registers, thus holding the
number of store and load operations between microprocessor and coprocessor to
aminimum.
To appreciate the performance differences between conventional and memory-mapped coprocessors, see " The Intel
80387 vs. the Weitek 1167" by Tom
Thompson, on page 205.
Compiling: An Example
The beach ball picture shown in photo 1
was generated on a 20-MHz Compaq
Deskpro 386/20 with an EGA graphics
card. The C code for this simple graphics
example is presented in listing 1. The
program uses the Phong shading technique to compute the intensities and
colors of the surface of the ball. The idea
behind this technique is to compute normal (perpendicular) vectors to each point
on the surface using an interpolation
scheme and then apply the shading model
at each pixel displayed.
The program involves alarge number
of floating-point computations on singleprecision numbers, including the four
basic instructions (add, subtract, multiply, and divide), as well as special functions ( sine, cosine, and square root). The
C program was compiled with a
MetaWare High C compiler that supports
both the Weitek 1167 and the 80387 coprocessor. The compiler generates either
80387 or Weitek 1167 object code. Users
choose the desired coprocessor by setting
a special switch on the command line
when giving the compile command.
Running without a floating-point coprocessor, with the 80386 emulating
continued
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processors allow super high
speed transfer of data
demanded by new faster
computers and software.
•Optimum flexibility: Select
the right combination of serial
and parallel ports, and set any
of these ports as aperipheral
port or as acomputer port.
•Basic unit expandable to 24
ports by 4-port modules offered
in serial/parallel combinations.

Engineered
for speed,
flexibilit
and
expandabill

•Standard 512KB buffer
expandable to 41
2 megabytes,
/
to handle big print/plot jobs
and many small ones.
•Buffer memory dynamically
allocated to maximize buffer
utilization.
•Simultaneous data input and
output on all ports, so no
devices are kept waiting.
•Computer-to-computer
communication concurrent
with all other operations.
•Full duplex communication
allows file transfer capability
with many communications
software packages.
•Compatible with virtually all
computers, printers, plotters,
modems and other peripherals.
•Pop-up RAM resident PC
support software allows
peripheral selection via hot key.
•Super fast throughput allows
data to pass through with no
apparent processing delays.
•Many user-definable
parameters including separate
baud rates, flow control and
parity for each port.
•Internal serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial conversion.
•Cascading capability to
increase available number
of ports.
•Unlimited hotline tech
support.
•Designed and manufactured
in the U.S.A.

Bay Technical Associates, Inc., Data Communications Products Division
200 N. Second Si, Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 USA
Telex 910-333-1618 BAYTECH. Telephone 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
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float a,b,c,18,11,12,1n,lnl,n8,n1,n2,p,q,r=1 28,s,t,v[12][3];
int n;
/* Put EGA in hi -res graphics mode & initialize pallette. */
video int(8x18);
for ( T1=0;n<16;n++)
video_int(Ox1880,n+(palette[n]<<8));

LABTECHR
NOTEBOOK
Now
with Real Time
Data Reduction

LABTECH NOTEBOOK has been the
accepted standard for data acquisition
and control software for some time It is a
remarkable package that lets you perform
real-time data acquisition and process
control on your PC without programming.
Now, NOTEBOOK can also do real-time
analysis and data reduction, so you can
see meaningful data on the screen, and
adjust the experiment automatically
based on those calculations. For example, you can see the mean or standard
deviation cf asignal. calculate an FFT,
compare several signals, or use HR f1ters — all in real-time! We call this intelligent data acqu.sition and control.
And if you need to do post acquisition
analysis, you can replay your data back
through NOTEBOOK for further reduction, use LABTECH's FFT or Curve Fitting
programs, or you can call your favorite
analysis program. With our Real Time
Access option, you can move the data to
your favorite analysis software or a
custom-written program while it is being
collected.
For information on where to buy and a
list of interface hardware supported by
LABTECH NOTEBOOK, write Laboratory Technologies today or call
(617) 657-5400.
LABTECH NOTEBOOK is compatible with: ParOware• IBM PC. PT.
AT ci compatibles at dmost Ins•Jurnentation ' Mortices

Laboratory Technologies Corporation
400 Research Drive, WilmingIon, MA 01887
(617) 657-5400
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/* Print title & start timing. */
Iiifdef Intel
printf("\n\n\t\t
88387 Phong Shading Demonstration\n");
#else
printf("\n\n\t\t
Weitek 1167 Phong Shading
Demonstration\n");
#endif
printf("\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n \ n\n\n\n\n\n\n");
start=clock();
/* Pixel aspect ratio. */
a=1.3;
/* Screen center coordinates. *
b=.5*(d[8]-1);
c=.5*(d[1]-1);
/* Unit length light source vector. */
18=-1/sqrt(3.);
11=18;
12=-18;
/* Ratio of circumference to diameter of
pi=4*atan(1.);
/* A dozen vertices evenly spread over a
v[0][8]-0;
v[0][1]=8;
v[8][2]=1;
s=sqrt(5.);
for ( i=1;i<11;i++)
p=pi*i/5;

a circle. */
unit

sphere. */

v[i][0]=2*cos(P)/s;
v[i][1]=2*sin(p)/s;
v[i][2]=(1.-i%2*2)/s;
v[11][8]=0;
v[11][1]=8;
v[11][2]=-1;
/* Loop to Phong shade each pixel.
y_max=c+r;
y_min=2*c-y_max;
for ( y=y_min;y<=y_max;y++)
s=y-c;
nl=s/r;
1n1=11*nl;
s=r*r-s*s;

*

x_max=b+a*sqrt(s);
x_min=2*b-x_max;
for ( x=x min;x<=x_max;x++)
t=(x-b) la;
n8=t/r;
t=sqrt(s-t*t);
n2=t/r;
/* Compute dot product and clamp to positive value. */
ln=10*n8+1n1+12*n2;
if ( ln<0) ln=8;
/* cos(e.r)**27 */
t=ln*n2;
t+=t-12;
t*=t*t;
t*=t*t;
t*=t*t;
/* Nearest vertex to normal yields max dot product.
Get
its color. */
continued

IS just your basic
quantum leap.

Microsoft®
QuickBASIC 4.0 is
no longer your basic
BASIC. Now, because
of arevolutionary breakthrough, you can run, test,
debug, then continue running
your program and see the results.
Instantly. Which is why we call it
'instant programming:'
Other compilers make you wait while they
compile your program at an unimpressive
rate of 12,000 lines per minute. But Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.0 translates your program
into executable code at abreathtaking
150,000 lines per minute. You get all the speed
you can possibly use right when you need
it. While you're developing your program.
And for the first time in BASIC, you'll
find the most sophisticated debugging tools
around. Like the freedom to change arunning program on the fly. Without restarting.
And you also get instant syntax checking,
watch expressions, even runtime type
checking.

Besides all these
advances in the environment, Microsoft QuickBASIC
4.0 gives you asophisticated
collection of language extensions:
records, recursion, huge arrays and
true functions. There's even interlanguage
calling that lets you call subroutines from
other Microsoft languages.
And if you think all this means you might
have to give up phenomenal execution
speed, think again. Microsoft QuickBASIC
4.0 gives high performance executable code
that's the fastest anywhere.
About the only thing that isn't more
advanced in Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0 is
the price.
It's still just $99. And it's still backed with
a30-day money back guarantee. Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.0.
To make aquantum leap in your programming, you need aquantum leap in
your language.

Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0

For the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer, call (8001 541-1261. Dept. A44.
Microsoft is areinstered trademark of Microsoft Corporation- Offer valid in the SO United States only.
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for ( i-0,p=0;i<11;i++)
if ( p<(q=n0*v[i][8]+nl*v[i][1]+n2"v[i][2])) (

p—q;
k=colors[i];
/* Aggregate ambient, diffuse, & specular intensities
do dither. */
i-k-2.5+2.5*ln+t+(random=37*random+1)/65536.;
/* Clamp values outside range of three color levels to
black or white. */
if ( i<k-2) i=0; else if ( i>k) i=15;
draw_dot();

stop- clock();
reg_reset();
printf("\t\t\t\tTime = % 3.2f seconds",((double)(stopstart))/CLK TCK);
while ( clock()-itop<5*CLK_TCK);
/* Put EGA in 80- column mode. */
video_int(8x03);

Listing 2: Sample of compiler output for the 80387.
0214

d9 46 c8

8217
0219
821c
021e
8220

d8
d9
d8
de
d9

c8
46 c4
c8
e9
5e c4

0223

d9

46 c4

0226
8228
822b
022e
0231

d9
d8
d8
e8
a3

fa
4e
46

;
s=r*r-s*s;
fld
dword ptr - 56(bp]
fsqr
fld
dword ptr - 68[bp]
fsqr
fsub
fstp
dword ptr - 68[bp]
;
x max=b+a*sqrt(s);
fld
dword ptr - 60[bp]
fsgrt
fmul
fadd
call
mov

fc
f8

0054r

dword ptr - 4[bp]
dword ptr - 8[bp]
mwtrunc
IFONGBALL+84,ax

Listing 3: Sample of compiler output for the Weitek 1167.
;
0388
038c
8398
8394

s=r*r-s*s;
;
;
;
;

mov
mov
mov
mov

0398
839c
03a2
83a8

64:a2 0719
wload . S fr2,fr25
64:a2 081a
wmul . S fr2,fr2
64:a2 Ob7a
wmul . S fr26,fr26
64:a2 107a
wsub . S fr26,fr2
;
x max=b+a*sqrt(s);
64:a2 471a —
wcvtsd . S fr2,fr26
66:64:ff 36 8c18
push . S fr2
66:64:ff 36 Ocic
push . S fr3
e8 ---- e
call
sqrt

;
;
;

mov al,fs:[]
push fs:[]
push fs:[]

03ab
83af
83b3
03b7

64:a2
64:a2
64:a2
64:a2

;
;
;
;

mov
mov
mov
mov

83bb
83bf

64:a2 bcla
wfix . D fr2,fr2 ;
66:64:al 8c18 wstor . D fr2,eax ;

03c4
03c9

66:Of a4 c2
a3 0854r

45a1
45a8
889a
8098

wcvtsd
wcvtsd
wmul
wadd

10

.
.
.
.

S
S
D
D

fr4,fr13
fr6,fr12
fr2,fr6
fr2,fr4

shld
mov

80387 instructions, the program takes 8
minutes to complete. Adding a20-MHz
80387 reduces the execution time to alittle more than 28 seconds. Finally, the
Weitek memory-mapped coprocessor cuts
execution time by about 3times, down to
only 10 seconds. The 200 percent perfor204
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al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]

al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]
al,fs:[]

mov al,fs:[]
mov eax,fs:[]

edx,eax,16
OFONG1167+72,ax

mance improvement was achieved by simply recompiling the source code with no
hand-coded optimizations.
Samples of the compiler output for
both the 80387 and the Weitek 1167 are
provided in listings 2and 3. When compiled for the 80387, the code line

s = r*r — s*s is translated into the code
stream in listing 2.
The same equation is translated into
1167 memory moves by the compiler
when the Weitek coprocessor is selected.
The Weitek object code shown in listing 3
makes efficient use of coprocessor registers. The equation result s ( s=r*r—
s*s), for example, is not stored back into
the 80386 but is left in the coprocessor
register file and is then used by the instruction (x_max=b+a*sqrt(s)), thus
minimizing the data transfers between the
microprocessor and the coprocessor and
freeing up the system bus.
Programming for Performance
When writing high-level language code
for amemory-mapped coprocessor, some
simple techniques can lead to significant
performance improvements in the compiled code. First, variables used only in
specific subroutines can be defined as
local variables. The compiler then allocates such variables to coprocessor registers and will not store them back to main
memory at the end of each instruction.
In the case of the 1167, the assembly
language programmer has access to special instructions not otherwise available
to compiler users. The multiply-accumulate (wfmac) instruction is an example.
This instruction, useful in implementing
matrix multiplications, specifies the multiplication of the two input operands, followed by the addition to apreviously calculated partial result. A single memory
move can then specify two floating-point
instructions (multiply and add), further
decreasing the burden on the system bus.
Additional assembly-level instructions
that can improve the system performance
are block moves—that is, moves of blocks
of data to or from adjacent memory locations. A block move effectively encodes a
stream of floating-point instructions. It is
useful in loading and unloading the entire
contents of the coprocessor register file,
as well as in implementing vector adds
and multiplies.
Boiling Down
Accelerating floating-point performance
boils down to more than just clock rates
and the size of machine words. We need
the hardware assistance of dedicated
ALUs and multipliers. But equally important is the need for efficient ways to
move data and instructions between the
main processor and the math coprocessor.
Removing the coprocessor instruction
stream from the data bus— using the address bus to transmit op codes—leaves
more room for passing operands. This
strategy is one way to increase data bus
bandwidth and improve processor/coprocessor interaction.
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The Intel 80387 vs. The Weitek 1167
Tom Thompson
AS THE OTHER articles in this section
explain, the new generation 80386 floating-point hardware improves upon the
math coprocessors previously available.
To find out if they really deliver on their
collective promise to enhance floatingpoint performance, Iran several tests to
determine how the 80387 and Weitek
WTL 1167 stacked up.
The Compaq 386/20 lets you use this
new generation of math coprocessor.
While the 80387 is a single chip, the
Weitek 1167 is aset of three chips designed to work in parallel with the Intel
80386 and provide floating-point performance superior to the 80387. Compaq supplies this coprocessor on acleverly designed Weitek Coprocessor
Board that also has an 80387 socket.
This unique ability to use both coprocessors within the same computer gave
BYTE the opportunity to compare the
floating-point performances of both.
Compaq's Weitek Coprocessor Board
comes in akit costing $ 1999 that contains the coprocessor board, a special
interconnection board, a38-page installation guide, and atool for removing the
80387 from its socket. The board has a
PC-form factor with astandard PC-card
edge connector for mounting it in the
computer. The interconnection board
plugs into the 80387 socket on the Deskpro's motherboard and attaches to two
male connectors on the coprocessor
board, opposite the PC edge connector.
This second pair of connectors lets the
computer communicate with the 80387
when it's placed on the coprocessor
board. Because of the location of the
motherboard's 80387 socket, you must
install the Coprocessor Board in slot 2.
The installation guide uses photos and
detailed text to guide you step by step
through the board installation. However, the disassembly procedure used is
complex: You are required to remove the
Deskpro's entire motherboard just to remove the 80387 and install the interconnection board on its socket. Iused a
shortcut by removing the reinforcement
bracket, the RF shield, and the 32-bit
memory board in slot 1. This saved me a
lot of disassembly work and having to
run SETUP to reconfigure the system.
(My guess is that Compaq wants you to
go through the elaborate disassembly
process to avoid stressing the mother-

board when the interconnection board is
attached.)
When you have removed the 80387
from the computer, you then place it in
the 80387 socket on the coprocessor
board. Once the 80387 is in place, you
mount the coprocessor board by very
carefully sliding it (since you have three
connectors to mate instead of one) into
slot 2.
The Tests
Iran anumber of benchmarks (compiled
with MetaWare's High C version 1.4) to
test both the Weitek coprocessor and
80387's handling of floating-point operations, transcendental functions, and a
mix of the two. A compiler switch directed High C to generate either Weitek
coprocessor- or 80387-specific instructions. The transcendental run-time libraries are from Weitek and licensed to
MetaWare for use with its compiler. I
used Phar Lap's version 1.1t Linker and
DOS Extender to run the benchmarks in
the 80386 protected mode.
The Float and Calcpi benchmarks are
floating-point intensive. Calcpi computes the value of ir from aTaylor series
expansion. Although the arctangent is
used in Calcpi, it is used only once, so
that benchmark can safely be said to be
floating-point intensive. The Whetstone

and John Walker's Fbench benchmarks
are representative of amix of floatingpoint and transcendental functions. The
Whetstone has few transcendental function calls, while the ray-tracing algorithms in Fbench make heavy use of
them. Finally, Dr. Dobbs' Savage
benchmark uses only transcendental
functions.
The results are shown in table 1. As
you can see, the Weitek coprocessor easily outperforms the 80387 in floatingpoint operations. However, only amodest gain in performance is seen with the
transcendental functions, notably with
the Savage benchmark. This is because
the WTL 1167 supports these functions
as run-time libraries, not in silicon. The
mixed-instruction benchmarks (Fbench
and Whetstone) are probably more representative of real-world applications.
Since the benchmark programs are
coded in C, all floating-point values are
processed as double-precision. You can
obtain better performance using singleprecision values. •
Tom Thompson is a BYTE technical
editor with aBSEE degree from Memphis State University. He can be contacted at BYTE, One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, or
on BIX as "tom_thompson."

Table 1: The Weitek Coprocessor Board ran 7percent to 68 percent faster
than the 80387 processing double-precision numbers in our benchmarks.
Weltek 1167
Fbench
Float
Savage
Calcpi
Looptime
Benchtime
KiloFLOPs per sec.
Whetstone
Execution time
Whets per sec.

Intel 80387

% Improvement

3.35
0.35
2.63

4.01
1.03
284

66

0.14
0.99
590.99

1.37
3.11
287.40

68

0.35
2906469

0.57
1759199

16
7

38

ACompaq 386/20 with 20-MHz 80386/80387 was used with Compaq's
Weitek Coprocessor Board. One thousand iterations were run for the Fbench test,
and 125,000 iterations were executed for Calcpi. All times are in seconds.
"Improvement" indicates the improvement in execution speed compared to
the 80387.
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Who can explain the mysteries of
nature? Such as why lightning always
seems to blackout the power and your
PC, just as you're putting the finishing
keystrokes on an 87-page report?
That's where Deja View' flashback software comes in.
Deja View runs on your IBM PC,
PS/2 or compatible, automatically
protecting your work in progress from
power failures and surges. Accidentally
pulled plugs. Frozen keyboards. System
crashes. Unintentional reboots. Inadvertently deleted information on your
screen. And athousand other potential disasters.
Even after your PC goes down,
Deja View will flash you right back to
where you were before the problem.
And you can continue as if the mishap
never occurred.
Deja View is anon-copy-protected,
memory-resident utility that runs
along with your application program.
It automatically copies all of your PC's
RAM and video memory onto your hard
disk, saving your work in progress.
You decide the frequency of the AutoSave function, by number of keystrokes
or specified time intervals. Or use
the SaveNow key as needed.
Deja View also lets you flip back
and forth between two different
applications by depressing just three
keys. You don't need to save work files,
exit one application, and then load the
new application and work files.
Now there's no need to buy an
expensive battery back-up system.
With aprice of only $95, can you really
afford to be without Deja View?
So call Meridian Technology
today, or see your local dealer. And if
disaster should strike, you'll know your
work in progress is safe. And you'll be
glad you've experienced Deja View.

You're about
to experience
DejaView.
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Deja View and Use it or lose it are trademarks of Meridian
Technology. loc. Other products are trademarks of th,.i r
manufacturers.
e

DE-WIEW

NMI

Use it or lose it['

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY INC IIIIIII
Corporate Park. Suite lu()
Irvine, CA 92714. ( 714)261-1199
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Programming
the 80387 Coprocessor
A look at the differences between this FPU and its older cousins

Prakash Chandra
THE 80387 CHIP is amath coprocessor
for the 32-bit 80386 microprocessor. The
80387—actually called aNumerics Processor Extension (NPX) by its maker,
Intel Corp.— implements the IEEE 7541985 Standard for Binary Floating- Point
Arithmetic and provides numerics capabilities that include support for floatingpoint, extended- integer, and binarycoded-decimal (BCD) data types. The
68-pin 80387 operates independently of
the real, protected, and virtual- 8086
modes of the 80386.
While maintaining upward object-code
compatibility with the 8087 and the
80287, the 80387 contains a variety of
new instructions, including instructions
to compute sine and cosine functions, and
it extends the capabilities of many existing instructions. Object-code compatibility ensures that any program running on
the 8087 or the 80287 will run on the
80387 without recompilation.
Let's look at the key differences between the 80387 and the earlier 8087/
80287 floating-point units (FPUs). For a
description of the performance characteristics of the 80387, see the text box
"80387 Performance" on page 212.
Architectural Overview
The 80287 was designed before the final
IEEE-754 standard was approved. The
80387, on the other hand, fully conforms
to the standard, including automatic normalization of denormal operands, support of only the affine interpretation of
infinity (the 80287 supports both affine
and projective interpretations), and IEEE
754-compatible unordered and partial

remainder instructions.
The programmer of an 80386/80387
computer system can view the 80387 as a
means to add extra registers, new data
types, and trigonometric, exponential,
and arithmetic instructions to those of the
80386.
•Register set: As figure 1 shows, an
80387 contains aset of eight 80-bit general-purpose registers that are individually addressable, plus three 16-bit registers and two 48-bit registers. The generalpurpose registers are organized in the
form of a stack. The top of the stack is
designated by the TOP field of the 80387
status- word register (described later).
Numeric instructions address the eight
general-purpose registers relative to the
top of the stack. In the rest of this article,
I'll use ST to indicate the top of the stack
and ST(i) (with i= 0, . ., 7) to represent
the ith register from the top of the stack.
The three 16-bit registers in the 80387
are known as status-word, control- word,
and tag-word registers. The overall state
of the 80387 is stored in the status word.
The control-word register is used to control processing options in the 80387. The
tag word indicates the contents of each
register in the general-purpose register
stack.
The function of the tag word is to optimize the 80387's performance and stack
handling by making it possible to distinguish between empty and nonempty register locations. It also allows programmers of exception handlers to check the
contents of a stack location without the
need to perform complex decoding of actual data.

The 48-bit instruction and data-pointer
registers provide for user-written exception handlers. These registers, which are
actually located in the 80386, can be referenced only by a subset of 80387 instructions and are used by the 80386 to
save the instruction address, the operand
address (if any), and the instruction op
code whenever the 80386 decodes an
80387 instruction.
•Data types: As figure 2 shows, the
80387 supports seven data types in three
different formats—binary integer, BCD
integer, and binary real. Internally, all
numbers are stored in the extended-precision real format.
•Special numeric values: A real number
in the 80387 has three parts— sign, significand, and exponent. The 1-bit sign indicates whether the number is positive or
negative. The number's significant digits
are held in the significand field. The exponent field determines the location of
the " decimal" point within the significant digits.
The data format of the 80387 also permits representation of special numeric
values. A significand of 00.. . 00B
(B = binary) and a biased exponent of
00...00B represent the value 0. A 0
can be positive or negative. Infinity is
another special numeric value, represented by a significand of 1.00.. . 00B
and abiased exponent of 11. . . 11B. The
continued

Prakash Chandra is a technical marketing engineer at Intel Corp. He can be
reached at 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa
Clara, CA 95051.
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Tag
field

80387 Data registers

79 78
RO

Sign

80387 allows both positive and negative
infinities. A third special case represents
denormal numeric values that occur in
computations involving extremely small
numbers. Use of denormal values allows
the gradual loss of precision in computations on small numbers.
The class of real numbers represented
by an exponent of 11. . . 11B and asignificand of anything except 1.00...00B is
termed aNaN (not anumber). The 80387
uses two classes of NaNs—signaling
NaNs (SNaNs) and quiet NaNs (QNaNs).
The 80287, on the other hand, employs
only one type of NaN—the equivalent of
QNaN in the 80387.
A signaling NaN has a0 in the most
significant bit of its significand. Although the 80387 never generates asignaling NaN itself, it recognizes signaling
NaN operands and causes an invalid-operation exception whenever an arithmetic
operation is performed on a signaling
NaN operand.
For example, acompiler could use the
signaling NaN to detect the use of avariable in aprogram before the variable has
been initialized. This can be done by initializing all variables declared in aprogram to be asignaling NaN. If avariable

64 63

0

0

Sigmficand

Exponent

R
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
15

0

o

47

Control register

Instruction pointer

Status register

Data pointer

Tag word

Figure 1: The register model of the 80387.

Data
formats

Range

Precision

Word integer

10 4

16 bits

Short integer

10 2

32 bits

Long integer

10" ,

64 bits

Packed BCD

10 .8

Most significant byte
c,I 7
c) I7

7

10 ,

Double
precision

10 *

Extended
orecision

10

24 bits

308

53 bits

0

4932

64 bits

i7

0

17

0

17

0

I7

Highest addressed byte
0 i7
0
7
0 1

complement)

31

0

complement)

(Two's
63
S

o

X Id17 , dig

1 dig

0

S Biased exponent I Significand
31

23

S

Biased exponent

S
79

0
Significand
52

Biased exponent

0
•
i

Significand

64 63 -

(1) S = Sign bit (0 = positive, 1 = negative)
(2) d„ = Decimal digit (two per type)
(3) X = Bits have no significance; 80387 ignores when loading, zeros when storing
(4) à = Position of implicit binary point
(5)1 = Integer bit of significand; stored in temporary real, implicit in single and double precision
(6) Exponent bias (normalized values): single: 127 (7FH); double: 1023 (3FFH); extended real: 16383 (3FFFH)
(7) Packed BCD: ( - 1).
(8) Real: ( - 1) (2E -B.3)(
F0FI. . . )

(
D,,.. • Do)

Figure 2: The data types supported by the 80387.
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complement)

, du, dig , di2 , dii, dig, dg , de , d7 , do , do, d4 , d3 , d2 , di , do

72

63
±:

0

(Two's

18 digits

38

i7

(Two's
15

79

Single
precision

0

0
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is used in an arithmetic operation before
it has been initialized, it will cause the
operation to be performed on asignaling
NaN. If the invalid operation exception
were unmasked, an exception would
occur to identify the offending variable.
A quiet NaN in the 80387, which contains a 1in the most significant bit of its
significand, behaves the same way as a
NaN in the 80287.

and is aNaN, the condition bits of the status word are set to unordered.
FUCOMP and FUCOMPP behave like
FUCOM and also pop the stack once and
twice, respectively.
•IEEE 754-compatible remainder instruction: The IEEE 754-compatible
partial- remainder instruction in the
80387, FPREM1, computes the remainder
of the division of ST by ST(1). The result
is stored in ST. The instruction finds aremainder rand aquotient qsuch that

The 80387 provides
the system designer
with significant
enhancements in
features and speed
over the 80287.

New Instructions in the 80387
The 80387 contains seven new instrucr = ST - ST(1) x q,
tions not in the 80287. Of these, three are
word is set, indicating incomplete calcutranscendental instructions, three are unlation. The contents of ST in this case
where qis the integer nearest to the exact
ordered compare instructions, and one is
contain only the partial remainder.
value of ST/ST(1). FPREM1 always proan IEEE-754 partial-remainder instrucFPREM1 can reduce the exponent of ST by
duces exact results, and therefore the
tion. Table 1summarizes these new inup to (but not including) 64 in one execu80387's rounding control mode has no
structions. The text box " Processor Inition. If the reduction is complete, the C2
effect on the result.
tialization and Control" on page 210
bit of the status bit is set to 0, and C3, Cl,
If the FPREM1 instruction is used on
explains another key difference between
and CO contain the least-three significant
operands that differ greatly in magnitude,
the 80387 and 80287.
bits of the quotient generated. The
it can consume large amounts of time and
•Trigonometric instructions: The trigoFPREM1 instruction differs from the
will also increase the computer's internometric functions accept a practically
8087/287 instruction FPREM in two ways:
rupt latency, since the 80387 can be inunrestricted range of operands. The interrupted only between instructions. The
struction FCOS computes the cosine of the
1. Remainder rproduced by the instrucinstruction, therefore, may terminate becontents of ST and replaces it with
tion FPREM is in the range 0
r <
fore the calculation has been completed.
COS( ST) . The value contained in ST must
continued
If this happens, the C2 bit of the status
be in radians, and its absolute value must
be less than 263 .If the operand is within
this range, the C2 bit (the eleventh bit) of
Table 1: The new instructions added to the 80387 instruction set.
the status word is cleared. The C2 bit is
set to 1if the operand of FCOS is outside
Function
Instruction
the range and ST remains unchanged.
The instructions FPREM and FPREM1 can
Cosine
FCOS
be used to reduce the operand to aspeciSine
FSIN
fied range.
Sine and cosine
FSINCOS
The FSIN instruction works the same
Unordered compare real
FUCOM
Unordered compare real and pop
FUCOMP
way as the FCOS instruction. It replaces
Unordered compare real and pop (twice)
FUCOMPP
the contents of ST, which must be exIEEE Standard partial remainder
FPREM1
pressed in radians, with SIN(ST) . The
operand range restriction for FCOS also
applies for FSIN. The FSINCOS instruction computes both the sine and the coTable 2: The values of the condition code bits in the 80387 status word for
sine of the contents of ST. First, the convarious conditions.
tents of ST are replaced by SIN ( ST) , and
80386
then COS(ST) is pushed onto the stack.
Order
C3 ( ZF)
C2 ( PF)
CO ( CF)
Conditional
The operand range requirements for FCOS
(Bit 15) ( Bit 11) ( Bit 9)
branch
apply to FSINCOS, too.
• Unordered compare instructions: In
JA
O
ST > operand
addition to all the compare, test, and exJB
O
ST< operand
amine operations of the 80287, the 80387
JE
ST=operand
offers three new instructions—FUCOM,
JP
Unordered
FUCOMP, and FUCOMPP—to perform unordered comparisons. The FUCOM instruction operates like the FCOM (compare
real) instruction in that it compares the
Table 3: The operand ranges for the 80387 compared to the 80287.
value on the top of the stack to the source
operand, where the source operand can
80387
80287
be in aregister or on the stack, or asininstruction
Function
Operand range
Operand range
gle- or double- real memory operand.
This instruction will not, however, genIST(0)1 < r/4
FPTAN
Partial tangent
ST(0)1 < 263
erate an invalid-operation exception if
IST(0)i< IST(1)1
Unrestricted
Arctangent
FPATAN
one of the operands is a NaN. Table 2
- 1 < ST(0)< 1
O<ST(0)<0.5
F2xM1
2' - 1
shows the values of the condition code
Undefined in 0< IST(1)1< 1
Unrestricted
FSCALE
Scale
bits in the status word (bits 9, 10, 11, and
15) for various situations. If either operMARCH 1988 • BYTE
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I
ST(1)I, or — I
ST(1)1 < r 0, depending on the sign of the dividend. FPREM1,
on the other hand, produces aremainder
rsuch that — IST(1)I/2 < r<IST(1)I/2.
2. The low-order three bits of the quotient
as reported in the status word bits C3,
Cl, and CO may differ by 1in some cases
because FPREM1 and FPREM choose the
value of quotients differently.
Extended Operand Range
The 80387 has extended the operand
ranges of four instructions: FPTAN,
FPATAN, F2XMl, and FSCALE. Table 3
compares the operand ranges for the
80387 with those for the 80287.
The allowed operand range for the
FPTAN (partial tangent) instruction in the
80387, which computes the function y =
TAN(ST) (ST is in radians), is I
ST(0) I<
2. The corresponding range for the
80287 is ST(0)1 < 7114. The FPTAN instruction reduces the operand internally
using an internal r/4 constant, which is
more accurate than the value obtained
using aconstant instruction like FLDPI.
The F2XM1 instruction in the 80387
computes the function y = 2' — 1, — 1
I. This represents an increase in the
x
range from 0 x 0.5 in the 80287.
Instructions FPATAN (
arctangent) and
FSCALE in the 80387 have unrestricted
operand ranges. The arctangent instruction FPATAN computes the function O =
ARCTAN(y/x), where x and y indicate
the contents of ST(0) and ST(1), respectively. Although the range of the operands is unrestricted, the range of the result depends on the relationships between
the operands, as shown in table 4.
FSCALE, which scales the top of the
stack by the power of 2 given in ST(1),
has no restriction on the range of value in
ST(1) as the 80287 did. If 0 < ST(1)1 <
1, the scaling factor is taken to be 0in the
80387. This contrasts with the 80287,
which produces an undefined result.
Rounding Control
Constants 0, 1, ir, log,10, loge, log, 02,
and In 2 can be loaded onto the 80387
stack using FLDZ, FLD1, FLDPI, FLDL2T,
FLDL2E, FLDLG2, and FLDLN2 instructions, respectively. These constants have
full extended-real precision (64 bits) and
are accurate to approximately 19 decimal
digits. The 80387 allows rounding of
these internal constants according to the
rounding control (RC) bits (bits 11 and
12) of the control word. If the RC bit is
set to the Nearest rounding mode, the
80387 produces the same constant as produced by the 80287.
Denormal Operations
The 80387 allows the use of denormal
operands with FBSTP (
packed decimal
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Processor Initialization
and Control
Dsystem, system software must rec-

uring initialization of an 80386

ognize the presence or absence of an
FPU and set flags in the 80386 machine
status word to reflect the state of the numeric environment. If an 80387 is present, it must also be initialized.
Recognizing the 80387
Listing A shows aroutine to determine
the presence of a coprocessor (8087,
80287, or 80387). The algorithm first
tries to determine if a coprocessor is
present by examining the status and control words. An affirmative test confirms

the presence of acoprocessor. To test
for the presence of an 80387, both positive and negative infinities are generated
and their values compared. Since the
80387 differentiates between positive
and negative infinities, this comparison
indicates that the two infinities are different. The 80287, however, does not
differentiate between the two infinities.
This program sets the word at
SS: FFFEH to 0if no FPU is present, to 1
¡fan 8087 or 80287 is present, and to 2if
an 80387 is present. Once this test has
been performed and the word at
SS: FFFEH appropriately set, aprogram

Listing A: A routine to check for the presence of amath coprocessor.
dgroup
cgroup

group
group

data
code

code
segment
public ' code'
assume
cs:cgroup,ds:dgroup
;Look for an 8087, 80287, or 80387 NPX.
;Note that we cannot execute WAIT on 8086/88

if no 8087

is

present.
;Set word at SS:FFFEH to 0 for no NPX, 1 for 8087 or 80287,

2

for 80387
test npx:
fninit
mov si,efffeh

; Init NPX, must use non- wait form!
; Set offset of status variable
SS:FFFEH can be accessed at any time
sub si,bp
; [ BP+SI] points at SS:FFFEH
X0r dx,dx
; Clear NPX status flag
MOV word ptr [ bp+si ],5A5AH ; Initialize temp to non- zero
value
fnstsw ( bp+si]
; Must use non- wait form of fstsw
It is not necessary to use a WAIT
instruction
fnstsw or fnstcw.
Do not use one
here.
; See if correct status with zeroes was
read

after
cmp [ bp+si],d1
inc

set_flags

Now see

if ones

fistcw [ bp+si]

; Jump if not a valid status word,
meaning no NPX
can be correctly written from the control
word.
; Look at

the control word do not use
WAIT form
Do not use a WAIT instruction here!

BCD store and pop), FDIV (
divide real),
FIST (integer store), FISTP (integer store
and pop), FPREM (
partial remainder), and
FSQRT (square root) instructions. This
differs from the 80287, which raises an

invalid-operation exception when denormal operands are passed to these
instructions.
Exceptions occur whenever the 80387
receives an invalid operand or produces a

80387 COPROCESSOR

tion has occurred and invokes auser-supplied exception handler. This is the case
when the exception is unmasked—that is,
the mask bit in the control word is set
to O.

after a FINIT or FNINIT instruction.
The two states have these differences:

needs to just examine the value at
SS:FFFEH to determine which FPU is
present. This can also be used to execute
different code, depending on whether an
80287 or an 80387 is present.

I. The mask bit for the invalid-operation
exception is reset.
2. The invalid-operation exception flag
of the status word is reset.
3. The exception-summary bit of the status word is set.

80387 Initialization
There is adifference in FPU initialization between the 80287 and the 80387.
Either the FINIT or FNINIT instruction
initializes the 80387 to astate compatible with the state of the 80287 after
FINIT or ahardware RESET. A hardware
RESET of the 80387, however, leaves it
in astate that is not the same as its state

mov
and
cmp
jne

These settings cause the FPU to assert
the ERROR# output to indicate that an
80387 is present. It is, therefore, necessary to execute an FNINIT instruction
after ahardware reset of the 80387.

ax,[bp+si] ; See if ones can be written by NPX
ax,103fh ; See if selected parts of control word
look OK
ax,3fh
; Check that ones and zeroes were
correctly read
set_flags

;Some numerics chip

;

if no npx is

installed

NPX instructions and WAIT
are now safe.
;See if the NPX is an 8887/287 or 80387.
;This code is necessary if a denormal exception handler is
used or the
;new 80387

is

Jump

installed.

instructions will be used.

inc dx
fldl
fldz
fdiv

;
;
;
;

;
fld st
fchs
;
fcompp

Indicate 87/287 by default status=1
Must use default control word from FNINIT
Form infinity
8087/287 says + inf = - inf
Form negative infinity
88387 says + inf <> - inf
; See if they are the same and remove
them

fstsw [ bp+si) ; Look at status from FCOMPP
mov ax,[bp+sil
sahf
; See if the infinities matched
je
set_flags ; Jump if 8887/287 is present
;An 80387

is present.

If denormal exceptions are used for an

808 7 /287,
The 80387 will automatically normalize
denormal
faster than an exception handler can.

;they must be masked.
;operands
inc

dx

;

Set

status variable to 2

set flags:
mov [ bp+si],dx

result that cannot be represented. When
an exception occurs, the 80387 does one
of the following:
1. Handles the exception itself by invok-

ing the default exception handler. This
happens when the exception is masked
(i.e., the corresponding mask bit in the
control word is set to 1).
2. Signals the host ( 80386) that an excep-

Types of Exceptions
The 80387 recognizes six types of exceptions: ( 1) invalid operation; (2) divideby-zero; (3) denormal operand; (4) numeric overflow; (5) numeric underflow;
and (6) inexact result. These six types are
described in detail below.
•Invalid operation: An invalid-operation
exception occurs in two situations: An
arithmetic instruction encounters an invalid operand, or astack operation results
in astack overflow or underflow. As described earlier, the 80387 recognizes two
kinds of NaNs—signaling and quiet. An
invalid-operation exception is usually
raised only upon encountering a signaling NaN. The instructions FCOM, FIST,
and FBSTP, however, flag an invalidoperation exception on quiet NaNs. The
80287, on the other hand, signals an invalid-operation exception upon encountering any kind of NaN, since it does not
differentiate between two NaNs.
While the 80287 defines and supports
special handling for pseudozero, pseudoNaN, pseudoinfinity, and unnormal formats, the 80387 neither generates nor
supports these formats and raises an
invalid- operation exception whenever
it encounters them in an arithmetic
operation.
•Divide-by-zero: A zero-divide exception is reported whenever an attempt is
made to divide afinite number by 0. This
can happen in instructions like FDIV,
FDIVP, FIDIV, FDIVR, FDIVRP, and
FIDIVR that do explicit divides or in instructions that do divides internally, such
as FYL2X (yXloge) or FXTRACT (extract
exponent and significand). If the zero-divide exception is masked, the 80387 responds by returning infinity signed with
the exclusive-OR of the signs of the operands in the case of divide ( FDIV, etc.) and
FYL2X instructions. For FXTRACT, ST(1)
is set to negative infinity and ST is set to 0
with the same sign as the original operand. In the event of an unmasked divideby-zero exception, the operands remain
unchanged.
•Denormal operand: The 80387 reports
adenormal-operand exception whenever
an attempt is made to operate an arithmetic instruction on adenormal operand.
The masked response for the instruction
is to set the DE-bit (bit 2) of the status
word and to then proceed with the
instruction.
The 80387 does not raise an invalidoperation exception when it encounters a
continued
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The fastest IBMTm A TIM Compatible

80387 Performance

TURBO

SYSTEM

SUPERCHARGED SPEED

12MHz
286 CPU

10 MHz option available

T

he 80387 provides a considerable
speed improvement over its predecessor, the 80287. This has been accomplished by using a higher clock speed,
an optimized core that takes fewer
clocks per instruction than the 80287,
and new transcendental instructions.
Benchmark results on asystem using a
20- MHz 80386 and 80387 show that the
Double- Precision Whetstone Performance Index for the 80387 is 1.8 megaWhetstones. Whetstone is ameasure of
the number of floating-point computations that can be computed by the processor per unit time.
Using an 80387 in aCompaq Deskpro
386/20 Model 30 reduces the time to remove hidden lines from asample draw-

ing of the space shuttle using the AutoCAD version 2.62 HIDE command by a
factor of 2.6 over the 80287 used in a
Compaq Deskpro 286 Model 40.
(Source: Compaq Deskpro 386/20 Personal Computer Features/Specifications).
For results of performance tests
performed at BYTE on the 80387, see
table 1 in " The Intel 80387 vs. the
Weitek 1167" by Tom Thompson on
page 205.
Compilers available for the 80386
from Green Hills, MetaWare, Silicon
Valley Software, Language Processors,
and Austec provide a switch for the
80387 that allows the compiler to generate in- line 80387 instructions.

lawlmemiml - I

=

Table 4: The result range of operands depends on the relationship between
the operands.

JW -9•11 L
./Z.

Sign(y)

Features:
•Intel 80286-10 microprocessor
.6/12 MHz switchable clock speed
•Expandable to 1MB on board
•Chips & Technology VLSI chipset
•CMOS memory to maintain system configuration
•Legal BIOS
•Clock/calendar with battery backup
•8I/O slots - 6w/62 & 36-pin card-edge connectors
-2w/onty 62-pin card-edge connectors
•200W power supply (220V- 110V)
•XT size case w/keylock protection, reset switch, and
LEDs for turbo, hard drive, and power on/off
•Enhanced keyboard w/separate cursor, keypad.
and cross top function keys
•20% smaller than IBM's AP. system
•Operation manual
•Assembled and tested

FCC Class B
Approved!

Sign(x)

y < xi?

Final result

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

0<atan(y/x)< w/4
x/4 < atan(y/x)< 712
r/2<atan(y/x)< 3 x r/4
3 x r/4<atan(y/x)< 7r
—714<atan(y/x)< 0
—r12<atan(y/x) < — 7r/4
-3 x w/4 < atan(y/x)< - Ir/2
—
atan(y/x)< - 3 x 7r14

Table 5: The rounding modes of the 80387.
Rounding
mode

Sign of
true result

To nearest

Result
+ Co
— CO

Dealers and distributors
welcomed

Toward - co

Immediate delivery available

Toward + 02

Largest finite positive number
-cc,
+co

Largest finite negative number

Full one year warranty
Toward 0
Please call for more information on
FCC approved add-on cards and
AT compatible components!!

Largest finite positive number
Largest finite negative number

800-322-4556 MAIL ORDER HOT LINE

Taiwan High Quality!
Manufacture Direct

Increase your
profit margin!

Low Price!

May Computers Corp.
(Manufacture Direct)
8210 Katella Ave, #D, Stanton, CA 90680

(714) 897-2037 ( 10 Lines)
Telex: 3720112 MAY/FAX ( 714) 897-9173
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denormal operand in FSQRT, FDIV, or
FPREM, or upon conversion to BCD or to
integer. The operation proceeds by first
normalizing the value. The 80287 will
raise an invalid operation in such cases.
Furthermore, the 80387, in contrast with
the 80287, reports adenormal exception
if a denormal operand is found in transcendental instructions and in FXTRACT.

•Numeric overflow and underflow: Numeric overflow and underflow exceptions occur when the exponent of a numeric result is too large or too small,
respectively, to be represented in the destination format.
The masked response to the numeric
overflow exception depends on the
continued
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4For TV GAME
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CHUNG YU ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
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rounding mode. Table 5shows the results
of the computation for various rounding
modes. The masked response in the case
of rounding mode set to chop (i.e., toward 0) is to produce the most positive or
the most negative number. The 80287
will not report an overflow exception in a
similar situation. It will, in fact, signal
overflow only when the rounding control
mode is not set to round to O.
If the overflow exception is not masked
in the 80387, it raises the precision exception ( inexact result). When the result
is stored on the stack, the significand is
rounded according to the precision control (PC) bits (bits 9and 10) of the control
word, or according to the op code. In the
80287, on the other hand, the precision
exception is not reported, nor is the significand rounded.
The underflow exception is flagged by
the 80387 if the true result is so small that
it cannot be represented in the destination
format. When the underflow exception is
masked, it is signaled when there is aloss
of accuracy in the result. The 80287 will
report the underflow exception on underflow if rounding is toward 0, regardless of
loss of accuracy.
If the underflow exception is unmasked and the result is to be stored on
the stack, the significand is rounded according to the precision control bit of the
control word in the 80387. The 80287
does not round the significand on the
stack.
•Inexact result: If an operation produces
aresult that cannot be represented exactly
in the destination format, the inexact-result exception is reported. The inexact exception is also raised in the event of an
underflow exception with a loss of
accuracy.
The 80387 does not give precedence to
the denormalized exception, whether it is
masked or not. In the 80287, the unmasked denormal exception takes precedence over all other exceptions.
Programming Examples
Listing 1 shows an example of 80387
code to compute y=e'. Note that e' =
2"'°ge. The program first checks to find
out whether an 80387 or an 80287 is
present. This is done by examining the
value stored at SS: FFFEH. If an 80387 is
present, the code takes advantage of the
fact that the instruction F2XM1 accepts
operands in the range - 1 < = z< = 1.
First, the largest integer X that satisfies
the condition zxlog 2e = x + yis found.
Note that all values of y satisfying the
above condition must lie in the range
-1< = y< = 1. The expression 2'"°ge is
computed by computing the expression
2' x [(2' - 1) + 1]. Slightly different code
is used to compute e if an 80287 is pre-
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Listing

code sample illustrating the use of 80387 instructions.

1: A

; compute ez, assume Z is in ST
FLD1
CMP SS:BYTE PTR OFFFEH,1 ; 80287

or

80387?

JE USE 287
; 803E7
FLDL2E ;
FMUL ST,

found
load log2e
ST(2) ; ST = Z *

FST ST(2)
FPREM ; reduce ST between

log2e

-1

and

1 F2XM1

FADD
FSCALE
FSTP

ST(1)

%

RET
USE 287: ;
FCHS
FLDL2E
FMUL ST,

8028 7

Our Persona1488- IEEE
i for PG/AT/386 &

ST(2)

FST ST(2)

nte rfacesese
PS/2.s
are packed wit hth

FTST
JB NEG VAL
FPREM —
FSCALE ; postitive value

easy-to-use features:

F2XM1
FSUBR
FMUL ST,

•DOS device dri‘-er loads at power-on
•Hewlett-Packard style coneands

ST(0)

FSCALE
FSTP ST(1)
RET
NEG VAL:

;

negative

•Autoniatic error indication
•BASIC ON SO GOStal capabilitY
er
•DMA transfers over 300K bytes/s

value

FPREM

•up to four lee, boards/confut
•
cornpatible software

FCHS
FSCALE
F2XM1

•Serial/Pallel/lee port redirection
C-7210
ra
s
•DMA and interrupt channel sharing

FSUB ST,ST(1)
FMUL ST,ST(0)
FDIV

•Cornpatible with popular language
(no etras to Quick
buy), including
BASICA,
BASIC Cornpiled
B ASIC ,

FCHS
FSCALE
FSTP

(GPI S)

found

ST(1)

RET

OWBASIC, ,
BASIC, Turbo BASIC. True soft

C,

TIElASIC, Turbo
Micro
Microsoft
C, Aztec
G Pascal,
Listing 2: Sample code illustrating the use of built-in transcendental
functions.
; compute ARCSIN(Z),
FST ST(1) ;
FMUL ST,

assume

ST(8) ;

AutoCAP. and nee rnore.

rnoney-back gua rant ee

ST = Z2

FLD1
FSUBR ;

ST =

1-Z2

FSQRT ;

ST =

SQRT(1-Z2)

FPATAN ;

Z in ST

ST(1) = ST = Z

ST = ARCTAN(Z/SQRT(1-22))

RET

sent, since the F2XM1 instruction in the
80287 supports only operands in the
range 0< = z< = 0.5.
An example of how to compute the function ARCSIN(z) is illustrated in listing 2.
It makes use of the relationship ARCSIN(z) = ARCTAN(z/SQRT(1 — z2)).

New Look

The 80387 provides the system designer
with significant enhancement in features
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Binary Floating- Point Arithmetic. While
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with the 8087 and the 80287, it provides
the 80287 set of floating-point instructions with additional trigonometric, unordered comparison, and partial-remainder instructions. The operand ranges for
some 80287 instructions have been expanded in the 80387. •
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For about $ 5300, you could own an IBM PS/2 Model 60. But for as little as $ 1100, you
could own aWells American A*Star that can outperform it. Of course, for nearly the same
money as an A*Star, you could also own any number of Asian built no- name clones.
But then you wouldn't be getting the exclusive ownership advantages that only
the A*Star offers. Advantages like an 80286 CPU that runs the new MS OS/2 operating
system and can also run at 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and now...16 MHz! And you wouldn't be
getting schematics. ( Ours are free!) Or GE/RCA on- site maintenance. Or a no questions
asked money- back guarantee. Oh, and there's one more little item you wouldn't get...
peace of mind. Wells American has been making microcomputers longer than IBM!
In fact, we've probably been making microcomputers longer than anybody!
But hey. who are we kidding? Not everyone cares about quality, reputation, support or
serviceability. That's why there are mail-order houses. And, as hard as it is to believe, not
everyone cares about money or performance. Maybe that's why there's IBM ( and
Compaq. .and all the others). But, for computer users who do care, there is. fortunately,
avendor who also cares...Wells American. And, we'd like to prove it to you. Call us with
the page number of this ad It's worth a big discount on your next A*Star computer system.
Call today. 803/796-7800. This offer is limited.
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FLOATING-POINT PROCESSING

Floating-Point
Survival Kit
An insider's look at number-crunching fundamentals,
standards, benchmarks, and high-performance designs

Pete Wilson
MICROCOMPUTERS HAVE NEVER
been better at number crunching. In computation-bound applications, high-end
microprocessors actually can outstrip
some minicomputers. And they're getting better.
The performance of the new 32-bit machines is an order of magnitude greater
than the old 80286-family devices. Now
every vendor (of microprocessors, personal computers, and workstations) is increasingly claiming magnificent performance levels on sundry benchmarks.
While this is fun for the vendors, it can
be confusing to purchasers. How can you
judge how good a design might be for
number crunching? What, if anything, do
the various benchmarks mean? To help
provide some answers, I'll review the
fundamentals of floating-point arithmetic, examine some issues in building
floating-point systems, skim over some
benchmarks, look at how machine designers get high-performance floating
point, and then wrap it all up with some
words of advice.
What Is Floating Point?
Integer arithmetic is useful for many applications. However, when an application
needs to deal with avery wide dynamic
range of values, integers fall short. A 32bit processor, doing integer arithmetic,
can deal simply with a range of values
where the largest value is no more than
2" (about 4000 million) larger than the
smallest, while a16-bit machine can handle—with the same ease—arange of just
65,536 to 1.
The need for wider ranges arises in sitCircle 312 on Reader Service Card

uations as disparate as quantum cosmology (mixing subatomic dimensions with
astronomical distances in the same program) and CAD (where the smallest components have tolerances in microns but
the complete project covers some city
blocks).
We could deal with these situations by
doing multiword (e.g., 96-bit) integer
arithmetic with our processors, but it is
usually more convenient to use floatingpoint arithmetic. Floating point buys—
for agiven bit budget—avastly wider dynamic range in values. The price paid is
that the answers have less resolution and
the execution time or hardware cost is
greater than if we had been able to stick
with word-length integer arithmetic.
A 32-bit processor doing integer work
represents each integer as aword; all 32
bits of the word are used to represent the
size of the variable. A 32-bit processor
doing floating-point work breaks each
32-bit word up into two separate fields;
one field is anumber, while the other is a
scaling factor for that number. Many
choices are possible for the meanings of
these two fields: For example, the value
field could represent an amount in the
range 0.25 to 0.5, while the scaling factor
represents the number of places to shift
the value field left (positive factor) or
right (negative factor) to compute the
value of the number.
Doing arithmetic in floating point has
anumber of pitfalls; things don't always
work the way you might expect. To illustrate some of these issues, I'll work
through some simple examples. First,
let's adopt afloating-point format which

packs an unsigned 24-bit value field (the
mantissa, also known as the significand)
and asigned 8-bit scale field (the exponent) into a 32-bit value. The mantissa
represents numbers in the range 0.25 to
(nearly) 0.5 (so the most significant bit of
the mantissa means 0.25, and the least
significant bit means 2') and is unsigned to keep the examples simple. This
format can deal with numbers in the
range of about 0.25 x
to 0.5 x 2' " ,
or about 10' to 10".
Using this representation, let's look at
converting the values from fixed-point
binary to floating point. Fixed-point
binary represents numbers as Integer.
Fraction, where Integer is a (possibly
multiword) bit pattern representing the
integer portion of anumber, and Fraction
is a(
possibly multiword) bit pattern representing the fractional part; the most
significant bit of the fractional part has
value 0.5, and the least significant bit of
Integer has value I. We shift the binary
point in Integer.Fraction until its value
lies in the range 0.25 to 0.5; that value becomes the mantissa. The number of shifts
required becomes the exponent of the
floating-point number. If the original
number was larger than 0.5, we shifted it
down, so the exponent is anegative number; if the value was smaller than 0.25,
we shifted the binary fixed point up, and
28

continued
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5465A Mark Dabling Rd., Colorado
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Implementing Floating Point
Tmplementing

IEEE floating point in
.1 hardware or software is not easy.
First, the standard itself calls for some
complex operations. Second, it matters
to some customers that the results are
correct. ( You wouldn't want an air traffic control system to have errors in the
floating-point hardware used in the radar systems to track the planes.) The
combination is anuisance because it is
too complex to test—there are too many
possible combinations to look at ( suppose you wanted to test the double-length
operations; then there are four operations
( + , — ,*,/) to be done on pairs of 64-bit
numbers; this corresponds to 2( 2+
64 `
64 )
or
about 10". At ananosecond per operation, this takes about 10 3°seconds.
which is too long to wait to bring something to market, even if we had some
means of getting the correct answers fast
enough to do the comparisons.)
Because of this, when INMOS decided to build the T800—amicroprocessor combining a32-bit integer CPU, an
IEEE floating-point unit ( FPU), 4kilobytes of memory, an eight-channel direct memory access ( DMA) driving
interprocessor communications channels plus other facilities— it was necessary to take adifferent approach.
The approach was simple; if it's impossible to show by testing that the design is correct, then it is necessary to
create a design which is provably correct. The situation is much the same—
but noticeably more complex—as the
exercises we did at school in geometry to
prove relationships (e.g., the Pythagorean theorem). The basis is to have alanguage of some form ( Pythagoras used
the language of geometry) in which you
can describe the situation and which has
appropriate rules that allow you to demonstrate that two statements in the language either do or don't mean the same
thing. Then you write adescription of
IEEE arithmetic and a description of
your design and show that they are
equivalent. Then your design is correct.
In practice, more than one language
was needed. It was done like this: First,
a description of IEEE arithmetic was
written in a language called Z, which
was created by Jean-Raymond Abrial
and has been developed and used extensively by members of the Oxford University Programming Research Group
(PRG). with whom INMOS worked
very closely in this project. Z was de-
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a programming language; here it says
that there is something called Areg that
is a Float ing_Point_Register, and
something called Error_Flag that is a
Boolean. Both have values associated
with them; the names are the values
prior to the operation, and the primed
names are the values after the operation.
The lower portion of the box contains
constraints on the values that the things

signed to tackle the problems of specifying real systems. You specify things in Z
quite straightforwardly; the example in
figure A shows aZ specification of the
range checking that needs to be done inside IEEE arithmetic.
The specification is labeled with its
name and consists of abox with an upper
and alower portion. The upper portion
is equivalent to the declaration section of

a)

Floating check integer range module.

Areg, Areg' : Floating_Point_Register
Error_Flag, Error_Flag' : bool

fv

E2

Areg' = Areg
fv Areg

E

[MinInt, MaxInt]

Error_Flag' = Error_F'.ag

fv Areg

E

[MinInt, MaxInt]

Error_Flag' = true

b) High-level Occam representation
IF
Areg.Exp <

LargestINTExp

SKIP
(Areg.Sign = NEGATIVE)

AND ( Areg.Exp =
LargestINTExp)

AND

(Areg.Frac = MSBit)
SKIP
TRUE
SetError(ErrorFlag)

C) Low-level Occam representation
SEQ
AregsignNEGATIVE := ( Areg.Sign =
ExpZbus := ( Areg.Exp ExpZbus := ExpZbus <

NEGATIVE)

LargestINTExp)

0

IF
ARegSignNEGATIVE
/*...

do

the

negative

case

NOT AregSignNEGATIVE
IF
ExpZBusNeg
SKIP
NOT ExpZbusNeg
SetError(ErrorFlag)

Figure A: Example of the specification language Z and its equivalents in Occam
and microcode.

SURVIVAL KIT

in the upper portion can have. Here fv is
a function that returns the value of a
floating-point register ( Z is the set of
floating-point values). We see that the
values of Areg before and after the operation are the same; and we see that
whenever the value in Areg ( looked
upon as a floating-point number) is in
the range [ MinInt to MaxInt], the value
of the Error_Flag after the operation is

whatever it was before, and that if the
value in Areg isn't in that range, then
Error_ Flag contains the value true
after the operation.
The first step in the exercise was to
create specifications for all the operations needed for IEEE arithmetic in this
form to provide aformal specification of
just what IEEE arithmetic is. The next
step is to create an equivalent descrip-

d) Microcode- like Occam
INT

NextInst:

SEQ
NextInst :=
WHILE

FloatingPointCheckIntegerRange

NextInst <>

NOWHERE

IF
NextInst =

FloatingPointCheckIntegerRange

SEQ
AregsignNEGATIVE := ( Areg.Sign = NEGATIVE)
ExpZbus := ( Areg.Exp - LargestINTExp)
ExpZbus :=

ExpZbus <

IF
ARegSignNEGATIVE
/*...
NOT

do

the

negative

case */

AregSignNEGATIVE

IF
ExpZBusNeg
NextInst := NOWHERE
NOT ExpZbusNeg
NextInst :=

OutofRange

NextInst=Out0fRange /* now setting error has
its own microinstruction /
SEQ
SetError(Errorflag)
NextInst :=
/*...

NOWHERE
other microinstructions */

e) Microcode version
FloatingPointCheckIntegerRange:
ConstantLargestINTExp
ExpXbusFromAreg

ExpYbusFromConstant

ExpZbusFromXbusMinusYbus
GOTO CondlFromAregSign -> ( CondeFromExpZbusNeg ->
(..., ...),
Cond8FromExpZbusNeg ->
(NOWHERE,

Out0fRange)

tion in another language—one that will
be more useful in describing an implementation with its microcode, registers,
and other detailed nasties—and to prove
that the Z description and the new description are the same.
The language Occam was chosen for
this; Occam has a formal semantics
(i.e., every legal Occam statement has
an unambiguous meaning) and so it is
possible to demonstrate the equivalence
of an Occam program to aZ specification. The Occam specification of the
range-checking operation is shown; it is
as close as practical to the Z specification. Proving that this is correct means
proving two assertions—first, that there
is an exponent ( LargestINTExp) such
that every register with asmaller exponent has avalue in the range [
MinInt..MaxInt]; second, that aregister with
a negative exponent sign bit, an exponent of LargestINTExp, and amantissa
with only the implied most significant
bit set has avalue of MinInt.
The Occam description is then moved
astep closer to areal implementation by
involving facilities and operations that
are available from the microcode. This
description is then itself taken and transformed yet again to use amicrocode instruction pointer. Finally, this last
Occam representation is taken and converted into real microcode.
To ensure that these successive transformations are all correct, two methods
are used. One is to use the formal semantics of Occam; you can demonstrate
that two programs in Occam do or do not
have the same effect ( if they have the
same effect, if one is correct then the
other one must be). The other is to use
automatic translators— for example, getting microcode from Occam text can be
done by aprogram which is analogous to
aC compiler's preprocessor: It is apattern-matching and textual-substitution
program.
Being able to do something " in principle" isn't quite good enough in practice, and the design work wasn't done in
the sequence outlined here. Rather,
what happened was that the Z specification of the arithmetic was done first, and
then an Occam implementation of the
IEEE package that already existed (it
implemented the floating point for the
INMOS 1414) was shown to be equivalent; this involved two transformations.
continued
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To do this, an Occam source transformation system (written in the ML programming language and implemented by the
PRO) was used. The transformation of
the ( now demonstrably correct) Occam
into microcode was then done semiautomatically using the textual-translation
programs mentioned above.
Because the translation programs
weren't themselves proven correct, it is
possible that the transformations they
did were not correct, and so the aim of
having aformally proven correct implementation was itself not met. Nonetheless, using the formal methods paid off
very well. The first T800 appeared last
February, and by that time it had already
been decided to improve the perfor-

mance of the production machine by
speeding up the floating-point multiply;
other than that, though, there were never
any floating-point errors discovered in
the Rev A design.
The first silicon of the faster design
appeared in May, and it turned out afew
idiosyncracies had slipped through the
net. These errors were fixed in the current Rev C, which is now shipping in
volume; one flaw still exists in the Rev
C— if you divide infinity by infinity you
get infinity rather than NaN, but this is
taken care of by compilers and won't be
visible to customers. From start of design to volume production took INMOS
just 18 months; this is much quicker
than most design cycles for just co-

Table A: Standard BYTE benchmark results, showing different
compilers produce significant differences on the same T800-based
PART.1 machine (the PC AT results are included for comparison
purposes only).
PART.1

Whetstone (single)
Whetstone (double)
Dhrystone
Fibonacci (sec.)
Float (sec.)
Savage (sec.)
Sieve (sec.)
Sort (sec.)

LS C

3L C

IBM PC AT
8- MHz 8027

4.002.400
N/A*
8634.13
15.07
0.16'
02.67'
6.39
4.55

N/A'
2.016,510
5667.34
22.54
0.27
5.88
6.14
4.64

N/A
N/A
1590.00
126.22
10.98
37.30
24.60
43.17

'IEEE single-precision. The version of the Logical Systems C compiler tested
supports single- precision arithmetic only.

Table B: Complex FFT benchmark results (not available for PC AT).
Points
64
128
256
512
1024

Forward (ms)
3.072
6.592
14.336
31.104
67.520

Inverse ( ms)
3.392
7.168
15.552
33.600
72.512

processors, and so seems to justify the
approach taken.
The other half of correctness is performance; doing the design in this style
didn't damage the T800's performance
at all. To indicate how well it has succeeded, here's the set of benchmark results obtained using aLogical Systems C
compiler on a CSA PART. 1 board.
(Logical Systems offers a transputer C
compiler/assembler/linker package; it is
written in C, and the price includes the
source to the complete compiler: CSA is
one of anumber of companies making
add- in cards; the PART.1 provides four
T800s each with amegabyte to plug into
an IBM PC or compatible.)
Since the compiler is a beta release
and the people doing the measurements
are the people who built the boards, this
doesn't count as an official BYTE
benchmark; nonetheless, the source
code of the programs as used and the
generated transputer assembler are
available on BIX, in print, and on disk.
Benchmark Results
The benchmarks were run on CSA's
PART.1 with 20- MHz T800C, using the
Logical Systems C compiler 87.8D ( LS
C) and the Lattice Logic Ltd. C compiler 1.3 (3L C). The timings in tables
A, B. and C were obtained using the
transputer's low-priority timer.
The figures in table A are in seconds
except for the Dhrystone and Whetstone, which are in units of Dhrystones
per second and Whetstones per second.
Table B shows the results of the complex fast Fourier transform ( FFT)
benchmark using IEEE single-precision
arithmetic. Times are in milliseconds.
Tests were run on the PART.1 system
(LS C). The Lattice Logic C ( 3L C)
compiler would not compile the FFT
benchmark.
Table C presents results of aFLOPS
benchmark. The following code sequences were executed iteratively with
the loop overhead subtracted to show the
T800's sustained FLOPS capability:
(a)

Table C: Results of the FLOPS test. Long-expression times are faster
because FPU/CPU overlapping is possible.

Short expression
Long expression
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(LS C)
singleprecision

(3L C)
doubleprecision

1,095,415
1,552,872

733,602
1,038,551

(b)

c= a+b; c = a-b; c = a*b; c=
ab;
f = (((((((( a+b)-c)*Oje)+
b)-c)*d)/e);

Both C compilers show a dramatic increase in FLOPS when executing (b) as
compared to (a). Given the long expression, the compiler makes use of the
transputer's ability to overlap FPU and
CPU processing time.

SURVIVAL KIT

so the exponent is positive.
Shifting occurs agreat deal in floatingpoint work; any processor that wants to
get reasonable performance without acoprocessor will normally provide a specialized instruction set for the operation.
The instruction—normalize—examines
the number to be converted, starting at
the most significant bit. It moves down
the word until it finds two adjacent bits of
different value; suppose bit n and n-1
are found to be 0and 1. The mantissa is
then simply obtained by shifting the
whole word left by (word length —n) bits
and setting the exponent to n.

be mantissa = 0, exponent = — 127, for
example. Such " special case" representation is useful because it gives us access
to lots of bit patterns that are not legal
floating-point numbers that we can use to
indicate special circumstances. Now, for
example, we can choose another of the bit
patterns to mean infinity, so rather than
just complaining " overflow" when we
divide the largest possible number by the
smallest, we can set the result to infinity.
Sometimes it is useful to relax the rule
that says the mantissa must be in the normalized range. For example, try dividing
0.25 by the largest possible number. The
result is aquarter of the smallest possible
number, which we could represent simply enough if we allow the mantissa to
have avalue outside the 0.25. . 0.5 range.
Numbers like this, whose mantissae
are too small, are called " denormalized." Their only real problem is that
they are even less accurate than the normalized numbers. Nevertheless, they are
still useful—provided the programmer
has been careful with the organization of
the arithmetic— in that they provide some
indication of the answer even when the
exact value is unrepresentable.

Grainy Numbers
Given this picture, anumber of facets of
doing arithmetic in floating point can
now be illuminated. First, note that it is
not possible to represent exactly all numbers using floating-point format. For our
32-bit format, for example, it is possible
to represent every integer between 0and
2" (8,388,608). But we cannot exactly
represent all the fractions, nor can we
represent all the integers larger than 2";
2" is represented as 0.5 x 2' 6;the smallest value we can add to that is 2" X the
least significant bit of the mantissa,
which is 0.5 x 2-", with avalue of 0.5 x The Need for Standards
Suppose we change our floating-point
2'. This is 2. So the " next" number after
format from 24-bit mantissa and 8-bit ex8,388,608 is 8,388,610. This example
ponent to have awider dynamic range—
shows that there are gaps in the numbers
say 22 bits of mantissa and 10 bits of exthat can be exactly represented.
ponent. Then we'll find that running exThis phenomenon is often referred to
actly the same program with this scheme
as the " graininess" of floating-point
will, in general, give us quite different
numbers; just as high-speed photographanswers from our initial scheme.
ic film can obscure fine detail by its large
This is what used to happen when peograin size, so can each floating-point
ple moved programs from one computer
number represent arange of numbers in
to another. The various computers all had
the real world up to a certain limit on
slightly different floating-point schemes,
detail.
and programmers had to be highly comThis graininess has two important side
petent numerical analysts to design proeffects; first, if you try to add avery small
number to avery large number, the result
grams that were robust enough to provide
useful answers when they were moved becan be that the large number is unchanged. So don't try to write program
tween floating-point schemes. This was a
real nuisance; it was a situation crying
loops that say FOR i=0 TO 100000000
out for astandard.
STEP 1unless you're sure that adding the
Such astandard now exists: the IEEE
step size actually changes the number.
And if you subtract two large values, the
standard 754-1985. The document specifies astandard for the representation of
result can be inexact, so be careful when
using the results of such subtractions. A binary floating-point numbers and for the
rules governing rounding, truncating,
related problem is that since the numbers
and accuracy. All the major manufacaren't exact, it is not unusual to find that
turers of microprocessors support the
the program that says IF a = bTHEN ...
standard (e.g., Intel's 8087, 80287, and
doesn't work reliably.
80387; Motorola's 68881 and 68882;
How is the number 0to be representINMOS' T800 and T414).
ed? Looking at the situation simply, any
The standard specifies three formats—
floating-point number with a0mantissa
for single length, double length, and
has avalue of 0. But the rules say that
mantissae have to be in the range
extended- format floating-point values.
0.5. . 0.25, so properly speaking we canSingle length fits in 32 bits and comprises
24 bits of mantissa and 8bits of exponent;
not have afloating-point 0in the number
scheme. Instead, most schemes have a double length puts 53 bits of mantissa and
11 bits of exponent into 64 bits, and
special representation for 0. This might

extended uses 80 bits for a64-bit mantissa and 16-bit exponent.
Accuracy and Loops
Why use the double format instead of the
single? Often, single-length operations
go faster (especially multiply and divide)
and need less memory. The problem is
that, loosely speaking, every time you
combine apair of numbers you lose up to
abit of accuracy. Suppose you multiply
two single-length floating-point numbers. The result should have 48 bits of
mantissa, but it only has 24 bits; if
renormalization was necessary, some bits
that mattered will have been lost. The
same things happen—even worse— with
division.
So if you write aprogram that does lots
of operations repeatedly on aset of numbers, they slowly lose accuracy as loworder bits slip off the bottom. The simple
cure is to use as many bits of mantissa as
possible—thus the attraction of doublelength and extended formats.
The effects of this accumulating roundoff error are worst in programs that keep
crunching on numbers; big loops that
compute stuff on one iteration and use the
results in the next, which produces results
for the next iteration (and so on), are obvious dangers.
Measuring Performance
Now suppose that you have anumerically
demanding application and you need to
choose asystem on which to run it. With
the more or less universal adoption of the
IEEE standard, you can be reasonably
sure (barring implementation errors— see
the text box " Implementing Floating
Point" on page 218) that all the alternatives will give you the same (hopefully
correct) answer. But they'll take varying
amounts of time to do it. If you need very
high performance, then it can matter
which machine you buy.
There are two classical answers to the
problem. One is the not very helpful suggestion that you try your application out
on every machine and then buy the fastest; the problem with this is that the cost
can be very high (even if you can find a
machine nearby) and that, in any case,
your application is likely to change. So
then you'd have to do the whole exercise
over again. What's needed is some program whose performance on a range of
machines is agood predictor of how well
other programs will run on those machines. All you need to do is to find a
good predictor program, run it on the
candidate machines, and choose the
fastest.
This is the second classical answer; the
predictor programs are called benchmark
continued
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programs, and the whole process of
benchmarking is fraught with pitfalls.
While in practice the only realistic way to
get some hint of comparative performance is to use benchmark programs, it
is important to understand both the needs
of your own application and the strengths
and weaknesses of the benchmarks themselves.
As an example, consider the benchmarks that have become accepted as indicators of integer performance: The Sieve
of Eratosthenes and the Dhrystone are
both widely used. Trouble is, neither of
these is any good at predicting the performance of areal program on the machines.
The Sieve is avery small program, so it
fits completely inside the instruction
cache of many modern microprocessors
when real applications generally won't;
the result is that the Sieve is an optimistic
predictor of performance for machines
with an instruction cache. (Examples of
microprocessors with instruction caches
are Fairchild's Clipper chip set, Intel's
80386-equipped Above-Board, INMOS'
T800, and Motorola's 68020.)
And the Dhrystone spends far too
much time doing string manipulations.
Not only do real applications spend less
time manipulating strings than the Dhrystone does, but strings are dealt with
quite differently between languages. As a
result, Pascal Dhrystones for acomputer
can be quite different from C Dhrystones.
This difference arises because in Pascal (and Ada, the original Dhrystone implementation language) the length of a
string is always known— it's attached as a
byte count to the front of the string. In C,
the length isn't known, but the last character is followed by azero. So to copy a
string from one place to another in Pascal, you can use ablock move (on amachine that has the instruction), while in C
you have to generate code that first finds
the end of the string.
So it is important to understand just

what abenchmark is trying to measure as
well as knowing how well it does it, and it
is unlikely that comparing even nominally equivalent programs in different languages can be relied upon.
Floating-Point Benchmarks
The usual floating-point benchmarks are
the Whetstone, Linpack, Savage, and the
Livermore Loops. Each takes adifferent
view of what is interesting.
The Whetstone originated in England
at the National Physical Laboratories
(NPL) in the 1960s. Originally written in
Algol 60, it was intended to represent a
typical medium-size scientific computation mix. The idea was that if you were a
scientist or an engineer, the performance
of acomputer with the Whetstone benchmark would be areasonable indicator of
how well the machine would do with a
wide range of programs of interest to you.
Such programs do alot of floating-point,
array, and trigonometric work. The
benchmark consists of aset of little tasks;
the time for each task is noted, and the
machine's performance is measured as a
weighted sum of the individual times.
As an aside, today's compilers can totally destroy the usefulness of abenchmark program if it isn't written properly
(by noticing, for example, that a result
computed inside aloop is never used, a
compiler can decide not to generate code
for that piece of program; then it will notice that the loop isn't controlling any
code, and remove that. Pretty soon you
have anull program). The Whetstone was
carefully written, and seems to be proof
against optimizing compilers. The
Dhrystone, whose whimsical name is a
pun on Whetstone, regrettably is not
proof against optimizing compilers.
Linpack is a different kettle of fish.
Owners of supercomputers tend to have
them spend much of their time solving
partial differential equations numerically, and the Linpack benchmark is simply

astandard program with astandard set of
data that does just that. Unlike the Whetstone—which is acontrived program intended to exhibit balanced behavior—
Linpack is areal program used for real
work. However, it does have the major
weakness (as a benchmark) of being a
very poor predictor of general performance for the very reason that it does just
one job.
Further, acomputer's performance on
the Linpack benchmark is mostly an indicator of how quickly the machine can run
asingle inner loop of the program. This
loop can be vectorized quite nicely, so machines like the Cray run it very quickly.
The Savage benchmark isn't about
speed at all. It was designed to indicate
how reliable—in the sense of accurate—
the trigonometric routines in afloatingpoint implementation are.
At first glance, this seems strange;
surely all IEEE-standard packages will
produce exactly the same accuracy? Not
so; even standards have " gotchas." The
IEEE standard specifies three ways of
doing sums—the single length (32 bits;
24 mantissa, 8exponent), double length
(64 bits; 48 mantissa, 16 exponent), and
extended (80 bits; 64 mantissa, 16 exponent). Implementations have some freedom about just how they use these.
For example, assume that you're a
floating-point coprocessor and have been
given three single-length numbers and
asked to do some sums with them. Because you're feeling kind toward the
world, you convert the numbers to extended format, work on them in that format, and convert back to single length.
This use of extended format provides extra precision to the answer, surely something that the world will be grateful for.
This approach is used by the Intel family of floating-point processors, and on
the surface it sounds like a good idea;
since the FPUs always work in 80-bit forcontinued
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mat, you get the best possible answers
(without any speed penalty, since the
processors are built around an 80-bit
ALU), and the approach is allowed by the
standard.
But the approach can lead to some bizarre side effects. Suppose you've written
a program that needs to compute the
value of ( a/b)*c. Being alittle unsure of
yourself, you do it step by step as asequence of operations: First you calculate
a/b (and store the result somewhere, say
x), and then you multiply the result by c.
So your program might say
float sum(a,b,c)
float a, b,c;
float x;
X = a/b;
return x*c;

Testing it, you find that the steady approach has paid off and that it works, so
now—flush with success—you get rid of
the temporary variable x:
float sum(a,b,c)
float a, b,c;
return ( a/b)*c;

Running it again, you get a different
answer. Of course, what happened was
that in the first example, the program
computed a/b in extended precision,
shrank the result down to single length,
and used that for the division. In the second case, the sum was done in extended
precision all the way through, and so the
answer could be different since the
rounding done could be different.
The same sort of thing can happen if
your compiler-writer wasn't too careful
about the code generated. If you wrote x
= c*(a/b) — d*(a/b), the compiler
should notice that a,bis used twice, work
it out just once, and reuse the result. Optimizing compilers will also note reuse of
an expression across several lines of program and try to do the same thing (this is
called common subexpression elimination) to speed up execution.
If the compiler generates code that
causes the FPU to save the result of evaluating asubexpression in memory, then it
is important that the result be saved as an
extended-precision number; this takes up
10 bytes of memory and lots of store
cycles. Sloppy coding might save it as a
single-length result, so that if you compiled with optimization off you'd get no
subexpression elimination and one
answer, while compiling with optimization on would give the elimination and
224
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yield adifferent answer.
To return to the Savage benchmark: As
indicated, it is intended to provide you
with an indication of the accuracy of the
trigonometric routines in your implementation, and it does that by computing the
value of an expression whose value is
known exactly ( from trig identities,
rather than by doing the calculation to
exact accuracy).
Finally, the Livermore Loops are, in a
sense, an up-to-date version of the Whetstone. Like the Whetstone, they attempt
to indicate how well amachine will work
on a range of scientific applications by
providing asequence of subtests. Unlike
the Whetstone, though, the performance
figure isn't a single figure formed as a
weighted average of the individual times.
Rather, the " official" benchmark results
indicate performance in MFLOPS (million floating-point operations per second) in terms like the average, the fastest,
the slowest, and the standard deviation.
So you get an idea of the spread of capability of your machine rather than just a
single- point figure; immediately, this
makes the Loops abetter predictor than
the other benchmarks for scientifically
oriented work.
The Loops themselves (so-called because they consist of a number of program loops representing the vital portions of many interesting problems in
physics and math) only have one drawback (for our purposes); they're written
in FORTRAN while most personal computer system analysts and testers use C.
High-Performance Floating Point
Next we look at how to design acomputer
to get it to give ahigh floating-point performance. As with everything, we need
first to identify what the problem is before trying to fix it; from the earlier discussions, it seems that the Livermore
Loops give a useful indicator of what
needs to be done in number crunching, so
we'll use that as aguide. Looking at the
Loops, we quickly come to these conclusions: Most floating-point sums involve
complex expressions and array access.
As an example, here is the code for
Livermore Loop 7:
DO 7k = 1,n
X(k) = U(k) + R*( Z(k) + R*
Y(k)) + T*(U(k+3) + Rit(U(k + 2)
+ R * U(k + 1) ) + Tif(U(k + 6) +
(U(k+5) + R * U(k + 4) ) )
7CONTINUE
This is FORTRAN for " execute that loop
ntimes with kvarying from 1to n." Look
at what the code is doing; for example,
look at what needs to be done to do some
of the work, like computing R * U(k + 4).

First, we need to compute the address of
the array element. This involves getting
the address of the base of the array (this is
FORTRAN, and COMMON at that, so it's in
a fixed location in memory), adding
(k+4) times the word-length of afloating-point number to that address, reading
that location from memory, then getting
the value of R (in aregister, say, since it's
going to be used alot) and multiplying
them together. And that's if our compiler-writer had been naughty; really, we
should check that the element we're accessing actually is inside the array.
The first thing that's obvious is that
having aprocessor with an infinitely fast
floating-point multiply isn't acomplete
cure; all that accessing takes time, instructions, and memory accesses. In fact,
it looks like the biggest problem is getting
data to an FPU. So two routes are taken to
minimize the loading times.
First, clever compilers can look at the
code and save some time. In this example, we look at quite closely bunched elements in an array; the elements we look at
next time around are close to the previous
time's elements. So a compiler would
take advantage of this by using apointer
(and store the pointer in aregister, if the
machine has registers); accessing U(k +
4) comes down to reading the contents of
memory at location 4 x 8 + (register
4)—that is, 32 bytes beyond where register 4is pointing (assuming 64-bit values).
Then the register is incremented at the
bottom of the loop by 4bytes, and around
we go again. This also lets the boundchecking be done once per loop iteration,
rather than on every access.
The result of this transformation is that
each array access is now just an indexed
load, which is alot quicker. But it will
still take the machine at least 10 (one for
each read plus awrite) memory cycles to
compute the value for X ( k) , plus the time
for an add (to increment the pointer), plus
whatever code is needed to check the loop
end conditions; typically, this will total at
least 25 integer instructions. The program runs faster, but even with infinitely
fast floating-point work, it still takes 25
integer- instruction times per loop iteration. And it's pretty difficult to get infinitely fast FPUs.
Or is it? Look at the code again. It is a
sequence of fetching things from memory, operating on them, fetching other
things from memory, operating on those,
and then combining the results. To do
R*(U(k+ 2)) + R *( U(k + 1) ), we need
to get U(k + 1), multiply it by R, then get
U(k + 2) and add that in, and then multiply by R. If we design the FPU/processor
interface properly, we can get U(k + 1)
from memory, give it to the FPU, give R
continued
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ments pairwise, and add up the answers.
Then you repeat the operation lots of
times.
Now assume you have an FPU with
two inputs, and that you have a clever
block-move instruction in your CPU.
You could move the row elements one by
one into one input, and the column elements one by one into the other. Then you
tell the FPU to multiply together its inputs, and you'll get a sequence of outputs. If you then attach another FPU to
the output of the first FPU, and tell it to
add what it sees on its input to what it's
already got, you can get the complete
(row x column) computation done in no
more time than it takes to blast the values
from memory.
The block moves have to be clever (the
elements are not side by side), so succesThe Supercomputer Advantage
sive values are some distance apart. This
That sort of approach, with computers
sort of extra hardware resources lets
typical of today's workstations and highCrays go faster than normal processors,
end personal computers, can result in
systems which can do asustained 1or 2 but only on the right sort of problem.
Suppose that 100 MFLOPS or so isn't
MFLOPS; you can get this from a1800,
enough. How do we go much faster?
or from an Intel/Weitek 80386/1167
Brute strength helps; faster technologies
combination, for example. The limit is
squeeze down the cycle times of machines
the variable accessing and control, rather
so that they go ever faster. Today's limit
than the FPU times. How does aCray go
for traditional supercomputers seems to
so much faster?
be around 1000 MFLOPS; if we want to
Well, there are some obvious differgo faster, another approach is needed.
ences. First, the memory is quicker (and
The only approach that seems to have
so is the machine that fetches operands).
the right sort of promise is the obvious
But, perhaps surprisingly, for many comone—do more things at once. There are a
putations, the Cray isn't so very much
couple of different approaches to this;
faster. For example, aT800-20 can hit
one connects up fairly small numbers of
2.5 million (64-bit) Whetstones per sechorribly quick computers, and the
ond, while aCray X-MP- 1hits 26.6 milother—more relevant here—connects up
lion. Then supercomputers are only 10
large numbers of microprocessors.
times as fast as amicroprocessor. But on
Typical examples of the latter are
Linpack, where the 1800 will offer perIntel's iPSC Hypercubes ( which use
haps alittle below 1MFL()P, the X-MPbucketloads of 80386s), Floating Point
Iwill be ahundred times faster. Why the
Systems T-Series and Meiko's Computdifference?
ing Surface ( which both use INMOS
Consider doing a vector multiplicatransputers), systems from Ametek and
tion. To do this, you take each element in
BEN ( which use 68000- family maarow of amatrix, each element in acolchines), plus NCube ( which uses acusumn, multiply the corresponding ele-

to the FPU, and tell it to multiply them
together. While it's doing that, we go and
read U(k + 2) from memory, hand it to
the FPU, and tell it to add it in. By the
time we tell the FPU to do the addition,
we'll have had several instruction times
for the FPU to have finished the multiply.
This approach of letting the FPU and
the CPU run in parallel is the other half of
getting floating-point performance out of
normal machines, and has been adopted
by all the microprocessor vendors. The
effect, given asufficiently fast FPU (one
that can do afloating-point add in about
the time the CPU can do amemory read
and an instruction or so), is to get the
computational power of an infinitely fast
FPU for awide range of real programs.

tom microprocessor). These machines all
offer the promise of going faster as you
add processors to them; being microprocessor-based gives them excellent price/
performance.
But unlike Crays, which have compilers that can take care of the clever
hardware efficiently, these machines
don't have compilers which can take a
"normal" program and massage it automatically so that the awesome power of a
collection of 1024 T800s can be brought
to bear. But with the price/performance
offered by the approach (Floating Point
Systems' top machine is quoted at 18
giga-FLOPS, for example), it is becoming increasingly attractive to rewrite code
especially for these machines. This has
relevance, since you can buy multiprocessor add-in cards for personal computers, so this extra performance is there
for many personal computer owners (for
instance, the CSA PC add- in card described on page 220).
Not Written in Stone
We've seen some of floating point's
quirks and pitfalls, had alook at benchmarks, seen how supercomputers do even
better, and finished by seeing how the ordinary microprocessor is turning the
tables on the supercomputers.
In the course of the discussion, Ihit on
the Livermore Loops as the best allaround benchmark, spoiled only by the
fact that they're in FORTRAN; this
leaves the Whetstone benchmark as the
most widely useful microprocessor
benchmark for the moment. Do bear in
mind, though, that benchmark results
should not be written in stone: A better
compiler, afaster clock speed, abigger
cache, and faster memory can all overturn the league tables. Remember that the
final choice of amachine should be made
by using knowledge of the complete
needs, not by simply referring to some
published tables. •
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FLOATING-POINT PROCESSING

How to Get Better
Floating-Point Results
With or without an FPU, careful program design is the only sure way
to guarantee the validity of floating-point computations

Carl By ington
FLOATING-POINT COPROCESSOR
units (FPUs) are the key to getting good
number-crunching performance out of
personal computers, and yet they are usually extra-cost options. To be fair to users
who haven't added one to their computers, asoftware designer has to write
software that will use an FPU if one is
present or perform the necessary operations using the main processor otherwise.
In acompiler system, the component that
takes care of this is called afloating-point
emulator.
Unfortunately, all emulators are not
alike. They do not behave identically nor
always emulate the hardware exactly.
This means that a given program may
produce different results, depending on
whether an FPU is present, and, if not,
depending on which emulator is used.
But you can solve or at least control the
problem by designing the high-level algorithm carefully, based on afew principles
that derive from an elementary understanding of the emulation process and
floating-point representation systems.
This article discusses some of the
trade-offs involved in emulating floatingpoint hardware and explains the implications for programmers. All the specific
examples in this article apply to the RyanMcFarland RM/FORTRAN version 2.4
8087 emulator, which Ihelped design
and implement. Previous versions of the
compiler had used the emulator provided
by Intel. We (the compiler design team)
knew we could significantly speed up the
emulation by writing anew emulator with
adifferent set of design goals. The Intel
emulator was designed to produce an ex-

act emulation of the 8087 chip. It calculates results more precisely (and therefore
more slowly) than is required by the
RM/FORTRAN compiler. The Intel emulator also fails to take full advantage of
the 8086 instruction set. For instance.
many internal variables are maintained in
memory, rather than in registers.
The 8087 chip can work with numbers
in three basic formats: the 32-bit (24-bit
significand) single precision; 64-bit (53;
bit significand) double precision; and 801
bit (64-bit significand) temporary. Iwill
refer to these various formats by the number of significand bits (24, 53, and 64).
The version 2.4 emulator was designed
to produce results accurate to 60 bits. The
primary design goal was to increase the
speed of floating-point computations
subject to the 60-bit precision requirement. A secondary goal was to increase
the precision beyond 60 bits whenever
possible so long as the speed was not reduced. A third goal was to make the emulator as small as possible, but this was not
allowed to interfere with the first two
goals. The speed objective is easily understandable, but why choose 60-bit precision when both the 8087 hardware and
the Intel emulator calculate results to 64bit precision? We did this because it
doesn't affect the precision of the results
produced by aFORTRAN program.
Precision and How to Keep It
Three factors control the precision of the
results produced by a FORTRAN program: the algorithm (sequence of operations) and input data the program uses,
the order of those operations after the

compiler has optimized and rearranged
the code, and the precision of individual
operations within the FPU or emulator.
The entire FORTRAN system (compiler and emulator) has no control over
the first factor; that is left up to the programmer. The second and third factors
are related in that the choice of precision
in the emulator needs only to match the
precision requirements of the compiler.
RM/FORTRAN assumes that intermediate results need to be calculated to only
24 (REAL) or 53 (DOUBLE PRECISION)
bits. Intermediate results will be calculated to agreater precision if there is no
performance penalty. The emulator calculates the standard add, subtract, multiply, and divide functions to 64-bit precision; and it calculates the square root.
tangent, arctangent, exponential. and
logarithm functions to 60-bit precision.
Only two things can be done with the
result of an arithmetic operation: It can be
stored in aFORTRAN variable or used as
an operand of another arithmetic operation. In the former case, the result's precision will be reduced to 53 bits. In the
latter case, two further possibilities apply. The result may be used directly with
its full precision, or the compiler optimizer may choose to store it in acompiler-generated temporary variable for
later reuse, in which case the temporary
continued
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high-order bits. A-B is C, which has 50
high-order Os. Dis the result of normalizing C, so the high-order bit of Dis 1. But
the low-order Os in Dare an artifact of the
floating-point arithmetic, and they have
DOUBLE PRECISION A.X.Y.Z
no significance. Dis really known to only
x,
=
h
+
N
.1(1,
2
c),
A= X+(Y+Z)
three bits of precision, even though its
x2 = - b - NAL0 2 - c).
representation in a FORTRAN variable
One possible 80x87 FPU code sequence
will have 53 significand bits.
If these were implemented with infinitely
to calculate A is
This is essentially what has happened
precise arithmetic and the coefficients b
in the final subtraction in the calculation
and c were known exactly, they would
FLD X ; floating point load X
of x2 above. An alternate formula is
produce the exact roots of the quadratic
FADD Y ; floating point add Y
equation. But when they are used in a x2=c/xl, which can be calculated to 53
FADD Z ; floating point add Z
bits of true precision. The quad program
FORTRAN program, several things hapFSTP A ; floating point store A
in listing 1demonstrates the different repen. Here are the FORTRAN statements:
sults obtained using these two approachThe register operand for the second
es. Note that the computation of the error
x1 = -b + Sqrt ( b**2 - c)
FADD can have up to 64 significant bits,
in x1 is itself an ill-posed computation
x2 -b - Sqrt ( b**2 - c).
since it was calculated by the first FADD.
with no significant bits. The compiler has
Now consider asecond code sequence
calculated that error (variable x3) twice
First, the coefficients can be known exthat might be generated if the subexpreswith two different results.
actly but represented only imprecisely in
sion Y+Z appeared in more than one exNow we'll look at an example where
FORTRAN variables with 53-bit precipression in the FORTRAN program:
you lose precision by adding numbers
sion. Second, the individual arithmetic
that are very far apart. Consider the numoperations are implemented with only
FLD Y; floating point load Y
bers in table lb. The magnitude of A is
53-bit precision. Let us see what effect
FADD Z; floating point add Z
very different from the magnitude of B. C
FST T; save subexpress ion in temp T this has on the precision of the result
is B modified so that the exponent will
when b is approximately - 2" and c is
match the exponent of A. Note that in
approximately I. The result x1 will have
FLD T ; floating point load T
53 bits of precision; x2 will have only a order to make the exponents match, all
FADD X ; floating point add X
the bits of B have been lost. D is A+C,
few bits of precision (note that we're now
FSTP A ; floating point store A
which is the same as A. In this case, you
using FORTRAN rather than algebraic
have not lost any precision, since the sum
Here the precision of Tis only 53 bits (a variables). Why did this happen?
is still correct to 53 bits.
Consider the computation of x2. The
double-precision temporary generated by
Now consider the problem of calculatexpression b**2 will be calculated to 53
the compiler), and the results may not be
ing the sum of the power series 1 + r +
bits and is approximately 2". The value
identical to those produced by the first
r2 + r' + r' + ..., where ris in the
of b**2-c is calculated to 53 bits, but
code sequence.
interval (0,1). If ris . 99, then the sum of
only afew high-order bits of ctake part in
The compiler and emulator guarantee
the
infinite series is 100. If the first 2000
this
calculation.
The
expression
that each elementary arithmetic operaelements are added in the order indicated,
Sqrt(b**2-c) is calculated to 53 bits
tion is accurate to at least 53 bits. You can
starting with the first and largest eleand is almost exactly the same as -b. The
still write FORTRAN code that is exact in
ment, the partial sum will eventually befinal step in the calculation of x2 is asubthe mathematical sense and yet produces
come much larger than subsequent series
traction
involving
operands
that
are
alvery imprecise results. Two common
elements, producing aproblem similar to
most identical; the result of this subtraccauses for this loss of precision are subthat illustrated in table lb.
tion
has
only
a
few
bits
of
precision.
traction of two numbers that are almost
This problem can be partially solved
Look at the FORTRAN numbers A, B,
identical and addition of two numbers of
by summing the series starting with the
C, and D in table la. A and B share 50
widely different magnitudes. As an exsmallest elements first. The loss of precision is then not so severe, although it still
occurs. The only way to eliminate this
Table 1: Results of computations involving (
a) subtraction of nearly equal
problem is to use an array of accumulanumbers and (
b) addition of numbers of widely different magnitudes.
tors and add the next series element into
the appropriate accumulator. A far better
a) C=A — Band D= C(
normalized).
algorithm in this case is to throw away the
series expansion and calculate the matheA = 0.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyyy x 2"
matically equivalent expression 1/(1 -r).
B= 0.xxxxXxxxxXXxxxxXXxxxxxXxxxxxXxxxxXXxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxwwW X 2"
The series program in listing 2demC= O. 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000 zzz x 2"
D = O. zzz0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000 x 2onstrates these techniques. The do 15
loop initializes the sumx array. The index statement function calculates asubscript for the sumx array. The array element at that position should either be 0or
b) Aand Bare to be added; C=B (
normalized), D=A+C
have a value close to the value of the
series element r**i. The do 16 loop
A = 0.xxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 2'
checks for array elements that have beB = 0. yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY X 2°
C 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 x2'
come too large and effectively propagates
D= 0.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x 2'
the carry. The do 25 loop finally adds the

variable will have amaximum precision
of 53 bits.
Consider the FORTRAN statements

ample of the first situation, consider the
problem of finding the roots of the quadratic equation x2 + 2bx + c = 0.
The standard formula gives us

continued
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WE PROVIDE
THE TOOLS
FORA
SUCCESSFUL
PRESENTATION.
• • CLUB • •

New Club* Class. It changes the face of business travel with amenities like gourmet cuisine, fine wine and a
supremely comfortable seat, in addition to the full complement of courtesies you see above. So that you emerge
from your flight not only feeling refreshed, but looking that way. Club Class. It's amost attractive way to tly.
Circle 297 on Reader Service Card
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BETTER FLOATING-POINT RESULTS

A M ESSAGE
To OUR
SUBSCRIBERS
ROM TIME TO TIME
I . we make the BYTE subscriber list available to other
companies who wish to send
our subscribers material about
their products. We take great
care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are
reputable, and whose products,
services, or information we feel
would be of interest to you.
Direct mail is an efficient
medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and
services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of
our mailing list, and look forward to finding information of
interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names
and addresses only ( no other
information we may have is ever
given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is of
benefit to our subscribers, we
firmly respect the wishes of any
subscriber who does not want
to receive such promotional
literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name,
simply send your request to the
following address.

Listing 1: (a) AFORTRAN program illustrating ill-formed and well-formed
calculations of the quadratic formula, followed by (
b) asample run of the
program.
(a)

le

program quad
doub4e precision b,

c,

xl,

x2,

x3,

x4

write ( 6, 1)
write ( 6, *) ' Enter coefficients b and c separated by
spaces: '
read ( 5, *) b,c
if ( c . eq. 0.0) stop
write ( 6, 1)
write (6, 3) b, c
write ( 6, *) ' Method one.'
xl = - b + sqrt(b**2-c)
x2 = - b - sqrt(b**2-c)
x3 = xl**2 + 2*b*xl + c
x4 = x2**2 + 2*b*x2 + c
write ( 6, 2) xl, x2, x3,

x4

write ( 6, *) ' Method two.'
xl = - b + sqrt(b**2-c)
x2 - c/xl
x3 = xl**2 + 2*b*xl + c
x4 - x2**2 + 2*b*x2 + c
write ( 6, 2) xl, x2, x3, x4
goto

10

1
2

format
format

3

format
$
end

(1x)
(' xl solution
' x2 solution
' error in xl
' error in x2
(' b
' c

,
,

D25.18 /
D25.18 /
D25.18 /
D25.18)
D25.18 /
D25.18)

(b)
Enter coefficients b and c separated by spaces: - 3e7
-0.300008800000000008D+08
0.180000880808080000D+01
Method one.
xl solution
x2 solution
error in xl
error in x2
Method two.
xl solution
x2 solution
error in xl
error in x2

8.599999999999998510D+08
0.149011611938476563D-06
-0.888824414062500000D+01
-8.794069671630857155D+01
0.599999999999998510D+88
0.166666666666667067D-07
-0.794067382812500000D+81
-8.228580931992175877D-14

Enter coefficients b and c separated by spaces: - 3e8

[mull

M AGAZINE

ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
P.
O.Box 7643
TEANECK, NU 07666-9866

1

1

-0.3888800000880888001)+89
0.100000008088888880D+01
Method one.
xl solution
x2 solution
error in xl
error in x2

0.600800000008080000D+09
0.080000000000000800D+80
8.080000000808088800D+08
0.100000008800000000D+01

continued
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FUJITSU'S DX2000 SERIES PRINTERS

Switching from computer paper
to letterhead is as simple as 1...2...3.
Instructi()n

1. Push
- .....rinereariefallgrPleec
'fflktuiPentfflklike•

Push abutton. Pull alever. Push abutton.
It's that easy to switch from computer paper to letterhead
using aFujitsu DX2000 Series 9-wire dot matrix printer.
There's no wrestling with continuous forms or
optional tractors. No wasting time loading and unloading
paper. And automatic feeding of cut-sheet paper is
faster with the optional, single-bin sheet feeder.
More Efficient, More Productive.
The DX2000 Series printers are available in either
80- or 136-character column widths and both produce
up to 135 lines of copy per minute. Or an average-size
memo in draft quality in just 11 seconds.
Print speeds range from 54 characters per second
in near-letter-quality mode to 324 cps in draft quality
Each printer can create letters, spreadsheets, descriptive charts and professional graphs. For brilliant 7-color
printing, you can get an optional easy-to- install color kit.
Quiet, Reliable, Compatible.
Listen. The DX2000 printers are quiet.
What's more, they can give you years of trouble- free
printing without taking time off.
And that's not all. Each printer is compatible with the

most popular software packages, using Epson FX80, jx8o,
IBM' Graphics Printer » or IBM Proprinter" commands.
For pricing and more information on the DX2000
series or any of our complete line of daisywheel,
dot matrix, band or laser printers, call 800-626-4686.
Make the easy switch to Fujitsu printers.

\111.111
7
‘

DX2300

DX2400

A COMPANY WITH CHARACTER AND DRIVE

FUJITSU
FUJITSU AMERICA
Computer Products Group

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DX2000 SERIES PRINTERS, CALL 800-626-4686
c 1987 Fujitsu America. Inc Epson F)(80 and Epson .1080 are registered trademarks ot Seiko Epson Corporation IBM. Graphics Printer and Proprinter are registered trademarks of International ausiness Machines Corporation
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BYTE's Subscriber Benefits
Program
sign up is amicrocomputer, a
modem, and telecomm software. For further information
and cost, call 1-800-227-BYTE.

our BYTE subscription brings
you acomplete menu of the latest
in microcomputer technology every
30 days. The kind of broad-based
objective coverage you read in
every issue. In addition, your
subscription carries awealth of
other benefits. Check the check
list:
BONUSES
£1 Annual Separate Issues: In
addition to BYTE's 12 monthly
issues, subscribers also receive
our annual IBM PC issue free
of charge, as well as any other
annual issues BYTE may
produce.
BYTE Deck: Subscribers
receive five BYTE postcard
deck mailings each year—a
direct response system for you
to obtain information on
advertised products through
return mail.
Reader Service: For
information on products advertised in BYTE, circle the
numbers on the Reader Service
card enclosed in each issue that
correspond to the numbers for
the advertisers you select. Drop
the post-paid card in the mail
and we'll get your inquiries to
the advertisers.
£1 TIPS: BYTE's Telephone
Inquiry System is available to
subscribers who need fast
response from advertisers. After
obtaining your Subscriber I.D.
Card, dial TIPS and enter your
inquiries. You'll save as much
as ten days over the response to
Reader Service cards.
îl Free Programs Via BYTEnet:
You get access to the BYTEnet
Bulletin Board Service, which
allows you to download, via

,
3New Spreadeeets
SIPWC Lets Ma: It s60020 Snow

Theportable386
Compaq ! fastest
smallest yet

062 W0180
Speedup Soros tore
0030.0.03 Cones
MetaWare ogt C 306
Worerunchef

Program Listings: Listings of
programs that accompany
BYTE articles are now available on BIX, on disks or in
quarterly printed supplements
(see reply cards in this issue for
cost information), or call
1-800-258-5485.
11 Microform: BYTE is available
in microform from University
Microfilm International in the
U.S. and Europe. See Contents
page for cost information.
DISCOUNTS

modem, valuable program
listings. There is no connect
charge for this service.
Qi Subscription Service: If you
have aproblem with, or a
question about your subscription, you may call our service
department toll-free at
800-423-8272 ( in New Jersey
call 800-367-0218) during
regular business hours ( Eastern
Time). You can also use
Subscription Service to obtain
back issues. Should you care to
correspond, use the following
address: P.O. Box 6821,
Piscataway, NJ. 08855.

Lit Editorial Indices: Available

through our customer service
department P.O. Box 328,
Hancock, New Hampshire
03449.

PAID SERVICES
ïl BIX: BYTE's Information
Exchange puts you on-line 24
hours aday with your peers
via computer conferencing and
electronic mail. All you need to

• One-year subscription at $22.95
▪ Two-year subscription at $39.95
• Three-year subscription at
$55.95
One-year group subscription for
ten or more at $18.95 each.
(Call or write for details.)
TOLL- FREE NUMBERS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE:
Subscriptions & Back Issues:
1-800-423-8272
(in N.J.,1-800-367-0218 )
BIX: 1-800-227-BYTE
Program Listings Orders:
1-800-258-5485

EVIE

It's indispensable.

idris

CAD
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SOFTWARE & PRINTERS
Method two.
xl solution

0.600008880000000000D+09

x2 solution
error in xl

8.166666666666666670D-08
0.100008800000000000D+01

error

in

8.281892564846231153D-17

Enter

coefficients b and c separated by

x2

UPS ShipMate'" Manifest
$295
Smce 1984
PRINTERS • LASERS • SCANNERS

spaces: - 3e9

991 TurboLaser 1PS
Call
P9
Clem 1206
3139
3510 3E50
1806
Mg
8810 8850
MSP.10
1249
Illsohe NP 2405
IASP-15
$319
47 7010
MSP-20
6279
P1.1.6111. 10001 142
MSP-25
1375
10911 M2
MOP-40
/269
10921
MSP 45
$395
1524
MSP 50
6369
1592
14$655
$439
1595
Prenuere 35
1429
3131
Tubule 224
9579
3151
OoloCeloY
Call
Scanner
1285 %Mt
SL
Orconn 150
RP , . 5., Jo Series II ... 11739
341 SL
JOL
Call
351 o
NEC PE
1425
351 C-2
V '
mg

1

-0.300008080000000880D+10
0.180000800000000000D+01
Method one.
xl solution
x2

error

et

0.600008080000080008D+10

solution

8.000008000000080880D+00
8.100080000000088000D+01

in xl

error in x2
Method two.

0.1imeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep+el

xl
x2

0.600800000000000000D+18
8.166666666666666660D-09

solution
solution

CHIPS s. 2561. 8087 8028

MMA1280wrord
1659
Wee« 111
$199
RGB 31
11116
Nock,
Coll
Alesebtshl
Dramond Scan
1450
Ornery
Call
NEC Mulksync
$519
Muiresync Plus a AL . Call
Swum
Call
Sim Oulu Lased/Jew
Coll
S
M. 1.4.1115Can
Call

error

in

xl

in

x2

Enter

coefficients b and c separated by spaces:

0.188800008000000000D+01

o. 000000000008000000D+00
1 0

(a)
program series

index(x) =
sumx(i) <
km=

4 +

sumdown,

x

int(-log10(x))

1)

if ( r . eq.

0)

r and n separated by spaces: '

15

15

j=

20

1,km

i = 8,

sumup =
sumdown =
j=

n-1
sumup + r**i
sumdown + r**(n-l-i)

sumx(j) =

sumx(j) +

do

j,

F1111511 525
360è Dove
Hoop
Allerelo.
10111410411 40m0 21ms
Door
Metre
7,wo 13100/2181 .

10**(4-k))

goto

20

sumx(k)

25

j = km,

25

$ 1336
12294
12499
Call
Call
11329
$ 1599
Call

3398
Cal
Cal
Col
Cal
Cal
Cal
1349
ro1/1

TeMIN 11000
T1100.
111000 13100
Modem HM
73100
13100/20
Mile 011 Laptop
183 Laotoo

$ 779
Call
111611
MU
12985
51555
12190

KO
CIO
WI
Call
$ 151
MI
MI
W
VW
8279

Nero*
Mouse wrPaint
PC Mouse/Opirmouse
w/ Halo II
MeoullowserOpkcal

118
187
KO

HELPERS

1, - 1

sumw +

Awir dope'5 AT 5121 .
NEC GB .1
Novell
ember 9
Parodiu AutoStratch
ESA «0
illwo Millw VGA
Color 400
hubs
Moe 7Vega
Deluoe wrVGA
Vega VGA

Smell S1225
On
20 or/Card
88111
CM
S1238 30 erCard
11111
UN $owellelse 1208 8 SW . 879
24008 9 SW
8141
VoIl %NW 35' 111,61
7205 Drive
$115
SIN
ll$ Moles
Cal

1611 Mouse
US
Ledilsch CO Mouse
103
Lowouse Bus 6
dcPalm
114
Others isee Software sechorn

sumw =
sumw

12/59
$3334
33559
$3098
Call

111111.1. 114er
1111C fabler
Moo
II/P Plotters
lohne
JOL
Kum
Plower
Sumeaerwelico
12.12 Plus
18.12 Professional

MOUSE

continue
continue

do

Call

DRIVES • MODEMS • FAX

r**1

2, - 1

if ( sumx(k) <

16

Newel., 1t
$439
raradur 20
GM
Parnillnder 30
M
Peachtree Accoureng 11. $ 159
PIS lost Choice
166
PIS fist Palette,
144
PIS Prolessenil file .. $ 110
PIS Prolessenal Plan
667
PIS Professional Wore
387
060
1183
PageMaker
1439
nBase Sys V
MO
SheMale .
1UPS Mandestl
06
Symphony
$433
1AS.Books Awing
M
turbo Base
852
turbo C
W
Venlura Publishing t1
WO
VersaCadrlibrarres
Call
VP.Experlfill
M
10P.Grapho
W
VP- Planner
549
WordPerfect 42
$ 1119
WordPedect & Leary
$
W

BOARDS & NETWORKS

sumx(k-1) = sumx(k-1) +
sumx(k) = 0
28

Call
Call

AST SmPak Plus 64k .... $ 135
Surtan Slarter-2 ku .. /449
Advanced NetWarei65
v2 Oa
8406
Advanced NetWorel2t4 ... Coll
Ail EGA Wonder
$ 179
VIP Wonder
1279
WM Su Artml
Cal
Gem SoerEGA
MO
liercelao Grapnrcs Plus ... 1110
1111.1 Otners
Gall
ADD« Board AT 512l ... =6

index(ri)
16 k =

Calculi Plotters
DIonirers
Enler Avow pFO(I
0n /
Hags» Inolnewerdo
DMP 41/42 ...
DAP 51/52
DIAP 51/52MP
OMP 569
UP Ophons

90T 2(16 Model 80
Model 140
Node 140 orkSA 6í
Go
CeroMa
1811
NEC Mulkspeed
filvlospel EL
Samsung) 286 5 386

sumx(j) = e
continue

do

M
195
635 011ra Rifles RGB .
1379
650 1111ra EfiRes ROB .
1439
720 14 - lieles
1315
770 If MultrRes
MO
71mpeen ultruscun
sop
1/1116, 1d 10
Call
1161
Call
Wyse 30
1282
50
1356
75
1559
85
$399
70D 8 caul
54

COMPUTERS

stop

= ( 1-r**n) / ( 1-r)
sum
sumup = 0
sumdown = 0
do

Tom l
23 G

DIGITIZERS & PLOTTERS

30

write ( 6, *) ' Enter
read ( 5, *) r, n

AuroCad
Call
AutoSkelch
$59
tioerneraph 3D
$ 179
Carbon Copy Plus
8101
CPA. for Lotus 123
1196
Chpper
$363
Cone Il PC
118
&lase Ill Plus
nu
Desrpirrew
oso
Orally 1Plus
1179
.al r30 liodee t. ewes
Call
DS Back- Up Plus
132
Enable 20
1349
iastBack Backup
175
IullBak Backup
M
Generic cadd 30
$55
Gener1c IS Dot Plot 30 .... ill
Goren, Ophons
Call
BAL ilor Lotus 1231 .... $ 102
Harvard Graphics
1175
Harvard rot Prof Mgr ... 8275
iiontIng Speedup
Lotus 123 201
1285
MathCad
$ 159
MemorMale
C411

$
54

10**(4-1)

write ( 6,

Call

SOFTWARE

Listing 2: (a) A FORTRAN program illustrating various approaches to the
calculation of apower series, followed by (
b) asample run of the program.

r, sum, sumup,
sumx(30), sumw

88387

MONITORS • TERMINALS • PANELS

error

double precision
double precision

11019
1719
11039
1799
$ 1396
1162
1179
VW
0524
$389
t399
$2563
1365
$019
0499
1660
$888
11019

Lwow Cormier 2568
512k

sumx(j)

continue

120O
MO

M.H.I. WAREHOUSE
#
10261 •

5021 N 2015 Street
Phoemo Anzona 85064
TOLL FREE credit with order • 802861 low

continued

Customer Service 802-997-8877
Customer Service Hours 9-3 M- F
Hours 8-5 MT M- F 9-2 SAT
w.ew recur. eft.. ma are
wee., nog« Greabeedve1.0uos nor ...we
,
elen•
t•Oott 'ea mstoo....../..

r.lmemyz111:42:,--=
gerzneent=e---
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write ( 6,
goto

2)

r,

sum,

sumw,

sumup,

format ( Ix)
format (' r
' correct partial sum ',
' calculated with array ,
' added from largest ',
' added from smallest
,

1
2

sumdown

10

d25.18 /
d25.18 /
d25.18 /
d25.18 /
d25.18)

end

(b)
Enter

r and n separated by spaces: . 99 40
0.989999999999999991D+00
correct partial sum
0.331028241430319454D+02
calculated with array
0.331028241430319454D+02
added from largest
0.331028241430319312D+02
added from smallest
0.331028241430319454D+02
Enter

r and n separated by spaces: . 99 2000
0.989999999999999991D+00
correct partial sum
0.999999998136242567D+02
calculated with array
0.999999998136242567D+02
added from largest
0.999999998136241004D+02
added from smallest
0.999999998136241857D+02
Enter

r and n separated by spaces:

sumx array elements to arrive at sumw.
Note that this algorithm works only when
all the series elements have the same
sign. For an alternating series, you need
separate arrays for the positive and negative elements; merging the two arrays
produces the final answer.
Note that the calculation using the
array of accumulators matches the accuracy of the exact solution. If an exact

0 1

solution is not known, then this method
can be used to avoid loss of precision, although it is very slow.
The design goals for an emulator are
influenced by the data types available in
the language, the code sequences generated by the compiler, and the compiler
and run-time system's assumptions regarding precision. The 80x87 emulator
we designed for RM/FORTRAN achieved

our design goals of dramatic speed improvement (approximately afactor of 5)
with no loss of precision at the FORTRAN level. Although the emulator produces results different from those produced by the 8087 hardware, they are no
less precise.
To analyze a FORTRAN program to
determine the precision of its output, you
need to know the size of the input numbers. As the quadratic- roots problem
demonstrated, the standard formula
works fine for some argument ranges but
is terrible for others. You must then analyze each subtraction operation (or addition of numbers with opposite signs) to
determine if the operands of that subtraction might ever be almost identical; if so,
you should find another way to solve the
problem, or at least be aware of the resulting loss of precision. In general, the
addition of two numbers that are far apart
doesn't result in precision loss, unless
you calculate aseries of such additions.
If your FORTRAN program produces
significantly different results on the 8087
hardware versus the emulator, then you
are using an algorithm that depends on
64-bit precision arithmetic. Any small
change to that program may cause the
compiler optimizer to reorder the object
code such that the precision will drop to
53 bits, even on the 8087 hardware. This
is asimple though incomplete test for imprecise results.
As the quadratic-root and series-sum
problems showed, changing the numerical algorithm at the FORTRAN level can
have alarger effect on the precision than
any compiler or emulator change. There
is no substitute for analyzing the numerical accuracy of the FORTRAN code. •

UNIVERSAL E(E)PROM PROGRAMMERS
• .....1110r
..

• IBM PC Software Package included or RS232 drivers to any computer ( Apple, CPM, etc).
•Programs 27xx to 1MBit, 25xx, 68xx, CMOS, EEProms, 874x, 87(C)5x, ZPRams & more.
•Menu-driven device selection:

$495

No Personality Modules.

Quick Pulse Programming.

•Reads & Writes Intel-. Motorola-, Straight- Hex & Binary files. Splits files(odd/even).
*Technical Support by phone: 8am-5pm voice, 5pm-8am Bulletin Board ( PT).
•Built-in Eraserrfimer option. Full documentation. Firmware upgrades available.
•1 year warranty.

Money back guarantee.

•110-115/220-240VAC.

$395

Most units same day shipment.

Visa & MC accepted.

Call today for datasheets!

Kits from
$95
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_

B&CMICROSYSTEMS
355 West Olive Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086
PH:(408)730-551 I FAX:408-730-552I TLX:984185

Circle 47 on Reader Service Card

UNLEASH YOUR 80386!
Your 80386- based PC should run two to
three times as fast as your old AT. This
speed-up is primarily due to the doubling of the clock speed from 8to 16 MHz.
The new MicroWay products discussed
below take advantage of the real power
of your 80386, which is actually 4to 16
times that of the old AT! These new products take advantage of the 32 bit registers and data bus of the 80386 and the
Weitek 1167 numeric coprocessor chip
set. They include afamily of MicroWay

80386 compilers that run in protected
mode and numeric coprocessor cards
that utilize the Weitek technology.
The benefits of our new technologies include:
•An increase in addressable memory
from 640K to 4 gigabytes using MSDOS or Unix.
•A 12 fold increase in the speed of 32 bit
integer arithmetic.
•A4to 16 fold increase in floating point

speed over the 80387/80287 numeric
coprocessors.
Equally important, whichever MicroWay product you choose, you can be
assured of the same excellent pre- and
post-sales support that has made MicroWay the world leader in PC numerics
and high performance PC upgrades.
For more information, please call the
Technical Support Department at
617-746-7341
After July 1988 call 508-746-7341

MicroWay
80386 Support
8

mW1167 Numeric
Coprocessor Board

MicroWay 80386 Compilers

MicroWay Numerics

80386 Multi-User Solutions

NDP Fortran- 386 and NDP C-386 are globally
optimizing 80386 native code compilers that
support anumber of Numeric Data Processors,
including the 80287, 80387 and mW1167. They
generate mainframe quality optimized code and
are syntactically and operationally compatible to
the Berkeley 4.2 Unix f77 and Pcc compilers.
MS-DOS specific extensions have been added
where necessary to make it easy to port programs written with Microsoft C or Fortran and
R/M Fortran.
The compilers are presently available in two
formats: Microport Unix 5.3 or MS-DOS as extended by the Phar Lap Tools. MicroWay will port
them to other 80386 operating systems such as
OS/2 as the need arises and as 80386 versions
become available.
The key to addressing more than 640 kbytes
is the use of 32- bit integers to address arrays.
NDP Fortran-386 generates 32- bit code which
executes 3 to 8 times faster than the current
generation of 16-bit compilers. There are three
elements each of which contributes afactor of 2
to this speed increase: very efficient use of
80386 registers to store 32- bit entifies, the use of
inline 32-bit arithmetic instead of library calls,
and adoubling in the effective utilization of the
system data bus.
An example of the benefit of excellent code is a
32- bit matrix multiply. In this benchmark an NDP
Fortran- 386 program is run against the same
program compiled with a 16- bit Fortran. Both
programs were run on the same 80386 system.
However, the 32- bit code ran 7.5 times faster
than the 16- bit code, and 58.5 times faster than
the 16- bit code executing on an IBM PC.
NDP FORTRAN- 386"
$ 595
NDP C-386 $595

The mW1167' is a MicroWay designed high
speed numeric coprocessor that works with the
80386. It plugs into a 121 pin "Weitek" socket
that is actually asuper set of the 80387. This socket is available on a number of motherboards
and accelerators including the AT&T 6386,
Tandy 4000, Compaq 386/20, Hewlett Packard
RS/20 and MicroWay Number Smasher 386. It
combines the 64- bit Weitek 1163/64 floating
point multiplier/adder with a Weitek/Intel designed " glue chip". The mW1167' runs at 3.6
Mega Whetstones (compiled with NDP Fortran386) which is afactor of 16 faster than an AT and
2to 4times faster than an 80387.
mW1167 16 MHz
$ 1495
mW1167 20 MHz
$ 1995

ATe - This intelligent serial controller series is
designed to handle 4 to 16 users in aXenix or
Unix environment with as little as 3% degradation in speed. It has been tested and approved by
Compaq, Intel, NCR, Zenith, and the Department
of Defense for use in high performance 80286
and 80386 Xenix or Unix based multi-user
systems.
AT4 - 4 users
$795
AT8 - 8 users
$995
AT16 - 16 users
$ 1295

Micro
Way

Monoputer`' - The INMOS T800-20 Transputer is a32- bit computer on achip that features
a built-in floating point coprocessor. The T800
can be used to build arbitrarily large parallel processing machines. The Monoputer comes with
either the 20 MHz T800 or the T414 (a T800
without the NDP) and includes 2 megabytes of
processor memory. Transputer language support from MicroWay includes Occam, C, Fortran,
Pascal and Prolog.
Monoputer T414-20 with 2 meg'
$ 1495
Monoputer T800-20 with 2 megl
$ 1995
Ouadputer'' can be purchased with 2, 3or 4
transputers each of which has 1or 4megabytes
of memory. Quadputers can be cabled together
to build arbitrarily fast parallel processing
systems that are as fast or faster than today's
mainframes. A single T800 is as fast as an
80386/mW1167 combination!
I3iputer T800/T414 with 2megl . $3495
Cluadputer 4T414-20 with 4 meg'
$6000
'Includes Occam

Phar Lap" created the first tools that make it
possible to develop 80386 applications which
run under MS-DOS yet take advantage of the full
power of the 80386. These include an 80386
monitor/loader that runs the 80386 in protected
linear address mode, an assembler, linker and
debugger. These tools are required for the MSDOS version of the MicroWay NDP Compilers.
Phar Lap Tools
$495

PC/AT ACCELERATORS
287Turbo-10 10 MHz
287Turbo-12 12 MHz
287TurboPlus-12 12 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 9 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 12 MHz
SUPERCACHE-286

$450
$ 550
$629
$299
$399
$499

MATH COPROCESSORS
80387-20 20 MHz
80387-16 16 MHz
80287-10 10 MHz
80287-8 8 MHz
80287-6 6 MHz
8087-2 8 MHz
8087 5 MHz

$895
$495
$ 349
$259
$ 179
$ 154
$ 99

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
St. Leonards, NSW Australia 02-439-8400
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BACK ISSUES FOR SALE
1986

1987

56.00

56.110

198.5
Jan.

56.00

Feb.

$6.00

March

$6.00

$6.110

April

S6.00

S6.00

May

56.00

Soil()

June

56.(5)

July
Aug.

56.110

56.00

SPECIAL ISSUES and INDEX

1988
$6.00

BYTE '83 284 INDEX

$2.00

56.00

BYTE 1985 INDEX

$2.50

1984 Special Guide to IBM PCs $4.75
1985 INSIDE THE IBM PCs $ 4.75
1986 INSIDE THE IBM PCs $5.00

56.00

56.00

56.00

56.00

$6.00

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
TODAY SPECIAL

S4.00

$6.00

S6.00

S6.00

Oct.

$6.00

S6.00

56.00

BYTE Back Issues

Nov.

$6.00

56.00

One Phoenix Mill Lane

56.00

Peterborough, NH 03458

•

S6.00

$6.00
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VISA
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Circle ,ind send requests
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Sept.

Dec.

FLOATING-POINT PROCESSING
RESOURCE GUIDE

: 1 MasterCard

Ex P.

CARD #

SIGNATURE
Ils aboie prices include postage in the CS. Muse add S . 50 per copy for
Canada and Mexico; and 52.00 per copy to foreign countries surface
‘Iditvrv'. Please allow 4 ureks for domestic delivery and 12 uveks .
tOr foreign
deluvry.
'

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Zip

Computer Systems Architects
950 North University Ave.
Provo, UT 84604.
The PARTI processor board
provides four T800s each with a
megabyte; plugs into aPC
compatible.
Inquiry 955.

Logical Systems
742 Fourth St. SW
Corvallis, OR 97333.
A transputer C compiler/
assembler/linker package, written
in C; includes the source code
to the complete compiler.
Inquiry 956.

ANSI/IEEE Standard 754-1985 for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic.
IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, CA, 1985.
¡MS T800 Data Sheet. INMOS Corporation. P.O. Box 16000, Colorado
Springs, CO 80935.
McMahon, F. H. The Livermore FORTRAN Kernels: A Computer Test
of the Numerical Performance Range. Technical Report UCRL-53745.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, National Technical
Information Services, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, VA.
Roscoe, A. W., and C. A. R. Hoare. The Laws of Occam
Programming. Oxford University Computing Laboratory. Programming
Research Group. 8-11 Keble Rd.. Oxford OX I3QD. U.K.

C programmers are talking about C talk"'
The easy way to add the POWER of
•OBJECT- ORIENTED Programming to C
C_talk extends your C compiler to a real Object- Oriented Language 1001.1.
It is not a new language; it simply adds Smalltalk-like features to C:
O Encapsulation
O Messaging ( Dynamic Binding)
O Inheritance
C_talk offers all of the advantages of 00Ls:
O A highly modular software design methodology
O Reusable software components
O Extendable software components

‘411&11 Oftà.
NI % II be

Plus the advantages of C:
O Speed, size, flexibility
O Ease of application delivery
O Access to C libraries and C tool sets

C_talk consists of an application development environment with:
O A powerful Smalltalk-like Browser for browsing, defining and editing an
applications object class hierarchy
• A Preprocessor for converting object class descriptions into standard C
programs that are compatable with popular C compilers

Barrett, Geoff. Formal Methods Applied to aFloating Point Number
System. Oxford University Computing Laboratory, Programming
Research Group.

FLOATING-POINT HARDWARE

Data Translation Inc.
100 Locke Dr..
Marlboro, MA 01752.
Array processors, floating-point
accelerators, and other plug-in
boards for PC compatibles.
Inquiry 957.

Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc.
3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd.
Austin, TX 78721.
68881 floating-point coprocessor
unit.
Inquiry 959.

Intel Corp.
3065 Bowers Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051.
80x87floating-point
coprocessor units.
Inquiry 958.

Weitek Inc.
1060 East Argues
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Floating-point coprocessor chip
sets.
Inquiry 960.

• An integrated, semiautomatic Make utility for controlling the preprocessing,
compiling and linking of an application, object classes. C files or libraries
C_talk is designed to run on an IBM' PC (or compatable) with one of the following C
compilers: Microsoft' C, Lattice C. Turbo C, or C86. A system configured with ahard

EMULATING FLOATING-POINT HARDWARE

drive and mouse is highly recommended.
To order:
CNS, Inc.
Software Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-0170

Cody, William J., and William Waite. Software Manual for the
Elem entary Functions. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice- Hall. 1980.

and

Hart, John F., E. W. Cheney, et al. Computer Approximations. New
York: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Company. 1978.

onalOieat

........

Isaacson, Eugene, and Herbert Bishop Keller. Analysis of Numerical
Methods. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966.
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Knuth, Donald. The Art of Computer Programming-Seminumerical
Algorithms. Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley, 1969.

The new Diconix 300 desktop plain paper printer.
So quiet, so small, so fast, you could mistake it for the Diconix 150.
Before you decide on aPC printer, reflect on this.

A Kodak Company
3100 Research Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45420
1-800-DICONIX
•Semi-automatic paper handling
•308 characters per second
•IBM & Epson emulation
Circle 311 on Reader Service Card

• The first and only hardware board that fully
supports EMS, EMS 4.0 and EEMS
• Fully populated with 2 or 4 MB of Micron's own
dynamic RAM memory components
• Purchase 2 MB mothercard and 2 MB daughtercard separately or together to fit in a single slot!
• Designed to work with 80286 and 80386 based
systems
• Provides expanded and/or extended memory
operation
• Automatically configures around bad memory
• Compatible with DOS, OS/2, UNIX and XENIX
operating systems
Operating Speeds

• Operating speeds up to 8 MHz zero wait- state and
12 MHz with one wait-state
• Backfills conventional memory to 640KB
• Data is parity protected
• Easy-to-use installation and configuration software—no switches to set'
• RAM diagnostics, RAM disk and print spooler
software included
• Warranted for 2years to registered users
• Each board is tested under a wide range of environmental conditions to insure high reliability
and quality
• Made in the USA
Order Number
2MB

4MB

Up to 6 MHz with zero wait-state
Up to 10 MHz with 1wait-state

MB- 26- DH

MB-46-DH

iDaughtercard for MB- 26-DH

MB- 26-DD

Up to 8MHz with zero wait-state
Up to 12 MHz with 1wait-state

MB- 28-DH

Daughtercard for MB- 28-DH

MB- 28- DD

Micron Technology, Inc.
Systems Group
2805 East Columbia Road
Boise, Idaho 83706
1-800-MICRON- 1
(208) 386-3800
Circle

166 on Reader Service Card

MB-48- DH

IRON
TECHNOLOGY, INC.

:BM PC Ff anc: DS 2me rgisteiect trot"ternarks of Inter natic.rril 8:Isl.-less Machine:, Ccrperution
UN:X is c 1.-afstered trademcz:k of AT&T XENIX is a registered tt']cl•?.rnark of Microsoft Cc rocration
•
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HypertExpert Systems

...something totally new from Knowledge Garden
HYPERTEXT
Hypertext lets you link related concepts, logic
or procedures. It adds awhole new dimension to
written material like training manuals, help systems
and reference works. Hypertext allows users to
access information in anon-linear fashion by following atrain of thought. Hypertext lets the reader
control the level of detail and the type of information
displayed. But that's just one side of the coin.

EXPERT SYSTEMS
The other key ingredient to real exchange of knowledge via the computer is control by the author.
That's why integration of hypertext and expert
systems is such abreakthrough — it lets communication take place between teacher and pupil, author
and reader, expert and novice. It lets each side
REACT to what the other says.

Announcing KnowledgePro' a new déçeIo.
Knowledge Garden. It integrate
to create the world'
unlike anyt
you have seen before.

KNOWLEDGE PROCESSOR
The age of packaged knowledge is upon us.
PC's now have the power to manipulate, store
and retrieve knowledge using KnowledgePro,
and
KnowledgePro is the fi st s . tem to provide an
effective, simple and aes etic edium for the communication of knowledge ndi
Big corporations can bo
onstruct expert
systems for internal use qu'c ly and without
expensive Al training. Ind vi u Is can author
knowledge bases for commerci I
or ducational use.

nt environment, fro

KNOWLEDGEPRO
KnowledgePro is atotally new development environment created by Bev and Bill Thompson. It costs
$495 plus $5 shipping and handling and runs
on IBM PC, XT, AT or PS/2 with 512k memory.
KnowledgePro is not copy-protected and there are
no run-time fees. Aworking demonstration disk is
available for $30 with full credit towards purchase
of KnowledgePro. Call tod
copy.

TO ORDER
A LANGUAGE FOR
EXPERTS
KnowledgePro is for experts because it
provides awide variety of structures to
work with. It has many advanced features,
like inference, list processing, topics,
procedural control and inheritance. You
can write new procedures in other languages and interface to other programs.
You can read DBASE Ill and LOTUS 123
data directly into the knowledge base.

A TOOL FOR
BEGINNERS
KnowledgePro let's you communicate
knowledge, easily and without spending
weeks on the details. KnowledgePro
handles the details for you. It provides
easy access to colors, windows and
mouse controlit's been called the BASIC
of the 80's because anyone can get
results quickly — and then grow into more
sophisticated features at their own pace

Call 518-766-3000 (American Express,
Visa, M/C accepted) or mail yo
today.
Check
Knowledge Garden itic.
473A Malden Bridge Rd.
Nassau, NY),2i 23
The run-time vrion of KnowledgePro
is free on th electronic networks or
$15 from/Knowledge Garden complete
with u ul example applications.

Published by

Know edge
GARDEN Inc.

Another intelligent
tool in the
Knowledge Garden
family of products.

r-eir

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Inc KnowledgePro is atrademark of Knowledge Garden Inc.
DBASE III is atrademark of Ashton Tate LOTUS 123 is aregistered trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
Photo .Tcherevkoff c
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Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR

Part 3: Memory Management
and Windowing

Steve Ciarcia

The BCC180
Multitasking Controller
The BCC180's multitasking BASIC
compiler can operate on a variety
of hardware—even on an IBM PC
For the past two months, I've been discussing a
64180- based multitasking computer, the
BCC180 (see photo 1). In common with most of
my projects, it is hardware, but because of its
unique multitasking capabilities, I have made
much of the presentation atutorial on multitasking. This month, I'll conclude with adiscussion of the memory
management and windowing capabilities of BASIC- 180.
Memory and the 64180
The 64180 processor has two great advantages over the Z80.
First, it contains awide variety of on-board peripherals, including timers and universal asynchronous receiver/transmitters ( UARTs). Second—and
more important—it has an onboard memory management
unit (MMU).
The MMU lets the 64180
directly address up to 1megabyte of memory. The memory
connected to the 64180 is
called physical memory; it is
the entire " universe" of memory available to the processor.
The memory that can be addressed with any one map, or
configuration, of the MMU is
called the logical address
space. Every address generated by auser's program is a
logical address.
The MMU's role is to
translate logical addresses
into physical addresses. If, for
Photo 1: The BCC180 (tall
board in the rear) shown here
in atypical process-control
configuration. In addition to
the BCC180's own
functions, this system has 32
channels of 12-bit AID and
16 channels of optoisolated
AC I/O.
Copyright © 1988 Steven A. Ciarcia. All rights reserved.

example, aprogram tries to reference location 0, this is areference to logical address 0. The actual physical address will be a
function of the mapping of the MMU. It may indeed use physical address 0 (on power-up, the MMU translates every logical
address to exactly the same physical address). Or, if the program had set the MMU, it could use physical address 10000
hexadecimal. (For the remainder of the article, all addresses
will be in hexadecimal unless otherwise specified.)
The 64180's MMU lets programs segment the memory on
any one map into three different areas. For instance, references
to logical addresses 0to 3FFF could access physical addresses 0
to 3FFF, references to logical addresses 4000 to 7FFF could
access physical addresses 10000 to 13FFF, and the last half of
the logical space could access physical addresses 40000 to
47FFF. Virtually any combination is possible.
Using All Available Memory
Although the MMU provides afairly convenient way to handle
large amounts of memory while still maintaining Z80 compatibility, it is not magic. The
MMU is useless unless applications programs are specifically written to use it. None of
the thousands of existing
CP/M programs can take advantage of the power of the
MMU; even running on a
64180, they are still limited to
64K bytes of memory. Handling the MMU is not trivial.
Only a handful of programs
have been written to take advantage of this powerful feature. Fortunately, BASIC- 180
is one of these.
Writing a compiler that
generates code to automatically remap the MMU is a
continued

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced
"see-ARE-see ah") is an
electronics engineer and computer consultant with experience in process control,
digital design, nuclear instrumentation, and product development. The author of several
books on electronics, he can
be reached at P.O. Box 582,
Glastonbury, CT 06033, or
on BIX as "sciarcia."
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pretty tough task. How would you do it? One approach is to start
compiling code from address 0until FFFF is encountered, then
(or shortly before) drop in code to remap the MMU so the next
64K-byte region is available, and so on. This approach can be
made to work, but you pay ahigh price in terms of performance.
Every FOR...NEXT, GOTO, and GOSUB may require MMU remapping. Worse, every time aprogram calls built-in run-time
routines (of which there are always many), software may have to
remap the MMU.
Interestingly enough, the IBM PC's famous lack of performance is partially due to this. Although the PC does not use a
conventional MMU, addresses are pretty much limited to 16
bits. Address references outside a64K-byte region must involve
manipulation of the 8088's segment registers, hampering the
machine's performance.
BASIC- 180 takes a unique approach. In all operational
modes except MAPCOMPILE (
which I'll describe later), when a
BASIC- 180 program is running, it ignores the MMU. (Of
course, BASIC- 180 does initially configure the MMU, but this
occurs only at the program's start.) This ensures that BASIC180 is compatible with all Z80 systems. You can compile programs of any size to disk, even though the compiler uses only
around 48K bytes. If you compile aprogram using the MAPCOMPILE command, BASIC- 180 uses the memory map shown in
figure 1.
BASIC- 180 compiles the " run-time package"—or library of
support code required by aprogram—at logical address 0 to
3FFF. The compiler maps these logical addresses to the same
physical addresses (0to 3FFF).
The variable area consists of both variables defined in the
program and temporaries required by the run-time routines.
This area must reside in RAM, whereas all the compiled code
typically is in EPROM. The temporary area is compiled from
the top of logical memory (64K) down for as far as is required.
If 16K bytes of RAM is needed, it is compiled to logical address
C000 to FFFF. This area is mapped to physical addresses starting at 7FFFF and down.
Finally, BASIC- 180 compiles the user's program into logical
addresses between the run-time and RAM areas. Every task is

}tore 1: Memory map for programs compiled using the
MAPCOMPILE command, showing the relationship between
logical memory and physical memory.
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compiled to the same range of logical addresses. Thus, the lead
task starts at address 4000, as does task 1, task 2, and so on.
Although these tasks have the same logical address, they reside
in memory at different physical addresses. The upshot is that,
since agiven task " sees" only its own logical space, multiple
tasks executing on the same system are largely unaware of one
another.
Context Switching
The trick to the success of this approach is context switching. In
amultitasking environment, only one task can be executing at
any specific moment. BASIC- 180 takes advantage of this fact by
having the context switcher remap the MMU whenever atick
interrupt is received. The currently executing task's context is
saved, and this task is mapped out (" into the ozone," as the
experts say) and the next task mapped in. Now, the new task is at
the same logical address space as the last one was and can start
running.
On the BCC180, ahardware interrupt drives the software
context switcher to sequence multitasking. The interrupt is provided by the 64180's internal timer number 0, which BASIC180 configures to generate 60 interrupts per second. The interrupts from the timer invoke BASIC- 180's context switcher,
which must then suspend execution of the current task and decide which task to execute next.
The context switcher is structured around atable called the
task control block (TCB). Each TCB entry includes the task's
current state (e.g., active and suspended), its reschedule interval (specified on the task's RUN statement), how many ticks are
left until the interval elapses, the task's priority, the task's
memory management map (so the context switcher knows
where the task exists in physical memory), and the task's current stack pointer.
Each time the context switcher is invoked, it examines every
entry in the table to determine which task must run next, searching in order of priority. The switcher checks tasks' states to find
those that are either suspended (whose execution was stopped in
midstream by an interrupt) or ready (
they've never been executed but are now ready for execution). It examines tasks of
equal priority in around-robin fashion, giving them all an equal
chance to execute.
The switcher starts aready task at that task's first executable
location, and asuspended task at the location it left off when last
interrupted. If no task currently requires processor time, the
context switcher idles, waiting for the next interrupt. (See table
1for afurther breakdown of task states.)
Context switching is acomplex procedure, requiring asubstantial number of instructions. The TCB is arranged in adoubly sorted order (by round-robin and by task priority) to speed
TCB searches. At 60 ticks per second, less than 5percent of the
processor's time is consumed by context switching.
The process of remapping the MMU occupies atiny percentage of the context-switching time, so little processing overhead
is added. The system can therefore manage large multitasking
programs with numerous tasks that sprawl across amegabyte of
memory at little expense of processor time.
The 64180's MMU has aminimum mapping resolution of 4K
bytes. Therefore, each task compiled by BASIC- 180 will take at
least 4K bytes, since each task must reside in aseparate map.
The revision 1mask of the 64180 in aplastic leadless chip
carrier (PLCC) package supports 20-bit address spaces or 1
megabyte of RAM. BASIC- 180 has asomewhat arbitrary limit
of 32 tasks per program. In a 1-megabyte address space, each
task can therefore take up to 32K bytes (since 32K bytes x 32
tasks = 1megabyte). This is quite reasonable, since the runtime package uses 16K bytes. If 16K bytes of RAM is required
for variables and temporaries, 32K bytes is left for tasks in the
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logical address space ( 16K run time + 16K variables/temporaries + 32K program = 64K, the logical address space of the
64180).
As you can see, in BASIC- 180 large programs are intrinsically tied to multitasking. Nonmultitasking programs are restricted to 64K bytes of total memory use. This encourages programmers to think in terms of segmenting a program into
separate, asynchronous activities. A future Circuit Cellar will
cover amultiprocessor system, in which this programming style
becomes very important.
Interactive Compilation
Idon't have the patience to use most high-level languages. The
scenario usually goes like this: You invoke an editor, enter the
program, call up the compiler, which inevitably points out afew
misplaced semicolons (Ithought the computer was supposed to
relieve me of trivia . . . ), so you have to go back to the editor, fix
the code, and recompile, by now hoping desperately that some
other silly syntactical mistake isn't still lurking.
After the compiler is finally happy, you repeat the same process with the linker. (Oh, no! The linker looks at only seven
characters of asymbol, but my language recognizes eight! Back
to the editor, boys.) Finally, you're ready to test the program. If
it doesn't work, you'll often edit lots of print statements into the
code to try and localize the problem. No wonder programmers
get only 10 lines of good code aday.
BASIC- 180 supports two very different development environments. You can write and test code on the BCC180 itself, or
you can write and at least partially test code on ahost computer
like the SB180. This kind of cross-development environment is
nice because you can use all the resources of the operating
system.
The most important of these is the disk system. (I'm seriously
considering adding afloppy disk drive and small computer system interface [SCSI] hard disk interface board to the BCC bus
very soon. Circuit Cellar Ink will contain news of that construction project.) You can save various versions of the source and
compiled code, adapt portions of old programs for use in anew
one, and take advantage of operating-system utilities to ease the
development process.
The downside of developing code on ahost system is the lack
of compatible I/O. In any process-control system, the BCC180
will no doubt be connected to unusual I/O devices not available
to the host development system (e.g., parallel I/O lines connected to contact closures, relays, and so forth). For the present,
this involves atrade-off.
Most systems use limited access to I/O. If speed is not the
overriding consideration, you should use well-designed modular code to segment the I/O drivers into driver routines. When
operating in across-development mode, you can replace these
drivers with code that simulates the behavior of the physical devices. Perhaps only limited simulation is practical, but you can
still test much of the code.
BASIC- 180 will run on the SB180 just as it does on the
BCC180. The BASIC source code is 100 percent compatible.
BASIC- 180 will even run on an IBM PC under aCP/M simulator like ZSIM from Z-World.
On across-development system, you can compile and test
BASIC code in one of three ways: interactively, using the DISKCOMPILE command, or using the MAPCOMP ILE command.
When compiling interactively, BASIC- 180 appears to operate
just like an interpreter. You sign on to the BASIC and edit, run,
test, and modify programs, all under the control of BASIC- 180.
BASIC- 180 includes aline editor for easy entry and alteration of
programs. Using the SAVE and LOAD commands, you can save
code to and load it from disk.
The RUN command starts aBASIC program executing, as in

Table 1: Task states.
Active: The task is actually executing. Only one task can be active at any time.
Ready: The task has as yet not been executed but is ready for
execution as soon as CPU time becomes available.
Suspended: The task was executed but was preempted by a
clock tick. It is ready to resume execution from where it left off as
soon as CPU time becomes available.
Waiting: The task was executing but put itself in an idle mode.
The CPU will restart the task after aspecified amount of time
measured in clock ticks.
Dormant: The task has not been made available for execution. It
requires no CPU time.

an interpreter. However, when you issue RUN, BASIC- 180 compiles the program into true native machine code, then executes
it. The program—being compiled instead of interpreted—runs
faster. Furthermore, the RUN command causes BASIC- 180 to
compile the program to RAM—not disk—so compilation is also
speedy. (On the SB180, compilation is over 150 BASIC statements per second.) Best of all, you can test, modify, and retest
the program in seconds, just as in an interpreter. As far as I'm
concerned, this is the only way to develop code. Only afew
other languages now use this approach.
Once you have your program working the way you want it to,
you can compile it to an efficient disk file using the DISKCOMPILE command. BASIC- 180 reads the BASIC source code from
adisk file, converts it to native 64180 object code, and saves it
to a stand-alone executable file, just like any other CP/M
program.
You can use DISKCOMPILE to create program files that you
ultimately convert to Intel hexadecimal format and burn into
EPROMs for stand-alone execution on the BCC180. BASIC180 always generates ROMable code. This means that programs
created with BASIC- 180 require only limited operating-system
support, if any, and the code and data areas of aBASIC- 180
program are kept separate. BASIC- 180 lets you define where
RAM should be, so you can support the segmented memory
typical of ROM-based systems.
To create large multitasking programs, you use BASIC- 180's
MAPCOMPI LE command. MAPCOMP ILE produces a root . COM
file that contains aloader and the run-time routines. It then generates afile for each task. These files have the extension . Txx,
where xx is the task number. When you invoke the root program
(by typing its name, just as you would for any other . COM file),
the built-in loader reads each of the task files from disk into the
proper area of physical memory, remapping the MMU as
required.
Plug and Go
A truly unique feature of the BCC180 version of BASIC- 180 is
that the compiler itself, and not just the compiled code, can operate from ROM on the BCC180. Most languages need agreat
deal of operating-system support. A few interpreted BASICs operate from ROM (like the ROM BASIC for the IBM PC), but
you'll find few ROM-resident BASIC compilers.
BASIC- 180 supports its interactive development environment
even in ROM. You'll find nearly all the features available on
disk-based systems in the ROM version, including aline editor.
continued
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The ROM version of BASIC- 180 requires just the BCC180
board, aterminal, and apower supply (you'll need the optional
BCC180 EPROM programmer board to generate ROM-based
programs). When powered up, the BASIC or asystem monitor
is available immediately. You can enter, edit, and test programs, just as if you were using an interpreter.
The great advantage of developing code on the BCC180 is
that you have all the BCC180's resources available. There is no
need to write I/O simulation routines; you can develop critical
I/O handlers interactively. Without disks, however, there would
seem to be no way to save BASIC source or compiled code. Fortunately, past experience suggested asolution to this problem.
One of the better features of my 8052-based BCC52 is its onboard EPROM programmer that functions like write-once mass
storage. Ican't stand to rekey programs, so when Softaid's people designed this BASIC- 180, Ihad them add the ability to save
programs directly to EPROM in the same manner as the
BCC52. When you connect the BCC180's auxiliary EPROM
burner, you can use ROMSAVE and ROMLOAD to save and retrieve
programs to and from an EPROM (27256). BASIC- 180 burns a
tokenized (compressed) form of the BASIC source program into
the EPROM.
Of course, BASIC- 180 doesn't create any sort of file structure on the EPROM. ROMSAVE simply burns each program into
the next unused spot in the EPROM, assigning that program a
(a)
Selection
TO: the Boss
FR: the Silesmen
RE: Espense Account
Iknow my expenses hive been high in the past quarter. Idid do Quite
a bit of traveling, and ecareful review of ny itineraries will esplain
how luny of these chivies were incurred.
e
e
She
e
rude BASIC - ISO allows the use of windows and pull down menus. Usine
dese these, it's possible to create aMacintosh - like environnent on
an ASCII terminel. For example, aword processine prolrem oliht
luis be written with amenu bar as shown above. The user could '
click' y
woul on ' Selection' and have atenu of editing potions appear.
that
not speaking Enelish , So, he went to Australia instead of Austria, I
still sold four widgets there.

Windowing
When Ifirst ran into multitasking, Iwas confused as to how
different tasks would handle terminal display I/O. What happens when Iprogram three tasks to simultaneously display results? Do Iend up with ajumbled mess of asynchronous PRINT
statements going to acommon display? Of course not.
BASIC- 180 gives you acomplete set of window control statements. A window is asubsection of the CRT display terminal
with adefinable size and position. A window can be any size (up
to 24 lines by 80 characters), and you can have up to 10 windows
in use at once. When your program selects awindow, all output
will go to that window until the program selects another. The
window's borders act as barriers to PRINT statements (
see
photos 2a and 2b).
BASIC- 180 lets you assign windows to tasks, so that you
might assign window 1to task 4and window 2to task 12. All
output from task 4will then go to window 1, and all output from
task 12 will go to window 2.
The following BASIC- 180 statements control windowing:
WINDOW defines awindow's size and location.
WSELECT selects awindow for output.
WFRAME draws an outline around awindow.
WCLEAR erases awindow.
WSAVE saves the contents of awindow to an array.
WUPDATE restores to the screen awindow that has been saved
with WSAVE.
The following program defines asquare window 10 characters wide and high, whose upper left corner is at column 10, row
10, on the CRT. It is defined as window number 1. A box is
drawn around it using the "_" and "" characters:
10 WSELECT 1
20 WINDOW 10,10,20,20
30 WFRAME, " 1"

(b)
Selection
TO: the
FR: the
RE: En.

shange
Search
Load
Sieve
Ikn
luit
have been high in the past Quarter. Idid do Quite
a bit
end ecareful review of qv itineraries will explain
how rieny of these charges were incurred.
First, duri
trip to Egypt, I had amisunderstanding with the
Sheikh about ay : Error : the canals. There was no need for him to be
: disaereement, Ihad to find another way out of the
rude, but acta:
desert. Tho Rolls was the only car available.
Then, in Paris, there was the incident with the Corps do Ballet. I
guess Ididn't need to take all the ladies to lunch, but I thought they
would place alarge order for shoe laces.
Out the company plane, there was just no way Icould have forseen
that the fuel would be to espensive. How was Ito know about the pilot
not speaking English , So, he went to Australia instead of Austria. :
still sold four widgets there.

Photos 2a and 2b: BASIC- 180's multitasking windows are
sophisticated enough to simulate aMacintosh environment on
aserial terminal, as shown in (
a) and (
b) above.
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sequential number that ranges from 1to the number of programs
in the EPROM. You load aprogram from an EPROM using
ROMLOAD, which requires as an input argument the ROMSAVEgenerated number of the program.
You can also use MAPCOMPILE to compile programs into the
EPROM. In this case, MAPCOMPILE burns the programs into the
EPROM at the compiled physical addresses, so that you can
create a program that executes on power-up by placing the
EPROM in the appropriate BCC180 ROM socket(s).
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All subsequent PRINT statements will send their output to this
window.
The WSAVE and WUPDATE statements let you write programs
with pop-up or pop-down windows, so you can create programs
with a Macintosh-like user interface. WSAVE saves on-screen
data located behind the pop-up/pop-down window, and WUPDATE restores the screen after the window has been removed.
The following program draws three windows side by side on
the screen and assigns atask to each one. All three tasks then
run concurrently, each one writing to the window assigned to it:
5INTEGER T1,T2,T3,A,B,C,D, I
10 ERASE
100 DATA 1,1,10,10
105 DATA 1,12,10,22
110 DATA 1,26,10,35
200 FOR 1=0 TO 15 STEP 4
210 WSELECT I / 4
220 READ A,B,C,D
continued
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Then press F6 to refit the model and
recalculate the statistics.

Because "Statistical Graphics"
Is Better Than Just Statistics and Graphics
Most of today's PC statistical
packages give you all the statistics
you'll ever need. Some even give
you afew graphics. But only
STATGRAPHICS from STSC gives
you integrated statistical graphics
in an environment you control.
Unique " What If" Interactivity
STATGRAPHICS lets you explore
data relationships fully, producing
higher quality, more timely
solutions. Define your data and
assumptions, run the procedure
and review the results, modify
data and assumptions repeatedly
and take another look— and
another. All without leaving the
procedure or making permanent
changes to your data.

Integrated Statistical Graphics

Over 250 Statistical Procedures

Coupled with STATGRAPHICS'
interactive environment are over 50
types of graphs— traditional pie
and bar charts, histograms, 3-D line
and surface plots, quality control
charts, and more. All are integrated
with the procedures so that they
can be displayed instantly and
modified repeatedly.

•Direct Lotus' and dBASE'
interfaces

Query data points, do on-screen
forecasting and model fitting,
overlay graphs, or zoom- in on any
area for acloser look. With
flexibility like that, you can spot
and investigate visual trends in
your data— trends you may have
missed if you looked only at the
numbers.

•ANOVA and regression analysis
•Experimental design
•Quality control procedures
•Multivariate techniques
•Nonparametric methods
•Exploratory data analysis
•Forecasting, time series analysis,
and more.
STATGRAPHICS—
The Best Way to Do Statistics!
Put the power of STATGRAPHICS
to work for you today— all for only
$895*. For our free convincer kit or
the name of adealer near you, call

(800) 592-0050 ext. 400
((SIM X) ^2) • (( COS Y) ^2)
•
SURFACE PLOT

In Maryland, (301) 984-5123;
Internationally, (301) 984-5412.
Telex 898085 STSC ROVE

STSC
A wide variety of graphs supported on over 100 displays, printers and
plotters, including the new IBM PSI2TM Series.

STSC,

Inc.
2115 East Jefferson Street
Rockville, Maryland 20852

'Suggested retail price in U.S. and Canada. International
prices vary. Available through dealers and distributors
worldwide. STATGRAPHICS, PLUS*WARE, Lotus, and
dBASE are registered trademarks of Statistical Graphics
Corporation. STSC, Inc., Lotus Development Corporation.
and Ashton-Tate, respectively.

A PLUS*WARE° PRODUCT
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card
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230 WINDOW A,B,C,D
240 WFRAME "_" , " I
"
250 WINDOW A + 1,B + 1,C — 1,D — 1
260 NEXT I
300 RUN 1,30
301 RUN 2,50
302 RUN 3,70
310 GOTO 310
1000 TASK 1
1010 WSELECT
1020 WCLEAR
1030 FOR T1=1 TO 9:
PRINT " TASK 1": WAIT 5:
NEXT Ti
1040 EXIT
1100 TASK 2
1110 WSELECT 1
1120 WCLEAR
1130 FOR T2=1 TO 9:
PRINT " TASK 2": WAIT 5:
NEXT T2
1140 EXIT
1200 TASK 3
1210 WSELECT 2
1220 WCLEAR
1230 FOR T3=1 TO 9:
PRINT " TASK 3": WAIT 5:
NEXT T3
1240 EXIT
Windowing makes extensive use of the cursor-positioning
commands of the terminal you're using but, since no standard
exists for terminal cursor positioning, the disk-based version of
BASIC- 180 comes bundled with an installation program that
lets you configure it for your terminal or terminal emulator (the
ROM-based version has patch points). BASIC- 180 can support
virtually any terminal's format.
In Conclusion
Finally, Iam the quintessential nonprogramrner. Ieven design
hardware to get around programming. The BCC180 and
BASIC- 180 do serve my purpose, and Ihope you find them useful as well. Indeed, they let you work in an easy language, and
they support the multitasking that has become so essential as
applications become more complex. But, foremost, they raise
personal computing performance to a level you would expect
only in more expensive microcomputer systems.
Next Month
The Circuit Cellar SmartSpooler. •
I'd like to acknowledge and personally thank Ken Davidson and
Jack Ganssle for their efforts on the BCC180 project. Ken
Davidson's extensive knowledge of the HD64180 helped us
avoid the omnipresent hardware design pitfalls, and Jack
Ganssle 'ssuperb software talents helped explain multitasking
in a way that can really be understood.
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles.
Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Co., P.O. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume Icovers articles in BYTE from September 1977 through November 1978. Volume II covers December
1978 through June 1980. Volume III covers July 1980 through December 1981. Volume IV covers January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V
covers July 1983 through December 1984. Volume VI covers January
1985 through June 1986.
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It's virtually impossible to provide all the pertinent details of aproject
or cover all the designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For that reason,
Ihave started abimonthly supplemental publication (with no advertising) called Circuit Cellar Ink, which presents additional information on
projects published in BYTE, new projects, and supplemental applications-oriented materials. For aone-year subscription (6issues), send
$14.95 to Circuit Cellar Ink, P.O. Box 3378, Wallingford, CT 06494.
Credit card orders can call (203) 875-2199.
For more information on MTBASIC for Z80, 64180, or MS-DOS machines, contact Softaid Inc., 8930 Route 108, Columbia, MD 21045,
(301) 964-8455.
The following items are available from
Micromint Inc.
4Park St.
Vernon, CT 06066
For orders: (800) 635-3355
For information: (203) 871-6170
Telex: 643331, Fax: 2038722204
Inquiry 932.
1. A 9-MHz assembled and fully socketed BCC 180 computer/controller board with 32K bytes of static RAM, ROM monitor, BASIC- 180
development software ( same as item 3), and user's manuals.
BCC180-1-20 $395; for additional 256K DRAM, add $ 100
2. BCC180 PAK evaluation system. Contains a9- MHz BCC180 board
with 32K-byte static RAM, ROM monitor, BASIC- 180 development
software, MB08 eight-slot backplane, CCO1 10- inch card cage, UPS10
35- watt switching power supply, and user's manuals.
BCCI80-PAK $595; for additional 256K DRAM, add $ 100
3. BASIC- 180 multitasking BASIC compiler for ROM- or disk-based
development. Contains both BASIC- 180 EPROM for direct use on
BCC180 board and BASIC- 180 disk for direct use or software development on SB180. Includes 100-page user's manual. Compiled code may
be freely used without further license. BASIC- 180 DEV
$250
4. An auxiliary 27256 EPROM programmer board for the BCC180.
BCC18OPROG5
$89
The following items are available from
CCI
P.O. Box 428
Tolland, CT 06084
(203) 875-2751
Inquiry 933.
1. A 9- MHz BCC180 computer/controller complete kit with 32K bytes
of static RAM, ROM monitor, BASIC- 180 development software, and
user's manual. BCC180-KIT-20
$295
2. BCC180 auxiliary 27256 EPROM programmer board full kit.
BCC180PROG5K
$74
For either source above, all payments should be made in U.S. dollars by
check, money order, MasterCard, Visa, or American Express. Surface
delivery (U.S. and Canada only): add $5for U.S., $8for Canada. For
delivery to Europe via U.S. airmail, add $ 14. Three-day air freight delivery: add $ 10 for U.S. (UPS Blue), $25 for Canada (Purolator overnight), $45 for Europe (Federal Express), or $60 for Asia and elsewhere in the world (Federal Express). Shipping costs are the same for
one or two units.
There is amultiline Circuit Cellar bulletin board system ( running TBBS
2.01M) that supports past and present projects in BYTE and Ink. You
are invited to call and exchange ideas and comments with other Circuit
Cellar supporters. The 300/1200/2400-bps BBS is on-line 24 hours a
day at (203) 871-1988.
To receive information about the Circuit Cellar Ink publication for
hardware designers and developers, please circle 100 on the Reader
Service inquiry card at the back of the magazine.
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Jerry R. Van Aken and Carrell R. Killebrew Jr.

Better Bit Mapped Lines
Bresenham's Line Algorithm
provides aquick way to approximate
lines on abit-mapped display

pixel. This is apowerful technique that has been extended to
computer drawing of more complex curves such as circles, ellipses, and other conic sections.
Figure 2is aline drawn by the algorithm. The line segment
starts at (0,0), ends at ( 10,4), and is defined by the equation
f(x,y) = 4 xx— 10 Xy=0.

rawing a line is afundamental operation in a
computer graphics system, but representing a
line on abit-mapped display is not as simple as
it seems. The problem is that computers cannot
represent a straight line exactly. Since few
pixels are likely to lie exactly on the line, aline algorithm must
choose aconnected set of pixels that follows the path of the line
as closely as possible.
Early computer graphics systems used adigital differential
analyzer (DDA) algorithm to choose the pixels for drawing a
line. DDA line generation suffers because the algorithm uses
floating-point arithmetic, which is slow in atypical computer
system. A line algorithm using simple integer arithmetic would
be much faster.
In 1965, Jack Bresenham of IBM published afast line-drawing algorithm that uses only integer addition and subtraction.
This article derives Bresenham's Line Algorithm from basic
principles and provides source program listings in Pascal. [Editor's note: Source code listings for this article are available on
BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents.]

D

Drawing aLine Faster
Figure 1illustrates the basic principle of Bresenham's algorithm. A line segment extends from the origin to apoint (
a,b),
and the equation that must be satisfied by all points on this line is

The algorithm selects the pixels in figure 2that lie as close as
possible to the actual line. As the line is drawn from left to right,
each new pixel is selected to be either the pixel directly to the
right of the previous pixel (a horizontal move), or the pixel
above and to the right of the previous pixel (adiagonal move).
The algorithm chooses between these two pixels by determincontinued

Points on the line
satisfy the equation
f(x,y)= bx - ay = O.

Y

(a, b)

Points above the line
satisfy the relation
f(x,y)= bx - ay<0.
Points below the line
satisfy the relation
f(x,y)= bx - ay>0.

I
I

a

(0,0)

Figure 1: Basic principles of the algorithm.

f(x,y)=bxx—axy=0.
Points that do not satisfy this equation lie to one side or the other
of the line. As Bresenham's algorithm tracks the line from beginning to end, it measures the value of f(x,y) at regular intervals in order to choose pixels along the way to represent the line.
At apoint (
x,y) located below the line, f(x,y) is positive (i.e., b
xx — a x y > 0). Above the line, f(x,y) is negative. By monitoring the sign of the function at or near the current pixel, the
algorithm can tell whether it is moving too far above or below
the line, and make acourse correction when choosing the next
Jerry R. Van Aken is amember of the development team for the
7MS34010 graphics system processor. Carrell R. Killebrew Jr.
is responsible for engineering and marketing for the TMS34010
in personal computers and commercial applications. Both can
be contacted at Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 1443, Mail Station
712, Stafford, 7X 77251.
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Figure 2: Pixel approximations of line from origin to (10,4).
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(8 4)

(3,1)

(4,1)

Figure 3: Examples of the decision process.

Listing 1: A line algorithm restricted to the first
octant.
procedure draw_line ( a, b: integer);
a is the endpoint x
coordinate. )
b is the
endpoint y
coordinate.)
var x.
y,
d,

current x coordinate )
current y coordinate )
decision variable
loop index
1
integer;

begin ( draw line
x := 0;
—
( line starts at ( 8,0) )
y := 0;
for i := 0 to a do ( Draw the a+1 pixels
in the line. 1
begin
draw_pixel(x,y);
d :=
b * ( x + x + 2) ( Evaluate line
formula at
midpoint. )

_a *

(y +

y + 1) ;

if d < 0 then

(

x := x + 1;

(

else
begin

Is midpoint
above
the line? )
Yes, step
horizontally. )

( Midpoint

x := x + 1; (
y := y + 1
end ( else )
end ( for )
end; ( draw_line

is below the
line, )
so step diagonally. )

ing which is closer to the actual line. It does so by checking
whether the point exactly halfway between the two pixels lies
above or below the line. If the line passes below the midpoint, it
chooses the lower pixel; otherwise, it chooses the upper pixel.
Figure 3a shows where the algorithm chooses the upper pixel.
It illustrates the decision process performed by Bresenham's algorithm in selecting the pixel at (4,2) in figure 2. The pixel at
(3,1) is already turned on, having been selected in the previous
250
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step. The problem now is to choose between the pixels at (4,1)
and (4,2). To make this decision, the algorithm evaluates the
function f(x,y) = 4 x x — 10 x yat apoint lying at (4,1.5),
halfway between the two pixels under consideration. At the midpoint, the function evaluates to 4 x 4 — 10 x 1.5 = 1. Since
this is apositive value, the midpoint must lie below the line. The
pixel at (4,2) therefore lies closer to the line, and is selected.
Figure 3b is an example where the algorithm selects the lower
of the two pixels it considered. This figure illustrates the selection of the pixel at (8,3) in figure 2. The algorithm chooses the
pixel at (8,3) over the one at (8,4) by observing that the function
f(x,y) evaluated at the midpoint (8,3.5) is 4 x 8 — 10 x 3.5 =
—3. The negative value indicates that the midpoint is located
above the line. The pixel at (8,3) therefore is closer to the line
than the one at (8,4) and is selected.
The Basic Algorithm
Listing 1is a rudimentary form of the algorithm capable of
drawing the line shown in figure 2. It takes as its input arguments the endpoint coordinates aand b. For the sake of simplicity, assume that the starting point is always (0,0) and that the
endpoint coordinates (
a,b) satisfy the relation 0 b a, where
aand bare integers. ( In other words, point (
a,b) lies in the first
octant of Cartesian coordinate space.) The algorithm is easily
extended to overcome these restrictions, as we will show later.
A drawback to this form of the algorithm is that each iteration
of the inner loop requires two multiplications, which are more
time-consuming than simple operations such as addition. A
later version of the algorithm will replace the multiplications
with simpler operations in order to speed up line drawing. The
line drawn by the algorithm in listing 1is described by the equation f(x,y)=bxx—axy= 0. At the start of iteration iof the
for loop, asingle pixel is drawn at the current location (
x[i],
y[i]) by the function draw_pixel. As illustrated in the examples
of figure 2, the two candidate pixels for the next point to be
drawn are located at (
x[i] + 1,y[i 1) and (
x[i] + 1,y[i] + 1), and
the midpoint of these two pixels is at (
x[i] + 1,y[i] + 'h). The
algorithm chooses between the two candidate pixels based on
the sign off() evaluated at the midpoint, which is b x (
x[i] + 1)
— a x ( y[i] + 1
/). The algorithm in listing 1, in fact, assigns
2
twice this value to variable d, called the decision variable:
d[i] = 2 xf(x[i] + 1,y[i] + 1
2 )
/
= b x (2 x x[i] + 2) — a x (2 x y[i] + 1).
Multiplying f0 by 2ensures that dis an integer for all values of
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a; the factor of 2has no other effect, since the sign of d will
always be the same as that of f() evaluated at the midpoint.
Speeding Up the Algorithm
You can make the algorithm in listing 1faster by reducing the
calculations required to evaluate dduring each iteration of the
loop. In general, dincreases by 2 xb-2 xa for adiagonal
step, and by 2 x bfor ahorizontal step. A little algebra shows
that this is always true. In stepping diagonally from apoint
(x[il,Y[i])

d[i + 1] = 2 xbxx[i]+ 4 xb— 2 xaxylil—a
(a change of 2 x b). By calculating these two values prior to
entering the drawing loop, you can improve line-drawing performance. This way, you reduce updating dduring each iteration to simply incrementing dby the appropriate loop constant.
Listing 2is an improved version of the algorithm in listing I.
It eliminates the two multiplies per loop, and updates decision
variable dincrementally. It calculates the initial value of din
terms of the initial values of xand yas follows:
d[0]=bx(2 xx[0]+2)—ax(2 xy[0]+ 1)=2 xb—a

to

(x[i] + 1,y[i] + 1),

where x[0] = y[0] = 0. Two new variables, nondiag_inc
(which equals 2 x b) and diag_inc (
which equals 2 x b — 2
X a) are created to increment dduring each iteration.

the value of dchanges from
d[i] = 2 xbxx[i]+ 2 xb— 2 xaxy[i]—a
to

d[i + 1] = 2 xbxx[i]+ 4 xb— 2 xaxy[i]— 3 xa
(a change of 2 xb — 2 x a). When ahorizontal step is taken
from apoint

to
(x[i] + 1, y[i]),
the value of dchanges from
d[i] = 2 xbxx[il+ 2 xb— 2 xy[il—a

A Fast Unrestricted Algorithm
The algorithm in listing 2is still subject to the restrictions that
the starting point must lie at (0,0) (the origin), and the endpoint
coordinates must satisfy 0 ≤ b ≤ a (which restricts the ending
point to the first octant of Cartesian coordinate space). In listing
3, both restrictions have been removed by using symmetry and
translation. This is the final form of Bresenham's algorithm.
Figure 4illustrates how you can use symmetry to draw lines
in any of the eight octants. Although each of the eight lines is in
adifferent octant, the lines all have the same shape because they
follow identical sequences of diagonal and nondiagonal steps in
moving from the starting point to the ending point. The symmetry
of the eight lines in figure 4results from the fact that the algocontinued
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Listing2:Afasterlinealgorithm,butstillrestrictedto
thefireroctant.

{Determine whether ending point
or left of start point.)
if a < 0 then

( Drawing towards smaller
x- values?)
begin
( Yes, because a is negative.)
a := - a;
( Make a positive
1
dx_diag := - 1 ( and set x- movement
accordingly.)
end
else ( Draw is towards larger xvalues.)
dx_diag := 1; ( Set x- movement towards

procedure draw_line ( a, b: integer);
{ a is the endpoint x coordinate. )
{ b is the endpoint y coordinate. )
var x,
( current x coordinate )
y,
{ current y coordinate )
d,
{ decision variable
diag_inc,
( d's increment
for diagonal steps )
nondiag_inc:
{ d's incr.
non- diagonal steps 1
integer;
begin { draw_line 1

for

x := 0;
y := 0; ( start at (0,0)
d := b + b - a; ( initial value for d )
nondiag_inc := b + b;

)

{ Evaluate the d increment values. )
diag inc := b + b - a - a;
for j := 0 to a do
{ Draw the
a+1 pixels

in the

line. )

begin
draw_pixel(x,y);
if d < e then

{ Is midpoint
above the line? )
Yes, step horizontally. )
{

Update the

decision variable.
end (
else
begin
x :=
y :=
d :=

if -then )
{
x
y
d

Midpoint is below the line,
+ 1;
{ so step diagonally.
+ 1;
+ diag_inc
( Update the
decision variable.

)

)

end { else )
end { for )
end; { draw_line

ystart,
yend:

xend,
integer);

{ current x and y coordinates}
{ decision variable)

a, b,
( line displacements in x and y)
dx_diag, ( diagonal x step for next pixel)
dy_diag, ( diagonal y step for next pixel)
dx_nondiag, ( nondiagonal x step for next
pixel)
dy_nondiag, ( nondiagonal y step for next
pixel)
diag_inc, ( d's incr. for diagonal steps)
nondiag_inc, { d's incr. for nondiagonal
steps)
swap:
(temporary variable for swaps)
integer;

( line starting point)

(Determine drawing direction and step to the
next pixel.)
a := xend - xstart; ( Calculate difference
in x)
b := yend - ystart; ( Calculate difference
in y)

252

( Draw is towards

larger yvalues.)
dy_diag := 1; ( Set y-movement towards
larger y.)
{Identify octant containing ending point. )
if a < b then ( Is y-diff. larger than
x-diff.?)
begin { Yes, so swap a and b
swap := a;
a := b;
b := swap;
dx_nondiag := 0; { Since y difference is
larger, xl
dy_nondiag := dy_diag ( doesn't change on
nondiagonal)
but y changes

every step.)
{ When x-diff. is larger than
( y-diff., x changes every
step,)
dx_nondiag := dx_diag; ( and y changes
only on the)
dy_nondiag := 0
( diagonal steps.)
end(else)
d := b + b - a; { Initial value for d is
else
begin

procedure draw_line ( xstart,

begin(draw_line)
x := xstart;
y := ystart;

accordingly.)
end

end(if-then) ( steps,

Listing3:FinalformofBresenham'sLineAlgorithm.

var x, y,
d,

larger x.)
(Determine whether ending point lies above or
below starting point.)
if b < 0 then ( Drawing towards smaller yvalues?)
begin ( Yes, because b is negative.)
b := - b;
{ Make b positive and)
dy_diag := - 1
( set y-movement

else

begin {
X := x + 1;
d := d + nondiag_inc

lies to right
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nondiag_inc := b + b;

2*b-a.1
( Set initial d
increment values)

diag inc := b + b - a - a;
for I := 8 to a do ( Draw the a+1 pixels.)
begin
draw pixel(x,y);
if ci — < 0 then { Is midpoint above the
line?)
begin ( Yes, step nondiagonally.)
x := x + dx_nondiag;
y := y + dy_nondiag;
d := d + nondiag_inc ( Update the
decision variable.)
end(if-then)
else ( Midpoint is below the line,)
begin ( so step diagonally.)
x := x + dx_diag;
y := y + dy_diag;
d := d + diag_inc ( Update the decision
variable.)
end(else)
end(for)
end; ( draw_line)
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Octant 3:
dx_nondiag =
dy_nondiag = + 1
dx_diag = -1
dy_diag = +1

Y
A
10 —

(- 4,10)

•
Octant 4:
dx_nondiag = - 1
dy_nondiag = 0
dx_cliag = + 1
dy_diag = - 1
(-

Octant 2:
dx_nondiag = 0
dy_nondiag = +1
dx_diag = +1
dy_diag = +1
(4,10)

•
Octant 1:
dx_nondiag = +1
dy_nondiag = 0
dx_diag = + 1
dy_diag = +1

4 —

(10,4)

0.4;

10

-10

(10, - 4)

( - 10, -- 4)

Octant 8:
dx_ nondiag + 1
dy_nondiag=
dx_diag = +1
dy_diag = - 1

Octant 5:
dx_nondiag = -1
dy_nondiag =
dx_diag = -1
dy_diag = - 1

•
( - 4, •10)

•
- 10

Octant 6:
dx_nondiag =
dy_nondiag = - 1
dx_diag = - 1
dy_diag = -1

(4, - 10)
Octant 7:
dx_nondiag =
dy_nondiag = - 1
dx_diag = + 1
dy_diag = - 1

Figure 4: Eight-way symmetry used for the general algorithm.

rithm uses the same values of aand b(
for this example, a -= 10,
b = 4) for each of the lines. The only difference between drawing in one octant and another is the direction of diagonal and
nondiagonal steps. The algorithm in listing 3tests the endpoints
to determine in which octant the line lies. After the target octant
is determined, the xand y increments for diagonal and nondiagonal steps are adjusted to draw the line in the proper direction.
In listing 3, nondiagonal steps cause xand yto increment by
dx_nondiag and dy_nondiag; diagonal steps cause xand yto
increment by dx_diag and dy_diag. Figure 4shows the values
of these increments in each of the eight octants.
The final step in achieving the general form of the algorithm
in listing 3is to allow the line to begin at points other than the
origin. Whereas variables aand brepresented the coordinates of
the endpoint in listings 1and 2, in listing 3they represent the
distances in xand y from the starting point to the ending point; a
is set to the larger of these distances, and bto the smaller.
Described in geometric terms, when the algorithm initially
assigns values to parameters aand b, it effectively translates the
starting point of the line to the origin.
At this point in the algorithm, the ending point of the translated line is at ( a,b), and variables aand bcontain information

regarding both the shape of the line and the octant of the translated ending point. In the three subsequent tests of the values of
aand b ( Is a < 0? Is b < 0? Is a < b?) the octant information is
stripped away from aand b, leaving only the shape information.
Meanwhile, all information regarding the octant of the ending
point is transferred to the xand y increments dx_diag, dy_diag,
dx_nondiag and dy_nondiag. All this takes place prior to entering the for loop in listing 3.
Practical Implementations
In areal graphics system, you should encode the algorithm in
listing 3in assembly language to make it run as fast as possible.
For instance, atypical CAD diagram might contain hundreds of
lines, and the user waits while the computer draws the diagram
on the screen. The programmer should put the most effort into
speeding up the for loop, since this is executed once for each
pixel drawn, and one line may contain hundreds of pixels.
By comparison, the code that precedes the for loop executes
only once per line. The call to the draw_pixel procedure
should be replaced by in-line code for the draw_ pixel operation in order to remove the subroutine call overhead from the
inner loop. •
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Screen stars with The Visible Edge.
What gives Princeton's new generation of screen stars the Visible Edge is ascreen
image of incomparable clarity and resolution. Where brilliant colors and infinite
shades of gray, with striking contrast and dimension, are commonplace.
The versatility of the Princeton family of monitors gives the new generation (and
present generation) of computers, the greatest autosynchronous horizontal/vertical scan range combination available (ULTRASYNC and MAX- 15). The clarity of . 28mm
dot pitch (ULTRASYNC and PSC-28). 1024x750 display resolution (MAX- 15). And the
entire spectrum of color, with the ease and comfort that can only accompany an
ergonomically designed monitor.
Experience aworld of unlimited vision. And the technology that's made our high
level of quality, service, value and performance, second nature Experience the Visible
Edge. And see what we do best. For more information call (
609) 683-1660 x100.
PSC-28

PSM-03

ULTRASYNC

Ve ,"I

II3M PS/2 COMPA1IBIh

IBM PC/XT/AT & PS/2 Macintosh 11 COMPATIBLE

PMNCETON
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SYSTEMS

THE VISIBLE EDGE
601 Ew.ng Slreel. BellePeg A. 9r:ewer .. New Jersey 08540 1609168:1-1660
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FOCUS ON ALGORITHMS
Dick Pountain

Multicolumn Paged Text
Use this program to lay out text
in columns and to explore desktoppublishing software technology
Until recently, multiple-column text was something you found on newspaper and magazine
pages, but not on the output from computers. The
two main output devices used by computers—the
CRT monitor and the line printer—were physically designed to produce single columns of text.
Then, graphic displays and desktop publishing arrived, and
the market is now flooded with programs that organize text into
pages, using multiple columns, typefaces, and type sizes. Increasingly, personal computer word-processing software is beginning to offer multiple columns for printed output (e.g.,
Microsoft Word), on the screen, or for both (e.g., WordPerfect).
The reason for wanting multiple columns is largely one of
readability. The small point sizes used to cram more words into
newspapers and magazines make for far too many words across
awhole page width for comfortable reading. This would be particularly true in the case of broadside-size newspapers, where a
line would hold more than 50 words; the human eye has atendency to lose its horizontal tracking accuracy if asked to scan
across too many words on asingle line.
Breaking the text up into multiple columns ensures that each
line contains amore readable number of words—typically, 6to
12. Using multiple narrow columns also allows the layout designer greater flexibility in fitting several articles on the same
page, particularly important in newspaper work. Books tend to
employ larger point sizes and wide margins, yielding around 12
words across the page, and are rarely set in columns.
In the good old days of 9-pin dot-matrix printers with cobby
typefaces, multiple-column output from apersonal computer
was neither necessary nor particularly desirable. A low-cost
printer gets only about 13 words on an 80-column line anyway,
and those are composed of fixed-width characters, possibly justified by crude insertion of full character spaces. Now that laser
printers are common—and even dot-matrix printers can manage
proportional spacing and near-letter-quality (NLQ) typefaces—
columns start to make sense.
Apart from page layout and readability, another valuable use
for multiple columns is the economical generation of lists. If you
have to print 2000 short items, it is both wasteful and unsightly

to print them in asingle spindly column on 32 sheets when they
will fit in four columns on 8sheets. It was precisely this application that prompted me to write autility for arranging text into
multiple columns. Iuse atext editor that lacks this facility, but I
have no intention of learning anew editor just to get it.
Before writing such autility, it's important to decide exactly
what you hope to achieve. Multiple-column-text programming
covers abroad spectrum of difficulties. At the most difficult end
of the spectrum is the provision of multiple columns on the
screen, interactively, with automatic reformatting, word wrap,
and line wrap. This means that new text can be inserted at any
point on any line, excess words will wrap over onto the next line,
and excess lines will wrap up to the top of the next column.
This is the sort of facility the next generation of word processors will offer as amatter of course. To achieve it requires storing the text in adynamic data structure, something like an array
of circular lists of circular lists. This can make screen updating a
strenuous chore, especially if you're using abit-mapped graphic
display. It is not something you can retrofit to atext editor like
continued

Flgure 1: The process of writing atwo-dimensional array of
characters up and down, then reading the same array across,
yields the desired transformation to three-column text.

Write

Read

XXXX --0-XXXX —»- XXXX
XXXX —0-XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX —b-XXXX —0-XXXX
XXXX --0-XXXX
XXXX
XXXX —0-XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX —b. XXXX
XXXX —»- XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX » XXXX

Dick Pountain is a technical author and software consultant
living in London, England. He can be contacted do BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, or on BIX as
"dickp."
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REPRINTED FROM
DEC PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINE, MAY 1987

(WITH REVIEWS LIKE THESE,
WHO NEEDS CLEVER HEADLINES?)

mine, unless you have the source code and alot of spare time on
your hands.
At the opposite end of the difficulty spectrum we have asimple DOS utility that takes aplain ASCII text file and outputs
another file with the text paged in aspecified number of columns with aspecified number of lines per page. This was my
own coward's preference.
The root principle in implementing multiple-column output
is delay. Both video display units and printers are physically capable of printing only single lines of text, ended by acarriage
return. But if we are printing in, say, three columns, each physical output line will actually consist of three short logical lines
from different places in the text.
The first two logical lines, therefore, need to be held back
until the third one is reached before printing them all. If we regard output as acontinuous data flow, we need adata structure
that acts as adelay line, holding back logical text segments until
the structure collects afull physical line.
However, in the case of my simple program, there is no need
to regard output as acontinuous data flow. Instead, you can
think of output as abatch process, in which whole pages are
collated and then output as units. In this case, we can build a
data structure to act as amold or template for the desired page;
words " pour" into the mold until it is full, and then the " casting" is sent to the output file, complete with apage number.
Since this is abatch process whose dimensions are fixed from
the start, atwo-dimensional array of strings will be aperfectly
good data structure to represent the page. This would not be a
good choice if we were trying to implement interactive word
wrap and line wrap, as we would have to move along many array
continued

Find out why magazines like DEC Professional
and PC Week and over 60,000 PC users appreciate
the convenient yet powerful features of VTERM/
220, VTERM III and VTERM/4010.
Send in this coupon to see for yourself the most
functionally complete emulation
of DEC VT220, VT100, VT52
or Tektronix 4010 terminals.

VTERM*

Listing 1: Pseudocode for the word-wrap algorithm.
Program Pager
PageNumber <WHILE not

at

1
end of

input

text

FOR Column FROM 1 TO ColumnsPerPage
-- Fill the page template
FOR Line FROM 1 TO PageLength
IF not

at end of

input

text

THEN

read a line

D Please send me the DEC Professional and PC Week reviews.

ELSE

fill with blanks -> Page ( Column,

1
— iPlease send me information on your free 30-day evaluation
of VTERM/220, VTERM III and VTERM/40I0.

ENDIF

Iwould like to find out why magazines like DEC Professional,
PC Week and others rate VTERM/220 so highly.

NAME

from input ->

Page ( Column,
Line]
ENDFOR
ENDFOR

TITLE

PhysicalLine <- empty string

COMPANY

Write physical

ADDRESS

lines to output

file

CITY

STATE

FOR Line FROM 1 TO PageLength

ZIP

FOR Column FROM 1 TO ColumnsPerPage
APPEND Page[Column,Line]

PHONE NUMBER

Write: Coefficient Systems Corporation
611 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012
or call (
212) 777-6707 ext 414
FAX: (212) 228-3/37 TELEX: 6503156498

ENDFOR

1

APPEND ( enough blanks

to pad out

column width)

Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

to

TO PhysicalLine

WRITE PhysicalLine -> output file
WRITE Carriage Return -> output file
ENDFOR
WRITE PageNumber ->

output

PageNumber <- PageNumber +
ENDWHILE
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Line]

file
1

Now from NRI comes the first course of its kind . . . anywhere!

Learn to use, program, and service today's
digital electronic music equipment as you
build your own computer-controlled
,
music center
17

to take advantage of today's opportunities
in electronic music technology.
Now NRI puts
you at the heart of
the most exciting application
of digital technology to date! With
NRI's new at-home training in Electronic
Music Technology, you get hands-on
experience with the equipment that's
revolutionizing the music industry—Atari
ST Series computer with built-in MIDI
ports, Casio CZ101 digital synthesizer with
advanced MIDI capabilities, and ingenious
MIDI software that links computer keyboard to synthesizer keyboard—all yours
to train with and keep.
This year, over $1.5 billion worth of digital electronic music instruments—keyboards, guitars,
drum machines, and related equipment—will be
sold in the U.S. alone. Who's buying this new-tech
equipment? Not just progressive musicians and professional recording technicians, but also thousands
of people who have never touched amusical instrument before. And there's good reason why
Something called MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) has suddenly transformed musical
instruments into the ultimate computer peripherals
. . and opened up awhole new world of opportunity
for the person who knows how to use, program, and
service this extraordinary new digital equipment
Now NRI's breakthrough Electronic Music
Technology course puts you at the forefront of this
booming new technology with exclusive hands-on
training built around aMIDI-equipped computer,
MIDI synthesizer, and MIDI software you keep.
Dynamic New Technology Opens Up New
Career Opportunities for You
The opportunities are unlimited for the person
who's trained to take advantage of today's electronic music phenomenon. Now you can prepare
for ahigh-paying career as astudio technician,

sound engineer, recording engineer, or road
technician . . . even start your own new-age
business providing one-stop sales and service for
musicians, technicians, and general consumers
alike. Or simply unleash your own musical
creativity with the breakthrough training and
equipment only NRI gives you.
Only NRI Gives You an Atari ST Computer,
Casio Synthesizer, and Innovative MIDI
Software You Train With and Keep
The Atari ST Series computer included in your
course becomes the heart of your own computercontrolled music center. With its tremendous
power, superior graphics capabilities, and built-in
MIDI interface, the 16/32-bit Atari ST has almost
overnight become the computer of choice for
today's most knowledgeable electronic musicians.
The Casio CZ101 digital synthesizer, also included
in your training, is the perfect complement to your
Atari ST. The polyphonic, multitimbral CZ101—
which stores up to 32 voices internally—"communicates" with your ST computer through MIDI,
bringing life to virtually any sound you can imagine.

With your experienced NRI instructor always
available to help, you master the basics of electronic
theory step by step, gaining the full understanding
of electronics that's now so essential for technicians
and musicians alike. You move on to analyze sound
generation techniques, digital logic, microprocessor
fundamentals, and sampling and recording techniques . . . ultimately getting first-hand experience
with today's explosive new technology as you
explore MIDI, waveshaping, patching, sequencing,
mixing, special effects, and much more.
Plus, even if you've never been involved with
music before, NRI gives you enough basic training
in music theory and musical notation to appreciate
the creative potential and far-reaching applications
of today's electronic music equipment.
Send Today for Your FREE Catalog
For all the details about NR Is innovative new training, send the coupon today. You'll receive acomplete catalog describing NRI's Electronic Music
Technology course plus NRI courses in other hightech, in-demand electronics fields.
If the coupon is missing, write to NRI School of
Electronics, McGraw-Hill Continuing Education
Center, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, DC
20016.

Plus, you get ingeniously designed MIDI software
that opens up amazing new creative
and technical possibilities.. . you
r
actually build your own 4-input
ASV/ School of Electronics
McGraw-I
lill Continuing Education Center
audio mixer/amplifier. . . and you
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
test the electronic circuits at the
Washington, DC 20016
core of today's new-tech equipment
['CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY
with the hand-held digital multiElectronic Music Technology , Computers and Microprocessors
meter included in your course.
Li TV/Video/Audio Servicing
Li Basic Electronics
No previous experience
necessary— in electronics
or music!
No matter what your background.
NRI gives you the skills you need

Name

(Ham Prme

Age

Street
City
State
Zip
NRI is weredited by the Accrediting Cumm,sion of the Nall, enal Horne Study Cg'tined ti I70-11j
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Implementing this algorithm is quite
straightforward in an interpreted
language like SAS/CA because such
languages allow the dimensioning
of arrays at run time.
elements every time anew word was inserted.
A crude outline algorithm for the paging process is this: First,
fill the template with words from the input by writing up and
down the columns; second, write an output file by reading the
template across all the columns at once.
For three columns, we could represent the process in adiagram like the one found in figure 1. We achieve the required
transformation by looking at the same data structure from two
different viewpoints.
We need to refine one aspect of the problem before we can
proceed. Ihave talked lightly of words " pouring" into an array,
but we actually have more to consider here. If we have prepared
the input text with atext editor, it will already be formatted into
lines of some length, according to the margin settings of the text
editor.
When we page the text into multiple columns, they will be
much narrower than the typical margins for a single-column
document. Hence, the routine that fills the array needs to wordwrap the input text to this narrower column width. If we are

talking about asophisticated paging utility, it should also be
able to justify the wrapped text and intelligently hyphenate it.
But this means that the Fill routine needs to incorporate much of
the capability of agood text editor.
It seemed silly to me to reinvent the wheel, when Ialready
had atool (my text editor) to hand that could handle these formatting chores superbly. The paging program Iwrote therefore
takes text files that have already been formatted to the correct
column width using the text editor. At the same time as you reduce the margins, you can justify the text, if required, and arrange features like column headings to fit properly into the
paged format, using all the facilities of the text editor.
The only inconvenience lies in having to write an extra intermediate file of this " galley" text, formatted to column width.
But even on my slow computer, this takes only seconds. On the
other hand, the construction of the paging utility itself is greatly
simplified (it needs to know only how to wrap columns), and
consequently the program goes very fast.
The algorithm can now be presented more formally in pseudocode (see listing 1). Implementing this algorithm is quite
straightforward in an interpreted language like BASICA because
such languages allow the dimensioning of arrays at run time.
The program can decide on the dimensions of the Page array
after it has asked the user for the number of columns and lines
per page required.
Compiled languages like Pascal, C, or compiled BASIC impose aslight complication in that arrays can be dimensioned
only at the time the program is compiled; obviously, it is unacceptable to have adifferent version of the program for every
conceivable page layout. Fortunately, some calculation shows
continued
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Adding Diagrams
I

t's easy to adapt the multicolumn-paged-text algorithm to run
text around diagrams. You can define a " window" area— a
space to be left blank for the later addition of adiagram—by the
column and line numbers of its top left and bottom right corners.
If we call these wind?' coordinates X1, Y1 and X2,12, for
X/ = 1, Y/ = 4 and X2 . 2, Y2=7, we have the window area
shown in figure A.
To modify the program to produce window areas, we need to
change the test on line 6of procedure ReadInPage in listing 2so
that it checks whether the line currently under consideration
falls outside the window. If so, the program reads input into that
line; otherwise, the program should pad the line with blanks ( in
the same way that lines are padded on the last page, after the
program reads end of file):

diagrams, bar charts, and tables drawn using block graphics
characters. Bit-mapped graphics present enormous problems,
but the truly dedicated (or crazy) could achieve even this on
Epson-style printers using bit-image mode.
The principle is quite simple. Rather than filling the window
area with blank lines, the program fills the area with slices from
the diagram file. A function called DiagramSlice reads lines
from the included diagram file and adjusts them to the proper
length. The procedure ReadInPage now looks like this:
procedure ReadInPage;
var Column,Line: Integer;
begin
X1:= Window [ PageNumber,Left] ;
Y1 := Window [ PageNumber,Top];

if not eof(InputFile)
and not ( ( Column in [ Xi. . X2]) and
(Line in [ Y1 .. Y2] ))

X2 : = Window [ PageNumber,Right] ;
Y2 := Window [ PageNumber,Bottom] ;
for Column := 1 to ColsPerPage do
for Line := 1 to LinesPerPage do

The only other change to the program text required is some
way of reading in X1, Y1, X2, and Y2. For the purpose of experiment, you can add them as four extra command- line parameters
to be read in by GetPageParms.
This crude mechanism will of course make awindow in the
same place on every page, which is seldom what we want. However, it is no more difficult conceptually, and takes only alittle
more programming effort, to have adifferent window on every
page. You need to store the window coordinates for each page in
an array Window[ ], which is indexed by PageNumber and the
four coordinate types. For pages with no window, set all coordinates to O. The extra declarations needed are
type WindowCoord = ( Left,Right,Top,Bottom);
var Window: array [ 1..MaxPages, WindowCoord] of
integer;
X1,X2,Y1,Y2: integer;

The format for a document now consists of a sequence of
records of the following form:
<pagenumber>,<X1>,<Y1>,<X2>,<Y2>
This information is kept in aseparate ASCII file that gets read
into the Window array when the program starts.
The next logical refinement is to include the contents of another file to fill the window so created. These files can contain

if not Eof(InputFile)
and not ( ( Column in [ Xl.. X2] )
and ( Line in [ Y1.. Y2] ) )
then readln(InputFile,Page[Column,Line])
else Page [ Column,Line] := DiagramSlice;
end;

Now the format of adocument has an extra element: the name
of a diagram file. The record structure is < pagenumber>,
<X1>,<Y1>,<X2>,<Y2>,<diagramfile name>. Alternatively, you might now prefer to put the X, Ycoordinates into
the diagram file itself.
I've shown asimple version of DiagramSlice in listing A.
I've left the gruesome details of reading in the format from afile
and opening the appropriate diagram files to you. All of asudden, PageMaker and Ventura Publisher start to look quite cheap
at the price, don't they?

Listing A: A simple version of the function to read
lines from the diagram file and adjust them to the
proper length.
function DiagramSlice: Stringtype;
var TempSlice: Stringtype;
WindowWidth:

integer;

begin
if Eof(InputFile)
then DiagramSlice := Blankline
else
begin
WindowWidth := CharsPerline*(X2-X1+1);
readln(DiagramFile,TempSlice);
(Crop if long...pad if short)
TempSlice := Copy(TempSlice,l,WindowWidth)
+ Space(WindowWidthlength(TempSlice));
if Column = X1
then DiagramSlice
else DiagramSlice
end

Figure A: Defining a window area for multicolumn text.
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end

:= TempSlice
:=
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Listing 2: The column-wrap program in Turbo Pascal
code.
program Page;
const

MaxColsPerPage = 6;
MaxPageLength = 60;
MaxCharsPerLine = 40;
PageWidth = 80;
Blanks =

type

Linetype =
string[MaxCharsPerLine];

var

Page:
array[1..MaxColsPerPage,1..Max
PageLength] of Linetype;
BlankLine: Linetype;
ColsPerPage, PageLength,
PageNumber, CharsPerLine:
integer;
InputFile, OutputFile: text;
InputFileName, OutputFileName:
string[127];

Procedure InitFiles;
begin
if paramCount =
then begin write('Must specify an input
file');
halt
end;
InputFileName :=
paramStr(1);
if ( pos('.PAG',paramStr(1)) <> 0)

or

(pos('.pag',paramStr(1)) <> 0)
then begin
writeln('Mustn"t PAGE a PAGEd
file!!');
halt
end;
if pos('.',paramStr(1)) = 0
then OutputFileName := paramStr(1)+'.pag'
else OutputFileName :=
copy(paramStr(1),1,pos('.',par
amStr(1)))+'pag';
Assign(OutputFile, OutputFileName);
Assign(InputFile, InputFileName);
Reset(InputFile);
if ioresult <> e
then begin
writeln('File ', InputFileName,'
not found');
halt
end;
Rewrite(OutputFile);
if ioresult <> e
then begin
writeln('Error opening output
file: is disk full?');
halt
end
end ;
procedure GetPageParms;
var error: integer;
begin

halt
end;
val(paramStr(3),PageLength,error);
if ( error <> 0) or ( PageLength >
MaxPageLength)
then begin
write('Bad line parameter');
halt
end;
end;
procedure ReadInPage;
var Column, Line: Integer;
begin
for Column := 1 to ColsPerPage do
for Line := 1 to PageLength do
if not eof(InputFile)
then
readln(InputFile,Page[Column,
Line])
else Page[Column,Line] := BlankLine
end;
function Spaces(Num:integer):Linetype;
begin
Spaces := Copy(Blanks,1,Num)
end;
procedure WriteOutPage;
var Column, Line: integer;
begin
for Line := 1 to PageLength do
begin
for Column := 1 to ColsPerPage do
write(OutputFile,
Page[Column,Line+
Spaces(CharsPerLineLength(Page[Column,
Line])));
writeln(OutputFile)
end;
writeln(Outputfile,
Spaces(38)+'<',PageNumber,'>')
writeln(Outputfile)
end;
begin
Initfiles;
GetPageParms;
PageNumber := 1;
CharsPerLine := PageWidth div
ColsPerPage;
BlankLine := Spaces ( CharsPerLine);
while not eof(InputFile) do
begin
ReadInPage;
write('.');
WriteOutPage;
PageNumber := PageNumber + 1;
end;
Close(InputFile);
Close(OutputFile)
end.

val(paramStr(2),ColsPerPage,error);
if ( error <> 0) or ( ColsPerPage >
MaxColsPerPage)
then begin
write('Bad column parameter');
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Listing 3: A version of the GetLine procedure; not
very smart, this version wraps only whole words.
const

CR = # 13;

begin

LF = # 10;
var

LineBuffer:

Full := false;
while not Full and not eof(InFile)

Linetype;

procedure GetLine(VAR Infile:
LineLength:

text;
integer;

VAR NextLine:
var NextWord:
Full:

Linetype);

GetNextWord;
if NextWord <> I ll
then if Length(NextWord)+Length(Line
Buffer) > LineLength
then
Full := true

Linetype;

else begin

boolean;

LineBuffer := LineBuffer
+ NextWord;

procedure GetNextWord;
var Chr:

do

begin

Full :=
end

char;

begin

false

end;

NextWord :=
while ( Chr

NextLine := LineBuffer;

<>

")

and not

eof(Inputfile)

do

begin
read(InFile,Chr);
if Chr <> LF
then begin
if Chr = CR

{ Flush
out result)
LineBuffer := NextWord;
( Save
leftover word for next time)
end;

then Chr :=

NextWord := NextWord + Chr
end
end
end;

that the size of the problem is such that afudge is possible.
My printer (as is the case with most printers) uses A4 paper,
which holds 60 lines of text with 80 characters per line. The
largest number of columns Iwould ever want on such paper is
six. The smallest number of columns Iwould ever want is two
(otherwise, why use the program at all?), and two columns on
my paper means at most a40-character column width.
Six columns of 60 lines with 40 characters comes to around
15K bytes of storage. An array of this size will hold the most
columns Iwill ever need, at the most characters per line Icould
ever need, and it's well within the memory limits of even modest computers. So to hell with elegance, let's waste bytes. We
declare an array of this size and use as many columns and lines
of it as are needed.
The program's source code in Turbo Pascal 3.0 is shown in
listing 2. In this simple version, the name of the input file, the
number of columns, and the number of lines per page must be
given on the command line from which the program is invoked.
For space reasons, I've kept the error checking quite rudimentary. A sample command line could be
C: > page byte40. doe 360
Before you can use this line, though, you'll need to format
byte40 . doe to aright margin of 26 (80/3), and justify it if desired, using your regular text editor. The program automatically
renames the output file, in this case to byte40 . pag.
In the version of the program Iuse in real life, I've added a
system of template files, like avery poor man's Ventura Publisher. A template file specifies apage style, including the number of columns, page length, left- and right-page margins,
header text, and rules. Ikeep aseparate template file for each
format Iuse regularly, and the template filename is given as the
second parameter to Page in place of the numeric parameters
used here.
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To make Page into astand-alone program ( i.e., one that can
accept an input file in any format and perform its own word
wrapping), it's necessary only to write one new procedure—
let's call it GetLine—and substitute acall to it for the statement
Readln(InputFile,Page[Column,Line])
at line 7of ReadInPage.
The snag, as I've already suggested, is that GetLine will need
to be quite alarge procedure if you want it to be as smart as your
average text editor; for example, doing intelligent hyphenation is
in itself asuitable subject for several articles. To get you started,
listing 3contains avery slow, dumb version of GetLine, which
can wrap only whole words. You could improve the speed by
buffering more text in memory rather than reading single characters, as Ihave done here. The call in ReadInPage now takes
the form
GetLine(InputFile,CharsPerLine,Page[Column,Line])
When you get as far as writing aGetLine procedure that
word-wraps, hyphenates, and can perform justification with
proportionally spaced fonts, you are well on your way to having
areal desktop-publishing program. The next logical step is to
deal with running columns around holes for pictures.
Batch methods of page layout like the one Ihave described
here are far from ideal in applications where text runs around
complex picture layouts. In such cases, it's more appropriate to
use an interactive or WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get)
design program that shows you the layout on the screen so that
you can position the pictures. However, the program can be
adapted, as described in the text box " Adding Diagrams" on
page 260, to serve in the simple case of one diagram per page,
where the diagrams are character-based (e.g., using IBM block
graphics characters). a
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Merrill Cornish

It's All in the Symbols
Numbers aren't everything; in fact,
the "things" that they can represent
might be in the minority.

w

e've always had symbols as names; now we're
investigating symbols as numbers. We tend to
relate what we hear to what we already know.
Numbers are what we already know, so we tend
to think of symbols as numbers, or as representing numbers; but symbols aren't numbers. And symbolic
processing is not just another way of saying numeric
processing.
Symbols are not truly symbols when they are used as variable
names. Conventional programming languages use the term symbol to mean the name of aprogram variable. Lisp has variables
named by symbols, but they aren't the same as the symbols we
are discussing.
What makes symbolic processing symbolic is that the values a
variable is allowed to assume now include other symbols as well
as the traditional numbers. For example,
(setf a1)
(setf b ' a)
a => 1
b => a

;assignment of anumber value
;assignment of asymbol value
;value of ais the number 1
;value of b is the symbol a

One common misconception is that symbolic processing is
artificial intelligence. While AI would probably be impossible
without it, symbolic processing is also useful for things unrelated to AI. Another misconception is that you use symbolic
processing so you don't have to explicitly declare the types of
your numbers. If you need type checking for your numbers, you
might want to use Lisp, but you don't necessarily need symbolic
processing.
A third misconception is that symbolic processing means you
do garbage collection. Not true; garbage collection can benefit
any language—numeric or symbolic—that allows you to allocate
run-time data. Its usefulness is not restricted to symbolic
processing.
Now you know what symbolic processing is not, but what is
it? In reality, symbolic processing means processing nonnumeric " things" that we can't reasonably represent as numbers.
Thus, we represent these things as symbols. Symbolic processing is the natural complement of numeric processing. First,
however, we must accept that there is something other than
numbers.
With COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, C, and so on, we've been
quietly indoctrinated to believe that data is numbers. While
there's nothing wrong with that premise in context—that is,

within the limits of procedural languages—the power of computing extends alot further. This article describes how symbols
differ from numbers, why we can't use numbers where we need
symbols, and how the things we need symbols for are unique
and valuable.
What Is Numeric Processing?
Venerable FORTRAN II supported only numeric data types.
FORTRAN IV added logical data types. COBOL added more
numeric types, such as packed decimal and an almost nonnumeric data type, characters. Characters were invented to record
nonnumeric things, but we all knew that they were really small
integers that always fit into 8bits.
Since FORTRAN, most language designers have accepted
the implied dictum: Data is numbers. And yet, the question
"Are numbers enough?" always existed. As apartial response,
Pascal's designers included sets, and C's developers recently
added enumeration types.
But these two concessions to nonnumeric processing still
have conveniently numeric internal representations. A set is
really aone-dimensional array of 1-bit integers, while an enumeration resembles the assembly language practice of equating
names to successive integers.
Numeric processing is adefinite success story. The problem
lies in our assumption that since it has been used for everything
we've thought of so far, it should be used for everything we can
think of.
It's All in the Data Types
If, as an experienced programmer, you are given achoice of any
implementation language you wish to use for an application,
your choice would probably be fairly predictable. For vector
number-crunching applications, you would probably use FORTRAN; for business data processing, COBOL; for text pattern
matching, SNOBOL; for systems programming, C; and so on.
These choices have nothing to do with which language is best;
they are purely pragmatic. Each particular language offers the
data types and data structures needed to clearly and concisely
describe aspecific type of problem, plus the library functions to
manipulate those structures.
For example, let's suppose you need to read atext file and
produce asorted list of words, the number of times each word
occurs, their average length, and so on. How would you implement this program in FORTRAN 66, which has neither acharacter data type nor astring data structure?
Nothing's impossible. You could use FORTRAN's Al format to read characters into an array. You could mimic string
continued
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storage by maintaining pairs of start/end indexes into that array,
one pair per string. You could make the dimensions of the various fixed-size arrays larger than you'll ever need. You could
write FORTRAN functions to access these pseudostrings, compare them for equality, order them, print them, and so on. You
could make it work, but would you want to? You would have
already written asignificant amount of FORTRAN code before
you even considered the original application.
However, there is abetter solution. Consider the relative ease
with which you could implement this application in C. C already understands that characters are characters and not stunted
integers. C already knows how to store characters in strings.
The standard C libraries already contain the necessary character-manipulation functions, such as strlen, stremp, strepy,
and so on.
In short, C has the data types and data structures to support
the application, and FORTRAN 66 doesn't. With C, you start
programming the application immediately. With FORTRAN,
you start by creating avirtual language within which you can
then implement the application. When you do finally get to coding the application itself, the in-line FORTRAN housekeeping
needed to make arrays of integers look like strings of characters
constantly intrudes on the logic of the application. FORTRAN
doesn't provide the abstraction we need for this problem; C
does.
Symbol Data Types
In high-school English, many of us had to diagram sentences by
breaking them into clauses, phrases, subjects, verbs, and so on.
What if you had to implement such an analysis in aprogram?
Remember, we aren't talking about understanding; we don't
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care what the sentences mean— we just want to classify the
words in them.
While C has excellent string-handling capabilities, this is not
astring problem; it's asymbol problem. C's string-handling facility is mainly interested in the physical aspects of string representation. Given the words is, was, and were, C's strlen function could tell you that they are 2, 3, and 4 characters long,
respectively. But we need to know that they are all verbs, not
nouns, adjectives, or adverbs; that is and was are singular while
were is plural; and that is is present tense while was and were
are past tense. Also, given the words are and ARE, C's stremp
function would tell you that they are different, although they are
the same word.
C is doing what it is supposed to do. C is interested in the
characters in astring, but we are interested in the word represented by the string and in its grammatical properties. C sees the
word as acollection of individual characters and is unaware of
any higher meaning to that collection. In other words, this time
C doesn't provide the particular abstraction that we need.
Why Strings Won't Do
So far, we've seen how atrue symbol data type would simplify
our implementation. But, even if astring-based implementation
isn't our first choice, shouldn't it still be an acceptable second
choice?
The real question is: How acceptable is the extra code you
have to write to get C to see the big picture and stop dealing with
words as bags of characters?
For example, C programmers sometimes use strings as symbolic mnemonics, such as the string argument rtelling fopen to
open afile for reading. It's not always appropriate, however, to
try to distinguish symbols by their printed representation. Consider the sentence: " BILL PAID HIS REPAIR BILL." Is the
first BILL equal to the second BILL? C's stremp function
would think so.
Once your analysis determines that the subject is BILL and
the object is BILL, then aC program would claim the sentence's
subject and object are the same. But they aren't. The subject is a
man, and the object is apiece of paper. The fact that this particular subject and object happen to have the same printed representation is merely coincidence.
The notion of symbolic data types introduces distinctions that
never seemed important with numeric data types. For example,
the Lisp predicate eq compares two symbols to see if they represent the same object, the same piece of memory. Therefore, ( eq
subject object) would return false since BILL, the subject
string, is physically adifferent data structure from BILL, the
object string. They are two different objects that just happen to
be represented by the same characters.
The Lisp predicate equal compares the contents of two objects rather than the objects themselves. As arule, if two objects
print the same, equal will say they are the same. So in Lisp,
(eq subject object) => false
(eq subject subject) => true
(equal subject object) => true
The point is that when you deal with symbolic data types, you
need more than the plain bit-pattern comparisons that number
crunchers use.
The Power in Abstraction
Programmers have avested interest in abstraction. Alan Turing
showed us that even avery rudimentary machine can compute
almost anything imaginable. But the process of programming a
Turing Machine is tedious (see " The Turing Machine" by Isaac
Malitz in the November 1987 BYTE). Abstraction is one of the
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things that makes programming bearable.
At the binary level, underneath the abstraction, the code
breaks down to all ones and zeros. But the point of aprogramming language is to provide an abstraction that suppresses the
things we don't care about while leaving the features we consider important out in the open and available. Furthermore, as
we go from one application to another, our notion of what's important can shift radically.
FORTRAN provided us with at least three major abstractions
that have appeared in virtually all languages since: DO loops,
floating-point numbers, and I/O statements. While there are
many ways of writing a loop, FORTRAN programmers are
more interested in what's inside the DO loop than in the mechanics of indexing; so FORTRAN included a DO loop abstraction.
Floating-point representations are awhole field of study, but
FORTRAN programmers needed to use floating-point numbers, not study them; so FORTRAN included afloating-point
abstraction.
And everyone needs to do I/O, but few want to write yet another ASCII-to-integer conversion. So FORTRAN included a
FORMAT statement. (You might well argue that a FORTRAN
FORMAT statement is not the best of all possible worlds, but that's
not the point. Even FORMAT's arcane syntax still lets you think
more in terms of what you want printed than how to output each
character.)
Despite FORTRAN's successes, its array abstraction doesn't
do too well on the word-counting application. The meaning of
any number in aFORTRAN array is independent of any other
number in that array. In contrast, acharacter in aC string has
little meaning by itself. Instead, all the characters in the string
taken together have ameaning. This distinction of individual

meaning versus group meaning isn't just apedantic nicety: It
underlies why C does better than FORTRAN at itemizing words
in afile.
However, when we try to parse asentence, C's abstraction of
strings as acollection of related characters doesn't help much.
We don't want to spell the words; we don't even care what the
words are; we just want to identify their respective parts of
speech. C's abstraction isn't wrong; it just isn't the one we
need.
Verbosity and Fragility
Working without the abstractions you need exacts adefinite cost
in verbosity and fragility. The verbosity is due to the additional
source code you must add to do the things that alanguage with a
more appropriate abstraction would have done for you. You can
hide much of this source code inside function calls, but too
much of it usually ends up in the form of manual programming
conventions.
For example, acomplex number is made up of apair of ordinary numbers called its real and imaginary parts. Since FORTRAN was designed with abstractions for numerical analysis, it
had complex numbers from the start. If you have declared A, B,
and Cas complex numbers, then the simple statement A=B X C
is sufficient to cause the real and imaginary parts of Band Cto be
multiplied, recombined, and stored into the real and imaginary
parts of A.
However, if FORTRAN didn't have complex numbers, we
would have to handle the process ourselves. First, to represent a
complex number, we could use aone-dimensional array of two
elements for its real and imaginary parts. What would asimple
continued
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multiplication of two complex numbers, A = B X C, look like?

The Next Step
This discussion of abstractions leads us to three real points:

A(1) = B(1) xC(1) - B(2) xC(2)
A(2) = B(1) xC(2) + B(2) xC(1)

The best abstraction that we could devise in FORTRAN would
probably be a complex multiply function, such as CMULT
(A,B,C), which is an improvement, but the fact that you don't
have atrue complex-number data type still shows.
Given the statement A=B X Cin FORTRAN IV, where variable names beginning with Ahave been declared to be implicit
complex numbers, the language's automatic memory-allocation
abstraction would have allocated A for you. But before you used
the CMULT(A,B,C) function above, you would have had to declare A yourself as DIMENSION A(2). Custom functions (and
macros) can make do-it-yourself abstraction-building less painful, but the pretender still isn't as good as the real thing.
The actual load/add/store sequences executed by the hardware in these examples are identical. The difference is the level
of abstraction available to the programmer. The lack of an appropriate abstraction is adefinite programming liability.
In addition to being more verbose, your code also becomes
more fragile, because the verbosity exposes more of the language's housekeeping as source code. The extra code provides
more opportunity for errors, which can be introduced by anything from typographical errors to overlooking a special programming convention (i.e., when you did this, you forgot to do
that). The code is also subject to errors due to its lack of intuitiveness. You could mistake it for afragment of matrix multiplication; if you can't fathom its purpose, you can't be sure if it
needs fixing.

ri

•Each problem has its own preferred set of abstractions. If the
programming language you are using doesn't provide the relevant abstractions, you will have to code them yourself.
• Conventional languages almost universally provide abstractions of numeric things and can perform numeric processing.
Languages that provide abstractions of nonnumeric things can
perform symbolic processing.
• The historical progress of computing is closely tied to the
available abstractions—that is, the available programming languages. Symbolic processing is the next evolutionary step.
Of all the things that exist in the world and in our minds, we
need to be able to abstract them before we can represent them in
the ones and zeros of acomputer. At present, abstractions have
not wandered too far from the concept that data is numbers.
Now, we are beginning to suspect that the things in this universe
that numbers can represent may be in the minority.
Our progress beyond the bounds of numbers has come in stages.
First, we found that symbolic operands couldn't always be represented in a32-bit memory word, so we set up pointers as ageneral
data representation. Next, we found that there were relationships
too complicated to be described in amultidimensional array, so we
devised trees. Then, we found that memory usage was too sophisticated for static allocation, so we created dynamic run-time allocation and de-allocation. Now, we are finding aneed to process
symbols that don't represent numbers. The idea of symbolic processing began when we first realized that data needn't be numbers;
we have yet to see all the possibilities of that idea. •
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continued from page 36

to stay late or work over lunch to learn
something for their own sake—and the
corollary is that management somehow
can only rarely spare anyone long enough
to send them to school or do training on
company time.
There is a vicious cycle of ignorance
and excuses for not learning and for not
training at work in companies where
management still perceives that the company is too small to support an active
training program, in-house or out.
The company buys hardware and software because they are tools to use in processing data that is relevant to the company's business. That data is the property
of the company, even when people move
on or are replaced or promoted.
From personal experience, Iknow how
hard it is to have the personnel department call the week after the director
leaves, asking if anyone can help the new
guy with this Visifile application that is
running on aPC that had an oddball accelerator card, and what does " General
Failure reading drive C" mean, anyway?
And no, no one can find any backups or
program disks or manuals, but we have to
use it to get the time cards out, so since
you're aprogrammer, why don't you fix
it right now?
The now ex- director was a fairly
knowledgeable PC user who had available the Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE, and WordStar that we could support, and he had
gotten an IBM PC XT despite arequest
for an AT because he couldn't justify the
more expensive machine. So, since he
wanted to save himself the trouble of
learning programs new to him, he
brought from home (or bought without
telling anyone) Visifile, PFS:Professional Write, Multiplan, ProKey, and
several truly off-the-wall programs and
some hardware to make himself feel that
even though he didn't get an AT, he is still
better equipped than the average guys
who don't know how to work the angles
and get what they want. Time cards, reports, and sensitive personnel records are
now tied up in files and formats that are
accessible only through programs no one
else knows anything about. It appears that
the hard disk drive is failing sporadically,
with no backups in sight.
Your arguments boil down to encouraging personal creativity and initiative;
mine boil down to being able to pick up
and go on, even when that creative person
has picked up and moved on, leaving
someone else to clean up behind him. As
in so many other things, there is abalance
to be struck. In my mind, the critical factor in determining that balance is the degree to which disruption of company
business will take place if acustomized

and personalized hardware/software setup is left for anew person to take over.
Standards serve the interests of the
company mostly from a standpoint of
continuity, and Ihave grown to appreciate continuity of service, and a predictable level of quality of service and product, as absolutely key ingredients in the
success of any business.
At the very least, Iwill forever more
make one demand: No matter what else
goes on, no matter what hardware or software is used, Iset aminimum standard
and procedures for at least a weekly

backup. This includes all users backing
up all data files and turning those backups over to the DP department for off-site
or fire-safe storage.
The DP mentality has more than tradition and bureaucratic mindset as its motive force. There are real concerns that
can be addressed only by the implementation of standards at some level.
Charles Hahn
Orange, CA
Thank you. You do agood job of telling
the MIS side of the story. —Jerry •

"Developing Inv application in C would have taken 6months to ayear, but in Actor it took 2
months." —Brian Penske, Boeing C
ial Airplane Company
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or not
to C..."

o

Actually, you don't have to make the
choice. Once Cwas ideal for all PC programming. But it has been complicated by
windowing and graphical interfaces. Now
windows development with C is difficult,
time-consuming and error-prone. You
need a new language that simplifies windows programming. Introducing Actorq

Actor is the first interactive object-oriented language made for commercial development.
Its powerful browsers, inspectors and debuggers give you more insight into awindowing
environment than Cever will. But your Cwork is not lost. Clibraries can be linked to Actor.
Plus, its procedural syntax is easy for Cprogrammers to learn.
Actor comes with windowing classes built in. Customize Actor's classes to create standalone windowing applications. And objects give you another layer of independence for a
smooth transition to OS/2 and Presentation Manager. It's the quickest and easiest way to write
awindowing program.
"You can write Windows programs much faster with Actor than with C or assembly language."
—PC Magazine,june 9, 1987

Tech
•Runs with Microsoft Windows 1.04, 2.0
and 386. Extended memory under 2.0
and 386.
•Pure, single-inheritance object-oriented
language, incrementally compiled.
•Dynamic linking to C, Pascal, Assembler,
or Fortran libraries. Pass data in C
structures.
•Pascal and C-like syntax.
•Programming tools: Browser, Inspector,
Debugger, File Editor.
•Full access to MS-Windows systems calls,
multitasking, and DDE.
•Fast device-independent graphics: lines,
shapes, icons, cursors, bitmaps,
metafiles, Turtle graphics, sample
control language using YACC.
•150 classes, 1500 functions,
fully extensible.

Specs
•Window styles: tiled, overlapping, popup, child, edit, dialogs.
Controls: list boxes, scroll bars,
buttons, check boxes.
•Data structures: stacks, arrays, queues,
lists, dictionaries, sets, sorting, hashing,
intervals.
•Al support: frames, symbols,
dictionaries, lists, symbolic programming, functional arguments. Parsing
and lexical analysis YACC compatible.
•String manipulation: substring, concat,
append, insert, remove, search.
•643-page manual includes tutorial and
reference.
•No license fees. Generates stand-alone
applications.
•Fastest interactive OOL available.
•Fast incremental garbage collector.

Actor $495 • Academic price $99 • Academic site license $99 • Manuals for site
license $35 • New! Language Extension $99 • Shipping $5US, $25 Int'l
The Whitewater Group
Technology Innovation Center
906 University Place, Evanston, Illinois
(312) 491-2370

60201

Actor is aregistered trademark of .Fhe Whitewater Group,
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"Unlimited"
un•lim ' i•ted, a. [L. limitus]: The ability to expand your
personal computer's storage capacity beyond your wildest imagination.
Up until now, the concept of unlimited
PC storage capacity was about as practical as cramming all your office files into
your briefcase. Storage capacity could
only be stretched as far as the fixed
capacity of your hard disk. Or to
the limit of your patience for
shuffling through stacks of
floppies.
But imagine instead that you
could insert and remove hard disks as easily
as aVCR cassette— your PC's storage capacity would then be virtually limitless.
That's exactly the idea behind the Tandon
Personal Data Pac, the world's first and
only
portable, Winchester hard disk.
Just attach alowcost Ad-PAC drive
receptacle to your
PC, and its powers
of memory are
totally transformed. You can
choose from a
number
of self-contained,
portable Personal Data Pacs that can
be inserted and removed as easy as afloppy.
Now awhole business worth of software
and data can fit neatly into your
briefcase. Ready to go anywhere your business
will take you.
And when you
are done for the
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day, your entire information base can be simply
locked away where only
you can get at it.
If you want to share your
software and data with
others, the Tandon Personal
Data Pac offers you the
cheapest and most reliable
"network" possible. Simply
transfer what you need from one
Pac to another, and turn ashared PC into
adedicated workstation, just for you.
If your travels with the Data Pac take you
on abumpy road, don't worry. Your software
and files will be safe and secure inside the
Pac's rugged housing. It
can even take atrip in the
mail or an occasional
fall off your desk.
See your Tandon
Dealer today or call us
at 1-800-556-1234,
ext. 171 ( in California
1-800-441-2345,
ext. 171) and learn
the new definition for
personal computing.
The possibilities are limitless.

7=rtI
We're redefining
personal computing.
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Just What The Doctor Ordered.
And The Lawyer.
And The Architect...
The Quantus Turbo AT
• Monochrome monitor
. Half- height 40Mb hard drive
•80286 running at 6-10MHz
• 1Mb RAM
•8 expansion slots
•Text/graphics card
• Speaker
• 1.2Mb floppy drive
. 101- key enhanced keyboard
• 200 watt power supply
•3year limited warranty

$1495
COMPLETE

The Quantus MT386
•Monochrome monitor
• Full- height 80Mb hard drive
•80386 running at 4.77/6/8/10/16MHz
•2Mb RAM
•8 expansion slots
•Text/graphics card
•Speaker
• 1.2Mb floppy drive
• 101- key enhanced keyboard
•200 watt power supply
• 3year limited warranty

$2995

The Quantus Turbo XT
• Monochrome monitor
• Half- height 20Mb hard drive
•8088 running at 4.77-8MHz
•640K RAM
•8 expansion slots
•Text/graphics card
•Speaker
• 360K floppy drive
•84- key keyboard
• 150 watt power supply
•2year limited warranty

$795
COMPLETE
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Specifications and prices subject to change
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(800) 255-0125 ( 603) 363-4564
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Richard Rankin

System Calls in Modula2
Here's how to use Modula2
to interact with your computer
at the BIOS and DOS level
iklaus Wirth created Pascal to help teach programming, but people discovered they had
problems using it in real-world situations. For
example, Pascal cannot access the computer's
hardware at a low level. Wirth resolved this
problem when he designed Modula2, asuccessor to Pascal that
was meant to be used in the real world.
It's easy to use Modula2to program an IBM PC or PS/2 at a
lower level than you might normally use in another high-level
language. The source code listing accompanying this article illustrates programming at the ROM BIOS level and the DOS
level through Modula2. I've tried to annotate it as much as possible for easy reading. [ Editor's note: The program MODDOS . MOD
is available on BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly
Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of
contents. To ' find" source code in the Listings areas on BIX
and BYTEnet, search by article title, author, or issue date.
Some archived files may contain numerous listings for asingle
article. Adescription of the file also accompanies each entry.]
MODDOS . MOD gets, sorts, and prints directory entries matching
afilename pattern; gets and prints the amount of available space
on aspecified disk; renames files; clears the screen; and locates
the cursor in a specific place on the screen. Icompiled and
linked the source code with the Modula2/86 package from
Logitech. Because other Modula2 implementations may provide aslightly different set of library modules from those of
L,ogitech, you may need to change some of the identifiers in the
source code listing.
You should watch out for several identifiers. SWI generates a
software interrupt and is used for ROM BIOS calls. DOSCALL is
used to call DOS routines and functions. ADDRESS is adata type
for variables that can simultaneously be considered apointer
to aword or arecord containing the segment and offset address
of avariable. ADR is a function that returns the address of a

N

variable.
FROM ... IMPORT <module names>: If the names of the modules to be imported are different from Logitech's, you will have
to change the references to them here. The implementation and
definition modules for both the Yes and Vidsery files are available at the tail end of MODDOS . MOD. You should extract these
files, compile them separately, and import them as shown in the
IMPORT section. Each IMPORT declaration names the module to
be referenced and must also include the names of each variable,
type, or procedure to be included in the final product. The ones
used here, except as mentioned above, are supplied with the

Modula2/86 package as parts of the standard library.
In practice, MODDOS . MOD could have been written in distinct
modules, compiled, and then merely called by amain driver
program. To make the program more readable, however, Ihave
combined the necessary parts into one module.
Getting the Directory
To use DOS to get the directory entries, Iuse the Modula2procedure DOSCALL to perform various DOS functions. If your
Modula doesn't have asimilar procedure, you can accomplish
the same thing by issuing interrupt 21H with the DOS function
number in the AH register (more on how to do that later).
The procedure FindMatch (see listing 1) locates the disk
transfer area ( DTA) and finds the first file that matches the wildcard pattern given in the global variable filename. The procedure gets the address of the current DTA by executing DOS call
2F hexadecimal (decimal 47); the DOS call returns the address
in the variable DiskTransferArea, which was earlier declared
as an ADDRESS. We will use the value of DiskTransferArea in
this and other procedures to locate other useful information.
When we call DOS with the value 4E hexadecimal (decimal 78)
to start searching, we must provide it with the address of the
pattern we want to match ( FileNamePattern) and aCARDINAL
number describing which files to look for ( attribute, aglobal
variable). The value of attribute is the sum of any or all of the
following values:
1
2
4
16

read-only files
hidden files
regular files
subdirectories

For example, if you wanted to find all the regular and hidden
files matching the pattern, you would set attribute to 6. There
are also attribute values for getting the volume label (value of 8),
and only files marked for archiving (value of 32), but these file
types are of limited use.
When you execute DOS call 4E hexadecimal, DOS returns
the first filename that matches the given wild-card pattern and
attribute type. The name is an ASCIIZ string (an ASCII filename ended by azero or null character), and it is located 30
bytes past the beginning of the DTA. Both AsciizFileName and
CharacterPointer point to this location, and they are both incremented in the process of filling the character array directory with the filename to which both pointers point.
The beauty of Modula2over Pascal in this instance is that the
use of pointers ( CharacterPointer is defined as being of type
continued
Richard Rankin is finishing his M. S. in computer science at the
University of Arkansas. You can reach him at P.O. Box 3036,
Fayetteville, AR 72702.
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byteptr, which is aPOINTER TO CHAR) allows us to circumvent
Modula 2's type checking. This means that CharacterPo inter or any other variable of type byteptr can be used to
locate integers, characters, or any other basic type, although
characters are the only byte-size information we would probably
need to access. Variables declared as POINTER TO WORD are also
useful for transferring 16-bit words into program variables. If
you're familiar with Pascal, notice that there is no need to declare an ARRAY as PACKED. All characters are stored in abyte,
instead of aword, so packing is effectively done all the time.
The next step is to determine the file's size, a4-byte quantity
that starts at DiskTransferArea+26. The variable cardinal
points to this word, which is the low- word portion of the file size
returned by DOS. (The high-word portion is located 28 bytes
into the DTA.) If you were programming in 8086 assembly language, you would have to remember that the 8086 (and other
members of its family) saves words as low byte/high byte. In
Modula2, however, since cardinal is a POINTER TO CARDINAL, assigning the dereferenced pointer to a variable of type
CARDINAL (the statement CardinalSize:=cardinar;) causes
the language to convert the memory locations properly.
The final result for this value has to be in avariable of type
REAL, since the file size may take on values larger than the
65,535-byte limit of aCARDINAL variable. Ifirst convert it to a
string, then to areal because both these procedures already exist
(and no such cardinal-to-real procedure does); the end result is
the REAL variable sizelow.
When aprogram calls DOS function 4E hexadecimal, DOS
also saves the information needed to find the rest of the matching files that meet my criteria. The FindNext procedure ( not
listed here, but part of file MODDOS . MOD) will cycle through the

directory until no more matches are found, using this information DOS has stored. You also have access to an error code and
other file-related data; the attribute byte is at DiskTransferArea+21, a2-byte time stamp is at DiskTransferArea+22, and
a2-byte date stamp is at DiskTransferArea+24.
The final procedure, GetDir, uses FindMatch, FindNext,
and several other procedures to prompt the user for awild-card
pattern; then it gets, formats, and prints the files that match it.
Overall, this solution has the best of both worlds—the speed
and simplicity of predefined DOS functions and the formatting
and arithmetic conveniences of ahigh-level language. Note that
the code to read in afilename and get its size involves duplication in the FindFirst and FindNext procedures. These blocks
of code could have been modularized into shorter, more efficient procedures.
Free Space on a Disk
My next example uses DOS to help locate and print the available
free space on adisk. A simple DOS call to function 36 hexadecimal (54 decimal) in procedure FreeSpace returns the number of
available disk clusters, the total number of clusters, and the
bytes per sector. If an error occurs, the DOS function returns
FFFF hexadecimal or 65535 decimal in the variable error. If
there is no error, it returns the number of sectors per cluster. As
before, we convert certain cardinal numbers to strings, then to
real variables so that the variable realfreebytes is big enough
to hold any values given to it.
Renaming Files
The procedure for renaming afile, RenameFiles ( see listing 2),
is even simpler. The two input parameters to this procedure are
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the current filename (oldname) and the desired new filename
(newname). This procedure uses the ADR function to get the filenames' addresses to pass to DOS, then calls on DOS function 56
hexadecimal (86 decimal) to do the work of renaming the file.
Since this DOS function actually changes the file's directory
entry, you can use it to move afile among subdirectories on the
same disk, but you can't use it to rename afile from one drive to
another.
Using ROM BIOS Calls
For examples of using the IBM PC or PS/2 ROM BIOS calls in
Modula2, I've added two functions to the library, Cis (clear
the video screen) and GotoXY (
go to aspecified row and column); see listing 3. The ROM BIOS calls in this L,ogitech version are done through aModula2procedure called SWI, which
stands for software interrupt.
Logitech recommends that you push the 8086 base pointer
before an SWI call and pop it immediately after. You can use the
CCDE procedure, which merely inserts its parameters directly
into the final program, to create short assembly language sequences. CODE( 55h) means to push the base pointer onto the
stack, and CODE( 5Dh) means to pop it. The SETREG procedure
does exactly what it sounds like— it lets you set the value of a
register directly.
Both ROM BIOS procedures use the interrupt value of 10
hexadecimal ( 16 decimal) to request video services. The call
format is SWI ( 10h, parameter) . By changing the parameter,
this interrupt can activate such items as disk services, printer
services, time and date services, and communications-port services. In general, anything that is available to an assembly language program is available to Modula2through the DOSCALL,

SWI, and CODE procedures.
The DOSCALL and SWI procedures differ in that the former
takes place at amuch higher language level. The DOSCALL functions are similar to any Modula2procedure in that they use parameters specified in the heading of the procedure being called.
The DOSCALL procedures then set the proper register values,
generate the interrupt, and return the proper values.
When you use the SWI procedure, on the other hand, you
must set the register values yourself. These values are passed
"as is" when the software interrupt occurs. The values returned, if any, are placed in the proper return registers, and you
use the GETFtEG procedure to return the value to your program
variables.
If you don't like dealing with system interrupts, Modula2
makes it simple to write your own library procedures to do the
low-level work you want to hide. This means that you can write a
series of library procedures to handle SWI calls, returning the
values to your program in variables. From that point on, you can
call your software-interrupt procedures with the same format as
the DOSCALL procedures instead of recoding them each time and
worrying about which parameter goes in what register. Modula2's modularity is perfect for that sort of thing.
Clearing the Screen
You can clear the video display in several different ways. One
quick way is to reset the screen mode to the mode it's already in;
this effectively clears the screen on the IBM PC and many compatibles. A second way is to write blanks through the screen locations yourself. Since screen accesses wrap around if you write
past the end of the screen (because you specify the screen page
continued

WE TAPE BACKUP
FAIL-SAFE.
FileSale300/600
Daisy- chain for up to 600MB—
the highest capacity in highspeed tape cartridge backup.

ASK FOR F7LESAFE
AND RELAX.
An industry leader for
over a decade, Mountain
backs all FileSafe systems with
afull 12- month limited warranty. And aworldwide reputation for responsive service
and support
If you're looking for highperformance tape backup for your
PC, look to Mountain. We've got
the widest range of systems to
keep your data Fail-Safe,
simply ask for FileSafe by
name and relax.

FileSale150
One cartridge covers nearly
every size hard disk system.

Call us
today for more
information and the name of your nearest
It , tape backup dealer or distributor.
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THE PEAK OF PERFORMANCE
1-800-458-0300
Mountain Computer, Inc. 240 Hacienda Ave., Campbell. CA 95008
(408) 379-4300, TLX 373-1724 UB, FAX 408-379-4302
Mountain products are distributed and sold worldwide. ' registered
trademarks and -trademarks of Mountain Computer, Inc.
and International Business Machines Corp. . 1987 Mountain
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Listing 1: The FindMatch procedure finds the first file
that matches the wild-card string in the variable
filename. This procedure is part of alarger file,
MODDOS. MOD (see main text for details), and some of
the variables listed here are declared elsewhere in
MODDOS. MOD.
VAR NumberFound
:CARDINAL);
This procedure uses

locate

DOS call

the disk transfer area,

oldfile:=ADR(oldname); (*

matching the
VAR

DOS also provides the
find additional files

specifications *)

calls

ADDRESSes of *)
the filenames *)

error:=0;
DOSCALL(56h,oldfile,newfile,error);
CASE error OF
3: WriteString('PATH NOT FOUND');
5:

I

WriteString('ACCESS

DENIED');

WriteLn I
17: WriteString('PATH NOT FOUND');

cardinal : cardinalptr;
String0fCardinal : string;
okay

newfile:=ADR(newname); (*

WriteLn

sizelow,sizehigh : REAL;
CardinalSize : CARDINAL;

the DOS

require the

call

4Ehex to find the first file that matches our
directory path and wild- card pattern.
When
this routine is called,
information required to

oldname

:filearray);

BEGIN

2Fhex to
and DOS

PROCEDURE RenameFiles(VAR newname,

VAR newfile, oldfile : ADDRESS;
error
: CARDINAL;

PROCEDURE FindMatch ( VAR error : CARDINAL;

(*

Listing 2: The RenameFiles procedure changes the
directory entry of agiven file, or it returns an error
message.

WriteLn
ELSE ;

: BOOLEAN;

END; (* CASE *)
END RenameFiles;

BEGIN
FileNamePattern:=ADR(filename);
DOSCALL(2fh,DiskTransferArea);
DOSCALL(4eh,FileNamePattern,
attribute, error)

Listing 3: The GoToXY and Cis procedures. This
listing contains acomplete module, Vidserv, which
should be compiled separately and brought into
another program through the IMPORT statement. GoToXY
moves the cursor on the video display to agiven row
and column. Cis clears the screen by scrolling it up 24
lines.

AsciizFileName:=
DiskTransferArea+38;(* filename
starts 30 bytes into the
DiskTransferArea *)
CharacterPointer:=AsciizFileName;
NumberFound:=1;(* increment the
counter
matching

for

number of

files

found *)

counter: = 1;
WHILE CharacterPointer"<>nul
(* ASCIIZ

string,

so

DEFINITION MODULE Vidserv;

DO
it

will

have a 0 byte at end *)
directory[NumberFound,counter]:=
CharacterPointer";
AsciizFileName:=AsciizFileName+1;
counter:=counter+1;
CharacterPointer:=AsciizFileName;
END;
cardinal:=DiskTransferArea+26;
(* set pointer to
order word of

low

size *)

CardinalSize:=cardinal";

FROM SYSTEM IMPORT AX,
FROM InOut

BX,

CX,

DX,

CODE,

SETREG, SWI;
IMPORT Write;

EXPORT QUALIFIED
GotoXY,

Cis,

Tab;

PROCEDURE GotoXY(
PROCEDURE Cls ();
PROCEDURE

col,

row : CARDINAL);

Tab(spaces : CARDINAL);

END Vidserv.

CardToString(CardinalSize,
String0fCardina1,12);
StringToReal(String0fCardinal,
sizelow,okay);

IMPLEMENTATION MODULE Vidserv;

cardinal:=DiskTransferArea+28;
(* high order word of

size

located 28 bytes into
DiskTransferArea *)

FROM InOut

String0fCardina1,12);
StringToReal(String0fCardinal,

PROCEDURE GotoXY(

sizelow:=sizelow+(sizehigh*65536.0);
RealToString(sizelow,0,12,
sizes[NumberFound],okay);
END FindMatch;
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DX, CODE,
DOSCALL,

SETREG,

CardinalSize:=cardinal";
CardToString(CardinalSize,

sizehigh,okay);
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FROM SYSTEM IMPORT AX, DX, CX,
WORD, BYTE,

SWI;

IMPORT Write;

VAR rowl,
dx : WORD;

col,

row : CARDINAL);

coll : CARDINAL;

BEGIN
rowl:=row-1; (*

adjust

row,

col back to

0,0 *)
coll:=col-1;
dx:=WORD(coll+(rowl*256));

continued

SYSTEM CALLS IN MODULA2

CODE ( 55H); (* push BasePointer *)
SETREG(AX,280H); (* position cursor
function *)
SETREG(DX,dx); (*
SETREG(BX,OH); (*
SWI(10H);
CODE(5DH);

SETREG(CX,800H); (* upper left row and
column - 8,8 *)
SETREG(DX,bottom); (*

row in dh, col in dl *)
current page number *)

lower

right

dh,
SETREG(BX,700H); (* blank

(* ROM call for video
services *)

(* pop BasePointer *)

END GotoXY;

col

row

in

in dl*)

line video
attribute *)

SWI(10H);

(*

ROM call for video
services *)

CODE(5DH);

(* pop BasePointer *)

END Cls;
PROCEDURE Cls ();
VAR
bottom : WORD;

(*

This procedure

is not

covered

in

the

article: *)
BEGIN
bottom:=WORD(79+(24*256));

PROCEDURE Tab(spaces : CARDINAL);
VAR counter : CARDINAL;
BEGIN

(* set bottom to
column 79 in
(*

FOR counter:=1

register DL *)
and row 24 in register

END; (* FOR ..

DH *)
CODE(55H);

(. push BasePointer *)

SETREG(AX,600H); (*

scroll

up register
AH=6 *)

being affected, and the wrap occurs within that page), it doesn't
really matter whether you start from the first screen location or
not. If you don't start from the first screen location, though,
your cursor will return to the position from which it started. If
you want the cursor to end up in acertain position (upper left
corner, for example) after the screen is cleared, you can use the
GotoXY procedure to move it.
The procedure Cis clears the screen by scrolling up 24 lines.
Ichose to do it this way to provide abase procedure for you to
change and make more useful. The call to Cis, which appears in
listing 3, has no parameters. Notice, though, that the CX register contains the upper left coordinates of the window to be
scrolled, and the DX register contains the lower right coordinates. This information makes it simple to change the procedure
to ageneric window-clearing procedure that clears aspecified
rectangle of text. All you need to do is add parameters to Cis,
like this:
Cls ( upperX,upperY, lowerX, lowerY)
and correctly insert the parameters into the CX and DX registers. If you separately compile this as amodule, you can use it in

TO spaces

DO

Write(");
END

DO

* )

Tab;

END Vidserv.

all your programs to clear either the whole screen or some portion of it.
Moving the Cursor
The GotoXY procedure (see listing 3) uses the requested row and
column screen coordinates as its parameters. GotoXY subtracts 1
from each coordinate (allowing users to think of rows and columns that start numbering at 1, not 0), places the proper values
into the correct registers, generates asoftware interrupt, and
voilà!, your cursor is where you want it to be. This is another
simple procedure that can be written once, compiled separately,
and used by any program you write in the future.
Access and Control
Modula2is not aperfect programming language, but it offers
the best features of Pascal (block structure and strong type
checking) and C (low-level access to hardware). It also has several advantages over Pascal itself, most notably its separate
compilation of modules, its cleaner syntax, additional programming constructs, and an improved I/O interface. Now that affordable Modula2implementations exist for most 16-bit microcomputers, you should consider getting to know it. •

Custom Imprinted Keys, Keytop Shells 5
Snap-on KeyCaps, and Keytop Labels
Available in arainbow of colors for IBM and most other keyboards. Produced to your exact specifications by our
competent engineering staff and precision imprinted for wear- resistance and compatibility to your present
keys. Hooleon keyboard enhancements also include keytop kits, keyboard protectors, individual key
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more. Call or write for our free 1988 Catalog today. (
602) 634-7515
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PICK BIX
BRAINS
... With a10 Day Trial Membership
If you've thought about joining BU(
before but weren't sure it was what you
beeded, now is the time to try it. Because
now for alimited time, we're inviting
you to try BIX for 10 days. If at any
time during this 10 day trial period you
Pon't feel BUI( has made you amore
inowledgeable microcomputer user,
we'll refund your entire registration
lee. You pay only for time spent on the
system.* (
See log-on instructions for
hourly rates).
Explore BD( in your home or office.
Put its power to work for you and unbrash your full microcomputer potential
programming, designing, specifying,
tesearching — and more.
Try BIX for 10 full days and see what
it can do for you. Explore more than
160 conferences. Access vendor support.
$peak to expert consultants. Research
dew products and systems, and downbad public domain software.

Prepare yourself for success
It takes asharp mind and hard work
op stay ahead, and having the right
%Dols helps.
Today, you can put one of the most
powerful instruments for career advancement to work for you: BM

•Learn about new products before
they hit the market.
•Get quality marketplace feedback on
the products you're thinking of purchasing before you invest.
•Research problems and find the solutions that no one else has been able
to render.
•Access some of the most advanced
public domain software available in
the industry
• Increase your working knowledge
of micros to make more confident
purchasing decisions and recommendations.

Join MX and arm yourself with
the latest in microcomputer.
related information
BIX's exclusive Microbytes newswire
gives you complete, daily up-to-date
computer industry information. You'll
gain insight from BYTE editors and writers who analyze new products and their
potential impact, inform you of the
latest mergers and acquisitions, and report late-breaking news from important
seminars and conferences.

Talk to colleagues worldwide
You'll stay on top of your company's

business with BIX's electronic mail
service.
"Talk" to your east coast, west coast
— even European — contacts all in the
same day.
Or, simply communicate with other
BIX users worldwide. Share information
and ideas privately, or in conference.
Choose any option for
online access with aone time
$39 membership fee
•Use MasterCard, VISA or American
Express and begin your 10 day trial
use of BIX right now
•The 10 day trial also applies if you
open an individual pre-paid account
on BIX. Trial commences once we
open your account and notify you.
•Other billing options including qualified corporate accounts are available.
(Sorry, our 10 day trial is not available
for these accounts.) Call or write MX
for details.
Use credit cards for immediate
access or call the BIX Helpline for information on any other payment option at,
1-800-227-2983 (
from U.S. and Canada)
603-924-7681 (
in New Hampshire
and elsewhere).
Act now! Our 10 day trial offer is
subject to cancellation at any time.

'To notify BIX that you wish to discontinue service at any time during the trial period, call the MX Helpline, and your entire membership fee will be refunded.
"SIX can be accessed via Tymnet throughout the U.S. and Canada. For the Tymnet number nearest you, call the B1X Helpline or Tymnet at 1-800-336-0149.
tlf your local Tymnet number is atoll call you will receive additional charges from your local phone company at their prevailing rate.
ilContinental U.S. Tymnet rates. Rates from other areas are available from BIX.
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program for full-duplex, 8-bit characters, no
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Peterborough, Nil 0345W

THE BUYER'S MART

A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes aReader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline ( 23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters maximum), plus company name, address and
telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For example: March issue closes on January 7. Send your copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Mark Stone at BYTE 603-924-3754.

RATES: ix-$475 3x-$450 6x -$425 12 x -$375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

PROTECT YOURSELF!!!

SELF- INKING PRINTER RIBBON

Ergo- Vision 't Plus 2 Radiation Filter with patented
nickel mesh protects you from radiation, static, and
glare. Reduces electromagnetic radiation by 90% +,
electrostatic charge to 0 and eliminates glare.
Anti/Rad/Stat/GI filter $99.
Anti/Stat/GI $39.
sift $3. Check/COD. Specify monitor manufacturer 8
model M. Free catalog.

Abelson Communications

Dept. B. POD 1031, Rockville Centre, NY 11570
516-766-7782

nquiry 551.

Awarded United States Patent 04701062
Lasts 10-15 limes longer than the conventional ribbon
For printers using 1
2 "width open spool ribbon
/
Chndata 82A 834.84 92 93 Dec LA 180/120
leet7Ce33. 35
Dec LA 30/IBM 1443
Star Gonna, 100
Teietype Mode SO
Enrol
li 800/810 820. 880
Contact us by mal phone or telex and we yoli forward you abrochure

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC.

POD 869, Baldwin Rd.. Arden, NC 28704
(704) 6849044 • TELEX: ( FILMON-AREN) 577454

nquiry 556.

ACCESSORIES
POLAR FILTER

• Prevent the glare, flicker and shake caused by the refleb
son of outbde Sght which are Oxman causes of eye fatigue
• Present the aggravated nearsightedness (proved by lash and
weakening of eye nerves
• Blocks out 100% of Ultrawolet rays
COMES IN VARIOUS SIZES EVEN FOR TV's 12', 14', 19",
26" ($21. 027, 537, $49) respectrvely Cashes check money order.
or COD, wholesalers welcome

UNLIMITED Computer Systems

11175 Mt View Ave , OK, Loma Lmda, CA 923',
Ph # (714) 796-7974
Fax # ( 714) 796-3931

nquiry 561.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FREE CATALOG

FREE CATALOG

FamilyCare" Software

Thousands of parts and new surplus electronic parts

Valuable Computer Supplies Source for Diskettes • Disk
Packs • Dust Covers • Furniture • Data Cartridges •
Plotter Supplies • Cleaning Supplies • Tapes • Ribbons
•Paper • Copier Supplies • Surge Protectors • Cables
• Print Wheels • LOT MORE • LOW PRICES •
• Bulk Diskettes as low as 304 each.
Call, Write or Circle Inquiry Card for a FREE Catalog

This comprehensive medical diagnostic expert system
spares expensive, unnecessary trips to aphysician by
guiding you quickly through possible symptoms and
giving you specific directions for medical care, home
treatment, and medications. Includes hundreds of
symptoms, injuries, and diseases of newborns
through teenagers.

P.O. Box 567, Van Nuys, CA 91408-0567

GAAS COMPUTER SUPPLIES

1-800-826-5432

(800) 523-1238, in Calif. (
408) 270-6747

FamllyCare - Software
Lundin Laboratories, Inc.
29451 Greenfield Rd . Suite 0218, Southfield. MI 48076
800/426-8426
or
313/559-4561

at super low prices. FAST ORDER PROCESSING
AND SHIPPING (
95% of all orders shipped within
48 hours).
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG...

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

nquiry 552.

186 B East Sunnyoaks Ave, Campbell. CA 95008

nquiry 557.

SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS
Cloth binders & slips hire IBMs. Virx,r1 binders, boxes, and
folders-many sizes. Disk pages, envelopes & labels Low
city Imprinting. Bulk & branded disks. Much More! Low
prices Fast service. Call or write for FREE CKALOG
Anthropomorphic Systems Limited
376-B East St. Charles Road
Lombard, IL 60148
1-800-DEAL-NOW (312) 629-5160
nquery 553.

nquiry 562

COMPUTER TAPES
Nine Track 6250 Bpi Used
2400' & 1200' Reels
$ 2.90 Each
Replacement Guaranteed

Prism Development Corp.
918-299-0772
nquiry 558.

JOB PROTECTION
If your job depends on your computer, you should
have our FREE catalog. Call (800) 356-5794 Ext
8939 tor a FREE catalog from the world's largest
manufacturer of single phase uninterrupbble power
supplies. Call or write today!

BEST POWER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
PO. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646
In Wis. (608) 565-7200 Ext. 8939
(800) 356-5794 EXT. 8939

nquiry 554.

YOUR OWN EXPERT SYSTEM
MicroExpert, an affordable expert system shell, allows
you ( beginner or programmer) to see how a system
works as you build it yourself. Software includes tutorial
for design of knowledge base and creation of rules.
Source code provided.
IBM PC: 852109-2
Apple H: 852110-6
$49.95

McGraw-Hill Book Company
P.O. Box 400, Hightstown. NJ 08520
1-800-2-MCC3RAW

nquiry 563.

500
Letter size, 204, continuous paper computer forms, invoices, statements, letterheads, etc. OFFSET PRINTING, AS LOW AS 085 EA Send/Fee: (516-293-0113) the
drafts/samples, or direct feed to our computer:
(516-293-0153), WE SET THE PAGE FREE. Free UPS
shipment in 6days. Matching envelopes same kw price.
For 2nd color, add .020 EA. NY residents add sales tax.
MC/VISA. U & Exp. date.

SPTC

40 SARAH DR • E FARMINGDALE • NY • 11735 1210
516-293-0110

nquiry 559.

muLISPTM-87 for MS-DOS
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environment. muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times
faster & take 1
/ to V3 the space of other LISPs.
2
450 Common LISP functions, multi-window editing
& debugging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons
& help, demo programs, comprehensive manual.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

3615 Harding Ave

Suite 505. Honolulu. HI 96816

(808) 734-5801

nquiry 564.
BAR CODE

RE- INK FABRIC RIBBONS

IBM PC ACCESSORIES!

Cut ribbon cost by using Borg Ribbon In kers. Do all cartridge ribbons with just one inker. Choose from 3
models
Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50
Electric E-Zee lnker - $89.50
Ink Master ( Electric) - $159.00
1000's or battered users in 5years Moneyback guarantee

Our FREE Catalog includes hundreds of Switches,
Cables, Buffers, Data Converters, Signal Boosters, Print
Spoolers, PC Tools, Surge Protectors 8 More for your

BORG INDUSTRIES

Tipz Computer Accessories

1,25 MAIN ST

JANESVILLE, IA 50647

1-800-553-2404

nquiry 555.
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IBM PC. LOW Direct Prices, SAME DAY Shipping 8
Satisfaction GUARANTEED!
Write or Cat for a FREE CATALOG Today!
PO. Boo 690, San Francisco, CA 94101-0690

600-367-8479

Inquiry 560.

or

415-626-4333

PRINT BAR CODES
AND BIG TEXT
On your EPSON/IBM/OKI/LaserJet printers. 1" tall tentreadable at 50 ft. Code 39,2 of 5, UPC/EAN, MIL-STD,
AIAG. Menu- Driven. Arty format/size. File input. Design
label on 1screen $279. Other simple programs for bar
codes from $49. 30 day $ back guarantee.

Worthington Data Solutions

7.8 ingels Si. Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(8001 345-4220
In CA: (408) 458-9938
Please see our ad on page 42

THE BUYER'S MART
BAR CODE

BAR CODE

BAR CODE READERS

For PC/XT/AT, and ALL PS/2 models- attaches
as 2nd keyboard. reads as keyed data. External
mounting via velcro to side of monitor, OR can be
short slot mounted in PCs. PC-$ 385
PS/2-$ 399. RS- 232 Model-$ 399. Reads UPC,
EAN, 2 of 5. Code 39. MagStripe option + $ 100.
30 day $ back.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

DATA INPUT DEVICES
Bar Code & Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers 8, terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC,
AT&T, CT, Wyse. Wang All readers connect on the
keyboard cable 8. are transparent to all software Low
cost bar code print programs 8 magnetic encoders are
also available GSA approved

TPS Electronics

Worthington Data Solutions

al/A inges Si . Santa Gnu, CA 95060
(8001 345 -4220
In CA: 1408) 450-9938
,ease see CR1 ad on page 42

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Conditionals, Fast, Reliable
from $ 150
also: Disassemblers
EPROM Programmer Board

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone ( 800) 443-0779
In CA ( 415) 825-4200

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA

912 Hastings Dr.. Concord, CA 94518

,

Inquiry 575

r.quiry 569.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE LIST

680X0 Cross Assemblers

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

100 P.C. BUSINESSES

Acc bar codes and big graphics text to your program Print
from inside of dBASE. BASIC. C. etc Bar codes UPC, EAN,
205. Code 39 Epson/Om/IBM dot matrix text up to 1
2 "
/
Latter.lat fonts up to 2" ( 141 pt.). tall S159-5239 30 day
SS back guarantee

Personal Computer Owners can earn $1000 to
$5000 monthly selling simple services performed by
their computer Work at home - in spare time. FREE
list of 100 best services to offer. Write.

Worthington Data Solutions

A.I.M.B.X

417 A Inges St . Santa Cruz CA 95060

(BOO) 345-4220
Please see

OW

In CA: ( 4011) 458 -9938
ad on page 42

P0 Box 60369 San Diego CA 92106-8369

Now, swipe/am pudgy SOW Cross Asserrees ea we ycsn IEJA PC
compels ti evens scree seems lece2 boles. e is 32 char Nee%
eaOd seed tates. INCLUDE la, PATH names. DfIG. DC DS. EOU men,
other &earns ln
MAI. MAMA IN6A.16
words. Leung yescrre cases seer Swore or rotatable melee ern
Include err eel nee Secants or One meet lbes Nor copy pro
lecle Ihnorrrurn repuremenn are 320K DOS 2.)0(, & ISW 0000
Baas ISCOD/60010-549.95
Lnkrn 69:03613010-3811*
Base 66020/1881-$1 se 95
owe. VISA AC eccepted MN nude. . 6% sales or No PO's or COO s.
Pe».

RAVEN Computer Systems

Bot 12116 Si Paul MN S51

1612) 636-0365

nquiry 576.

nquiry 570.

COMMUNICATIONS
BARCODE BARGAINS
Buy direct and save. Well beat any written
quotes for competing equivalent bar code
readers or bar code label generation software.
Call or write for brochures. Quantity discounts,
warranty, same day shipping. Bar codes are
all we do at ITS

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
1950 White Star EA

Diamond Bar CA 91755

(711) 861-7977 Telex 285716 ITSCO UR

MULTI-USER BBS (FOR IBM PC AT)

ASSEMBLERS & TRANSLATORS

TEAMate - a mainframe quality BBS. A mini CompuServe. Full screen cursor-controlled interface, topic
outline structure, public and private topics, audit trails,
xmodem, integrated mail, content retrieval and more.
MS-DOS, XENIX and UNIX versions.

Over 20 high quality, full function, fast relocatable and

MMB Development Corporation

P.O. Box 6719
San Jose, California 95150

1021 No Sepulveda Plvd Suite K. Manhanan Beacn, CA 90266

Source language translators help you change micr=orn

puters Call for info about MS/DOS, CPM80. ISIS versons

HELMS"
(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014

1-800-832-6032

nquiry 577.

nquiry 571.

nquiry 565.

absolute macro assemblers are available immediately

COMPUTER BOOKS
BAR CODE MADE EASY

Books! Books! Books!

Disassemble MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC

AERCON. EZ READER" keyboard interfaces and multiuse,
RS 232 models make it easy to add bar code to virtually any
computerfterminal WITHOUT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION
fmmechate shipping
lee warranty Bar code printing

If it's published and about IBM or compatible computers, we probably have it. Books
about
applications,
programming,
operating systems, utilities, hardware and
much more. Write us today and we'll send
you our latest catalog. Send $ 1to:

Relocatable symbolic alsassemblers are now ava,i.e
for the Motorola. Intel, RCA, TI, Rockwell, & bloq mic-rosl
Automatic label generaticn, assembly capablity arid
much more. Call and ask for what you need

software available Call for detain on fasl accurate easy data
entry Substantial reseller discounts

PERCON®
2190 W

Book Express

11th St, Eugene, OR 97402

(503) 344-1189

Dept

100 851 Weidner Cr South, Buffalo Grove IL 60089

COMPUTER INSURANCE

READ & PRINT BAR CODES
Fast, reliable data entry into your programs as J`
from your keyboard. Internal unit for PC, XT, AT
PS/2- M30. RS- 232 unit for DOS & Non-DCS
systems ( rid all PS/2) Stainless steel wand acid
LASER interfaces. Powerful Bar Code and Text
printing software.

Seagull Scientific Systems
601 UniverSity Ave

Surte 150. Sacramento, CA 9582.

(918) 388-1778

COMPUTERS + INSURANCE = SAFEWARE
Call toll free for Information
•HOME COMPUTERS
• BUSINESS COMPUTERS
•OVERRFAB COMPUTERS • LEASED COMPUTERS
•COMPUTERS LEASED TO OTHERS
•COMPUTERS TAKEN TO SHOWS
•COMPUTERS HELD FOR SALE
•OTHERS COMPUTERS IN YOUR CARE

SAFE WARE,

The Insurance Agency Inc.

BAR CODE READERS

Solutions Engineering Sales
8653 Georgia Ave, Silver Spring, MD 2091>0

800-635-6533
nquiry 568.

DATA CONVERSION
MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLAII0A

More than Jost a straight dump or ASCII ',elver ,
Word Processing, DBMS, and Sprudsheet cata on tasks
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running cn
Mainframes, Mints, Micros, Dedicated Word Procassmr-i.
Typesetter., and Electronic Publlahing systems
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
81 in the translation industry ,

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wilshire Blvd

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469

Suite 1202. Los Angeles, CA 900 0

(213) 387-4477
nquiry 579.

nquiry 573.

Among the industries best and most endely used barcode
reader, reads all motor barcode formats ( code 39. 2 of 5.
UPC/EAN. =label.) connects between keyboard & system,
advanced CMOS uses keyboard power supply. connects to
all IBM compatibles arid DIN terminals. completely OS inekopendent, software independent Same day ship. 1year read ranty,
30 day satisfaction guaAntee CALL for prices too :ow to
advertise

San Jose, California 95150
(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014
(
800) 448-4880

nquiry 578.

nquiry 572.

nquiry 566.

RELMS"
P.O. Box 6719

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

CROSS ASSEMBLERS for
VAX VMS and PC/MS DOS

Get the Expertise You Need:
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk • OCR

Faster Version 2.1 Now Available
Relocatable Macro Cross Assemblers,
Linkers, Librarians
Targeted to almost all Microprocessors

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446

215-362-0966
nquiry 574.

Over 1,000 formats! 3i/2, 51
4 ,
/
or 8inch disks, 9track
mag tape, 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge. Data bare and
word processor translation Specialists in Gdirern
ment Security Data Call for free consulraticir

Computer Converslons, Inc.
9580 Black Mtn Rd

Ste J. San Dingo CA 92126

(619) 693-1697

MC/VISA

nquiry 580.
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DATA/DISK CONVERSION
DISK CONVERSIONS

Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT, also WP, WS,
MS/WRD, DW3, MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11,
Xerox-Writer, ASCII.

FREE TEST CONVERSION
CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245
(213) 646-6661

(213) 322-6319

dBASE GRAPHICS
EASY dBASE GRAPHICS
Wary of complicated graphing programs?

Announcing dPICT.
dPICT is expressly designed to be easy to use.
Type two words; in three minutes you see
four presentations of your dBASE data.
Pick one. That's all. $49.95
Requires IBM PC or compatible.

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•One Stop Shopping •
•Custom Packaging •
•Copy Protection •
•Competitive

Technical Support
Drop Shipping
Fast Turnaround
Pricing

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
800-222-0490 NJ 201-462-7628
MEGASoft

Paragon Tech

PO Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728

1581 Garland Ave, Tue., CA 92680

nquiry 586.

Inquiry 581.

DUPLICATION SERVICES

See our ad on page 292

nquiry 592.

DEMOS/TUTORIALS
DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Processors, 8 Typesetters.
TAPE Conversions es low as $23.00 MB
DISK Conversions as low as 525.00 per Disk
Call or ente TODAY for acost saving quotation.

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210 W. Latimer Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(4011) 86841080

INSTANT REPLAY III
Build Demos, Tutonats. Prototypes, Presentations, Music.
Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems. Includes
Screen Maker. Keystroke/Time Editor, Program
Memorizer, and Animator Rood Great Reviews ,Simply the BEST. Not copy protected. No royalties 60 day
satisfaction money back guar. IBM and Compatb
$149.95 U.S Chk/Cr Crd Demo Diskette $5.00

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

3191 South Valley Street ( ste 252)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

(
801) 4874882

Inquiry 587.

nquiry 582.

Tape-to-Disk/Disk-to-Tape/Optical Scanning
Most popular 51
4 "and 8" floppy disk formata 9 track
/
tape. and 1
4 "tape Almost any font or page format can
/
te read by our scanners

DCC DATA SERVICE
1200 18th St N.W. Ste. 704, Washington, DC 20036
D.C. ( 202) 452-1419

CT. (203) 746-6584

Professional Type Composition
MP- XL— Hard-core typography and Typefonts for
the HP LaserJet II, Okidata LaserLine 6, or Ricoh
PC 6000 Laser Printers. H&J, Indents, Tabs,
Graphics, 1
/ pt. leading, random mix of size & face,
4
6-72 pt. fonts. MP-XL complete with 22 fonts, Pi
+ Bkmn 6-24 pt.
8195.
M/C VISA
Many additional type faces available 6-30 pt.
Micro Print-X, Inc.
P.O. Box 581, 8441Inger, TX 76821
(915)365-2343

Inquiry 588.

Inquiry 583.

IBM PC * tow/

HP

FILE COPY

Oswego Software
507 North Adams St.
Oswego, Illinois 60543

312/554-3587
Fax 312/554-3573
Telex 858-757

Star- Byte, Inc.

services

713 W. Main St., Lansdale, PA 19445
215-3661200

FRAMEWORK II USERS
FRAMEWORK II FRED DICTIONARY
Automatic functions dictionary,
—immediate access to a full screen function reference.
Development tools. menus. FW tips, books info., more.
Buitt-in automatic database filtering/menu.
Programs disk • manual booklet $39.95 inc. arh.
3.5" add $2.00, req. " FRAMEWORK II"
Not FW serete copy protected Send check or mcoey order lo:

M. FRANKEL
189 FRANKLIN St, NY, NY 10013

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC's AT's
CompatiKit/PC
CompatiKit/AT

$329
Moo

Built-in floppy controllers—no problem.
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plus more!
Call for further information or to place an order.
VISA/MC/COD/CHECK.

Micro Solutions Computer Products

132 W Lincoln Hwy

DeKalb IL 60115

615(756-3411

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU1

Precise flowcharting is fast and simple with Flow Charting
▪ Care edit end print perfect charts: bold and normal fonts,
24 shapes — 95 sizes; fast entry of arrows. bypasses& COO sectors; FaSt Insert Line; shrink screen displays 200-column
chart: 40 column edit screen for detail work, much morel

PATTON & PATTON
81 Great Oaks Blvd. San Jose. CA 95119

1-800/872-3470, ext. 897 (
CA residents)
1-800/538-8157, ext. 897 (
Outside CA)
408/629-5044 (Outside the U.S.A.)

nquiry 595.
DISKETTES

CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats including 31
/'; 51
4
4 ", 8" disk formats 8,
/
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services.
Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept, # B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (
3121 459-6010

DISKETTES ALL BRANDS
Xidex DS/DD Bulk 51
4 " wfTyvek
/
. 35
3M DS/DD/RH Boxed 51
4 "
/
. 70
Compudisk DS/DD Boxed 51
4 "
/
. 40
Ashton Tate Degaussed 51
4 "
/
. 25
Fuji DS/DD Bulk 31
/"
4
1.00
Xidex HD Boxed 51
/"
4
1.00
We catty Sony 8 Uexell

1-800-544-0141
Computech Products Inc.

10085-5 Sandmeyer Le, Philadelphia, PA 19116

nquiry 590.

nquiry 585.

S00-243-1515

FLOWCHARTS

nquiry 589.

nquiry 584.

Warehousing
Drop shipping
Fulfillment
48-hour delivery
Consultation 8
guidance

nquiry 594.

DISK DRIVES

IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, compatibles to read, write files written by Hewlett Packard
Sent. 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9030's. We offer custom
work using our file copy utilities and program translators. Call for estimate, catalog, data sheet.

• Disk duplication •
• All formats •
• EVERLOCK copy •
protection •
• Label/sleeve printing •
• Full packaging

nquiry 593.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Call Toll Free 1-800-431-2577
CONVERSIONS

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

HARDWARE
DISCOUNT CLONES
•XT Turbo — $435.
•AI' MO MHz —
•Seagate ST225 201.18 hard drive with controller — 11300.
•396 25MHz — UAW.
•Hare compatible 1200 baud modem — 899.
• &errant EGA —
•HP Laser Jet Sees II — $1700.

Automated Business Solutions
518-379-3995

30 clay money back guarantee • tyr parts 1labor warrantee
Dealer Inquiries Invited Please call for complete pnce list

Inquiry 596.

dBASE Ill COMPILERS

FREE dBASE III +

51/4 " DISKS 23.90
MINIMUM QUANTITY 1000 Pee.

COMPILER DEMO DISK

31/2" DISKS $ 80 per 100

dataBASE Specialties (
415) 852-2790

53
4 * DS/DD premium quality diskettes These are un/
sold,
Pre•kluslY Programmed, factory erased diskettes. Guaranteed
replacement SLEEVES AND LABELS INCLUDED.
Doubters: Call for FREE Sample. $231.00 par 1,000
Large Oty. Prices Available. Sold in 1,000 increments
Customer pays all shipping charges Send check or money
order to:

Don) buy Clipper . until you see our FREE dBASE Compiler Evaluation KY Includes DEMO DISK with 8PROS
and results of compiling with Clipper. Quicksilver & FoxBASE + Also 15 benchmark tests, complete magazine
revtews, arel detailed brochures about all 3 compilers
FREE No Dbligation Call 24 hours, 7days
P.O. Boa 2975, Oakland, CA 11441111

Lowest Advertised Price in the Solar System!

ELECTRONIC LIQUIDATORS

BYTE • MARCH 1988

DALANCO SPRY

Suite 241, 2900 Connecticut Ave, NW,
Washington DC 20008
(202) 232-7999

P.O. Box 1352, Melrose, MA 02176 (617) 582.9363

nquiry 591.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The Model 10 for the IBM PC/XT/AT is based on the TI
TMS32010 and is designed for applications in cornmunications, instrumentation, speech, and numeric processing. A 1K complex FFT takes 90 ms. Offered with
12 bit 80 KHz AJO and D/A and continuous data acquisition & Playback option. $650 and up.

nquiry 597.

THE BUYER'S MART
HARDWARE
CHIP CHECKER
•74/54 TTL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Signetics
• 14/4000 CMOS • 9000 TTL
• 14-24 Pin Chips • . 3" + . 6" IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 (feral chips with ANY type
of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM
compatible version 9259. C128 + C64 version 9159.

DUNE SYSTEMS

SANYO

550/555

USERS

3.8/7.2MHZ TURBO BD. W/8088-2
$ 79.95
IBM STYLE CGA VIDEO BD
$ 159.95
IBM STYLE RS-232
$ 79.95
SANYO RS-232
$ 49.95
788K MEM/CLK/EXPANSION BD
$ 249.95
20 MEG HARD DISK SYSTEM
$ 599.95
COMPOSITE MONO MONITOR
$ 109.95
550 COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE $ 49.95

TAMPA BAY DIGITAL

2603 Willa Dr • St. Joseph. MI 49685
(616)

HUMOR

HARDWARE

1750 Drew St Clearwater, FL 34815
• • • FREE CATALOG • • •
813-443-7049

983-2352

Inquiry 598.

BIT O' HUMOR
JOKES ON DISKETTE
Over athousand great jokes, limericks, puns and fortune cookies on diskette for your MS-DOS computer.
LAN compatible. Fire up your office machines every
morning with refreshing humor. Advanced software
features timing delays, custom joke database and
category selection. $24.95 includes program. Specify
5.25" or 3.5" diskette.

PLEASURE INTERFACE

P.O. Box 391471. Mountain View, CA 94039

nquiry 610.

nquiry 604

INFORMATION
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
Has optimum features for monitor + control applications: 18 Chan AJO • 4RS232/422 Ports • 48 Prog I/D
Lines • 8 Opto INS • 8 HiDrive OUTs • 4 Timers •
Watchdog • 104K Memory • 5250 8.0 Options: Resident FORTH OS with Target Compiler, Editor, Assembler, + Auto Load/Start; 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan DIA.
Battery Backed Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support
E•PAC 1000 + $ 249.00

E- PAC 2000+ $ 449.00

NIAC INC.

P0 Boo 2042. Carbondale IL 62902

( 6181 529-4525

nquiry 599.

GREAT PRICES!

Brand new Lear Sggler ( formerly Envision) Color Graphics
Terminals at close out pnces Includes 30- day warranty.
•16 colors from 4096 palette
•640 o480 resolution
•DEC VT100/ANSI X3 64 compatible
•Tekkonor 4010/4014/Plot 10 compatible

INDUS-TOOL
730 W Lake St. Chicago, IL 60606

Phone 312-648-2191

now available on disk in (
CAL, WKS, CSV, or TXT)
formats for (
PC or MAC or most CP/M)-$29.95

Box 536, San Rafael, CA 94915

Z80'"

FAIRFACTS

nquiry 611.

HD64180/CP/M" CO-PROCESSORS

Plug-in co- processors for PC, PC/AT.
Blue Thunder Z80 co- processors
6 MHz
8249.95
10 MHz
$399.95
12.5 MHz
$599.95
HD64180 co-processors $295 and up
All coprocessors with CP/M emulator Software Only
emulator 2SIM only $99.95.

Z-WORLD

918 -753 -3722
1772A Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616
See our ad on page 299.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

LAPTOPS SPECIALS
Zenith 181 & 183 • Toshiba • NEC Multispeed EL
•Datavue Sharp • AFFORDABLE 51
4 "or 31
/
2 "DRIVE
/
UNITS FOR LAPTOPS 8 DESKTOPS • DICONIX
PRINTERS • 1200 & 2400 BAUD MODEMS (for
LAPTOPS) • Fast delivery & reliable friendly service
Call for low pricing. . .

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED
201-469-7678

(
7 Days, 9AM-9PM Eastern time)

nquiry 612.

nquiry 606.

nquiry 600.

much more.) The Tables of the 1988 Report are

Call 714-974-4113 or write: Wells Data Systems,
2461 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Fullerton, CA 92631.
In Canada, call 1-800-387-9537.

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS
FREE CATALOG

concise tables of the major economic indicators
(GNP, Employment, Inflation, Population and

$695 ( Model 7107)

nquiry 605.

Protect your computer power from black-outs, brown.
outs, audio/video hash and surges! Complete line of
low cost Emergency Power Supply units, Line Cone boners and Surge Suppressors prevent damage and
loss of valuable data. Prevent errors, malfunctions and
false printouts! Send for money saving catalog today

The Tables of ERP
The "Economic Report of the President" has

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR
87C51 PROG. $ 125.00
The UPA 87051 Programming Adapter lets you use
your general purpose programmer to program the
87C51, 8751H, AtvID8753H, 870252, and 8752BH.
Also k3ts you program the 87C51/8751H security bits
and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple and
VERY cost effective.

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
6184 Teall Station. Syracuse NY 13217

(315) 478-0722

Telex 8715617 LOGS

nquiry 601

AT/FORCE RISC SYSTEM
Replace Olt-Slice Technology
5-MIPS IBM/AT coprocessor and software system with
new Force Core horn Harris Semiconductor. Forth Optimized RISC Engine Core Set comprises 5 HCMOS
standard cell chips: Core, Interrupt Controller, 1-cycle
Multiplier, and 2Stack Controllers. Forth development
language included. 84995.

SILICON COMPOSERS (415) 322-8763
210 California Ave., Suite K. Palo Alto, CA 94306

LAP- LINK
The ultimate solution for linking laptop computer with any 93M
compatible desktop PC 115. 200 baud transfer rate- faster
than any other product available. No installation necestary.
easy to use split screen design. Includes incredible " urnwsr•
sal cable" that connects any two computers Transfer entre
disks faster than a DOS copy command! Only 8129.95 inciuding universal cable and both 31
/ "and 51
2
/ "asks " Bodge"
4
owners can trade in for only 889.95 wto cable.

Traveling Software, Inc-.

19310 North Cree-k Parkway, Bothell WA 98011
1-800-343-8080 ( 206) 483-8088

nquiry 613.

nquiry 607.

LEGAL
NorthStar

Sales and service NorthTech Specializes in Horizon and Advantage hardware/software/support. Largest full service
distributor of NorthStar products in United States We buy sell- trade NorthStar products and peripherals • complete
repair facilities • tech support and training • all hardware
and software in stock • same day service avallahle • ten
years of customer satisfaction

NorthTech Support Services, Inc.
Oberlin, Ohio / Arlington, Virginia
1-800-426-7898

216-775-0525

nquiry 602.

PC MINI-SUPERCOMPUTER
Up to 40 MIPS In Your PC!
Fil your PC/XT/AT with 1to 6PC4000 boards for ahigh speed
PC-RISC system. The PC40:0 uses the NC4016 RISC Engine
which executes high level Forth in silicon Each PC4000 is a
general purpose parallel coprocessor that delivers speeds in
the 5107 MIPS range
over a100 times faster than aPC,
uses Forth. C or Assembler. Front 81295.

SILICON COMPOSERS (415) 322-8763

SHREVE SYSTEMS
2421 Malcom St., Shreveport, LA 71108
318-865-8743 4-9 p.m. • FAX- 318-865-2006
International inquiries welcome

nquiry 603.

C.S.T - VISA/MC

PC D/A CONVERTER
16 CHANNEL 12 BIT RESOLUTION
16 Analog outputs on a short slot configured IBM
PC I/O card. Output ranges: + 5, 10 + /- 2.5, 5 and
10V. Accuracy: +/- 2.5 mV.
Price: 8350 Delivery: Stock

ULTRALINK

P0 Boo 1809 Minden NV 89423
1-800-852-8273

nquiry 609.

c

P.O. Box 872687. Wasilla, AK 99687
(907)

745-6267

nquiry 614.

HRDWR./POWER PROTECT

We buy, sell & horsetrade - Apple, IBM.

ur

The Software Company

210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

nquiry 608.

NEW/USED APPLES & STUFF
MACINTOSH - Call
Apple Parts - Call
Mac accessories- hard drives Call

DESIGNED FOR LEGAL WORK
The SoftWars Substantive System ' This
could save alaw office 30% - 45% of the
time to process pleadings." Brief, 9187.
Version 3.3 $ 159. Free brochure

702482-97541

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS
COMPUTERIZED ZIPCODE DIRECTORY

Z1PLIST Data hie of USPS np codes Includes ots. state and
county inforrnakon
Two Stzes 41.000 records -9116.00 90,000 records - $ 245 oo
Speed clata entry Verify ny codes Con-tombe witis rnost
database software On Osk or tape
A$SION-A-ZIP 5digo np assignrnent by street midterms
CLEAN-A-LIST Editing software tor existirs° rneen° lists

DCC DATA SERVICE
1200 18th St. N.W, Ste 704
Washington, DC 20036

(202) 452-1419

1-800-431-2577

nquiry 615.
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MEMORY CHIPS

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS

MEMORY CHIPS

TLIB' 4.0 Version Control

41258154210
Cal
4164-15
Call
4164-12
Call
41128 Piggy Back for AT 2.63
41484-12 (84444)
3.27
414258 (2561(04)
2784,27128,27256,27612 Call
Prices 'pelted

51000 (
Ialeg)
Call
51258 tor Compaq 386 6.43
8087-3-2
96/143
802874410.. 118/233/293
80387
Call
Call
Mouse..
549
fo change

ESSKAY

1-800-327-3237
718-353-3353

The best gets better! They loved TLIB 3.0: "
packed with
features (does deltas) amazingly fast. . excellent"-PC Tech Journal Sept 87. "
has my highest
recommendation"-R. Richardson, Computer Shopper Aug 87. Now TLIB 4.0 has: branching, more
keywords, wildcards & file lists, revision merge, LAN
and WORM drive support, mom. MS/PC-DOS 2063v
$99.95 + $3s&h. Visa/MC.

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

P0 Box 4156, Cary, NC 27519

(
919) 069-3068

nquiry 622.

nquiry 616.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
FREE SOFTWARE

The PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP provides public do
man software for IBM, CP/M, C64 Si C-128 computers
PDUG is one of the oldest (est 1982) & largest (over 10,000
members worldwide) users groups
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $ 10 and receive not only our 1year
membership but also our new member disk free (contains
21 great programs). Or for more info. send aSASE (specify
computer) to
PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP
P0 Box 1442.BM, Orangepark FL 32067
904-2844512 (ORDER LINE)

nquiry 628.

MISCELLANEOUS
WHY PAY RETAIL PRICES?

Why spend your precious time searching the
stores/catalogs for the computer/office equipment/supplies you want? Through our program you
can save time and obtain name brand items at low
prices. Free trial membership! For more
information:

THE ULTIMATE BUYER'S SOURCE
308 Crocker 1/413941-A Mt. Clemens. MI 48048
1-800-327-4226

SECURITY
AMADEUS AND MODULA 2

For better programming Modula2
Ammleue /00 complete end powerful environment for develop1r59 epplénelone Or 182 (Loghech) on PC.. Amadeus inducles an
appleatan editor wrth mask/code generator and aruntone support
COMpOSed of 25 rrnduNs seen supply wIndownu ISAM database.
.mprowed Interlace tor Sheave, menus crea/en
I/O procedures.
speual suppcn vtO. HPAfectra (touch screen ) and 111.11 more
Developer., APIKIlellge WIN Increew your etrickuncy. Ease or use
of &teemed datebayoe programs ono thff P.." Nu P
« Sramr"'N
was the aim Wrth complete manual Only S3451 Free demo disk
available
ID NOUVELLES SA
CP 877, 1001 LAUSANNE. SWITZERLAND

Inquiry 623.

Inquiry 617.

NEURAL NETWORKS
Neural Net + Compiler
Netwurkz demos neural net finding nearest match
of input word to list of words. PUD compiles Netwurkz and itself for retarget to new CPUs. Three
manuals total 150 pages. All source. Need
PC/XT/AT w 256KB. October 1987 issue of BYTE,
page 46, has more info.
Net eurkz: 79.95 PL/D: 124.95 Both: $ 154 95
DAIR Computer Systems
3440 Kenneth Or . Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 494-7081

OPTICAL SCANNING
STOP TYPING!
OCR SERVICE BUREAU - We Scan EVERYTHING
Previoutdy Printed Material
•Invoices • Books • Documents • Phone Bills
•Output to • 31
/,' • 5', • 8" • MAC •
2
11300 BPI • WORM • CD ROM
We Convert EVERYTHING.
All Word Processing and Data Bases Supported
Kurzweil & PelentIr Scanning
Phototypesetting & Printing • Day 4 Night Service
DATASCAN
1World trade CP.New York NY 10048 (212) 938-5727

Modula- 2

Repertoire, now at rel 15, is the largest and most widely
used M2 library in the world. Includes extensive low-level,
user interface, and ullunsophIshCated database toots suitable
tor use with bitmapa text, lists, structured records. etc Only $89. From the creators of ModBase. ErnsStorage, and
Graphix. Complete manuals for au products available on tree
demo disks. MCNISNAMEX/PO/COD.
Bi
n 1 4536 SE (5
5:3
h),Portland..OBR
Ix9
.
7206)

PUBLIC DOMAIN
$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC
Hundreds to choose from, wordprocessors,
databases, spreadsheets, games, v-rated, lotto,
communications, business, music, bible, art,
education, language and useful utilities for making your computer easier to learn. Most programs
have documentation on the disk.
Write for your FREE catalog today!

BEST BITS a BYTES

P.O. Box 8245, Dega.B, Van Nuys, CA 91409
(818) 7814975

nquiry 625.

nquiry 619.

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
Affordable CASE
A new concept in Computer Aided Engineering for developing PC/DOS applications! C
Dispatcher generates fast, efficient C code for
command and menu driven applications.
Develop, document, and change easily. Many
features. For many compilers.

Amaryllis Inc.

Rd Bolton, MA 01740
(617) 365-5456

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
7805 S Windemere Circle, Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 922-6410 or 798-7683

nquiry 629.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•General Ledger
• Purch Ord/Invntory
•Accounts Recubl.
• Accounts Payable
•Order Entry
• Job Costing
•Sales Analysis
• Job Estimating
$99 EA • 565 w/dBASE 2. 3or 34. SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cr. Crd/Chk/COD
4876-B Santa Monica Ave.
San Diego, CA 92107
(
619) 223-3344
Inquiry 630.

SOFTWARE/A.I.
Learn Al Fast
If/there* is abook and adisk of Lotus spreadsheets
"A marvelous little Al training package
you'll find it an excellent tutorial
this product is a must"
Ezra Shapiro,
BYTE, Aug ' 87. p263
If/then is only $69.95

If/then Solutions

1Mal:orca Way. 03015 SF, CA 94123
416346-5886
toe.) r23 ' El 2 ,equ.re $3lOO sh.ppng NA S8

nquiry 631.

SOFTWARE/ARCHITECTURE
RENT SOFTWARE $ 1/DISK
Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $ 1per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM (
31
2 "also),
/
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3.
VISA/MC. 24 hr. info/order line. (619) 941-3244 or
send 010 SASE (specify computer) Money Back
Guarantee!

FutureSystems

Box 3040 ( T), Vista, CA 92083
office' 10-6 PST Mon.-Sat. ( 619) 941-9761
Inquiry 626

nquiry 620.

SECURITY

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

nquiry 624.

nquiry 618.

BIT- LOCK®

Piracy SURVIVAL 5YEARS proves effectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Countdown
and timeout options also available. KEY-LOK"'
security at about 1/2 BIT-LOCK cost.

NATURAL 3-D NAVIGATION

• 3 Vanishing Points Navigator: Great help for art MS Si architects. Navigator provides rapid moving natural views and the capability for unusual
slanted rotation. The perspective can also be
suppressed or enhanced. $449.95 A- $4.00 S&H
(may change without notice.)
• Require IBM PC or compatible (256K up).
Demo-disk $7.00 o SI 00 S&H (Version 2.0)

bp-CodIng Systems„ Inc.

2445 University Heights Ave , Boulder. CO 80302
telephone (303) 449-3640 • facsimile (303) 442-1967

nquiry 632

SOFTWARE/BASIC
FINITE STATE COMPILERS
Software designed as Finite State Programs develop
quicker. run aster and use less memory than sequen
belly coded programs Our Editor forms state tables, the
Compeers stale programs in. ADA, BASIC, C. FORTRAN
& PASCAL
$100 Editor (Mr) primer) $75 per Compiler
IBM PC 128K RAM Dos 2.0+

AYECO

5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando

INCORPORATED

FL 32808

(
305) 295-0930

nquiry 621.
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QUALITY SOFTWARE IBM/COMPATIBLES
Get a Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database,
Money Manager and 5 arcade games plus our
10,000 program catalog for ONLY $ 10.00 ( + s/h)
800-992-1992 (National)
800-992-1993 (Ca only)
619-942-9998 ( Foreign)
VISA, MC, AMEX Accepted. (COD + 1.90)

The International Software Library
511-104 Encinitas Blvd. Encinitas, CA 92024

nquiry 627

XGRAF DRAWS IN BASIC!
FINALLY! XGRAF replaces OuickBASIC's poor
drawing commands with assembly language calls
that work on Hercules, EGA, VGA. CGA and EEGA
screens. Only $99.00 + $4.00 S&H. Call us at
1-800-423-3400 (
9:00 AM to 800 PM EST)

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd.. Pittsburgh, PA 15215
For info.. call (412) 782-0384

nquiry 633.

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads-down data entry with two- pass verification for
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip, venfy bypass, range checks,
& table lookups Fully menu driven only 8395.
Cali for free 30 day trial period.

COMPUTER KEYES

21929 Makah Rd . Woodway,

WA 98020

(206) 776-8443
nquiry

SOFTWARE/DISK LABELING

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/DISK LABELING
"Diskette Labeler"

HIGH PERFORMANCE & LOW COST

Makes professional labels for 5.25" disks on your
printer with combination of 23 character Title, 120 File
Names, 10 lines of 80 character Comments, and complete Stats. Includes permanent adhesive. For IBM
compatibles with IBM/Epson compatible dot matrix
printer, $49 + $4 S/h.

VVeedPatch Productions, Inc.

Box 716, Hockessm. DE 19707
(800) 451-0474 ( 302) 239-9266

nquiry 640.

634

Practical engineering analysis software

for IBM PC & compatibles.
Features/Capabilities:
Linear/Nonlinear static & dynamic analysis for 30
structures. • Interactive and pre- & post-processing
• Interactive graphics •
• Easy to use •

Peas Engineering Consultants Inc.
P 0 Box 94-121. Taipei, Taiwan ROC

nquiry 646.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
TSA88-TRANSPORTATION

Ageneral-purpose system for solving transportation.
assignment and transhipment problems Solves
transportation problems with up to 510 ongins and/or
destinations by applying the Transportation Simpler.
Algonthm Menu-driven with features similar to LP8e.
Requires 192K. $ 149 with 8087 support user's
guide VISA/MC

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
P0

Box

15328, Alexandria, VA 22309

Affordable Engineering Software

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG

Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge ( USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month include Instrumentation • Data
Acq/Control • Design Automation. To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either circle below or send request on letterhead to:

Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis •
Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing • Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation • Micro
strip Design • PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC
Accepted.

BV Engineering •

(714) 781-0252

Personal Engineering Communications

2023 Chicago Ave., Unit B-13, Riverside, CA 93111

(703) 360-7600

nquiry 641.

IngLiry 635.

dFELLER Inventory

BUSII1EISS inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source code.
dFELLER Inventory 8150.00
Requires dBASE II or Ill. PC DOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus ( For Stockrooms)

Feller Associates

550 CR PPA Route 3 Ishpeming MI 49f,49
(906) 486-8024

OPTIMIZATION WITH MICRO- D07
Micro- Dot is an efficient, nonlinear, constrained optimizer
for engineering design. Written in FORTRAN. MicroDot
is ageneral purpose program that can be used interac-

tively or linked with user supplied programs to solve a
wide range of design, analysis and management problems Demonstration Diskette 515, applicable towards
purchase. VISA/MC/Check.

Brookl.ne, MA 02146

HI RES GRAPHS & STATS

Join scientific, educatonal, research & engineerng
institutions across the country analyzing data pro

wded by user-friendly packages.
ENGINEERING TOOL KIT
STATS TOOL

ter

PROCESS

CONTROL CHART TOOL KIT
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CHART TOOL KIT
IBM/Macintosh $ 99--$129 ea.

Engineering Design Optimization, Inc.

SOF-WARE TOOLS

1275 Camino Rio Verde, Santa Barbara, CA 93111
(805) 987-0058

P 0 BOX 8751, BOISE, IDAHO 83707

nquiry 642.

nqulry 636

Box 1821

Inquiry 647.

(208) 343-1437
Inquiry 648

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
PowerChurch Plus®

Fast, friendly, reliable church administration
system. Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, attendance,
word processing, accts. payable, payroll,
multi-user support, and much more - all for
$695 complete. FREE demo version.

F1 SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 3096, Beverly Hills,
(213) 854-0885

CA 90212

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS FOR WORKSTATIONS

FOR PCs and MS-DOS

ECA-2, an advanced analog circuit simulatcr. now
available for Apollo workstations, includes:

DEFLECTION OF BEAMS OF UNIFORM OR VARIABLE
CROSS SECTION (not an FE-program), Statisticaliy deter.
minare problems d continuous beams
SIMPLE OR MULTIPLE SHRINK-FFTS, Shrinkage pressures,
stresses, torsional holding ability etc.
HERTZ: Pressure between bodies

MICROMINe

— Software

Dan Steurer P0 Box 344, Manntord. 0K 74,144
Recorded Message (800)336-2072. err eTe

Inquiry 643.

nquiry 637.

•AC, DC, Transient, Fourrer analysts.
•Worst Case, Monte-Carlo, nonlinear simulation
•Larger circuits, taster simulations than SPtCE
ECA-2 Apollo $3,000 Apollo Eval Kit $380
ECA-2 IBM PC/XT/AT $675 PC Esa) Kit $95

Call 313-663-8810 for DEMO.
Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mark Twain Ct, Ann Arbor, MI 4813n

nquiry 649.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL
ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'
MernJersh.p-61 'nids plus alteenate addresses, labels ekes.
Offering- 256 funds. optional Sledge,
statements one to 256x/0r Financegen ledger wibuilget up
to 500 subtotals & 99 depts. month X. VTD viiports anytime
Icy any month Attendance- 8 service bl1105, 250 events pa'
sennce. 60 consecutive weeks Available for floppy. 3.2 d. hard
disk Ad too short , Write tor free 48- page guide

reports any tied(s)

Romer Church Systems, Attn: BJB
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514

(219) 262-2188

SIMULATION WITH GPSSePC"'
GPSS/PC" is an IBM personal

computer rmolementation of the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow atotally new view of yuur simulations. Simulate complex real-world systems with the

most interactive
software

and visual yet

economical simulation

MINUTEMAN Software
P 0 Box t7171' Stow. Massacriusens liSA

(817) 897-5662 ext. 540 (600)

223-1430

ext. 540

nquiry 644.

Inquiry 638.

Now you can clean up

your credit for

a fraction of the cost with no hassles
or problems from a credit repai . agency.

For IBM PC/XT/AT or compatibles
For free information write:

C— SYSTEMS

•CGA/EGANGA • $4995 • V1SA/MC
No shipping charge to anywhere in the wo-ld

Heuristic Research, Inc.

Cuthbert Ave., Midland, TX 79701
800443-7380 (
In TX, collect 915-694-693s)

3112-A West

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
Circuit Analysis — SPICE
Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.
*Version 3B1 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence
•PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Call, write, or check inquiry it for more info

Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Dr , Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

0 Box 77399. Colorado Springs. ,
2
- 0 80907

Inquiry 639.

Expand your mind with MENTOR".— software that lets
you explore your hidden talents. 58 psychcmetinc exercises, incl. 251.0. tests. IBM PC/Compatibles • 256K

Inquiry 650.

SOFTWARE/CREDIT
CREDIT REPAIR SYSTEMS Software

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW?

Your I.0.? Memory Level? Response rrne?
Coordination?
Visual Percepton?

FREE CATALOG!

Geological arid scientifrc software for all applications:
log plotting, gridding/contounng, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing, scout ticket
manager, over 50 programs in catalog. Macintosh
too!

RockWare, Inc.

7195 VV. 30th Ave., Denver, CO 80215 USA

(213) 541-3677
nquiry

645.

(303) 238-9113
Inquiry 651.
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS

TEKMAR is agraphics library for the EGA or Tecmar
Graphics Master. Similar to PLOT- 10, includes WINDOW, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, Fil plotters
Curve fitting, complete plotting program. Log, semi-log,
multi-axis, 3-0, contours. Jerry Poumelle (Aug 86 Byte)
"As good as any Ihave ever seen..." Demo disks.
literature available.

Advanced Systems

Consultants

21115 Devonshire St. 0329, Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 407-1059
nquiry

652.

SOFTWARE/LOANS

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
SERIES 32000 MODULA -2 COMPILER

01 microokocessors and Modula2
hem common chareclenshcs Sul make Own the Peal combinahon for reemberlskse nAcrceocessor system Bah me wee designed and
easy to use The Mcdurei2 compeer helps you develOp Md manual >
Our
software in aheron of the erne mien, renting proMe na
C.
or ADA Includes EDITOR. COMPILER. LINKER. 0•OER evil MME
uTILITY Wrth Modue-2 you Nèn create your own aftwars module
Id:rumen-4M in usurp town. including the tweet runtime wooer' module
Low-cow oomph., tare lot ISM PC/XTrAT bra
$750
Mph pertormance compiler bunt or IBM PC/XTrAT bus
SUreS
Me ;
Woman» compile bred lo, Moro Çhennel bus
St eie
1AAAY soy

Execamorr Amortizer +
Loan Amortization reports-eirnple or ccmplex, extra payments,
cants/tees. APR's ( per Regulation 2), balloons, solve for
unknowns. yields/AR, PV. FV, store/retrieve. PMVEscrow
charges, more IBM-PC-JXT/AT/PS2 compatible Simple yet
complete-great for client services Acclaimed nationwide by
ElankstCPAs/CUs/Finanoe/LegairR E /S&Ls $ 149.95 $400
ship Visa/MC/AmEx 80 day MBG

Electrosonlcs

ALOIS SCHONBACHLER

36380 Garfield 01. Fraser, MI 48026

Frelschutzgasse 14, CH-8004 Zürich, Switzerland
41 -1-241 -0514

800/858-8448, 313/791-0770.

nquiry 663.

Inquiry 658.

SOFTWARE/MAPS
POPULAR HGRAPH

SCIENTIFIC 2D 8 30 graphic routines for IBM PC and
VAX Powerful, easy to use Multiple fonts, device and
machine independence Uses max resolution Links with
FORTRAN, Pascal. Turbo Pascal, Logitech Modula 2
"

900

Custom software development.
Graphics editor available soon

Heartland Software, Inc.

nquiry

Write programs-Create utilities
Build application systems
Complete system interface libraries
Dos 1, Dos 2, Dos 3, Bios, Graphics
Large and compact memory modules
200 page Technical Reference Manual
Complete source in PUM 86 and Assembler
Demonstration utilities with source

•Display color maps from 52 It to 5,000 miles across the screen
•Find addresses you type in
•Overlay data directly horn dBASE Ill
•Color or shade boundaries
•Cost only 8750 Maps also available

MapInfo Corp.

CompuFirm Corporation

234 S Franklin, Ames, IA 50010

7641 Balboa Ave., Ste 210, San Diego, CA

(515) 292-8216

(619) 571-0228

nquiry 659.

653.

PC MAPPING SOFTWARE
MapInfo software can:

THE PUM CONNECTION

•Your Ink to the IBM PC from PUM 86

200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180
1-800-FASTMAP

In New York, 15181 274-8673

nquiry 664.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS
FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen
peter. Fast hi-res output. Vary line width. Includes
VPLOT virtual plotter utility to capture plotting commands. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Epson LO/M, HP Laserjet. Uses Hercules, CGA.

EGA or VGA for screen preview. $64 check or m.o.

HORIZON SOFTWARE
Suite 605, 24-16 Steinway St, Astoria. NY 11103
212-418 - 8469

Inquiry 654.

DRUMA FORTH-83
Strict 133 STANDARD. Developed for in house use.
No 64K limitation. 64K speed 8 compactness to 320K.
• IBM PC/XT/AT & compatibles. OOS 2.0 +
•ROM Headerless code, separated variables
•Editor, assembler, file 8 DOS interfaces
•Many powerful and innovative features
•Full Pkg 479. Demo $ 10. WI $2. VISA/MC

DRUMA FORTH-83, DRUMA INC.
P 0 Bon 610097 Austin, TX 78761
Orders - 512-323-0403
nquiry

What? You've never seen
a complex function?
Try

f(z)

- The

Variables

Graphing

"Let our animated screens show you what
the printed page cannot."

Lascaux Graphics
(212) 654-7429

BBoard: 512-323-2402

660

Complex

Package for PC's with CGA/EGA

nquiry

665

SOFTWARE MUSIC
GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B&W or color reproductions of your display on any
dot matrix. ink/el, or laser ponter. GRAFPLUS supports all versions of PC or MS-DOS with IBM (mncl
EGA, VGA). Teornar. and Hercules graphics boards
$49.95.
Jewell Technologies, Inc.
4740 44th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98116

800-628-2828 x 527(206) 937-1081

Prospero Software

of London, England is now

in the U.S. to serve your programming needs. To introduce our products, we have an introductory offer for
the following products:
Pro- Fortran- 77 reg. $390.00. . . . special $ 199.00
Pro Pascal reg. $390.00
spacial $ 199.00
Both products are ANSI and internationally validated
for MS-DOS machines.
To order: call 1800-327 -8730 (VISA/MC) or mail your

check for 6199.00 plus $5.00 shipping to:

detailed information on the leading MIDI software pro-

grams, interfaces, and accessories-everything for the
modern musician. Send $3 for a 2- year catalog
subscription including SALE! updates.

Digital Arts & Technologies
Dept Bu

Prospero Software, Inc.

70 Bo, 11

Word CT 06460

203-874-9080

100 Commercial Sl., Suite 306. Portland. ME 04101

nquiry 661.

nquiry 655.

MUSIC SOFTWARE CATALOG!
Just published! Our new Musician's Music Software
Catalog and it's better than ever! Over 80 pages of

nquiry 666.

SOFTWARE/PRINTER
FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?

Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines
within your FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATICi 75 callable routines for
screen output. 11135.

PLOTMATIC: Pen plotter driver. 8135.
For the IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. We support a variety of compilers, graphics boards and
plotters.

MICROCOMPATIBLES

301 Prelude Drive. Dept. B
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

MULTI-USER DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
Gain the 80386 edge tor your applications with THEOS C,

an advanced compiler for the new THEOS 386 multi-user
multitasking operating system. Meets ANSI C standard, ohm
offers the power of 250 additional functions for Vol graphics,
real-time processing and file access. Provides UNIX and DOS
source code compatibility Breaks 64K limitation. Two-volume
manual set BASIC Language package also available.
For complete multi-user solutions, call us today

THEOS

Software Corp.

1777 Botheino Dr. Suite 360, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 535-1118

CGA-HerculesTM Graphics

T.B.S.P. Inc.

2265 Westwood Blvd . Suite 793. Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 312-0154

nquiry 657.
286

BYTE •

Fonts

LaSiarJet
FASTfont downloads 10 times faster - EASY! MSDOS
program to select (by title) & group fonts. Download immediately or in groups. Any softtonts work. FAST1ont $79. Also BIGIont - 8fonts in sizes from 10 Ms. to 158
pts. (2inches) - print from any word processor - easy
commands. 5159. 30 day $S back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345-4220

In

CA: (408) 458-9938

See OW ad on page 42

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
Data Acquisition á Analysis on PC's
.fccitiER PERSPECTIVE 11 Adenoid DOM Srine Make
•KIM FACTOR FFT atirouline Dray. Cal Sore Torte MOIL C.
Foram liewc. Up e 45520 data pointa 20 Madam waffle Retamale FE!'. now Mb101s el • milliude el dritaniona.
.2 30 Stenrac (traffic coon.. we Om ow« non cloAn
Solerrese.
•Dale Azquistion 6Ortrol 8serds ben Mairaflyw. Aiwin Dwelt
Burremen, eatery Tee, Macrel MUMVIIL Came. 8Terms
•Doe Accsellte 6/
Myatt Sollware-Lablach tetabcolt.
UnordScepe, tete Mama ran 12.1/Snaphony, II, *Infants
Call tor FREE Amami. Meffitenca it Taffinkel Uleyeture
LOW PeCES-Senneun GUARANTEED

Alligator Technologies - (714) 850-9984
P 0 Box 11386 Costa Mesa, CA 92827
nquiry

MARCH 1988

Suite 150 New York, NY 10016

(212) 213-9118

nquiry 667.

SOFTWARE/LASER FONTS

Mode-EGA' allows you to use business graphics, games,
BASICA graphics and other CGA specific software with your
(4isiCuleS" Monochrome Graphics adaptor and monochrome
monitor. Works with all CGA programs. $79.95 ( $5s&h)
for the 3k-TSR version. 30-day money back guarantee. Call
or write:

Nor Software Inc.

527 3rd Ave

FAX (415)1535-1177

Inquiry 662.

nquiry 656.

PRINTER GENIUS
Powerful memory resident printer management - Control printer features from menus or within documents
- Print spool to disk files - Background print - Directory & file browse - Edit small text - Redirect output
- User friendly pop-up screens - 92 page manual Preset for all printers - Completely flexible - PC MSDOS - $69 + 64 Siff - VISNMC

668.

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
Tools for Studying Mathematical and Expennuental Systems
Ordrikry arid Delay Differential Equakon Scrvers • Bilurcabon
Diagrams • 2- and 3-D Plotting. Sequential Magnification,
Poincaré Sections Next Maximum. 1-D & Circle Maps
Phasa Portraits with Multiple initial Conditions ' Spectral
Analysis, Fractal Dimensions, Lyapunov Exponents
DS .I $ 250.00

DS Il $350.00

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 35241, Tucson, AZ 85740, 602-791-7896
nquiry

669.

SOFTWARE/SPORTS

STATISTICS

VARSITY BATTING STATS

DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

VAFISTATS Softball/Baseball batting statistics program is a very convenient coaches' tool-game
data entry from book in 5 mitts, Track teams up
to 18 players x68 games. Easy to use. VARSTATS
refined by coach/programmer over many seasons.
PC's, Jr's, 8 compatibles ( DOS 2.10 +, 256K).
$29.95 ppd by ck only.

JWM Software Associates
3124 Daunt Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Inquiry

675.

Over 1000 formats from Mini. Micro Mainframe, Word Processors, & Typesetters
TAPE Conversions as low as $ 23 OC MB
DISK Conversions as low as $25 00 per Disk
Call or write TODAY for acost saving quotation

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210 W Latimer Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 888-8080

nquiry 681.

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP.
ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EON
SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

TAX PAK
Sch A 13C0EFRS Frms 1040, 10406, 2106, 2119,
2441, 3468, 3800, 3903, 4562, 4694, 4797, 4972, 6251, 6252.
8582, 8598, 8606, 8615, IRS apprvd print for IBM PC CPM
(268) CPM86 Kaypro 4Morrow M3 Professional inclds Batch
Processing 8Tax Organizer 5185 ( sep $25) Personal has
abbrvId st of forms 8features $ 37 Updt $ 125 & $27 GA
CA NY $ 75.

Candelaria Works

301 Prelude Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901

3955 Club Dr., Atlanta, GA 30319

(301) 593-0683

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS

Menu- driven. Multiple 8 stepwise regression,
ANOVA, time senes, discriminant cluster and factor
analysis, principal components, scatter plots,
histograms, t
tests, contingency tables, nonparametrics. Import export data. Spreadsheet. sort,
join, merge. $99. MS-DOS. Graphics program, $59.

NCSS-B
865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 84037

(404) 266-2420

Inquiry 670.

nquiry

SCI-GRAF and SCI-DATA

SCI-GRAF produces huge hi res graphs thru easy menus
or linkable C libraries Supports log scales, error bars.
screen and printer output
SCI-DATA performs least squares and normal curve fits
waling and polar coordinate transformations
Prices start at $59.95.

Microcomputer Systems Consultants
Box 747. Santa Barbara, CA 93102
(805) 963-3412
nquiry 671

676.

801-548-0445
nquiry

682.

TaxEase"' System

STATISTIX' II

Federal 8 State returns on single disk-only $69.95.
Easy to use. Calculates automatically, performs complex " What if" options, prints IRS-approved forms AZ,
CA, CO, DC, GA, IL, IN, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NC,
NJ, NY, OH, OK, PA, VA, WI, Requires Lotus 1-2-3 or
comp. spreadsheet. VISA/MC. $3s/h chg. Money back
guarantee. Professional package available-$99.

Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-touse. Full screen editor, transformations, linear

P0 Box 1317, Clifton Park, NY 12065
518/877-511111 or 900/423-3189 outside NY

P 0 Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113

Park Technologies, Inc.

nquiry 677.

models ( ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stat procedures. Clear, well
organized
documentation.
Satisfaction
guaranteed. $ 169 PC DOS, $99 Apple II.

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE
(612) 831-2852
nquiry

683.

SOFTWARE/TOOLS
CONVERT UNITS

DISK CACHE

Memory resident Ouikinfo" for IBM converts
engineering units quickly, easily. Pops up from
any program. Numbers can be imported/exported to applications. Includes tables of

Accelerate XT or AT PERFORMANCE with FLASHBACK
Disk Cache. FLASHBACK automatically retains recently accessed disk data and neighboring data in memory foe immediate access. Programs are instantly retrieved and run
up to 10 times faster! $19.95 • $2 S/H, 60 day Sback.
Check/MONisa/MC,

physical constants. User
units/tables. $49+$3 s/h.

may

customize

aep designs, Inc.

Piles Development

14810 N N,11t, Si

2110 Crystal Hills Houston, TX 77077
(713) 493-3879
Inquiry

672.

Sc(entIfic/EngineerIng/Graphics Libraries
Turbo & Ughtspeed Pascal, Modula-2, C
Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and Engineers. Includes Scientific subroutine
libraries, device independent graphics libraries ( including EGA, HP plotter and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plotting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process control software.
Versions available for avariety of popular languages

Quinn-Curtis

49 Highland Ave, Needham, MA 02194
nquiry

673.

(602) 863-2861
nquiry

678.

The West Chester Groer
P0, Box 1304, West Chester, PA 19
(215) 844-4201
CALL FOR FREE DEMO

Inquiry 679.

StatPac Gold"'

Voted World's Best Statistical 8 Forecasting Pacizage
in 1987 by PC World Magazine readers. Six times
more votes than the next clotest competitor. More
comprehensive 8 easier to use than ail others Get
the facts Call now for your FREE brochure
1-800-328-4907

Walonick Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S.. Minneapolis

MN 55423

(612) 866-9022

nquiry 685.
STATISTICS
STATA

Statistics and graphics join to make STATA the
most powerful package for the PC. No comparable
program is as fast, friendly, and accurate. $20
Demo. Quantity discount available. Call toll-free for
more information. AX/VISA/NC.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing

1-800-STATAPC
Computing Resource Center

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89446

(2131 470-4341

674.

(312) 864-8772; (800) 822-8038

SCREEN MANAGER

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as asubroutine Supports most languages and filetypes including Btneve
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

nquiry

VAR Econometrics, Inc.
P.O. Box 1818, Evanston. IL 60204-18'8

nquiry 684.

MENU, WINDOW, and DATA ENTRY Support for
the Professional Programmer! Interfaces to most
languages. BASIC, C, FORTRAN, COBOL,
PASCAL, ASSEMBLER. 100 Page Manual. Thirty day money back guarantee. No Royalties.
from $ 79.
Visa/MC

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

Phner,, AZ 65022

Ft A T S ! %hermit> n 2 - 1

Best selling econometrics program Over 4000 copies
sold OLS, 2SLS, logit, probo and much morel
Forecasting with ARIMA, VAR Exponential smoothing
Model simulations Support for daily/weekly data /Arch.
quality graphics to screen, plotter. printer $200-$300
VISA/MC Dorso available

ADVERTISE YOUR
COMPUTER PRODUCTS HERE
for as little as

For

more information call

Mark Stone at BYTE

10801 National Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064

nquiry 680.

$375 in

THE BUYER'S MART

603-924-3754
nquiry

686.
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THE BUYER'S MART
UTILITIES

TAXES
TAXES— RECEIPTS SUMMARIES
Enter business or personal tax receipts • Get
listings/summaries/archived files • Enter your own
deduction sets ( up to 40) • Enter your own account
names for deduction set ( up to 9) • Create Tax Receipt
files, Update/edit any existing file. Archive files to floppy, List & Summarize data by account/data/deduction,
(expdate, amount, datepd). MS/DOS IBM or compati.
ble. Call or write: ( 805) 985-4615

J. McCollum Inc.

5310 Seabree, Way Oxnard CA 93035

HEBREW / GREEK / ARABIC

COPY AT TO PC

The 1.2mB drive has long been known to READ but NOT
reliably WRITE on 360kB floppies. With "CoYAY2PC"1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360k8 floppies saving a
slot for asecond hard disk or backup tape. " CPYAT2PC (Not Copy Protected) offers ' the preferable SOFTWARE
SOLUTION.' ONLY $ 79 + S4 S/11 VISA/MC/COD UPS BIN

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-523-8777
415-593-8777 (CA)
212-334-1858 ( NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089
Dealer inquiries invited

Russian and European Languages
Full
featured, multi- language word processor supports on- screen foreign characters with no hardware modifications. $350 (dot matrix) or $500
((aser) + $ 5 s/h. Or send $ 15 + $
4 s/h for
demo. Req. 512K/graphics

Gamma Productions, Inc.
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609. Santa Monica CA 90401

(213) 394-8622
nquiry 694.

nquiry 691.

nquiry 687.

WORD PROCESSING

UTILITIES

Digital Learning Systems

Disk Explorer now includes automatic tile recovery You
type in the deleted tile's name. Disk Explorer finds and
restores it Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk.
view, change or create formats, change a tile's status.
change data in any sector MS-DOS $ 75 U S
Check/Credit card welcome

800-992-0264 (In NJ 201-538-6640)

CompareRite saves editing t.me by comparing two
documents and generating athird that shows the differences in an average of two seconds per page. CornpareRite highlights changes the way you want to see
them. Works with all major word processing programs.
Price — $ 129.95 + shipping/handling

JURISoft, Inc.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

4 Century Dr . Parsippany. NJ 07054

763 Massachusetts Ave, Dept 1101, Cambridge, MA 02139

1-800-252-5656 ext. 1101
nquiry 695.

nquiry 688.

PEP Your Data to MS-DOS!

PEP (" Printer Emulation Package") is a unique software product which makes your MS-DOS system appear to be an intelligent serial printer. Converting your
data from another operating system is as easy as printing a! Diskette plus 90 page typeset manual. $64.95
U.S. ( Not copy protected.) Specify 51
/ or 31
4
/ inch
2
diskette size: add $ 5 for both formats.

Intelpro
13 Saratoga Dr

CompareRiteTu

Recover deleted files fast!

PERSONAL POP-UP
Create and access your own memory- resident
reference and help files with the KeyNotes. Reference
System. Open the KeyNotes " window" and return to
the primary application with single keystrokes. Compatible with all popular programs. For IBM PC and compatibles. $99.95 + $5.00 shipping. To order, call or
write:

Kirkland Quebec, Canada H9H 3J9

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15238

MATCH PRINTERS TO PC

MATCH SOFTWARE

64:6 Coldwater Canyon. North Hollywood, CA 91606-1113
Toll free N 1( 800) FLOPPY()

$59.95!!

Buy the RED Utilities now! Programs include:
Disk cache to speed hard disk. Printer spooler.
Batch file compiler. Path command for data
files. Wild card exceptions. Protect hard disk
from accidental formatting. Sort directories.
Over 10 more programs. IBM PC. Visa/MC.
The Wenham Software Company
5 Burley St

Wenham. MA 01984 (617) 774-7036

(215) 331-2748/8138

PC-Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71
Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for
IBM PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge,
split screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports 400 printers - LaserJet+ and PostScript.
Software, User Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for
$'6. Try it, then register with us for only $89 and
get User Manual, 1 year telesupport, newsletter
and 2 upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISA/MC.

Oulcksofti-800-888-8088cALL TODAY!
219 First N., # 224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

nquiry 697.

nquiry 693.

nquiry 690.

MegaChomp Company

3524 Coltman Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19149 1606

nquiry 696.

nquiry 692.

Matcri.A Printer adapts most pnntes to PC/PS2 and compatibles
Wirf this resdent dove gem me lull *wended IBM ASCII character
se an mop printers French Spanrsh, German Satan, Swedish
Greek etc ard loge syrnlods Works great won Apple Image/mks
and DMP Epson and most daisy wheel Printers Solve character
oorr patibility now great for academic and engéneenng application
introductory Price 559 95057 S&H Caktorrsa resrdents add 6,ron,
sales tax MO 'Checks

Bilingual word processor for English and one of
these: Armenian, Bengali, Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi. Khmer, Lao, Russian, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Viet,
. , or create your own language with font editor
$69 + $4 s/h ( + $ 10 for.) LaserJet + $49. Demo $5.
IBM compatibles.

(412) 963-1624

(514) 694-6862

nquiry 689.

DuangJan 1.3

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM'

Locks Hard Disk.
Restricts Floppy Use.
-Protects Subdirectories.
-Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software
-IBM PC, Sr, AT and True Compatibles.
-DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System
-Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System
-889.95
VISA/MC

Subscription Problems?
We want to help!
If you have aproblem with your BYTE subscription, write
us with the details. We'll do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of the subscription
(new and old address, if it's a change of address). If the
problem involves apayment, be sure to include copies
of the credit card statement, or front and back of
cancelled checks. Include a "business hours" phone
number if possible.

Ulf
Subscriber Service, P.O. Box 7643, Teaneck, NI 07666-9866
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Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

leompu$ave

PLOTTERS

Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949
BOARDS

COMPUTERS

Above Board 286

319

Artist 1

859

NEC Multispeed

ATI EGA Wonder
AST Rampage XT

175
199

ATI V.I.P.
VMI IM 1024

269

AST Rampage 286
AST 5251-11

299
559

BOCA RAM AT
NEC GB- 1

Genoa EGA Plus

225

2375
145

1299

AST Model 80

SAVE

NEC Multispeed EL 1565
NEC Multispeed HD . 2425

AST Model 90
AST Mode1120

SAVE
SAVE

Sharp 4502

1209

AST Mode1140

SAVE

208

Sharp PC 7000A

1295

AST 386

SAVE

NEC MVA 1024

819

Sharp PC 7100

1969

AT&T 6386

SAVE

2949

Toshiba 1000

785

Orchids Tiny Turbo

265

Paradise Auto

359
425

Paradise 480
Paradtse VGA

139
149

Toshiba 3100 20

Paradise VGA Pro
TalltreeJ•Laser AT

Toshiba 1100 •

1429

Toshiba 3200

245

Toshiba 1200

2345

Zenith Z-181

3795
1525

Talltree J
RAM AT3

215

Ouadram HPG

SAVE

Toshiba 5100

4495

Zenith Z-183

2069

Video 7Vega VGA

275

Vega Deluxe

ADC Alloy BNW Eyerex Number 9Orchid
Hercules SIB lseng Verticom Intel

195

Ater 80386: 16MHz 0Wait 40M Drive

3065

4495

Enter 57600

669

Calcomp 184361

6495

tonne 3700

Calcomp 104201
Houston 41 42

7695
2095

Houston DMP 52

Citizen 1200

139

Aips 224

3099

Citizen MSP40

295

Alps 32.1

675

lohne 4000
Houston 56A

4095

Citizen MSP45

429

NEC P660

422

3895

Citizen Premier 35

455

NEC CP660

519

2795

Houston 61

3295

Houston DMP 52 MP
Roland 980

3295
1199

Houston 62
Enter SP 1200

4495

Diconix D150
Citizen 180 D

295
158

NEC P760
NEC CP760

592
682

3099

Roland 3300

5345

Roland 880

NumonicsTaxan Wrsatec Other Models

1018

CALL

Panasonic 10911M2

189

NEC P2200

339

Panasonic 1524

549

Toshiba 321SL

495

462
178

Toshiba 341SL
Toshiba 351SX

659
1019

GTCO 36 • 48
Hitachi 11 • 11

2495
455

Data South Itoh Futitsu OTC Data Pro TI

CALL

349

Buffers Sheet Feeders Switches Tractors

SAVE

Kurta IS 12 x17

575

Serve'

SAVE

Calcomp 36 • 48

4395

Summa 12 x12 + 369

AST Turbo PS

3045

AST Turbo EL

1765

Numonics 20 • 20

1245

Summa 12 x18

HP Laser Jet 11
Oki Laserline 6

1719
1365

Canon 8-11
NEC 890

1545
3229

Taxan Crystal Jet

2445

Panasonic 4450

SAVE

Toshiba Page 12

2545

Ouadlaser

2399

Kurta IS 8.5 x11

259

Kurta IS 12 x12

629

MODEMS

LOW PRICES FOR LASER PRINTERS

Packard Bell 286 12 MHz 640K 12M Dr

1499

CALL

Sperry IT: 1M 44M Drive Keyboard
Televideo 386 16 MHz 2M 12M Dove

2785

Multilech 224E

388

Anchor 1200,

2495
1339

Multilech 224EC
Packard Bell 1200

329
98

AST 9600

795

AST 24005

299

145

Hayes 1200

275

Miniscribe 6053

585

Bernoulli II

SAVE

Hayes 12008
Hayes 2400

255
415

%inscribe 30M Card
Miniscribe 6085

398
799

CDC 130M
Plus Card 20M

1679

Migent Pocket

155

Novation Parrot
USA HST 9600
Ven Tel 18000

89

Seagate 20M Kit
Seagate 30M Kit

275
285

Plus Card 40M
Seagate 40M

139
658

Wyse 2108: 8MHz512K 1.2M Drive

1129

Anchor 2400 E

149

Acer 80386 16 MHz 0Wait 12M Drive
Wyse 2214 125 MHz 0Wait 12M Drive

2599
1945

Prometheus 2400 B2 125

2575

NEC Multisync XL

2049

POS Ultra

495

Wise 386: 16 MHz,'1 611.2M Drive
Altos ! TT Mitsubishi Samsung Tandon

Sigma laser 19 Verticom 2Page

1699
1795

Zenith 1490
laxan Crystal

NEC Multisync GS

182

519
489
619
1499
678

SCANNERS

CALL

TERMINALS
Link MCI
Altos V

325
469

Ades 1010
Wise 30

299
279

Ltnk 125

369

Wyse 50

352

Datacopy Model 730

1145

Klmtron KT70 PC

359

IVyse 60

392

POS LS-300 With OCR Software 8, Adapter

979

Televideo 905
289 Wyse 85G
Televideo 955
369 Wise 9901
Ampex Hazelltne Liberty IBM Doe

Panasonic EX RS 505

835

NEC P9XL

Panasonic 1595
Star NX1000

Amdek 1280
Thomson 450-A
laxan 770 •
POS LM300

979

AST Hewlett-Packard Texan Others

NEC P5XL

169

389
2099

3845
4795

479
2595
548
889

Wyse 700

959

Panasonic 10801M2

Calcomp 12 • 12
GTCO 24 • 36

Calcomp 17 • 24
Calcomp 44 t60

Mitsubishi 137IA
Mitsubishi 9919
NEC Multisync 11
NEC Multisync •

Amdek 410A

Okidata 393

939

DIGITIZERS

Wyse 236 10 MHz 640K 12M Drive

85

465

CALL

MONITORS
Samsung TTL

PRINTERS

Calcomp 1041 GTO

SAVE

419
472
CALL

Prometheus 2400G
Racal•Vadic 2400VP
USA Courier 2400

159
395
322

USA Courier 2400E
Ven Tel 2400 MNF'

365
462

C,t,P

tt!",Zoom

79

655
949
CALL

DISK DRIVES

Toshiba 35' Kit
109 Seagate 4096
AST Alloy Everex Genoa Maynard Maxtor
Mountain Priam Tallgrass Teac Tecmar

535
819
395
849
CALL
CALL

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-6PM,'SAT 9AM-2PM
IN ARIZONA CALL ( 602) 437-4855
CompuSave 4207 S 37th St Phoenix, AZ 85040 Prices Reflect Cash Discounts And Are
Subject To Change Without Notice Mayer Credit Cards And Selected POs Are Accepted We
Cannot Guarantee Compatibility CompuSave Is ADivision Of Adlanko Corporation

Before you spend less (or more) than 39e on adiskette, read this
Everyone loves abargain, and a26e 5.25 DSDD diskette sure looks
like agood one. But after five years in the business of selling disks,
we know that it isn't

All diskettes are not created equal
U S Diskette manufacturers test their diskettes to assure they meet
certain quality specifications. Three types of disks emerge from this
process: those that are unusable, those that meet " ANSI" standards
(40% or more of the disk is usable), and those that are " high- clip"
(65% or more of the disk is usable.) Only the latter disks become
brand name disks And only the latter type of disk can become a
Super Star " disk

keep our customers by making empty promises Most important of
all, our order takers are trained to say things like " thank you "
We know some people are motivated to buy based purely on price.
After all, if you're in the market for areally cheap diskette, that's what
you'll get. But if you're data is worth more than the price of the disk,
give us atry With our quality, our lifetime guarantee, and our prices,
we're the best value going

Super Star 5.25 SSDD . 39 ea
Super Star 5.25 DSDD . 39 ea
Super Star 5.25 SS96TPI . 51 ea
Super Star 5.25 DS96TPI . 59 ea
Super Star 5.25 Hi Density for AT 1.09 ea

No gimmicks, no hidden charges, and
no insult to your intelligence
Super Star diskettes come with alifetime guarantee and packed in
polybags, with Tyvec — ( not paper) sleeves, write- protect tabs, and
user- ID labels We don't think these are " luxuries - and we don't
charge more for them, We don't tack on a" small order" surcharge or
the like We don't add asurcharge if you pay with acredit card. The
price is the price we advertise whether you order 50 disks or 500.
And our shipping charges are approximately our shipping costs We
profit by selling lots of disks not by shipping lots of disks It's those
cute little extra charges that can turn a26e ANSI disk into a36e ANSI
disk before you can say " I've been had "

We believe in service, not lip service
Over 90 percent of our business comes from referred or reordering
customers That says alot about our disks and our service. Our
order takers are trained to know whether we stock the disks for your
computer They have current information on what is and isn't in
stock, When an item is available, it ships within 48 hours, barring
snowstorms, hurricanes or plagues. When something is not
available, we tell you when you can realistically expect it, We don't

Circle 82 on Reader Service Card

Super Star 3.5 SSDD 1.16 ea
Super Star 3.5 DSDD 1.19 ea
Super Star 3.5 Hi Dens 4.69 ea
1-800-255-5874
8a m to 5p.m CST
(In Illinois, call 3V-492-5050)

Call for printer ribbons, diskettes, disk cases
and other computer supplies

Order information Minimum purchase is $ 25.00 Super Star
diskettes sold in quantities of 50. Shipping charges: $3.00 per
100 dis.:ettes or fraction. We accept Visa and MasterCard. COD
orders accepted with a $ 5.00 charge. Open accounts ( Net 15)
available to qualifying public and private organizations
International inquiries welcome

4!
,L2—'

Disk World, Inc.
2200 West Greenleaf Street, Evanston, Illinois 60202
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Jameco

MailOrder ALL
Electronics
ORDER HOTLINE
OTHER INQUIRIES

Mall Order Electronics • Worldwide

ELECTRONICS

415-592-8097

NEC V20 I& V30 CHIPS
Replace the 8086 or 8088 nYour 18PAPC and
No.
Increase Its Speed by up to 40%.
Price

UPD70108-5
UP070108-8
UPD70108 -10
UPD70116 -8

7.49

(5MHz) V20 Chip

$

(
8MHz) V20 Chip
(10MHz) V20 Chip. .

$ 8.95
$21.95

(
8MHz) V30 Chip

$11.9 5

UPD70 116-10 (10MHz) V30 Chip...

$24.95

7400
Pert No.

1-9

7400
7402
7404
7405
7406.
7407
7408.
7410
7414
7418
7417
7420
7430
7432
7438
7442
7445
7446
7447
7448.
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

29
29
29
35
39
39
.35
29
49
39
39
35
35
39
39
55
79
89
89
205
29
39
39
49
45

741800
74LSO2
741804
741805
741-S06.
741_807
741806
741_610
741_814
74/827
741_830
741_832
741842
741847
741873
741874
741875
741875
741885
741886
741890
741_893
741-2123
7418125
7418138
7418139
7418154
7418157
7418152.
741.8163
7418164

29
29
35
35
109
109
.29
29
49
35
29
35
49
99
39
35
39
5
59
35
49
49
59
9
49
9
1.09
45
45
59
59

10+

Pert No.

1.9

10.

19
. 19
. 19
25
.29
29
25
. 19
29
29
.29
25
.25
.29
29
. 45
.69
. 79
. 79
1.95
/9
29
.29
.39
25

7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125
74126.
74143
74150
74154
74158.
74173
74174
74175
74176
74181
74189
74193
74198
74221
74273
74365.
74367

65
45
205
49
45
45
55
55
69
395
135
135
159
85
59
59
99
195
195
79
185
99
195
65
65

55
25
1.95
.39
.35
.35
.45
.45
.59
3.85
125
1.25
1.49
. 75
.49
.49
.89
1.85
1.85
.69
1.75
.89
1.85
.55
.55

7418165
7418166
741-5173
7418174
7418178. .
7418189
7418191
741.9193.
741_5221
741_8240
7418243
74LS244
7418245..
7419259
7418273
7419279
7418322
7415365
741-S366
7418367
741_8368.
7415373
7415374
7416393
7418590
741-5.624
7418629
7416640
7418645
7418670
741_8688

75
99
59
49
49
459
59
.79
69
69
69
69
.89
99
.89
49
405
49
.49
.49
.49
79
79
89
6.05
205
295
109
109
109
239

.65
.89
.49
.39
.39
4.49
. 49
.69
.59
.59
. 59
.59
. 79
.89
. 79
.39
395
39
.39
39
.39
.69
.69
. 79
5.95
1.95
2.85
.99
.99
.99
229

. 19
. 19
25
25
.99
.99
. 19
. 19
39
25
. 19
25
39
.89
29
.25
29
.45
.49
25
39
39
. 49
.39
39
.39
.99
.35
.35
.49
.49

•
74.200
74SO4
74806
74810
74832
74874
74885
74886
748124
745174

.29
.29
35
.29
35
45
179
49
275
79
7(1

745188 .
745189
748196.
748240
74S244
748253
748287*
748288
74S373
74S374
7.1q ,17% .

149
169
249
I49
149
79
I49
149
149
1.49
%95

74F
74600
29
74F-134
.29
74F013
29
74F10
29
74F32
.29
74674
39

741 139
74F157
74F193
74F240
74F244
74F253
746373
74F374

69
69
295
99
99
99
99

CD-CMOS
CD. . . 59
004066
., 9 ,, I. ,, I9
.
25
004011
. 19 CD4082
25
CD4013
29 0D4093
25
004016
29 C04094
89
CO4017 ..... 49 0040103
249
004018
59 0040107
49
004020
.. . 59
0040109
79
004024
49 CD4510
69
004027
.
35 CD4511
69
004030
29 CD4520
75
004040
65 004522
79
004049
.29 004538.
79
004050
29
004541
89
004051
59 004543
79
CD4052
59
C04553
495
004053
59 004555
79
C04063
149 004559
795
004066 ...... . 29 004566
2.49
004067
129
004583
89
004.361)
25 004564
.39
004070
25 CD4585.
.
89
004071
25 M014411P
895
004072
25
MC14490P
449

415-592-8121

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS
Pert No.
Price

6500/6800/68000 Cont.
Pon No.
Pone

8000 SERIES Cont.
Part No.
Price

D765AC
8109216
951190

6845
996 295
6850
195
6852
149
MC680001_8
11.95
MC680001_10
1395
MC68010L10
49.95
MC6802ORC12B 169.95
MC68881RCI2A 149.95
8000 SERIES
8031
395
80031
995
8035
195
8073
995
80804
995 2.49
8085A
249
8086
595
Ratif1-2
695
8087 (
5 MHz)
129.95
(4087-1110MHz) 229.95
/1087-2(8MHz) . 159.95
8088
ties 5.75
8088-2
15.9.5 7/5
8116
495
8155
249
8155-2
349
8156
395
8202
5.95
8203
995
8212
229
2224
225

8228. .
295
8237-5.
. 495 4.49
8243
995 1.75
93504.
6.49
825013 ( For IBM) .. . 695
8251A
189
8253-5
195
8254
495
8255A8257-5 a
1.89
1
95
8259-5
225
8272
*95 3.95
13279-5.
295
8741
995
8742
4995 22.95
ge21
5
795
21\0... 9.95
8749
995
8751
39.95
8755
14.95
DATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804LON 919 2.79
Aftrio41081- 0N
595
ADC0809CCN 895 3.69
ADC0816CCN .... 11.95
ADC1205CCJ 1... 1995
DACOBOBLCN
195
DAC1008LCN
495
AY 3-10150
495
AY 5-1013A
295

3.95
ass
595

ISO. ZIMA, MOO SEMIS
780
1-25
99
780-rTC
.4-99 .99
Z80-DART
495
Z80-P10
1-79 .99
ZBOA.
169
ZBOA-CTC
179
ZBOA-DART
495
2.130A-P10
169
Z80A S10/0
575
ZBOB
349
ZBOB-CTC
395
280B- P10
499 395
ST40/1111110/1180011SUL
6502
265
65002 (CMOS) ess 7.75
6520
195
6522
395
6532
649 5.49
6551
449 2.95
65C802 (CMOS)... 17.96
6800
195
6802
395
6810
125
6821
175
6840
395

eyCROPROCESSOR SALE!
8052AHBASIC
MC68008L8
MC68701
MC68705P3S
MC68705U3L
80286-10
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20

CPU w/BASIC Interpreter
$ 29.95
32- Bit MPU ( 8- Bit Data Bus) 4-0,06- $ 16.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer .
5 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer
$ 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer ...
Si 10.95
16- Bit HIPerformance MPU
5 99.95
Math Co- processor ( 8MHz)
$ 259.95
Math Co- processor ( 10MHz)
$309.95
Math Co- processor ( 16MHz) A
G
Fray 5494.95
Math Co- processor ( 20MHz) AM, $ 895.95

DYNAMIC RAMS
Part No.
4116-15
4128-20
4164-120
4164-150
4164-200
TMS4416-12
8118
41256-1C0
41256-120
41256-150
50464-15
5110000.10
514256P-10

INIMMODORE CHIPS
Price

16,384 x 1 ( 15Ons)
109
131.072 x 1 ( 20Ons)1111ggytack) 925 2.75
65,536 x 1 ( 120.18)
275
65.5360 1 ( 15Ons)
249
65,536 x 1 (200.18)
h 49
16.384 x4 ( 12060)
349
16384 x 1 ( 12Ons)
-49 .39
262,144 x 1 ( 10Ons)
5.95
262,144 01 ( 12Ons)
4.95
262,144 x 1 ( 15068)
475
65.536 x4 ( 15058) (4464)
495
1,048,576 01( 10Ons) 1Meg 6495 29.95
262,144 x4 ( 10Ons) 1Meg.
29.95

Rod No.

Price

LAG570

4046 9.95

WD1770

11.95

813052P

2.49

6502

2.65

6504A

1.95

6507

4.39

6510

9.95

6520

1.95

6522

3.95

STATIC RAMS
2016-12
2048 x8 ( 12Ons)
169
2018-45
2048 x8 (45ns)
695 5.49
2102-21
1024 0 1 ( 250,10) Low Rower
1.95
2114N
1024 x4 ( 45Ons)
99
2114N-21
1024 04 (200.18) Low Power
1.49
21014
1024 x4 (200.18) (CMOS)
49
2149
1024 x4 (4568)
249
5101
256 x4 ( 450.10) CMOS
195
6116P-3
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) CNIOS
les
6116LP-3
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS
195
6264LP-12
8192 x8 ( 12065) LP CMOS ....25 3.95
6264P-15
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) CMOS
349
62641P-15
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS ... 9:95 349
6514
1024 x4 (350,18) CMOS
3.49
43256-15L
32.76808 ( 150.18) Low Power.... 11.95

6525..

OWNS
TMS2516
2048 > 8 (45068) 25V
695
TMS2532
4096 08 (450ns) 25V
6.95
TMS2532A
4096 08 (450rts) 21V
595
15.152564
8192 08 (450ns) 25V
995
TMS27I 6
2048 x8 (45Ons) 3Maltage ... 9es 6.95
1702A
256 x8 ( 1os)
945 4.95
2708
102408 (450.18)
495
2716
204808 ( 450n8) 25V
375
2716-1
2048 x8 (35Ons) 25V
425
27C16
2048 x 8 ( 450rts) 25V (CMOS)
5.49
2732
4096 x8 ( 45Ons) 25V
395
2732A-20
4096 x8 ( 20Ons) 21V
425
2732A-25
4096 x8 (25048) 21V
395
27032
4096 x 8 (450.18) 25V (CMOS)
5.95
2764-20
8192 x8 ( 200n.$) 21V
425
2764-25
8192 x8 (25Ons) 21V
375
2764A-25
819208 (250ns) 12.5V
395
2764-45
8192 x8 ( 45Ons) 21V
295
27C64-15
8192 x 8 ( 150ns) 21V (CMOS)
8.49
27128-20
16.384 x8 (203.03) 21V
6.95
27128-25
16.384 x8 (250ns) 21V
595
271284-25
16.384 x8 (250.18) 12.5V
5.25
27C128-25
16,384 x 8 (25008) 21V (CMOS)
6.95
27256-20
32.768 x8 (20Ons) 12.5V
8.95
27256-25
32.76808 (250ns) 12.5V
595
27C256-25
32.788 o 8 ( 2500s) 12.5V (CMOS) . 7.95
27512-20
65,536 x8 (20041s) 125V
1249
27512-25
65.536 x8 ( 25Ons) 12.5V
11.95
68764
8192 x8 (45Ons) 25V
13.95

6582 ( 9V) . 44,96 9.95

2816A
2817A
28665
521313 (21V)

2048 x8
204808
8192 o8
2048 x8

EMMONS
(35058) 5V
(35000) 5V
(250.18) 5V
(350.18) 5V

ReadAskite .
Read/Write ...
Read/Wnte . .
Read Only

5.95
7.95
9.95
149

6526. .

446

3.49

444612.95

6529

2.95

6532

649 5.49

6545-1

446 3.25

6551

440 2.95

6560

10.95

6567

14.95

6569

24.95

6572
6581 ( 12V)

8.95
14.95

8360

14.95

8501

10.95

8502

7.95

8563

15.95

8564

9.95

8566

24.95

8701

9.95

8721

14.95

8722
*251104-04

9.95
10.95

310654-05

9.95

318018-03

10.95

318019-03

10.95

318020-04

10.95

325302-01

10.95

325572-01

14.95

'828100PLA"'

15.95

901225-01

11.95

901226-01

11.95

901227-03

11.95

901229-05

11.95

*No specs available
- Note .82S100PLA U17(0-64)

SATELLITE TV
DESCRAMBILIER CHIP
The 61115321 sa TV camera sync generator designed to
supply the basic sync functions tor either color œ monochrome 525 line/60Hz interfaced and camera video recorder
applications. COLOR BURST GATE 8SYNC
ALLOW STABLE COLOR OPERATION

MM5321N

$11.95

INTERSIL Also Available!

74HC H

ED CMOS

Pee No.

Price

744-1000.
26 . 19
74HCO2
25 . 19
74HCO4
99 . 19
741-1008.
949 . 19
741-1010
29 . 19
7414014 -49 29
7411030
49 . 19
74HC32
*9 25
74HC74
-89 29
74)1075
es 25
7414076. -45 25
791085 -79 . 55
74HC86.
es .35
74HC123
439 .69
74140125.
-49 39
74140132
439 39
74HC138.
-49 .39
74140139....
-49 .39
741-10154...
4-49 1.19
74110163...
r-.5 39
74HC174
8 49

74HCT
74H1100
49
741.1C102
-49
74)40104.
-99
74HCTO8
-99
74H0110
49
74HC732
99
74110174 -49
74HC766 -49
74FIC1138
-59

Pert No.

Price

744-10175
99 .49
741-1C221
+49 es
741-10240
99 .69
74110244
99 .69
74140245
99 .79
74140253
-59 .49
74110259
es .49
74HC273
•99 .69
741-1C373
•99 .65
74140374
•99 .65
74110595
I-291.09
74H0688.
-99 . 79
74110943
8.95
741104040
99 /9
741404049
-59 .49
741104050
-59 .49
741104060
99 .89
74HC4511 .
4991.03
744104514
/991.09
744104538
89
74HC4543
4-49

- CMOS TTL
1/ / 41-1C1139
he 35
17
74HCT157
-69 . 35
. 17
741101174
-69 . 35
. 17
741101115
-69 39
. 17
741107240
49 .
89
21
74HCT244
-99 . 59
. 25
744101245
1-19 . 79
. 29
7411C7373
4-49 . 55
35
74HC1374 +49 . 49

74C...011110.
74000
74002
74004
74008
74010
74014
74032
74074
74085
74086.
74089
74090
740154
740173

29
29
.29
35
35
59
35
59
149
35
549
99
295
1.05

74C174
740175
740221
740240
740244
740373
740374
740912
740915,
740920
740921
740922
740923
740925

DS0026CN
11.074CN
T1_084CN
AF100-1CN
L11.4307N
LM309K
LA431 IN
LM3171
LM3I 8N
LM.3I 9N
LM323K
LIv1.324N
LM338K
LN1339N
LF347N.
LM348N
11613501
LF351N.
LF353N
LF355N
LF356N
LF357N
Lh4358N
LM360N
LM361N
LM380N-8.
LAA386N-3
L11.4.3.37N
LM393N
LM399H
L.F41 Icy.
11_49740N
NE540H (C5401-9
N9555V
XRL555.
LM556N

196
119
99
8.95
45
125
45
. 79
99
129
395
39
495
.39
179
69
295
39
.49
79
89
1.09
49
219
179
99
89
99
39
295
79
149
... . 229
29
59

LM1458N.
.39
LM1488N.
49
DS14088N (CMOS) 1.19
LM1489N.
49
0514C139N (CMOS) 1.19
1M149611
.89
MCI 648P
349
LM1871N
195
LM1872N.
195
L.M1896N-1.
4.49 .
79
ULN2003A.
79
XR2206.
395
XFt2211
295
XFt2243
195
261829
395
261831
119
261832
119
261833
149
LM2901N
09 25
LM2907ft
129
L.M2917N (8 pall... 1.95
MC3419CL
6.95
MC3446N.
169
MC3450P
195
MC3470P
I95
MC3471P
195
MC34791°
479
MC34436P
169
MC3487P
169
LM3900N
49
LA43905N.
119
LA439E/DN.
99
LA43914N
195
LA43916N.
195
NE..32
69
NE5534
69
7805K (LM340K-5).. 129
7812K (LM3401C-12) . 129
7815K ( LAA3401415) . 129
78051 ( LM3407-5).. .49
78121 (LM340T-12). .49
7815T ( LM340T-15) . .49
7905K (1..M320K-5).. 135
79051 (L.M3201-5) .. .59
75472
59
75477
89
MC145106P
949 249
MC145406P
295

4
.,,
LM565N
Ye
LM567V
...
L7.
NE592N
..._,
.
LM741ChL
LM747CN
. 59
6.401350P
109
MC1372P
195
MC1377P
229
MC13913P...
8.95
LM1414N..
129
NE558N

Br
81e
141e
161e
241e
281e
401e

79
79
179
179
179
195
195
8.95
139
6.95
6.95
395
395
ass

IC SOCKETS

Low Profile

1
12
13
25
27
29

Wire Wrap ( Gold) Level a3
8WW
59
14VVVV
.65
113WW
69
24WW
119
26WW
139
40VINV
89
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Now Available...Jameco's NEW Winter/Spring Flyer # 136
with 48 pages of Computer Peripherals, Components & More!

ELECTRONICS

PROTOTYPING PRODUCTS

NEW! Turbo 10MHz PC/XT Compatible Kit!

Jameco Solderless
Breadboard Sockets

FREE! PC Write Word Processing Software Included!

JE1002

4.77/10MHz Turbo Mot harbour d
(Zero- I( RAM - Includes Award

$69.95
XT/AT Comp.Keyboard $59.95
51
4 - DSDD Disk Dries
/
(Beige Bezel)
Mini 150W 'Orb° PC/XT

JE1031

711.1K11

Part
No

Dimn
L tW

Binding
Ponts

JE20
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

AIM

Price

$ 2.29
$ 4.49
o $ 5.95
o $ 7.49
2 $14.95
3
$22.95
4 $ 27.95
4
$37.95

50464 -15

o

Jameco's
IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

4164 -150
41256 -150

o

200
400
630
830
1,360
1,660
2.390
3220

Comp. Power Supply .
3606,/7206/1 2M Floppy
Controller Card
16K RAM ( 65,536.1)
(2 Chips. 1500s)
5121( RAM ( 262.144x1)
(18 Chips. 15Ons)
112K RAM ( 65.536x4)
(4 Chips. 1500.)

JE1043

-4.-

4eVn\

CGA Compatible
Amber/Green/CoIor Switchable, 640 x
200 Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)
JE1001

TTX1410

6-Outlet Power Strip
300 Watt Back- Up. . .
Watt Back- Up. . . .

Zuckerboarci
TANDY 1000
Expansion Memory
Half Card

Expand Me memory of your
Tandy 1000 i128K Versionl to
as much as 640K Also includes
DMA controller chop
Include. 512K RAM
$119.95
Plug-in Clock option chip ( onty) ....

539.95

30Meg Hard Disk Drive Board for Tandy 1000,
1000A, 1000SX, 1200,3000 and 300OHL
30MB Hard Disk Drive
Board

$599.95

DATA BOOKS
30005
30009
21398
210830
230843

JE1022 ( Pictured)

JE1020
JE1021
JE1022

$19.95
$14.95
$ 14.95
Intel Memory Handbook ( 87)
$17.95
Intel micror.-.tern Hndbk Sel 1871..
$24.95
Logbc Data Book - Vol 11 ( 84)

TA450S
$ 11.95
UmnInduseles ( 4 68 - sa 50 Cfml
SU2A1

Datatronics

year warranty • Includes

( max.) resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

$399.95

CGA/EGA/PGCNGA Compatible. 800 x560 ( max )

$11.95

$5-79. 5 $ 549.95

California Residents:
Add 6%, 61
2 % or 70/o
/
Sales Tax

FAX 415-592-2503
3/88

1200/300 Baud Internal Modern. ... $ 79.95
2400/1200/300 Internal Modena.... $174.95
1200/300 Baud External Modern. ...
2400/1200/300 External Modern ....

$119.95
$219.95

Prometheus 120013 Internal Modem
PM 1200B-2S , software,n, ..$149795 $ 119.95

Jameco Extended 80-Column
Card for Apple Ile

JE1059
EGA Card
and Monitor
$499.95

•80 Col / 64K RAM • Dour,
amount of data your Appli.
can display as well as its miiii
ors capacity • Ideal for
processing • Complete w.i •
instructions

$59.95

JE1052

Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port ( PC/)(T/AT)

$49.95

JE1055

EGA Card with 256K Video RAM
arid Printer Port ( PC/XT/AT)

$149.95

JE1071

Multi I/O with Drive Controller
and Mono Graphics ( PC/XT)

$119.95

JE864 $39.95
ADD12

WO Card with Serial, Game, Parallel Printer
Poil and Real Time Clock ( PC/XT)

$59.95

JE1061

RS232 Serial Half Card ( PC/XT/AT)29.95

$

JE1065

1/0 Card with Serial, Game and
Parallel Printer Port (AT)

$59.95

JE1078

Expand to 384K ( incl zero- K) Multifunction w/Senal,
Game, Parallel Printer Port 8Real Time Clock ( PC/XT)

$79.95

360KB Floppy Disk Dove Controller Card (
PC/XT).. . .

$29.95

JE1041

20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card ( PC/XT)

$79.95

JE1043

360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card (
PC/XT/AT)

$49.95

JE1045

360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy/Hard Disk
Controller Card ( AT)

$159.95

Additional Add-Ons Available!
$20 Minimum Order
IBM à a registered trademark of International Business Machines

ameco
j
Mail Order Electronics ' Worldwide

ELECTRONICS

e

Ile)

$99.95

Kingdom and Metex

Digital Multimeters
KD302,
•Pocket Size in handy car. -y
ca.
•3'a Digit LCD
•Auto or manual ranging
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage, RESs
tance and Continuily
•One Year Warranty
•Sue
21./.11-1

KD302 . . $27.95

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards
JE1040

(
Disk Cornell II.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Multifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5°/o plus $ 1.50 Insurance
(May vary according to weight)

1200H
2400S
1200C
2400E

JE1050

LuaG Rolron 13 125" square. 34 drill

sepias' ( Pcirriar ...$

12MB Beige Bal ( AT)

nUlle Communication
iSwore

Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Port (
PC/)WAT)

late.' Data Book (87)
CMOS Cookbook (
66)

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYLE FANS

360K

ible • Bell 103/212A com. itible • Auto-dial/auto. ', won • FCC approved

JE1050

JE1060

89.95
89.95
$109.95

360K BlackBal.(PC/XT/AT)... $

Trxisio

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

Graphic
Display
Cards

60MB

•Hayes command compat-

4375M

$29.95
$11.95
$269.95
$349.95

aakte

2400/1200/300 Modems

Jameco
Computer .
Power
Protection JE1190
Power Base

40MB
40MB

$279.95

14" Ultrascan Color -

Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

30MB
40MB

Jameco PC/XT
& AT Compatible
Disk Drives

S-1-09:95 $ 99.95

14" RGB Color -

$259.95
$289.95
$299.95
w/Cont. ( PC/ST/AT)
$329.95
Dore only ( PC/XT/AT)
$439.95
w/Cont. Card ( PC/XT)
$499.95
w/Cont. Card ( AT)
$539.95
Doke only (
PC/XT/AT) $ 549.95
w/Cont. Card ( AT)
$659.95

Om,. only ( PC/XT/41")
20MB w/Controller ( PC/XI)
30MB Onye only ( PC/XT/AT)

$19.80

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS

AMBER

20 MS

$85.50

JE1006 IBM 'PC/XT Comp. 10MHz Turbo Kit .. $499.95

14" EGA Color - EGNCGA Compat., 720x 350
TE5154

T3OMB

$4.98

Regular List $569$8
SAVE $ 70.03!

JE1000 4.77MHz ( PC/XT)
$ 84.95
JE1001 4.77/8MHz ( PC/XT) $ 99.95
JE1002 4.77/10MHz ( pcixr)
$ 119.95
JE1007 6/8/10/12MHz (
Ar
$349.95

7E512
TANC

$49.95

TTL Input, High Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

included

soo

$89.95
$69.95

ST225K ( Pictured)

ST225
ST225K
ST238
ST238K
ST251
ST251XT
ST251AT
ST277
ST277K

12" Amber Monochrome

•Award
BIOS ROMs

JE1190
JE1191
JE1192
JE1193

$119.95

BIOS ROMs)
Mini Turbo PC/XT
Compatible Case

JE1015
JE1021

JE27

Seagate 20,30,
40 and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

Jameco's 4.77/10MHz Turbo
IBM PC/XT Compatible Kit

JE1054
S449 95
(EGA Monitor and
Card not included)

JE1014

JE23

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

1

M4850.
•Handheld, high accuracy
•4,1Digit LCD
•Manual rangeng with
Overload Protection
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage.
Resistance. Continuity
Capacitance and Frecilier ,
•One Year Warranty
•Size 7"L
3,7'W
Ile *1-1

M4650 . . $ 79.95
Data Sheets - 50C each
Prices Subject to Change

Send $ 1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1988 CATALOG
Telex: 176043
C1988 Jameco Electronic--s

1355 SHOREWAY RD., BELMONT, CA 94002 • FOR ORDERS ONLY 415-592-8097 • ALL OTHER INQUIRIES 415-592-8121
Circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 129 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 130)

FCC APPROVED!

Sub•Alini AT!
The Space Saver
MR. Capability
8•Expansion Slots!
Comes with:
• 6-10-12 MHz Speed, Iwait state
• 8 Expansion Slots
•Award Software BIOS
• 1ea. 1.2MB high density floppy drive
• Floppy & HD controller
•512K RAM ( Expandable to 1M)
•200- watt power supply
•AT Style keyboard
•Assembled & Tested
• Expansion options available
Order # MAT1 $ 965.00
XT Turbo Basic System AT Turbo Basic System
•4.77/8MHz keyboard • 6/10MHz, 0/I wait state
selectable
( 6/12MHz option)
•8expansion slots
• 8expansion slots
•Award Software • Award Software BIOS
BIOS
• 512K RAM
•XT Style slide case
( Expandable to 1M)
•256K RAM
• 1.2MB high density
Expandable
floppy drive
to 640K)
• Floppy & HD controller
•XT Style keyboard
• 200-W power supply
•Assembled & Tested • AT Style keyboard
•Expansion options
• Assembled & Tested
available
• Expansion options
available
Order 0XT TURB0-1

Order NATTURB0.1

$290.00

$ 945.00

PERIPHERALS
Floppy Disk Controller - 2Dr.
Floppy Disk Controller - 4Dr.
WDC H.D Controller
WDC H.D. Controller - RLL
Floppy & HD Controller - XT/AT
WDC Floppy & HD Controller
0-384K Multifunction Card
Multi I/O ( Ser/Par/Game/Clk)
Multi 1/0 With Controller
Multi I/O For AT ( Ser/Par/Game)
0-640K RAM Card
0-2M EMS RAM Card For XT
0-2M EMS RAM Card For AT
Color Graphics Card
Color Graphics Card W/Printer
EGA Card ( Made in USA)
Mono Gr. Card W/Printer
XT Turbo Motherboard W/BIOS
6/10 MHz AT Motherboard
8/12 MHz AT Motherboard
6/12 Mini AT Motherboard
XT Style Keyboard
AT Style Keyboard (AT/XT)
Enhanced Keyboard ( AT/XT)
150watt Power Sypply
150watt Power Supply- UL
200watt Power Supply- UL
XT Flip Top Case
XT Slide Case
XT Slide Case (AT Style)
AT Slide Case
Mini AT Slide Case

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13,
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

$29.00
$34.00
$75.00
$105.00
$155.00
$155.00
$79.00
$54.00
$75.00
$52.00
$40.00
$99.00
$119.00
$45.00
$55.00
$139.00
$50.00
$95.00
$370.00
$410.00
$410.00
$47.00
$54.00
$67.00
$49.00
$60.00
$95.00
$32.00
$34.00
$47.00
$63.00
$54.00

ORDER HOT LINE 1-800-543-5107
Technical Information (714) 990-2097
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 6:00 pm PST

JUAN COMPUTER PRODUCTS
565 W

Lambert Rd, # C

Brea, CA 92621
Terms:

Please add 5% tor $ 200. whichever is hrgherl plus 25l

or each $ 100 00 CA residents please add 6% sales tat we accept
vISA/MC/Cash Personal checks please allow 2 weeks to clear Au
merchandise m warranted tor 1year unleSS otherwise stated
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MAXELL
100% CERTIFIED

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM'
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT AND...

51/
4"BULK DISKS

59
51/
4"DS/HD 1.59
31/
2"DS/DD 1.09
51/
4"DS/DD

‘‘'

Price based on quantity of 300
includes sleeves, labels and tabs

800-222-0490

,•r u8orrneon . nterch.08je baLKL8. and . 188.8 .20,1w
AK Systems offers a9- track. IBM turnar compatible
•r' magnetic lape subsystem tor the IBM PC. leatunnq

In NJ 201-462-7628

•11314 format 1600 3200 and 800 car
•Software tor PC- DOS. AIS DOS. rIENIx

• 24 Hour Shipment •

MEGASoft

•Also for AT&T. DEC. VAX.
ONE. S-100. RS- 232.
IEEE 488.

P.O. Box 710. Freehold, NJ 07728

AKSystems
20, .8118 Sr
Chrrywonh. CA 91311
'ME Meat
9,0•S'ayort
8,8761,103

841

Circle 8on Reader Service Card

Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

IEEE -Z

Easiest IEEE 488(GPIB/HPIB)
Interfaces for your PC, PS/2,
Macintosh, HP and more!

•Controllers
•Converters
•Extenders

Pre formatted disks
save you time and money!
Memorex • Nashua • 3M

•Buffers
•Boards

S'a ( from 48c) • 5'.," HD • 3'

Call or send
for your FREE
Technical Guide

2" t.

HC

Call toll- free TODAY!

1-800-321-4668

tec - (216) 439-4091
25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44146
Telex 6502820864 • Fax (2161 439-4093

Circle 9on Reader Service Card

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card

Dealers!

PAL/EPROM PROGRAMMER CARD

Network- OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards,
Cabling, Terminators and Software. Two user
hardware and software for under $ 1000

iist!

Close- Up Remote Communications - Support
your customer without leaving your office.
Authored by Cogitate for Norton Lambert!
Context

Sensitive

Help

for

DataFlex,

RA4/

COBOL, Clipper and dBase III - Puts your
application's documentation on line.'

For PC XT ,AT Systems
NEW -• VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

7
,
7
1 )4
I

Programs 20 and 24
he
MMI. f

- • •

AMD.
AMO.

ALTERA. CYPRESS
RICOH. and PANATEC
PALS Supports EPLD.
polarity, RA. and shared
product term types
-Functions Include Read.
Wute. Verily, Protect.
Edit Print. and File load
and save of program
JEDEC supported
Software Included

DataFlex Database Management - True Multi -

100MHZ LOGIC ANALYZER CARD

User database for MS/PC-DOS, Unix and Xenix.

For PC XT AT Systems

Site licensing available.

$1 199

24 Ch Inner at .. 5kr, 25M.2
-6 Channels it ICI h1hz
-Internal Gig». up- to 100 Mhz
Externa' Clock up to 25 Mhz
Threshold Vaned-- TTL ECt
or variable Iron, 10 to . 10,
Can Stack ACilpiy Boards
All Software Inciurted

Dump/Restore-XT - Seven utilities for the MS/
PC DOS user.
Call or write today for our catalog and pricing!
COGITATE, INCORPORATED
'A Higher Form of Software'
24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield, MI 48034
(313) 352-2345/Telex: 386581

-

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS AND
TECHNICAL INFO (201) 994-6669
L. irk Computer Graphics.
,vngston NJ 07019

Inc. 4 Sparrow Or,
11 X 9102409305 IINK COMPUTER

Visa/MasterCard Accepted

Circle 56 on Reader Service Card

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card

Circle 190 on Reader Service Cant

Multi Line BBS

Information Host System
InfoQuest has announced the
first reasonably priced professional
Bulletin Board/E-Mail System that
instantly transforms any IBM or
compatible computer into asecure,
reliable Information Host System.

plete and comprehensive package
the only choice for any serious
business application.

Multi-User
On- Line Database

There's no reason to limit yourself to "snail's paced speeds." Now
asimple software setup allows you
to configure various modems at
different baud rates on up to 16

A flexible database feature provides the virtually unlimited organization of either structured or unstructured databases, each with its
own " Key-Word Search" capabilities.
Features like these, combined
with afully integrated Electronic
Mail System, make this corn-

9600 Baud & Beyond
Modem Support

dial-up telephone lines at speeds
from 300 to 19,200 BPS.
A list of hundreds of systems
presently on-line include several major corporations along with many
successful new start-up firms. Each

report their complete satisfaction
with this unique product.
Extensive upload options allow the
organization and presentation of
data, graphics, text and program files
into an easy-to- use download library
available to users so authorized.

Priced $ 1 nr
at Only
..77J•
This revolutionary software system installs in minutes out of its
professionally documented package
and is available with amoney-back
guarantee. To order, or for additional information, contact InfoQuest, (818) 991-5112.

Solving your scientific and engineering
problems just got simpler.
Science E. Engineering Software Co is the
only source with all the software you need to
solve your specialized problems: Statistical
data analysis, circuit design, data acquisition and signal analysis, solving complex
equations, 30 CAO/CAM, high-tech graphics. technical word processing and more.

•Ne see offers yam mere variety.
•If you don't see atitle, we'll special order it
•If you don't know the publisher, we'll find it
•Over 300 programs available
•We offer a30-day, money-back guarantee •

S 649
759
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
449
849
495
495

DATA ACDUISITION ,SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Asystent Pl.. +, Macmillan
Myetent, Macmillan
OSP Systems
DADISP-4811, DSP Systems
Ferrier PERSPECTIVE II, Alligator Trans
HYPERSIGNAL. Hyperception
LAIITECH Acquire, Lab Tech. Core
LA/TECH CHROM, Lab Tech. Corp
LASTECH Notebook, Lab Tech. Corp
LAMITECH Reel Tien Meese, Lab Tech, Corp
Liens Measure
0.E.D. D.A. end Canaria Hart Scientific
SNAP-CALC, HEM Data Corp
SNAP-FFT, HEM Data Corp
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE
thstelScepe anti«, Unkei Software
Ilehelices, Level 1, Unkei Software
UoikelSeepe Lewl 2+. Unkei Software

849
469
749
175
329
309
CALL
709
759
269
445
799
350
295
495
109
315
499

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
HALO, Media Cybernetics
News, Ithaca Software
GreploiC. Scientific Endeavors
OSE Graphite Dee. Tesihit

215
319
319
375

PLOTTING AND GRAPHING
Chertauster PC, interchart Software
Deter./ Greph, Milhalistn Associates
Oniruplet, Scientific Endeavors
PLOTZ, Curtis Technical Soft
TECH•GRAPH•PAD, binary engineering

S 369
269
269
319
259

Circle 234 on Reader Service Card

TIMID VIEW
High-speed 3D viewing program which allows fast
viewing of AutoCAD drawings in both orthographic
and true perspective Add smooth motion triterac.
tively to your AutoCAD drawings ,
Price 5439

EOUATION SOLVERS
Eurek•. The Salyer, Borland
MetliCAO 2.0, MathSof t
res MATH, Microsoft
SeIrsIT!, Structured Scientific Software
Solver- 0, SODC
TKISolver Plus, Universal Tech Sys

S 109
279
185
79
79
395

CAD
Antesketch. by AutoCAD
Speed Enhanced Version
'beige CAD, American Small Bus Comp
Drafts 1Pies, Foresight
Ore% 3-D Modeler, Foresight
EASYCAD, Evolution Computing
ECAD, Fe/ton Engineering
FASTCAD, Evolution Computing
Cowrie CADO
/emit 3-0 Send Mahan
3-0 Reederiey Module
In•A•Vielee, Micrografx
LeserCAD, OSL Link
PRO-30/PC, Enabling Technologies
TurbeCAD, MSA Group

S

65
79
219
239
169
139
439
1,849
69
159
119
459
89
355
79

S1.500
419
129
379
445
229
099

AUTO CAD ADD- OHS
AutoESL, SvSteIRS UnImited of CA
AutoSHAPES, Systems Unlim
FSIMPLEX. Systems Unlim
Turbo Vra., Sublogc Corp

S 279
189
89
Special
439

APL LANGUAGE
APL•PLUS/PC, STSC
APL•PLUS PC TOOLS, STSC
Packet APL STSC

S 439
209
79

S

315
469
319
749
659
749
539
135
499

ADDITIONAL SSE PRODUCTS

Microsoft CuieklIASIC
T BASIC, "
-ansEra Corp
Turbo BASIC, Borland
Turbo BASIC Toolboxes

S 339
25
649
55
659
375
375
279
99
139
25

G 0 TO
'eeeid

e0
4

i

FORTRAN LANGUAGE
DIFF.E.0, Microcompaubles
Extend, Design Decisions
Crefientit sr PMtwatit, Microcompatibles
Lehey FORTRAN
Lahey Personal FORTRAN
IdethPec. Systolic Systems
Microsoft FORTUAN ef/CodeView
Numerical Melon. Magus
RN/FORTRAN, Ryan- McFarland
Spindrift Librery, Laboratory LTD
SEP/PC, Lattice

• 449
119
119
CALL

es

445
289
249
479
135
279

GAUSS
GAUSS Pref. Laos., Aptech Sys
GAUSS Meth E Stet System •

• 169
339

MODULA • 2
Legit-ash Modul,2 Curet. By.,
Module- 2, SEE TeNs, Quinn- Curtis

S 199
65

PASCAL
Metrabyto D A. awls
Other Turbo Pascal ADD- OHS

S

Turbo Pascal,
•
Developer% Toulkit
Numeric•I Methods Toolbox
Turbo Pascal SEE Tools,

89
CALL
329
69
289
65
69

14ASMS/SIMULATORS
445
69
CALL

CCOMPILERS
Lattice C
Microserft C
O ice C, Microsoft
Tithe C, Borland

•94.
01).

'Veil»
I eel"

Alletet, Anderson Br
CSS, StetSoft
M.creetet Ecosolt
NWA STATIMIL Northwest
ILSTAT
SP.,/ PC.
......
StetPec G.M. Welomck Associates
STATILE„StatSoft
SYSTAT

ATLAS•GRAPHICS, STSC
Atoms, Curtis Technical Soft
Swami,.Aide, Eng Pray Concepts
LASCAUX 1000 Calculator
PC.Metleh, The Math Works
Centrel Ilyetem TwIlou
System" ID Teelbes
POINT FIVE, Pacific Crest
The Preemie.' Wheel. Daim Inc .•
The Scientific Wheel, Den Inc
Unit, 9'
., Ois Technical Soft

Oa.494.._

ai II

STATISTICS

CIRCUIT DESIGN/SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
HiWIRE, Wintek Corp
MICRO- CAP II, Spectrum Software
PADS Drill, CAD Software
PADS PCB. CAD Software
PADS Route, CAD Software
PSaica, MicroSim
Call fer Optima
Schema II, Omation
sonARTWORIL Wintek Corp
Tripe PCB, ACCEL Tech
Uwe Route. ACCEL Tech

SCIENTIFIC TEST PROCESSING
CHEM-TEXT, Molecular Design Ltd
EXACT, Technical Support Software
UP Brooks/Cole Publishing
Far Meth, Shentha Software
Letue Menueeript
PC TEX, i-rsonal TEX
T3 Sc, Word Prat., TC1 Software Res

,,idablinar
ydr4671b,

S

275
289
69
69

Ordering Information
we « Ent AMEPICAN EMPRESS MC. VISA and PERSONAL
CHECMS Refre eno e'er'. on cruet cart or C00 New
Opel Ste* near,. meet am ma• tax S"«.." aR"Reeng
S3 95 mr..xn• Rush earnca arel.'.
•Intrnmcna, acres qa RIO I
or exert 'merman
•PP'« are pacm may enlarge mho. not«
•Omer, sCorprm &en or la.excel raw
•Nee moue mein MIMI Ore rimer.
*A. Icr*R.ra tala. yoi be »we rnanuf Munn eon t
tie
'Mons. Me war we raw

Nitrates. Reims. Unnimr, Ouelo

CALL

[
Science Et

Call for your FREE catalog today!In the U.S. CALL

1-800-333-3141

Internationa.

Order- 910-332-0756

Engineering
SOFTWARE CO.

55 South Eihoadway. Tarrytown, NY 10591
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Pr PRIME

88

6101i 8 .WHz
10MHz Optional

PePRIME

286

ONE MEGA byte 10 MHz
12 MHz /0 Wait Optional

$650

100% IBM % TCompatible
Phoenix BIOS Installed
One 12 - High Res Amber Monitor 172043501
Hercules Graphics Emulation Card w / Punter Port
Intel 16Bit 8088.2 Running at 477/80 MHz
6401( RAM on Board
Two DS/DD 44 Hall- Height Fuldsu Direct Drives
8Fully IBM Compatible Espansoon Slots
Runs all MS-DOS Programs Including 1.2-a Flight
Simulator, DBase Ill Plus. AuloCad. WordStar. 1Vordperfect. etc
Operates MS-DOS. PC- DOS, OW Basic. Novell. %ems. Unix.
Keyboard Selectable 477 and 80MHz
Accepts all IBM Parts
150 watts 110/220 VAC Power Supply 0/Four Cables
Keyboard w/LEDs. Enlarged Return/Shift Keys for 184 Keys
Two Printer Ports/One Serial Pod/One Light Pen Port
Muth I/0 Card Controls Two Floppy Drones
Printer Port /Game Port / Seroal Port. 2nd Optional
Battery Back-uped Real- Time Clock/Calendar
8087 Math Co- Processor Socket Installed on Board
6EPROM Sockets also Installed on Board
Power on Self Testing of System Components
Speaker tor Audio or Music Use
Nickel Plated. Enamel Coating. Heavy Duty Metal Case
Six Slots Still Lett Open after Systems Configuration
Optional 25MB RAM Card for Expanding Memory
Optional 14" Dual Frequency Swivel- Based Monitor
Optional 17 Swivel- Based Monitor
Optional Black/Whole or Green Monitor
Optional 10 MHz or NEC V-20 Microprocessor
Optional Enhanced Keyboard w/ 101 Keys 8 12 FKeys
Optional 1200/2400 Internal/Exleonal Modem
Optional 12MEI
Drive
Optional nen 04 MB 3,2
- Halt- Height Floppy Drive
Optional Color Systems willigh Res 164042E0 or 64054001
Optional 20/30 MB Hard Disk Systems
Optional Autoswitch EGA Systems/Printer of all gelds
Ready or Network / Multo-User/Mouse/Joy Stick Interlace
Ready for 2080MB Tape Back- Up Installation

PcPRIME 88 W/20 MB & 1Floppy
Seagate ST 225, 65 MS $900
PcPRIME 88 w/30 MB & 1Floppy
Seagate ST 238, 65 MS
6950

Network/Multi-User
Installations

100%18M AT-Compatible
Phoenix BIOS Installed
One 17 High Res Amber Monitor 17204350
Hercule Graphics Emulation Card w / Printer Port
Intel 8C286 Running SI Offal Speed 6and 10 MHz
Chop Technology VLSI Chop Set
Runs all MS-DOS Programs Including T2-3. Flight
Simulator. DBase Ill Plus. AutoCad, WordStar. Wordperfect. etc
Operates MS-DOS. PC- DOS. OW Basic. Novell. Kenai and Unix
One Megabyte RAM on Board
8Expansoon Slots Six 1E4311/Two 8Bit
WOCombined Hard Disk/Floppy Disk Controller
Controls Two Hard Osks and Two Floppies
Keyboard wiLEDs and Enlarged Return/Shift Keys w184 Keys
Accepts all IBM Parts
zze Watts 11o/22o vac power supply we. ,Cable
Hardware Reset Button/Turbo Light Indicator Installed
One Fu/itou I2MB HallHeight High Density Floppy
One RS- 232 Serial Card w / 2nd Port Optional
Tome Clock 8Calendar w/Elattey Backup
Real Nickel Plated Enamel Coating Heavy Duly Lockable
Case Serve also as Keyboard Lock Out
Speaker for Audio or Music Use
Power-On Sell Testing of System Components
80287 Math CoProcessor Socket Installed on Board
Power and Hard Disk Indicator Lights Installed
Frye Slots Still Left Open alter Systems Configuration
Ready for 0517 Operating Systems
Optional 35MB RAM Card for Expanding Memory
Optional Id' Flat Screen SwivelBased Monitor
Optional Black /White or Green Monitor
Optional Enhanced Keyboard w/101 Keys 8 12 FKeys
Optional 720K/1 44 MB 3',f" Hall.Hephi Drove
Optional 360K OS/DD Hall-Hepht Fuldsu Direct Drive
Optional 1200/2403 Internal / External Modem
Optional Color Systems wiHigh-Res 1640x 200 or 640x 4001
Optional 12/1T Wail MHz Systems
Optional AutoswItch EGA Systems/Printer of all Kinds
Optional W Dual Frequency SwivelBased Amber Mondor
Optional IT SwivelBased 1,4onitor
Ready for 40-80-133 148 Hard Disk Installation
Ready for 20-83MB Tape Backup Installation
Ready tor NetworkilaultruseriMuth-Taskong Interlace
Ready Ion Mouse/Joy Stick Interlace

PcPRIME 286 Systems ... $1,600
W/40 MB Seagate ST-251, 40 MS

Pt PRIME

ONE MEGAbyte 16MHz
"0" WAIT

s2e300

100% Compaq 386 Compatible
Fnoenix 386 or Award BIOS Installed
One 17 Swivel Based High Res 1720435G) Amber Monitor
Hercules Graphics Emulation Card wiPrInter Port
Intel 80386. 32Bit Running al 16 MHz tif Wan State
Runs all MS DOS Software Including Lotus 1-2-3, Wordstar
AutoCad. Flight Simulator. DBase III Plus, Symphony. etc
Operates MS DOS 21. 3.1. 32 3.3. 6W Ulric. PC 00S. Um, Kenos
Keyboard Swotchable between 1614Hz 13' Wee Of 8MHz
One Megabyte Parity Checked Static Column RAM on Board
w/ Socket for Additional One Megabyte ol Memory up to 16 MB
8Expansion Slots 28Bot. 5164311, 132Bit
32Bot Slot Can Support Up To 16 Megabyte 01 RAM
Three Address Modes
1 8086-Compatible Real- Address Mode
2 Protected 80286 Virtual Address Mode
3 Protected 80386 Virtual Address Mode
Sixteen Interrupts/Seven Dorect Memory Access DMAI
64 Terabytes of Virtual Address Space
8Ct287/80287 Math Co Processor Socket Installed on Board
Real Time Clock .8Calendar on Board wiBahery Back U0
Enhanced Keyboard w/LEDs and Enlarged Return Shet Keys
Software Utility to Emulate Expanded Memory for Lotus 123 Etc
WD-Cornboned Hard Disk/Floppy Disk Controller
Controls Two Hard Disks and Two Floppies
Hardware Reset Button/Turbo Indicator Loght / Speaks Installed
Internal Address Bus/Memory Interface/BIOS all 32Bot
Integrated Memory Management Unot / Virtual Memory Support
Hardware FoxedPoint Multiply and Divide
Standard 8MHz I/0 Channel Timing/Pipeloned Inst Execution
220 Watts 110/220 VAC Power Supply w/ Four Cabes
One Fuptsu 12MB Hall-Heoght High Density Floppy
One RS232 Serial Card w/ 2nd Port Optional
Nickel Plated. Enamel Coating. Heavy Duly Lockable Case
Power On Sell Testing of System Components
Power and Hard Disk Indicator Lrghts Installed
Five SIOIS 51111 Left Open after Systems Configuration
Optional Black/Wrote or Green Monitor
Optional 14" Till/Swivel-based Flat Screen Monitor
Ophonal Enhanced Keyboard w/ 101 Keys 8 12 FKeys
Ophonal 720K/1 44 Me 31
/ Hall Height Floppy Drove
2
Optional 1200/2400 Internal /External Modem
Optional Color Systems w/Hogh-Res 16404 200 or 640e 40
Optional 20/30MHz Systems
Optional Autoswitch EGA Systems/Prints of all Kinds
Ready lor OS/2 Operating Systems
Ready for 4046130-1E10 MB Hard Disk Installation
Ready for 20-80/46 Tape Backup Installation
Ready for Network/Muth-User / Multr-TaSkong Systems
Ready for Network File Servers/Mouse/Joy Stick

ALL PcPRIME SYSTEMS FEATURE:
• Operating Manual for Monitor Keyboard Motherboard • 72 hours
pe,,ep
• Shipping Via UPS
14P. Multi I/O Serial Cards
• 33Day Money Back Guaranty
• We Ship APOs and FPOs too
• Sully Set Op and Diagnostic reved in AnIff ,ca
• One Year Fully Warranted Labor A Parts • Ready for immediate Delivery

PcPRIME 386 Systems
62.800
W/40 MB Seagate ST- 251. 40 MS

Terribly Fast.

Enlarged Shift/Return Keys
w/ Tactile Feel
Power Lock Key Installed
Contrast Adjusting Knob
Brightness Adjusting Knob
Turbo Speed Light Indicator
Hardware Reset Burton
High Res 17200601 Dual
Frequency Amber Monnor
Accepts Both Mono and
Color Card
Dimension 17 3-V/ 08TH
16 if)
Weights 2678 LBS
150W of 200W Power Supply
Three Hall- Height Drive Slols
Reinforced Aluminum Frame
7Expansion Slots Available
Optional EGA/Color Systems

PcPRIME 88 Portable
Configured Same u PcPRIME 88
W/29 MB Seagate ST 225 55 MS, One Floppy
PcPRIME 266 Portable
Configured Same as PcPRIME 288
W/40 M8 Seagate ST 251. 40 MS
PcPRIME 386 Portable
Configured Same u PcPRIME 388
W/40 PO Seagate ST- 251. 40 MS
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$ 1,000
$1,360
$1.100
$ILI80
UAW
SIND

Circle 195 on Reader Service Card

Circle 84 on Reader Service Card

((ice

EPROM
ce PROGRAMMER

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
DISTRIBUTION CENTER

APROTEK 1000
ONLY

$225. 00
Numerical Analysis &
Equation Handling Program
. . This is a wonderful program."
Mathematics Instructor.
. . it was a life saver. . ."
Statistics Professor.
•Enter equations easily, edit, and solve
It's that simple.
• Equations readable from any ASCII text file.

117 AC POWER- RS- 232 CONNECT
-6 BAUD RATES - HANDSHAKE TO HOST
ALLOWS READ, WRITE, VERIFY & COPY
Comes complete with IBM-PC, Apple Ile, or CPM
(Specify Computer) Driver Program on Disc.
Programs the following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin
devices: 2716 series through 27512, 25xx senes,
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personality
Module desired with order. Additional Personality
Modules only $ 15.00 ea. FuN 1 year warranty.

•Symbolic manipulation.
•Up to 1000 non-linear equations.
•Requires IBM PC. 256k or more.
•$ 40 academic. $ 90 commercial.
See Nov. ' 87
"WHAT'S NEW"

COMPLETE WITH
PERSONALITY
MODULE

RIE
page 94

University of Wisconsin- Madison
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706
800/262 6243, WI B00 ,362-3020

Circle 232 on Reader Service Card

TO ORDER CALL 1 800 962-5800 OR WRITE
APROTEK
1071 A AVENIDA ACASO

Add

CAMARILLO, CA 93010

54 00 Shipping USA

Info f8051987 2454

VISA or MC Ackl 3%

We Accept Govt . School & Large Corp. P 0.5

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card

PC + MIDI
=MUSIC
PC488

$145

LOW COST
PC/XT/AT INTERFACE
FOR IEEE488 (GPIP/HPIB)
•SHORT CARD FOR PC/XT/AT & CY)MPATIBI.P.
•IOF 6INTERRUPT LEVELS
•IOF 2DMA CHANNELS
•UP TO 4BOARDS PER COMPUTER
•CONTROLLER / TALKER / LISTENER
•INCLUDES SOFTWARE DRIVERS
•CUSTOM SOFTWARE SUPPORT AVAILABL
•COMPATIBLE WITH MOST IEEE488 SOFTV.,MIL,
PACKAGES FOR THE IBM PC
•QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Call today for datmhert"

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 West Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 941Piti
PH .( 41:W30- S311 FAX: ( 406)71/LS621 TELEX -444IM ,
Vls.N .
S
epit d

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card

Set up acomplete
graphics workstation
on your PC
for under S1001
PC- PLOT- III graphics terminal emulator software
package enables IBM PC's and compatible to
appear to amainframe as DEC VT100/200, VT-52,
Retrographics VT-640 or Tektronix 4010/4014 and
4027 terminals. The program also provides valuable
communication commands and more.
An enhanced version, PC- PLOT- IV, further allows
complete Tektronix 4105 terminal emulation
For more information call 614

882 - 4786

It's asimple equation Ti)
compatible into the modern world ot mob c
making, use the complete line ol MIDI soft ware
and hardware from VOYETRA TECHNOLOGIES
SEQUENCER PLUS: 65-track total MIDI
recorder/editor
CI CONVERSION PLUS: file converter for mus,,
notation programs
El PATCH MASTER: network organizer and
sound librarian
CI OP- 4001: PC/MIDI interface card

For more information contact VOYETRA
TECHNOLOGIES, Dept PC. 426 Mt Pleasant
Avenue, Mamaroneck NY 10543 or call
(914) 698-3377

Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

protect tabs,

shrink

5.25 Black Disks, DS/DD

. 36 ea.

5.25 Color Disks, 8 Colors
Available, DS/DD
5.25 Black Disks, DS/HD

. 46 ea.
. 86 ea.

5.25 Color Disks, 8 Colors
Available, DS/HD
3.5 Blue or Gray Disks,
DS/DD
3.5 Color Disks, 7 Colors
Available, DS/DD

. 94 ea.
. 98 ea.
1.10 ea.

BULK MEDIA AVAILABLE
5.25 DS/DD

. 32 ea.

5.25 DS/DD Colon
5.25 DS/HD

. 42 ea.
. 82 ea.

5.25 DS/HD Colors
3.5 DS/HD Blue or Gray
3.5 DS/DD Colors
5.25 Tyvek Sleeves

. 90 ea.
.95 ea.
1.07 ea.
.0275
0175
.08
.20
.15
.14

5.25 Paper Sleeves
5.25 Label Sheet
3.5 Label Sheet
5.25 White Box
3.5 White Box

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

SAVE
ON 9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM
e

L._

FOR IBM PC XT AT

pool 6:11

CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS
Size

Circle 276 on Reader Service Card

..o. •

:

21
/ x7/16
4
21/
4 x7/16
21
/ x15/16
2
21
/ x15/16
2
3x15/16
33x15/16
31/
2 x15/16
31/
2 X15/16
31/
2 X15/16
31/
2 x15/16
4x15/16
4x15/16
4x1-7/16
4x1-7/16

ACTOSS

Box
Oty .

Price
Per/1000

1across
4across
1across
3across
4 across
4 across
1across
2across
3across
4across
1across
3across
1across
3across

10,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
15,000

$1.95
$1.95
$2.18
$1.98
$2.00
$2.05
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.21
$3.21
$3.25
$3.25

Prices quoted for full boxes only. All orders
F.O.B. Westville, NJ. COD orders - add $1.90.
•Mainframe to PC paid iransfer
•High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation

343 -6505 or write to

Coated, Computer Corp.
P0 Box 153 Tarzana, Calif. 9135C

Westerville, JH 43081

labels, write
wrapped.

I've never seen amore powerful, easy- to- use
music and recording system
bug-free"
IPC COMPANIO%

call ( 818)

659-H Park Meadow Rd.

100% certified and tested. Error free
life time warranty. All disks include
generic white box, Tyvek sleeves,

CONTECH
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

1040 Broadway
Westville, NJ 08093

609-456-6996
FAX# 609-456-7172
All orders F.O.B. Westville, NJ.
COD orders add $1.90. visa & MC accepted.
All orders shipped same day.
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RS-422/232
CURRENT LOOP

Power Control
110/220 AC by your IBM-PC
\II11111111111111 1110111111111

SU

DS-225
• Single channel async communication board for IBM PC/XT/AT
• Software selectable to be RS/
422/485, 232 or Current Loop
• Selectable Address & Interrupt

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH
INCORPORATED
478 E Exchange St , Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 212 on Reader Service Can!

72 Digita11/0

RS-422
Communications Board

".

..).
01404r -. •
The boards allow you to Control/Monitor high voltage AC/DC
power lines with your IBM-PC/
XT/AT or compatible while providing optical isolation.

•For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS/2
•Dual chance) RS-422iRS-485
•Selectable/shareable interrupts
•Differential drivers to 4000 ft
•Immediate delivery

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-1170

QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

çl QUA TECH
LC)
478 E Exchange St
(216) 434-3154

Akron, OH 443(,1
TLX 5101012726

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

MODULAR
DATA ACQUISITION

Leaders in Communication Technolegy
478 E Exchange St., Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 214 on Reader Service Can!

IEEE-488

PXB-721
Parallel Expansion Board

•For IBM-PC & Compatibles
•72 Digital I/O Lines
•Simple Programming
•Uses One Expansion Slot
•Fast Delivery

$195

1-800-553-1170

OUA TECH
INCORPORATED

47)3 E Exchange St . Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 215 on Reader Service Card

RS-232

MXI-100
• FOR IBM & Compatibles
• Flexible and Inexpensive
• Money Back Guarantee
• Free Technical Support
Fast Delivery
1-800-553-1170

1;1

• GPIB controller board for IBM
PC/XT/AT
• Control up to 14 Devices
• User friendly Software Commands
• DMA Transfer to 200k byte/sec.
$345.00 including software
QUA TECH

QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

Leaders rn Communicat.on Technology
478 E Exchange St , Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLY 5101012726

Circle 216 on Reader Service Card

WAVEFORM
SYNTHESIZER

INCORPORATED
478 E Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX' 5101012726
800-553-1170

Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

RS-422
Communications Board

Communications Board

FOR

PS/2
MODELS 50, 60, 80
•DUAL CHANNEL
•For IBM-PC/XT/AT & comp.
•Dual RS- 232C interface
•Optional software supports
COM1, COM2, COM3, COM4
•Jumper selectable interrupts

Fast Delivery
1-800-553-1170

QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange St , Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 218 on Reader Service Can!

•ADDRESS SELECTABLE
•BAUD RATE TO 256 K
•INTERRUPT SELECTABLE
•For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles
•Generates user-definable signal
•Up to 2000 points per envelope

$795.00
1-800-553-1170

çi

QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange St, Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 219 on Reader Service Card

1-800-553-1170

ri;11

QUA
TECH
INCORPORATED

Leaders in Communication Technology
478 E. EXCHANGE ST
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154

TLX: 5101012726

FAX ( 216) 434-1409

Circle 220 on Reader Service Card

MUST LIQUIDATE

EPROM

PAL / EPLD
PROGRAMMER

PROGRAMMER
—
selogilu

From

AT HUGE SAVINGS TO YOU!

From
$689.00

$250.00

MIR

Stand Ali int. I(ti 2;2 Programs and Vcrif im211 24 pin PIA), him, NMI, T1. National

PC BASED OR
STAND-ALONE / RS- 232

Cvprt,,, Latti“.. AMD.
t,

From A Name You Can Trust

LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
1201 N.W. 65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
1-800-331-7766 ( 305) 974-0967
Telex 383142
Fax ( 305) 974-85 ;

From A Name You Can Trust

LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
1201 NW 65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
1800 33 1.7766
'Ic1,x ; 8 ', 142

( WS) 974

(196

-

1

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 144)

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 146)

9

TRANSLATOR
Translate your BASIC source programs

to Pascal source. P-tral, now available
for the IBM PC and compatibles, will
translate MS-BASIC/BASICA to Turbo
Pascal
(Reg Dos 2.0 or later w/ANSI.SYS).
Also available for the Apple Il series
(incl. IIGS) and converts Applesoft to
Apple Pascal.

(212) 206-6490 / 924-0576
WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES
340 WEST 17TH STREET (# 28)
NEW YORK NY 10011
Circle 286 on Reader Service Card

DATA FLEA
•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
•Full Dealer Support!

[
I
rr

Dealer Inquiries Invited

INTERNAL COMPUTER
TELEPHONE MODEM

Fax ( ', 05) 9 - 4 8 5 VI

5.25 DSDD
.‘J
C DISKETTES
100% CERTIFIED
100% GUARANTEED

NAME BRAND QUALITY AT DISCOUNT PRICES
96 TPI DISKETTES 49t
COLORED VINYLS AND CUSTOM LABELS
WRAP- IT SHRINK WRAPPING KIT
CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
DISKETTE PACKAGING MACHINERY

Your Telecommunications Link! Use
this intelligent 300/1200 baud Card
Modem for awealth of information. Access
large data banks on topics from finance
to agriculture. Check the stock market and
more. It incorporates LSI microprocessors
designed for the IBM PC, AT, PC- XT and
compatibles. Plugs into any card slot!
Expand your applications, order this
closeout item now!
• Hayes Command Set Compatibility.
•Auto- Answer and Auto Dial.
• Programmable Dialing. Auto Redial.
• Bell 212A/103 Compatible.
• Accessible Time Base. Help Commands.
• TouchTone/ Pulse Dialing. Can Access
Long Distance Services.
• On- Board Speaker with Volume Control.

3.5 & 5.25 SLEEVING

• Diagnostics Help Identify Problems.

LABELING, PRINTING. NIX PACXAGING
VACUUMING. DEGAUSSING

IMSCOH) 117
011M ?
ea'

1

(800)-338-1805

1- (203)-739-7791

iér/PlY1

One-Year Limited Factory
Warranty on Parts and Labor.
List ...

Liquidation Price
Item H-3159-7340-953 S/H: $ 5.00 ea.
IBM PC, AT, PC- XT are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp.

Circle 279 on Reader Service Card

Credit card customers can order by
phone, 24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

')hare Your Printers'

Toll- Free: 1-800-328-0609
SEND TO:

scno Authorized Liquidator
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 55441-4494

This Buffered Automatic Print Controller has 4 Parallel Inputs,
and 2 Parallel Outputs'

PC and

Laser Compatible' Simultaneous
Data Path,

Send_Card Modem(s) Item H-3159-7340-953 at $ 79
each. plus $ 5 each for insured shipping, handling
(Minnesota residents add 6% sales tax Sorry. no COO
orders)

O My check or money order is enclosed ( No delays in
processing orders paid by check)

Multiple Copies and

Numeric Display'

PLEASE
CHECK

64K Buffer is

Expandable to 256K 1 Automatic
or Manual Operation'

4 to U Printer -Sharing Choice

64K Model Oril

111

,01,thfielc1. MJLhiLjan 48034 USA
13(3) 352-2345

r mi

El

/ODER

Acct No
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

$ 278 1

Naine

MaxTech Computer Products
=

m

The Best

Address

Call ( 918) 437-2600 feD

Apt

City

Call for Best Price Cables. Switches ,

14000 Teleq‘ ph ft(

$199.99 $ 79

State

No Minimum. Can's and NAPO 1s accepted
Shipping
Handling added.
3% surcharge
on MC/Visa. P013 690958 Tulsa, OK 74169

ZIP
Phone

Sign Here
.11

Is

Circle 55 on Reader Service Card

Circle 154 on Reader Service Card
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PC-Lab Card

SERIES

Lab, Industrial and Engineering I/0 Cards
for IBM PC/XT/AT

PC-Lab Card

SERIES

Lab, Industrial and Engineering I/0 Cards
for IBM PC/XT/AT
PCL-714 (14 bits) A/D + DIA + D/I + DIO +
Timer/Counter Card

s.

.C1
Cetiee‘.

PCL-712

Nee

PCL-714 Super- Lab Card
5 powerful functions in one...
•A/D Converter :
•D/A Converter :
•Digital Input :
•Digital Output :
•Counter/Timer :

14 bits, 16 differential channels
14 bits, 2channels
16 channels, buffered
16 channels, buffered
3channels

Software at Daughter Boards
•PC-LabDAS : Menu driven data acquisition
software
•UnkelScope : Oscilloscope/waveform analysis
software
•Screw terminal board, relay output board and optoisolated 0/1 board available.

$495

(
12 bits) A/D + DIA + D/I + DIO +
Timer/Counter Card

$295

PCL-720

Digital I/O 8Counter Card

$160

PCL-725

Relay 8Optoisolated D/I Card

$240

PCL-738

Stepping Motor Control Card

$395

PCL-742

RS-422 Interface Card

$130

PCL-748

IEEE-488 Interface Card

$395

PCL-750

Prototype Development Card

70

PCL-754

PC Slot Extension Kit

50

AVPROM

$295
For IBM- PC's & com-

•Programs 2716
thru 27512A and
CMOS variants
•4- and 10 socket
gang versions
too Call for prices

patibles, mena driven
AVPROM programs
EPROMs up to 8x
faster than serially.
-onnected units (
20
ec for 2764).

For complete
specs, free 32 pg
development tool
catalog, call

PCLS-700 Data Acquisition 8Control Software 8195
PCLS-705 Waveform/Oscilloscope Software $125

888-448-8588.

Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome
Call for free catalog!

A

Advantech

1460 Tully Rd 4602
SanJoise, CA 95122

TE L: ( 08) 293-6786
FAX: (408) 293-4697

220' 2

9055

AW)C ET

Circle 19 on Reader Service Card

AIVET

Motion Control &
Data Acquisition
on your IBM PC or Apple II
and all compatibles

REAL VOICE Digital Recording
tor your PC. XT. AT or Compatible

LASERJET PREVIEW SOFTWARE
High speed soltuare simulation oi the li

*VOICE MAIL SYSTEM

I
. aserJet+ laser printer. softJET allows accurat
,ri screen

*TELEMARKETING

previewing of output from an

application(s): including word processors and text

lormatters. Can be run memory resident or stand
alone. All PCL commands are supported
including soft fonts, graphics, rules patterns

all,.

macros. For the IBM PC and PS 2with CC, \
I ( IA. \ fi Aor Hercule , graphics.

re.

$ 120.00

(604) 732-4323

e

Theta Systems Corporation
307 -2150 West Broadway
Vancouver . BC Canada

V6K 4L9 604) 732-4323

3mart 2Axis Motion Controller: For many types of
.notors & encoders. New I.C. Worn HP) allows
changes & monitoring on the fly. Optically isolated
,
N/SONARE $450 in U.S.
Four Axis Stepper Driver: With SOFTWARE & motor
tar instant automation. $95.
Fast A/D Board: With programmed gain, 650 KHz,
4 inputs, $220 Complete Scope hardware & SOFTWARE $525 Also: 12 Bit ND, Relay Driver, Real Time
Clock. Circuit developers Project Book $25.
How do you do it? Use our Local Applications
Bus, LA840. One host adapter ($ 150) supports
up to 8 boards, like those above, on a 50 ft.
ribbon cable.

intelligent Inbound and Outbouu.,
Capabilities, User- Definable Strucii,

*ADVANCED ANSWER
CAPABILITIES
Toilsaver. Message Form,
touch torte Remote

•AUTODIALER—DATABASE
•VOICEPAD'"

Voice AND Sound Effects tor fr,
Programs. Demos. and Tutorials

Complete with Hardware'
phone [Able and external
6239 00

Please call (
415)755-1978 fort ree literature

(amputer

ontmuum

75 Southgate Ave, Suite 6
Daly City, CA 94015

(415) 755.1978
Modem (
415) 755.1524
Telex. 3727438

Circle 263 on Reader Service Card

Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

DATA SWITCHES

Businesses. Schools. Norm,
WE ALSO OFFER.
Data Buffers, Line Driver,
Moderns, Protocol Conyerte,
Parallel - Serial Comrade,
Cables, Computers. Printer,
Disk Drives, and more

Use Arabic, Cyrillic, Farsi, French,

German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian,
Spanish, Turkish, Vietnamese, etc.. in
popular
software:
WordPerfect,
Wordstar,
Volkswriter,
PC- Write,

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card

Dbase, Spreadsheet, Basic, Prolog,
Desktop Publishing. Dot matrix and
laser option.
EGA$75 VGA$85 CGA/MDAS95
Arabic/Hebrew EGAS125 MDAS175

VN Labs
4320 Campus Dr., Suite 114
Newport Beach, CA 92660

(714)474-6968
EAX-riv
P.
Níccraill
Circle 275 on Reader Service Card

SHARE .
-• ,
any pa/allel
n sciai
ELIMINATE cable sweep',
INEXPENSIVE way to neto,,.
COMPATIBLE with
all computers

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
ON THE IBM PC & PS/2

1801 South Sheet
Lafayette, IN 47904
317-7424428

h

Talking Technology, Inc.

.ROSE

Wink* Corp

card. stew.,

speaker

(415) 339-TALK

Nc, ELECTRONICS

OEM 6800/6809 MICROCOMPUTER
MODULES for dedicated control and
monitoring. Interfaces for sensors,
transducers, analog signals,
solenoids, relays, lamps, pumps,
motors, keyboards, displays, IEEE-488,
serial I/O, floppy disks

5

AUTOMATIC • CARETAKER Is ideal for a business 0,
school to share aprinter ar modern among many computers
Operation is fully automatic with no software required
Parallel or Serial
4channels - $295
8channels - $395
MANUAL • HARDSWITCH is operated with the flop of a
switch 22 and 24 models allow simultaneous commun
'cation
12• 559
1-4• $ 99
22 - 5109 24 $ le'
•ael
12 $ 79
14- $ 139
22 $ 119
24 $ 199
and spike protection on serial models add 620
.1E ACTIVATED - PORTER connects one computer in
pie peripherals A solheare code selects the peripheral
or Serial 4 channels - $295 8 channels - $ 395
Butler option 64K $ 100
256K - $ 250
REMOTE • TE AAAAA H connects multiple computers in
multiple peripherals A selector al each computer or termina,
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays busy status
44- $495 48- $ 795 selector - $ 39
fúe a Zeree rte plow mere»

ROSE ELECTRONICS

(
713) 933-7673

P.0 BOX 742571
MC Lt VISA Accepted
HOUSTON, TX 77274
Dealer in quince Inroled
CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

Circle 229 on Reader Service Card

Circle 83 on Reader Service Card

C

See how well

8080

you can pro-

Z80
HD64180

gram for

Z80 or HD64180
This professional, IBM-PC based, compiler is acomplete implementation of the V language for the Z80
or HD64180 microprocessor. Includes features such
as: function prototyping, 31-character names, single
precision floating point, full library source, M80- L80
and SLR Systems compatibility, etc. Hi-Tech ,,
has been established for years in Australia. Pricing

1000+ 2

BULK 5vi' DISKS

D64180

CP/M-80
Develop code for embedded microproces-

on

our

Z80

and

HD64180

coprocessor cards. Execute your CP/M-80
development tools at clock speeds up to
debug in your target system. Complete

catalog of Miicroprocessor development tools.

development systems for less then $ 1000.

1772A Picasso Ave
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 753 -3722

100% Tested & Certified Error Free,
at " Minimum 55% Clipping Level or
Higher"lifetime Warranty? With
Tyvek Sleeves & Write on labels

tools and coprocessor cards. Test your

from $ 195.00. We also have Z80/HD64180 co-processor cards for IBM-PC and PC/AT. Call for afull

Z- World

Double Side- Double Den.

sors on your IBM-PC using our software
software

"Z80 Specialists"

200

each

each

Telex 04933362m Fax *4054954598
Delaware 1800- 4 51-1849

(916) 753-3722

Di secette_4 oks.o,rro.
...townie/1 Order
COD acid 10.9 UPS

Circle 293 on Reader Service Card

As or

add

• No personality modules; Dori.: selection by menu.
• Built-in Eraser/Timer

option

• Direct technical support;

(51O), Foam pad.

• Quick pulse algorithm (27256 under 14) sect.

', 701 & more

• IBM-PC. Apple, CPM or Unix driver; Aulobaud 11142.42
• Offset/split Hex, Binary, Intel dt Motorola 8,102 bit
• hits

from $95.

155

WEST OLIVE

AVE.

SUNNYVALE,

I'll ( inn i730-Ssl I TAX / 40,0 ' 0,5521

CA

Dysan
ORP

51
4" D- Side
D- Density

SCR - Box 714
Alpine, TX 79831
Circle 235 on Reader Service Card

ON

51/
4
'
HIGH
Density

Ile

5

WE CARRY ALL
HARDWARE, TOO!!!

(915) 837-7180

R4

Orders Accepted Worldwide

Cash Register/Point of
Sale/Inventory
• 100% dBASE III data files
• Import into 1-2-3, Accounting, and
most other programs
• Interface to Bar Code, Receipt
Printer, Cash Drawer, Register

In Ohio cal11-614-262-0559

Circle 231 on Reader Service Card

mix#4933362 - ixx#405.495•4598
-

e

ORDER NOW

1.800.654.4058
PO .0,X
4,1 BE / NM.
r3006

11••••• Ort 12500 ls IlasterCel weed C00 «den «id MO Sea«
pœig
•• 15« 5?VI* $ 3111...11111sIts raid SI 113 peg 11131.111 UPS
we, oel, Um@
WOO MI ULM.. 11 ail art/In».15 , 1e. le hums ui
to •11. woe'

TELEX trig Is,

The Smart
Cash Register

PO ql .024/ Vell1110.10.1 DE .850

okiah.,.

uonnet ion- Nue„t.89R;Pe..M3

441W ,

Circle 33 on Reader Service Can!

N PRICES PER EACH AT ONE DOZEN
Delaware 1-800-451-1849

Disfeett

B&C MICROSYSTEMS

1-800-848-3469
5.31.1-1\3481:The /naurrirwe {eerie) Inc

RIBB

Manual with complete schematics
Call 'ode for draasheas ."

=

For information or immediate coverage cal:

96 character
3.65
130 character_ 6.00

• All 24/214 pin parts to I Writ; CMOS; EEPRONIS.
• 874I,

199
2.05
2.55
4.29
4.39
3.35

•Printwheels•

Full I year tearmutty.

• Stand alone duplication le rectify ( 24,28 pins).

7=
= .=

SAFEWARE ® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. cover;:
•Fire • Theft • Power Surges
•Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident.

MasterCard a, t_ eidl ed
u' ,Mad It a APO. fr1.0
acid,..r,, er
PAL

Multistrike
Multistrike
Multistrike
Multistrike IV.. _
Fabric IV ,.
SuperStrike.....___

UNIVERSAL
E(E)PROM
PROGRAMMER s 495

214-630-6025

'sure
in insured?

92 ..M .
u3r?1,

V

RIBBONS

120013 INTERNAL MODEM
$79.00
VORTEX EGA CARD ( 640350)
$99.00
ATI VGA CARD (800600)
$199.00
SEAGATE 20MB HD W/CONTROLLER$265 00
QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
CALL FOR OTHER PRODUCTS

Circle 270 on Reader Service Card

Ne
oreelat8.

urne

LOWEST PRICE

TYSTAR MANUFACTURING, INC.

1'800654.4058

r

In Germany: iSystein Tel: 08131/1687

TURBO XT BASIC SYSTEM
$329.00
•4.77/8 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS
•256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K
•AT STYLE KEYBOARD
•XT CASE W/160 WATT PS
•360K FLOPPY W/CONTROLLER
•10 MHZ OPTIONAL
ADD $15.00
*1YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
AS ABOVE W/MONO, MONITOR
& MONOGRAPHICS CARD
$449.00
TURBO AT BASIC SYSTEM
$849.00
•8/10 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS
•512K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB
•AT CASE W/200 WATT PS
*84 KEY AT KEYBOARD
•1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE
•FD/HD CONTROLLER
•1YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

each

Shipping Charges Vary With Quantity Call

(1101r(lini

Circle 292 on Reader Service Card

600 -

DEALERS WELCOME

Z- World
Picasso Ave.
Davis, CA 95616

1772A

In Germany 1System Tel 08131/1687

100

.386 .35c .32t

12.5 MHZ! Use our remote debugger to

4/47.1.

9ea.C

"WITH
TYVEK
SLEEVES"

1
4"

l95

RX 50 1395 ; S•Side 1295 1
'
osio
Format
I96tPi I
i96t0

139

17-95S-Side1995

22 95

S Side
5Den.

D•Den.

D-Side
- ID-Gen.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS '
Di eette

Delaware 1.800:451.1849
.
1
11011 10.7 .1.•••••101 OE I».

Oklahoma.cee54.4058

niece io n-

Ne•-•ada
84:0i21;6221
'
7.3
a
boom Mee 17514 0e.a Ilmbrtart «<Med COI...1dd SIM Lida SW.%
'

leiWeveriett.tex -

:Telex #4933362.Fax#405.495.4598
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#E

$55

#F

$55

Striking 16" x20"
Limited Edition
Prints from the
pages of Byte.
Each print is
signed and numbered by the artist,
Robert Tinney.

Limited Edition Classics

Price and Shipping

You've seen them on the cover of Byte — now enjoy
these delightful images as stunning limited edition
prints! Each print pictured here is published in an
edition strictly limited to only 1000 signed and numbered
prints, and each is accompanied by its own Certificate
of Authenticity.
These gorgeous reproductions are printed on select
100% cotton fiber stock; this is a museum grade acidfree paper, highly resistant to yellowing and cracking.
You will be assured of a print which will retain its color
and beauty for generations.

The price of Byte Limited Editions, which depends on
the number of unsold prints in each edition, is shown
above each print pictured here. In addition, a15%
discount is available if you order two or more prints.
Your prints will be shipped flat, usually within aweek of
our receipt of the order. Shipping is via UPS Blue Label.

#A

$60

#13

Yes! Send me the following Byte Limited Editions.
#

TITLE

AMOUNT
$
$
$
$
$
$

Deduct 15% if ordering two or more prints. $
Shipping: $4 ($20 overseas). $

L

300
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#c

$55

Li Ihave enclosed U.S. check or money order.
c.ao. (via UPS—stateside orders only)
fl VISA 1
.
1 MasterCard CI American Express
Card #:
Expires:

Signature .

Ship my Print(s) to:
Name .
(Business)•
Address'
City .

TOTAL $
iPlease send your COLOR brochure

Ship your prints back to us within 30 days of your
order, and you will be given acomplete, no- questionsasked refund.

$55

E

OTT.

Guarantee

State .

#o

$55

mail this coupon 71

Robert Tinney
Graphics
1864 North Pamela Dr.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
70815
For VISA, MasterCard or
American Express orders,
or for more information
Call 1-504-272-7266

What's New at

"The Source" of the
electro mechanical components

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?
for the hobbyist.
% 5/ " FULL HEIGHT
15 Mb, 5/ "FULL HT.
3/ ", 20 Mb,
W
1/2
HT.
DISK
DRIVES
HARD
HALF HT.
e warehouse 60,000 items at
American Design Components -

expensive, often hard- to- find com-

ponents for sale at a fraction of their
original cost!
You'll find every part you need -

5

4
1

4
1

12

-

DISK
DRIVE

HARD
DISK
DRIVE .

48 TPI ( IBM' Compatible)
DS/DD, 80 Track
Tendon # TM100 2 or equiv.
2for

equipment ( FIFE) in excellent condi-

48 TPI ITRS80/Zenith/Xerox
800 Compat.) DS/DD, 40Track
Shugart # 450. Item # 1892.

tion. But quantities are limited. Order
from this ad, or visit our retail show-

$79.00;

room and find exactly what you
need from the thousands of items on
display.
OPEN MON. - SAT., 9-5

THERE'S NO RISK.
With our full 90 day warranty,
any purchase can be returned for
any reason for full credit or refund

Mindset' Color Graphics
PERSONAL (Does not incl. monitor)
COMPUTER
SYSTEM
Runs all
the same
programs
as 11/1
IBM' PC ,

Fits standard 514" spacing. High
speed, low power. Comes w/both
full ht. and half ht. face plates.
Mfr - Lapine # LT200/2000

27 CFM
MINI
FANS

299.00

New

11
/ " Standard: contains 7
2
metal blades.
Mfr - Rotron aSU2A1
Item # 5970 $

7.95

New

115 CFM
MUFFIN°
FANS

*Modem Module
Item #16081 $ 39.95 New

TTL MONITORS . . .
(Open
Frame)

e

Mf r: IMC
Item # 1864

15" Data Display/Monitor Kit

$24.95

Adam
No wiring
Computer
necessary ((
Lessplugs
lust
printer.)
together).
Hook-up diagram included. Ind.: keyboard, 1
cassette digital data drive, 2game controllers,
power supply & one cassette. Capable of running CP/M, has built-in word processor.
Item # 7410

Complete - $ 99.00

Adam 5'4" Disk Drive Gives your Adam fast, reliable data storage &
retrieval. Can hold up to 160K bytes of information. Uses industry- standard SS/DD disks.
Connects directly to your Adam memory
console. Comes w/disk drive power supply.
Disk Manager disk, & owner's manual.
Mfr - Coleco # 7817.
Item #12830 Like New - $199.00

Static Rams
1024 x4145Ons)

2114-45
2148-55
2149
1024 x4145nsl
21675-45
HM6116LP-3 2048.8 ( 150ns)
HM6116LP-4 2048 x81200ns)
6147P
6167P-6

4116-200
4116.250
4164-150
TMS4164
TMS4416
4464.150
8118
41256 150

$29.95
$3.95

Adam Ribbon Cartridge Item # 13306

$3.95

dia.
Fig

Mt. & Part No.

1

5

17

PM N.A. Phillips

5275

1.8

1.8

72

PM Superior Electric

6671

3.7

1.2

18

-

2/$14.95
2 $19.95 ea

Mitsubishi

21$37.50
2

4251+32K0A
7630

1.8

3.0

200

Price

1 $ 9.95 ea.

5431

2 0 M061 - FF-62018

$109.95 New

96 TP1, DOS 3.2 Compat.
Double side, quad density.
Mfr
Tendon TN155-- 4

$79.00
$150.00
* * * * * *
Timex-Sinclair. . .
2040
PRINTER
Item #1904
2 for

32 column - compatible w/any
of the Timex Sinclair computers,
as well as our PC 8300 Computer.
Uses standard
thermal paper.
Item # 15851 $ 39.95 New

EXTERNAL
DISK DRIVE
CHASSIS

PM Superior Electric

S . 99
3.49
2.49
3.95
1.89
1.85
2.95
4.50

. 69
. 49
1.25
1.95
3.75
4.95
. 49
2.95

How
Many?

Description

Price

Total

O

Item

$14.95

2/$59.50

6800 Series
6800-8 $ 18.95
1.90
6800
2.95
6802
1.25
6821
4.75
6852
CRT
Controllers
H046505SP $ 6.50
TF0599184
18.95

#14541

$59.50

- BATTERIES FANS - BLOWERS

2 $ 34.50 ea

8000 Series
8035
81.45
8085
1.90
80854 2
3.75
8088
5.75
8741
9.95
8755
13.95

Eproms
1024 v8145Ons1 $4.95
2708
3.49
2048.8 ( 45Ons)
2716
5.95
TMS2532
4096 08145Ons)
3.95
4096 x8145Ons)
2732
3.95
4096 x8125Onsl
2732A-25
4.95
27C64
8192 x81250ns)
2.95
2764
8192.81450ns)
3.55
27644-25
8192 x8125Onsi
3.55
2764-250
8192 > 81250ns)
MCM68766 8192 x8 ( 35Onsl 15.95
271284-25
5.00
16.384 x81250ns)
27128-250
4.25
16,384 x8 ( 250ns)
27C256
7.95
32,768 x81250ns)
27256
5.95
32.768 . 8125Onsl
27512
65,536 . 81250ns) 11.55

With 60W
power supply
(fan cooled).
Can accommodate:
2 full ht. drives
our item # 7928
2floppy drives # 1904
1hard drive & 1floppy # 13250
Input: 115/230V, 50/60 Hz.
Originally for Burroughs computer
Dim.: 11"W x 8"H x 12" deep

$9.95 ea
2/

M092- FT- 402

Dynamic Rams
16,384 . 11200ns) $
18,384 . 11250ns)
65,536 1115Onsl
65.536 . 11150ns)
16,384 x41150ns)
65,536 x41150ns)
16,384 01 ( 120ns)
262,144 y1 ( 150ns)

Item
No.

14" EGA COLOR
MONITOR ( 25 Khz.)
PC, XT, & AT Compatible

Perfect
for text,
CAD and
other
graphics
applications.
Requires a
25Khz EGA card ( Wonder' or corn
patible). Resolution: 752 x410
max. Input: 110/220V, 50I60Hz,
BOW. ( Hook-up diagram incl.) Mtd.
in metal housing. Mfr. # 14-Ge2
Item a14864
N.J.

$179.00 New

07074

order is enclosed.

MINIMUM
ORDER
$15.

Charge my credit card.
0

Visa

o Master Card

O

Byte- 388

Amex

Card No.
Exp. Date
Signature
Telephone: Area Code

s

Adam Link Modem ( Software incl.) Item # 12358

x

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE,
YES! Please send me the following items:
O My check or money

Data Drive - Item # 6641
$19.95
Printer Power Supply Item #6642
$14.95
Adam Cassettes !Consisting of Smart Basic, Buck Rogers &
blank cassette.) Item #7786
BAKER'S DOZEN - $ 19.95

Adam Daisy Print Wheel !tern #13305

Shaft 9,A. - L

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. . .

New

ADAM Accessories. . .

e .4" dia.

A82310- M2

$ 9.95

Call or Write with
Your Requirements!

Alphanumeric & graphics display. Green
phosphor. Input power reg. 24 VDC. Bandwidth: 22-72Khz. Consists of 2 subassemblies ( monitor & board). Hook-up diagram
incl. Mfr - Wells Gardner # 15V7025.

Fig. 2
Shaft 1'4" L

St a
l
l
Item Step Volts Torque
No. Angle DC
oz/In Type

USED - Mfr: Centaur/Howard

12VDC, green phosphor. Subassemblies.
CRT, board & transformer incl. Comes w/
hook-up diagram.
Item # 6811
$19.95 New

Item a9501 $ 24.95 New

Item #15756 $ 19.95 New

115VAC/60Hz.; 21W.; 28A.;
3100 RPM; 5- blade model; aluminum housing. Can be mounted
for blowing or exhaust.
Dimensions: 4"; e"sq. x1'4 " deep
NEW -

12" High-Res.

Other uses- wins CB & car radios.
Comes ready to plug in!
DC Output: - 5V @ . 5 amp.
+5V @ 3 amp.
+ 12V @ 6 amp.
Input: 115V/60Hz. Dimensions:
"W x 33
/ H. ( Rubber ft. incl.)
4

DC Output: - 5V @ .
5A
+24V @ 1.0A
+5V @ 8.6A
Input: 115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz.
Dim.: 7',"W x 1%"H x6%"D
Mfr • Xerox # 105580441

Item # 5345 $ 5.95

Item # 16171

COMPUTER GRADE
POWER SUPPLY
re<

Item # 10005

steppers with
increments from
1to 7.5 degrees
Speeds up to
5,000 steps.

Item # 16078 $ 29.95 New

Item # 16080 $ 39.95 New

$199.00

STEPPING MOTORS
for ROBOTICS. .
<Ne''
Precision

* NV RAM 8K Cartridge
Provides 8K non-volatile RAM

face.

$75.00

2 for

IBM'
AT Compatible
48/96 TPI, 1.2 Mb
Double side, high density; 160
tracks. Mfr - Panasonic #JU-475

50/60Hz.; 12W.
Low noise level fans, can be
mounted for blowing or exhaust.

ACCOSSOIMS Avaikobie (
limited supply)-

* RS- 232 Module w/Power Option
Provides EIA standard RS- 232 C serial inter-

$150.00

96 TPI, DS/Quad Density
CDC 494097
Item # 1893 $ 89.00

SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLY

Item #10960 $ 7.95 RFE

Item # 16077 $

$39.50;

Removed from working equipment. Tested & formatted.
Mfr
CMI model CM5619
Item # 14511

2 for

48 TPI, SS/DD, 40 Track
Shugart # SA400. Item # 1895.

(IBM' PC/XT Compatible)

$199.00 New

Item a15853

1" Thin: contains 9 plastic blades
Dim.: 3'i," sq. x 1" deep
Mfr - Tobishi # U9201B

Fast graphics capabilities allow you to
draw/animate & color objects instantly.
265K, w/360K floppy disk drive. Contains
built-in ROB card/Monochrome card, a. TV
adapter. Also includes: Mouse & Joystick,
& is supplied w/GW Basic & MS DOS 2.1.

$79.00 New
$150.00 New

Item #7928

either brand new, or removed from

DISK
DRIVES

Total
Shipp ng & handling, we slip UPS unless
otherwise specified. Add $ 3 plus 10% total.
eqe...e „ Canadian: S3 plus P.O. cost. Charge only.
Sales Tax ( N.J. residents only,
please add 6% of total)

iffs
r

ORDER TOTAL

For all phone orders, call TOLL- FREE

Number

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

AB inquiries and free catalog requests call 201-939-2710.

800-524-0809. In New Jersey,

201-939-2710.

N
Continental U S A

ORDER DESK ONLY

NC
L.A. 8( Technical Info

Inside California

(800) 872-8878 (800) 223-9977

s25 ill BLO

HAPPY
NEW
YEAR!
OEM INQUIRIES
WELCOME

(213) 217-8912

INCREDIBLE PRICE

$99

OUTS! *

(0-K MEMORY)

188 WATT
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

AST m ADVANTAGE!
MULTIFUNCTION CARD
FOR YOUR IBM PC/AT

What a DEAL at $ 25.00!
On/off
power
floppy
stock,

switch in the front. Built in filter for easy128Kb
cord plug-in. Two 4- pin power plugs forallows
and/or hard disk drives. Large quantity inMb.
but ORDER NOW: WHILE THEY LAST!
Output: + 5.05V at 22A
+12.02V at 4A
-12.0V at 1A
+12.59 Reg., 1.5A D.C.
Dim:
13 1/
2L X 51
/
2W X 23
/H
4

Serial, parallel and game port standard
memory expandable to 1.5 Mb Piggyback
expansion to 3.0
Board with: 512K Memory
1Mb Memory
1.5Mb Memory
Option for 2nd Serial Port

We bought these from an OEM — BULK PACK.
So, no AST - box or manual. We supply our own
manual. 1 Year Warranty.

NIPPON PERIPHERALS

*FLOPPY DRIVES*

FULL HEIGHT HARD DISK DRIVE

OLIVETTI
"The
Quietest Drive"

$
._,

--.:
'---

/

7500

10 Mb Unformatted
8.2 Mb Formatted
75
ms average access time

NEC UPD791D

$65.00

(CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE)

DS/DS

QUME
$65.00
360K

DS/DS

$ 1><
499
449
399
375

1-9
10-99
100-499

500-999

1000 +
" Let's Talk"
(NO SHORTAGES HERE!)

TIME
LI img

360K

DS/DD

Contrnental U SA

(800) 872-8878

BYTE • MARCH 1988

2/3 HT.

WSA

eb

$

99.00

•FULCRUM TRACK BALL

Stationary Mouse
• PC Magazine Editors $ 89
First Choice for CAD Use
"Makes all other Color
Monitors look like faded
curtains against this professional graphics display"
1 YEAR WARRANTY
ASK ABOUT OUR COLOR
MONITORS FOR IBM PS/2

Minimum Order: $25.00. Shipping & handling charges via
UPS Ground: $. 50/1b. UPS Air: $ 1.00/1b. Minimum Charge:
$4.00. We accept cashiers checks, MC or VISA. No personal

L A Area A TechnIcal Info

(213) 217-8912

15% Restocking fee for returned orders.
302

_ _.

NEED A
COLOR MONITOR
111>
FOR YOUR
MAC IF"? •

InsKle Callforma

LINEAR IMAGE SENSOR

$35.00

1490 W. ARTESIA BLVD, GARDENA, CA 90247

(800) 223-9977

HT.

RFD 480

I/O for the ST412-506 interface using RLL encoding

$499

1/2

4096 ELEMENT

This unit is a 4096 element linear image
sensor that comes with a pre-amplifier board
and A/D board. The device can be used for
optical character recognition, document
scanning or as a spectrometer.

REMEX

$99.00

NOW

1/2 HT.

TRACK 142

SCSI CONTROLLER ADAPTEC 4070A

ORIG. PRICE

e

THE SPY IN
THE SKY

DIRECT DRIVE
360K

WITH WESTERN DIGITAL /
2 CARD
1

$149.00

$ 175.00
$235.00
$299.00
$ 20.00

check COD's. Items reflect 5% cash or check discount. California residents add 61
2 % sales tax. We are not responsible for
/
typographical errors. All merchandise subject to prior sale.
Phone orders welcome. Foreign Orders require special
handling. Prices subject to change without notice.

Circle 266 on Reader Service Card

The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future

An A- BUS system with two Motherboards
A- BUS adapter ( IBM) in foreground

With the A- BUS you can plug your PC ( IBM, Apple,
TRS-80) into afuture of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A- BUS offers a proven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A- BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required!
An A- BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and acable to connect the Adapter to 1or 2A- BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A- BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A- BUS User's Manuals is available for $ 10.

About the A- BUS:
• All the A- BUS cards are very easy to use with any language that can
read or write to aPort or Memory. In BASIC. use IN Pand OUT (or PEEK and
POKE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each other. You can mix and match up to 25
cards to fit your application Card addresses are easily set with jumpers
• A- BUS cards are shipped with power supplies (except PD- 123) aid
detailed manuals (including schematics and programming examples).

ST- 14 3

Relay Card
RE- 140: $ 129
Includes eight industrial relays. ( 3 amp contacts. SPST) individually
controlled and latched. 8LED's show status Easy to use (OUT or POKE in
BASIC) Card address is jumper selectable
Reed Relay Card
RE- 156: $ 99
Same features as above, but uses 8Reed Relays to switch low level signals
(20mA max) Use as achannel selector. solid state relay driver, etc.

C,-

Analog Input Card
AD- 142: $ 129
Eight analog inputs. 0to +5V range can be expanded to 100V by adding a
resister. 8 bit resolution (20mV). Conversion time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage, temperature light levels, pressure, etc. Very easy to use.
RE- 140

A- BUS Adapters for:

1N-141

Clock with Alarm
CL- 144: $89
Powerful clock/calendar with: battery backup for lime. Date and Alarm
setting (time and date); built in alarm relay, led and buzzer: timing to 1/100
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included.

AR- 133 .$69
AR- 133 $69
AR- 134 $49
AR- 136...$69
AR- 135 .$69
AR- 132 . $49
AR- 137 $ 62
AR- 131. $39
AR- 138 $49

A- BUS Motherboard
MB- 120: $ 99
Each Motherboard holds five A- BUS cards. Asixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA161: $ 12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to asingle ABUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included

A- BUS Prototyping Card
41/2

IBM PC, XT. AT and compatibles. Uses one short slot
Tandy 1000,1000 EX & SX, 1200, 3000. Uses one short slot
Apple II, II+. Ile. Uses any slot
TAS80 Model 102. 200 Plugs into 40 pin "system bus"
Model 100. Uses 40 pin socket (Socket is duplicated on adapted
TAS80 Mod 3.4.4 D. Fits 50 oin bus. (With hard disk. use Y-cablel
TAS80 Model 4P. Includes extra cable (50 sin bus is recessed)
TAS80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin I/O bus On KB or ER
Color Computers (Tandy) Fils ROM slot Multioak or Ycable

A- BUS Cable (3 ft, 50 cond.) CA- 163: $ 24
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to first Motherboard.
Special cable for two A- BUS cards:
CA- 162: $ 34

Touch Tone Decoder
PH- 145: $ 79
Eacri tone is converted into anumber which is stored on the board Simply
read the number with IN Por POKE Use for remote control projects, etc.
31
2 by
/

Current Developments

Intelligent Voice Synthesizer, 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter, 4Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer, Voice Recognition.

Digital Input Card
IN- 141: $ 59
The eight inputs are optically isolated, so it's safe and easy to connect any
"on/off" devices, such as switches, thermostats, alarm loops, etc. to your
computer. To read the eight inputs, simply use BASIC KO (or PEEK).
24 Line TTL I/O
DG- 148: $ 65
Connect 24 input or output signals (switches or any TTL device) to your
computer The card can be set for: input, latched output, strobed output,
strobed input, and/or bidirectional strobed I/0 Uses the 8255A chip

Stepper Motor Driver
ST- 143: $ 79
Stepper motors are the ultimate in motion control. The special package
(below) includes everything you need to get familiar with them Each card
drives two stepper motors ( 12V. bidirectional. 4phase. 350mA per phase)
Special Package: 2motors ( MO- 103) + ST- 143 . PA- 181: $99
Stepper Motors MO- 103: $ 15 or4for$39
Pancake type. 21
4 "dia, Y." shaft. 75' /step. 4phase bidirectional. 300
/
step/sec. 12V, 36 ohm, bipolar. 5oz- in torque. same as Airpax K82701- P2.

12 Bit AID Converter

AN- 146: $ 139
This analog to digital converter is accurate to 025%. Input range is —4V to
+4V. Resolution: 1millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50
times to read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple.
strain gauge. etc. 1channel ( Expand to 8channels using the RE- 156 card>

Smart Stepper Controller SC- 149: $ 299
World's finest stepper controller On board microprocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly, it accepts plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored in the on board memory. For each axis, you can control .
coordinate (relative or absolute). ramping, speed, step type (half, full, wave).
scale factor, units, holding power. etc. Many inputs: 8limit 8"
wait until"
switches, panic button. etc. On the fly reporting of position, speed. etc. On
board drivers (350mA) for small steppers ( M0-103) Send for SC- 149 flyer.
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC- 121: $49
To control the 4motors directly. and " teach" sequences of motions
Power Driver Board Option
PD- 123: $ 89
Boost controller drive to 5amps per phase. For two motors ( eight drivers).
Breakout Board Option
BB- 122: $ 19
For easy connection of 2motors 3ft cable ends with screw terminal board.

PR- 152: $ 15
in with power and ground bus Fits up to 10 I.0 s
AD 142

Add $3.00 per order for shipping.
Visa, MC, checks, M.O. welcome.
CT 8, NY residents add sales tax.
C.O.D. add $3.00 extra.
Canada: shipping is $5
Overseas add 10%

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

ALPHA

LPFCC6bee

242- B West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

Technical info:
Orders
Except in only
CT

(
203) 656-1806

800 221-0916

Connecticut orders: (
203) 348-9436
All lines open weekdays 9to 5Eastern time
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

.Diskfele-IgT_e-R" QD

ADAPTEC
PCXT Controller ST506/412
545
2072 PC/XT RLL..
$ 98
3530 SCSI to Tape OIC 36
$78
4000 SCSI to $15061415
$89
4070 SCSI to ST5061412 ALL
598
4520 SCSI to ESDI
$ 98
5500 SCSI to ST506/412
$ 125
5580 SCSI to SMD
$ 175

The Ultimate
,
Diskette Value... •, Di skmAsne
Discover the

....,

Difference...

NOW IN
COLOR

2 FOR ILIFETIME WARRANTY
il
Y
/
I

XEBEC
S1410 SASI Controller
.
$ 109
S1420 SASI to 51
4 "Floppy 8 Hard Disk Controller . $99
/
Apple II, II+, IIE Host Adapter
$29
Toshiba PC to SASI/SCSI Host Adapter .. $29
9205 Multibus Hard Disk Controller $ 199
93050 IEEE 488 ( HPIB) to ST506/412 Controller $89
1490 SASI to SMD Controller
$ 149

Pkg'd in 6different colors, bulk or boxed
Backed by 2 for 1Lifetime Warranty
100% tested and certified
Made to exceed A.N.S.I. specs by 62.5% with a
guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above

l Includes tyvek envelopes ( not paper), write protect
tabs and user labels

OTHERS
OMTI 20C, LSASI Controller
$ 99
DTC 510A SASI Controller . . $ 99
Shugart 1610-1,3 or 4SASI/SCSI Controller
$79
WI) 1002-SHO Xebec Compatible SASI Controller .. $ 109

if Brand name quality at affordable prices
5-1A" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

.49

.
90
.
99

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY

59
.

BOXED
COLOR

1IrcENTEch-

cr,!),

:\

America's
Premium
Qualit
Color Diskettes

Y TIMELESS WARRANTY
Y 75%, clipping level guaranteed
Y Performance exceeds A.N.S.I. spec. by 88%
1 Each disk 100% tested and certified
Y 15 COLORS for data organization
v
, Pkgs include
tyvek sleeves, w/o labs. 8 ID labels
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- HD 96 TPI
DS- DO
IBM- AT Compatible

.
84

3-1 2" - 135 TPI

DS- DO COLOR

BLACK DS- HD

4.
90

PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

3M bestcallprices!
for

r.....-------,

l

" .

I

5-14 -

48 TPI OS DO

.

L

1

BASF

,_L..... '..)...

75

DS- HO 96 TPI
AT Compatible
IBM -

1.25

Nashua

5-1/4" - 48 TPI

i
1

CLEAR, CLEAN,
DIGITIZED SPEECH &
MUSIC, UNLIMITED
TEXT- TO- SPEECH
Attache. outelde

the computer.
Now per popular speech technologies in ONE Product' Speech Thing is a lull featured 8bit D A sound
converter Easily attaches outside the computer -no
slots required Software includes prerecorded
speech vocabularies. synthetic text to speech
(speaks any ASCII text), demo programs, and cornPlete editing features. Price only 56995. Also
available: Voice Master PC plug in board for digital
re1C0fOing, editing, and VOICE RECOGNITION ( Requires Speech Thing for sound output.) Only 579 95
Patented price ' performance breakthroughst
10 ORDER BY MAIL include $4 shipping R. handling
(56 Canada, 812 overseas/ pet order Visa. MasterCard phone orders accepted. 30 day money back
guarantee. one year warranty. Other voice I. 0 systems available for Apple. Commodore. and Atari
computers.
Coil o,siele

iosloy

Or TREE ProcluCI COIolog

ODVOX INC.

(
503) 342-1271

675 Conger SI . Eugene Oregon 97402

GRAPHICS

$58.

Q

--'

DS/DD 48 TPI
Exceeds ANSI specifications

• SUPPORTS NEW

+ 66 FOR TYVEK

• SO+

ORDERING INFORMATION
TERMS: P 0 orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $ 3.00 per 100 diskettes
or fraction thereof. add $ 300 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally
'
www.cwal [ ..'..à.
7

Toll Free Order Line

1

1.

VISA

COMPANY

BYTE • MARCH 1988

technology to 78668

"Develop prog rams

standard an"

using SRAM or EPROM

adiskette and

Sunply copy

• Programming utilities provided tor ROMDISK
▪ Autoboonng and
per computer

tile modes

operate

up to / Our un..

▪ Fast EPROM programming. approximately 180Ke,m,'
APPLICATIONS
• Industrial control instrumentation and manufactur.».
test systems in environments hostile to disks

• unattended remote site instanarions
• oiskiess PC systems and workstations requiring
autObOOt capability. reliability and nigh performanr
etearlaer
a
iai iPerietiiiiiequiring ruggednau°' and
list prices ROM 5495 IPCE-18010 to 51295 IPCE 12MBI

="

4«

CURTIS, INC. • 612/484-5064
10 Anemone arc»
St. Paul, MN 55127

•IBM is a registered traderfsark of IBM CORD, .•

n

I
NsTANT

TeR iviiNAL
"EXACT TERMINAL EMULATION
AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
•PRECISE EMULATION OF THE
DEC VT52, VT100, VT102. VT220
•EXPANSION MODULES FOR
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS
•9FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS
•EASY TO USE, QUICK TO
INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE
• IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2
FOR INFORMATION
ONLY
800/548-9777
SCIFTIONICS
303 503 3540
TELEX 450236

We

EPROM PROGRAMMER
$349

PND NEW PS/2
LIMITED INTRODUCTORY
OFFER (Roo es s/H)
VGP GRPPHICS MODES

• FREE LISTING UTILITY
• OPTA COMPRESSION PLGORITHM
• FILL SOURCE CODE
• ROUTINES

WRITTEN

INCLUDED
IN MICROSOFT

PNO PSSEMBLER
• NO ROYPLTIES
• PROGRPMMER SUPPORT PROVIDED

DEVTRONICS,

INC.

ATLANTIC BERM
ORDERS ONLY.
TECHNICPL

1-1300-M2-4230

INQUIRIES.

FLR.

32253

vISRitIC/FINEY

904 7 241-3281

Circle 76 on Reader Service Card

THE EP1's A GREAT VALUE & HERE'S WHY:
•READS. PROGRAMS, COPIES OVER 3W EPROMS AND EEPROMS FROM
79 MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING 2716 27513 280428256. 27011
•READS 8. WRITES INTEL, MOTOROLA, STRAIGHT HEX AND BINAR
•OPTIONAL HEADS PROGRAM INTEL 8748, 8751, 87151, 8752. 8755
•MENU DRIVEN CHIP SELECTION BY MFG & PIN. NO MODULES
•FAST, SLOW, QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
•SPLITS FILES BY BASE ADDRESS AND ODD/EVEN 116 8. 32 BIT)
•ALL INTELLIGENCE IN UNIT: 080 MICROPROCESSOR BASED
•5125. 21, 25 VOLT PROGRAMMING FOR CMOS AND - ASUFFIX PARTS
•FREE PC DOS SOFTWARE
• RS232 TO ANY COMPUTER
•GOLD TEXTOOL / IF SOCKET . 8BAJO RATES TO 38.400
•SAME DAY SHIPMENT
• GENERATES. CHECKS CHECKSUMS
•ONE
MONEYEACK
YEAR WARRANTY
GUARANTEE ••UV
TWOERASERS
FREE FIRMWARE
FROM $349
UPDAT.-",

1571 MRIN STREET

FIRS: e AM TO 5 PM ( MTN. TIME)
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• cassette versions available

WITH

• SUPERFAST SPVE/RESTORE FUNCTION

1-801-561-0092

1378 W. 8040 S. / WEST JORDAN, UT 104088

FEATURES
• DISk and drive emulators up to 12 MB
cassette version

FUNCTIONS

Information Line

.MISC INTERNATIONAL

DISk and Drive
Emulators fOr
IBM PC, XT, AT
and Compatibles

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card

TOOLKIT

COMPPTIBLE

PC/XT/PT

320 5.1/4"

SUPPLY

$89.95

Circle 68 on Reader Service Card

BULK

1-800-233-2477

For all PCs, compatibles, laptops

e

EPROM & SRAM

Circle 72 on Reader Service Cant

1511PIEUECIFI THING'

!
.

,e.dli *
e oe.
.
. , 1.0 0 *

12:r

Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

I

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

..-,,
DS- DD0

MGNISAJDiscover/COD s

1.15

BULK
COLOR

3-1 2" - 135 TPI

1.75

Computer Surplus Store " WE
Phone 408-434-1060
BUY
FAX 408-434-0931
ANO
Telex 1561447
SELL"

1.39

PLASTICCSJffte GE BOX

63
.

•Call for cable prices
•Controller manuals $8each

incii@wre

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

BP MICROSYSTEMS

800/225-2102 713/461-9430 TELEX 1561477
10681 HADDINGTON a190 HOUSTON. TX 77043

Circle 44 on Reader Service Card

Circle 81 on Reader Service Card

a

DISKCOTECH

VT240 Smart Terminal Emulator

and Communications Program

WORLDWIDE SALE!!

for the IBM KT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles
•Emulaie a VI2.4 ,: a.
limes the speed.

VT241

Presto!
A Link to
Mainframe
Graphics

2.4

•Complete 1/1240 ANSI emulation
including true double.highidouble.
wide characten, tor smooth scrolling, national/multinational support.
and dim•nloadabk fonts.

$295
plus your PC
or compatible

Find out how our whole family of
EMU TEK graphic; terminal emulation
.0ftware make, good sense for rho work vu do.
(iiir.‘1.iv for more information

at

.At kart 128 columns displayable
in 132column mode on the CGA.
EGA, VGA, and Hercuks adapten.
.1 all Tektronix 4010/4014, sixel and
kcGIS graphics support.

• 100% te,ted & tended al 65% or higher

DS-HD-96TPI " AT"

.
90 ..... 95

4ingermann Bass Net,One and
VMS Serviu(s for MS-DOS support

DS-HD-96TP' " AT" color
3.5" 13S-110 135 TPI:

.
95 ... 1.05

available VT220, VT100, D400, 4014
emulators and the PowerStatiDe VT200 style
keyboard.
AISO

.",iter desk: 800-6618702 Toll Free
money back guarantee

AMEXMCNISA

DISK -KING

4'irele

DISKCOTECHnicolor®
5.25

ATTENTION ircad USERS
Now you can increase the productivity of your software by using the

NO EXTERNAL DECODER
needed any more...
because
RAPICAD is fully pcad box compatible and software transparent, allowing the use of p•cad and any other
software with any printer, plotter,
laser, etc.
Prices as low as $995.00
INTECTRA Inc.
2629 Terminal Blvd.
Mtn. View, CA 9404
(415) 964-5018

Color Bulk

1.49

35"

3M

PURLSTTIR e

It,

.\

Telephone; 1818 ,882-5822

Circle 221 on Reader Service Card

3.90

•
Quantity Discounts
Available
5.25"

OS- HO

1.55

1.59

3.50"

4.75

1.50 SS/SD

8.00"

osroo 1.99

.50

3M's Highland

.52

W's No Logo

3m

0621

•

MARK Q
performance through quality

.78

Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 BPI
9-Track tape. Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4megabytes pc(
minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystem ,.
include T or 10 1
/ "streaming tape drive.
2
tape coupler card and DOS or XENIX
compatible software.
Prices start at 52.905.

1.25
1.19

OS- HO 135111

Plastic Library

OS- DO

RAPICAD buffer/decoder.
Two buffers in one unit with parallel
and serial in/out. Up to 1 Meg total
memory.

DS- HD-96 TPI

Plastic Library Box

DS- OD- 1351P1

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

1.19
1.29

OLOR DISKS IN it,l;Nr30-.Vi
. ASSORTMENT

.75
.59

137 on Reader Service Card

1 09 .
1 19 .

DISK- KING color

DS- DD- 48 TPI

10801 Dale qt., Suite M-2

Circle 99 on Reader Service Card

_VED

NEW

Bulk
Boxed
.
38 ..... 42
. 48 ..... 55

-KERMIT and XMODEM transfers.

412. 2150 liltst 8roadvey, VancotAer, 8C Canada V61( 419
iphone (604)7327411 Telex: 04352848 VCR Fax: (604)732-0715

(7 14) 995-3900
(800) 962-3900 ( 800) 972-3900 (Calif.)

•

DISK-KING®
5.25" 13S-131) Diskettes
DS-DD-48TPI
DS -DD -48TPI Color

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.

FTC DATA
SYSTEMS

CC

WHY RISK THE UNKNOWN...when you can get
premium quality disks from the Leader and
Inventor of magnetic media... for less!!

BUY
20 Bx
50 Bx
100 Bx

..

kw-MARCH

.. 1.20

FREE
1*3*8

SPECIAL

5,25" DS-DD/HD
Lowest Price Ever!
on 3M Olta Products
Lilelime Warranty

3M Headcln Kit 5.25"

6.99
3M Headcln Kit 3.5#
10.99
3M Mag. Tape 1200'w/seal
7.99
3M Mag. Tape 2400'w/seal
10.99
DC- 1000
12.75 DC-300XL/P .. 19.45
DC- 2000
17.25 DC- 600A
21.65
* FREE *
Color- Coded Modular
Flexy Files a $ 99, value!

BASF

b 25

DS DO in Plastic Library Case

525" DS- DO ri*Minidex/60
3.50" DS- DD in * Microdex/25

Serial Data $ 495
Analyzer
Introd
;uctor
y
c fier

DataScout ."
turns your PC
into a tool for
solving RS- 232
interfacing
problems.

,`1

16- BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
CONVERTER

I.= DC!

12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
for

IBM PC, XT & AT

SINGLE PIECE PRICE

Features:
• Monitor full duplex async data
• Log Monitored Data to Disk
• Post Acquisition Analysis
• Inject Data in Either Direction
• Integrated Breakout Box
• 9 LEDs Monitor Signal Levels
• Simple menu driven interface
HiTech Equipment Corp.
ErrE 9560 Black Mtn. Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126
(6191 566-1892

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card

$475

GET
21
53
108

5.25" DS- HD 96 TPI
350" DS- DD- 135 TPI
5 25" DS- DD BASF No Logo

u

NAsHijer
5 25 DS / DD- 48 TPI
HD 96 TP1
525" DS -

525" DS- 00-96 TPI
350" DS- DO- 135 TPI

BULK

pre-formatted
also available!!!
52
1.09
1.15
1.39

+5 62c5"forDST-v0v801;4/18aTbePils

RIBBONS
-Please

75
81
1 49
1.19
1.45
42

29e

STORAGE
for , ntorm,ith» ,'

We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems.

TERMS: viSA Mastercard o, AME% COO add 53 00 Prepaw ue,„.1
•
discount. POs accepted torts reCognized rnstitutions and corporattorts on Net . i
,
Shipping: S4/100orlewe disks Form . - le, ARCl/FP0 pleasecall Redir, •
shipping on large, Quantities HRS. 8arn to 6 (mountain tint.).

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 RAIBE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
406-38T 5355

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

ORDERING INFORMATION

Toll Free Order Line:

Information Line

1-800-523-9681

1-801-572-3589

TLX-9102404712

FAX- 801-572-3327

DISKCOTECH
DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. •
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84092
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
305

MICROMINT'S Gold Standard in Single Board
Computers
Controllers
ImageWise

BCC52

Serial Digital Imaging SySteM

rsA.SIC 52 Computer/Controller
The AUCROMINT EICCM ComOPPEK
Cana« e astand-alone engin board
rner,
lecCelputer khan needs only a
power supply and ternanal to become a
.omplele system programmable In
BASIC or machine language The
ISCCSII uses the Intel 6039AH USK
microprocessor which contains aROM
resident 81( byte lloanng porn, BASK'
interpreter hcontains socbets for us'
lo deK bytes ot RAM/EPROM m
trelelhgent 2764/128 EPROM pro
damner 3parallel ports asend
rernunal pon .011 auto baud rate
selecoon asend pnnter port

The BCC110. only aYo r35 uses the WIle 64160 CMOS Za0 testmalon compatible
processor as abcronlas SIMso m.1515.10% engin board conpaters Configured
normally for process control &Red( ol memory. 6parallel /0 pots. onsole penal
peri RS434M430463 selectable mu glary send port. and an Interrap, Oren ROM.
resident multnaslang ILASIC.160 compk-r. the bCC1110 area the mine a•pin I/0
«WIS., ban aS MaCtOrrilnls BCC'S, controller board
PROCESSOR
•CMOS 1111.60 • EMU» bey, CPU Mbar PLCC esche
MEMOM
•Up to r441( bytm mu memory mt..
•ry8lt olnihe gap, P. eye». EPROM WM.
•ri. riermena PAM ,3461
•Pull hecuon ah POM month» «laded
1141PlintlUIPUI
•Crook RS.» serial bon san auto had me elm to tofreend
•Peopera tonal pon. ISOM abet »Were RS.4». Rfaral of R5445
•Mt be tyabrecaahrl
•5« 00•••ildir Omagh Me BCC bed adex cone..
onotwortt ant CONNECIICNS
•Dual ripen 10 unr, rab. connector
•CoeMethir mar al Mororret PCC me, PO mom». I...
•
0,04n mien lot ex badnedcead pule pork
•al on (Wets lw Seto,. ore,* PO
•so par hemie la libra awe, end per
•4tut, lennsub lot Kaye. , , onreacen
BCCI800-20

BCCS2 5
Ns«. re Comrade/Comforter
Se10.00
OEM too QUANTITY MICE
Stage»
BCCS3
MICROMINT INTRODUCES A STAKLALONE SERIAL DIGITAL IMAGING SYSTEM lb.
MICUOMINT Intagen/1•• • Senn MOWN beagles Spasm o the tub, cou elleoraae
and ernalde high perlorrnanCe grap‘ale Oder, Cbgittring Pete«, In rire made, te-Jay
The ImemeWise symem has been designed lo lunctiun m astandalone dlgtheer or as
en ever:rel. omponen, cg aLomplog rele onapirg system ismgeWl••• • nab ba
drgoued rouges Ova gafros unarmsal Lompanblay mth any computer
doclung to amodem of ternmnal
n ideally staled Irx CAD/CAM
1).1210p Publishing autornalc inspedron and sourgy applaatairo
Crier .1-Smt.M tunC110n3 soda as mage r.olulion and pelure update can be
.0m- sited and commanded remsgely rouges are arrnsmared and ruewed mnalE•
tuber torrwrened or uncompressed and can be displayed rransmined stored.
edited. Of processed to use m avane) cg Industry sundard applaation sol arare

ACC I80-1

SB180FX —$409.00
SIMIk Bard Computer

DWI
13001

MAO« MON.. MMERICA110/411
PPC03360P
IMPUROUIMII
•nano MM. mi 413a CPU or •
•Cora. riSma ernal pre marawo
m per MCC paw«
baud me elm, e » ma bur
•Peen. RH» renal per hp in
•Sumner al rm
set
embey emu me heel
incturfnemamm mead.
•tam p.m pm....
•Wpm. Wrrom
s hymn name mere
•sir ..... yonal
•Perte. PAY teeth
•ow mom recedine MM. Om.
•111»
ma»
en s0,04b me., boars our
•Orelma and ler port
...soy the aceramor
...Memel Dow hbernom mum
•Cm he dime mend e 0,0646
Con..
00 rob Rm.. aptat
•ectennel Amrehronms Send
•fully neon.. SCS had are.
Commmonon heerbo
ronommunoshm
ify.Propneenahre
PLOOPPMAIM
ilderreaCt
Woad then
•Wm 34.1...renno.
•m memo,
roman
aDud pa ear .0eau nal
•Cam... mth NEC IPA con..
repren
•enophaaerjma wpm.
••
lamer and it am
•Can con.. sYir
MO quern ...an
atirames-. ert in err rontemacts
MEMORY
•ends Im. numodumme am
•3011thfre. ahem Pamlt, Ama
mean sew oneolod Moan clone
r--dam
ter. RAY
•NCR »CM SCSI Om one...b.
•balm or lat ama
grim of
41141
no.. corranumamon
»4 my» EPROM mask
sommer COMPA1164.11,
•ha Amy.
0061mederx
•CPal AMOS WPM Comma.
norm

Stoanen, tunmade board as de, nte.
abom with ZSmlem rol.are ina luting ZPOOS Fr ne
ohror urrhues ZAS ar.rublet and 21 HA debugger BIOr
and POM mom.. hart,. and 1310, h• SCSI hahl.1,•
howled.. tse 3.4 . Ws le lore», PSDD dote

'
rupee., Delon rTransmute,
II/noel/1w Omen», Ihsple

OEM 100 QUABRITY POKE

BCC22
Mom
Seas to

•
‘$),(4,t OEM.286
v.

4all 0, Peer

• DtmereaMS 4' aNi'
• 11 Graphic characre,
• 128 displayable characters • SYr th lose reyersemdec sotto doplay
•la 'Me, x80 char/curs
a .,ewe. lumens
•Separate trauma & receteer baud • o control funcnons
rates, iio orgosbpo
• Daecrk Owes compo,n ogee, , a
•CRT relresh al so - 60 112
separated syne 'Meer
• IJ, Junctions are armoree.
•Supports sunned and encoded
beyboards
comolled Source code »Wear

$620.00

complete PC/AT-COU

TERMFMTE Sman ltrourtal Bond
PARALLEL Encoded ASCII ILEYISCIARD
plugs chrec uy Into '113MMRE

II40.00
I 111.00

European Distributor:
LB. Designs
Cirencester, Glos. England
Tel: 0285 68122
Manufacturer Representatives:
Access Technology
Placentia, CA 92670
Tel: ( 714) 996-3917

OTINI Olen these kaaires
•Ad•maed flophas controller prunes Intelegent Anis between eonettmund
Wet
•Only 57505 mg, barbs oar veer an % Poe SboorX computer
•11e211 resolution at alow cost 6•0 a410 Mth 16 ol
0010f3
•harten. drawn@ commands UNE. RECTANGLE POLYUNE. POLYGON CM
I
CLE ELLIPSE ARC FILLED RECTANGLE PAINT PATTERN WINDOW ne COPY ,
lo name bol aWe
•Auteelatic translaten 01 lopcal % Tr coordmann to pl/paCal battle butler
addresses
• Fam drawing speed olA ma'am noels per, wooed
•Prondes loti programmable homorgal spla screens and mndcra screen
•Full, supported bp 011110 Graphed Toolbu mien In Module sr

BYTE • MARCH 1988

$249.00

Tern,MIte Smart Temboal
Wler Pay 33013 of more Ire asmar, terminar Rs TelillarTE fr oft.,
lolloreng undue* bOattl or lehs Man Or the price

BCCIP2
accrtIC

rire CITIBO hm. Nab fit
10(013 rred ere., Moe
'memo, and arrears,
PG15 durpos Is orally
compatele mrh mrlually
all mmdard and trulliscan
CRT month rrs awl has a
connes Mr te al 1661 PC
bryboard

306

&woo

EDMNG FEATURES Kutner clew lo screen lo space or nu.l. erase to end f.1
page erase to end ol lee absolum cursor addresurg
VIDEO ATTRIBUTES Keene oldeo nett In:enrol, doobk neathr double smith
underlined belang and blanb daimon
BUS CONFIGURATION MICROMINT ISCC-compauble or no ors canner non
neccemary or sued .
alone operanu ,me mad
beyboard

poie
vle

Combo Cowley Expulsion Boxed
Mt RCM min
Graced Doyley Excels.% Board
(TEL RCM and Analog 12(181

.

•MOW 11•11/13/1 IN INDWIIIIAL tarsatarrat WM. - CALL 013.1.01011111111011

GT180 —

OT11101

hernhe
• we, .,A0 clip nocrocompute
• On board my brae mummer
• et on board prifiled tons A seal pre
• er Interrupts la enema»
• lust comet a GI end me cueol
programs In Brno

SCCII

$ 395.00
Graphms Display bysteM

0E1601

USK Contraer

NASIC Sloper Cu
st».00

outbound PC Minaret» anwern brametnne• 111« lox um MP popular Deanum
and Pum Proilemm.

SP, roof X • 144 /MIX computer board populated tat
eselt bytes PAM el( byre ROM rnonnor without SCSI Lher,
Add S.® Iota Me.

$139.00

BCC11

• 61( topes ol RAM or EPROM
memory on bode
• Baud rates rto em Bps
• Dala and utireu bra aoallablr tor
anal memo«, and lOr expareden
• Consumes la/Ml ame at VS. • le
- 1017

• Ihder Input
mil pa» to pc» MW , ocuAnr, uhre terry.tun
• naden Output tS 03en
re peak to pee VISC commute odeu
• Sena! Inpu00,apro RS - 6be aw slop be no panty
bps rer 6111be sdeciaNe dam tale non Yon 116mbhateny barl,b rdeci
daia oreoprehunn onion,
• neon compote Laub Mown as aode° retephone h.. send
mkro imager anfanere
• C.dro proceumg deb upluad/dvarnkhel end Men utattem Puma.
Ira PC DOS arel MS told nucleon

Slilleflul-30

*NM RianAme Ir INDUSIIIIAL MUMMY! MOE - C. PO 01.0110104710N

• 3101 bur âmemier - . an birroun mend..
• /ere tome grabber - ours a »ill roe. 'lash AiD co»ener and 6413
trees. r141A RAM. capture an image 01 ronth »coed
• Acrepir arre KW or tent M1154:
ognal
• Stores praurer areas bries al Me pore na mars gra,cale
• resolution. umber Iled image 1r rotneare rek, gable all emegm
repreeme3 en 64 levels ol çray rr ale
Wearable beholunons
High VS6a944X6
M. Oita terse
64. the

339 ,

am Queen or/sx1( RAM. Mo /Mau ROM

1111110MI

Multi Fur«. lion Experthion board •001(
adds 6ports and 6.2 K bytes
0160..

IMAGINME SYSTEM SPECIFIC...Etas

YA012 assembled and lolly socbeted BCC reo Compute'
Controller nth 525 bytes of mark pm. ROM Month..
BASIC 160 & eat., nt soluare and user . Manila/
For additional 136K DRAM add
Slat®

$199.00 -

1090 00

_tacte

epee'

cal61.19-„s

Ise

Microfuture
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: (
415)657-0264

tel°

MICROMINes 0011-2•5 lacomplete PCMICPU and more Me 00MSIS is the
loar loa power robos e companion Mich An beendpeolkally designed or OEM
tise Mdm de rekstnal and bounty surer, The alattgi lemon the Zymu
0406 POM:11 se, and Iowa cunodable hied BIOS The decelopmerd ot the
POPC_H chip set ho allured the IN IC serr astandard AT to be reduced to PO IC s
and no 51/AMS What the means tor pou N
0 The email rite Aastandard ATCPU has been tundened Into the expansion
cud tern Lure usN• • s r
Pl Perder rurreenents are less then rAes apAro
al 0E11 I» pugs moatmew haclelane kw easy conneuen ro othe,r rapan
non tumbrels
flap 00M-USe ffedable et both aand rod*: sermons and comes mill the hoard
DIOS
one!» PEAZURCS
Ices AT r..mpant33e
60E86 tax.rnero....».4 of so Wu
sum co Precut. onc.tut
64 leaner or PrVa can mconmodee Yea Mere,
Ste Abram ol RAM
Varyboard creme.
Uproot, card sue largo
Standard
e 1, he Symem Expnerre bur
battery bar bed real nrne
mrse 810, .
ex laded
0[614•4/10
OP.M444/90

roM112 ARCPU
85ireT PASSIVE BAC (DIAN t

0E1141WIO

too QUAKER,/PRICE

To order call
1'800-635-3355
for technical information 14203)-871-6170
TELEX: 643331

FAX (203) 872-2204

Micromint, Inc.
4Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066

-keees)
Tm

CAT

8MHZ

CAT

BASE SYSTEM

•512K ( 120 NS)
•200 Watt Power Supply
•AT Style Keyboard
•Western Digital Controller
•Teac 1.2 Meg Floppy
•Legal Blos w/manuals
•Systems Documentation
• 1 Year Warranty
•Clock Calendar
10 MHz - O Wait State w/100 NS

881811111111

$36900
OPTION A
Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card
wiper port

$498 00

$738 00

OPTION C
12 . Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card
wiper port
20 Meg Hard Drive

COMPLETE KITS
279 0°
299 00
429 00
459 00

ST225 & ST238 come with Western Digital Controllers

EV-920
EV-940
EV-945
EV

349 00

60Meg Internal w/Qic-02 .
60Meg External w/Qic-02

595° 0
868 00

by TEAC

LOGITEC MOUSES

Logitech C-7 Bus or serial
Logl cadd Mouse & Cadd
Logl Publisher Mouse & Publisher
Logl Paint

88 0°
149°°
129 00
119 0°

COPROCESSORS

41125

Requires DOS 3.21 or Above
720k w/mounting Brackets
109"

DIAMOND SCAN MONITOR

102 ,,
149 0,
179 0,
249 ,0
289 ,,
498 ,,
787 ,0
295
6,,
5,,
4,,

15CMS

256k 10ONS
256k 12ONS
256k 15ONS

•
MITSUBISHI "
ff‘k ELECTRONICS

• 1371A • EGA-CGA-PGA-MDA
• NTSC Video • 800x560,_

List 889 00
EVEREX
EVEREX
EVEREX
ATI EGA

ea
ea
ea
ea

5U9 1) °

Mead's

EGA VIDEO CARDS

EV657B Autoswitch
EV657 Autoswitch w/par
EV660 PGA
Wounder

139°0
149.°
849°°
2090°
3090°

ATI VIP

Western Digital
Controllers
' • '

79.
89»
149"
149"
9.
8.

-

Mead

79°°

List 299 00

Intel Above Board

•2010 - 128K Exp to 2Meg
•PC AT Compatibles
• Provides Conventional-Expanded &
Extended
Mead's

199 0°

TRADEMARKS ARE REGISTERED
with their respective companies

ALL

800-654-7762
SALES
7AM-6PM PST

702-294-0204

RETURN 0F A SELL OUT

101500 EPSON TRACTORS

Mead

109 00

TANDON TM100-2A

•Thu was the
used by IBM
•zull Height
•360k
List 249u

orignr.

drive

Mead's

89 00

List 99 0°
Epson

Mead

Bar Code

• DC 300 XLP
•45 Meg ( 450 h)
• individually Wrapped
•5 Year Warranty

49 00

Read,

llst 39 0°

Call

Mead's 14 00 ea

MOUSE

NEC COMPOSITE MONITOR

• Requires Slot & Serial Port
•Compatible with PC-XT
• Mouse System Compatible
•3 Button Mouse

• 12" Green Screen
•JB1201 New 90 Day Warranty
•Work w/IBM (olf color graphic adaptor
SANYO APPLE

List 99 ,,

Mead's

39 00

List 199° 0

Meac

79° 0

NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

FAX
702-294-1168

TERMS:
MC • VISA • COD • CASH

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
30 Minutes from
Las ecas

z

Customer Service • Order Status

1000 Nevada Highway • Unit 101

9AM-4PM PST

Boulder City, Nevada 89005

Circle 157 on Reader Service Card

3M Equivalent Data Cartridges

•Epson discontinued these but Mead
has acquired last 450 units

• Full Height/Factory Fresh
• 80 Mil. Sec.
• 3 Month Warranty

Black Face Drive
•Half HT Floppy
• New - 90 Day Warrant/

List 545 ,1

8037 5Mhz
8037 8Mhz
80287 6Mhz
80287 8Mhz
80287 10Mhz
80387 16Mhz
8038' 20Mhz
MEMORY UPGRADES

10MEG HARD DRIVE

1.2 Meg Disk Drive

List 199 00

59 00
31/
2 DISK DRIVES

MEAD Computer has just purcnased these items from an OEM at a liquidation price
We are passing these sayings and warranties on to you!

MITSUBISHI
• 51
4
/

84°°
179 0°
239° 0
139 00

50% — 80% OFF LIST PRICE

Oume ', HT 360k 79.

Tandon TM100.2A 89.

• 150 Watt
• UL Approved
• Direct PC Replacement

LIQUIDATION SALE - ALL ITEMS LISTED BELOW

229.°

FLOPPY DRIVES

Toshiba 720k 3', 109.

nie
nie
nie
nie
nte
nie
te

$1325 00

POWER SUPPLIES
ti,s*9

US Robotics—Complus—AddA
1200 Baud w/Bitcom 1 yr Warranty
69°°
1200 Baud External. 1 yr Warranty
119 00
2400 Baud Interne,. 1yr Warranty
149°°

TAPE BACKUPS
40Meg Internal XT or AT

$1265 00

4‘ l

EuerCom 12 300/1200bps
Internal 300/1200/2400 ..
External 300/1200/2400
Pocket Modem

OPTION C AT
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card
wiper port
20 Meg Hard Drive

OPTION fi AT
640a200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card
wiper port

$1099 00

X

ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables
S1251 40Meg 1/2 HT 40 Mil w/software
ST4051 40Meg Full HT w/software

1

OPTION A AT
Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card
wrpar port

MODEMS

eSeagate

Mitsubishi 12Meg 79.

12

$798 30

HARD DRIVES

110D 10Meg

121119,4911

NktIIMM11111111111111111111111111

$898 00

OPTION 8
640s200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card
wiper port

Irwin Tape Back Up

286-10

BASE SYSTEM

• 256K ( Optional 640K)
• 150 Watt Power Supply
• AT Style Keyboard
• 4.77 or 8 MHZ
Keyboard Selectable
• FDC Controls 4 Disk Drives
• 8087 Socket
• 360K Floppy Drive

12

TM

Purchase Orders from Qualified Flrms
Personal Checks • AE add 4%
VISA

UPS

06.1t5,

SHIPPING: ( Minimum
• Federal Express

N1ARCH 1988 • BYTE

625 1

307

COMPLETE 12 MHz
ZEROMEBille„,FIEFEM
Can you believe it? Yes you can!
32 MB hard drive. 12 MHz Mi0 Wait State. Fully AT
compatible. Our complete '
286 system ready to plug in and
fly right out of the box! At the amazing price of only $1,295!
How is it possible? By buying direct from the manufacturer that's how. ZEOS International offers you the finest,
best-backed fully AT compatible systems available . . . at
factory direct prices.
We think you'll agree, this is the very best value you'll
find anywhere.

ZEOS® Customer Assurance Program
Compare not only our features but
the ZEOS® Customer Assurance Program as well: 1. Full refund within
30 days of shipment if you are not
absolutely satisfied. 2. One full year
limited warranty on parts and labor. 3. Federal Express replacement
of any failed parts for your first
year of ownership.

And every ZEOS® system is fully assembled, burned-in
and tested in our own laboratories. We would like to build
one for you. Give us acall today!

OTHER ZEOS OPTIONS:
II Basic System Only: Everything except ahard
drive. $995
II Complete 77MB hard drive system! Only $1,595
• EGA Upgrade. 14" EGA color monitor with ZEOS EGA
card. Fully tested. Add $495
II Many other drives and options available. Call Tall Free
for details, 800423-5891.

ONLY

11 /

NEVI! ZEOS® '386 Motherboards!
ZEOS® 80386 motherboards, 16 or
20 MHz, Zero-Wait state. Up to
16MB of 32-bit memory on board.
Plus on board options include Weitek 1167 Math Co-processor, 80387,
80287, FDC and SCSI HDC. Ideal for
upgrades and OEM systems. Only
$1395.00

Heavy Duty 200W Power Supply.

STANDARD FEATURES INCWDE:
12" High Resolution Amber Screen
TTL Monitor with Tilt & Swivel
base. Easy on the eyes!

II Real Time Clock/Calendar with
Battery Backup.
512K, 8Ons Memory expandable to 1MB on the Motherboard.

8 86
I ro-" ait tate ot erboard with 8I/O slots and socket
for 80287 Math Co-processor.

• Hard and Floppy Drive Controller.

la 6/12 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard
Selectable, Zero Wait-State.
Phoenix BIOS!

U Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.
1.2 MB High
Capacity Floppy
Drive.

Deluxe AT-style Case,
Security Keylock,
Reset Button,
LEDs.

32MB hard drive.
• High Resolution
Monochrome
Graphic Card.

Full 101 key ATstyle Keyboard,
Mechanical Tactile
with Pleasant
"Click"
Feel.

II FCC approved.
And More!

AT is aregistered trademark
of IBM Corporation.
Due to currency fluctuations and other factors
beyond our control, prices
are subject to change
without notice.
Call for complete
warranty details.

In Minnesota Call: 612-6334591
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310
VISf
MUM'
308

ZEOS
«1111111,

COD

BYTE • MARCH 1988

ORDER NOW TOLL F
800-423-5891

INTERNATIONAL, LTD
530 5th Avenue NW. Suite 1000
St. Paul, MN 55112
Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

riffern•

Penn. Station, Amtrack Level
Beneath Madison Sq. Garden,NY.,NY. ( 212)594-7140
Open Mon- Wed, 8:30-8/Thurs & Fri,8:30 — 9/Sat & Sun, 10-7

115 Nassau St. NY.NY. 10038 Bet. Beekman 8c
Ann Sts.(212)732-4500 Open Mon— Fri, 8:30-6:30
9 Dl

5 hi

Closed Sat

FOR ORDER
& INFORMATION
CALL TOLL
FREE
1(800)345-7058
1(800)345-7059
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
EQUITY 1+
COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

• Keyboard

•12" High Resolution Monitor

$769
Same Ptsg. w/One Floppy $ 1049
& 20 MB Hard Drive
Same Pkg. w/Two 360K $ 849
Floppy Drives

NrEc
TELEX 422132 HMOLLER

• IBM XT Computer • IBM Keyboard

Personal System II Model 25

PS II Model 25 w/Color Monitor $ 1299

$1499

IBM XT Package with 2 $ 1
360K Floppy Drives

1BM Personal System Il Monitors
8503 Mono
$249
8512 Color
$ 479
8513 Color

HARD
DRIVES

EPSON

HARD DRIVES d CARDS

EX- 86E
FX-286E
FX-800
LO- 800
LO- 850
LO- 1000
LO- 1050
EX- 800
EX- 1000

STAR

$319.95
$469.95
$429.95
$389.95
$489.95
$539.95
$659.95
$419.95
$459.95

,
PANASONIC

DESKPRO MODEL 2

$1349
$ 1579
POWERMATE
1879
with monitor

$ 1150

MODEL 1

82190

TOSHIBA

$2899

321- SL ..... $479.95
341- SL
$849.95
351-11 $799.95

DESKPRO 286
MODEL 20

commodore

$ 199.95

OKIDATA
OKI-120 $ 189.95
CK1MATE20.$139.œ,
CKOATA180_$219.95

HEADSTART

i:=11

PC/XT

IBM PC/XT

COMPATIBLE

COMPATIBLE

Laserjet
Series

II
res1649
IBM PC/XT
COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

PACKAGE
..PC10-1 Computer
••512K Expandible
Drives- 7Expansion
Slots 512K Expandable to 768K • Parallel &
Serial Ports • Mouse • Available in
Color or
Monochrome System. ()venire° Worth of
Software- NO CHARGE!

02 Monitor

& Adapters • Package of 10 Diskettes
•All Hook-up Cables

$529
Same Package with
20MB Hard Drive

Mono System
$7

Color System

LAPTOPS
TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA 1000
720K Floppy Drive
•512K RAM • 4.77
MHz
Super Twist
LCD Screen

$799

ZENITH181
$ 1549
ZENITH 183
$2239
SPARK by DATAVUE
640Kw/2720K DRIVES
$1099
SPARK EL
$1199

DOS • Mono-Graphics Card • High
Resolution Mono Monitor • FREE Word
Processing Software

$
679

COMMODORE 1902 RGB
Color Monitor
THOMPSON 14" CGA
Monitor
THOMPSON ULTRA SCAN
MAGNAVOX EGA
Monitor
with

EGA Card

$214
$289
$469
&339

$459

lEcol

•Keyboard • 360K
Floppy Drive • 4.7-7.16
MHz • 12" Monitor
•8088-2 P-ocessor

$799
Same Kg w/20 MB Hard Drive...$1049

LEADING EDGE

MODEL 02

640K RAM Expandable to 1MB • 80286
Processor • 6/8/10 MHz •
CGA/EGA
Serial/Parallel Ports • 12- Monitor • Key Board

$1269

Same Pkg. w/20 mb Haro Drive...$1529

l
eP0.21 PACKAGES

.Apple IIC or IIE
Keyboard . 5.25 - Disk
Drive • 12" Monitor • All
Hook-up • Cables and
Adaptors • Package of
10 Diskettes
APPLE IIC
APPLE IIE

Apple IIGS Computer . 3.5"
Drive•Apple ROB Color Monitor
Pckg. pf 10 Diskettes • All
Cables & Adapters • Apple
Software

$

1

379

MAC PLUS Computer Package $ 1579
IMAGEWRITER Printer $449
MAC SE Computer w/Dual Drive....$1949
MAC SE Computer w/20MB
APPLE Hard Drive
$2499
APPLEWORKS Software $69

Disk

.
729

SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD

Commodore 44/C Computer • Commodore 1541
Disk Drive • Computer Printer • 12"
$399
Computer Monitor

NOW
IN STOCK!
LOW PRICE!

AMIGA 1010 DISK DRNE
AMIGA 1020 DISK DRIVE
AMIGA 501 • 512K EXPANSION

084 RGH COLOR MONITOR
BRIDGE CARD • RF MODULA TOI
THESE A ALL OTHER
PERIPHERALS IN STOCK

64/c PACKAGE

1571

LEADING EDGE

MODEL D PACKAGE

"iiirmiei 0
CACSiIGÀ 2000

commodore

128 PACKAGE

>Commodore 128 Computer • Commodore
Drive • Commodore 1902 Color Monitor
>Commodore 1515 80 Column Printer

UU

MONITORS

NEC MULTISPEED EL
$ 1549
NEC MULT1SPEED
$1249
TOSHIBA 1200
$2299
TOSHIBA 3100/20
$3050
TOSHIBA 1200
$2295

commodore

NO ADDITIONAL

Keyboard • 640K RAM Power - Turbospeed
4.7/8MHz • Two360K Floppy Drives • MS-

$899 $ 1049

89

$1199
30 w/720

$579 $799

4 7 MHZ. tD.81Floppy

*Serial & Parallel Ports

PS/2 Model

Floppy Drive & 20MB IBM
Hard Drive

10M PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE PACKAGE

VENDEX

PC10-1

MODEL 30 PACKAGE
• IBM Computer • Two 720K Drives
• 640K RAM • Built-in Graphics
• Serial/Parallel Ports • Optional 12"
Monitor

*512K RAM Computer

NX-1000....$169.95
NX-15
$289.95
NB-2410 $399.95
NB-2415 $559.95

10801-11 $ 159.95
10911-11

DESKPRO 286

w/20MB Hard Drive

$529

PRINTERS

SEAGATE
20MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller $ 279
30MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller $ 319
40 MB1 / 2Ht. w/Controller $449

• 800288 8 MHz Processor • 640K
RAM • 1.2 MB Floppy • 17 Monitor

$ 1049

PS II Model 60 wy44•AB Hard Drive &
1720 kFloppy Drive
$3599

279

mit_Inrimiu e
•• • sia

,/

256K RAM Expandable to 640K• 360K
Disk Drive • 20MB Hard Drive • Package of 10 Diskettes • ( Monitor
Optional)

EVEREX EGA CARD
$ 139.95
MINISCRIBE
40MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller $389
CMS 20MB Card
$ 339
CMS 30MB Card
$379

to 840K
•360K Disk Drive
*Enhanced Keyboard

SYSTEM

$2599 •

POWERMATE I
PACKAGE

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPArIBLE

PERSONAL
2

720K Floppy
Drive & 20MB
IBM Hard Drive -

•Serial/Parallel
parts • Cox of 10 Diskettes

-

MOli-421 SAM-4PM

MODEL 50

•1,40K RAM w/Clock
Calendar • 360K Drive

'

FORCALL
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
(
718)965-8686

PERSONAL
SYSTEM 2

IBM PC/XT

, •

IN(212)732-4500
N
.
Y
.
S
.CALL

*‘`-»

AMIGA
500 w/1084
AMIGA
500 w/1084/1010

t.o.rtrod occea,konk chocka,Nlastercard,Vco,ANIEX,D.nor's Club, Carte Plancho,Docover Card and COD, arcepted
surchargo for cr•da téke4 ed.,. Non -" odes/ check.. must coal 1-6 wools damn" Money ...... are nen " orleed checks

c
i
tICS711 :1
ORDERS

$769

$
979
Phrase

add 1% for shoppng ond handbag hIconten ' hotpot( charge
8111. APO,FP0 end PO Boo add
- pie." call fer shIppol
charges
fi Y rood". add applcobh solos too Prom and " oilskin, subs" ro change cahoot nelae Not ressert.ble fer
"peg" oho" Iee'er' Return of defective a...hand." mutt Na.. pre, return ato heroaten numb., r ...... se.11 nos ke accosted
IBM PC/XT aro reinter.' I/ad...fly of ...... tesnol Soleness Math.", Lorp
F•r your prstectren.e. chock I" croda card lhoh

All orders con I" " toped Ao Ewe's

lOr deg..

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

L6b1. -179S -Z1Z ' ON XVI

5iiri

Serial

11111111 II> Parallel

SIBEC II

FREE!
Turn- key
PC Systems
Handbook

NEW 11 88

yysy

AWinIer

SIN

Save Time and Money
OVel 1000 Hard lo
Harchvare and Sol1wa ,e

Convert What You Have
To What You Want I

The ideal solution for embedded control
applications and stand alone development

No longer will your peripheral choices be limited by the type
of port you have available! Our new High Performance on
Series Converters provide the missing link. Ba tea on r
,e
latest in CMOS technology, these units feature Inc l•
rate selection to lee, with handshake signal, to mar
transter efficiency ,
Detailed documentation al
simplified installation. Order the Model 770 ( WPM/ o!
Model /75 ( Per/Ser) TOdey!
ld•Fl

0017 S 89. "

inErtrenics

e

400 Daily Lane

SP
qe
*()

UPS Sn,vvir. OM

PO Boa 5210
Grants Pass. OR 97527

Call ( 503) 474-6700 or 474-6701

RS 232ilEEE QM Networks

• iSBX' Expansion Bus
• Highest Quality
• 1 Year Warranty

Ruggehred PC s

r
k Binary
L. Pr

Ma e S•

Rack MN 802136

Box 67 Mender

'

For FAST Delivery

eflabios you to configure the
BEST prOduCts from the «ono s
leading PC hardware and

80386

software vendors into nsk free

Laboratory Aulomal.on

turn key System Solutions that

MHZ AD

meet your needs

Dgitai Scopes lo 200 MILI

Technology, Inc.

PO

«

A HOwlo-HandbOOk that

StnOtwq 8 S.7°
Motor Controls

Inquire about our 2051 product development
kit for the IBM PC/XT/AT.

101

I
AV:1•72 .1:ow

• 8052 Basic CPU
• PROM Programmer

$228.00 an, 1
Call Now! ( 603) 469-3232

15 ia
'III r

Intilfes1 lo TOChnKal
PC UseN

•RS232 Serial
• Centronics Parallel
•8 Baud Rates
• Handshake Signals
•Latched Outputs
• Compact 3% 0 4% it

emu

11911.8 01 Se•CLal

1400 Speed Bus AdaMms

Ton Free Hotline for application

Waveform Synthesners

assistance and Convenient one

Data Loggers

Step ShOpping at compel.,

PC Bus Expansion Chassis

prices

A. Much More

Guaranteed

100% SatiSfachoe

Gall or write tor a FREE
handbook today!

NH 03770

203-786-515 r
ANN 500 pm .

is a tradernek of Intel Corporation

Circle 73 on Reader Service Card

Circle 265 on Reader Service Card

DYNAMIC RAMS

Software for hard d‘sks
•DOS partitions to
1GIGABYTE
•Spans two drives in one
bootable partition
•Supports big drives on
AT and XT
•Secures data
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

1MBIT
51258
41464
41256
41256
I/ 41256
41264
V' 4164

loons
loons
isons
100ns
12Ons

Isons
isons
15Ons

ZirPlco.sarsn,

•PROCESSORS
80387-16

.,

il:

$475.C4)

80287-10 iornlic
80287-8
ern.
80287.6
8087-1

$30.00
$ 6.25
$ 4.15
$ 4.95
$ 4.85
$ 4.60
5.95
$ 2.10

Pease C

• E_PHWAS
27C101

750ns

026500
$245.00

290512
275 '
2

2.0^.
25(..

sm.
larnliz

$ 165 00
$ 106.00

27C258

Z....
26ons

8087-2
80137

ar8112
5re.

8147.00
$ 104.00

V.30

Ovillo

8 12.75

V-20

INN.

$ 21.00

1/.20

0
,,
Iii

$ 10 75

27268
n '
2•8
27C(NA

20.'
s

200.

27134
250.
• &AUKS
43256
t2Ons
4364

i5Ons

that
2900
15.00

revs

650
oh
475
050
425
13.95
425

I.C. EXPRESS
16358 Vailey Blvd Gay of Indushy,CA 91746 Tot 818 369 2688
MD, R L011
RI F LMon n8 IL,T)

920
53 shipping/
handling
California orders
add 6%

2870 Fit th Avenue
Suite 201
San Diego CA 92103

,

619/298-9349

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

(BOO) 892-8889 • ( 800) 882-8181
L

LOGIC
LAB jo

ocomplete logic development system

•Complete System Including Programmer, Sample
GAL Devices, Software and all Cabling.
•Programs GAL Devices Including 16V8, 1628,
20V8, & 39V18.
•Allows Prototyping of 42 different standard PLD s.
•Includes Updated Equation Assembler Software.
•Accepts All Standard JEDEC Download Files.
•Software Updatable.
•30 Day Money Back Guarantee.
•Visa and Master Cord Accepted •
CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK
Programmable Logic 7echnologies, Inc.
PO Box 7567

ALI MEFIGNANDISLE 15 100% GUARANTEED VIRLI PROMPT DELIVERY

Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

Longmont CO 80507

GAL is a ', Oared Irodernorl
1..e• SemLconcluooLCoLponaLLon
ri

Pn 1303) 77.7 9059

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card

IT'S NOT 29 . PLUS THIS AND THAT, IT'S

29°

2tor 1replacement guarantee

Inot only a
printer buffer I
DCB

With sleeves, tabs, labels
EACH

31
2 '5500(11s 25i
/
'D5DD (
Min 25)

99e
$I09

D801205 40MBMiniCattrvdge
3ninDFl Cornpateie ( Min Si
600 120 1.48 Data CannJge
lUe SI

$ 15.90
$19.20

Immediate stepping- Guaranteed satis faction
Cali Or greater discounts on urger Orders ' Subiect I
C availability

ihippng

13 50

per

100% UfetIme Wamm17
min Order SI 50 each add . of

1-800-537-1600
Operator No

227

MC VISA acœpec

p4:15
WiMer

00B -A-84K

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Two systems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as
acomplete development system tor the MOTOROLA
6805 series single chip microcomputers. Model
MCPM-1 supports the MC68705P3, P5, U3, U5, R3,
8 R5 chips. Model MCPM-2 supports the
MC1468705F2 8 G2 cmos versions Both systems are
priced at $ 495 and include a cross assembler program, aSimulator/Debugger program and aprogramming circuit board with driver software. A system is
also avail, for the HITACHI 63705 ZTAT micro.

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE
P.O. Box 53, West Glover, V7." 05875

(802) 525-3458
Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

-

MULTIPLEXOR

-

SWITCH

WITH TWO SEPARATE rerun 'SERIAL AND PARALLEL' ARP
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUTS (SERIAL AND PARALLEL'
CAN BE
USED LIKE STANDARD (WINER
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT e COMPUTERS TO
PRINTER. OR t COMPUTER TO e PRINTERS, OR e COMPUTERS
AND e PRINTERS
AND MORE • I ComPUTER TO s PRINTER•
OR e COMPUTERS TO IPRINTER
MOH CAPACITY - hi KB TO ne KB AND - as KB TO I MP
PAUSE,
COPY AND RESIST FUNCTIONS
MODELS A AND 13,
SERIAL PORTS WITH 7 OR e PITS WORD LENGTH, t OR e stop
BIT. PARITY. XON/X0IN, DTR. CTS

if found initially defective within sir

51/
4 DS00 (
Mn. 1001
29e
D50011an 50i
39e
Co* 51
/'CSOD Min 5
4
C)
49e
51
/-IBM4
AT I
-0 NA 511
79e
It., co to 51
/•01.00 pan rOi $4.29
4
Boeclt0CUfoe5'/.'DSOO
Free Rase Case Win 51
1519

THIS IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

PRINTER BUFFER

on C.. r -

Circle 92 on Reader Service Card

I

.9 Pm.,

195

DCB-13-268K

I

255 ri

ind perellal eablei

ALSO, WI HAVE Till MosT COMPLETE DATA CONVERTIR
'MIT
CONVERTS R5252 SERIAL TO
CENTRONICS PARALLEL
OR VICE VERSA, JUST BY MOVING JUMPERS BAUD RATE afro
PROTOCOL FULLY PROORAMABLII
PROM Ise TO 10t00 Pr''
INCLUDES
DTI.. 1111, XON/XOPP, PARITY, me
•••

•go 1.9

CI Pos..

NINIf end 4.81« NOT included

DCu

1

MINIM

E.".7O
15_O
e...«..

serialOparallel
bi-directional converter
INTECTRA Is, - Dep122?
RIFF TIIRMINAL BLVD

rifiee;
MOUNTAIN VIM./ - CA - 94045
415) 967-8818 TX 345545

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

op.on.,
Shown
wun

gr.Lai
lL
re:

8 MHz TURBO- XT

1140rut r

• 640K of RAM
• 8 Slots
• 360K Disk Drive • Deluxe Keyboard
• 150 Watt Power Supply . Disc Controller
• 4.77 & 8 MHz

''-''

$

• High Resolution Amber Flat Screen
• High Resolution Graphics Card
•Parallel Printer Port

• 17 x9 Near Letter Duality • Adjustable Pusher Tractor
• IBM Graphics
• One Year Factory Warranr,
•Limited Quantity

$

ADD '
148
OPTION B

30 MB XT

ADD $298

30 MB HARD DISK

$
298

MS $ 398

Quantify

TM100-2

LASER PRINTER

$995 *

$

498

Hayes Compatible Is Slot Card
On- board Speaker
' 99
'
149
'169

$

MuLTISYNC

Serial or BUS

With Software

NO- SLOT CLOCK

$

$

EPSON

•

$

'49

$828

488

PRINTERS

LX- 800
9 PIN, 180 CPS -.,\
'
‘..'
,.

LO- 500
24 PIN, 180 CPS

$1 98

$349

LO f(00

List Price ' 299

List Price ' 499

Pa PA C KAR O
LASERJET II
H E W

128

T T

$1798

720K Disk Drive For
Mass Storage or for
Down Loading to your
Lap- Top Computer
Requires DOS 3.20

80287-8 '249
80287-10 ' 299

568
Hardcard 40

LO- 1000, EX- 800, EX- 1000, L0-2500, GO- 3500

Math Co- Processor

8087
$ 109
8087-2 $ 149
8087-1 $ 199
80287 $ 179

Hardcard 20

338

43 MB Card

FOR YOUR PC XT AT

,,.......,
0

civis) Plus 'Aii u

21 MB Card

31/
2"DISK DRIVE

inter

,59

LX- 800, FX-86e, FX-286e, LO- 800, LO-850, LO- 1050

With Software

For Your PC- XT ( Clone) or Apple

•Uses No Slots
• 20 Year Battery
• Includes Software
Plug-in Clock Board for PC

258
List Price '699

" USE
s .
M OL) SE MO
$559 .c, 58 $1 1 8
13 - Color Mond,

' 1.5 MB RAM '198
Extra Toner Cartridge

HARDCARD
, ••
4.

•640 x240 14" Non-glare Tube
•640 x200, 16 Colors
• Includes Free Cable & Tilt- n-Swivel
Manufactured
'' v Samsung

WEC

..w•ma*u'
e-

HP LaserJet , Interlar ' 98

300 x300 DPI Resolution
8 Pages Per Minute

HI -RES RGB
MONITOR

List Price '998
HIres EGA Video Card... ' 148
Hires EGA Monitor... '378
• Dual Mode Monitor
• Non-glare . 31 mm Dot Pitch
•640 x350. 640 x 200
•EGA, CGA. MDA & HGA
• 100% IBM Compatible
• .' ,i=k - 1V-1.- PAM

Including Free Software

•
•

$119

EGA PACKAGE

$75

•

Floppy Disk Controller

•

'Interface Required

Full He,qhf

•

•

i
r

Limited

M.I.P.S. Speedmeter
•200 Watt Power Supply
Dual Hard Disk and

275 Watt Power SuPPlY
Western Digital Hard Disk
•80386 CPU
and Floppy Disk Control lei
$
2798
16 MHz. 0 Wait•
States • Two Year Factory Warrant,
•2 Megabytes of RAM
on Mother Board

r '-' • -se

guaill °

2r) MA Pf: k 1
- Kit

1200 External
2400 Internal w/software
2400 External .....

TOWER TURBO 386

_•
_4_. _._v. . ,
•00 $65
•
r:r.:

i98 •

16 MHz
of 80386
RAM CPU
•512K
• 1.2 MB Disk Drive
•8 Expansion Slots

linam-t- .•,01
Key Enhanced Keyboard
• ('IncYear Warranty

Half Heignt, IBM Compatible

Controller for Your PC/XT

1 $248
1200 BAUD
DELUXE MODEM

ADD $ 298

I
t$

360K DISK DRIVE

Complete Kit with

33

r

798

•6401( of RAM
• AT Style Keyboard $
Expands to 1MB
• One Year Warranty
•200 Watt Power Supply • Clock Calendar

AT DRIVES

-1

,--

20 MB AT

ADD $298

Turbo-AT

40 Megabyte

RIC TURB0 386 •

OPTION C

• Hard Disk Drive, Cables
• Du al Ha rd Disk Con t
ro ll er

RGB Color Monitor
•High Resolution Graphics Card
•parallel Printer Port

0» '.

199 95

•
200 CPS Bi-directional
List
1V2010
Price ,649
• 16K Buffer STAR RADIX

OPTION A

•Hi- Res

200 CPS

----,_
-

_ ----....- ---,
igt

,
4.

1
d
d
'
t

List Price
'2595

Includes Mounting Kit

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE!
Continental U.S.A. ( 800)421-5500

JADE COMPUTER

Inside California ( 800)262-1710
All Others ( 2131 973-7707

Fax Machine ( 213) 675-2522
4901

W.

Rosecrans

Ave.

Hawthorne, CA 90251-5046
MA
01

Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Box

5046

Prices

at

our six

higher.
We accept cash,

store

locations

will

be

Ca. & Tx residents add sales tax

Prices &

availability subject to change without notice.
checks, credit cards or

Shipping

&

handling

purchase orders from qualified firms and

Ground 500/lb

institutions. Minimum prepaid order 515.00.

charge $ 3.00.

charges

UPS Air $ 1 00 lh

via

UPS

minimum

MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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I

BULK DISKS
TDK
KAO
SONY
TDK
DATASAFE
MAXELL
VERBATIM
3M
DATASAFE

5114 DS/HD
5ve DS/HD
31/2' DS/DD
3112' DS/DD
51/4* DS/HD
5ye DS/DD
51/4' DS/DD
51/4' DS/DD
51/4' DS/DD

$1.29
$1.19
$1.17
$1.15
996
64c
59c
576
396

Price Based On Quantity of 200
Includes labels, sleeves & tabs.

800-426-0247
In NJ ( 201) 840-8911
MC

Smaller Qty. Avail.

PRINCETON

VISA

DISKETTE

415 CENTRAL BLVD

BRICK

NJ ,

Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

REAL WORLD I/O
For PC/KT/Ails

AD200 • 1channe,
12- bit AD board
10 kHz sampling
rate
Instrumentabon
amp hoot
ADSC ,
end
5239
ADA300 • 8channel. 8Oit AD. single () A. 24
programmable digital I0 lines
5239
AD500 • 8channel. 12 bit A D board Software
programmable gains of 1.10. and 100 Highly
accurate integrating converter
7digital I0 lines Higo-? inputs
5239
AD100 • Single channel version of AD500 10 digita!
I0 lines Same accuracy and programmable
gams
5149
DA800 • Fast settling 12- bit dual DA converter $ 169
DG24 • Digital I0 board with 24 TTL lines
configurable in software
$ 95
X840 • Easy connect extender prototype
board with terminal strips
549
OEM discounts available
Real Time Device ,,lis

LOCAL AND REMOTE I/O
THE EASY WAY...
•

:::: TEK 4010/4014

•8 analog inputs
•8 contact (status) inputs
•8 relay driver outputs
•6 optional pulse accumulators
•Base Price smith modem. 595.00

11N1.11)10 •
• 1'1'220.
h

$249

5EALEVEL
e
Communi-

cations Board. SYNC/ASYNC
to 880K, DMA, 82530 SCC.
RTS, CTS, RXC, TXC signals
RS 232/ 422/ 485/ 449
compatible.

SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC
PO BOX 1808
EASLEY, SC 29641 USA

3775 his Are.. Suite

Ill

13031447-9251

"We're the I/O specialists"

Circle 85 on Reader Service Card

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

Why are you Missing Out on the
Advantages Offered by

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC?
Smaller Circuit Boards
More Logic on Your Boards
Reduced Assembly Cost
Improved Reliability
Reduced Time to Repair
JUST BECAUSE
You are not quite sure you want to
Tackle all the UNCERTAINTIES Right Now!
Or Maybe, you are not ready to make
The Capital Investment.
Let us help you get to a
Working System
without having to memorize all the new
Part Numbers, Buzzwords, and Characteristics.
without stumbling through the
Synue and Files of another new program
Send us your Logic Diagram,
Karnaugh Map. Boolean Equations
OR
Just tell us what you want it to do
We can supply

TTL. ECL or CMOS
PROTOTYPES, or
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES

314-868-9541

CONVERT YOUR PC
PARALLEL PORT TO SERIAL
Bfal "
Parallel to R5-232
Serial CONVERTER Model 232PSC
Add another serial port
on yOur PC. easily and
economically E1861's
Model 232PSC connects
directly to most PC
compatible parse&
pets, gives you aserial
output. works with practii
calif any serial printer
Parallel to serial CON ,
VERTER comes complete with AC power

,serec:nciasnotesterird' .
Parity, 7or 8Bits, Number of Stop Bits, and Busy
input ( pin 4or pin 20)

'AC, cash orders postpaid P0 etrom rated
accepted lilinvis reSidenIS acICI 6' 4%
'ire Sales

BEIFY.Fennere
1502C Noe> Memorial Cm • PO Be 1040 • Ottes IL 61350

815-434-0846

Circle 32 on Reader Service Card

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card

Everex

AT

1600

Basic System $ 899
MADE

SANE DAY SHIPMENT ,
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FROM MANUFACTURER!
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE!

Write or call for FREE B&B ELECTRONICS
MEG CO CATALOG TODAY' Terms Visa

314-388-5299

E.

Temple

DatatapTM Graph 3.1

for IBM

and 11P9000,

suN3

A NEW STANDARD
FOR

SCIENTIFIC

GRAPH SOFTWARE

at,

'fr H

....TePet
e. ire
et%
..zi re

4 11

Time ( ilsec)

OrennE eCall 55 rvts.r,nor EN.,

trom 01795
System 800 AT

suas
sins

Schwab AT 101AHZ

yvo.

Unparalleled power,
interactivity & ease of use

5799 complete syStem

A ,201.1

USERS, DEALERS, VARS
& MANUFACTURERS

Schwab Computer Center

(803) 855-1581
Circle 236 on Reader Service Card

DCS

7100 Hayvenhurst Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91406
818 902 1611, FAX 818 902 1934

• Dual SIO Serial Interface.
Two independent 8250/16450
ports. COM1 N, versatile, RTS
and CTS. RS- 232/ 422/ 485/
449 compatible
Advanced

livsinar tori,'

Rotdder. CO 80301

PROUDLY
PRESENTS

• ACB-II

•
resoltaimi Ininh
• Suivions 118M. IBA! I

over RS- 232 or over built in Bell 103 or Bell
202 modems. Operates over virtually any
distance over dial up or over multi-drop radio
or cable. A small battery can power the LMX
for up to 4 years. Larger capacity I/0 processors are available.

MICROCIRCUIT DESIGNERS

Circle 228 on Reader Service Card

RUH. ululation
I7 102 omulathm

• Picture file,

The MOJAVE LMX I/O processor communicates with any computer or terminal in ASCII

2115 Green Slope Drive, Saint Louis, Missouri 63136

(814) 234-8087

:::: IBM PC/VT220
EN1220 • 1/
220, 1/niiu/iihimvi
Ii 12 '
$169
• hie
• i.?.?
modes
•(ohu.supron
•lion Key

Circle 233 on Reader Service Card

Developed at Temple University
Mihalisin Assoc. ( 215) 646-3814
600 Honey Run Rd, Ambler,PA 19002
Circle 175 on Reader Service Card

Ilia A

al
... .
.
,L
a
w

65 &

BI%
F

SINCE 1977
Circle 258 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 259)
PC

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

r
mole

LASER PRINTERS

FastData Mini-AT - 8028610 runs 11.5 Norton SI,
512K-1Mb
RAM,
Award
Bios, only 16" wide, 8 slots,
room for 3 half- ht drives.
Speed, drive, power LED's,
key, reset & turbo switch on
front panel. AT-Style Keybd, 200W 110/220V PIS,
FCC app., 1yr wart... $725

H.P. LaserJet Series II
8 Pgs/min, 6internal fonts,
512K RAM HP, LaserJet Plus
1
compatible $ 1,799!

Brother HL8 1Mb, 20 fonts
CALL
NEC Model 890 PS
CALL
AST TurboLaser/EL 512K-3Mb, Ricoh Engine,
Upgradeable to PostScript
$ 1,678
AST TurboLaser/PS ricoh, postscript, AppleMac/PC
I/F, 3Mb, 35 fonts, 300dpi, Fast Graphics!. $2,995

SUPERturbo XT - AT- Style Case & Keyboard, 10
MHz 8088-1,120nSEC RAM 640k, 150W PIS, 360K
Flpy. FCC app, 1yr parts & labor warranty.... $425
AST Premium 286Tm

$ 55./MO. *

Model 140 with 44Mb Dr, 1Mb RAM, S&P Ports,
Cik/Cal, AT-Style Keyboard, 3-G Plus Card with
EGA, CGA, HGC, MS-DOS 3.2, GW-Basic
AST Premium Workstation
CALL
AST Premium/386 - 20 MHz, 0 Wait
CALL
•1to 5year leases available to qualified businesses.

ilr FORTRON
80386-16 MHz Server with 2Mb RAM, 0 wait, 1
para, 2 ser, ports on Mb,. 8 AT, 4 XT slots, 230W,
maxiswitch enhanced keybd, up to 6HH drive, 80287
socket, WD-WA2ctrl, 1.2Mb flpy drive
INOTECH
$2,578
5191 Basic System - 12 Slots, 80286-10 ("0" wait),
512K-1Mb, 238W P/S,WD-WA2 Ctrl, 1.2Mb Flpy Dr,
Keyboard, MS-DOS 3.3 & GW-Basic, Manual &
Set- Up. Will Run Novell Non-Ded 286u
$1,275
MONITORS & TERMINALS

43

SAMSUNG

Samsung EGA Tilt ' n' Swivel, 14 Monitor $359
Samsung 14" Tilt 'n' Swivel Color HI- Res $249
Samsung 12" TTL Tilt 'n' Swivel Amber $ 79

()TATUNG'
CM- 1365 RGB 13' 5-Color Text Switch $299
CM- 1495 OmnIScan 14•PGA,EGA,HGC,CGA$649
MM- 1422 Dual Freq, T 'n' S 14' Gm/Amb $ 119
Moniterm Viking dual page 19" or 24" paper white
or color monitors up to 1280 x960
CALL
MDS Genius full page for PC, PS/2 & MAC CALL
E

Re.

IBM 3151 ASCII terminal $429
.3 year on-site warranty'

WYSE

WYSE 50
$379
WYSE 60
$419
WYSE WY700 1280 x800 $759
CONNECTIVITY
4- User Network Special

10VELL

Server/Work Station:
INDTECH 6/8 MHz AT-Fileserver - 12 slots,
238W Power Supply, Serial & Parallel Ports,
Monitor, 1.2 Mb Floppy, 1 Mb RAM, 72 Mb
Hard Drive, 60Mb Tape.
450 Watt U.P.S.
NOVELL ELS NetWare 286 Level I (
4- users)
Network set-up is Menu Driven!
4 ArcNet Cards, Cables & 1 Passive Hub
3 FastData SUPERturbo XT's Ea. Inc':
640K, 477/10MHz, 8088-1 CPU, AT-Style
Key- board, & Amber Tilt ' n' Swivel Monitor.
FCC Approved.
**A COMPLETE NETWORK **
RETAIL $ 9,258
NOW ONLY $5,995

44

PRINTERS & PLOTTERS

The Tower of Power...
The ARC Skyscraper!
ARC 386s Skyscraper - 6/16 MHz "0" Wait,
2Mb 8Ons RAM on MB., 1.44 Mb 3.5 Floppy
Drive, 101 Keyboard 2-32, 4-16, & 2-8 bit
slots, se -ial and parallel ports
$2,375.
ARC 386ii Desktoo - 6/16 MHz 1Wad, 512K
!RAM, 1.2 Mb, 525 Floppy Drive, MS-DOS
•
3.2
$1,380.
ARC Turbo 12 - 15MHz 80286-1 Wait, - Mb
RAM, 1.2 Mb Flpy, MS-DOS 3.2
$1,195.
ARC Model 10 XT - 8088-10 MHz, 640K
RAM, 360K Floppy, Serial, Parallel, Game,
Clock/ Calendar, MS-DOS 3.2 $ 588.
ARC Options
AT- Style Maxismich Keyboard
FIT- Style 101 Maxiswitch Keyboard

$ 59
S 79

Mitsubishi 350K Floppy Drive
Mitsubishi 1.2 Mb Floppy Drive

S 95
$ 125

Monitors
Drives

See Monitors
See Drives

Ask about 1 & 2 year on- site service.
PC COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE*
Data Base Management
Ashton-Tate dBase III Plus
1378
Knowiedgeman 2.01
285
PFS: Professional File
125
R:Base 5000 System V
415
Communications
Carbon Copy Plus ( Meridian!
1118
Crosstalk XVI ( Microstuft
88
Microsoft Access
137
Word Processors
NewWord (Wordstar 4.0 done)
1178
WordStar 4.0
334
MultiMate Advantage II
268
PFS: Professional Write
99
Word Perfect.
212
Integrated / Spreadsheets
Enable 2.0 (software group)
375
Framework II (Ashton-Tate)
375
Lotus 1-2-3
298
Multiplan 1.11
138
PFS: First Choice
69
Symphony ( Lotus)
438
Desktop Publishing
PFS: Fire Publisher
t5U
Xerox Ventura 1.1
Graphics & Mice
Harvard Graphics
1188
IMSI OptiMouse Serial
88
IMSI Genius Mouse Serial
59
Microsoft Bus Mouse
98
SummaMouse-Optical $ 78
Protect Management
Harvard Total Project Manager .. ......... $284
•Corneabbility with PC/XT/AT Clones not guaranteed.

800-528-3138 Orders Only

brother HR-20
$ 415
M-1709
$ 439
M-1509 $ 339
HR-40
$ 569 / HR-60
$ 699

Instrument
Ask

CALL

about Nationwide Service!

Panasonic

1080 Model 2

$ 179 1091 Model 2.. $ 199

1092 I
$ 329 1592
$ 449
1595
$ 499 3131
$ 299
3151
$ 469
DRIVES

MPRIAfiref

ID 130 133Mb, 20mSEC w/ Installation Hardware/
Software ( Maxtor XT- 1140 Compatible $ 2,169
ID75 74Mb, 20mSEC
$ 995
ID100 103Mb 20mSEC w/AT RLL Ctrl
$ 1,179
ID230 233Mb 20mSEC w/software, ALL Ctri$ 2,549
V150 43Mb 30mSEC
Everex 601 60 Mb internal Tape
$ 739
Fujitsu 360K flpy dr $ 79 / 1.2 Mb
$ 125
Micropolis 85Mb 28mSEC
S $869
88
9
Mitsubishi MF501 $ 95 / MF504 1.2Mb$125
Mitsubishi 3.5" 1.4 Mb Floppy $ 139
Mitsubishi 3.5" 720K
$ 115
Seagate 20 Mb PC Subsystem $ 275
Seagate 30 Mb PC Subsystem, ST-2388CW .$ 329
Teac FD-55- BV 48lpi ..$ 95 / FD55GV 1.2..$125
MODEMS & BOARDS

ANCHOR
1200 External

$ 119 / 1200 Internal.$ 79

2400 External $ 149 / 2400 Internal.$129
CTS 2424 ADH ASYNCH/SYNCH ( Hayes) ...$ 229
CTS 2424 AMH Class 4 MNP Error Correct ...$ 289
MultiTech
CALL
Prometheus ProModems - Close OutL.., CALL
U.S. Robotics Personal Modems
CALL
4
/415r

RESEARCH INC.

6-PAK Plus
$ 119
RAMPAGE-286-512K $ 400
RAMPAGE XT-256K
$ 256
Hot Shot 286-10XT Accel. Bd $ 369
ADVANTAGE-AT- 512K $ 275

Intel Above Board/286-512K 4020 $ 339
Microsoft Mach 10 / Window / Mouse $ 324
COMPUTER

ACCESSORIES

Data Display for overhead projectors $695
•FREE Carrying Case! - While inventory Lasts•
Power Savers 400-1000W Models...FROM $495

602-991-7870 Customer Service

S-100 Div./696 Corp. • 14151 N. 76th St. • Scottsdale. AZ 85260 • TELEX
9103806778
SNSCORP
FAX
602-483-0920
Advertised pnces are cash. prepaid. VISA or MC Only Customers qualifyIng for 'terms calculate addi charges in the following way: P0.'s & AMEX -t- .95: C.O.D.S .99. Shipping first 6lbs. min. $6.00.
*Free FedX only applies to orders from 1-9 lbs & over $50. Sales tax AZ res. only. All returns subject to arestocking fee cr full credit towards afuture purchase. NI prices subject to change without notice

EPROM/PAL Programmer
•
--

Back,
by popular
demand.
Just afew years ago, illegal hunting
and encroaching civilization had all but
destroyed the alligator population in the
south. They were added to the official
list of endangered species in the United
States.
Now alligators have made a
comeback.

a PAL MOOULE $295
• Programs 20 & 24 pin MMI
(AA, NS TI PALS
• Read JEDEC file format
• Security. DIR, LOAD. SAVE.
EDIT, READ, WRITE. VERIFY.
• Later friendly menu driven SeW

'EPROM MODULE (1, 4, 8 socket)
-16K to 1024K EPROM, CMOS EEPROM.
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
-Very fast ( Quick pulse), reliable, easy to use
'BIPOLAR ROM MODULE
-MMI, NS, TI & Signetics parts
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•8741/42/48/49/50 Module
-1, 4, 8 socket module available
-8748 Disassembler included
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
'8751/52/252/44 Module
-Normal, Intelligent programming
algorithm
-Read Intel, Motorola. TEK HEX file

5145

$ 295
$ 195

$245

-Auto search for unknown IC part No.
-User can make his own test pattern
•INTERFACE CARD A CABLE
-This card is common to all above modules
-Fits in any PC/XT/AT or compatibles
-Space saving half size.

XELTEK
=

$50

GRAFPorrr

•

CA residents

4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd., Suite 240,
San lose, CA 95129 (4436) 249-79s1

add 65% tar
Md $5 for Sii-1

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

Circle 289 on Reader Service Card
Conservationists
intent on preserving this
legendary reptile helped the
alligator get back on its feet.
Once again some southern
swamps and marshes are
teeming with alligators.
With wise
conservation policies,
other endangered
species have also made
comebacks ... the
cougar, gray whale,
Pacific walrus, wood
duck, to name afew.
If you want to help
save our endangered
species, join the National
Wildlife Federation,
Department 106, 1412

'lb find out more about softwar(
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX' 4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VT100' terminals,
call or write:

S195

•
Test
TTLalmost
8, MEMORY
TTL, CMOS,
IC TESTER
Dynamic,
MODULE
Static ( C's

473 Sapena Ct.. 024
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-6995

Get the whole
story on graphics
terminal emulation.

IC ssPA5,9,","sPHIPPie!,-FAE,R,Y"'

BUILD YOUR

DUAN flT ( INI PRICES SHOWN lor JAN 24. MS

VVITH

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

EASYUSE LAN COMPONENI
•Network Software (per user)

$99

•Server Cards (4 users)

$349

•Workstation Cards
and
Easyuse Ready to Run Servers.
They start at 40 megs and 4 users

S199

for only

$ 1,995

1Mbit
Mbit

Your 286/386 AT with our Server Card(s)

4464
41256

64Kx4
256Kx1

41256

256Kx1

41256

2561(x1

41256

256Kx1

lOO

41264 + 64Kx4
EPROM
27 C 1000 128KitEl 150
27C512

$32.00

ns
100 ns
150 ns
80 ns
100 ns
120 ns
150 ns
120 ns

2561(x4

51258 * 2568)(1

E

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
1048Kal 100 ns

641(x8

200

27256
27128

28.50
6.75
4.15
5.75
5.15
4.75
4.35
5.75

ns
ns
ns

$37.95
15.50

32Kx8 250
16Kx8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
43256L-12 321<xl3 120 ns
5864tP-12
8Kid3 120 ns

te

16th Street, NW,
Washington, DC
20036.

OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 7
/
SAT DELI ERN'
iNCh UDED OIl
EH-EX ORDERS
RECEIVED BY
mens
Vila
E, CI

MIS 211,

Aix- 10

PM

6.50
6.25
$11.50
3.85

SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.

BEGGS OK 74421
No NAnImum order. PVC.

IKA
• puew

Circle 169 on Reader Service Card

Circle 301 on Reader Service Card

Make your C language
programs memory resident
with

DMS RESIDENT- C
MicrOSOlt

"D" SIZE PLOTTER
$2295.0 e
RETAIL

hot-key'

r,eee

,44••

enable

$79 95

$149 95
W source

$1695"
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

Make your assembler
programs memory resident
with

•Model PC 3600

DMS RESIDENT-ASM

•Repeatability .001"

'Sot key' .

enallr
5149 9‘

$79 95

W SOurci
American Software International
P 0 Box 523
Windsor. CT 06095-9998
(203) 688-5054

314
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g

KO

VISA o. UPS CASH COD
Factory New, Prime Parts .uPo,
,
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC
24000 5 Poore A.. (
918)267-4961

cS can u•ua N
dal.varee eN• v., mom, rt•
34. or 3.ranle. me 033
3
,34
,

Lattice

g

5

•Speed at 7" Per Second
•Vacuum Paper Hold Down
•High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

(4151_490-8380 zaTricory
STEVENSON BUSINESS PARK
BOX 1669, FRFMONT, CA 94538

Circle 291 on Reader Service Card

California Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California 90248

9600 811 Modem

Color Monitor

Better EGA
I
„

we
..
.4.1.1

'
459

1°9e

Ideal for CAD/CAM and Desk Top publishing applications The Roland
CD/240 color monde and graphic adapter card has aresolution of 720 pikers
by 400 lines on a31rnm dot pitch 12" non-glare screen. Technical specifications of the CO/240 exceed EGA and approach VGA standards.
Comparante monitor and card packages retail at over $ 1095 Caltforn a
Digital has made a special purchase and is able to one, this outstanding
value at only $459.
Also Avallable:Amdak•Conrac • Hitachl • Magnavox
Mitsubishi • NEC • Panason lc • Princeton • Sa msu ng • Sanyo
Sony • Tat ung • Texan • Thompson• Zenith

L TTE111
1

9

The Sweet • P" 100 was pnvate labeled for the Epson corporation under the
Cornrex Brand. Tins plotter makes short work of translating financial and
nurnenc data into agraphic presentation Mary ready to ran programs such as
Auto/CAD and Lotus 1-2.3 already support this plotter.
The Sweet " P" 100 features programmable paper sizes up to 81
/ by 120
2
inches. 6inch per second plot speed and 0004" step size Easy to Implement
Centronics interface allows the Sweet P" 100 immedrate use with the pnrmter
port of most personal computers
This Is your opportunity to purchase aplotter which was originally priced at
$795 for onty St 29
Also available is asupport package which includes demonstration software,
interlace cable, amulticolor pen assortment and avariety of paper

HPGL

• 11" by 17"

Western Graph'er, Model 2000 operates under the Hewlett Packard graphic
language and has both parallel and serial interface. Size " 8" plotter, 11"
by 17" flat bed with eight self capping color pens. Maximun plotting speed 10"
per second, resolution . 05mm with repeatability of . 004".
To blow out the remaining inventory. California Digital has slashed the pece of
MP/2000 to $ 795. Hurry! only 180 plotters left
E711«: C:4:••
'
‘e
ertgeLT:
Name, bwranula MM..
Fte.len Inlendeng Me. 1,0
Mienlmesereril./.00 111.17 itter
reulel.....01.11,12.1:12•1108
MVO:TIM 01.1PSItyla•Ge 1.1pn
did

ITO

<MI

He..
PC11., 11 . 17 mul..0.
Roland 0lr,letP II py ,, ,,
adepen•
Palm] Ore ,140
an,, wi r.1 gm
CalCenp IWO, Ole.
Memo, ,,mfure
I•••••II % M. drJA.
1.1•Mee Neu. 15311,111.•1
I'
HP, end •••••e•

One Two
RENIEX 480

2/
3

height for PC

TANDON 65L/2 360k,

1
/2

••••

35

29

79

75

,

119

109

FUJITSU 5 1
4 " half height
/

2

99

95

89

82

MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.

119

109

105
135

MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.

149

139

TEAC FD55BV half height

109

99

89

TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.

119

109

105

TEAC FD55GF

149

139

135

for IBM AT

N'OX $41
Pilf

c
ha

PANASONIC 455 Half Height

109

99

39

PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg./96

119

115

139

Switching power supply

49

Dualenclosure for 51
4 " drives
/

59

>Mown 2400

ieg<Lf.,T.T

LASER JET II

129

SONY MP- 73W

125

119

159

149

call

129

119

115

TEAC 354114/30, 2 Meg.

159

149

145

5 1/4 'form factor kit

20

8" DISK DRIVES
QUME 842 double sided

189

179

175

QUME 841 single sided

119

109

99

SHUGART 851R dbl. sided

319

309

299

REMEX RFD4000 dbl. sided

189

179

165

189

179

165

OL IVETTI 851

MODE»
Avatex 1200HC external. Hayes compatible
CTS 1200 baud modem
Hayes Smanmodem 2400 baud modem
Smarteam 2400 Hayes Compatible
Smarteam 1200 Hayes Compatible. 300/1200
Smartearn 1200B IBm 1200 baud card
UltraLink 1200 data and voice, Bell 202
Prometheus 1200 stew features
Prometheus 120013 internal PC
Signalman Mark VI, 300 baud internal PC

Standard 'cultures of the new Hewlett Packard Series II Laser printer, 512 K
byte memory expandable to 4 Megabytes, both senal and parallel ports List
pnce $2495 California Digital once $ 1795 Memory upgrade, type fonts and
toner cartridges available
Other Laser Pnnters available Texas Instruments • Okidata • Apple • Ricoh
Qume • AST Research • QMS • Xerox • Canon
Quadram • Centronics • CIE Citoh • DataProducts

TELETYPE
MODEL 40

si
The Teletype Model 40 CRT is acontinuous duty communication
terminal that has recently corne oh lease horn the United States
Navy. It is seldom that California Digital becomes involved in the
marketing of USED products but we felt that this terminal represented 'itch an exceptional value that we had to offer this
equipment to our customers.
The Model 40 CRT terminal has aRS- 232 and current loop sena
interface as well as apnnter port. This terminal features block
mode, full screen editing as well as DC1 / 0C3 select capabilities

Quick link 19

Shipping: First five pounds S3.00, each additional pound $. 50
Foreign orders: 10°u shipping, excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6, 17% sales tax. • COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a strong "Dun 8, Bradstreet" rating.
Telefax • (213) 217-1951

'379

gii;:età

_
The Gold Card from Silicon Valley Computers features shock mounted automatic head unloading. 15 watt &hie coupled with a2K/byte sector buffer and
advanced OMTI controller for maximum reliability. 30000 hour MTBF and full
2year warranty - the best cost per megabyte hardcard available
Also available the 30 Meg Gold Card at only $419

21 Megabyte Hard Disk Kit
The " INSIDER21 ' is ashock mourned 21
Megabyte hard drive kit. Complete with
shortcard controller, software utilities, instructions and cable, the " INSIDER 21"
is ready for immediate installation.
This rugged system handles 40 G's and
includes a SASI interface that allows
tape back-ups and other peripherals to
be added to your system. Manufacturer's ONE YEAR warranty included, all
this for only $269.

169
inchester Controllers for idatiPc •

Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Price does not Include controller
SEAGATE 238 30 Meg. IILL

The Ouic,- Link 300 gives you an instant link to any dial up data
base, such as Dow Jones. Western Union, or the Source The
Chock - Lnk has four user programmable log on keys. allowing
the operator, with only one key stroke, to dial ere data base.
log - in. and give the password All this information is permanently
stored in non-volatile RAM Features include video output to
television or monitor, auto dial. auto log, full sized keyboard. 300
baud modern and 1200 baud auxiliary printer port All this is
available for only $59

$119
99
529
259
119
119
99
289
199
.... 35

21 Megabyte Cold Card

each War

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. /
2
1
Ht. 269

TEAC 35FN 720 K/Byte

2 Meg.

'239

The Smartearn 2400 offers all the features of the Hayes Smart Modern 2430
for a fraction of the price Now is your opportunity to purchase a2400 baud
modem for only $239. Also available: The MrruTearn 1200 at only $ 129.

IM.ALfflu '
1795

3'/2" DISK DRIVES
SONY MP- 53W 720K/Byte

011411118
ma

The Amdahl synchronous modern is CCITT compatible and operate 9600 lips
on afour wire dedicated phone kne.
Amdahl suggested price is$1495 Limited quantities available at only $379
Also available 19.2 kbps units Please phone for additional information

The Xerox Sunrise 1810/1815 is by far the best value we have ever seen in a
laptop computer. This is the ideal computer for students, tournalists or
anyone who has to capture data away frorn their desk. The Sunrise is aself
contained battery and AC portable. The Xerox Sunrise was originally pnces
at $2995. :term has since elected to drop the computer from their product
line. California Digital has purchased all the rernaning inventory and is
making the und available at afraction of its original cost.
This laptop features abuilt in three line 80 column liquid crystal display. 64K
of memory along with both RF monitor and television outputs. The internal
300 baud Bell 103 full duplex and 1200 baud Bell 202A hall duplex modern is
capable of auto dialing. The units has both centimes parallel and aserial
port programmable to 19.200 baud Self contained micro cassette is capable
of capturing data from the keyboard as well as doubling as aaudio recorder
for dictating messages.
An optional dual floppy disk drive module is available for only $ 156 Also
available. for $59 is an 80 column printer that mounts in the drive module. The
Sunrise features aCP/M operating system winch allows the operator to use
any program in Xerox 51
/"format and over 5000 CP/M programs available in
4
public dorniun. While files from the Sunrise may be transfered to IBM/PC
type computers. the 1810 is NOT compatible with the IBM/PC computer

Ten

39

ht.

TANDON 101/4 full ht. 96 TPI.

371
.1611
Mal
.030

$379

259

299

289

SEAGATE 4026 26 M. 35mS. 559

539

SEAGATE 4051 51 M. 35mS. 695
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 859

659
829

MINISCRIBE 3425 25m 85ms. 279

247

MINISCRIBE 3650 50 m 61 ms.419

399

FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1299 1229
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695 1619
RODIME RO 204E 53 Meg.
995
959
CONTROL DATA 94155-86 M.1829 1779
MAXTOR $11140 140 Meg. 2595 2529
TOSHIBA M656 70 M. 30mS. 1789 1729

XEBEC 1220 with floppy controller

189

OTC 5150CX

119

OMTI 5520 half card

99

OMTI 5527 ALL controller
ADAPTEC 2070 RLL controller

129
179

ADAPTEC 2010A

159

WESTERN DIGITAL WO/1002902

89

• SCSI/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51
4 " foot print
/

219

WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 5ili"

289

OMTI 20L

89

• Winchester Accessories •
Installation Kit with manual
Winchester enclosure and supply
Dual 20/34 cable set
Switching power supply

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 421-5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213) 217-0500

10
139
25
49

ACP's Break thru Prices!!

ince 1976...The Nation's TOP Computer Supplier
IBM COMPATIBLE CARDS

WESTERN DIGITAL
Starcan ,Novell Starter (
1,' 1058 00
StarHub
329 00
SlarCard
175 00
StarCard Plus .
195 00
Starbrde Card
195 00
EtherCard Plus
260 00
WO- 1006-RAH RLL AT Con! 199 oo

EXPANSION CARDS
Dramond Card 121 S.P.G.C$139.95
AM210 Colon Prrnter/CGA
49.95
AK1240A Mon/Prn/Herc 112 49.95
AMMO Mono/Punter/132
59.95
AM271 EGA 2561( RAM 1/2
139.95
AM273 EGA ( Genoa C 1/21 619.95
A0340 MIO w/Floppy
49.95
AD41012r Floppy 1/0/cables 2965
AC340 Game Card PC/ XT/AT 29.95
AC511 PrIlel Port PC/XT/AT
29.95
AC530 Serrai Port PCIXTIAT 29.95
AR319 OK MultdungtiOn 6Pk 69.95
AM640 Floppy- Hard AT
179.95
A5956 XT Turbo Motherboard 99.95
AS949 AT Turbo Motherbd
379.95
AS951 Baby Al Motherbd
37905

-

Super Selel

ir

1311 CGA Mondor
341900
1302 KlultIscan I324‘768
679 oo
1303 Mulhscan/NEC Comp 499.00
3X4 - Floppy 1Mb w nut
119.00
WYSE
WYSE WY700 1280‘800

9749.00

BEST BUY Monitors

Warranty

Aboveboard 2861512K SIP 0375 00
Aboveboard 286/512K
345 00
Aboveboard PC'64K
235 00
Aboveboard PS PC r64K
259 00
Alm vehoar d2 PS 2 New*
CAL L
inboa0d 3.961PC New*
8es 00
inboard 386 Al
1275 00
8087 Cop ,oce,ni
115 00
8067 7
160 Oo
80287 6
US 00
80287 8
285 00
80287 10
449.00
80187
499.00

Magnavox Multrmode 0499 oo
Magnavox EGA / CGA
388 00
Magnovos CGA Monitor 288 00
14" Flat Screen
(Amber or 13 ,W)
139 00
1453 Samsung 14' EGA 388 00
Hyundar 12"
TTL Green/Amber
68 00
Zenith ComposIte Amber 59 oo
Zenith CGA Color SALE 219 00

TERMINALS
5325 Da
388 00
41500

WYSE XI lernbelai
WYSE 50 Termrnal
WYSE 60 TermInal

Torrington/NumOnICI
Mouse Moor w Telepainl
Mouse Mngr u TMouse
Inhared Mouse

MICE

$89 95
69.95
169.95

ORCHID - 2 Yr. Wrnty.
CALL
299.00
725 00
866 00
699 Oo

Turbo EGA
'troy Turbo 286
PC Turbo 286E it Mb
Jet 386 PC tow
RamOuest(2810 PS.2

QUADRAM
Sliver Ouadbrd PC/XT
Utterly PC/XT OK
Quadpnnt PC/ XT AccIrtr
Quad EMS Ii0 • 2561(

9119.15
149.95
149.95
339.00

COLOR CARDS
VOA DISPLAY CARDS
AST VGA
AST VGA VIP
GENOA VGA
Paradise VGA
Quadrant Ultra VGA

5309
299
339
269
299
349
309

00
00
coo
00
00
00
00

VIDEO7VGA
EGA DISPLAY CARDS
ATI WonderCard
199 oo
GENOASprEGAHdies8004603249 00
ORCHID EGA Card
329 94
PararbseAutoSvntchEGA480189 oo
Quadrant EGA Card
249.00
Quadram Prosync
339 00
VIOE0-7 Vega Deluxe
249 00

FLIP N FILE

SALE
Polo. Ilmakthru SAVE 60161
FNF
01 ( 100 5 • $ 14.95
ENE Man 1100 5 •
16.88
Trace Acoushcal
Cover
48.88
ENE 11(40 3 ,")
14.95
Soro PtInter Stand
9.98
5'4 - Disk Storage Su
1.88
FNF Mow XT 150 5,..)
8.88
5'.." Doh Boa
(sel 5colors)
CALL
Fhp Sort 150 3
11.88

BULK
DISKETTES

39c
Osen

Qty . 100

MICROSOFT
Bus Mouse/Show Partner
PS/2 Mouse/Show Partner
Serrai Mouse/Show Par/on'
Mach 10 with
Wrndows and MOM

286

1 80286 CPU
2 6/10 MHz Keyboard Selectable
3 6401( RAM Espandable to 1024K
4 Norton *"SI 10 1
5 One 12MB DIsk DrIve
6 Western Modal"' HD/FD Cell,
7 Clock/Calendar kvIth Backup
8 200 wall Power Supply/110/220V
9 Hardware Reset Switch
10 Eight ExpansIon Slots
11 Enhanced Keyboard 1101 Keys)
12 Documentabon

13 FCC rUL Approved
14 One Year Wilted Warranty

Amber Mono System
81049.
Mono w/20Mb (65m5) . '049.
Mono w/401413 (39ms) .
1949.
Mono w/60Mb (28ms) .
1949.
EGA Color System
1399.
EGA kv/20Mb (65ms)
1899.
EGA w/401Ab (39ms)
1999.
EGA w/6014b (28ms1
2299.

Sharp 4501 Portable
Sharp 1502 F/F
Sharp 4521 w/20Mb

ROLAND
DX), 8805 pm Ar El We
OXY 960

ACP IBM (Owes OS
Toshrba F0044033
Krt
Toshrba 740040 PC/X1 360K
Toshrba 311)04E•G AT 360K
Toshiba NI308DE-G 12Mb
TEAC FO 558

BEST BUY!

.,ar/A• tyb orr, 5Dtr worn . ig ,
38415 RAM Wow. ull n
card log your harphones
PC XT. Hayes cornpardale

PLUS DEVELOPMENT
20Mb Harm/curd
40Mb Hardcard

SOFTWARE DEALS'

128

Cable add $ IO.

2995

8495

Apple II Compatible

Floppy

Nutshell Software
PC Meganne EcIdoes (195
Choice Database Manager
4•14.

Ext.

Wordstar by MIcroPro
Faster than Wordster 33 tor
PC/XT/AT/Compalobles

LASER 128
sp.rms sm,

4995

1

Drive

use wrin Apple 11 Ile
Ilgs 8 Laser 128

399.

DISKETTE PRICE BREAK THRUI
Mandl

Full

31/4 . MO

11.115

695

5.1/6 moo
5
ix 96191

10 88

10.68

24 85

-

5.1/4' HO

21 95

DI*

3-1/2 - 0000

12 88

1175

Malin

SwY

965

ACP

7.95'
8.88

-

10.68

-

2405
2165

-

-

12.88

-

13.00

1015'

3.1ir WOO

16.86

lase

21.00

18.88

17.50*

3.1/2" I10

59 00

5150

5600

56.03

49.95'

woo

BACKUP STORAGE

S619
985.

Ile. ligo. Laser

Leading Edge $oftware Peckege

8139.00
121.00
95.00
105.00
12990

PS 25,20Mb Friecard
1299 00
PS30 3014 bFrlecard
388 00
FrIeCard 20 Western Modal 349 00
rdeCard 30 Western (Nodal 499 ce3
10Mb Dnve
ONLY 14900
2IMb XT Tandon/WD
299.00
21Mb XT Subsystem ST225 299.00
30Mb xi Subsystem 51238 499.00
30MO AT 40MS ST4038
469.00
40Mb AT 40MS NEC 5046
599410
Tandon 3 r
- 20Mb
249.00
Call For Hodder Storage & ryes'

49.

0599

SIM
1488.

HARD DISK DRIVES

Sale!
Omnitel 1200 BAUD
Modem/MultiCard

288

00
00
00
00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

Baud
10
Mode ms CALL
Slot 6 Memory Expanse:1n CALL
1205C Battery Adaptors
CALL

•4 77,8MHz Switchable
•OK expandable lo 640K
•KT/AT Deluxe Keyboard
•Runs all Map sollware
•Inc lined FCC Case
• 150W Power Supply
•phoenix BIOS worir,

'Generic bud

366.00

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
DIAP 41 or 42
52299
DMP 51 cn 52
3039
SCANCAO
2499
DMP 56A
4399

799.
1298.
CALL

'in%

BARE BONES - BMItz
XT TURBO

Lots of features 80 000 spell
checker. merge/ colonprInt
optons. spirt screens etc

118.00
118,00
127.00

AddOn Spacial&

BEST BUY LAPTOPS!!!
Compaq Portable III/20Mb 3995.
Compaq _Portable 18/40Mb 4795.
ToshrbaT3100/751002990./CALL
Toshrba 11000/1000. 769./1450.
Tosluba T1200/1100.
2090.
NEC Mull, Speed EL
CALI.
NEC Mull. speed/20Mb
CALL
Sharp 7100 Portable
CALL

Poke
Break Thrul

PERSTST

MOUSE SYSTEMS 3 Yr. Wpm
PC Mouse w/Pop-ups
59900
PS/2 Mouse *Ipop ups
129.00

Advanced $8

Amber Mono Su s.• •
W13601( FF/11
FIX 256K

Persyst SB-III Mulh 1/0
9119.00
Persyst ES- 13 EGA Card
99.00
Persyst Mono/Color Comte) 99.95

088 00
179 00

KETTRONICS
NSW 101 Keys KB101
511500
5151 Deluxe Keyboard
165.00
5153 Deluxe Keyboard. Pad 269.95
ACP 5150 Keyboard
58 55
ACP 5151 Deluxe Keyboard
79 95
ACP 5160 AT/XT Keyboard
66.95
ACP 5152 XT/AT Keyboard
79 95

6129 00
485 00
888 oo

PRINCETON
1109 9' AGO
$4r9.00
HXt2tT6GB
445 00
11012E 12" EGA .
498 00
MAX12
Amber I'll
148 oo

2Yr Wrnty

5109
179

INPUT DEVICES

AST
AST WYSIWYG
51188 00
NEC - 2 Yr. »arm*
Multosync EGA Monitor
5549
GB1Adair Card 64044613
315
MULTISYNC Plus 15' 9600720 849
MALT/SYNC XL 19" CAD/CAMCALL

Hercules Inch), Card
$349.00
Hercules Graphics Plus
188.00
Hercules Color Card CGA
159.00

INTEL - 5 Tr.

ACP
1200 Baud OM I
2400 Baud lint

MONITORS
ANDES
310A Amber TTL
722C Enhanced Color
15" Whtle plus 1280x800

AST Preni,um 286
CALL
Hot Shot 286
389.00
Advantage AT /OK lo 3Mb
129.96
Rampage AT/OK vo/s1t‘v
149.95
Enhanced 5251/11 .
CALL
Newt AST PS/2 Add-tn Cards CALL
Srx Pack Plus 3841( CSP . 181.00
SIR Pack Premlum/XT 2560 CALL
Advantage Prermum/AT 512XCALL
AST/Knight Securdy 511w
99.95
AST MP11 64K 384K/clk
49.9$
Combo Plus w/OK. S/P/C ... 49.95
-

EVEREX MACON Ile
1200 Baud Modem ( int
2400 Baud Modem our

.
499

2 Yr. W

HERCULES

how. roil,
Opoon al
Monomer
and Second
13.0. Orme

EGA Best Buy

AT 35Mb ei41 Serrai
RS 232 Ports
9189.
Multi I/O Plus w/(1Serral
14 135-232 Ports)
129
ACC•286 Accelerator
299.
PS/2 MIS
99.
PS/2 FOC 14Mb
59

AST

HAYES - 2 Ye Warrens,
"
1200 RS 232 [ alma'
1299.00
12» w/SMARTCOM Olt 1 299.00
2400 RS 232 External
447.00
2400 w/SMARTCOM 1,011
442 00
INDENT - 8W. Wenenty
Pocket Modem 12099
W/Saware
8159 DO

If EGA Nantit, w rrir ntrolvel
plu» Genes
Compatible
Scam EGA Cud
•

NEW!
COMPATIBLES CARDS

Epson Equity I

MODEMS

CALL FOR 80386!!

5333 00
Alphaecro VCR Backup
199 00
Irwm 1100 10140 /IT
399 e
Irwrn 120D 20M0
529 00
Irwm PS/2245 3Yi 40610
138 00
Tallgrass 10201-01
338 00
Tallgrass 10201 AT
525 00
ta//grass ICQCE-XT
1399 00
Western Modal 60Mb
IOMEGA DERNOULLIS
599900
Bernoullr 220Mb 54(1010
Bernoullr 200316 1/0st 0 189900
1399 00
20M1:010 • 101 8'
1699 00
40eAb 20• 20) 9"
255 00
Cartridges 20Mb 3pak
139 00
Nonboot Interlace
189 00
Auto Boot Interlace

BEST BUY Computers
AST 286/366
CALL
byundaiDISkleSSWOrksta 649.00
Hyundai XT
CALL
Hyundar 286c
CALL
Macintosh Plus
1549
Macintosh SE/2 Dimes
2295
Manntosh SE/20 Mb
2195
Epson Eqydy I
Super Sale
Epson EqMy Ills
CALL
Tandon Tarta 20
CALL

LASER PRINTERS
°lactate Leserline
Toshrba
Epson
HP LaSeriet Se,
AST Turbo Lase ,

1288 00
CALL
1488 00
1699 00
CALL

come

Toshiba Closeouts!
•leshee 321
299
•Toshrba 341e
•Toshiba 351 1

399
650

PRINTERS
DICONIX
$299 oo
150P by Kodak
CALL
300 .
EPSON
15•800 New.
180 col = cps)
$ 166 00
EX 800 (80 col,300 cps(
CALL
10.100 ( 136 col 300 cps)
CALL
FO 286e ( 136 c01 203 cps)
CALL
FX-86e (24 pm. 200 cps)..
CALL
LO800 (21 tun. NO [051
42900
10•1000 ( 24 Inn. 1W CPs1
515. 00
L0-2503 124 pm. 400 Cps)
CALL
TOSHMIA
P321S1 24 PIn LO Poorer
P34151 24 Pro/ 216 006
P351.0 Color
P-351-SX Model 2
T11008 T310)/20

1449.00

01900

999.00
925.00
CALL

NEC
P6 80 Col
P51(1
F2200

5469 oo
98900
349 oo
749 00
71900
640 00
1079.00
1099.00

3550

Color P7
P7 136 Col
P951
8850
OXIDATA
ML P33 PLUS
ML293 PLUS
M43613
ML 192 PLUS
ML292 PLUS
ML294

1469 00
539 00
1099.00
319 Oo
379.00
169.00

PANASONIC
KO 1
41061i
KX.P 10321
KS P10911 .
KO. P189

$16995
26800
18800
39995

PRINT BUFFERS
$14995

10(',,

SWITCH BOXES
KIM Pa' In Sr. Cur,.
NC102 Par to Ser Conv
NC205 Switch Bos 3636AB
NC201 SwItch 9o4 2525AB
Buffalo SX Mull, Connect

ACCESSORIES

069
89
34
34
499

95
95
95
95
95

":go°

ACP 3-1/2 - Disk Holder
12 00
Head Cleaner 5-1/4' or 8900
PERFECT COMPUTERCARE kit 19 95

MEMORY

641( / 15Cos
646/12Ons
256K/15Ons
256K/ 12Ons
25614/10Ons
1Mb Chip 100ns

4r . 9
149
329
349
4.99
Ea 33.95

POWER PROTECTION

5Color Set
51, 4" Disks

Q95
VJ BOX

3M DATA
CARTRIDGES
OC100A
S14 in
24 95
22 95
Ili 95

1:6004,
OCXXOLL
DC 1000

TRIPPLiTE110816 4
$41.
4dune' Surge Suppressor
TA/PPL/TE SONARS
8outlet Surge Suppressor
49.
133.
lIne Conchhone, 14 Outlet,
Backup Power Supply 1450W1 350.
Backup Power Supply (675W( 5211.
Backup Power Supply ( 1000W1 915.
Backup Pwr Supply 12000W1 1275.
LIESERT
I ' abed PC•ET/L1PS

758.00

ACP's Computer Software Department.. You Save!!!
'I,
58
Turbo BASIC 10
50
SIdelock 15
50
59.
B 59. Eureka 10
59
175. I...5r ,C 10
11
06.
AMERICAN SMALL IWSINESS
Socerker. 11
59
COMPUTERS*
ProDesIgn 1125
S166. BRODERBUND
Graphics Lmrary
$ 23
ANSAWORLAND
9389 Graphrcs library
23
Parados tI
CALL P.M 51114,
34.
Farad. 20
COMPUSERVE
ASHTON TATE
CALL Slarler 6,,
922.
dBase Ill Plus I1
Framework n11
CALL COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
CALL Supercalc 4
0279.
Multimate Advantage II

ALDUS
Page Maker
ALPHA SOFTWARE•
Keyworks 30
Aloha Nev.'''. 10

',ORLAND
Turbo Tutor ? 0
Turbo Data., 7.

*

CALL

•

$25
41

CRO SSSSS COMM
Crosstalk IV , 361
Crosstalk Mark IT lO

LIFETREE•
VoNswrCer Deluxe Pus 1n
Yorks.., 310

Sel
145

Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-1) E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705

316

S 95
126

95
DAC
Sall
OAC Easy Payroll
57.
OAC Easy Accounteng
DIGITAL RESEARCH*
Gem Sraw Plus 20
SISO.
Gem Desetop Pssii,sei 10
255.
ExECuTIVE SYSTEM
LIME 20
031.
STII GENERATION ISCim
Fastback 514
087.
GENERIC Generic CADS 30 fee.
MASI Dr Halo
$ 74.
JAVELIN Javelin II
066,98

BYTE • MARCH 1988

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

ME CA
Managolg VOW Money 30

9115

MICROPRO
Wordstar Professlonal Eel 4 $257.
Wordstal MOO Plus RR 2
227
Easy Extra Va0ue Park (
Easy Forra
Some', YP.Nannen
99
aliCRONim
'abase Graph. I0
3160.
RbaSe System v II
415
MICROSOFT
PC Works
Windows 386
W•ndows 20
PC Excel
Murosoll Marl rl Mall lit 4
40

1139
139
69
388
249
325
299

116 1,( O3
Warn
NORTON
Commander
Mimes 40
Utrlorres Advanced
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP f « pert ro
VP Into Io
VP Grabncs
VP.Planner I3
PEASONICS
SmarlNoles I4
SeeMORE 00
OuANTERDECK
Desonew 20
Eapanded Memory
Manager 10

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP

800-366-3227

,8
174

4 ,7ard
t4
S°
W'eaph
'Pi
U
cse 10
'"'" 5235
First Choice 10
88

TA. 2
. AAAAAA ec
44 GUAPO

5205.

rmAKE4
Personal Publisher
555 . HP Laser et Option
C . TRAVELING SOFTWARE*
- LAP LINK 20
SS.
TURNER HALL•
SOP I5
Nole•II Plus
••• 4Word 10
Cambridge Spreadsheet
941 Analyst 202
XEROX
*T . Ventura Publisher

fn.
49
075.
549.
48.
59

so

WORDPERFECT
Wordperlect 42
LIbrary 11

65

SOFTWARE CLOSEOUTS
M.rrosoll Access
Javelin
Spol1mm 11
Desktop Mgr
Above DISC It MS,
Microilm Rbase WOO
11( Solver
Multimate
Anvanlar, 33

049.99
WIN
te es
69 95
149 95
59,59
199 95

SPECIAL!!!

iliiVno

0129.95

1 No Surch•rge for VISA or Meslercard
OUR POLICY
I • Volume purchasing agreements available.
•
•Orders subject lo availability. • Supply Mailed on cerlaln items
•Pricing subject lo change without nonce
•ACP Relell Store pricing may ver9 Nol responsible for typos

• 714-558-8813 • Li..t.d warranties and other conditions apply
ASK FOR GILLES. DON. TODD. MIKE OR STEVE
Circle 5on Reader Service Card

IC's, Parts, Components...Shipped Fast!

I e

West Coast's Largest Selection... Call for More
RAM Upgrades!

7400 SERIES

...priced in sets of 9
•64K/120ns $ 18.95
•64K/15Ons
16.95
•256K/10Ons
48.95
•256K/12Ons
39.95
•256K/15Ons
34.95
DYNAMIC RAMS
4116/200ns .. $ 129 4464/150ns
$549
MK4332/ 203ns
5.95 41256/10Ons
5.45
4164/20Ons
.95 41256/120ns
4.49
4164/150ns
195 41256/150ns
3.95
4164/12Ons .
215 41264/150ns.
11.95
4164/PIN ONE
275 4128/150ns
4.19
4416/200ns
3.75 8118/4517 - 15Ons. 1.19
4416/15Ons
419 1MEG/199n0
3295
4464/120ns
6.49 TMS 4161 / 150ns
6.95

STATIC RAMS
21021P/450ns
2101 /45Ons
2112/450ns
2114/450ns
21142
21141/2
6116/150ns

$ 99
179
2.69
89
119
199
245

611 6/12Ons
6116LP/150ns
6264LP/120ns
6264LP/150ns
6264/150ns
62256/120ns
62256/10Ons

$295
245
4.95
445
425
12.85
1995

LM3900
18.13909
1M3911
LM3914
1543915
111
43916
1M4024
1144044
1144136
LM4558
LK17555
1147556
1147660
1M7663
LM78H05
11,178H12
048038
MC3423
MC3459
MC3470
MC3480
M03486
MC3487
1143524
TDA1170
0081150
11074
11991
T1082
11084
ULN2CO3
1
1
1N2064
01N2074
41142081
$162981

45
125
195
275
275
275
395
395
150
75
250
250
295
295
695
695
375
149
269
299
699
169
I69
199
549
593
165
75
85

25

19
79
99
49
99

74HC SERIES
74HCOO
74HCO2
74H004
mew
74HCO9
74HCIO
74HC1 1
74HC14
74HC20
74HC32
74HC74
74HC85
41-1(1112

$25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
35
65
65

74HC125
74HC132
74FIC133
74HC138
74HC139
74HC148
74HC151
74HC153
74HC154
74HC157
74HC161
74HC166
74HC 1'1

$ 50
.50
50
55
.55
75
65
.65
3.75
.65
65
115
65

74HC174
74HC175
74H0240
74HC244
74H0245
74HC368
74HC373
74HC374
74HC4020
74HC41360
74HC4066
74HC4075
74HC4078

ass

65
129
129
129
65
129
129
99
99
99
89
1.49

95

CMOS

7474
$ 35
7475 ....
35
7476 ..
35
7485 .... 35
7486 . ..
35
7490 .... 35
7493
35
7495 .....35
74121 ... .35
74123 ... .45
.
74126
45
74148 ..
65
74150
120
74151 ..
65
74153.
65
74154 ... 1.20

. 65
65
.65
65
65
.65
.1.75
.2.95
..65
. 65
.1.65
74221 . . 75
74273 . .1.75
74365.
50
74366 .
50
74367.
50
50
74368 .

CD4001
CD4CO2
CD4007
CD4008
CD4009
CD4010
C04011
084012
CD4013
C04016

7415125
7415126
7415138
7415139
7415153
7415154
7415157
7415158
7415161
7415163
7415164
7415165
7415166
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415189
741.5190
7415191
7415192
7415193
7415195
7415221
7415240

ao

.49
49
49
49
99
49
.49
49
195
.49
.49
.49
49
.49
65
99

741.5241
7415242
74LS243
7415244
7415245
7415257
7415258
7415259
74LS273
7415322
7415323
7415365
7415366
7415367
7415368
74LS373
74LS374
7415333
7415624
7415629
7415640
7415641
7415670
7415688

5.99
99
99
99
99
69
69
99
99
1.79
179
59
.59
59
99
99
99
99
1.89
189
1.89
189
99
189

74F SERIES
74F00
$ . 35 740153
5.59
74002
.35 74F157
59
74F04
35 740158
59
74F08
35 740160
59
74F10 .
59
35 740161
74011
.35 740163 . 59
74020 .
35 740174 .69
74F32
.35 740175
69
74F64
49 74F181 . 199
74074
.49 74F189. 299
74F86
49 74F219 • . 4.99
74F109
49 740240. 129
74F139
49 74F241 . 1.29
740151 .
59

74F243 51 29
74F244 . 129
74F245
129
740251
79
79
74F258
740280 .. 289
74F373
149
74F374 .. 149
740379.. 199
74F399 .. 299
740521 .. 299
74F533 . 299
740534.. 299

HR 165/T
59
HR18S/T
69
HR205/T
79
HR225/7
89
HR245/T
99
HR28S/T 119
HR405/T 1.49
HAMS/ T 499
WIRE WRAP
8PINW/W S59
14P1NW/W 59
16PINW/W 69
18PINW/W 99
29PINW/W 119

22PINW/W 129
24PINW/W 129
28PINW/W 159
40PINW/W 1.99
III RES W/W
HR8W/W 179
HR14W/W 1.19
HR16W/W 129
HR18W/W 1.39
HR2OW/W 169
HR22W/W 1.79
F0124W/W 199
HR28W/W 229
HR4OW/W 349

SPECIAL FUNCTION
VOICE RECOGNITION
CHIP SET
549 95
YAMAHA DXY
CHIP SET
2995
OMS 6100
SPEECH CHIP
9.95
INS 5200 SPEECH CHIP

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-8 E Edinger, Santa Ana. CA 92705

16450 - 16 BIT
USAR?
8250 - 8BIT
USAR!
5832 • CLOCK
58167 - CLOCK
795

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

$59
59
59
49
59
35
29
.65
.65
65

004047
CD4048
CD4049
CD4050
CD4051
C04052
CD4053
CD4060
CD4063
CD4066

S65
75
29
39
39
59
59
149
149
29

$105. 8028710(10MHz) 365.
160. V20-5 (5MHz)
1995
185 V20-8 (8MHz)
12 95
265. V30-8 (8MHz)
17 95

MOS EPROMS
1702A - 1ms
$5.95 27128 - 450ns
2532 • 450ns
4.50 27256 - 20Ons
2564 - 450ns
995 270256 - 250ns
2708 - 450ns
4.25 27512 - 250ns
2716 .
495 8741
2716-1
595 8742
27016
595 8748
1/AS2716-450ns
8749
(3v)
8.49 8751
2732 - 450ns
3.95 8755
2732 - 250ns
4.95 68764
27032
695 68766
2764 - 450ns
3.95 68701
2764 • 250ns
495 68705P
27C64 - 450ns
6.95 2816-EE
27128 - 25Ons
595 2864EE

$4.95
7.95
795
13 75
2495
24 95
16 95
1995
49 95
19 95
19.95
19.95
24.95
19.95
795
1995

Z80 SERIES
Z80CPU
Z8OCTC
280DART
Z8OPIO
Z8OACPU
Z8OACTC
Z80APIO

51.49
1.49
4.49
1.49
199
1.99
199

Z80/%510/0
Z80/1510/1 .
Z8OASIO /2
Z8OADART
Z8OBCPU
Z8OBCTC
780BP10

$495
495
495
499
299
399
399

BIPOLAR PROMS/PALS
82S123
825126
825129
825137
825181
825191
745188

$ 129
. 1.29
. . 1.99
2.99
799
1199
1.29

74S189
745287
74S288
745471
745472
PAL 1618
PAL 2018

S1 69
199
199
499
699
499
995

8000 SERIES
8031
$ 295
8035/39
295
80804
195
8085A
295
8086
7.50
8088
795
8088-2
995
80186-6 ( 5MHz)
14.95
80186-3 (8MHz)
24 95
80286-6(5MHz)
19.95
80286-8 (8MHz)
3495
80386 ( 16MHz) 52500
8202
11.95
1495
8203 .

8212
8216
8224 . .
8237A/ S
8250 .
/251A/S
8253-5
U55-5
8257-5
8259-5 .
8272/765
8275
8279
8284 .

SI 95
195
195
595
695
195
195
295
295
295
425
24.95
495
495

$16.95
695
195
895

68000/8MHz
68010/8MHz
68010/10MHz
68020/12MHz

512 9b
19 95
3995
149.95

68020/16MHz
68450
68881/12MHz
68881/16MHz

$24995
4995
17995
21995

6502 SERIES
6502
65002
6502A
650213
6510

$295
1195
495
695
995

6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

5295
495
495
995
495

5295 6821
. 495 6845
295 6850

$2.95
4.95
495

6800 SERIES
6800
6802
6810

.

C04069
CD4070
C04071
CD4072
CD4073
CD4076
C04081
CD4082
C04093
CD40103

S29 CD4510
29 C04511
29 CD4512
29 CD4518
79 CD4519
C04520
CD4522
C04538
35
1.90 Call

169
.69
69
.79
79
79
79
.79

ss
29
29

C04543 .
CD4555
CD4556 .
C04584
CD14409
CD14410
C014411
CD14412

189
99
99
69
6.95
795
895
/95

Us For Morel!

SIMM RAM MODULES
64K x9(150ns)
$49.95
for
69.95
PC S 256K x9(120ns)
1Mb x9(120ns) 349.00
for 256K x8(120ns)
69.97
MAC'S 1Mb x8(120ns) 329.00

CRYSTALS
,momhi Si 25 5°taw/
8432MHz 325 6000MHz
2000MHz
225 6144MHz
2097152MHz 225 65536MHz
24576MHz 225 8000MHz
3000MHz
225 9000MHz
32768MHz 225 10 000MHz
3579MHt
225 11 000MHz
4030MHz
225 12 000MHz
4032MHz
225 13 000MHz
5000MHz
225

52 25
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225

15000MHz
16 000MHz
18 000MHz
18 432MHz
20 000MHz
22 1184MHz
24 000MHz
36000MHz
48 000MHz
32 7681(Hz

6225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
Iso

55 50
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
593
550
550

16 030MHz
10 257MHz
18 000MHz
18 432MHz
19 6608MHz
20 0130MHz
22 000MHz
24 000MHz
24 576MHz
37 250MHz
43 200MHz

550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

OSCILLATORS
1
(06MHz
18432MHz
2000MHz
24576MHz
2500MHz
36864MHz
4000MHz
491520MHz
5000MHz
06138MH,
6000MHz
6144MHz

S5 50
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
593
550
550
550

6500MHz
7168MHz
8000MHz
9000MH,
10 000MHz
11 000MHz
12 000Mlir
12 509MHz
14 318MHz
15 000MHz
15 360MHz
15 758MHz

CONNECTORS
62P1N ST ( PC / XT) 11.95 50PIN WV/ (Apple) 4.50
50PIN ST (Apple) 250 62PIN ST ( AT)
4.95

EXTENDER CARDS
APPLE
S100

514 95 IBM PC
24 95 I8M AT

S24 95
34 95

PROTO CARDS
$61,1"
S100

$12.95 IBM PC
19.95 IBM AT

$24.95
34.95

DIP SWITCH
1POSITION
2POSTION
3POSTION
4POSTION
5POSTION
6POSTION

49
59
69
.69
79
79

7POSTION
8POSTION
9POSTION
10 POSTION
12 POSTION

5.89
89
129
129
1.49

ECONO ZIFS

68000 SERIES

IC SOCKETS
$8109111811
8PINUP S10
14PINUP
12
16PINUP
12
18PINL/P
16
20PINL / P 20
22PINL/P
22
/P
25
28PINL/P
27
400101 / P 29
48PINUP
99
64PINUP 249
HI RES
681185/1
39
HR14S/T
49

CD4017
CD4018
CD4020
CD4024
C04025
CD4027
C04030
CD4040
CD4042
CD4046

CO- PROCESSORS V20/30

$2.85 740374 $ 1.69
99 740903.. 1.19
.99 740906 .. 1.19
99 7409 12.. 6.95
1.25 740922.. 395
169 74C923
3.95
1.69 740929.. 4/9
1.69 740932
14.89

5.45
.49
45
45
59
1.29
40

18
18
59
59
59
29
29
.29
29
59

8087 (5MHz)
8087-2 (8MHz)
80287 (5MHz)
80287-8 (8MHz)

74C CHIPS
74000.. .25 740154
74002... 25 740173
74004...
25 740174
74008... 35 740175
74010 ...
35 740221
74014... 49 740240
74C32 .
35 740244
74090 ... 119 74C373

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

Circle 5on Reader Service Card

74157
74158 .
74173
74174 .
74175 .
74176 .
74181 .
74189 .
74193 .
74195 .

74LS SERIES

LINEAR
51 10
75
30
30
30
60
65
149
329
195
125
I95
225
250
40
60
60
250
75
375
119
275
75
19
19
29
19
99
49
95
95
195
195
195
149

as

741500.. 119
741502..
19
741503.. . 19
741504.. . 19
741505 ..
19
741508.. . 19
741509 .. . 19
741510 .. . 19
741514 .. .35
741527. .28
741530.
25
741532. . 28
741547 .
99
741573 .
35
741574 .
35
741575 .
35
741576.
35
741585. .49
741586 . .28
741593 .45
74LS93 . .45
7415107 . 45
7415109
45
7415123
49

74 HCT SERIES

LM566
110567
LM723
1M733
11,
4741
t14747
LM748
1101414
18.11886
1M1330
LA41350
1M1358
L141372
LM1408L8
1841458
1141488
1841489
1811889
1842003
LM2206
1142111
1M2211
1142240
1M2900
1142901
1142917
1143045
1143854
1103079
1143130
1843140
LM3160
1143161
1143162
LM3852

18
18
18
18
35
35
25
25
35
25
25
25
25
25
25
30

Partial Listing Only!!!
I
Call us for components...

74HCTOD $25 74HCTI61
65 74HCT540 51 99
74HCTO2
25 74H01163 65 74HCT541 199
74HCTO4
25 74HCT164 65 74H01563 2.99
74HCTO8
25 74HCT175 65 741401564 2.99
74HCT10
25 74HCT240 129 74HCT573 1.99
74HCT27
30 74HCT241 129 74HCT574 199
74HCT74
49 74HCT244 129 74HCT640 1.99
74HCT138 50 74HCT245 129 74HCT646 2.99
74HCT157 65 74HCT257 65 74HCT563 2.99
74HCT160 65 74HCT259 110 74HCT564 2.99

CA3086 S 19
CA3089
19
CA3403
19
LF34714
49
LF348N
49
LF356H
99
LF441
69
114301
30
LK1309K
00
LM317K
295
1143171
175
18,1318
115
1M319
95
L143201XX 60
LAA320K.KK 135
LM323K
425
184324
35
11433502 119
0433602 I19
1114337H
249
LM337K
495
LM338K
695
1114340T-0X 60
LM340K-X6 135
LM358
45
L
K1376
169
K1380
95
L18386
95
LA1393
65
K1497
250
04565
30
L8A556
45
LK1558
85
114564
275
LK1565
I50

7400 . .
7402 ...
7404...
7405 ...
7406 . .
7407 ..
7408...
7410 ...
7414 ...
7420...
7426
7427
7430
7432.
7438..
7442 .
7446..
7447 ...

16 PINZIF
24 PINZIF

$3.50 40 PINZIF
3.95 64 PINZIF

16.95
9.95

TEXTOOL ZIFS
16 PINZIF
24 PINZIF
28 PINZIF

64.59 40 PINZIF
5.95 64 PINZIF
895

$9.95
17 95

IC TEST CLIPS
14 PIN
16 PIN
24 PIN

1195 40 PIN
195 64 PIN
1295 68 PLCC

519 9`
399 ,
69 95

LCC SOCKETS
68 PIN
84 PIN

91495
1995

MO PIN
522 9,
Call for More..

Since 1976.. The Nation's
TOP Computer Supplier

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP
800 -366 -3227 • 714 -558 -8813

•No Surcharge for VISA or Mastercard.
•Volume purchasing agreements available OUR POLICY
•Orders subject to availability • Supply limited on certain items
•Pricing subject to change without notice
•ACe Retail Store pricing may vary Not responsible for typos
•Limited warranties and other conditions apply

ASK FOR GILLES. DON. TODD. MIKE OR STEVE
MARCH 1988 • BYTE
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2561( STATIC 31
2
5
1
14: $ 12 95
STATIC RAMS
2112
2114
21141-2
TMM2016.100
HM6116.4
HM6116-3
FIM6116LP.4
FIM61161P-3
HM61161P-2
FIM6264LP.15
HM62641P-12
HM43256LP-15
HM43256LP-12
HM4325611, 10

256..4
1024.4
1024,4
2048,8
2048,8
2048,8
204803
2048,8
2048,8
8192,8
8192,8
32768,8
32768,8
32768.8

145Ons)
(45Ons)
120Ons)(LOW POWER)
000nel
120OnslICMOS)
115OnslICMOSI
120Ons)(CMOSIILP)
(15OnslICM051(1 P)
112OnslICMOSIILP)
(I 5Ons)(CMOSIILP)
112Ons)(CMOSIILPI
(15OnslICMOSKLP)
112OnslICMOSIILP)
110OnslICMOSIILP)

****

2.99
. 99
1.49
1.95
1.19
1.85
1.85
1.90
2.45
3.95
4.49
12.95
14.95
19.95

8052AH

EPROMS

Z-80

6500

2.5 MHz

1.0 MHz
6502
65CO2
6520
6522
6526
6532
6545
6551

ICMOS)

2.25
7.95
1.65
2.95
13.95
5.95
2.95
2.95

2.0 MHZ
6502A
6520A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

2.69
2.95
5.95
11.95
3.95
6.95

3.0 MHz
65028

4.25

6800

1.0 MHZ

6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

1.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
1.95
2.95
1.25
3.95
4.95
6.95
2.75
4.75
1.95
22.95

2.0 MHz
68E100
68802
68809E
68809
681321
68845
681350
68000

2.95
3.95
5.49
5.99
1.85
4.95
1.75
9.95

280 CPU

125

4.0 MHz
1130A.CPU
180A•CTC
280A- DART
180A- DMA
180A•PIO
180A-510 0
180A-510 1
180A-510 2

6.0 MHz

1130B- CPU
180B-CTC
180B- P10
1808- DART
1808-510 0
113013410 2
18671 ZILOG

129
1.69
5.95
5.95
1.89
5.95
5.95
5.95
2.75
4.25
4.25
6.95
12.95
12.95
9.95

CLOCK
CIRCUITS

MM58167
MM58174
MSM5832

995
9.95
2.95

L

GENERATORS
BIT RATE

C
MC1-1411
FiR1941
4702
OM8116

995
495
995
895

INTERSIL

ICL7106
ICL7107
ICL7660
ICL8038
ICM7207A
ICM7208

9 95
10 95
199
3 85
5 95
15.95

WITH

BASIC $ 34 95

INTERRUPTS AND 256 BYTES OF RAM
* REQUIRES VERY FEW PARTS TO BUILD AND EASY- TOPROGRAM CONTROLLER
* BASIC INTERPRETER IS OPTIMIZED FOR CONTROL
APPLICATIONS

****

DYNAMIC RAMS

1024,8 ( 450.10125V)
4.95
2048,8
dl5Ons1125V)
3.49
2048,8
1350ns)(25V)
3.95
4096,8
I45Ons)(25V)
5.95
4096,8
145Ons)125V)
3.95
4096,8 ( 250.1.1121V)
3.95
4096,8 ( 200ne)1211/1
425
8192,8
4250ne)(12.5V CMOS) 4.95
8192,8
145Ons)112.5V)
3.49
8192,8 ( 2513rts1112.5V)
3.69
8192,8
120Ons)(12.5V)
4.25
8192,8 ( 350ne)(21V)(24 PIN) 15.95
16384,8 ( 25Ons)(12.5V)
4.25
32768,8
1250eys)(12.5V CMOS) 7.95
32768,8
I250ns)(12.5V)
5.95
65536,8
I25Ons)!12.5V)
11.95
65536.8
125Ons912.5V CMOS) 12 95
xorli Program Voltage

HIGH-TECH ****

* SINGLE CHIP MICRO- CONTROLLER WITH BASIC IN ROM
* BUILT-IN SERIAL PORT. THREE 16 BIT TIMERS, FIVE

49
4116-250
16384,1
1250ns)
.89
16384,1
1200ns)
4116-200
.99
16384,1 ( 150ns)
4116-150
1.49
4116-120
16384,1
I120ns)
6.95
32768,1 ( 200ns)
MK4332
1.79
65536,1
I150ns)
4164.150
1.99
4164-120
65536,1
112Onsl
1 95
MCM6665
65536,1
1200ns)
(15Ons)
1.95
TMS4164
65536,1
115OnsleIN 1REFRESH) 2.95
4164- REFRESH 65536,1
1150ns)
3.75
TMS4416
16384,4
11500.)
5.95
41128-150
131072,1
(15Ons)
4.95
TMS4464.15
65536,4
3.95
1150ne)
41256.150
262144,1
4.95
(120ns)
41256-120
262144,1
5.49
(100ns)
41256-100
262144,1
6.95
(10OnslICMOSI
HM51258-100 262144,1
31.95
1 MB- 120
1048576,1
I120ns)
34.95
(10Ons)
1 MB- 100
1048576,1

2708
2716
2716.1
TMS2532
2732
2732A
2732A-2
27C64
2764
2764-250
2764-200
MCM68766
27128
27C256
27256
27512
27C512

2561( DRAM 4
21 $395

6000

SPOTLIGHT ****
8200

8031
395
8035
149
8039
1 95
8052AH BASIC 34 95
8080
249
8085
195
8086
649
8088
599
8088 2
795
8155
249
8155 2
395
8741
995
8748
795
8749
9 95
8755
14 95

14.95
3.29
1.49
1.49
2.25
2.25
3.95
4.75
1.95
6.95
1.29
1.69
1.59
1.95
1.49

8203
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8237
8237.5
8243
8250
8251
8251A
8253
8253-5
à.13255

8255.5
8259
8259-5
8257
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

1.59
1.95
2.29
2.25
4.39
4.95
16.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
3.95
3.95
4.95

intel MATH COPROCESSORS
[ 8087
8087-2
80287

$99 95

80287-8

$249.95

159 95

80287-10

$309.95

$179.95

80387-16

$499.95

7400

TOLL FREE

0°P.s.q2,1-r°

DISK
CONTROLLERS
495
9.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
4.39
4.39
12.95
12.95
6.95
6.95
6.29

1 / /1
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
8272
UP0765
M B8876
MB8877
1691
2143
9216

UARTS
AY5.1013
483-1015
TR1602
2651
IN16402
IM6403
1698250
NS16450

3.95
4.95
3.95
485
3.95
9.95
6.95
10.95

MISC.
ADC0804
2.99
ADC0809
3.85
DAC0800
3.29
DAC0808
1.95
DAC1022
5.95
MC140818
1.95
8728
1.29
8797
. 59
DP8304
2.29
9334
1.75
9766
2.85
9602
. 69
ULN2003
79
MAX232
7.95
MC3470
1.95
MC3487
2.95
AY5-3600 PRO 11.95

PALS

V20 SERIES
V20' 5 MHz
8 95
V20' 8 MHz
10 95
V30 8 MHz
13.95
Replace, 8088 to
speed up your PC
by 10 to 40.°

. 95
2.95
2.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
125
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

OSCILLATORS

1OMHr
1 8432
20
24576
25
40
5 0688
60
6 144
80
100
120
16.0
18.432
20.0
24.0

1618
16R8
16R6
161:14

$2.95
42.95
$2.95
$2.95

74F/7411

CRYSTALS

32.768 KHr
1.0 MH,
1.8432
2.0
2.4576
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
10.738635
12.0
14.31818
16.0
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
24.0
32.0

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
4.95
485
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

741S00

.16
.18
.17
.18
16
.18
.18
.18
.16
22
.22
.26
39
.26
.17
.22
22
.23
26
17
.18
.28
.26
.26
.39
-75
.85
.17
.29
.24
.29
.29
.49
.49
.22
.39
.49
.39
.49
34
36

741500
741501
741502
741503
741504
741405
741508
741509
741410
741511
741512
741513
741514
741515
741420
741421
741522
741527
741528
741530
741532
741533
741537
741538
741542
74/547
741548
741551
741573
741574
741575
741576
741483
741585
741586
741590
741592
741593
741495
7415107
7436109

74E00
74E02
74F04
74E08
74F10
74F32
74964
74974
74986
74E138
74F139
749253
749157
749240
74400
74502
74504
74508
74510
74532
74574
74586
744112
745124
744138
745153
745157
745158
745163
745175
745195
744240
745241
745244
745280
745287
745288
745299
74S373
745374
745471
745571

. 35
35
. 35
. 35
. 35
. 35
. 55
. 39
. 55
. 79
. 79
. 89
. 89
1.29
. 29
29
. 29
. 35
. 29
. 35
. 49
. 35
. 50
2.75
. 79
. 79
. 79
.95
1.29
. 79
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
1.69
1.69
2.95
1.69
1.69
4.95
2.95

7400
19
7402
19
7404
A9
7406
29
7407
29
7408
24
7410
A9
7411
25
7414
A9
7416
25
7417
25
7420 . 19
7430
19
7432
29
7438
29
7442
A9
7445
49
7447
49
7473
24
7474
23
7475
45
7476
35
7483
50
7485
49
7486
25
7489
2.15
7490
39
7493
25
74121
29
74123 . 49
74125
A5
74150
1.35
74151
45
74153
45
74154
149
74157
45
74159
I65
74161
49
74164
85
74166
1 00
74175
49
74367
45

4001
4011
4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4040
4042
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4060

7415112
7415122
7415123
7415124
7414125
7415126
7415132
7415133
7414136
7414138
7415139
7414145
7415147
7415148
7415151
7414153
7415154
7415155
7415156
7415157
7415158

1."1:g
1
7414162
7414163
7415164
7415165
7415166
7414169
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415191
7414192
7415193
7415194
7415195
7415196
7414197
7415221
7414240

11071
71072
11.074
71082
71084
LM301
1M30916
121311
1M31 1H
1.1.4317K
1213177

29
45
49
2.75
. 39
. 39
29
49
. 39
39
39
29
29
29
. 39
29
1.49
. 59
. 49
. 35
. 29
9
29
2
A9
29
A9
45
25
. 95
. 49
29
29
A9
49
49
49
. 69
49
. 59
49
49

7415241
69
7415242
49
7415243 . 69
7415244
49
7415245 . 79
7415251
49
7415253
A9
7415257 . 39
7415258 . 49
7415259
1.29
7415260
A9
7415266 . 39
7415273
79
7415279
29
7414280
148
7415283
59
7415290 . 89
7415293 . 89
7415299
1.49
7415322
3.95
7415323
2.49
7413365
39
74LS367 . 39
7415368 . 39
7414373 . 79
74LS374 . 79
7415375 . 95
7415377 . 79
7415390
1.19
74LS393 . 79
7415541
1.49
7415624
1.95
7415640 . 99
7415645 . 99
7414670 . 89
7415682
3.20
7414688
2.40
7415783 22.95
25152521 2.80
261431
1.95
261532
1.95

LINEAR

49
LM567 . 79
109
NE570
2.95
1.95
NE592 . 98
.99
LM723 . 49
1.49
LM733
28
.34
LM741 . 29
1.25
LM747 . 69
.59
MC1330
149
.89
MC1350
119
3.49
1841458 . 35
69
1M1488 . 49
1M1489 . 49
1.49
LM1496 . 85
184319
1.25
ULN2003 . 79
184320 see7900
XR2206
3.95
LM323K
3.49
184324 . 34
XR2211
2.95
1M331
3.95
LM2917
1.95
121334
1.19
CA3046 . 89
161335
1.79
CA3146
1.29
LM336
1.75
MC3373
1.29
LM338K
4.49
MC3470
1.95
1M339
MC3480
8.95
LM340 see7400
MC3487
2.95
19353 . 59
LM3900
49
1E356 . 99
LM3911
2.25
19357
29
LM3909
28
LM358 . 59
1183914
1.89
LM380 . 89
MC4024
3.49
LM383
1.95 • MC4044
3.99
1.114386 . 89
RC4136
1.25
LM393 . 45
RC4558 . 69
LM394H
5.95
L6413600
1.49
11494
4.20
75107
1.49
11497
3.25
75110
1.95
NE555 . 29
75150
1.95
NE556 . 49
75154
1.95
NE558 . 79
75188
1.25
8E564
1.95
75189
1.25
95
75451 . 39
.
LM566
1.49
75452 . 39
NE590
2.50
75477
1.29
H.T0-5 CAN, K.113-3. T=10-220

CMOS/H1811 SPEED CMOS
19
19
. 26
.
35
29
.
29
.
49
.
69
. 59
. 69
. 25
. 49
. 25
. 39
. 65
.
69
.
59
.69
.
69
.
69
. 29
. 29
. 69
.
69
. 69
. 69

4066 . 29
74HC154
4069 . 19
74HC157
4070 . 29
74HC244
4081 . 22
74HC245
4093
.
49
74HC273
14411
9.95
74HC373
14433
14.95
74HC374
14497
6.9574HCTOO
4503 .49
74HCTO2
4511 . 69
74HCTO4
4518 . 85
74HCTO8
4528 . 79
74HCT32
4538 . 95
74HCT74
4702
9.95
74HCT138
74HCOO . 21
74HCT139
74HCO2 . 21
74HCT161
74HCO4 . 25
74HCT240
74HCO8 . 25
74HCT244
74HCIO . 25
74HCT245
74HC14 . 35
74HCT273
74HC32 . 35
74HCT373
74HC74 . 35
74HCT374
7414C86 . 45
74HCT393
74HC138 . 45
74HCT4017
74HC139 .45
74HCT4040
74HC151 . 59
74HCT4060

Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. in San Jose, ( 408) 947-8881

JDR Microdevices

110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Toll Free 800-538-5000 • (408) 866-6200
FAX (408) 378-8927 • Telex 171-110

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: Minimum order $ 10.00. For shipping and handling include $2.50 for UPS
Ground and S3.50 for UPS Air. Orders over 11b. and foreign orders may require additional
shipping charges- please contact our Sales Department for the amount. CA residents
must include applicable sales tax. Al) merchandise is warranted for 90 days unless
otherwise stated. Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for
typographical errors. We reserve the nght to limrt quantities and to substitute manufacturer. All merchandise subtect to prior sale. A lull copy of our terms is available upon
request Items pictured may only be representative

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
JOR MICRODEVICES AND THE JDR MICRODEVICES LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES
IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
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1.09
.55
.85
.85
.69
.69
.69
.25
.25
.27
.25
.27
.45
.55
.55
.79
.89
.89
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
1.19
.99
1.49

20 MEG HARD DISK DRIVE ON ACARD $3491
BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER

* LETTER QUALITY AT 20 CPS, 132 COL.
* USES STANDARD DIABLO 630 PRINTWHEELS AND RIBBONS
* 10. 12, 15 PITCH AND PROPORTIONAL
* SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACE
* QUIET OPERATION - LESS THAN 58 dB
* AUTO PAPER LOAD, FRICTION FEED
* FULL XEROX WARRANTY!

9 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
8 RESISTOR
15 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
13 RESISTOR

78051
78081
7812T
7815T
79057
7908T
79121
79151
7805K

S19.95

36 PIN CENTRONICS
IOCEN36
RIBBON CABLE
CEN36
SOLDER CUP
IDCEN36 F RIBBON CABLE
CEN36PC Rt Angle PC Mount

3.95
1.85
4.95
1.85

Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

ST
WW
ST
ST
ST
VVW

S.100
S.100
IBM PC
APPLE
STD
STD

. 125
. 125
. 100
. 100
. 156
.
156

20

26

34

40

50

1.29

1.68

2.20

2.58

3.24

1.35

1.76

2.31

2.72

3.39

IDHseIN

1.86

2.98

3.84

4.50 5.28

6.63

IDHeiNVR

2.05

3.28

4.22

4.45 _4.80

7.30

.89

.95

1.29

1.49

1.69

5.50

6.25

7.00

7.50

8.50

.85

1.25

1.35

1.75

2.05

2.45

1.60

3.20

4.10

5.40

6.40

7.50

SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE PC SOLDER
WIREWRAP
IOC RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

CONTACTS
9

15

19

25

37

50

DIFIeurIP

.45

.59

.69

.69

1.35

1.85

.75

FEMALE

Moe

.49

.69

DBesPR

.49

.69

FEMALE

DliesSR

.55

.75

MA LE

DBesPINW

1.69

2.56

FEMALE

DBesSWIN

2.76

4.27

•.

.75

1.39

2.29

.79

2.27

---

.85

2.49

3.89

5.60

-

6.84

9.95
4.25
4.49

MALE

IDBaceP

1.39

1.99

-

2.25

FEMALE

113111seS

1.45

2.05

--

2.35

METAL

MHOODes

1.05

1.15

1.25

1.25

---

GREY

HOOD.,

.39

.39

.39

.69

-

.75

MOUNTING HARDWARE 59C
IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

8

surST
eurIOWY
Wes
AUGATruiST
AUGATesININ
ICCsis
IDPair

FOR ORDERING INST

1.,

14

lb

CONTACTS
18
20
22

POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS

IN ASSORTED COLORS

2.95
6.95
17.95
24.95
29.95
39.95

827.50

25088. 2.5", 4.5". 5.0"

SPOOLS
100 feet
$4.30
500 feet $ 13.25

SOCKET-WRAP I.D.Tal

Dateirese\
.....

Chop
Capacity

Intensity
(uW'Coe)

NO

9

8.000

$89

PE- 140T

YES

9

8.000

$139

PE- 240T

VES

12

9.600

$189

24

28

Unit
Cost

•SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS
•IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP
SIDE OF BOARD
•CAN WRITE ON THE PLASTIC;
SUCH AS AN IC it
PINS
PARTn
PCK. OF
PRICE
8
IDWRAP 08
10
1.95
14
IDWRAP 14
10
1.95
16
IDINRAP 16
10
1.95
18
IDWRAP 18
5
1.95
20
IDWRAP 20
5
1.95
22
IDWRAP 22
5
1.95
24
IDWRAP 24
5
1.95
28
IDWRAP 28
5
1.95
40
IDWRAP 40
5
1.95
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF
PACKAGES IPCK OF)

SPOT
DPOT
13PDT
SPST

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

40

.11 . 11
.
12
.
15 . 18
15.20 .22 . 30
.59 .69 .69 .99
1.09- 1.39 1.49 1.69 1.99
5.95
5.95 6.95 9.951
4.95 4.95
1.09 1.29 139 1.49 1.69 2.49
.89
.62
.79
1.30 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.50 zeo 3.15 3.70 5.40
1.09 1.49_1
.99
.99
.99
99
.49 .59
.69
1.49
.59
1.29 1.49
.95 .49
85
D•SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS ABOVE

Ti',

MI30 RED
J
ji
lMBO GREEN
JI MBO YELLOW
M OUNTING HOW
M INI RFD

.362"
1.25
.5"
1.49
.5"
1.09
.3" . 99
.3" . 99
.3" .45
.270 - 10.95

Ti
Ti
T1

1-99
10
14
14
10
10

I am

Rose,
writing

to

compliment

the

service 1received yesterday on a phone
call to JDR.

keeps us

SWITCHES

MINI- TOGGLE ON- ON
1.25
MINI- TOGGLE ON- ON
1.50
MINI- TOGGLE ON OFF- ON 1.75
MINI PUSHBUTTON N 0 . 39

DIP SWITCHES

4 position
5 position
1.6 position

85
90
90

7 position
8 position
10 position

-95
1.29
.95

"SNAPABLE" HEADERS
CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER,
ALL WITH . 1- CENTERS
1.40
1.40
2,40
2,40

STRAIGHT LEAD
. 99
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD
1.49
2 STRAIGHT LEADS
2.49
2 RIGHT ANGLE LEADS 2.99

t
¡tit

25 PIN D-SUB
GENDER
CHANGERS t\tiogit
$7.95

I spoke to a salesperson

named Helen. She went out of her way to
assist ... it is sery ice like this that
coming back

EMI FILTER $4.95
LINE CORDS

to JDR.

Thanks
Jim Mikeworth

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES

100- UP
.09
.12
.12
.09
.09

3VOLT
LITHIUM BATTERY
$1.95
HOLDER $ 1.49
Dear Mr .

250 feet $ 7.25
1000 feet $ 21.95

Please specify color:
Blue. Black, Yellow or Red

DIFFUSED LEDs

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:
NSER T THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED ' ix' OF 14IF ORDER BY PART
NUMBER LISTED
EXAMPLE A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGL F MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DB15PR

SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS
WIREWRAP SOCKETS
2IF SOCKETS
TOOLED SOCKETS
TOOLED VAR SOCKETS
â
.
061PONENT CARRIERS
DIP PLUGS (IDCI

visA

LED DISPLAYS

MALE
MALE

TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE

PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE

END- 357(3591
COM CATHODE
END- 5001503)
COM CATHODE
END- 507I510)
COM ANODE
AN- 72
COM ANODE
AN- 74
COM CATHODE
TI L-313
COM CATHODE
TI L.311
4.7 HEX W,LOGIC

0-SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
ORDER BY

100
630
1360
1660
4390
3220

PRECUT ASSORTMENT

Tinier

Model
PE- 140

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS. SEE () SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS BELOW

DESCRIPTION

1NBU-D
WBU-T
WBU-204-3
WBU-204
WBU-206
WBU-208

í SPECTRONICS CORPORATION
EPROM ERASERS

. 85

RCes

SOLDERLESS
BREADBOARDS

$34.95

. 82

10' GREY RIBBON CABLE

IBM-PR2
$ 29.95
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT

AT

DATARASE

IDHseSR

IDEris

IBM-PR1
827.95
WITH • 5V AND GROUND PLANE

IBM- PRAT
829.95
LARGE • 5V 8i GROUND PLANES

•ERASES 2 EPROMS IN 10 MINUTES
•VERY COMPACT, NO DRAWER
•THIN METAL SHUTTER PREVENTS
UV LIGHT FROM ESCAPING

IDHseS

RIBBON EDGE CARD

XT
BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED
LEGENDS & MOUNTING BRACKET

* EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE
.69
.89
1.19
.59
1.29
.98
.10
.25
.25
-25
1.75
49

CONTACTS

.63

AXIAL
1,4
50V
14
10
50V
16
22
16V
14
47
50V
19
100
35V
19
470
50V 29
1000 16V 29
2200 16V 70
4700 16V 1 25

* MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
(ASK FOR DETAILS)

SOLDER HEADER

IDMex

FR 4EROS rGLASS LAMINA TE
GOLD-PLATED EDGE- CARD FINGERS

a FRIENDLY. KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER

RIBBON HEADER

EXT 8088 $ 29.95
EXT-80286 $ 39.95

* MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS

ORDER BY

RIBBON HEADER SOCKET

EXTENDER CARDS
FOR IBM

50V
18
50V . 25

* QUALITY MERCHANDISE
COMPETITIVE PRICES

IDC CONNECTORS/RIBBON CABLE

WIREWRAP HEADER

WIREWRAP
PROTOTYPE CARDS

$49.95

CERAMIC DISC 10085.00
MONOLITHIC
100, 310.00
CERAMIC DISC 100 , 86.50
MONOLITHIC
100 812.50

DESCRIPTION

RIGHT ANGLE WIREWRAP HEADER

05
05
07
07
10
12

a TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

4N28
4N33
4N37
MCI- 2
MCT-6
III- 111
2N3906
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N6005
TIP31

10

. 001,4 50V
. 005
50V
. 01
50V
es 50V
.1
12V
.1
50V

•ADJUSTABLE HEAT
SETTING W TIP TEMP
READOUT
QUICK HEATING
8. RECOVERY
•RANGE: 200^-900°F

WHY THOUSANDS CHOOSE JDR

1.39
1.69
1.49
. 49
. 49
. 69
1.49
4.79
6.95

DISCRETE

3.95
4.95
1.95
2.95
1.95
495

45
19
39
69

BYPASS CAPACITORS
01,4
01 gf
.1 gl
.1 of

7812K
7905K
7912K
78105
78112
79105
79112
LM323K
LM338K

1N751
.
15
111414825
1N400410 '
1.
1N5402
.
25
KBP02 . 55
2812222 .25
PN2222 . 10
2N2907 . 25
2N3055 . 79
2N3904 . 10
4N26 . 69
4N27 . 69

EDOECARD CONNECTORS
100
100
62
50
44
44

.49
49
.49
.49
.59
.59
.59
.59
159

. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05

RADIAL
14,1
25V
14
4.7
50V . 11
10
50V . 11
47
35V . 13
100
16V
15
220
35V . 20
470
25V . 30
2200 16V 70
4700 75V 1 45

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

69
59
1.09
109
99
99

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V

35V
35V
35V
35V

ELECTROLYTIC

SPECIAL ENDS 3/31/88
10 PIN
8 PIN
16 PIN
16 PIN
14 PIN
14 PIN

100
22
33
47
100
220

1 II;
2.2
4.7
10

MONOLITHIC

HURRY- QUANTITIES LIMITED'

RESISTOR NETWORKS

12
42
45
.99

.01pl 50V . 14 . 1p1
.047pI 50V . 15 . 47p1

ONLY $279 95

SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

6.8
10
22

15V
15V
15V
15V

DISC

THIS OFFICE WORKHORSE LISTED AT $695
A REAL STEAL AT $279.95 1

ASE

SOLDER STATION

TANTALUM

DIABLO 025 PRINTER

PARALLEL OR SERIAL CABLE , P1

1

CAPACITORS

3 omit. ' 193
3 omit. tor w fer,131•••4”

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
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64K DRAM 1
4
5
1
0
6
:s$1 79
MONITOR STANDS
MODEL MS- 100
$ 12.95
• TILTS & SWIVELS

• STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION

MODEL MS-200

$39.95

• TILTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT IN SURGE SUPRESSOR
• BUILT-IN POWER STATION INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS
UP TO 5 120 VOLT AC OUTLETS
• UL APPROVED

wor--

256K DRAM Mg $395
ST- 225
ST- 238
ST- 251
ST- 277
ST- 4038
ST- 4096
1/
2

$129.95

5u." DS/DO SOFT SECTOR

51/
4"
DS/DD 360K $915
51/
4" DS/HD 12M
DS/00720K $ 111. 5

nob

$599.95

BY NEC

• ORIGINAL CGA EGA PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR
• AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
• RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 lc 560

NASHUA DISKETTES
BONES OF 10

49Cea 39Cea

BULK OTT 50 BULK OU 250

51/
4"DISKETTE STORAGE FILE $8.95
• HOLDS 70 5' ." FLOPPIES
• STURDY, ATTRACTIVE
SMOKED ACRYLIC CASE
•COMPLETE WITH HINGED
DIVIDERS

EGA

$399.95

BY CASPER

• 15.75 21.85 KHz SCANNING FREQUENCIES
• RES: 640
200 350
•
. 31mm DOT PITCH
• 14" BLACK MATRIX SCREEN • 16 COLORS FROM 64

ROB

BY SAKATA

$69.95

•CONNECT 2 PRINTERS TO 1 COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA
SERIAL & PARALLEL MODELS AVAILABLE
• ALL LINES SWITCHED
• GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS & QUALITY SWITCHES
•

6' INTERFACE CABLES
MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS

IOU

SHIELDED
$9.95
315 95
314 95
57.95
59.95
39.95
Si

IBM COMPATIBLE PARALLEL PRINTER
CENTRONICS ( MALE TO FEMALE)
CENTRONICS ( MALE TO MALE)
IBM COMPATIBLE MODEM CABLE
RS232 SERIAL ( MALE TO FEMALE(
RS232 SERIAL ( MALE TO MALE(
COILED KEYBOARD EXTENDER

00 9sgete."

$349

$2.95
$4.95
$2.95
$1.19

DRIVE ENCLOSURES
WITH POWER SUPPLIES
CAB-2SV5
CAB-1FH5
CAB-2SV8
CAB-2FH8

DUAL SLIMLINE FOR 5'." $ 49.95
FULL HEIGHT FOR 5'." $ 69.95
DUAL SLIMLINE FOR 8"
$ 209.95
DUAL FULL HEIGHT FOR 8- $ 219.95

All models feature auto- dial answer redial on busy,
power up self test. touch tone or pulse dialing, built-in
speaker. Hayes and Bell Systems 103 & 212A compatible, full or half duplex. PC Talk Ill Communications software with internal models and more.

--••••-••••...d
4
t
2

NO SOFTWARE INCL UDED

120
24D

1200 BAUD
2400 BAUD

$119.95
$219.95

COMPUTER CASES

1 11111Mgmaimimmie

1.11111 •-•

PS- 135 150

diad=amp

•FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE
• 200 WATTS
•• 5V 22A. • 12V 8A
-5V 5A, - 12V 5A
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

•75 WATTS. UL APPROVED
• BY POWER SYSTEMS
•• 5V 7A, • 12V 3A
-12V 250mA, 5 300mA

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
HT MOUNTING HARDWARE FOR IBM
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 5' a" FDDs
5' x" FDD POWER CONNECTORS

Attractive, sturdy steel cases lit the popular sizeo
motherboards and include speakers, face plates,
expansion slots and all necessary hardware.

PS-200 $89.95

PS- 1558 $34.95

599.95
$119.95
$129.95
589.95
5119.95
$69.95
$109.95
$129.95

INTERNAL

•FOR IBM XT COMPATIBLE
• UL APP , 135 WATTS
• • 5V 15A, • 12V 9.2A
-5V 5A. . 12V . 5A
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY

•FOR APPLE TYPE SYSTEM
• • 5V 6A, • 12V 3A
-5V 1A. - 12V IA
• APPLE CONNECTOR

$895

12H
1200 BAUD 1/
3 CARD
$69.95
248 2400 BAUD FULL CARD $179.95

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
PS- 135 $59.95

$49.95

$259
$299
$469
$649
$559

HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

2
/
1

20MB HARD DISK ON ACARD

• SAVES SPACE AND REDUCES
POWER CONSUMPTION
• IDEAL FOR PCs WITH FULL
HEIGHT FLOPPIES
• LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF
LENGTH CARD IN ADJACENT
SLOT

• SET XY AXIS FOR AUTO
CENTER OR FREE MOVEMENT
• FIRE BUTTON FOR USE
WITH GAME SOFTWARE
• INCLUDES ADAPTOR
CABLE FOR IBM

PS-A

65ms
65ms ( FILL)
40ms
40ms ( RLL)
40ms
28nns

EXTERNAL

JOYSTICK $ 19 95

PS- 150. . $89 95

20MB
30MB
40MB
60MB
30MB
80MB

EASYDATA MODEMS

TOLL FREE

2WAY SWITCH BOXES $39.95

HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT

51
2 " TEAC FD- 55B DS DD 360K
/
5'
TEAC FD- 55F DS QUAD 720K
5'." TEAC FD- 55G DS HO 1.2M
5'." FUJITSU M2551A DS DD 360K
5' x" FUJITSU M2553K DS HD 1.2M
5' 4.. DS DD 360K
5 . 05 HD 1.2M
31
/ " MITSUBISHI DS DD
2
OR XT)

• IBM COMPATIBLE TEL INPUT
• 12" NON- GLARE GREEN SCREEN
• CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

$9.95

HALF
HALF
HALF
HALF
FULL
FULL

$279.95

BY CASPER

• COLOR GREEN AMBER SWITCH • RES: 640
240
• RG13, IBM COMPATIBLE • 14" NON- GLARE SCREEN
• 39rnm DOT PITCH • CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

MONOCHROME

VERSION FOR 31/
7"
FLOPPIES AVAILABLE

L

51/
4"SEAGATE HARD DISK DRIVES

• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL
INPUT
• 12" NON- GLARE.
LOW DISTORTION,
AMBER SCREEN
• RES: 720 a 350
• SWIVEL BASE
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY

MULTISYNC

Pe

DISK DRIVES

MONITORS
SAMSUNG
MONOCHROME

PS- 200

• 160 CPS DRAFT, 32 CPS NLQ MODE
• SUPPORTS EPSON. IBM
GRAPHICS
•9 a 9 DOT MATRIX
• FRICTION AND
PIN FEEDS
• VARIABLE LINE
SPACING & PITCH

$219 95

$9.95
IBM COMPATIBLE PRINTER CABLE
REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE $ 7.95

XT STYLE FLIP-TOP $34.95
XT STYLE SLIDE-TOP $39.95
AT STYLE SLIDE-TOP $89.95
•FRONT PANEL KEYLOCK AND LED INDICATORS

JR. AT STYLE FLIP-TOP $ 149.95
•INCLUDES 180 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• FRONT PANEL KEYLOCK AND LED INDICATORS

Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. in San Jose, ( 408) 947-8881

JDR Microdevices

110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Toll Free 800-538-5000 • (408) 866-6200
FAX (408) 378-8927 • Telex 171-110

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING
TERMS: Minimum order S10.00. For shipping and handling include 52.50 for UPS
Ground and 53.50 for UPS Air. Orders over 1lb. and lorergn orders may require additional
shipping charges-please contact our Sales Department for the amount. CA. residents
must Include applicable sales tax. All merchandise is warranted for 90 days unless
otherwise stated. Prices are subtect to change without notice. We are not responsible tor
typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit quantrbes and to substitute manufacturer. All merchandise subject to pnor sale. A full copy of our terms is available upen
request. Items pictured may only be representative.

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
JDR MICRODEVICES AND THE JON MICRODEVICES LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF JDR MICRODEVICES. JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JON MICRODEViCES
IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

Circle 133 on Reader Service Card

ALL MOT PRODUCTS CARRY A1YEAR WARRANTY

e Seagate

INTERFACE CARDS

FROM

MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

1
/
2HEIGHT

DISPLAY CARDS

MCT-M6P

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS $ 5995

TRUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY. SUPPORTS LOTUS 123
• SOFTWARE DRIVER ALLOWS COLOR GRAPHICS PROGRAMS TO RUN
ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR • PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

Drives are Seagate models ST-251 ( 40 MB)&
ST277 (60 MB ALL) 51
4 "had heights
/
FAST 40ms access time!

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

$
79 95

MULTIFUNCTION

ALL THE FEATURES 0F6 PACK • AT HALF THE PRICE
• 0-364K DYNAMIC RAM USING 4164s
• SERIAL PARALLEL GAME PORTS. CLOCK ,CALENDAR

MCT-MGMIO

FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• 2 FLOPPY CONT, SERIAL PARALLEL GAME PORT, CLOCK/CAL
• RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR

MULTI I/O FLOPPY

$ 7995

A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS

MIO-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

' 15"

MULTI I/O CARD

$ 5995

USE WITH MC T FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR WITH A BATTERY BACK-UP
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2
10- SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

MCT-ATMF

i5"

ADDS UP TO 3 MEGABYTES OF RAM TO THE A r
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5 MB OF MEMORY (ZERO K INSTALLED)
• INCLUDES SERIAL PORT AND PARALLEL PORT
ATMF-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

' 24"

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD ( NO MEMORY)

MCT-ATIO

AT MULTI I/O

' 29"

'24"

576K RAM CARD

$ 5995

A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT
•USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION AMOUNTS UP TO 576K USING
64K & 256K RAM CHIPS ( ZERO K INSTALLED)

MCT-EMS

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD

$
12995

2 Me OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEMORY FOR ir
• CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS • USER EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB
• EXPANDED CONVENTIONAL MEMORY, RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-ATEMS

MCT-FDC

AT VERSION

'139"

DRIVE CONTROLLERS

QUAI , T

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $ 2995
RS 4

UNTRO; IN A SiN(i

E

n

• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD. TO AN IBM PC OR COMPATIBLE
• SUPPORTS BOTH DS DD AND DS CID WITH DOS 3.2

MCT-HDC

MINI 80286

538995

MCT-FDC-1.2 12MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER

$ 6995

ADD VERSA TILITY& CAPACITY TO YOUR ST

BUILD YOUR OWN
256K MT COMPATIBLE

$
13995

SYSTEM STARVED FOR SLOTS , SATISFY IT WITH THIS TIMELY DESIGF,
•INTERFACES UP TO 2 FODs & 2 HOD.. CABLING FOR 2 FDDs 6 1 HCD
• SUPPORTS BOTH DS/DD & DS ' CID WITH DOS 3.2

$
149E5

FLOPPY HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K/720K/1.2MB FDDs
AS WELL AS 2 HOD. USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES

f-- - teJa

MCI- 5339

$7995

• IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT
COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS
• AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

MCI- 5060

$5995

• IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT
COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS
•AUTO REPEAT FEATURE

MCI- 5150
MCT-5151

XT STYLE lnY01/1

$49 95

KB5151

$

*

or-

* 256K OF MEMORY
* 135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
* FLIP-TOP CASE
* XT STYLE KEYBOARD
* 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
* DRIVE CONTROLLER
* MONOCHROME MONITOR
* GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

FOR ONLY $49815

LI1111111111111111

ANYONE CAN BUILD A SYSTEM IN ABOUT
2HOURS USING A SCREWDRIVER AND
OUR EASY-TO- FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS! ---

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-EPROM

PROGRAMMER

$
12995

PROGRAMS 27xx 6 27xxx EPROMS UP TO 77512

• SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES. BOTH MAY BE 360K OR 1.2 MEG
• ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM XT. TO AT.

AT FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER

TIEELL.1

EQUIV

68 95

WHY BUY ASYSTEM FROM JDR?

HARD DISK CONTROLLER $ 7995

FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER

—

•BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE!
• MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS
•MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ( ASK FOR DETAILS) • DUALITY COMPONENTS AND COMPETITIVE PRICES
LEARN ABOUT THE INNER WORKINGS OF ACOMPUTER • TOLL FREE TECH SUPPORT IN THE U.S. AND CANADA
•YOU CAN ASSEMBLE ASYSTEM IN ABOUT 2HOURS WITH ASCREWDRIVER áOUR EASY- TO- FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS

HD CONTROL FOR WHAT OTHERS CHARGE FOR FLOPPY CONTROL

McT-ATFH

$ 37995

• REPLACEMENT BOARD FOR XT STYLE CHASSIS
• OPERATE AT 6 10 MHz WITH UP TO 1MB ON- BOARD
MEMORY ( ZERO K INSTALLED)
• SOCKET FOR 80287 MATH CO-PORCESSOR
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK
• 8 SLOTS: 2 EIGHT BIT, 6 SIXTEEN BIT
• USES CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY CHIP SET FOR RELIABILITY
AND SMALL SIZE

• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 5, 10. 20. 30 IS 40 MB
• DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 SMALLER. LOGICAL DRIVES

MCI- EH

ùt T

MOTHERBOARD

MEMORY CARDS

MCI-RAM

80286 6/8 MHz

•8 SLOT ( 2 EIGHT BIT, 6 SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD
• HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6 OR 8 MH:
• 1 WAIT STATE
•KEYLOCK SUPPORTED, RESET SWITCH, FRONT PANEL LED
IN
• SOCKETS FOR 1 MB OF RAM AND 80287
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK

$ 5995

USE WITH MC T-A TFH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS
• USES 16450 SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION
ATIO-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

MCT-ATMB

$
13995

AT MULTIFUNCTION

TURBO 4.77/8 MHz $ 9995

•4 77 OR 8 MIA, OPERATION WITH 8088-26 OPTIONAL
8087 ,2 CO- PROCESSOR
• FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR AND RESET
SWITCH SET SUPPORTED
•CHOICE OF NORMAL TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE SELECT
PROCESSOR SPEED

MCT-BATMB

• SERIAL. PARALLEL GAME PORT. CLOCK/CALENDAR
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES. 720K WITH DOS 3.2

MCI-I0

MCI-TURBO

MCT-XTM8 STANDARD MOTHERBOARD $ 87 95

MONOGRAPHICS I/0 $ 11995

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT

MCI-M10

Systems include Seagate • height hard drive.
drive controller, cables & instructions. All
drives are pre-tested & warranted for 1year.

IBM COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS

$ 4995

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
MCIMF

HARD DISK SYSTEMS

IBM COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARDS

BM COMPATIBLE. PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
• 256K OF VIOE0 RAM ALLOWS 640 at 350 IN 16 OF 64 COLORS
« COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND MONOCHROME ADAPTORS

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOR GRAPHICS STANDARDS
• SHORT SLOT SUPPORTS RGB, COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 640 320 (( 200 RESOLUTION. LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

1
/
2 HT

40 MB $
469 20 M8$200
GO MB $
649 30 MB $
329

MCT-EGA ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR $
14995
MCT-CG

HARD DISK DRIVES

• SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS
AND VOLTAGES
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF SEVERAL EPROMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
• READ. WRITE. COPY, ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY
• SOFTWARE FOR HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS

MCT-EPROM-4
MCT-EPROM-10

MCT-PAL
MCI-MP

4me PROGRAMMER $ 189 95
10 8A118 P110811AMMER $ 299 95

PAL PROGRAMMER $ 26995
PROCESSOR PROG. $ 19995

PARTIAL LISTING ONLY- CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG!

EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue.
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears.
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Protect Your
Copies of BYTE
NOW AVAILABLE:
Custom-designed library files
or binders in elegant blue
simulated leather stamped in
gold leaf.
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Binders—Holds 6
issues, opens flat for
easy reading.
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$35.95.
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COMING UP IN BYTE
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Products in Perspective:

We begin this section with brief discussions of many new products in What's
New. Short Takes will consider the following: Windows 2.0, Deskjet, Extra,
Zenith Flat Screen, Sharp 4521, Oracle, and Sprint.

Files—Holds 6issues.
$7.95 each, two for
$14.95, or four for
$27.95.

The Product Focus for April looks at 37 dot-matrix printers. If you're
looking for aprinter, check this out.

Order Now!

System reviews include the WYSE 386 and the Amiga 2000.

Mail to: Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. BY,
499 East Erie Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19134

Hardware reviews cover liquid-crystal- shutter printers and two hardware
debuggers, AT Probe and Periscope III.
Products up for discussion in software reviews are Microsoft C 5.0,
FORTRAN 386, and Wendin DOS.
Application reviews feature Interleaf for the Macintosh and Byline.
Rounding out this section are the unique viewpoints of columnists Jerry
Pournelle and Ezra Shapiro.

In Depth:

Our highlighted subject will be memory management, and the following
topics will be covered: amemory management primer, OS/2 virtual memory
management, implementing Unix on the 80386, and memory management
on the Macintosh.

Please send

files;
binders for BYTE magazine.

Enclosed is $ . Md $1 per
file/binder for postage and handling.
Outside U.S.A. add $2.50 per file/binder
(U.S. funds only please).
Charge my: ( minimum $15)
Visa
_American Express
__MasterCard _Diners Club
Card #

Exp. Date

Signature
CALL TOLL FREE (24 hours):
1-800-972-5858
Name
Address

Features:

State
In Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Steve will present his SmartSpooler. Another
article will look at Gordon L,etwin's new book on OS/2, and we'll also provide
information on aprogram called Fuzzy Prolog.

(No PO. Box)

City
Zip

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax.
Allow 5-6 weeks delivery in the U.S.
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Important TIPS* for BYTE Subscribers:
Receive Product Information 10 Days Earlier!
....,111.1.1111111
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IDENT1FiCATION CARD
John Sample
785432189

Sae away Sae

All you need is a touch-tone telephone and your subscriber I.D. number.
See instructions facing the Reader Service Index in the back
of this issue for outrageous time-saving opportunities!
*BYTE's Ulephone Inquiry Processing Service

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:

Dennis J. Riley, Advertising Sales Manager, One Phoenix Mill Lane. Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH. VT, MA, Ftl, ONTARIO
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA
Paul McPherson Jr. (617) 262-1160
McGraw-Hill Publications
575 Boylston Street
Boston. MA 02116

SOUTHEAST
NC, SC, GA. FL, AL, TN
Carolyn F. Lovett (409) 252-0626
McGraw-Hill Publications
4170 Astiford-Dunwocirly Road
Suite 420
Atlanta, GA 32319

NHDWEST
ATLANTIC
IL. MO. KS. IA. ND, SD, MN,
NY, NYC. CT. NJ ( NORTH)
Leah G. Rabinowitz (212) 512-2096 KY, OH. WI, NB, IN MI, MS
Bob Dermead e312) 751-3740
McGraw-Hill Publications
Publications
1221 Avenue of the AmericasBlair Building
39th Floor
645 North Michigan Ave.
New York, NY 10020
Chicago. IL 60611
Dick McGurk ( 203) 968-7111
SOUTHWEST,
McGraw-Hill Publications
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Building A- 3rd Floor
CO, WY. OK. TX. AL LA
777 Long Ridge Road
Karl Heinrich (713) 462-0757
Stamford, CT 06902
McGraw-Hill Publications
EAST
7600 W. Tidwell Rd. —Suite 500
PA. N1 ( SOUTH),
Houston, TX 771140
MD, VA, W.VA. DE, D.C.
Daniel Ferro (215) 496-3833
McGraw-Hill Publications
Three Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19102

SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUTHERN CA, AZ, NM,
LAS VEGAS
Jack Anderson (714) 557-6292
McGraw-Hill Publications
3001 Red Hill Ave.
Building 4I — Suite 222
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tom Harvey (213) 480-5243
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 4407
Los Angeles, CA 90010
NORTH PACIFIC
HI, WA, OR, ID. MT.
NORTHERN CA,
NV (except LAS VEGAS), UT,
W. CANADA
Mike Kisseberth (415) 362-4600
McGraw-Hill Publications
425 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

BYTE BITS ( 2x3)
Dan Harper ( 603) 924-6830
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
The Buyer's Mart ( Ix2)
Mark Stone (603) 924-3754
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Regional Advertising
(So. CA, Mid- Atlantic, Southeast,
New York/New England)
Elisa Lister (
603) 9244830
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Regional Advertising
(Pacific NW, Midwest. Southwest,
New York/Ness England)
Scott Gagnon (603) 924-9281
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
BYTE Deck Mailings
National
Ed Ware ( 6031 924-6166
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
A/E/C Computing Deck
Computing fn. I- ngineers
Mars Ann Gooking
(603) 924-9281
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough. N14 03458

Bill McAfee (415) 349-4100
McGraw-Hill Publications
951 Mariner's Island Blvd.3rd Floor
San Mateo, CA 94404

International Advertising Sales Staff:
Mr. Hans Csokor
Publimedia
Reisnerstrasse 61
A- 1037 Vienna. Austria
222 75 76 84

Mrs. Matia Sarmiento
Pedro Teixeira L. Off .t20
Iberia Mart I
Madrid 4. Spain
I45 52 891

Karen Lennie
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
34 Dover St.
London WIX 3RA
England 01 493 1451

Mrs. Gurit Gepner
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
PO Box 2156
Bat Yam, 59121 Israel
3 866 561 321 39

Mr, Gen Moberg
Andrew Karnig & Assoiiates
Finnbodavagen
S 131 31 Naas, Swecen
8-44 0005

1Aanuela Capuano
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Via Flavio Baracchini I
20123 Milan. Italy
(2) 89010103

Mr. Fritz Krusebecker
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Liebigstrasse 19
DWOO Frankfurt/Main 1
West Germany
69 72 01 81

Mr. Alain Faure
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
128 Faubourg Saint 1-henore
75008 Paris
Fiance
(1) 42-89-03-81

Seaves Ltd.
400 Orchard Road, 410-01
Singapore 0923
Republic of Singapore
Tel: 734-9790
Telex: RS35539 SEA VEX
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Staves Ud.
503 Wilson House
19-27 Wyndham St.
Central, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-260149
Telex: 60904 SE VEX HX
Him Morita
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Overseas Corp.
Room 1528
Kasumigaseki Bldg.
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100, Japan
3 581 9811

Mr. Ernest McCrary
Empresa Internacional .le
Comunicacoes Ltda.
Rua da Consolacao. 222
Conjunto 103
01302 Sao Paulo, S.P.. Brasil
Tel: ( II) 259-3911
Telex: ( 100) 32122 EMBN

READER
SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill
out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that
correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who
assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
•Correspond directly with company

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers
Inquiry No.

Page No.

3 ACIUS
150
239 ACM SIGGRAPH'88
223
4 ADOBE
82,83
5 ADVANCED COMP PROD. . 316,317
6 ADV. LOGIC RESEARCH ... 152,153
7 ADV. LOGIC RESEARCH ... 152,153
8 AK SYSTEMS
292
9 ALF
292
10 ALPHA PRODUCTS
303
12 ALPS AMERICA
8,9
13 ALPS AMERICA
8,9
• AMER. DESIGN COMPONENTS301
16 AMER. SMALL BUSINESS .
143
17 AMER. SOFTWARE INT'L
314
• AMPRO
174
• AMER. ADVANTECH CORP.
298
19 AMER. ADVANTECH CORP.
298
23 APROTEK
295
24 ASYST SOFTWARE
159
25 ATI TECHNOLOGIES, INC
62
26 ATI TECHNOLOGIES. INC
63
• AT&T INFO. SYS.
184,185
27 ATRON
66
141
28 AUTODESK
• AVOCET
298
30 AVOCET SYSTEMS, INC
81
32 B&B ELECTRONICS
312
33 B&C MICRO
299
34 B&C MICRO
295
35 B&W SYSTEMS, INC.
50
36 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
201
• BINARY TECH
310
450 BIX
278,279
37 BLAISE
34
38 BORLAND INT'L
Cil
39 BORLAND INT'L
CII
40 BORLAND INT'L
1
41 BORLAND INT'L
1
42 BORLAND INT'L
71
43 BORLAND INT'L
71
44 BP MICROSYSTEMS
304
297 BRITISH AIRWAYS
231
45 BRODERBUND
99
• BUYER'S MART
280-288
• BYTE BACK ISSUES
238
• BYTE CIRCULATION
234
• BYTE MARKETING
228
• BYTE SUB. MESSAGE
232
• BYTE SUB. SERVICE
288
46 BYTEK CORP.
200
47 B&C MICRO SYSTEMS
236
• CALIFORNIA DIGITAL
315
48 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
214
49 CHUNG YU
214
• CLEO SOFTWARE
126
52 CLUB AMERICAN TECH
56,57
53 CNS, INC
238
54 CNS, INC
238
300 COEFFICIENT SYS. CORP
256
55 COGITATE
297
56 COGITATE
292
57 COMPACT DISC PRODS., INC.
40
58 COMPACT
48,49
59 COMPUSAVE
289
60 COMPUSERVE
225
• COMPUTER CONTINUUM
298
62 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER . 144A-H
63 COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE . 304
64 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
25
65 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE ..
25
67 CONTECH
295
68 COVOX
304
69 CPT CORP
30
70 CTX
107
71 CTX
107
72 CURTIS, INC
304
73 CYBER RESEARCH
310
• C.O.M.11 DIRECT MARKETING
297
74 DATA TRANSLATION
17
75 DB FAST
52
76 DEVTRONICS
304
311 DICONIX
239
77 DIGIBOAFID
36
78 DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SYS.
222
79 DIGITALK
15

Inquiry No.

Page No.

80 DIGITALK
15
305
81 DISKCOTECH
82 DISK WORLD
289
83 DISKETTE CONNECTION
299
61 DISKMASTER
304
84 DISKS TO GO
295
85 DIVERSIFIED COMP
312
86 DRESSELHAUS
24
87 DRESSELHAUS
24
294 ECOSOFT
227
• ELECTRONICS
264
89 ELLIS COMPUTING
44
90 EMERSON ELECTRIC
181
91 EMERSON ELECTRIC
181
92 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE 310
93 EVEREX
20,21
94 EVEREX
20,21
313 FLAGSTAFF
91
314 FLAGSTAFF
91
315 FLAGSTAFF
91
316 FLAGSTAFF
91
98 FOX SOFTWARE
37
99 FTG
305
101 FUJITSU AMERICA
233
102 FUJITSU AMERICA
233
103 GALACTICOMM, INC.
118
104 GENOA
85
105 GENOA
87
106 GLORIOUS UNION
92
107 GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
310
108 GRAFPOINT
314
109 GREAT SOFTWESTERN
60
110 GREAT WESTERN ELEC
54
111 GTEK
267
112 GTEK
267
• HARMONY COMPUTERS
18
113 HEWLETT-PACKARD
111
114 HEWLETT-PACKARD
113
115 HEWLETT-PACKARD
161
116 HEWLETT-PACKARD
163
117 HEWLETT-PACKARD
165
118 HITECH EQUIPMENT
305
303 HOOLEON COMPANY
277
304 HOOLEON COMPANY
277
119 HORSTMANN SOFTWARE
176
120 IC. EXPRESS
310
190 INFOQUEST
293
• INTECTRA
305
• INTECTRA
310
121 INTEGRAND
180
122 INTEL CORP
100,101
123 INTROTECH, INC.
94
124 10 TECH
215
125 10 TECH
292
126 J&R MUSIC WORLD
190
127 JADE COMPUTER
311
128 JAMECO
290,291
129 JAWIN
292
130 JAWIN
292
131 J.D.R. INSTRUMENTS
173
132 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES
318,319
133 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES
320,321
134 KADAK
96
135 KAO CORP.
93
136 KEA SYSTEMS
46
137 KEA SYSTEMS
305
138 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN INC.
242
139 LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIES 202
140 LAHEY COMPUTER SYS
130
141 LAWSON LABS
305
142 LINK COMP GRAPHICS
292
143 LOGICAL DEVICES
297
144 LOGICAL DEVICES
297
145 LOGICAL DEVICES
297
146 LOGICAL DEVICES
297
147 LOGITECH
73
148 LOGITECH
73
149 LOGITECH
74,75
150 LOGITECH
74,75
• MACMILLAN BOOK CWBS 192,193
151 MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
13
152 MARK WILLIAMS.
26
153 MATHSOFT
69
• MAXELL DATA PRODS
7
154 MAXTECH
297

Inquiry No.

Page No.

155 MAY COMPUTER
212
156 MAY COMPUTER
212
• MCGRAW-HILL CEC
248A-B
• MCGRAW-HILL NRI
257
157 MEAD COMPUTER
307
158 MEGASOFT
292
159 MEGATEL
94
160 MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
206
161 MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
206
162 MERRITT COMPUTER PROD.
266
163 MICRO ELECTRONIC PROD.
310
164 MICROCIRCUIT DESIGNERS
312
165 MICROCOM SYSTEMS
26
• MICROMINT
306
166 MICRON TECHNOLOGY
240
167 MICROPLOT
295
169 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD
314
170 MICROSOFT
203
171 MICROSOFT
203
172 MICROSOFT PRESS
149
173 MICROSOFT PRESS
151
174 MICROWAY
95
• MICROWAY
237
175 MIHALISIN ASSOC
312
176 MITSUBISHI
166,167
177 MITSUBISHI
166,167
180 MIX SOFTWARE
125
181 MOJAVE SCADA
312
182 MONTGOMERY GRANT
309
298 MOUNTAIN COMPUTER . 274,275
183 M.H.I.
235
184 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
138
185 NATURAL MICROSYSTEMS
226
186 NEC INFO. SYSTEMS
CIII
187 OASYS
154
188 OASYS
154
61
189 OLYMPIA, U.S.A.
• ORACLE
77
191 ORION
120
192 OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL
186
251
193 PATTON & PATTON
195 PC PRIME
294
22 PDI/AKI
16
196 PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
39
79
50 PERSOFT
309 PERSONAL TEX
179
198 PERSTOR
258
199 PERSTOR
258
202 PRIME SOLUTIONS
213
203 PRIME SOLUTIONS
213
204 PRINCETON DISKETTE
312
205 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 10
206 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYSTEMS254
207 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC TECH. 310
208 PROGRAMMERS CONNECTION 19
209 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE
131
210 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE132,133
211 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
171
295 PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY CORP 177
212 OUA TECH
296
213 QUA TECH
296
214 QUA TECH
296
215 OUA TECH
296
216 QUA TECH
296
217 OUA TECH
296
218 QUA TECH
296
219 QUA TECH
296
296
220 QUA TECH
• QUAID SOFTWARE
58
221 QUALSTAR
305
222 QUANT1JS MICROSYSTEMS
272
223 RADIO SHACK
45
224 RADIO SHACK
CIV
• RAIMA
23
225 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
148
226 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
148
227 RAM- BENDERS
96
228 REAL TIME DEVICES
312
229 ROSE ELECTRONICS
298
230 R.R. SOFTWARE
175
231 SAFEWARE
299
296 SCANDINAVIAN PC SYSTEMS
191
233 SCHWAB COMP CENTER
312
234 SCIENCE & ENGINEERING S/W 293
235 SCR CORP
299

Inquiry No.

Page No.

236 SEALEVEL SYSTEMS. INC. . 312
237 SEAGATE
27
238 SEAGATE
27
240 SILICON SPECIALTIES ,, 168
241 SILICON SPECIALTIES
168
242 SILICON / ALLEY COMPUTER . 64
243 SOFTRONICS
304
244 SFTWR. DEVELOPMENT SYS
189
232 SFTWR. DEV. DISTR. CTR
295
245 SOFTWARE LINK, THE
31
246 SOFTWARE LINK, THE
31
247 SOLUTION SYSTEMS
178
248 SORD COMPUTER
44
249 SOURCE ELECTRONICS
54
250 SOURCE ELECTRONICS
54
251 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
194
252 SPSS, INC
47
253 STSC, INC
59
254 STSC, INC. ,,
247
255 SUPERSOFT
98
256 SWEET ELECTRONICS
130
• SYSGEN, INC.
114
257 S'NW ELECTRONICS
46
258 S-100
313
259 S-100 ,
313
260 TALKING TECH
298
305 TANDON
270,271
306 TANDON
270,271
307 TATUNG CO. OF AMERICA
97
308 "TATUNG CO. OF AMERICA
97
261 TEAM TECH
259
262 TELEVIDEO
119
263 THETA SYS. CORP
298
301 THORMUD TECHNOLOGIES
314
264 TIGERTRONICS
60
265 TIGERTRONICS
310
266 TIMELINE
302
• TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
300
• TOSHIBA
35
267 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS
183
268 TRUEVISION
32,33
269 TURBO POWER
178
270 TYSTAR MANUFACTURING .
299
271 UNIVERSAL DATA SYS
55
274 VERMONT CREATIVE SFTWR . 43
275 VN LABS
298
276 VOYETRA
295
• VVAREHOUSE DATA PRODS
53
312 WELLS AMERICAN
216
297
279 WESCORP
280 WESTERN TELEMATIC
268
281 WESTERN TELEMATIC
268
282 WEST UNION TELEGRAPH CO 41
283 WHITEWATER GROUP
269
284 WINTEK CORP.
5
285 WINTEK CORP.
298
297
286 WOODCHUCK IND
• WORTHINGTON DATA SOLNS
42
287 WYSE TECHNOLOGY
29
288 W.P. ELECTRONICS
110
289 XELTEK
314
290 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
263
302 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL
308
291 ZERICON
314
292 Z-WORLD
299
293 Z-WORLD
299
INTERNATIONAL SECTION
No domestic inquiries please.

88 A1-40

401 ABC COMPUTER
88A-13
402 AL DOWNLOADING
88A-34
403 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS 88A-16
404 ANALYTICAL ENGINES LTD 88A-34
452 BIX
88A-38
442 BYTE BITS
8M-20
• BYTE/CEBIT
88A-22
• BYTE CIRCULATION
8M-39
• BYTE SUB. SERVICE
8M-20
405 BCL LTD
8M-36
406 CALEND
88A-11
407 COMPUADD
8M-40
408 COMPUSENSE
8U-34
409 COMPUSENSE
88A-36
Continued
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Inquiry No.
446
447
448
443
449
451

410 CONNEXIONS
8M-36
411 CUBIX
8M-5
412 CAS. COMPUTER POINT 8M-36
413 DDF
88A-36
414 EECO
88A-2
415 ELTIME VISION
88A-20
416 EMERALD SYSTEMS..
88A-12
8M-12
417 EMERALD SYSTEMS
418 EUROLINK
88A-28
419 FAIT AB
88A-9
420 FORTRON
88A-1
421 FORTRON
88A-1
422 FIA
88A-36
423 GAMMAPRODUCTIONS . 88A-14
424 GAMMAPRODUCTIONS . 88A-14
425 GESI
88A-15
426 GLENCO ENGINEERING .
88A-18
427 GREY MATTER
88A-25
428 HOPE CIRCUIT LTD. ...
88A-36
429 IAR SYSTEMS
88A-31
430 INS
88A-35
431 INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS 8M-19
432 ISSUE
88A-34
433 JPI MODULA2
8M-37
434 LEXICON
88A-26
435 LEXICON
8M-27
436 LOGIC PROGRAMME ASSar.88A-24
437 MAYFAIR MICRO
88A-23
438 MICROCOSM RESEARCH LTD.88A-34
• MICROMINT
88A-33
439 MPD LTD.
88A-36
440 PECAN S/W
8M-10
441 PHILIPS
88A-21
444 PRECISION CATAPRODUCTS 88A-34
• ROBERT T1NNEY GFIAPHFCS88A-32
• SOFTUNE CORPORATION
88A-17

Page No.

SPRINGER VERLAG .
88A-29
»WAN DAIACOMP. SYS. INC 8M-34
TRIANGLE DIGITAL LTD.
88A-34
TRYMAX
88A-34
USA-SOFTWARE
88A-7
XI SOFTWARE
88A-36

REGIONAL SECTION
Northeast

88 NE 1-12

• BYTE TIPS
501 COTTAGE COMPUTERS
488 DIGICOM
489 EMERALD SYSTEMS
490 EMERALD SYSTEMS
491 F&W COMMUNICATIONS
492 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS
493 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS
494 INCOMM CO
495 INTERBUSINESS CORP.
496 MAP INFO. SYS. CO
498 PARSONS TECHNOLOGY
• PC LINK
497 PRECISION DAIA PROD
499 RIX SOFTWARE
500 RIX SOFTWARE
Pacific Coast

88NE-10
88NE-2
88NE-8
88NE-3
88NE-3
88NE 12
88NE-6
88NE-6
88NE-9
88NE-4
88NE-7
88NE-11
88NE-5
88NE-10
88NE-1
88NE-1

88 PC 1-20

464 ALTEC TECHNOLOGY
88PC-10
• COALITION FOR LITERACY 88PC-20
465 COMPUTER LANE. .
88PC-17
467 COMPUTOWN
88PC-19
468 CTXT
88PC-6

rP
TI 9

Page No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

469 GTCO
88PC-12
470 KEITHLEY DAC
88PC-2
411 MAP INFO SYS. CO.
88PC-7
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
88PC-16
472 MECA
88PC-4
473 MECA
88PC-4
• MICROMINT
88PC-5
478 PARSONS TECHNOLOGY 88PC-13
478 QUALITY MICRO
88PC-10
479 RIX SOFTWARE
88PC-9
480 RIX SOFTWARE
88PC-9
• ROOT TINNEY GRAPHICS . 88PC-8
481 SF MICRO
88PC-1
482 SHAMROCK COMPUTER 88PC-18
483 SURAH, INC.
88PC-14
484 SWFTE, INT'L
88PC-11
485 TATUNG SCIENCE & TECH.88PC-3
488 TEK COMPUTER
88PC-15

Southwest

88 SW 1-8

Inquiry No.

Midwest

88 MW 1-12

453 AMERICAN SKYNET
88M W-13
• BYTE TIPS
88MW-6
454 CAD EXPRESS
88MW-9
• COMP BUYING SERVICE
88MVV-5
455 CORTEX CORP.
88MW-3
456 DIGITAL FRONTIERS.
88MW-11
• EXPOCONSUL INT'L
88MW-7
457 INTELLIGENCE WARE
88MW-1
459 KEITHLEY DAG
88MW-4
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
88MW-12
• MICROMINT
88MW-9
480 PEACHES ENTRPRS., INC 88MW-6
• ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS88MW-10
461 Y.E.S MULTINATIONAL
88MW-2

Mid-Atlantic

88S W-3
88S W-4
88SW-7
88SW-7
SW- 2

88
8
8SW-5
88SW-8

il
SWW-61

88 M/AT 1-8

• BYTE TIPS
88M/AT-2
• COMPS FOR THE BIJND 88M/AT-4
503 EXECUTEK PRODUCTS . 88M/AT-3
• EXPOCONSUL INT'L
88M/AT-5
• MICROMINT
88M/AT-7
504 OWL COMP SERVICES
88M/AT-8
505 AG SOFTWARE
88M/AT-6
506 SF MICRO
88M/AT-1
Southeast

88 SE 1-8

• BYTE TIPS
88SE-4
511 ITRON
88SE-1
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS.
88SE-5
512 MICRO EQUIPMENT.
88SE-2
• MICROMINT
88SE-8
• ROOT. T1NNEY GRAPHICS 88SE-6,7
513 SURAH CORP
88SE-3
•Correspond directly with company.

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE'S ndephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier
If you are anew subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle 41 on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on aTouchane telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols Dr or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
EnterDEDDEDDECIE 11

6)

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter CO II [31 E II II

7a)

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

ENTER YOUR

INQUIRIES
b)

END SESSION

'
lb below.

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. 111 0 0 1:1111
2.0001111
3.000MM
4. DE 0(111
5.00011

6.00011
7.000111
8.0001111E
9.0001111

10.1:30111 fillgl
11.000MM
12.0E011
13.00011

8)

End session by entering II El Ill III UE1

9)

Hang up after hearing final message

14.0001E1
15.00011
16.1111E11 1
17.111E1E1HE

If you are asubscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924 9281.

If you are not asubscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8912.
*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
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• BYTE TIPS88SW-7
• COMP BUYING SERVICE
• COMPS FOR THE BUND
508 CONNECTIONS ULTD. ..
509 CONNECTIONS ULTD. ..
510 KEITHLEY DAC
'
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
• MICROMINT
507 MYTECH ELECTRONICS
• ROOT. TINNEY GRAPHICS

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

I

Advertising Supplement included with this issue:
Jameco Electronics (U.S. Subscribers)
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assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
•Correspond directly with company

Index to Advertisers by Product Category

Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE
515

ADD INS

10 ALPHA PRODUCTS

303

• AMER. ADVANTECH CORP.

298

19 AMER. ADVANTECH CORP.

298

25 ATI TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

62

26 ATI TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

63

27 ATRON

66

,,

48 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

214

77 DIG IBOARD

36

93 EVEREX

20,21

94 EVEREX

20,21

103 GALACTICOMM INC.

118

Inquiry No.

Page No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

33 BSC MICRO

299

235 SCR CORP

299

44 BP MICROSYSTEMS

304

276 VOYETRA

295

46 BYTEK CORP.

200

47 B&C MICRO SYSTEMS

236

111 GTEK

267

112 GTEK .

267

142 LINK COMP GRAPHICS

292

143 LOGICAL DEVICES

297

144 LOGICAL DEVICES

297

145 LOGICAL DEVICES

297

146 LOGICAL DEVICES

297

164 MICROCIRCUIT DESIGNERS

312

207 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC TECH310
289 XELTEK ,

314
INSTRUMENTATION

518

521

Inquiry No.

526

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS
• AT&T INFORMATION SYS.
• CLEO SOFTWARE

267 TOUC HBASE

183

271 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS

522

152,153

7 ADV. LOGIC RESEARCH

152,153

• AMPRO

55

MONITORS

69 CPT CORP

30

85 DIVERSIFIED COMP

312

174

• AT&T INFO. SYS.

126
259

SYSTEMS

6 ADV. LOGIC RESEARCH

184,185

261 TEAM TECH

Page No.

184,185

• BINARY TECH

310

52 CLUB AMER. TECHNOLOGY 56,57
58 COMPAQ

48,49

92 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE 310
155 MAY COMPUTER

212

156 MAY COMPUTER

212

159 MEGATEL

94

195 PC PRIME

294

295 PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY CORP.177

176 MITSUBISHI

166,167

222 QUANTUS MICROSYSTEMS

177 MITSUBISHI

166,167

223 RADIO SHACK

,,,

272
45

104 GENOA

85

131 J.D.R. INSTRUMENTS

173

205 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS ..10

248 SORD COMPUTER

105 GENOA

87

141 LAWSON LABS

305

206 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS 254

256 SWEET ELECTRONICS

130

44

111 GTEK

267

181 MOJAVE SCADA

312

307 TATUNG CO. OF AMERICA

97

270 TYSTAR MANUFACTURING

299

112 GTEK

267

191 ORION

120

308 TATUNG CO. OF AMERICA

97

312 WELLS AMERICAN

216

228 REAL TIME DEVICES .

312

290 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

122 INTEL CORP

100,101

124 10 TECH

215

125 10 TECH

292

• MICROMINT

95

• MICROWAY

237

184 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

138

198 PERSTOR

258

MASS STORAGE

519
8 AK SYSTEMS

292

57 COMPACT DISC PRODUCTS, INC 40
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Our Silentwriter - LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript® and Laserjet Plus emulation.
That alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IBM
compatibility. PC Week stated, "the LC890
is actually better than having both an Apple
NEC's SilentWriter Printer Boasts
LaserWriter Plus and an HP Laserjet Plus on
PostScript, HP LaserJet Plus Emulation
your desk." Equally impressed, PC Magazine
awarded it an " Editor's Choice." And cited it
in their " Best of 1987" issue.
And because the Silentwriter has asimple,
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact, it's twice
as reliable as ordinary lasers, with an average life of 600,000 pages.
If you don't require the power of our LC890, conNEC PRINTERS. THEY ONLY STOP
sider the rest of the family. The LC850 for text applicaWHEN YOU WANT THEM TO.
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex
graphics.
To start producing your own headlines,
Ig
call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635).
NEC
We'll send you reprints of all the great
'eingse
Week
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Tandy Computers:
Because there is
no better value:

TandyLink' and Professional DeskMate'
put your PCs on speaking terms.
Now there's asimple,
affordable approach
to PC communications,
The western division posted a 16% gain

Introducing aworkgroup designed specifically for small offices. Professional DeskMate
software and TandyLink will give your department an enormous boost in production and
efficiency— without aheavy investment.
Professional DeskMate combines the most
valuable office applications in an easy-to-use
integrated format. You get text processing,
spreadsheet analysis, filing, telecommunications and business graphics.

W

re%

TANDY
VVORKGROUP
SOLUTIONS

And when you use this program in the
TandyLink workgroup, every employee can
share information and work together.
Each user can transmit Professional
DeskMate files to or from other PCs in the
workgroup. Exchange messages. Keep adepartment phone list. Share appointment calendars
and even aprinter.

lames
muss

No dedicated file server is needed. A
TandyLink workgroup is user installable and
operates easily on Tandy and other IBM® PC
compatibles. For two stations, all you need is a
simple RS-232 connection. For larger workgroups, just add an inexpensive TandyLink
card to each computer.
The Professional DeskMate-TandyLink connection turns individual productivity into real
teamwork power. Come to aRadio Shack
Computer Center today for ademonstration.

'rands Ltnl. and Protr,tonal DeskMate/TM Tandy Corp. IBMIReg TM IBM Corp

Radio ihaelt
COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Circle 224 on Reader Service Card

